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Part I

Nanophase Oxides
ENHANCED THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY THROUGH
THE DEVELOPMENT OF NANOFLUIDS


*Materials Science Division, **Energy Technology Division, Argonne National Laboratory,
9700 S. Cass Ave., Bldg. 212, Argonne, IL 60439
(JEastman@ANL.GOV)

ABSTRACT

Low thermal conductivity is a primary limitation in the development of energy-efficient heat transfer fluids required in many industrial applications. To overcome this limitation, a new class of heat transfer fluids is being developed by suspending nanocrystalline particles in liquids such as water or oil. The resulting “nanofluids” possess extremely high thermal conductivities compared to the liquids without dispersed nanocrystalline particles. For example, 5 volume % of nanocrystalline copper oxide particles suspended in water results in an improvement in thermal conductivity of almost 60% compared to water without nanoparticles. Excellent suspension properties are also observed, with no significant settling of nanocrystalline oxide particles occurring in stationary fluids over time periods longer than several days. Direct evaporation of Cu nano-particles into pump oil results in similar improvements in thermal conductivity compared to oxide-in-water systems, but importantly, requires far smaller concentrations of dispersed nanocrystalline powder.

INTRODUCTION

Despite considerable previous research and development focusing on industrial heat transfer requirements, major improvements in cooling capabilities have been held back because of a fundamental limit in the heat transfer properties of conventional fluids. It is well known that metals in solid form have orders-of-magnitude larger thermal conductivities than those of fluids. For example, the thermal conductivity of copper at room temperature is about 700 times greater than that of water and about 3000 times greater than that of engine oil, as shown in Table 1. The thermal conductivities of metallic liquids are much larger than those of nonmetallic liquids. Therefore, fluids containing suspended solid metallic particles are expected to display significantly enhanced thermal conductivities relative to conventional heat transfer fluids.

Numerous theoretical and experimental studies of the effective thermal conductivity of dispersions containing particles have been conducted since Maxwell's theoretical work was published more than 100 years ago [1]. However, all previous studies of the thermal conductivity of suspensions have been confined to those containing mm- or micron-sized particles. Maxwell's model shows that the effective thermal conductivity of suspensions containing spherical particles increases with the volume fraction of the solid particles. It is also known that the thermal conductivity of suspensions increases with the ratio of the surface area to volume of the particle. Using Hamilton and Crosser's model [2], calculations [3] have been performed by one of us (USC) that predict, for constant particle size, the thermal conductivity of
Table 1. Thermal conductivities of various solids and liquids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Thermal Conductivity (W/m-K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metallic Solids:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nonmetallic Solids:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alumina (Al₂O₃)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metallic Liquids:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium @644K</td>
<td>72.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nonmetallic Liquids:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>0.613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylene Glycol</td>
<td>0.253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine Oil</td>
<td>0.145</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A suspension containing large particles is more than doubled by decreasing the sphericity of the particles from a value of 1.0 to 0.3 (the sphericity is defined as the ratio of the surface area of a particle with a perfectly spherical shape to that of a non-spherical particle with the same volume). Since the surface area to volume ratio is 1000 times larger for particles with a 10 nm diameter than for particles with a 10 mm diameter, a much more dramatic improvement in effective thermal conductivity is expected as a result of decreasing the particle size in a solution than can obtained by altering the particle shapes of large particles.

Nanofluids are expected to have superior properties compared to conventional heat transfer fluids, as well as fluids containing micron-sized metallic particles. The much larger relative surface areas of nanophase powders, compared to those of conventional powders, should not only markedly improve heat transfer capabilities, but also should increase the stability of the suspensions. Conventional micron-sized particles cannot be used in practical heat-transfer equipment because of severe clogging problems. However, nanophase metals are believed ideally suited for applications in which fluids flow through small passages because the metallic nanoparticles are small enough to behave similarly to liquid molecules. Therefore, nanometer-sized particles will not clog flow passages, but will improve the thermal conductivity of the fluids. This will open up the possibility of using nanoparticles even in microchannels for many envisioned high-heat-load applications. This report describes the synthesis, suspension properties, and heat transfer behavior of fluids containing nanocrystalline alumina, copper oxide, and copper.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE**

Two procedures were used in synthesizing nanofluids for this investigation. In the first, nanocrystalline powders were prepared by the gas condensation (IGC) process [4] and then were subsequently dispersed in deionized water. Nanocrystalline Cu and Al₂O₃ powders were produced at Argonne, while nanocrystalline CuO and additional Al₂O₃ powder were purchased [5]. No special procedures were required to form stable suspensions of commercial oxide powders in water. Difficulties in dispersing Cu and Al₂O₃ powders synthesized at Argonne will
be described in the next section. Transmission electron microscopy was used to characterize particle sizes and agglomeration behavior.

To successfully produce a nanofluid with dispersed nanocrystalline Cu particles, a second preparation method was used based on the vacuum evaporation onto a running oil substrate (VEROS) technique of Yatsuya et al. [6]. With this technique, nanocrystalline particles are produced by direct evaporation into a low vapor pressure liquid. The system built at Argonne (Fig. 1) was based on a modification of the VEROS technique and is similar to an earlier design by Günther and co-workers at the Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Materials Research in Bremen [7]. With the system shown schematically in Fig. 1, nanocrystalline Cu was evaporated resistively into two types of pump oil [8]. These oils were chosen because they are designed for vacuum applications and thus have extremely low vapor pressures. Low vapor pressures are required with the VEROS technique to prevent vaporization of the liquid during the evaporation process.

Thermal conductivities were measured using a transient hot-wire apparatus shown schematically in Fig. 2. This system measures the electrical resistivity of the fluid systems and thermal conductivities are then calculated from the known relationship between electrical and thermal conductivities.

![Figure 1](image_url)

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a VEROS-type evaporation system [6,7] designed for direct evaporation of nanocrystalline particles into low vapor pressure liquids. The liquid is located in a cylinder that is rotated to continually transport a thin layer of liquid above a resistively-heated evaporation source. The liquid is cooled to prevent an undesirable increase in vapor pressure due to radiant heating during the evaporation.
RESULTS

Bright field TEM micrographs of nanocrystalline Cu and CuO produced by IGC are shown in Figure 3 (a) and (b). It can be seen that while the typical grain size of the Cu particles is smaller than that of the CuO particles by approximately a factor of two, it appears that a greater degree of agglomeration is present in Cu powders than in CuO. Fig. 3(c) shows beakers of deionized water after attempts to disperse both Cu and CuO. As indicated by the dark color of the CuO-containing beaker (left), a stable suspension is produced in this case. In fact, suspensions of CuO in water are stable under static conditions indefinitely with little apparent settling even after weeks of shelf life. CuO/H₂O nanofluids have been prepared with concentrations of CuO nanoparticles as high as 5 volume %. In contrast, the Cu produced by IGC did not form stable suspensions in water, but instead settled rapidly as seen Fig. 3(c).

Similar dispersion experiments were performed on nanocrystalline Al₂O₃ powders. Alumina powders prepared at Argonne by evaporation of Al into a low pressure of oxygen [9] have an extremely small average grain size of less than 3 nm (Fig. 4(a)). This is approximately an order of magnitude smaller than that of commercial nanocrystalline Al₂O₃ [5]. However, the commercial powder particles have a much more spherical shape (Fig. 4(b)) and show much better dispersion behavior in H₂O than the powders in Fig. 4 (a), as seen in Fig. 4(d). One reason for the poor dispersion behavior of the smaller Al₂O₃ particles is that they appear to actually dissolve in H₂O and re-precipitate as much larger particles, as seen in Fig. 4(c).

The thermal conductivity as a function of nano-particle volume fraction is shown in Fig. 5 for nanofluids of CuO or Al₂O₃ dispersed in deionized water. As expected based on earlier calculations [3], the conductivity increases linearly with increasing particle concentration. Very significant enhancements in thermal conductivity are seen, in particular in the case of CuO where...
Figure 3. Bright-field micrographs showing the typical agglomeration size of nanocrystalline (a) Cu produced by IGC and (b) CuO [5]. While the Cu in (a) exhibits a smaller grain size of approximately 18 nm compared to the typical grain size of 36 nm for CuO in (b), the CuO agglomerate sizes are smaller than those of Cu and thus CuO forms much more stable dispersions in deionized water, as seen in (c).

Increases of approximately 60% are seen for 5 volume % suspensions. Increases in conductivity of Al₂O₃ are also seen, although the effect is less significant than for CuO, which has a higher intrinsic conductivity than Al₂O₃. These results clearly demonstrate the commercial potential for significantly enhancing industrial heating and cooling capabilities through the use of nanofluids.

While a 60% improvement in thermal conductivity is very significant, comparison of the thermal conductivities of oxides and metals (Table 1) suggests that even larger effects can be obtained if metal nanoparticles such as Cu can be successfully suspended in liquids. Attempts to suspend Cu in water by first suspending CuO and then reducing the CuO to Cu by heating the
Figure 4. Bright field TEM micrographs of nanocrystalline Al$_2$O$_3$ (a) produced by IGC at Argonne (average grain size < 3 nm) and (b) purchased from Nanophase Technologies [5]. The average grain size in (b) is 33 nm. Both (a) and (b) show powders prior to dispersion in deionized water, while (c) shows the powder in (a) after dispersion. Large grains are seen after dispersion. Beakers of Al$_2$O$_3$ dispersed in H$_2$O are seen in (d). The beaker on the right contains a stable solution of powders from (b), while the powders in the beaker on the left (corresponding to (a) and (c)) settle rapidly and are thus unsuitable for heat transfer applications.

fluid while bubbling hydrogen gas through it resulted in the precipitation of large Cu particles that displayed poor suspension behavior. Therefore, an alternative method of nanofluid preparation was undertaken based on the VEROS technique [6,7]. Using a system shown schematically in Fig. 1, Cu was evaporated into two types of low vapor pressure pump oil [8]. A TEM
Figure 5. Dramatic improvements in the thermal conductivity of deionized water are observed with increasing volume fraction of dispersed copper oxide or alumina nanoparticles.

Figure 6. (a) Bright-field micrograph of nanocrystalline oil evaporated directly into low vapor pressure pump oil. The electron diffraction pattern in (b) shows rings corresponding to the fcc Cu phase. (c) Oil prior to (left) and after evaporation of Cu (right).
micrograph of the resulting Cu nanoparticles is seen in Fig. 6(a). The average particle size in this case is on the order of 35 nm and the particles are quite round with minimal agglomeration. Most importantly, electron diffraction patterns (Fig. 6(b)) reveal that the resulting particles are fcc Cu. Thus, direct evaporation not only results in the formation of a nanofluid with stable suspension properties as seen in Fig. 6(c), but also retains the higher conductivity metallic phase even after subsequent exposure of the fluid to air.

The thermal conductivity behavior of nanofluids formed by direct evaporation of Cu into two types of pump oil are seen in Fig. 7. Particularly for the HE-200 oil, which is a high purity oil designed for use in pumps such as Roots blowers [8], significant enhancements in thermal conductivity are again obtained. Most importantly, in this case the enhancements are obtained with the addition of less than 0.1 volume % particles (i.e. more than a factor of 50 less material than required to produce a similar enhancement in the CuO/H_2O nanofluid system shown in Fig. 5). Further experiments are required to determine if even larger enhancements in thermal conductivity can be obtained.

Figure 7. Thermal conductivity of Cu dispersed in oil. Note that similar substantial enhancements in thermal conductivity are seen compared to the oxide-in-water systems shown in Figure 5. However, in the case of Cu-in-oil, this improved behavior is obtained with almost two orders of magnitude less dispersed nanocrystalline powder.
conductivity can be obtained with larger concentrations of Cu nanoparticles. The large enhancement in thermal conductivity with a very small concentration of Cu particles seen in Fig. 7 is also significant because the concentration of particles is small enough that negligible changes in fluid viscosity will accompany the improved thermal behavior.

CONCLUSIONS

These preliminary results demonstrate the feasibility of significantly improving the heat transfer performance of commercial heating and cooling fluids such as water or oil by suspending nanocrystalline particles in the liquid to produce nanofluids. In the case of oxide nanoparticles suspended in water, increases in thermal conductivity of approximately 60% can be obtained with 5 volume % particles. The use of Cu nanoparticles results in even larger improvements in thermal conductivity behavior, with very small concentrations of particles producing major increases in the thermal conductivity of oil.

Further work remains to demonstrate the full potential of nanofluids. In addition to determining if additional improvements in conductivity can be obtained through the suspension of larger volume fractions of Cu particles in oil, numerous other experiments are required to determine other important properties of nanofluids. These include determining the effects of nanoparticle suspensions on the flow, corrosive, and abrasive properties of fluids.
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ABSTRACT

A wide range of polyvanadates can be synthesized from aqueous solutions. Vanadium oxide gels $V_2O_5\cdot nH_2O$ are formed around the point of zero charge (pH=2). They exhibit a ribbon-like structure. Weak interactions between these ribbons lead to the formation of mesophases in which vanadium oxide gels or sols behave as nematic liquid crystals. Organic species can be easily intercalated between these oxide ribbons leading to the formation of hybrid nanocomposites made of alternative layers of organic and inorganic components. Hybrid nanophases can also be formed above the point of zero charge, in the presence of large organic ions such as $[N(CH_3)_4]^+$. They often exhibit layered structures in which organic cations lie between the polyvanadate planes. Cluster shell polyvanadates have been obtained in the presence of anions such as $Cl^-$ or $I^-$. They are made of negatively charged polyvanadate hollow spheres in which the anion is encapsulated. Organic cations then behave as counter ions for the formation of the crystal network.

INTRODUCTION

Nanocomposite materials are made of several components mixed together at a nanoscale. Several problems have to be solved for the synthesis of nanocomposites. The size of each nanophase and the nature of the interactions between them have to be controlled in order to avoid phase separation. This paper addresses the first point and discusses the parameters allowing a chemical control of the size and shape of polyoxovanadate nanophases synthesized from aqueous solutions.

Vanadium in its higher oxidation states ($V^V$, $V^{IV}$) gives a large number of isopolyvanadates that exhibit a wide range of structures, ranging from chain metavanadates $[VO_3]^n_-$, to layered oxides $[V_2O_5]$, compact polyanions $[\mathbf{V_{10}O_{28}}]^{6-}$ and polyanionic hollow cages such as $[\mathbf{V_{15}O_{36}}]^{5-}$ [1,2]. This is due to the ability of vanadium to adopt a variety of coordination geometries and various oxidation states. Many organic-based polyvanadates can be synthesized at low temperature ($<200^\circ C$) from aqueous solutions via sol-gel chemistry or hydrothermal syntheses. Layered vanadium pentoxide gels $V_2O_5\cdot nH_2O$ are formed around the point of zero charge (pH=2) via the condensation of vanadic acid. These gels are capable of intercalating a variety of organic species such as alkylamines, organic...
solvents, TTF, cobalticinium...[3]. The polymerization of intercalated guest molecules (polyaniline, polythiophene, polyethylene oxide...) leads to the formation of vanadium oxide nanocomposites [4][5]. Bidentate amines have been used as templates for hydrothermal syntheses leading to hybrid organic-inorganic layered nanocomposites [6-9]. Hollow polyoxovanadate spheres encapsulating anionic or molecular species have also been reported [10].

One of the main advantages of wet chemistry methods for the synthesis of nanophase materials is that weak interactions (hydrogen bonds, van der Waals, hydrophilic-hydrophobic interactions...) are not broken at low temperature. They can play an important role during the self assembling of molecular precursors. Subtle changes in the chemical conditions lead to completely different supramolecular associations and therefore to different nanostructures. The chemical control over the formation of these nanophases requires a good knowledge of the reactions that occur in the solution in order to be able to tailor the shape, size and structure of the different components at a nanoscale. This paper describes some chemical parameters that are responsible for the formation of layered or spherical polyvanadate species from aqueous solutions. The role of cations and anions during the synthesis of these polyvanadates is discussed.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Layered nanophases formed via the condensation of vanadic acid

Vanadium pentoxide gels V$_2$O$_5$,nH$_2$O can be easily prepared via the acidification of aqueous solutions of sodium metavanadate NaVO$_3$ through a proton exchange resin [3]. A yellow solution containing a mixture of decavanadic acid [H$_n$V$_{10}$O$_{28}$]$(6-n)^-$- and dioxovanadium cations [VO$_2$]$^+$ is first obtained as shown by $^{51}$V NMR experiments [11]. This clear solution polymerizes slowly within few hours. It becomes progressively more viscous, its coloration turns to dark red and depending on vanadium concentration, gels or colloidal solutions can be obtained. The sol-gel transition occurs for a vanadium concentration [V$_2$O$_5$]=0.2mol.l$^{-1}$, corresponding to a composition close to V$_2$O$_5$,250H$_2$O. Xerogels are obtained upon drying in air at room temperature. They still contain almost two water molecules per V$_2$O$_5$. All water molecules cannot be removed at room temperature, even under vacuum and the hydration-dehydration process remains reversible. Anhydrous V$_2$O$_5$ can only be obtained upon heating above 200°C, but rehydration is no longer possible [3].

Transmission electron microscopy shows that vanadium pentoxide gels are formed of flat ribbons about 0.1μm long, 100Å large and 10Å thick. The internal structure of these ribbons is close to that observed in the ab planes of orthorhombic V$_2$O$_5$ (Fig.1). A stacking
of the ribbons is observed when these gels are deposited onto a flat substrate. A series of 00l peaks is observed by X-ray diffraction. The 1-D Patterson map suggests that \( \text{V}_2\text{O}_5 \) layers are made of two \( \text{V}_2\text{O}_5 \) sheets facing each other at a distance of 2.8 Å [12]. The basal distance between ribbons depends on the amount of water in \( \text{V}_2\text{O}_5,\text{nH}_2\text{O} \). It first increases by steps of about 2.8 Å corresponding to the intercalation of one water layer (d=8.7 Å for \( n=0.5 \), d=11.5 Å for \( n=1.8 \)). A continuous swelling is then observed beyond d=20 Å [13][14].

Figure 1. Transmission electron microscopy showing the ribbon-like structure of \( \text{V}_2\text{O}_5,\text{nH}_2\text{O} \) gels

Vanadium oxide gels exhibit a large oxide/water interface and the reactions occurring at this interface become important. The adsorption-dissociation of water molecules lead to the formation of a fully hydroxylated surface. Due to the high positive charge of the \( \text{V}^{5+} \) ions, V-OH groups exhibit acid properties and acid dissociation occurs at the oxide-water interface as follows:

\[
\text{V-OH} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{V-O}^- + \text{H}_3\text{O}^+ \quad (1)
\]

\( \text{V}_2\text{O}_5,\text{nH}_2\text{O} \) gels could also be described as polyvanadic acids \( \text{H}_x\text{V}_2\text{O}_5,\text{nH}_2\text{O} (x=0.3) \).

Oxide ribbons being negatively charged, they tend to repulse each other preventing the precipitation of a 3-D \( \text{V}_2\text{O}_5 \) network. Moreover, these electrostatic repulsions favor the formation of lyotropic mesophases. P. Davidson showed that when observed between crossed polarizers, vanadium oxide sols and gels display optical textures typical of liquid crystals. They actually behave like nematic solutions of semi-rigid polymers confirming that the length of the ribbons is at least one order of magnitude larger than their width [14][15]. Vanadium oxide gels offer a versatile host structure for the intercalation of a wide range of guest molecules and many layered nanocomposites have been reported, made of alternative layers of organic polymers and vanadium oxide [4][5].
Formation of polyvanadates in the presence of foreign ions.

Organic cations

Anionic precursors are formed above the point of zero charge (pH=2) leading to negatively charged polyanions. Cations have then to be added to the solution in order to precipitate solid compounds. In order to understand their role during the formation of nanophases, we have investigated the precipitation of solid phases in the presence of large organic tetramethyl cations (TMA = N(CH₃)₄).

\[ \text{V}_2\text{O}_5 \] was dissolved in an aqueous solution of TMAOH (c=1M) within half an hour upon gentle heating at 60°C.

\[ \text{V}_2\text{O}_5 + 6\text{OH}^- \rightarrow 2[\text{VO}_4]^{3-} + 3 \text{H}_2\text{O} \] (2)

The pH of the solution prior to dissolution is close to 13. Vanadate ions \([\text{VO}_4]^{3-}\) are formed but according to the previous equation, the pH of the solution decreases during dissolution. Vanadate species are then protonated \([\text{H}_n\text{VO}_4]^{(3-n)^-}\), allowing condensation to take place via oxolation reactions. The \(^{51}\text{V}\) NMR spectrum of the solution after dissolution (pH=7) exhibits two series of peaks corresponding to a mixture of metavanadates \([\text{V}_4\text{O}_{12}]^{4-}\) (\(\delta = -583, -594 \text{ ppm}\)) and decavanadates \([\text{V}_{10}\text{O}_{28}]^{6-}\) (\(\delta = -423, -500, -515 \text{ ppm}\)) (Fig.2). The intensity of metavanadate peaks decreases when the pH of the solution decreases and only decavanadates are observed below pH=6. The nature of precipitated phases then mainly depends on the final pH of the solution.

![Figure 2. \(^{51}\text{V}\) NMR of aqueous solutions formed via the dissolution of \(\text{V}_2\text{O}_5\) in TMAOH](image-url)
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Tetra-alkylammonium metavanadates or decavanadates have been precipitated from such solutions at pH=8.5 and pH=7 respectively [16][17]. They contain discrete \([V_{4}O_{12}]^{4-}\) or \([V_{10}O_{28}]^{6-}\) anions and tetraalkylammonium cations \([NR_{4}]^{+}\) (R = Me, Et, Bu...). The polyvanadate network is formed via the electrostatic interactions between large inorganic anions and organic cations.

Layered structures are obtained via the hydrothermal treatment of a mixture of \(V_{2}O_{5}\) and TMAOH (200°C, 48h). Black crystals of \(\text{N(CH}_{3}\text{)}_{4}V_{4}O_{10}\) are formed. Their structure was described recently by M.S. Whittingham et al. [18]. It is close to that of orthorhombic \(V_{2}O_{5}\). The \([V_{4}O_{10}]^{+}\) anionic layers are made up of double chains of edge sharing \([VO_{5}]^{4-}\) tetragonal pyramids linked together by corners. Large alkylammonium cations are distributed between the oxide layers where they should interact weakly with negatively charged terminal oxygen (V=O). They behave as counter cations and the structure of the oxide network is mainly governed by the dipolar interactions between adjacent V=O bonds.

In the presence of \(Li^{+}\) and \(\text{NMe}_{4}^{+}\), a new \(\text{Li}_{x}V_{2.8}O_{4.8}H_{2}O\) layered phase is formed [19]. It is made of planes of \([VO_{5}]^{4-}\) units sharing edges and corners. \(Li^{+}\) ions and water molecules are between the vanadium oxide sheets. Despite the fact that this phase cannot be obtained in the absence of \(\text{NMe}_{4}^{+}\), there is no evidence of any incorporation of this ion. Only the smaller and more polarizing \(Li^{+}\) interact with the negatively charged vanadium oxide layers.

Anionic templates

Unless the pH is very low, high-valent cations (SiIV, VV, WVI...) lead to the formation of anionic or polyanionic precursors. Therefore mainly cationic species such as alkylammonium ions \([NR_{4}]^{+}\) have been used as templates for the hydrothermal synthesis of oxide materials [20]. It can be easily understood that electrostatic interactions favor the formation of the negatively charged oxide network around the cationic template. This is no more the case when anions are used as templates as was reported earlier by Müller et al. for oxopolyvanadates [10]. The synthesis described in the literature may be quite complicated but we have shown that cluster shell oxopolyvanadates can be formed simply via the hydrothermal treatment (200°C, 48h) of a mixture of \(V_{2}O_{5}\) (=5.10^{-3} mole), \(\text{NMe}_{4}X\) (X = Cl, I) (=2.10^{-3} mole) and \(\text{NMe}_{4}OH\) (5.10^{-3} mole).

The solution contains both meta and decavanadate species, as shown by \(^{51}\text{V}\) NMR. Hexagonal black crystals are formed with \(Cl^{-}\) (Fig.3a). They have the same structure as the \((\text{NMe}_{4})_{6}[V_{15}O_{36}Cl]4H_{2}O\) crystals synthesized by A. Müller using thiovanadates \([VS_{4}]^{3-}\) as precursors [21]. The hollow anion \([V_{15}O_{36}]^{5-}\) is made of tetragonal \([VO_{5}]^{4-}\) pyramids sharing edges and corners (Fig.4a). The vanadium atoms are placed at the surface of a sphere at a
distance Cl...V = 3.43 Å from the center of the cluster where the entrapped Cl\(^{-}\) anion resides. All short V=O bonds are oriented toward the outside of the sphere. Some vanadium reduction occurs during the reaction and the \([V_{15}O_{36}Cl]^{6-}\) anion is a mixed valence compound containing seven V\(^{V}\) and eight V\(^{IV}\).

![Figure 3. Scanning electron microscopy of cluster shell polyvanadate crystals](image)

(a) \((NMe_4)_6[V_{15}O_{36}Cl]4H_2O\), (b) \((NMe_4)_{10}[H_3V_{18}O_{42}]\) \(3H_2O\)

(size of the crystals = 300 μm)

Octahedral black crystals are formed in the same conditions with I\(^{-}\) (Fig.3b). The crystal structure of this new phase has not yet been completely resolved, but first results show the presence of \([V_{18}O_{42}]^{12-}\) anionic spheres similar to those found for the cesium salt Cs\(_9[H_4V_{18}O_{42}]\) \(12H_2O\) synthesized by A. Müller in the presence of HI and \(N_2H_4OH\) as a reducing agent [22][23]. According to thermal and chemical analyses, our compound should rather correspond to \((NMe_4)_{10}[H_3V_{18}O_{42}]\)\(3H_2O\) and all vanadium are in the V\(^{IV}\) oxidation state. The \([V_{18}O_{42}]^{12-}\) hollow sphere is built from \([VO_5]\) square pyramids sharing edges. Vanadium atoms are at an average distance I...V = 3.75 Å from the central encapsulated I\(^{-}\). As previously all short V=O double bonds are opposite to the encapsulated anion (Fig.4b).

It has to be pointed out that cluster shell polyoxovanadates only form when \(V_2O_5\), TMAX (X=Cl, I) and TMAOH are mixed together before heating. They do not precipitate when \(V_2O_5\) is first dissolved in TMAOH at 60°C giving a solution of metavanadates \([V_4O_{12}]^{4-}\) and decavanadates \([V_{10}O_{28}]^{6-}\). Further hydrothermal heating, even in the presence of I\(^{-}\), then leads to the precipitation of \(NMe_4V_4O_{10}\). I\(^{-}\) or Cl\(^{-}\) remain dissolved in the solution and do not behave as templates.
DISCUSSION

Aqueous chemistry of vanadate precursors

A large variety of $\text{VV}^+$ species can be found in aqueous solutions. At room temperature they mainly depend on vanadium concentration and pH. When dissolved in water, $\text{V}^5+$ ions are solvated by dipolar water molecules giving $[\text{V(OH}_2]_6^5+\text{ species. However, due to the strong polarizing power of V}^5+$ and the Lewis acid properties of H$_2\text{O}$, deprotonation of the coordinated water molecules occurs spontaneously as follows [23]:

$$[\text{V(OH}_2]_6^5+ + h\text{H}_2\text{O} \Rightarrow [\text{V(OH)}_h\text{(OH}_2]_6-h]^{5-h}+ + h \text{H}_3\text{O}^+]$$

(3)

Dioxovanadium cations $[\text{VO}_2]^+$ are formed at very low pH ($h=4$, pH<2) and vanadate anions $[\text{VO}_4]^{3-}$ above pH=13. More condensed species cannot be formed under these conditions as these species do not contain any V-OH group. The coordination of $\text{VV}$ increases with decreasing pH, being tetrahedral in alkaline conditions, five-fold in neutral and slightly acid solutions and approaching six at very low pH. This coordination change can be followed easily by the naked eye as $[\text{VO}_5]$ gives a yellow-orange color while $[\text{VO}_4]$ is colorless.
Monomeric species can only be observed in very diluted solutions (c<10^{-4} \text{ mol.l}^{-1}). Condensation occurs in the pH range where V-OH groups are formed. Condensation follows two main mechanisms:

oxidation \quad V-\text{OH} + \text{HO-V} \rightarrow V-\text{O-V} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (4)

olation \quad V-\text{OH} + V-\text{OH}_2 \rightarrow V-\text{OH-V} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (5)

The kinetics of olation mainly depends on the lability of coordinated water molecules. For d^0 cations such as V^{V}, these molecules are usually very labile and olation reactions are much faster than oxolation [26].

Oxo-anions [VO_4]^{3-} in which vanadium is surrounded by four equivalent oxygen atoms are formed in highly alkaline aqueous solutions (pH=14). Protonation occurs as the pH decreases giving rise to [H_nVO_4]^{3-n} species. The condensation of [HVO_4]^{2-} via oxolation gives pyrovanadates [V_2O_7]^{4-}, whereas [H_2VO_4]^{-} leads to metavanadates in the pH range 6-9. Metavanadates form cycles [V_4O_{12}]^{4-} or chains [VO_3]_n made of corner sharing [VO_4]^{3-} tetrahedra. Vanadium coordination increases up to six at lower pH (pH<6) leading to decavanadate species such as [H_2V_{10}O_{28}]^{4-} made of ten edge-sharing [VO_6] octahedra. Decavanadic species are strong acids and further condensation does not occur. Such polyanions cannot be precursors for more condensed species. In this pH range, the formation of a solid network is obtained when positive cations are added to the solution of anionic polyvanadates, leading to the precipitation of meta or decavanadates [1].

At very low pH, decavanadic acid [H_2V_{10}O_{28}]^{4-} is dissociated into dioxovanadium cations as follows:

[H_2V_{10}O_{28}]^{4-} + 14\text{H}_3\text{O}^+ + 18\text{H}_2\text{O} \Rightarrow 10[\text{VO}_2(\text{OH}_2)_4]^+ \quad (6)

Precipitation is obtained by adding anions to the [VO_2]^+ cation in order to form a neutral solid network.

Formation of vanadium pentoxide gels.

In the absence of foreign ions, vanadium pentoxide V_2O_5 is formed around pH=2, where decavanadic acid is the predominant species. However it has been shown that, depending on pH, decavanadic acid can be dissociated into [VO_2]^+ or [VO_3]_n species [11][25]. The ^51V NMR of an aqueous solution formed via the acidification of vanadates through a proton exchange resin shows the presence of [VO_2]^+ cations (h=4) and [V_{10}O_{28}]^{6-} anions (h=5.5) [11]. None of them can be considered as a precursor for the formation of an oxide network. Vanadium oxide gels should then be formed from the intermediate (h=5) neutral precursor [V(\text{OH})_5(\text{OH}_2)]^0, around the point of zero charge, giving rise to the precipitation of a neutral oxide network [26]. Such a precursor has never been observed by ^51V NMR, presumably because condensation is very fast and the lifetime
of \([\text{V(OH)}_5(\text{OH}_2)]^0\) is too short. In this precursor, vanadium ions should be surrounded by five OH groups and one water molecule. However, because of the strong polarizing power of the \(\text{V}^{5+}\) ion, some internal proton transfer occurs and a V=O double bond is formed in which a \(\pi\) electron transfer from oxygen to vanadium decreases the positive charge of \(\text{VV}\). This leads to the \([\text{VO(OH)}_3(\text{OH}_2)_2]^0\) molecular precursor in which one water molecule lies along the z axis opposite to the short V=O double bond (Fig.5).

Condensation cannot proceed along this z direction as there is no V-OH group. It can only proceed in the xy plane and layered condensed phases are expected to be obtained. Moreover, one V-OH₂ and three V-OH bonds are formed in this plane so that x and y directions are not equivalent. Olation reactions, along the HO-V-OH₂ direction proceed faster than oxolation reactions along the HO-V-OH direction giving rise to a ribbon-like structure (Fig.5). X-ray diffraction experiments show that these ribbons are formed of double chains of edge and corner sharing [VO₃] pyramids. Dipolar interactions between neighboring V=O favor the formation of layered nanostructures. The V₂O₅ layer is stabilized because the V=O groups of edge-sharing pyramids are situated on different sides of the plane. The layer 'n+1' forms on layer 'n' through weak O=V-···O=V interactions. Water molecules can be easily intercalated between these layers through hydrogen bonds. The acid dissociation of V-OH groups at the oxide-water interface leads to the formation of a negatively charged polyvanadic acid network. Electrostatic and Van der Waals interactions between oxide ribbons favor the formation of mesophases in vanadium pentoxide gels and sols. Once the ordered layered structure is formed, intercalation of organic species can proceed via ion exchange or redox reactions leading to the formation of hybrid layered nanocomposites.

\[\text{HO-V-OH}_2\]
\[\text{Olation}\]
\[\text{Oxolation}\]

Figure 5. Formation of \(\text{V}_2\text{O}_5,\text{nH}_2\text{O}\) gels via the condensation of vanadic acid.
(a) neutral precursor, (b) olation and oxolation lead to edge and corner sharing pyramids
Template behavior of foreign ions

Cluster shell species are formed in the pH range where vanadate polyanions are observed in the solution. Therefore cations are required to form a neutral solid network. These cations interact with the negatively charged oxygen atoms. Protonation for instance occurs on the bridging oxygen, but larger cations should interact mainly with terminal V=O oxygen.

The pyramidal [VO$_5$] unit with a short V=O double bond should play a central role in the formation polyoxovanadates. As previously described, condensation cannot occur along the H$_2$O--V=O direction. It proceeds only in the 'xy' plane where V-OH groups are present. However the manner two adjacent [VO$_5$] pyramids are linked together is directed by weak interactions of the foreign species X with the V$^{5+}$=O$^{5-}$ bond. Cationic species interact with V=O$^{5-}$ dipoles. The strength of this interaction depends on the polarizing power of the cation. For monovalent ions, it increases when the ionic radius decreases. In the case of the hydrothermal treatment of V$_2$O$_5$ + NMe$_4$OH, the tetramethyl ion [N(CH$_3$)$_4$]$^+$ is quite large (r=3.47Å) and these interactions are weak. Dipolar interactions between adjacent V=O bonds prevail and the linkage of [VO$_5$] pyramids is close to that observed in V$_2$O$_5$ leading to the formation of NMe$_4$V$_4$O$_{10}$ made of negative [V$_4$O$_{10}$]$^-$ layers. However as soon as Li$^+$ ions are added to the solution, large [NMe$_4$]$^+$ are no more involved in the formation of the solid phase. They are replaced by more polarizing Li$^+$ cations and a Li$_x$V$_2$O$_4$ compound in which Li$^+$ ions are intercalated between oxide layers, is formed [19].

Encapsulated anions obviously behave as templates during the formation of cluster shell polyoxovanadates. They appear to control the formation of the surrounding cluster shell. This should be due to the particular geometry of [VO$_5$] pyramids in which the water molecule V·····OH$_2$ opposite to the V=O bond is very labile. Negative anions X$^-$ can then interact with the positive V$^{5+}$ favoring the formation of spherical species around a central anion. All V=O dipoles are then oriented toward the outside of the shell where they interact with large organic counter cations.

Charge calculations performed in the frame of the Partial Charge Model give more detailed information on charge transfers between encapsulated anions and the surrounding polyvanadate cage [27].

For the empty anion [V$_{15}$O$_{36}$]$^5-$, the positive charge on vanadium ranges from +1.83 to +1.90 and the negative charge on terminal V=O oxygen is $\delta_0$=-0.75. When Cl$^-$ is encapsulated within this polyanionic cage, [V$_{15}$O$_{36}$Cl]$^6-$, vanadium atoms become more positive ($\delta_V$ = +1.92 to +1.99) and terminal oxygens become more negative ($\delta_0$ = -0.82). The negative charge of bridging $\mu_3$-O is not modified ($\delta_0$=-1.06). The charge on Cl$^-$ is close
to unity $\delta_{Cl} = -1$, suggesting that their is no charge transfer between Cl$^-$ and V$^{8+}$. Encapsulation of Cl$^-$ leads to a polarization of the vanadate cage, favoring some charge transfer from vanadium to oxygen within the V=O double bond opposite to the Cl$^-$-V direction. The overall electrostatic energy $E$ is negative. It increases from -155 eV for the empty anion to $E = -498$ eV when Cl lies inside the cage. Electrostatic attractions are then observed between Cl$^{\delta -}$ and V$^{\delta +}$ leading to a strong electrostatic stabilization of the cage.

A similar behavior is observed for [V$_{18}$O$_{42}$I]$_{13}^-$. The charge of encapsulated I$^-$ is close to unity ($d_I = -1$), but some some charge transfer occurs within V=O bonds. The average positive charge $\delta_V$ increases from +1.76 to +1.83 while the negative charge of terminal oxygen goes from -0.98 to -1.05. As before the charges of bridging oxygens do not vary ($\delta_O = -1.09$). The electrostatic stabilization energy increases from -74 eV without I$^-$ to -455 eV when I$^-$ lies in the center of the cage.

The encapsulation of anions within spherical polyvanadate cages results in a strong electrostatic stabilization of the cluster. Moreover, an electron transfer occurs toward terminal V=O oxygen. Ab initio SCF calculations performed on [V$_{18}$O$_{42}$I]$_{12}^-$ cages confirm that most negative potentials are situated outside of the sphere in a direction opposite to the encapsulated anion [29]. Electrostatic attractions between large anionic polyvanadates and large organic cations lead to the crystallization of hybrid 'ionic' crystals with cells parameters of the order of two nanometers.

Our experiments suggest that I$^-$ anions cannot behave as templates when more polarizing cations are present in the aqueous solution. A mixture of V$_2$O$_5$ + NMe$_4$I + NMe$_4$OH leads to the formation of the [V$_{18}$O$_{42}$I]$_{12}^-$ cluster in which I$^-$ is encapsulated. The monovalent [NMe$_4$]$^+$ cation is larger than the monovalent I$^-$ anion. Therefore the manner [VO$_5$] pyramids are linked in the 'xy' plane is directed by the I$^-...V^{8+}$ interactions. The cluster shell is formed around the anion giving rise to a spherical structure in which V=O dipoles are on the same side, but are tilted from the parallel position in order to minimize dipolar repulsions (Fig.4). Spherical clusters are no more formed in the presence of smaller cations such as K$^+$ ($r_{K^+} = 1.33\text{Å}$). Using KI instead of NMe$_4$I for the hydrothermal synthesis leads to the precipitation of K$_2$V$_3$O$_8$ crystals. They are formed of [V$_3$O$_8^{2-}$]$_n$ layers made of [V$^{4+}$O$_5$] pyramids and [V$^{5+}$O$_7$] corner sharing tetrahedra. K$^+$ cations lie between these planes where they are surrounded by oxygen atoms. This phase could be described as K$_2$(VO)(V$_2$O$_7$) [28].
CONCLUSION

This work shows that small changes in the synthesis conditions can lead to completely different nanostructures. Several ionic species are always simultaneously present in an aqueous solution (H$_3$O$^+$, OH$^-$, M$^{z+}$...). The formation of a solid network first depends on the nature of the molecular precursor [M(OH)$_n$(OH$_2$)$_6$]$_h^{(z-h)+}$, that mainly depends on pH. The way these primary building units self-assemble results from a competition between all ionic species. It seems to be governed by the most polarizing ions. Anions don’t behave as templates when small cations are present in the solution.

Three parameters seem to be important, the charge, the size and the redox potential of the foreign ions. In the case of Cl$^-$, a mixed valence [V$_{15}$O$_{36}$]$^{6-}$ anion is formed while a larger cluster, [V$_{18}$O$_{42}$]$^{12-}$ in which all vanadium are in the V$^{IV}$ oxidation state is formed with I$^-$. These differences should be due to the larger size of I$^-$(r$_{I^-}$ = 2.16Å, r$_{Cl^-}$ = 1.81Å) and the redox potential of the I$^-$/I$^0$ couple ($E^0$(Cl$_2$/Cl$^-$) = 1.36 V, $E^0$(V$^{5+}$/V$^{4+}$) = 1 V, $E^0$(I$_2$/I$^-$) = 0.54 V). I$^-$ can reduce V$^{V}$ into V$^{IV}$ giving rise to the formation of I$_2$ that can be easily detected by its pink coloration.

Polyvanadates offer an interesting example. The formation of a large variety of nanostructures seems to be due to the versatility of the [VO$_5$] basic unit with a strong V=O double bond and very weak H$_2$O···V interactions along the 'z' direction. The positively charged V$^{5+}$ ion is therefore accessible to anions allowing the formation of cluster shells. This is no more the case for tetrahedral [VO$_4$] or octahedral [VO$_6$] basic units in which the vanadium atom is protected by the surrounding oxygens. Anionic species can no longer interact with V$^{5+}$ in the precursor. Spherical nanostructures should then be obtained in the pH range where the coordination of V$^{V}$ turns from four to six or with reduced V$^{IV}$ vanadates in which the [V$^{4+}$O$_5$] coordination is quite usual.

Care has to be taken for the description of the syntheses performed under hydrothermal conditions. The aqueous chemistry of cations may then be quite different from what is observed at room temperature. The viscosity and dielectric constant of water decrease when the temperature increases. At 200°C for instance the dielectric constant of water is close to 30 instead of 80 at room temperature. Higher temperatures favor the ionic dissociation of water so that the pH scale is narrower and anions such as Cl$^-$ become more basic.
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ABSTRACT

Electrical/dielectric properties of nanocrystalline cerium oxide have been studied using impedance spectroscopy, thermopower, and DC 4-point conductivity. The combined techniques identified the effect of poor electroding on impedance spectra. Incomplete contact between the specimen and the electrode induces an additional arc in the impedance spectra. The additional high resistance feature results from the geometric constriction of current flow at the specimen/electrode interface and can be misinterpreted as a grain boundary response. The defect chemistry, nonstoichiometry, and transport properties were investigated in nanoscale ceria and compared with those of microcrystalline material.

INTRODUCTION

Nanocrystalline ceramics are a relatively new class of materials whose physical/chemical properties have yet to be fully exploited. The unique properties arise from a high fraction of grain boundaries or surfaces, reduced diffusion distances, and enhanced chemical reactivity. There is therefore a widespread interest in mechanical, catalytic, magnetic, and electrical properties. The high fraction of grain boundaries in nanoceramics can be employed to investigate the role of grain boundaries in electroceramics. Such efforts have been reported in ZnO and CeO₂ [1,2]. However, insufficient experimental data exist to permit a complete understanding of the chemistry and physics of grain boundaries in nanoscale materials.

Impedance spectroscopy has been extensively employed in electroceramics, due to its capabilities i) to resolve grain boundary from bulk electrical properties, ii) to calculate materials constants (conductivity and dielectric constant), and iii) to probe the electrical homogeneity. These powerful capabilities can be applied to nanocrystalline ceramics, in order to investigate the physical properties of grain boundaries in nanoscale ceramics. In addition to AC impedance characterization, simultaneous measurement of conductivity and thermopower allows determination of charge carrier concentration and mobility, and the establishment of conduction mechanism(s). Detailed information in nanoscale ceramics is lacking. Therefore, combined AC and DC characterization provides the underlying information which has not been available to date.

The current work addresses experimental techniques in nanocrystalline ceramics in order to make reliable electrical property measurements and thereby characterize the defect-related transport phenomena in nanophase ceria.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Nanocrystalline cerium oxide powder (Nanophase Technologies, Inc.) was compacted, cold-isostatically pressed, and sintered at 700°C for approximately 1 hr. The sintered specimens were cut into rectangular plates and bars for AC impedance characterization and
conductivity and thermopower measurements, respectively. Au was sputtered as an electroding material. The experimental details are described elsewhere [3]. The oxygen partial pressure was controlled between 1 and $10^{-3}$ atm at 450-550°C using inert gas/oxygen mixtures.

Impedance spectra were acquired using an HP 4192A (Hewlett-Packard) impedance analyzer and the collected spectra were corrected using standard null-corrections [4]. The deconvolution of the arcs was performed using "EQUICVRT.PAS"[5]. Simultaneous measurements of thermopower and conductivity were performed following the procedure described elsewhere [3]. The electrical properties were measured as a function of temperature and oxygen partial pressure.

RESULTS

Nanocrystalline ceramics are expected to have much smaller grain boundary capacitance than nF range, from the conventional brick layer model. The decreased capacitance can be affected by experimental artifacts, such as apparatus contributions, as reported before [4]. Also, poor contact between the specimen/electrode leads to an additional feature (i.e., an arc) as shown in Fig. 1. Poor electroding causes current-spreading at the specimen/electrode interface.

![Figure 1. Impedance spectra of partially sintered ceria (~ 15 nm grain size) without(w/o) contact effect and with (w/) contact resistance effect, at 550°C A: Two sides of the specimen were polished down to 1 μm and coated with Au (0.15 μm). B: One side was polished (down to 1 μm) and coated with Au. The other side was abraded with 400 grit abrasive paper. C: True sample resistance calculated from DC 4-point conductivity.](image-url)
The current is limited to narrow regions, decreasing the effective cross sectional area for current flow and increasing the corresponding resistance. Though the additional arc is closely linked to the electrode/specimen interface, the origin can be nonohmic or ohmic. The similar values of work function of ceria and Au and a linear DC 2-point I-V characteristic proved that the contact is ohmic. An equation relating spreading resistance to the effective radii of point contacts was derived by Holm[6]

\[ R_c = \frac{1}{4\sigma \Sigma a} \quad (1) \]

where \( \Sigma a \) is the sum of the radii of the individual contacts. The corresponding capacitance is given by

\[ C_c = 4\varepsilon\varepsilon_0 \Sigma a \quad (2) \]

The time constant of the contact effect \( (R_c C_c) \) should be the same as that of the bulk. A large resistance means a small capacitance. The same time constant of these processes will result in a single arc. However, the additional arc at low frequencies (large \( \text{Re}(Z) \)) (See Fig. 1) indicates that the time constant due to the contact effect is larger than that of the bulk. The increased time constant results from a parallel contribution of the air gap capacitance, as shown in the inset diagram of Fig. 1. This capacitance swamps out the small point contact capacitance (Eq. (2)).

As seen in Eq. (1), the contact resistance is a function of the conductivity (of the system under investigation) and total contact radius. The effect of contact radius can be tested by varying the mechanical contact pressure, since contact pressure changes the total contact radius. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the mechanical contact pressure controls the impedance arc at

![Fig. 2. (a) The variation of impedance spectra at 550°C with applied mechanical load, and (b) oxygen partial pressure dependence of the bulk and contact resistance at 500°C.](image-url)
the low frequency region. However, the high frequency arc remains constant. The increased mechanical pressure increases the total contact radius, reducing the corresponding resistance. Fig. 2(b) shows the oxygen partial pressure dependence of bulk and contact resistances at 500°C. They exhibit the same trend, since both bulk and contact resistances are inversely proportional to the conductivity of the materials being measured.

A properly electroded nanophase specimen exhibits what appears to be a single arc (see Fig. 1A), where capacitance can be due to bulk ceria only, or a contribution of grain interior and grain boundary responses [7].

The electrical conductivity and thermopower were measured as a function of oxygen partial pressure. Very high values of thermopower (-900 to 1000 μV/K) were observed in nanocrystalline cerium oxide. The nonideal slope of the conductivity vs. \( P_{O_2} \) (see Fig. 3(a)) and chemical analysis (SSMS) suggest that oxygen vacancies due to aliovalent impurities are the major defect species (e.g., \( V_o^{**} = \frac{1}{2}[La_{ce}'] \) or \( \frac{1}{2}[Gd_{ce}'] \)) and contribute significantly to the electrical conductivity. Since both vacancies and electrons are mobile, mixed conduction results. The resultant total conductivity \( (\sigma_i) \) can be given by

\[
\sigma_i = \sigma_{el} + \sigma_{ion} = k P_{O_2}^{-1/4} + \sigma_{ion}
\]

where \( \sigma_{el} \) is the electronic conductivity and \( \sigma_{ion} \) is the ionic conductivity. Fig. 3(b) shows a plot of \( \sigma_i \) vs. \( P_{O_2}^{-1/4} \), from which \( \sigma_{ion} \) was calculated.

![Graphs](image)

Fig 3. (a) Conductivity as a function of oxygen partial pressure at different temperatures, and (b) replot of the total conductivity \( (\sigma_i) \) vs. \( P_{O_2}^{-1/4} \).

In this way, the individual components (ionic and electronic) could be determined. The ionic conduction increases with temperature and oxygen partial pressure, but is limited to less than 25%. The resultant electronic conductivity exhibits a 1/4 dependence, consistent with

\[
O_o^{**} \rightarrow V_{o^{**}} + 2e' + \frac{1}{2} O_2(g)
\]
if \([V^*] = \text{constant}\). (Note: acceptor impurities were \(\sim 2000\) ppm.)

Thermopower is dictated by the charge carrier concentration irrespective of the corresponding conduction mechanism, i.e., band conduction or small polaron conduction. Bulk cerium oxide is known to conduct through small polarons between \(\text{Ce}^{3+}\) and \(\text{Ce}^{4+}\) [8]. The temperature dependence of thermopower (Fig. 4(a)) was used to determine the reduction enthalpy. The calculated value of 1.84 eV is much smaller than the value of 4.67–4.98 eV in bulk cerium oxide. In combination with the temperature dependence of the electronic conductivity (Fig. 4(b)), the enthalpy of electron mobility was determined to be 0.47 eV, which is consistent with small polaron conduction. Additionally, the calculated mobility satisfied the criterion of \(<0.1\ \text{cm}^2/\text{Vsec}\) [9].

![Graphs](image)

Fig. 4.(a) Plot of reduced thermopower, \(Q_R\) \((-Q/2.303(k/e))\) vs. inverse temperature, and (b) plot of logarithm of electronic conductivity vs. inverse temperature.

Based upon the chemical analysis through Spark Source Mass Spectrometry (SSMS) and the measured thermopower, the nonstoichiometry was estimated for undoped nanocrystalline ceria. It is three orders of magnitude larger than for the bulk ceria. This effect can be introduced by space charge layer formation which can mean a different activation enthalpy for defect formation (reduction). Nanocrystalline cerium oxide possesses an extremely large fraction of grain boundaries. The effect of a space charge can be amplified and thereby alter the conductivity. Although the grain boundaries are believed to have higher conductivity and higher dielectric constant, the resultant time constant is not significantly larger than the grain interiors (or the bulk). The resultant impedance spectra can be a single arc, as shown in this work.

CONCLUSIONS

Poor electroding between the specimen and the electrodes induced an additional arc which can be mistakenly analyzed as a grain boundary response. The feature results from the geometric constriction at point contacts on the specimen/electrode interface. Also, the air gap capacitance is connected with the contact effect, leading to an discrete arc at low frequencies.
Acceptor impurities introduce mixed conduction in nanocrystalline ceria. The ionic contribution increases with increasing temperature and oxygen partial pressure. The electrical conduction takes place through small polarons between Ce$^{3+}$ and Ce$^{4+}$. However, the reduction enthalpy is much smaller than that of the microcrystalline counterpart. It is believed that this altered defect chemistry is associated with space charge layers near grain boundaries.
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PREPARATION AND SINTERING OF SILICA-DOPED ZIRCONIA
BY COLLOIDAL PROCESSING
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ABSTRACT

Silica-doped (SiO2= 0-1.0 mass%) zirconia (3 mol% \( Y_2O_3 \)-doped tetragonal \( ZrO_2 \)) compacts are prepared from hetero-coagulated and well-dispersed suspensions by colloidal processing. The suspensions are consolidated by a pressure filtration technique. The green density of the compacts consolidated from the well-dispersed suspensions is higher than that from the hetero-coagulated suspensions. The lower density of the latter compacts is improved by a subsequent cold isostatic pressing (CIP) at 400 MPa. The sinterability of the compacts at 1200 °C is greatly affected by the amount of doped silica. The densification and grain growth are hindered by silica doping above 0.3 wt% at 1200 °C. All the compacts are densificated to a relative density of above 99% by sintering at 1300 °C for 2 h.

INTRODUCTION

Yittria-doped tetragonal zirconia polycrystal (TZP) is known as the material that shows a superplasticity of ceramics[1-3]. The characteristic is greatly affected by the microstructure of a sintered body. It comes out under the small grain size of the sintered body less than 1 \( \mu m \). The extensive tensile elongation up to 800% has been reported for 3Y(3 mol% \( Y_2O_3 \))-TZP whose initial grain size is about 0.3 \( \mu m \)[4]. The glassy phase at grain boundaries often promotes the decrease in flow stress and the enhancement of tensile ductility of TZP[5,6]. Kajihara et al. have reported the maximum elongation over 1000% at 1400 °C for 5 wt% SiO2-doped 2.5Y-TZP[7]. Recently, Hiraga has reported that the increase in fracture strain is observed for >1 wt% SiO2-doped 3Y-TZP, but the decrease in flow stress is observed for 3Y-TZP with 0.1-0.7 wt% SiO2[8]. His result shows the importance of silica doping against the mechanical properties of TZP when its doping is between 0.1 and 1.0 wt%.

Pore sizes and their distribution are very important factors that determine the mechanical properties of sintered ceramics. Large pores often become the starting point of fracture. Therefore, uniformity of the initial particle packing of green compacts is demanded. If the TZP is modified with silica uniformly and the defects in the sintered body are decreased, excellent superplasticity of TZP could be expected even though the amount of silica is less than 1 wt%.

Colloidal processing is a powerful method for controlling the density and microstructure of a consolidated compact[9-11]. The particle packing is affected by an interparticle force. The force can be changed from attractive to repulsive by adjusting pH in case of aqueous suspensions. Attractive potential among the particles contributes to the prevention of segregation. On the other hand, repulsive potential among them contributes to the dense particle packing. The aim of the present work is to prepare silica-doped Y-TZP ceramics with (1) uniform modification of zirconia with silica and (2) homogeneous microstructure from nano-sized powders by colloidal processing.
EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental work was performed with 3Y-TZP zirconia powder (Tosoh Co., TZ3Y; average particle size is 60 nm) and colloidal silica (Nissan Chem. Co., Snowtex O; average particle size is 10-20 nm). The impurities of 3Y-TZP are 0.005 wt% Al_2O_3, 0.004 wt% SiO_2, 0.002 wt% Fe_2O_3 and 0.013 wt% Na_2O. The main impurity of colloidal silica is 0.032 wt% Na_2O. ζ-potential of zirconia and silica powders was measured by a laser electrophoresis ζ-potential analyzer (Otsuka Electronics Co., LEZA-600). 0.01M NaCl was added to the diluted suspensions to control ionic strength. Two types of aqueous suspensions of the zirconia-silica system were prepared according to the following two different conditions; (A) at pH=5.3, solid content is 7 vol% and (B) at pH=8.3, solid content is 28 vol%. For pH adjustment, 1N HNO_3 and 1N NH_4OH were used. Preparation procedure of the suspensions will be described later. The suspensions were ultrasonicated for 10 min and stirred by a magnetic stirrer for 12 h at room temperature. Silica content was changed between 0-1.0 wt% against zirconia. The consolidation of the suspensions was performed by a pressure filtration technique[9-13] at 10 MPa. Before the consolidation, the suspensions were evacuated in a vacuum desiccator to eliminate air bubbles. The schematic diagram of a pressure filtration equipment has been reported elsewhere[12]. A Teflon membrane with pores of 0.1 μm was used as a filter. CIP treatment at 400 MPa was carried out to improve the packing density of the green compacts after the consolidation. The shape of the green compacts was disc and the sizes of diameter and thickness are 50 mmφ and 3-4 mm, respectively. Those compacts were dried overnight at 120 °C, and sintered in air at fixed temperatures for 2 h. The density of the compacts was measured by the Archimedes' method using kerosene. Microstructure of sintered bodies was observed by SEM for the polished and chemically and thermally etched surfaces. Chemical etching was performed by soaking the sintered bodies in a mixed acid of HF: H_2SO_4: H_2O= 1: 4: 20 for 2 min.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Preparation of Suspension

Figure 1 shows the ζ-potential versus pH of 3Y-zirconia and colloidal silica. The isoelectric points of the zirconia and silica are at pH 7.2 and 2.6, respectively. ζ-potential determines the interparticle potentials in a suspension. In case of suspension (A), which was prepared at pH=5.3, the interparticle potentials between ZrO_2-ZrO_2 and SiO_2-SiO_2 are repulsive, but ZrO_2-SiO_2 is attractive. Therefore heterocoagulated condition, i.e., uniform modification of zirconia particles with silica particles, is expected. In case of
suspension (B), which was prepared at pH=8.3, the interparticle potentials between ZrO₂-ZrO₂, SiO₂-SiO₂ and ZrO₂-SiO₂ are repulsive. Here, an appropriate amount of ammonium polycarboxylate (Toagosei chem. Co., ALON A-6114) was added to improve the negative ζ-potential of zirconia and silica surfaces[14]. Therefore well-dispersed condition, i.e., dense particle packing, is expected.

Figure 2 shows the relative density of the as-pressure filtrated (as-PF) compacts of undoped-TZP and 1.0wt%SiO₂-doped TZP. The green density of as-PF compacts consolidated from the well-dispersed suspension (pH=8.3) was higher than that from the hetero-coagulated suspension (pH=5.3). The lower packing density of the latter compacts was improved to almost the same density by subsequent CIP treatment at 400 MPa. Therefore we used the compacts prepared from hetero-coagulated suspensions and CIPed at 400 MPa for the following experiments.

**Sintering Characteristics**

Figure 3 shows a sintering diagram of the PF + CIPed samples. The sinterability of the compacts at 1200 °C was greatly affected by the amount of silica contents.

![Graph showing sintering characteristics](image)
Fig. 4. Microstructure of silica-doped TZP sintered at 1200 °C for 2 h; (a) undoped, (b) 0.1 wt% SiO₂, (c) 0.3 wt% SiO₂, (d) 0.5 wt% SiO₂, (e) 0.7 wt% SiO₂ and (f) 1.0 wt% SiO₂.

Fig. 5. Microstructure of silica-doped TZP sintered at 1300 °C for 2 h; (a) undoped, (b) 0.1 wt% SiO₂, (c) 0.3 wt% SiO₂, (d) 0.5 wt% SiO₂, (e) 0.7 wt% SiO₂ and (f) 1.0 wt% SiO₂.
Density of TZP is increased by the addition of 0.1 wt% silica, but decreased by the addition of >0.3 wt% of silica. The enhancement of densification at 0.1 wt% doped silica is probably related to small amounts of impurities. All the compacts could be densified to a relative density of >99% by sintering at 1300 °C for 2 h in air.

Figure 4 shows the microstructure of the compacts sintered at 1200 °C for 2 h. The hindrance of grain growth is observed for the large amount of silica-doped samples. Figure 5 shows the microstructure of the compacts sintered at 1300 °C for 2 h. The grain sizes of the sintered compacts are almost the same regardless of the amount of doped silica. For the compacts whose silica contents are ≥0.5 wt%, the excess amount of silica segregates at grain multiple junctions.

Figure 6 shows the log-log plot of grain size measured for TZP-0.3 wt% SiO2 against sintering time at 1200 °C. Grain size was determined by the linear intercept method. The slope of the plots is about 1/4. The slope of 1/4 indicates that the mechanism of grain growth is a grain boundary diffusion control[15].

Mechanical properties for the silica-doped TZP prepared from colloidal processing are under investigation. Until now, we investigated the stress-strain relation at 1400 °C for the TZP without silica. The fracture true strain of TZP prepared by colloidal processing increased more than 40% in comparison with that of TZP prepared by dry processing. A quantitative analysis of cavitated volume during the deformation reveals that the damage accumulation is controlled by growth of pre-existent defects and nucleation growth of new cavities. The improvement in the superplasticity of colloidally-processed samples is due to the elimination of pre-existent void.

CONCLUSIONS

We attempt the preparation of 3Y-TZP with (1) uniform modification with silica and (2) homogeneous microstructure from nano-sized powders by colloidal processing. Hetero-coagulated and well-dispersed suspensions are prepared at pH=5.3 and 8.3, respectively, by changing of pH of zirconia-silica aqueous suspension. The green density of as-pressure filtrated compacts consolidated from the well-dispersed suspension is higher than that from the hetero-coagulated suspension. The lower packing density of the latter compacts is improved to almost the same density by subsequent CIP treatment at 400 MPa. The densification and grain growth at 1200 °C are hindered when silica contents are ≥0.3 wt%. The compacts whose silica contents are ≥0.5 wt%, the excess silica segregates at grain multiple junctions. All the compacts are densificated to the relative density of >99% by sintering at 1300 °C for 2 h.
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TRANSITION DYNAMICS IN FERROELECTRICS WITH ORDERED NANOREGIONS
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ABSTRACT

Raman scattering was used to study two model relaxor ferroelectrics, PbMg\(_{1/3}\)Nb\(_{2/3}\)O\(_3\) (PMN) with the 1:2 stoichiometric composition of Mg\(^{2+}\) and Nb\(^{5+}\) ions in the oxygen octahedrons and PbSc\(_{1/3}\)Ta\(_{2/3}\)O\(_3\) (PST) with the 1:1 stoichiometric composition of Sc\(^{3+}\) and Ta\(^{5+}\) ions. In spite of a different stoichiometric ratio the Raman spectra of both materials are consistent with the Fm\(_3m\) space symmetry which implies the existence of similar 1:1 ordered clusters at least in nanoscale regions. The spectra show some anomalous features in the temperature range preceding a ferroelectric state, namely a broad central peak appears in PMN and a complex structure develops from the initially singlet line in PST. Those phenomena are considered as the dynamic features in course of evolution of the relaxors to a ferroelectric state. The preceding phase is characterized by a breakdown in the selection rules for Raman scattering, so some points in the Brillouin zone can contribute to the light scattering spectra. Comparing all available data, one can assume the determinant role of heterophase fluctuations in that process. The fluctuations in a special preceding phase are caused by a competition between two phases, namely between the ferroelectric phase and an additional nonpolar phase.

INTRODUCTION

Relaxor ferroelectrics with the complex perovskite-type formula A\(_{1-x}\)B'\(_x\)B''\(_{1-x}\)O\(_3\) have received considerable attention for many years. Two unlike valance B' and B'' ions in the B sublattice distinguish these mixed materials from the classical ABO\(_3\) perovskites. The arrangement of two different ions in the B sublattice appears to be a determining factor to create a special relaxor behavior. Dynamic features of the evolution to a ferroelectric state in relaxors are far from being clear. At least, relaxors do not exhibit any soft modes which used to be a distinctive feature of the phase transition dynamics in the most “pure” perovskites. Nothing new has appeared in this field since a review book [1] was published in 1977. The recent studies [2] (and Refs. therein) have revealed an important common characteristic feature of relaxors to consist of the nanoscale clusters with the 1:1 B-site order irrelevant to whether a stoichiometric composition for the B ions is 1:1 or 1:2. We assume that the nanoscale arrangement prevents the development of a “normal” ferroelectric transition. One can thus expect a special dynamics of fluctuations with the frustrated transition.

In the present paper, the Raman scattering studies in two relaxors, PbMg\(_{1/3}\)Nb\(_{2/3}\)O\(_3\) (PMN) and PbSc\(_{1/3}\)Ta\(_{2/3}\)O\(_3\) (PST), reveal some unusual features in the spectra which are connected with the evolution of both materials to a ferroelectric state. We believe that a central peak in PMN and a complex structure of the singlet hard mode in PST appear in a preceding phase and have a common nature.
EXPERIMENTAL

The PMN and PST single crystals were grown by spontaneous crystallization from a flux. The samples measured about $5\times4\times2$ mm$^3$ and $3\times2\times1$ mm$^3$ respectively. The $X(ZZ)Y$ diagonal Raman spectra were measured, with $X, Y$ and $Z$ being along the fourfold cubic axes.

Raman spectra were excited with an argon laser for PMN and with a krypton laser for PST and were analyzed with a Cary-82 triple spectrometer. The instrument was equipped with an Oxford Instruments optical cryostat with a cold stage for low-temperature measurements and with a small furnace for high temperatures. A temperature controller stabilized the temperature in every scanning run to within $\pm0.5$ K.

Both Stokes and anti-Stokes parts of the Raman spectra of PMN were studied. A central part of the spectrum in the limit of $\pm5$ cm$^{-1}$ was supposed to consist of a stray light from the elastic scattering and therefore it was eliminated from our consideration in all of the experimental spectra. In order to reveal a broad central peak, we used the following procedure. First of all, a spectrum at 77 K far below all known anomalies without any visible traces of the central peak was taken as an initial cross-section of light scattering from PMN, $S_0(\nu, 77)$. Then, all necessary spectra at higher temperatures were reconstructed from the initial spectrum at 77 K by using a normal expected temperature dependence for the first order spectra $S(\nu,T)=S_0(\nu,77)[n + 1]$, where the population factor is given by $n=[\exp(h\nu/kT)-1]^{-1}$. The calculated spectra were subtracted from corresponding experimental spectra. Some additional light scattering at the lowest frequencies appeared as wings on the Rayleigh line in a wide temperature interval. Those results are shown in Fig. 1. It is clearly seen that the curves obtained by the procedure described above form broad central peaks. The top parts of peaks in the eliminated range $\pm5$ cm$^{-1}$ were obtained by fitting to a Lorentzian line shape.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Local Ordering of PMN

PMN is a well-known model relaxor material with the 1:2 ratio of the two different B ions. High resolution electron micrographs of PMN [2] show the existence of a regular array of ordered clusters about 2 nm in diameter. The composition of these ordered clusters corresponded to the 1:1 ratio of $B'$ and $B''$ ions as in various other relaxors like PST with the 1:1 stoichiometric composition of two B ions. The distance between the centers of neighboring clusters is about 2.5 nm. Such nanoscale arrangement of PMN prevents a ferroelectric transition from spreading throughout the crystal. The transition occurs to be frustrated in normal conditions and could be found only in an external electric field above the threshold value of about 1.8 kV.cm$^{-1}$ [3].

A Central Peak in the Range of a Frustrated Ferroelectric Transition

In spite of macroscopically frustrated transition the polarization fluctuations manifest themselves in light scattering from PMN even in the absence of an external field. We found a broad central peak in PMN around 200 K just in the range of a frustrated ferroelectric transition (Fig.1). It is clearly seen in Fig.1 that there is only a weak and extremely broad response in light scattering at lower temperatures. The peaks, at temperatures slightly above 200 K, are more than two times broader in comparison with the exceptional central component in the range of a
frustrated transition. This central peak correlates adequately with the sharp anomaly in hypersonic damping in PMN which also is caused by fluctuations [4].

Fig. 1. Stokes and anti-Stokes sides of the low-frequency Raman spectrum in PMN on approaching the frustrated ferroelectric transition (T~200 K) [3] and the range of a “diffuse” transition with the main dielectric anomaly (T~270 K) [1]. The hard-mode contribution is eliminated. A narrow central component occurs at T~200 K and a broader and more intense component appears in a wide range around T~270 K.

A Central Peak in the Range of a So-called Diffuse Ferroelectric Transition

Besides the “sharp” anomaly at 200 K which is connected in the previous subsection with the polarization fluctuations, there is a main central peak with the maximum intensity and the minimum width around 280 K (Fig.1). This stretched anomaly correlates with the main broad maximum in the dielectric response of PMN [1]. We assume that this main broad central component in light scattering is connected with special heterophase fluctuations. Anomalous light scattering in PMN is very similar to that in a related crystal Na_{1/2}Bi_{1/2}TiO_{3} (NBT) [5]. A cubic-tetragonal-trigonal sequence of phase transitions in NBT leads to the final ferroelectric state rather like in PMN. A broad central component in light scattering from NBT occurs between two phase transitions in contrast to the ordinary well-known behavior with anomalies in the vicinity of every transition point. This unusual behavior of NBT implies a coupling of two order parameters related to different phase transitions separated by some temperature interval.

Mechanism of Heterophase Fluctuations

One can suppose that the main broad central peak in light scattering from PMN is caused by fluctuations of the coupled order parameters as well. It is important to emphasize that coupled order parameters in a suitable model [6] initiate primary phase transitions in different points of
the Brillouin zone. In this case one can expect to find a critical contribution of the heterophase fluctuations from many points on a line in the reciprocal space between the special points of the Brillouin zone. Such central peaks have been found by neutron scattering at some points along the critical Σ-line in single crystals of Rb_{0.38} (ND₄)₂ D₂PO₄ [7] or along the R-M line of the cubic Brillouin zone in KCaF₃ [8]. Light scattering exhibits an integrated effect summing contributions from all heterophase fluctuations in the Brillouin zone. It seems that light scattering in PMN gives evidence of a special preceding phase where the wave-vector selection rules are broken down and some anomalies in the Brillouin zone can appear in light scattering.

The existence of an additional phase in PMN, which could be a partner in competition with the ferroelectric state, is still in question although this problem has been discussed for a long time. Probably, such a phase is also frustrated in normal conditions. An additional nonpolar phase was suggested for a related relaxor, PST, as well after a similar consideration in order to explain a complex dielectric response, double hysteresis loops in some preceding phase and other anomalies [9].

The Relaxor Behavior of a Disordered PST

The paper [9] mentioned above shows how a disordered PST with the typical relaxor behavior transforms spontaneously into a macroscopic ferroelectric state. The situation is close to the case of PMN with the difference that a ferroelectric transition is not frustrated in PST. PST with the 1:1 composition of the B ions shows a high degree of ordering [10,11]. The disordered sample of PST considered above [9] and studied in the present work implies nanoscale arrangement of the 1:1 ordered clusters in a manner which is close to that in PMN.

Additional Anomalous Structure in the Raman Spectrum of PST

The Raman spectra of PST obtained in our experiments are consistent with the partly ordered complex perovskite belonging to the Fm3m space group. Unlike the “pure” ABO₃ perovskites without any Raman active modes in a cubic phase, the complex AB'B''O₃ compounds with the Fm3m space symmetry exhibit a set of Raman active modes: A₁g + Eₐ + 2F₂g. The A₁g mode is a simple motion of the oxygen atoms like the breathing mode of a free oxygen octahedron. However, this mode reflects clearly the effect of subtle changes in the inner structure of PST in course of evolution to a ferroelectric state occurring slightly below room temperature. At high temperatures, far above the transition region, the A₁g mode has the shape of a singlet line (Fig.2). An evident structure of the initially singlet line appears when temperature is lowered down to the vicinity of the ferroelectric phase transition (Fig.2). No evidence of a change in the crystal structure in PST above the ferroelectric transition has been published. The structure around the A₁g mode is more pronounced in the samples with a higher degree of disorder on the B sites without any macroscopic ferroelectric transition. Thus, the additional structure appears in the PST even if the ferroelectric transition is frustrated as in PMN. Fig.2 shows the behavior of the A₁g mode in a sample with the highest degree of order between all studied materials. In this sample, the A₁g line takes a singlet shape again in the ferroelectric phase. One can suppose that the complex structure of the A₁g mode is connected with a breakdown in the wave-vector selection rules, so some symmetry points along the A₁g optical branches in the Brillouin zone contribute to the Raman scattering around the initial singlet line in the zone center.
Fig. 2. Appearance of an additional structure around the $A_{1g}$ hard mode in PST on approaching the transition to a ferroelectric state from above ($T \approx 300$ K) [9]. The arrows show the pronounced structure ($T = 358$ K) and its first emergence ($T = 418$ K) in a wide preceding phase near the low-temperature boundary and near the high-temperature limit respectively.

**Heterophase Fluctuations in PST**

The light scattering gives evidence of a special state in PST which precedes the transition to a ferroelectric state from above $T_c$. This result correlates with the existence of some preceding phase in PST with double hysteresis loops and other peculiarities [9]. To explain that unusual behavior of PST, a competition between two phases was suggested, namely between the ferroelectric phase and a postulated nonpolar phase [9]. This suggestion implies intensive heterophase fluctuations between those two phases. The present work gives new experimental evidence in support of such a model. We suppose that the loss of translational symmetry in PST and the breakdown in selection rules occur in a dynamic process initiated by heterophase fluctuations.

**CONCLUSION**

Two closely related relaxors, PMN and PST, have been studied by Raman scattering. Both materials appear to be constituent of nanoscale ordered clusters with the 1:1 composition of the two different B ions. We assume that such nanoscale arrangement favors the development of fluctuations in course of creation of some new phases, irrespective of whether a transition occurs.
really or whether it is finally frustrated. Comparing the behavior of PMN, PST and related NBT, we have found enough evidence in support of heterophase fluctuations connected with a competition between the ferroelectric state and additional nonpolar phase.

In any case, Raman scattering gives evidence of a preceding phase in both PMN and PST. The selection rules for Raman scattering occur to be broken down in this preceding phase, so some information from the Brillouin zone appears in the spectra, namely a critical contribution to the broad central peak in PMN and to the initial singlet $A_{1g}$ mode in PST. One should note that our studies showed preliminarily the existence of a central peak in PST as well as some traces of an additional structure around the $A_{1g}$ mode in PMN. Those will be a subject of our further studies. The existence of a special preceding phase is considered as a distinctive characteristic of the transition dynamics in relaxor ferroelectrics with ordered nanoscale clusters. Raman scattering without any electric field is able to reveal a hidden phase transition dynamics in materials consisting of principal nanoscale regions.
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ABSTRACT

Nanocrystalline \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) can be prepared by the gas condensation method at a temperature as low as 700\(^\circ\)C, with an average particle size as small as 18nm. The stoichiometry of nanocrystalline \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) particles can be controlled precisely and reproducibly. Nanocrystalline \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) powders, fabricated by a novel e-beam evaporation method, show good sintering behavior with a high density at a temperature as low as 1200\(^\circ\)C. These samples exhibit a relatively larger dielectric constant than that of coarse-grained \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \). In addition, a thermal analysis has been also carried out to determine the lowest temperature for forming nanostructured \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) from Ba/Ti oxidized clusters at ambient pressure.

INTRODUCTION

Fine-grained \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) is an important electronic ceramic widely used in the manufacture of thermistors, multilayer capacitors, and electro-optic devices. Traditional ceramic processing has difficulty in preparing morphologically homogeneous materials with fine grains, resulting in the development of several chemical solution-based methods for preparing well-crystallized submicrometer or nanocrystalline \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) particles. These processes have the common goal of achieving product formation under mild reaction conditions (low temperatures and short reaction times) in order to limit the extent of grain growth and control particle size. \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) particles with small and uniform particle size allow for thinner layers of the ceramic to be used in multilayer capacitors without loss of dielectric properties. In addition, small and uniform particle morphology offers the advantage of lower sintering temperature for multilayer devices, which may allow for the use of less expensive electrode materials.

Presently there are several chemical routes for synthesizing nanocrystalline \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \), such as coprecipitation procedures, sol-gel methods, and hydrothermal techniques, in which the coprecipitation procedures and hydrothermal techniques have been used to prepare commercial high purity submicrometer \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) powders. There are two major shortcomings for coprecipitation procedures. One is the relative difficulty in introducing dopants into \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \). The other is that all the coprecipitated, single phase, complex compounds have been 1:1 for Ba:Ti [1]. As a result, the method involving a unique precursor compound applies to \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) only and cannot be used to synthesize other compounds that are also of great technical importance in the \( \text{BaO}-\text{TiO}_2 \) system, such as \( \text{BaTi}_4\text{O}_{10} \), \( \text{BaTi}_9\text{O}_{20} \), and \( \text{BaTi}_3\text{O}_7 \) [2].

On the other hand, hydrothermal techniques also have many disadvantages[3-4] in that they involve several reaction steps and pressures to generate crystalline \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) particles, and need complicated post-treatment of the powders in order to adjust the stoichiometry.

The purposes of the present work are two fold. One is to identify the feasibility of commercially synthesizing nanocrystalline multicomponent oxides, such as \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \), using the gas condensation method(GC). Unlike chemical synthesis methods, the gas condensation method involves no solution chemistry. The other is to determine the lowest temperature for forming nanostructured \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) from Ba/Ti oxidized precursors at ambient pressure. This is important because the reaction of Ba/Ti oxidized clusters made by a gas condensation method does not involve a hydrolysis reaction, which creates the possibility of preparing nanocrystalline \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) at the lowest temperature at ambient pressure condition.

SYNTHESIS AND MICROSTRUCTURE

We employed a two-source evaporation process to simultaneously produce a homogenous mixture of partially oxidized Ba/Ti clusters. The processing technique and parameters have been reported somewhere else\[5\]. One important feature of the process used is that the Ti and BaTiO\(_3\) source materials can be evaporated in an oxygen environment rather than the more common inter gas environment typically used with gas condensation.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

Figure 1 (a)X-ray diffraction scans from nanocrystalline BaTiO\(_3\) annealed at 700 °C in air for 2 hours. (b) X-ray diffraction pattern of standard polycrystalline BaTiO\(_3\).

After annealing the mixture of Ba/Ti oxidized powders at 700 °C in air for 1-2 hours, well crystallized nanocrystalline BaTiO\(_3\) was obtained. Figure 1(a) is an x-ray scan for powders after annealing at 700°C for 2 hours, which indicates single phase BaTiO\(_3\) is formed. The dominant phase is most likely a pseudo-cubic phase, although peak broadening due to small particle size makes it difficult to distinguish the phase from the tetragonal phase typically found for coarse grained materials. The XRD observations were also reproduced by electron diffraction. Bright-field and dark field TEM images of these nanoparticles are shown in Figure 2. The average particle size is less than 20nm. The nanocrystalline BaTiO\(_3\) powders were next pelletized by cold isostatic pressing without use of a binder.

![Figure 2](image2.png)

Figure 2 TEM micrographs of nano-BaTiO\(_3\): a) Bright-field image; b) Dark-field image.
The pellets were then sintered at temperature ranging from 900 to 1250°C. The densities of the samples sintered at different temperatures are given in Fig.3. Clearly, the well-crystallized nanocrystalline BaTiO$_3$ particles show good sinterability. Figure 4. is the plot of the dielectric constants and losses as a function temperature of the sample sintered at 1200°C.

![Graph of density vs. sintering temperature](image1)

**Figure 3** Plot of the density as a function of sintering temperature of nanocrystalline BaTiO$_3$ pellets.

**DIELECTRIC BEHAVIOR**

The dielectric constants of samples were determined at 100 kHz during heating. Heating rates were 3°C/min. Quite clearly, the phase transition behavior does not obey the Curie’s law, exhibiting a rather diffused phase transition. It can be also found that the orthorhombic-tetragonal phase transformation slightly shifts up to a higher temperature, which is consistent with the recent thermal analyses done by Frey and Payne[6]. The dielectric constants of BaTiO$_3$ sample made by nanocrystalline powders is larger than polycrystalline BaTiO$_3$ with coarse grain[7-8] at the room temperature.

![Graph of dielectric constant and loss vs. temperature](image2)

**Figure 4** The dependence of dielectric constants and losses on temperature for the sample made by nanocrystalline BaTiO$_3$ from GC
Figure 5  P vs. E hysteresis behavior of BaTiO$_3$ ceramics sintered at 1200 °C/2h.

However, the dielectric constants reported here are smaller than those of BaTiO$_3$ ceramics with ultra-fine grains reported in literature[4,8-10]. It is probably due to our inability to fully polarize samples prior to dielectric measurement. Fig.5 shows the polarization vs. applied electric field behavior of the samples sintered at 1200 °C. Apparently, the induced polarization are quite smaller than that of BaTiO$_3$ with coarse grains, even though the appearance of the classic P vs. E hysteresis is noticeable.

PHASE DEVELOPMENT

Thermogravimetric analysis(TGA) and differential thermal analysis(DTA) were employed to determine the nature of the reactions that led to the formation of nanocrystalline BaTiO$_3$ particles. The mixture of Ba/Ti precursors was first fully oxidized in air for several months. And then they were analyzed by DTA/TG at different heating rates to disclose the temperature at which exothermic/endothermic reaction took place. Heating rates from 1°C/min to 20°C/min were employed in both experiments in order to study the kinetics of nanocrystalline BaTiO$_3$ particle formation from Ba/Ti oxidized clusters. The results of TGA and DTA experiments are presented in Figure 6, indicating the existence of at least two stages. Stage 1, which extends up to 220°C, was accompanied by an exothermic reaction and a continuous weight loss. In stage 2, at 400°C to 600°C, depending upon heating rates, a sharp decrease in weight with apparent exothermic reaction was observed. According to the experimental results, it is hypothesized that the reactions involved in the production of nanocrystalline BaTiO$_3$ are as follows:

$$\text{BaO}_2 + \text{Ba(OH)}_2 \rightarrow \text{BaO}_2 + \text{H}_2 \uparrow$$

$$\text{BaO}_2 + \text{TiO}_2-x(\text{BaTiO}_4) \rightarrow \text{BaTiO}_3 + l/2\text{O}_2-x \uparrow$$

It is expected when Ba atom clusters are exposed to air, they could be oxidized as Ba(OH)$_2$, or BaO, because of absorbing moisture. It should be pointed out that from thermodynamic and kinetic considerations BaO$_2$ is relatively more stable oxide phase at a low temperature than BaO, especially for clusters[11], although very little is known about the detailed mechanism of barium oxidation. The formation of nanocrystalline BaTiO$_3$ from the mixture of Ba/Ti oxidized clusters is hypothesized to proceed along the following path. At low temperature, Ba/Ti precursors consists of a mixture of Ba(OH)$_2$ and TiO$_2$. Around 100-250 °C, the Ba(OH)$_2$ converts to BaO$_2$. Such a conversion should result in a 2 % weight loss, which is in close agreement with the observed weight loss.
Figure 6 (a) Thermogravimetric analysis and differential thermal analysis curves of the mixture of Ba/Ti oxidized clusters.

Figure 6 (b) TGA of the mixture of Ba/Ti clusters at different heating rates.

The amorphous mixture of BaO and TiO$_2$ clusters crystallized to form nanocrystalline BaTiO$_3$ on heating in a temperature range from 400 to 600°C, depending upon the heating rates. Such a reaction is expected to be exothermic with a weight loss of 6-7%, in a good agreement with the experimental observations. Obviously, the faster heat rate leads to the higher temperature for nanocrystalline BaTiO$_3$ formation if the transformation of Ba/Ti precursors to nanocrystalline BaTiO$_3$ in static air is controlled by the oxygen diffusion process. The precise information of kinetics of formation nanocrystalline BaTiO$_3$ from Ba/Ti oxidized clusters can quantitatively obtained from Fig.(6b). From above experimental results, it is quite clearly that under ambient pressure condition well crystallized nanostructured BaTiO$_3$ could not be prepared from Ba/Ti oxidized clusters at a temperature below 400°C within a relatively short period of time. This result is actually consistent with the recent experimental observation by Nourbakhsh et al.[12].

It should be mentioned here that if the mixture of Ba/Ti precursors was not fully oxidized, its DTA/TGA behavior will be different from above presented results, although the mixture of
Ba/Ti precursors can be still converted into nanocrystalline \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) particles at the similar temperature range. An important aspect of our experimental results is to provide a rough assessment of the temperature limitation for synthesizing nanostructured \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) under ambient pressure conditions through analyzing the kinetics characteristic of forming nanocrystalline \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) from the mixture Ba/Ti oxidized powders. Currently there are a number of recent literature reporting synthesizing temperature of nanostructured \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \), ranging from 200°C to 900°C[13-18]. Our experimental results presented here indicate that within a short synthesis time period the synthesizing temperature of nanostructured \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) should be above 400°C. Otherwise, it is not possible to obtain well crystallized nanostructured \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \). In reality, the processing temperature for synthesizing nanostructured perovskite oxides is one of most important issues for future microelectronics applications. Fundamentally, it is imperative to determine the lowest possible processing temperature for synthesizing nanostructured perovskite oxides in order to use of them with standard Si based processes since the interface compatibility between silicon or other semiconductors and numerous other perovskite oxides is critical for developing new generation microelectronics devices.

**CONCLUSION**

We have successfully prepared well crystallized nanocrystalline \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) at a temperature as low as 700°C by using a gas condensation method involving evaporation of Ti and \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) sources in both oxygen and non-oxygen environments. The dielectric properties of sintered \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) made from nanocrystalline \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) powders have been reported. The obtained barium titanate powders sinter to high density at a temperature as low as 1200°C, which is favorable for the manufacture of multilayer capacitors. The possible mechanism responsible for forming nanocrystalline \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \) through the mixture of Ba/Ti oxidized clusters has been also discussed.
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ABSTRACT

Nanophases of sol-gel zirconia were prepared with HCl, C₂H₄O₂ and NH₄OH as hydrolysis catalysts, and sulfated with H₂SO₄. They were analyzed by using X-ray powder diffraction, and their crystalline structure was refined by using the Rietveld method. All samples annealed below 300 °C were amorphous. The non-sulfated samples crystallized around 350 °C, while the sulfated samples crystallized around 600 °C, when they started loosing sulfate ions. In the initial stage of crystallization, both the tetragonal and monoclinic nanophases coexisted, with the tetragonal as the main phase. Annealing the samples at higher temperatures transformed the tetragonal nanophase, stabilized by OH ions, into the monoclinic one.

INTRODUCTION

Zirconia (ZrO₂) has many applications in high technology [1-3]. For example, zirconia-based composites are light, and able to withstand heat, corrosion and wearing. Many of these composites have been used for coating turbine blades [4], and for making engine block, body valves, cylinder liners, pistons, and bearings in internal-combustion engines of automobiles [5]. This is because composites based on stabilized zirconia have a large fracture toughness produced by the martensitic transformation of the zirconia tetragonal phase into the monoclinic one [5]. The mechanical properties of these composites depend on the zirconia crystallite size, in special, for sizes in the range of the nanometers.

Superacidity is another important property of zirconia, which occurs when it is sulfated [6]. In this case, sulfate ions strongly interact with the zirconia matrix. The presence of defects, which are normally found in nanostructured oxides [7, 8], in the zirconia lattice will favor this.

Using the sol-gel technique can make oxide nanophases. Here, hydrolysis catalyst and annealing temperature determine crystallite size, morphology and cation deficiency of the nanophase [7, 8].

In the present paper, we will report the dependence on hydrolysis catalyst and temperature of the crystalline structure of zirconia and sulfated zirconia nanophases obtained by the sol-gel technique and characterized by using X-ray powder diffraction.

EXPERIMENTAL

Sample Preparation

Zirconium n-butoxide in terbutilic alcohol, containing the hydrolysis catalyst HCl, C₂H₄O₂, or NH₄OH, was used for preparing the sol-gel zirconia. Gels were dried in air at 100 °C, and annealed...
at 200, 400, 600, and 800 °C. Sulfated zirconia was prepared by sulfating with H$_2$SO$_4$ the dried sol-gel zirconia. Sulfated samples were annealed in air at 200, 400, 600, and 800 °C.

**X-ray Diffraction Characterization**

The crystalline structure of the nanophases was characterized by using X-ray powder diffraction, and refined by using the Rietveld method. X-ray diffraction patterns were measured with CuK$_\alpha$ radiation. Peak profiles were modeled with a pseudo-Voigt function having average crystallite size as one of the profile-breadth fitting parameters [9]. The standard deviations, showing the variation of the last figures of the corresponding number, were given in parenthesis.

**TGA Analysis**

This analysis was done in a thermoanalyzer Dupont model 950. Both sulfated and non-sulfated samples were analyzed in air from 25 to 1200 °C at the annealing rate of 20 degree/min.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Non-Sulfated Zirconia**

Annealing sol-gel zirconia samples from room temperature to 500 °C produced a weight loss (Fig. 1). Evaporation of the residual volatile components used for the sample preparation produced this. Annealing above this temperature did not produce any additional change in the sample weight.

The structure of the samples annealed below 300 °C was amorphous (Fig. 2A) and

---

Fig. 1 TGA curve of sol-gel zirconia prepared with different hydrolysis catalysts.

Fig. 2 X-ray diffraction curves of sol-gel zirconia prepared with acetic acid as hydrolysis catalyst. Tick marks correspond to the tetragonal phase of zirconia.
corresponded to Zr(OH)4. The center of the main broad peak of the amorphous phase had the same position as the main peak of tetragonal zirconia (Fig 2B). This suggested that the local order in both phases was the same. Annealing the samples in air between 300 and 350 °C crystallized the amorphous phase.

Crystallized samples had two nanocrystalline phases (Figs. 3 and 4). One phase was tetragonal with space group P42/2nmcm, and the another was monoclinic with space group P21/c. These nanostructured phases had crystallite sizes that varied between 4 and 34 nm (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hydrolysis catalyst</th>
<th>T (°C)</th>
<th>tetragonal (wt %)</th>
<th>monoclinic (wt %)</th>
<th>tetragonal crystallite size (nm)</th>
<th>monoclinic crystallite size (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCl</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>78 (5)</td>
<td>22 (4)</td>
<td>17 (1)</td>
<td>4.1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>600</td>
<td>35 (1)</td>
<td>65 (2)</td>
<td>24 (1)</td>
<td>21 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>800</td>
<td>13 (2)</td>
<td>87 (3)</td>
<td>31 (3)</td>
<td>31.1 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2H4O2</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>12.5 (6)</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>600</td>
<td>91 (1)</td>
<td>8.6 (2)</td>
<td>22.0 (5)</td>
<td>12.8 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>800</td>
<td>17 (2)</td>
<td>82 (3)</td>
<td>22 (3)</td>
<td>29 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH4OH</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>70 (5)</td>
<td>30 (6)</td>
<td>8.4 (3)</td>
<td>5.8 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>600</td>
<td>45 (2)</td>
<td>55 (1)</td>
<td>20.7 (8)</td>
<td>22 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>800</td>
<td>11.7 (4)</td>
<td>88.3 (7)</td>
<td>32 (3)</td>
<td>34 (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is known that doping microcrystalline zirconia with large ions like Y, Ca, or Mg ions stabilizes the tetragonal phase at low temperature [10]. In the sol-gel zirconia reported in the present work, the solutions and the precursors used in the preparation did not include any of these ions.
ions, or any similar. OH ions, however, were abundant; therefore, they were the only ions that could stabilize the tetragonal structure. This result agrees with those reported for zirconia obtained by using Zr(NO3)4 and Zr(OH)4 as precursors [11].

Annealing the samples at even higher temperatures increased the crystallite size, and transformed the tetragonal nanophase into the monoclinic one (Table 1). Leaving of OH ions from the stabilized tetragonal phase caused this transformation.

**Sulfated Zirconia**

Sol-gel zirconia was prepared with HCl, C2H4O2 and NH4OH hydrolysis catalysts, and sulfated with H2SO4. None of the sulfated samples crystallized below 600 °C. This result contrasts with those obtained in the non-sulfated sol-gel zirconia, where crystallization occurred between 300 and 350 °C.

Sulfated samples started loosing part of its weight when they were annealed above 500 °C. They had one transformation around 500 °C and a second one around 600 °C (Fig. 5). After annealing the sample at 800 °C, the total weight loss depended on the hydrolysis catalyst used in the preparation; it was 31.7% for HCl, 29.3% for C2H4O2, and 41.5% for NH4OH. In the transformation at 500 °C, the sulfated samples prepared with HCl and NH4OH as hydrolysis catalyst only lost 2.4 and 14.7% in weight respectively; the rest of the weight loss occurred above 600 °C. In contrast to this, the samples prepared with acetic acid lost most of their weight (24.1 of 29.3%) in the first transformation. If the weight loss, observed around 500 °C and above 600 °C, was associated to the evaporation of SOx ions from the sample, then, the above results will suggest that these SOx ions had a strong interaction with the sol-gel zirconia prepared with hydrochloric

---

**Fig. 5 TGA curve of sulfated sol-gel zirconia prepared with different hydrolysis catalysts.**

**Fig. 6 Rietveld refinement plot of the sulfated sol-gel zirconia prepared with acetic acid as hydrolysis catalyst and annealed at 800 °C. It has the tetragonal (upper tick marks) and monoclinic phases (lower tick marks).**
Table 2. Sulfated Zirconia. Phase Composition and Average Crystallite Size as a Function of Hydrolysis Catalyst and Temperature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hydrolysis catalyst</th>
<th>T (°C)</th>
<th>tetragonal (wt %)</th>
<th>monoclinic (wt %)</th>
<th>tetragonal crystallite size (nm)</th>
<th>monoclinic crystallite size (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCl</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>3.0 (6)</td>
<td>97 (3)</td>
<td>24 (9)</td>
<td>30.3 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C(_2)H(_2)O(_2)</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>91 (3)</td>
<td>8.7 (2)</td>
<td>15.3 (4)</td>
<td>10 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>800</td>
<td>66 (2)</td>
<td>34 (4)</td>
<td>28.4 (1)</td>
<td>32 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH(_4)OH</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>3.7 (6)</td>
<td>96 (3)</td>
<td>24 (7)</td>
<td>29.5 (7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

acid and ammonium hydroxide, and a weak interaction with the sol-gel zirconia prepared with acetic acid.

In the samples prepared with acetic acid, sulfating stabilized the tetragonal structure (Fig. 6). In the samples annealed at 800 °C, the concentration of the tetragonal phase was 66 (2) wt % (Table 2), while it was only 17 (2) wt % for the respective non-sulfated samples annealed at the same temperature (Table 1).

The sulfated samples annealed at 600 °C and prepared with HCl and NH\(_4\)OH hydrolysis catalysts had a phase different from those of zirconium oxide. This phase should correspond to a sulfate of zirconium (Zr-O-S). That means that sulfate, zirconium, and oxygen ions reacted between each other to produce a new phase. Annealing these samples at 800 °C transformed this Zr-O-S phase into both the tetragonal and monoclinic zirconia phases (Table 2). This transformation correlated with the observed weight loss between 600 and 800 °C (Fig. 5). The evaporation of the SO\(_x\) ions generated the observed weight loss.

CONCLUSIONS

The atomic distribution of sol-gel zirconia annealed below 300 °C was amorphous. Its local order, however, was similar to the local order of the tetragonal crystalline phase. The amorphous phase crystallized into the tetragonal and monoclinic zirconia nanophases, with the monoclinic crystals having a smaller size. Annealing the samples at higher temperatures transformed the tetragonal phase into the monoclinic one.

Sulfating sol-gel zirconia caused a strong interaction between SO\(_x\) ions and the zirconia precursor matrix, and stabilized the amorphous phase. When sulfated samples were annealed above 500 °C, SO\(_x\) ions left the sample, and produced a large weight loss.
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CLUSTER FORMATION BY LASER ABLATION OF ZEOLITES
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ABSTRACT

Several kinds of zeolites, crystal-SiO$_2$ (α-quartz), amorphous-SiO$_2$ (quartz glass and ultrafine particles) and α-Al$_2$O$_3$, were ablated by an Nd:YAG laser. Generated positive ions from the targets were measured by TOF-MS (time-of-flight mass spectrometry). In the TOF mass spectra of ablated zeolites, TO$_x$ (x=0-2, T = tetrahedral atom, e.g., Si, Al), T$_2$O$_x$ (x=1) and T$_3$O$_x$ (x=4,5) were observed up to m/z=170 (m = mass, z = plus charge of clusters). In the spectra due to the α-quartz, quartz glass and an α-Al$_2$O$_3$ plate, smaller species, T', TO' and TO$_2'$, were mainly detected. These results demonstrate that the clusters from zeolites reflect the characters of the mother structure.

INTRODUCTION

Zeolites are constructed from TO$_4$ tetrahedra and each apical oxygen atom is shared with an adjacent tetrahedron [1-3]. Silicon atom forms bonds with four neighboring atoms in a

![Figure 1 Schematics of zeolite and sodalite cage frameworks.](image-url)
tetrahedral geometry. Based on this character, zeolites have varieties of structures enclosing micropores and each zeolite has original pore structure and network. For example, LTA(Zeolite A) and FAU (Zeolite X and Y) consist of sodalite cages which are constructed from the 24 T atoms and 48 oxygen atoms. The shape of sodalite cages and the structures of these zeolites are shown in the Figure 1. The sodalite cage is one of the most common cages in zeolites which consist of 4-member rings and 6-member rings. The window size of the 6-member ring is near 3 Å.

The objective of this study is to extract the characteristic unit of zeolite structure into gas phase, and thus to generate new clusters. Structured clusters generated could be precursors for new microporous materials. The information on the cluster is also useful to understand the structure and the properties of the zeolites. Recently, great attention has been paid to the fullerenes [4]. If we can isolate the sodalite cage from the zeolites, it might be another "fullerene". In order to isolate the characteristic structures unique in zeolites, an laser ablation was applied. As the first step, physical laser ablation using an Nd:YAG laser was tested. To measure the mass of the clusters, TOF-MS (time-of-flight mass spectrometer) system was used [5,6]. The main chamber was pumped by a diffusion pump (DPF-6z, DIAVAC LIMITED, 2000L/min).

Recently, some reports on the ablation of zeolites were published [7-10]. For example, Peachey et al.[9] tried to make zeolitic thin film by pulse laser deposition (PLD). Two kinds of zeolites, Mordenite and Ferrierite, were ablated and the mass spectra of the species involved in the PLD process were measured. But the mass spectra reported were restricted to m/z=300 - 400. Jeong et al.[10] ablated and measured the mass number of prepared positive and negative species up to m/z = 360. They used three kinds of zeolites as the targets and measured the mass spectra by Fourier transform mass spectrometry (FTMS). The spectra obtained in this research differed from those of Jeong.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

In TOF-MS, the m/z of cations can be calculated by measuring the delay time of cation arrival from the laser pulse. The initial velocities and the initial space positions of cations have a distribution, so the spectra do not have high resolution under the single constant acceleration. To conquer this problem, we used two stage acceleration [11]. To obtain finer spectra, the electric field of the acceleration region is pulsed by the fast high voltage transistor switch. To test the prepared TOF-MS, the clusters from carbon rods were measured before the zeolite experiment. Since the mass spectrum of ablated carbon was reasonable, it could be concluded that the TOF-MS system worked well.

The schematic drawing of TOF-MS is shown in Figure 2. The pressure in the flight tube (1.2m long) was kept under 4×10⁴ Pa (3×10⁶ Torr) and the mean free path at this pressure was longer than 5m which was longer than that of the flight tube. The advantage of TOF-MS compared with the other types of mass spectrometry its short measuring time. In this research, only cations were evaluated.
Six kinds of zeolites (Zeolite A, X, Y, Mordenite, ZSM-5 and Ferrierite supplied by TOSOH), crystal-SiO$_2$ (α-quartz), amorphous-SiO$_2$ (quartz glass and ultrafine particle), and α-Al$_2$O$_3$ were ablated as the targets by an Nd:YAG laser (the second harmonic wave 532nm and the third harmonic wave 355nm). The structures of zeolites and the Si/Al ratios are listed in TABLE I. The zeolites and SiO$_2$ pellet were 20mm in diameter and ~5mm in thickness. After sintered in an electric furnace at 523K for 10 hours, these pellets were set on the electric plate of the acceleration region and ablation was performed. Other materials were ground and the pellets were prepared.

**TABLE I.** The Si/Al ratios of zeolites which were used in this experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zeolite Type</th>
<th>Si/Al Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zeolite A</td>
<td>1.00-1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeolite X (Faujasite)</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeolite Y (Faujasite)</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mordenite</td>
<td>4.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrierite</td>
<td>8.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZSM-5</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The TOF mass spectra of ablated zeolites and other materials are shown in Figures 3 - 6. The spectrum of ablated zeolite A is shown in Figure 3. Five peaks are obtained up to m/z = 200. The peaks at m/z = 28, 44, 70, 148 and 163 were assigned to T$^+$, TO$^+$, T$_2$O$^+$, T$_3$O$_2^+$ and T$_3$O$_3^+$, respectively. The TOF mass spectrum of ablated Ferrierite is shown in Figure 4. The differences between Figures 3 and 4 are the peaks at m/z = 100 and 116. When Zeolite A and other zeolites
were ablated, these peaks were weaker, but these two peaks appeared clearly from the Ferrierite. The characteristic peaks from zeolite were m/z=148 and 163. These two peaks appeared from all ablated zeolites. The mass spectra due to the zeolites did not depend on the Si/Al ratios (see

![Figure 3. A TOF mass spectrum of ablated Na-Zeolite A (Si/Al=1.00)](image)

Zeolite A was ablated by Nd:YAG laser and five peaks are obtained up to m/z = 200. The peaks at m/z = 28, 44, 70, 148 and 163 were assigned to T⁺, TO⁺, T₂O⁺, T₃O₄⁺ and T₃O₅⁺, respectively.

![Figure 4. A TOF mass spectrum of ablated Ferrierite](image)

Ferrierite was ablated and seven peak were observed. Each peak was assigned to T⁺, TO⁺, T₂O⁺, T₂O₃⁺, T₃O₂⁺, T₃O₄⁺ and T₃O₅⁺.
Zeolite X and Y. They have the same topology.) In this experiment, three kinds of Zeolite A (The cations in the structure were different, K⁺, Na⁺ and Ca²⁺) were used, but the cations in the structures have no influence on the spectra.

Figure 5. TOF mass spectra of ablated α-quartz and aerosol
Laser : Nd:YAG 532nm : Laser power : 550mJ pulse⁻¹ cm⁻²
This figure shows the two mass spectra of ablated α-quartz and aerosol. Clear differences between two spectra were observed. From the aerosol, peaks at m/z = 148 and 163 were observed, which seem to be the same ones in the spectra from zeolites.

Figure 6. A TOF mass spectrum of ablated Al₂O₃
Laser : Nd:YAG 532nm : Laser power : 450mJ pulse⁻¹ cm⁻²
Peaks appeared at m/z = 100. Each peak was assigned to AlOₓ⁺ (x = 0-2) or Al₂Oₓ⁺ (x = 2, 3). These peaks were different from that of zeolites and SiO₂.
The spectra of ablated SiO$_2$ are shown in Figure 5. From the $\alpha$-quartz and quartz glass, small mass peaks were detected, Si$^+$, SiO$^-$ and SiO$_2$$^+$. The spectrum of quartz glass was the same as from $\alpha$-quartz. But from the ultrafine particles, the peaks at $m/z = 148$ and 163 were mainly observed. These peaks seem to be the same as ones which appeared in zeolites, but the FWMH of the peak at $m/z = 163$ is much larger than that of zeolites. The spectrum of ablated $\alpha$-Al$_2$O$_3$ is shown in Figure 6. Peaks appeared at $m/z = 100$. Each peak was assigned to AlO$_x^+$ ($x = 0$-2) or Al$_2$O$_x^+$ ($x = 2$, 3). The influence of the wavelength was negligible, and the peak positions did not depend on the laser power. The threshold values of the mass spectra were 145 mJ pulse$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ for zeolites, 210 mJ pulse$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ for $\alpha$-quartz and quartz glass, and 210 mJ pulse$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ for $\alpha$-Al$_2$O$_3$. After the ablation of the same point for 20 pulses, the peaks became smaller due to damage to the pellet surfaces.

CONCLUSIONS

Zeoitites and other materials were ablated and the TOF mass spectra were obtained. The TOF mass spectra did not depend on the laser wavelength. The mass spectra due to zeolites were characteristic compared with other silicas and $\alpha$-Al$_2$O$_3$. The influence of the zeolite structure and chemical composition on the spectra was not significant.
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ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF PURE AND DOPED NANOCRYSTALLINE CERIUM OXIDE
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139

ABSTRACT
We have previously shown that dense nanocrystalline CeO$_2$, of approximately 10 nm grain size, exhibits enhanced electrical conductivity and an enthalpy of reduction that is more than 2.4 eV lower than that for conventional ceria [1, 2]. These effects were attributed to preferential interface reduction. In this work, we investigated the relationship between interfacial area, heat treatment conditions, and conductivity by varying the grain size of dense samples through annealing at various temperatures. It is shown that the conductivity does not scale in direct proportion to interfacial area. Moderate temperature (700 °C) anneals which change the grain size by only a few nanometers reduce the conductivity by three orders of magnitude. It is suggested that atomistic relaxation occurs at the interfaces, and eliminates many low energy defect sites.

INTRODUCTION
Cerium oxide is an important catalytic material for oxidation and reduction of gas phase species such as carbon monoxide and sulfur dioxide [3, 4]. Nanocrystalline cerium oxide exhibits significantly improved catalytic properties, including the ability to achieve greater conversion at lower temperatures than its coarse-grained counterpart for the carbon monoxide and sulfur dioxide reactions [5].

It has been proposed that surface oxygen defects participate in the redox process, and that the energies of these reactions vary with the surface orientation. We have sought to understand the defect thermodynamics of nanocrystalline ceria though characterization of the electrical properties. Previously, we have shown that dense nanocrystalline CeO$_2$, exhibits a lower enthalpy of reduction and higher conductivity than the equivalent coarse-grained counterpart, and we have attributed this behavior to interfacial reduction [1, 2]. In the present work, we have annealed samples to produce a range of grain-sizes to explore the relationship between the excess conductivity and the interfacial area.

EXPERIMENTAL
Freeze-dried acetate precursors were used to prepare homogeneous powders which were subsequently densified via hot-pressing in WC-Co dies at approximately 650 °C and 0.8 GPa to produce pellets of approximately 6.3 mm in diameter and 1 mm in thickness [1, 2]. Sample densities and average grain sizes were determined by the Archimedes method and by x-ray line broadening using Scherrer’s equation, respectively. Grain sizes were confirmed in selected samples via high-resolution electron microscopy (HREM). Annealed samples were heated to the desired temperature at a rate of 10°/minute. Treatment temperatures are listed in Table I. The grain size for the coarsest sample was estimated from field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) of a fracture surface, since the grain size is too large to be determined by x-ray line broadening.

For electrical characterization, platinum electrodes of at least 1 µm in thickness were sputtered onto the faces of the pellets, and impedance spectroscopy was performed using a Hewlett Packard 4192-LF impedance analyzer with an oscillating voltage of 50 mV over the frequency range of 5 Hz to 13 MHz. Measurements were conducted in air, oxygen, and oxygen-argon mixtures to obtain oxygen partial pressures between 10$^5$ Pa and 1 Pa. The temperature of the samples was kept below 550 °C to avoid in situ coarsening.

RESULTS
The Archimedes measurements showed that all of the samples have densities greater than 90% of the theoretical value. Table I summarizes the heat treatments and grain-sizes. Annealing at
700 °C for 3 hours (sample a-CeO$_{2-x}$) increases the grain size only slightly from 13 nm to 16 nm. The coarsest sample, c-CeO$_{2-x}$, exhibits a bimodal grain size distribution with fine grains of 100 nm interspersed with larger grains of approximately 1 μm in diameter.

Table I: Samples and Heat Treatments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Grain size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n-CeO$_{2-x}$</td>
<td>as densified</td>
<td>d$_x$~13 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-Ce$<em>{0.9823}$Gd$</em>{0.0177}$O$_{2-x}$</td>
<td>as densified</td>
<td>d$_x$~13 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-CeO$_{2-x}$</td>
<td>700 °C for 3 hours</td>
<td>d$_x$~16 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c-CeO$_2$</td>
<td>1200 °C for 4 min</td>
<td>d$_x$~100 nm-1 μm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 shows a representative impedance plot for n-CeO$_{2-x}$. Using the Voigt model as an equivalent electrical circuit, one can deconvolve the plot into two arcs representing the RC components for the bulk and boundary arcs. The “bulk” arc is large in comparison to the “boundary” arc.

![Figure 1: Representative impedance spectrum for n-CeO$_{2-x}$. Numerical labels represent the logarithm of the measurement frequency (Hz).](image1)

![Figure 2: Representative example of an impedance spectrum for a-CeO$_{2-x}$](image2)
Annealing causes the relative size of the boundary arc to increase as shown in Figure 2. The coarsest sample, c-CeO$_2$, has a still larger boundary arc (Figure 3) which is typical of polycrystalline ionic conductors in which grain boundary impedance has been attributed to impurity segregation [6, 7, 8].

![Impedance Spectrum for c-CeO$_2$](image)

Figure 3: Representative example of an impedance spectrum for c-CeO$_2$

The variation in grain boundary impedance with grain size is most likely due to size-dependent impurity segregation [8, 9, 10]. In order to understand changes in defect thermodynamics with size scale and heat treatment, we focus on the high-frequency arc.

Since CeO$_{2-x}$ is a small-polaron conductor [11], electronic conductivity is given by

$$\sigma_e = n e \mu_e = n e \left( \frac{\mu_a}{T} \right) \exp \left( -\frac{E_a}{kT} \right)$$

where $\sigma_e$ is the electronic conductivity, $n$ is the carrier concentration, $e$ is the charge on the carrier, and $\mu_e$ is the carrier mobility. It exhibits an activated mobility with a hopping energy, $E_a$, of 0.4 eV [11]. Reduction at high PO$_2$'s and low temperatures occurs by the formation of doubly-ionized oxygen vacancies [12], implying the following defect reaction:

$$O_o + 2Ce^{2+} \leftrightarrow O_2(g) + V_0^o + 2Ce^{2+}$$

which has an equilibrium constant of the form:

$$K_v(T) = K_v^o \exp \left( \frac{-\Delta H_v}{kT} \right) = [V_0^o]^nPO_2^2$$

where $K_v^o$ is a constant and $\Delta H_v$ is the enthalpy of reduction per $V_0^o$. When this is the dominant mechanism, electroneutrality is given by $n=2[V_0^o]$ and the log $\sigma$- log PO$_2$ plot is expected to exhibit a slope of -1/6. Furthermore, in this regime, the slope of the log ($\sigma$T)-T$^{-1}$ plot (Figure 4b) gives the activation energy $E_a=(\Delta H_v/3)+E_b$ [2]. However, if there are sufficient background impurities to pin the concentration of oxygen vacancies, reduction can still occur, but the electroneutrality condition becomes $[A_v^+] = 2[V_0^o]$, the PO$_2$ slope is expected to be -1/4, and the activation energy is $E_a=(\Delta H_v/2)+E_b$ [2].
Figure 4: (a) log $\sigma$ vs. log $P_{O_2}$ and (b) log $\sigma T$ vs. $1/T$ results for the present samples.

Figure 4(a) shows the conductivity versus $P_{O_2}$ results. Both the n-CeO$_{2-x}$ and the a-CeO$_{2-x}$ exhibit a $P_{O_2}$ dependence between -1/6 and -1/4. The coarse sample, c-CeO$_2$, however, exhibits a very shallow slope of approximately -1/20. The nearly $P_{O_2}$-independent behavior suggests extrinsic, ionic behavior. The slight $P_{O_2}$ dependence may result from reduction of the smaller grains which are only a small fraction of the whole and therefore have a minor effect on the total conductivity. The c-CeO$_2$ sample behaves nearly extrinsically under the same conditions where the nanocrystalline materials show behavior consistent with reduction.

Figure 4 (b) shows the temperature dependence of the conductivity for these samples along with their activation energies. The coarsened sample, c-CeO$_2$, shows an activation energy of 0.38 eV which is consistent with the hopping energy for ceria [11]. This further supports the interpretation that the coarse sample is not reduced at these temperatures and $P_{O_2}$'s. The relatively...
high conductivity of this sample is believed to be an artifact of heat treatment which quenched in a population of oxygen vacancies formed at high temperature.

The nanocrystalline, as-densified sample, n-CeO$_{2-x}$, shows an activation energy of 1.16 eV. The annealed sample, a-CeO$_{2-x}$, shows a slightly higher activation energy of 1.40 eV, but more significantly, it has a conductivity that is three orders of magnitude lower than that for n-CeO$_{2-x}$. The respective grain sizes are 13 nm and 16 nm which implies that the surface to volume ratio for the 13 nm sample (n-CeO$_{2-x}$) is 1.23 times that of the 16 nm sample (a-CeO$_{2-x}$). Clearly the conductivity does not scale with grain-boundary area.

As a further comparison, the lightly-doped sample n-Ce$_{0.982}$Gd$_{0.0177}$O$_{2-x}$, shows an activation energy of 1.18 eV, almost identical to that of n-CeO$_{2-x}$. The sample also exhibits a PO$_2$ dependence of approximately -1/6. The sample appears to be an electronic conductor despite the doping, which we have attributed to size-dependent grain-boundary segregation of gadolinium causing an exhaustion of the solute within the grains [9]. This sample, processed identically to n-CeO$_{2-x}$, also exhibits a conductivity that is approximately two orders of magnitude higher than that for the annealed sample.

Table I shows the enthalpies of reduction which have been calculated from the observed activation energies for both extrinsic and intrinsic reduction models. The as-densified samples, n-CeO$_{2-x}$ and n-Ce$_{0.982}$Gd$_{0.0177}$O$_{2-x}$, show enthalpies of reduction that are more than 2 eV lower than that for conventional ceria. The annealed sample, a-CeO$_{2-x}$, shows a higher enthalpy of reduction, but the enthalpy is still more than 1.5 eV lower than literature values for the single crystal or conventional polycrystalline sample.

To understand why annealing at 700 °C has such a large impact on the conductivity, we return to the model for interfacial reduction proposed previously [1, 2]. Disorder at the grain boundaries can result in low energy defect sites for which the enthalpy of reduction is lower than within the perfect crystal. For a nanocrystalline material, the high interfacial area leads to domination of the overall enthalpy of reduction by these low energy sites.

The annealed sample’s behavior suggests that low energy sites remain, but their density has decreased markedly. Calculations [15] indicate that different crystallographic surfaces exhibit different defect formation energies. Thus, in a polycrystalline material which has a spectrum of grain boundary types, one also expects a spectrum of sites of various defect formation energies. The observed enthalpy of reduction is a function of both the number of sites and their formation energies. Since defect formation is thermally activated, the lowest energy sites are sampled first. In the as-densified sample, n-CeO$_{2-x}$, there are approximately $10^{17}$-$10^{18}$ cm$^{-2}$ such sites on a volume averaged basis [1]. Annealing for even short times at 700 °C appears to decreases the density of these low energy sites by a factor of $10^3$. The slight increase in the enthalpy of reduction is consistent with reduction now taking place at higher-energy sites. The as-densified samples were annealed for several days at 500 °C during electrical measurements, and showed completely reproducible behavior with no variation in the observed conductivity or activation energy after cycling in both temperature and PO$_2$. Therefore, it appears that the atomistic relaxation to which we attribute the change in defect energies occurs rapidly in the 700 °C temperature range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$E_a$ (eV)</th>
<th>$\Delta H_R$ (eV per V$_o$)</th>
<th>$n = 2[V'_o]$</th>
<th>$A'_o = 2[V'_o]$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n-CeO$_{2-x}$</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-Ce$<em>{0.982}$Gd$</em>{0.0177}$O$_{2-x}$</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>annealed CeO$_{2-x}$</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coarsened CeO$_{2}$</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced single crystal [12]</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>2.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONCLUSIONS

Nanocrystalline cerium oxide annealed for long times at 500 °C shows enhanced conductivity consistent with preferential interfacial reduction. However, annealing for short times at 700 °C results in a three order of magnitude decrease in the conductivity, with only a slight increase in the heat of reduction. This effect is attributed to a decrease in the density of low energy sites for defect formation at the interfaces due to atomistic relaxation upon annealing. In all cases, the heat of reduction of nanocrystalline ceria remains over 1.5 eV lower per oxygen vacancy than in the single crystal or coarse-grained counterparts.
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LOW TEMPERATURE HYDROTHERMAL SYNTHESIS OF NANOPHASE BaTiO$_3$ AND BaFe$_{12}$O$_{19}$ POWDERS

Fatih DOGAN, Shawn O'ROURKE, Mao-Xu QIAN, Mehmet SARIKAYA
University of Washington, Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Seattle, WA 98195, fdogan@u.washington.edu

ABSTRACT

Nanocrystalline powders with an average particle size of 50 nm have been synthesized in two materials systems under hydrothermal conditions below 100°C. Processing variables, such as temperature, concentration and molar ratio of reactants and reaction time were optimized to obtain particles of reduced size and stoichiometric compositions. Hydrothermal reaction takes place between Ba(OH)$_2$ solution and titanium/iron precursors in sealed polyethylene bottles in the BaTiO$_3$ and BaFe$_{12}$O$_{19}$ systems, respectively. While crystalline BaTiO$_3$ forms relatively fast within a few hours, formation of fully crystalline and stoichiometric BaFe$_{12}$O$_{19}$ require considerably longer reaction times up to several weeks and strongly dependent on the Ba:Fe ratio of the precursors. The structural and compositional evaluation of the nanophase powders were studied by XRD and TEM techniques.

INTRODUCTION

Considerable attention has been paid to materials composed of nanometer-sized phases over the past two decades. The properties of these mesoscopic atomic ensembles in the range 1-100 nm are often different than those of conventional grain sized (>10 μm) polycrystalline materials [1,2]. To improve the performance of the existing materials, several novel processing methods have been developed such as physical vapor deposition [3], chemical vapor deposition [4], plasma processing [5], spray conversion processing [6] etc.. These processes lead to formation of metastable crystalline or quasicrystalline phase of a number of materials, which, in turn, result in considerable improvement in the properties of these materials.

Synthesis of ceramic powders by hydrothermal techniques allow formation of nanometer sized and crystalline particles at relatively low temperatures [7,8]. This study demonstrates the hydrothermal synthesis as a cost effective and high-yield process to prepare nanophase BaTiO$_3$ and BaFe$_{12}$O$_{19}$ powders as multicomponent systems.

Crystalline and stoichiometric nanophase BaTiO$_3$ can be obtained by a reaction between barium hydroxide solution and titanium oxide powders at the temperatures below 100°C. This reaction does not require the use of high temperature autoclaves so that a high yield and continuous production of powders can be achieved without using of high cost processing equipment. Nanophase hydrothermal barium titanate particles form soft agglomerates which can easily be redispersed for further consolidation processes.

In recent years barium ferrite, BaFe$_{12}$O$_{19}$, due its platelet shape, reduced size, high magnetic anisotropy, and reliability, has drawn considerable attention as an advanced magnetic recording material. Current synthesis routes for barium ferrite include glass leach synthesis [9], organometallic precursor method [10] as well as hydrothermal reaction at temperatures exceeding 200°C [11,12]. All of these routes with the exception of hydrothermal synthesis are high temperature methods in which it is difficult to control the size and morphology of particles.

In this study, nanophase BaTiO$_3$ and BaFe$_{12}$O$_{19}$ powders were both synthesized under hydrothermal conditions below 100°C. Processing parameters, such as the temperature, concentration and molar ratio of the reactants and reaction time were controlled in order to reduce the particle size and to achieve stoichiometric compositions of the materials. Structural characterization of the samples were performed by using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging, diffraction, and spectroscopy (electron energy loss spectroscopy, EELS) techniques.
The low temperature (95°C) as-prepared samples after a period (8 weeks) of hydrothermal processing, as well as those heat treated at high temperature (e.g., 850°C) were examined for the purposes of (i) evaluating the size and shape of the crystalline particles as well as the amorphous phase(s) that are formed under these conditions; (ii) crystal structure of the particles, and (iii) elemental composition of different phases within the sample.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

**Barium Titanate, BaTiO$_3$**

Nanophase BaTiO$_3$ powders were synthesized using a clear aqueous solution of 2M Ba(OH)$_2$.8H$_2$O (Baker Chemicals) and titanium oxide soot (Typ P-25, DeGussa Co.) with Ti:Ba molar ratio of 1:1.5. The reaction took place at 95°C for 48 hours in sealed polyethylene bottles. After completion of the reaction, the suspension was washed by repeated centrifugation to remove excess Ba(OH)$_2$ solution using boiled CO$_2$-free water. The suspension was redispersed and freeze-dried to obtain soft agglomerates of nanophase BaTiO$_3$.

**Barium Ferrite, BaFe$_{12}$O$_{19}$**

Hydrothermal synthesis conditions of nanophase BaFe$_{12}$O$_{19}$ were similar to that of barium titanate whereas longer reaction times and a more precise control of the concentration of starting materials were necessary. A 1.5M solution of barium hydroxide and 1M solution of FeCl$_3$.6H$_2$O were mixed and titrated with NaOH solution until the pH reached 11. The suspension was kept at 95°C for various incubation time from 10 minutes up to 8 weeks. Following centrifuging and washing, the powders were dispersed in methanol and dried.

The samples for TEM analyses were prepared using the suspension technique. The samples in the powder form were suspended in an aqueous solution and a drop of the suspension was placed onto a holey carbon film on a Cu-grid. After drying, the samples were examined in a LaB$_6$-equipped Philips 430 TEM that operated at 200 keV. EELS was done in the diffraction mode (image-coupled) using a GATAN 666 parallel-recording EEL spectrometer with a 3 mm entrance aperture in the range from 450 to 950 eV to incorporate the O K (532 eV), the Fe L$_2,3$ (708 eV) and the Ba M$_4,5$ (780 eV) edges. During the EELS experiments it was ensured that the sample thickness was < 0.3 mfp (mean free path) of the electrons within the sample at the operating conditions to make quantitative analysis possible.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Low temperature hydrothermal synthesis is a cost effective and relatively simple process to obtain nanophase multicomponent ceramic powders such as barium titanate and barium ferrite. In contrast to other high temperature techniques, hydrothermal powders are crystalline and free of hard agglomerates. Figure 1 shows the TEM bright field image of BaTiO$_3$ particles with an average particle size of 60 nm and cubic crystal structure. Figures 1c and 2 reveal the x-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of BaTiO$_3$ and BaFe$_{12}$O$_{19}$ obtained by different reaction times. While a fully developed crystalline structure of BaTiO$_3$ was obtained after a reaction time of 48 hours, crystallization of BaFe$_{12}$O$_{19}$ required significantly longer reaction times. Barium ferrite hydrothermally heat treated at 95°C at various periods of times displayed x-ray diffraction pattern from very diffuse to faint peaks that barely rose above the background. The effect of long reaction times was the increase in the height and the narrowing of the x-ray peaks. This may be interpreted as small particles forming from an amorphous matrix with time of hydrothermal treatment. High temperature heat treatment of the powders at 850°C lead to formation of fully crystalline BaFe$_{12}$O$_{19}$ phase. This indicates that the reaction kinetics of hydrothermal barium ferrite is significantly slower than that of barium titanate under similar reaction conditions. Increased reaction rates can be achieved by high temperature hydrothermal synthesis of barium ferrite in autoclaves at temperatures exceeding 250°C [11,12].
Fig. 1. (a) TEM bright field image and electron diffraction pattern of nanophase BaTiO$_3$, (b) EEL spectra, (c) XRD pattern

Fig. 2. XRD pattern of (a) hydrothermal BaFe$_{12}$O$_{19}$ at 95°C and (b) powders after heat treatment at 850°C
Fig. 3. TEM BF images from (a) hydrothermal BaFe$_{12}$O$_{19}$ heat treated at 850°C and (b) hydrothermal BaFe$_{12}$O$_{19}$ at 95°C displaying the distribution of crystalline nanophase particles. The EEL spectra in (c) are from the hexagonal face-on suspended particles A and B in Figures (a) and (b) respectively.
Barium ferrite samples were studied with TEM after 8 weeks of low-temperature treatment and an example is displayed in Figure 3. The TEM bright field (BF) image in Figures 3(a and b) display characteristic regions of this sample that reveal three types of contrast features. The first one is due to large (about 20-50 nm edge-size) hexagonal shaped crystalline particles (fat arrows), and a high density of small particles (1-5 nm length) that are loosely crystalline (thin arrows) and the matrix. Although it is difficult to obtain isolated diffraction patterns and EELS spectra, we have attempted to focus on the local regions of the sample that would provide such information. In order to prevent background overlap, we have also obtained EEL spectra from particles that were protruding from the edge of the samples into the hole region of the suspending C-film, as shown in Figure 3(c). Such a spectrum displays the edges from the O K, Fe L$_{2,3}$, and Ba M$_{4,5}$. The spectra displayed are given after background subtraction. The quantitative analysis of the spectra revealed (atomic) compositional ratios in terms of Ba/Fe/O of 0.03/0.38/0.59, very close to the stoichiometric composition of BaFe$_{12}$O$_{19}$.

TEM experiments were also conducted on the high temperature treated samples similar to those for the low temperatures ones. As it was shown in the XRD patterns earlier, by 850°C heat treatment, the samples already displayed peaks that corresponded to a fully crystalline BaFe$_{12}$O$_{19}$ phase. In Figure 1(a), a TEM BF image of the sample is shown displaying a high number density particles that are overlapping within the matrix as well as those suspending from the edge. Particle dimension in this case was within a narrow range of size distribution, but still relatively small, i.e., 40 - 50 nm edge length. EELS of the high temperature sample was also conducted, and a result is shown in Figure 3(c). Again, the relevant edges corresponding to the O, Fe, and Ba edges are all prominently displayed in the spectrum. In the same figure, EEL spectrum from a hexagonal crystallite in the low temperature is also displayed as a comparison. One can easily assess that there is virtually no difference between the two spectra (except slight differences in the height of the white-lines near the threshold regions which may be due to differences in the sample-thickness.

One can conclude from these analyses that the BaFe$_{12}$O$_{19}$ particles start forming at low temperature immediately following the first treatment, containing particles with distinctive hexagonal shapes (with BaFe$_{12}$O$_{19}$ stoichiometry and crystal structure as ensured via microdiffraction) appearing after several weeks. It is expected that these particles would continue to nucleate as smaller particles and grow from the amorphous phase at longer time periods, still at low temperature, to fully convert the amorphous phase into fully crystalline hexagonal barium ferrite particles [13]. As evidenced by the spectroscopy and diffraction analyses in this work, the effect of high temperature treatment appears to accelerate this transformation in the formation of BaFe$_{12}$O$_{19}$.

CONCLUSIONS

Nanophase BaTiO$_3$ and BaFe$_{12}$O$_{19}$, respectively, were synthesized by low temperature hydrothermal techniques through the reaction of titanium or iron containing precursors with barium hydroxide solution. While fully crystalline and stoichiometric BaTiO$_3$ forms within less than two days at 95°C, formation of crystalline BaFe$_{12}$O$_{19}$ at the same temperature is a sluggish reaction which can continue up to several weeks before its completion. Hydrothermal low temperature synthesis can be considered as a high yield and cost effective processing route to synthesize multicomponent nanophase oxides for functional ceramics applications.
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PRODUCTION OF NANOSTRUCTURED IRON OXIDE PARTICLES VIA AEROSOL DECOMPOSITION
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ABSTRACT

Nanostructured iron oxide particles with average size below 100 nm were produced by aerosol decomposition method starting from an aqueous iron nitrate solution. Air, nitrogen, or mixture of hydrogen (7%) and nitrogen were used as the carrier gas. Gas-phase particle number size distributions were determined with a differential mobility analyzer. Particle morphology and crystallinity were studied with scanning (SEM) and transmission (TEM) electron microscopes. Crystalline phase composition of the particles was studied with X-ray diffraction (XRD). The average gas-phase diameter of particles produced in air or $N_2$ reduced from 80 to 47 nm when temperature was increased from 500 to 1100 °C. In $H_2$ rich environment, the reduction of average size was larger, from 80 nm at 500 °C to 45 nm already at 900 °C. SEM results showed that very small crystallites (5-10 nm) were formed on the surface of the particles produced in $N_2$ at 500 °C. When the processing temperature was increased to 700, 900 and 1100 °C, the crystallites on the particle surfaces were grown to 15-30, 30-60 and 60-180 nm, respectively. TEM results show that very small particles (<50 nm) were single crystals and larger particles were polycrystalline with crystallite size of about 50 nm at 700 °C in $H_2/N_2$. Magnetite particles were produced from aqueous iron nitrate solution at 500 °C in $H_2/N_2$ and at 900 °C in $N_2$ according to XRD results.

INTRODUCTION

Iron oxide particles are used in numerous applications, e.g., as magnetic materials (recording media, magnetic fluids), catalysts for industrial syntheses, gas sensors, pigments for paints, and in medical applications.1,2 Aerosol decomposition or spray pyrolysis process is commonly used for the production of a wide variety of powders from liquid phase precursors (see e.g., reviews3-5). This process involves the atomization of precursor solution into droplets that are then carried through a furnace by a carrier gas. Inside the furnace the solvent evaporates from droplets, and precursor precipitation occurs to form dry precursor particles. This is followed by reactions of the precursors within the dried particles to form the product powder and gaseous reaction products. Nonagglomerated spherical particles with high purity, controlled size and crystallinity can be produced by aerosol decomposition. When processing nanocrystalline powders, the grain-size of product particles can be kept small by operating at temperatures which are sufficient for complete drying and decomposition of precursors, but not high enough to cause excessive grain growth. The spray pyrolysis route has been used for the production of, e.g., nanophase PdO, TiO2, V2O5 and YBa2Cu3O7-x, particles, and Rh-Fullerene and YBa2Cu3O7-x/Ag nanocomposites.

Production of iron oxide particles by aerosol decomposition method has been reported in several papers. $\alpha$-Fe2O3 particles have been synthesized starting from an aqueous nitrate solution using air or nitrogen as a carrier gas.6-10 Average particle sizes were reported to be from 0.3 μm to the supermicron size range and particles were spherical and hollow in shape. Nafis et al.11 and
Tang et al.12 produced spherical iron oxide particles with average size of 100 - 200 nm starting from aqueous solution of ferric or ferrous sulfates. The main phases were α-/γ-Fe₂O₃ and Fe₃O₄ when N₂, and mixture of H₂ and N₂ has been used as carrier gas. In addition, Ramamurthi and Leong13 generated monodisperse particles with diameter about 2 μm using a vibrating orifice aerosol generator from ferrous sulfate. Cabañas et al.10 synthesized hollow spherical γ-Fe₂O₃ and Fe₃O₄ particles from an aqueous iron citrate solution using air and nitrogen as carrier gas. González-Carreño et al.14 produced γ-Fe₂O₃ particles with rather different morphologies from a methanol solution of iron acetylacetonate (aggregates of 5 nm primary particles), ammonium citrate (hollow spherical, diameter 170 nm), nitrate (spherical, diameter 180 nm) or chloride (aggregates of 60 nm monocrystallites) using air as a carrier gas. Also, González-Carreño et al.15 reported of production of hollow spherical β-Fe₂O₃ particles by spray pyrolysis of a FeCl₃ alcoholic solution. In industrial or pilot scale, supermicron (20-400 μm) iron oxide particles have been processed with the Ruthner process starting from iron chloride16 and nitrate solutions.17

In the previous studies, there were not reported a production of nonagglomerated spherical iron oxide particles with average size of below 100 nm by aerosol decomposition. In addition, particle size distributions in the gas phase have not been studied in detail at different processing conditions. In this paper we report a production of nanostructured and nanometer-size (<100 nm) iron oxide particles via aerosol decomposition starting from an aqueous iron nitrate solution. Gas-phase particle size distributions, morphology and crystallinity of iron oxide particles produced in various atmospheres and at processing temperatures are discussed. Our goal is to produce black iron oxide (magnetite) particles smaller than 100 nm for medical applications.18

EXPERIMENTAL

The precursor solution was prepared by dissolving 2.1 g of high-purity (99.99+%) iron nitrate (Fe(NO₃)₃·9H₂O, Aldrich Chemical Co.) in 100 ml of ultra-pure water. The solution was atomized by a constant output atomizer (TSI 3076, TSI Inc.) using air, nitrogen, or mixture of hydrogen (7 %) and nitrogen as the carrier gas. A carrier gas flow rate of 3 l/min was used. The aerosol was then passed to the mullite tube (8 cm I.D.) in a three-zone furnace (Lindberg, heated length 91 cm). Furnace temperatures of 500, 700, 900 and 1100 °C were used resulting in residence times of 34, 27, 23 and 19 s, respectively. The aerosol exiting the hot zone of the reactor tube was diluted with clean dry air or nitrogen (27 l/min at 21 °C, dilution ratio 1:10) before sampling.

A differential mobility analyzer (DMA, TSI 3071) with an ultrafine condensation particle counter (UCPC, TSI 3027) and scanning particle mobility size19 software (SMPS, TSI 3934) were used to determine the number size distribution of iron oxide particles in the gas phase. Diffusion losses in the DMA system20 and tubing21 were taken into account. Particle morphology and crystallinity were studied by field-emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM; Leo DSM 982 Gemini) and field-emission transmission electron microscopy (TEM; Jeol 2010 F, 200 kV and Philips CM200 FEG, 200 kV). SEM and TEM samples were collected directly onto holey carbon-coated copper TEM grids by an electrostatic precipitator sampler (Combination electrostatic precipitator, InTox Products). SEM analyses were carried out with low acceleration voltage (2 kV) without any sample coating in order to see structures on particle surface. X-ray diffraction (XRD; Philips MPD 1880) was used to identify the crystalline phases in the particles. Particles were collected onto polycarbonate filters (Nuclepore) for XRD analysis. In addition, the color of the powders was observed visually from the polycarbonate filters.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Particle number size distributions (PSDs) in gas phase were determined with the differential mobility analyzer. Total particle concentrations, average sizes (geometric number mean diameters, \( d_g \)) and geometric standard deviations (\( \sigma_g \); \( \sigma_g = 1 \) for monodisperse particles) of size distributions were calculated from the PSDs. Figures 1a-c present PSDs at different processing temperatures when using air, \( \text{N}_2 \), or mixture of \( \text{H}_2 \) (7%) and \( \text{N}_2 \) as the carrier gas. All PSDs were unimodal, close to lognormal distribution in shape. The total particle number concentrations were rather constant at \( 1 \times 10^7 \) #/cm\(^3\) for all processing conditions, except the concentrations were \( 8 \times 10^6 \) #/cm\(^3\) at 700 °C in air and \( \text{N}_2 \). This reduction was probably due to instability in aerosol generation. Average particle sizes were reduced when temperature was increased at all processing atmospheres. At 500 °C, the average sizes were around 80 nm at all carrier gases. Average size of particles produced in air and \( \text{N}_2 \) were reduced to 67-69, 52 and 47 nm at temperatures of 700, 900 and 1100 °C, respectively. The reduction of average size was larger in \( \text{H}_2/\text{N}_2 \) than in air or in \( \text{N}_2 \). I.e. \( d_g \) was 62 nm at 700 °C and 45 nm already at 900 °C. In addition, geometric standard deviation (\( \sigma_g \)) of size distribution was decreased when temperature was increased. When the processing temperature was increased from 500 to 1100 °C, \( \sigma_g \) was reduced from 1.95 to 1.88, and from 1.94 to 1.91 in air and \( \text{N}_2 \) carrier gases, respectively. In \( \text{H}_2/\text{N}_2 \) carrier gas, \( \sigma_g \) was reduced from 1.93 to 1.83 when the temperature was changed from 500 to 900 °C. The reduction of average particle size and deviation is due to particle densification, and also due to formation of different crystalline phase composition of particles when processing conditions were changed.

Particle morphology and surface structure were observed with SEM. SEM results showed that particles produced at different conditions were rather spherical and nonagglomerated (i.e., they were not formed from many small primary particles) in shape. Very small crystallites (5-10 nm) were observed on the surfaces of the particles produced in \( \text{N}_2 \) at 500 °C. When the processing temperature was increased to 700 (Fig. 2a), 900 (Fig. 2b) and 1100 °C, the crystallites on the particle surfaces were grown

![Figure 1. Gas-phase number size distributions of iron oxide particles produced in air (a), \( \text{N}_2 \) (b) or \( \text{H}_2/\text{N}_2 \) (c) at different temperatures.](image-url)
to 15-30, 30-60 and 60-180 nm, respectively. This means that the small particles were single crystals and larger ones were polycrystalline. Similar behavior was observed when air was used as the carrier gas. In H$_2$/N$_2$ atmosphere, the crystallites on the particle surfaces were larger, 20-40 nm at 500 °C and 40-70 nm at 700 °C. Those results indicate that nearly amorphous or nanocrystalline iron oxide particles can be produced at low processing temperatures, and polycrystalline particles with larger crystallites can be formed at higher temperatures.

In addition, the crystal structure of iron oxide particles produced in H$_2$/N$_2$ atmosphere at 700 °C was studied further with TEM. The TEM results showed that very small particles (<50 nm) were single crystals and bigger particles were polycrystalline with crystallite sizes of about 50 nm. Those results were similar to the SEM results.

The color of the particles produced in air changed from brown to red-brown, whereas the color of particles produced in N$_2$ changed from brown to black, when the temperature was increased from 500 to 1100 °C. Black powder was formed when H$_2$/N$_2$ was used as the carrier gas at temperature range of 500-900 °C. Black, brown and red powders include probably mainly magnetite (Fe$_3$O$_4$), maghemite (γ-Fe$_2$O$_3$) and hematite (α-Fe$_2$O$_3$) particles, respectively, according to data for coarse powders. This indicates that the crystalline phase composition of iron oxide particles depends on the production temperatures and atmospheres. In reducing conditions, in H$_2$/N$_2$, and at high temperatures in N$_2$, iron oxide particles with a low oxidation state (Fe$_3$O$_4$) were formed, whereas Fe$_2$O$_3$ particles were formed in oxide rich environment and in N$_2$ at low temperatures.

The main phase of powder produced at 500 °C in H$_2$/N$_2$ and at 900 °C in N$_2$ was magnetite according the XRD results and the color of powders. This indicates that magnetite particles can be formed from nitrate solution at 500 °C in N$_2$/H$_2$ and at 900 °C in pure nitrogen. The peaks in XRD spectrum were quite broad. Accordingly it was difficult to separate magnetite and maghemite phases from each other. On the other hand, the peak broadening indicates that the particles were nanocrystalline as the SEM results showed.

CONCLUSIONS

We have produced nanometer-size (d <100 nm) and nanocrystalline (5-200 nm) iron oxide particles via aerosol decomposition of an aqueous iron nitrate solution at different processing conditions. The particles were rather spherical and nonagglomerated in shape. The average gas-phase size of particles produced in air or N$_2$ was reduced from 80 to 47 nm when temperature increased from 500 to 1100 °C. In H$_2$ rich environment, the reduction of average size was enhanced, i.e. the average size was 80 nm at 500 °C and it reduced to 45 nm already at 900 °C. Particle size was reduced due to particle densification, and also due to formation of different crystalline phase composition when processing conditions were changed. SEM results showed that very small crystallites (5-10 nm) were formed on the surface of the particles produced in N$_2$ at 500 °C. When the processing temperature was increased to 700, 900 and 1100 °C, the crystallites on the particle surfaces were grown to 15-30, 30-60 and 60-180 nm, respectively. In addition, TEM results show that very small particles (<50 nm) were single crystals and bigger particles were polycrystalline with crystallite size of about 50 nm at 700 °C in H$_2$/N$_2$. Magnetite particles were produced from aqueous iron nitrate solution at 500 °C in H$_2$/N$_2$ and at 900 °C in N$_2$ according to XRD results and the color of powders. More TEM and XRD studies to be carried out in order to understand in detail mechanisms of crystal growth and phase transformations during aerosol decomposition synthesis of iron oxide particles.
Figure 2. SEM micrographs of iron oxide particles produced in N₂ at 700 °C (a) and 900 °C (b).
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ABSTRACT

Nanocrystalline copper ferrite ($\text{Cu}_{0.5}\text{Fe}_{2.5}\text{O}_4$) was synthesized using a forward strike gelation method with polyacrylic acid (PAA) as a gelating agent. The dried gel was calcined at a low temperature of 400 °C to get the final powder. The effect of pH and the ratio of the cation to the carboxylic group in the initial gel were studied with respect to both the phases and the crystallite size of the final powders synthesized. Phase and crystallite size analysis were done using x-ray diffraction and TEM. Saturation magnetization results were obtained using a SQUID magnetometer. The reactions occurring in the nano-size copper ferrite, in air as a function of temperature, were tracked using a dynamic high temperature x-ray diffraction (HTXRD) system.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been considerable interest in the ceramic community to synthesize nanoparticles so as to enhance chemical and physical properties of the final product. A chemical route to synthesizing ultra-fine particles of high surface area involves first forming intermediate organometallic materials which are then calcined and sintered to form the high-density ceramic. Organic gelation is one of several methods used to produce nanosized phases. The organic gelation synthesis, first described by Micheli\(^1\) is superior to more common chemical methods like sol-gel synthesis in that 1) the preparation of metal polyacrylate, which is the precursor material, is carried out in an aqueous environment, hence eliminating the need for toxic solvents. This makes the process cost effective and safer. 2) the reaction environment is such that the volatility of the components in the system is minimized and 3) decomposition of the gelatinous precursor is done at low temperatures, leading to uniform, nanophase ceramic oxide powders. The process\(^2-4\) basically involves making two solutions, one containing the metal cations (as nitrates or acetates) and the other containing the polymeric gelating agent. The two solutions are mixed and different precipitates are formed on controlling the pH of the gel. This gel is dried and calcined at low temperatures to obtain the final nanophase powders.

The composition $\text{Cu}_{0.5}\text{Fe}_{2.5}\text{O}_4$ is a soft ferrite that has potential for use as a component in high frequency communication devices. The $\text{Cu}_{0.5}\text{Fe}_{2.5}\text{O}_4$ phase has a spinel structure with copper normally occupying both the tetrahedral (A) site or the octahedral (B) site, depending on its valence.\(^5\) Theoretically the material, with all copper in monovalent state and occupying the A-site of the spinel sublattice, will have a high saturation magnetization of 7.5 $\mu_B$ (11,000 Gauss). A high value of saturation magnetization directly translates to its possibility to be used in device applications that require higher operational frequencies.

In a previous publication,\(^6\) we synthesized the ferrite of composition $\text{Cu}_{0.5}\text{Fe}_{2.5}\text{O}_4$ using a standard solid-state route. Soak and quench experiments showed the formation of pure $\text{Cu}_{0.5}\text{Fe}_{2.5}\text{O}_4$ with all copper in the monovalent state, at high temperatures (around 1350 °C). However the copper
was distributed between the A and B-sites of the spinel lattice, giving rise to a saturation magnetization value of 4.9 \( \mu_B \). The distribution of the copper between the two sites was understood to be due to the high temperature that creates disorder in the structure. In order to get more copper into the A-site, we proposed that the phase be stabilized at lower temperatures. Also, because of the possibility of small chemical inhomogeneity in the powders, inherent to solid-state synthesis technique, we had to look for a synthesis using a more homogeneous chemical route. In line with this, the objective of the present work has been to synthesize nanophase, homogeneous copper ferrite of the composition \( \text{Cu}_{0.5}\text{Fe}_{2.5}\text{O}_4 \) at low temperature. In this paper we describe the organic gelation method, using polyacrylic acid (PAA), in order to produce phase pure copper ferrite. The effect of pH and the ratio of cation to carboxylic group, in the initial gel, on the final phases and its crystallite size is outlined. Saturation magnetization results are also presented for the as synthesized phase pure powders. Preliminary results of work done on dynamic high temperature x-ray diffraction system is also outlined.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE**

**Powder Preparation**

The powders were prepared using a forward strike gelation process. In this process, solutions containing the copper and ferric cation were prepared by dissolving their metal nitrates into distilled water. The starting solutions of copper and iron nitrates were 0.0500 M and 0.2517 M respectively. 100ml of each solution was mixed so that the right stoichiometry for copper and iron was achieved in the final solution. In another container the polymer (50% aqueous solution of polyacrylic acid of average molecular weight 1080 g/mole) was dissolved into distilled water. The PAA solution was mixed with the metal ion solution and the pH of the solution was then raised by dropwise addition of concentrated ammonium hydroxide solution. Metal cations complexed with the polyacrylate group and a gelatinous precipitate was formed that changed in color from light brown (at low pH) to dark brown (at higher pH).

In order to study the optimum amount of carboxylic group needed for complete pick-up of the cations in solution, different batches were made with varying amounts of the PAA solution added to the mixed metal ion solution. All these batches were stabilized at a pH of 7.2 and the carboxylic group to cation ratio was controlled between 0.7 to 4.2. So as to study the effect of pH on the various precipitates formed, batches were also made with carboxylic group to cation ratio kept constant at 3.5, but stabilized at different pH values ranging from 1.2 to 8.5.

The as obtained gel from all batches was then vacuum filtered, washed with distilled water and dried at 110 °C for several hours. X-ray diffraction of the dried gel/precipitates revealed them to be essentially x-ray amorphous. These precipitates were then calcined at a temperature of 400°C in a fumehood.

**Characterization**

X-ray diffraction patterns were obtained using a Siemens \( \theta -2\theta \) configuration diffractometer, with CuK\( \alpha \) source and a diffracted beam monochromator, on all of the calcined powders. The XRD patterns of powders stabilized at a pH of 7.2 with varying ratio of carboxylic group to cation in the initial gel is shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the XRD patterns collected for calcined powders whose gels were stabilized with a fixed carboxylic ion to cation ratio of 3.5, but under varying pH values. Phase identification of the powder patterns was performed using program EVA (v.3.3, Diffrac-AT software). The average crystallite size of the powders was determined by the x-ray peak broadening method using program SHADOW. The crystallite size of phase pure \( \text{Cu}_{0.5}\text{Fe}_{2.5}\text{O}_4 \) powders obtained was confirmed using a JEOL-2000FX TEM. The \( 4\pi M_s \) measurements were made, at
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For the initial gel stabilized at a pH of 7.2, the variation of the average crystallite size of calcined powders with increasing carboxylic group to cation ratio is shown in Figure 3a. It can be seen that for a low ratio, the crystallites are nanosize (about 40nm) and the powders are phase impure, made of hematite ($\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3$), maghemite ($\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3$), tenorite (CuO) and iron. However with increasing carboxylic group in the solution, one obtains not only phase pure $\text{Cu}_{0.5}\text{Fe}_{2.5}\text{O}_4$ powders, but also smaller crystallites in the powder. Finally, at a ratio above 3.5, the nanocrystallites are of sizes less than 10nm. The effect on the crystallite size in the calcined powders, on varying the pH in the initial gel, whose carboxylic group to cation ratio was fixed at 3.5, is shown in Figure 3b. At a low pH of 1.2, the calcined powder is made up of extremely small crystallites of 5nm size but the phases that precipitate are maghemite, tenorite and hematite. As the pH was raised to 2.7, the crystallite size of the powder increases after which there is a decreasing trend in the size of crystallites precipitated with increasing pH. At a pH of 7.2, phase pure copper ferrite with an average crystallite size of 7nm precipitates. Increasing pH toward the more alkaline side leads to precipitation of impurity phases. Figure 4 shows a TEM micrograph of a particle made of a number of nanocrystallites. It can be seen that the phase, precipitated at a pH of 7.2 with the carboxylic group to cation ratio of 3.5, is phase pure copper ferrite.
Figure 2: XRD powder patterns of calcined powders obtained at various pH, with carboxylic group to cation ratio kept constant at 3.5.

The results of SQUID saturation magnetization at 10K for three powders stabilized at pH of 7.2, 5.8 and 4.4 are shown in Figure 5. The figure shows the $M_s$ vs. $H$ curve in the first quadrant of the hysteresis curve. It can be observed that the saturation magnetization value for the phase stabilized at a pH of 7.2, which is 62 emu/gm, is almost twice that for the precipitates obtained at lower pH. Also, since the powder obtained at pH of 7.2 was single phase copper ferrite of composition $\text{Cu}_{0.5}\text{Fe}_{2.5}\text{O}_4$, conversion of the saturation magnetization value from emu/gm to Bohr magnetron reveals a value of $2.6\mu_B$. This value is comparable to that for pure divalent copper ferrite of composition $\text{Cu}_{0.5}\text{Fe}_{2.5}\text{O}_4$ that has a magnetization of $2.5\mu_B$.

High temperature XRD patterns collected for the nano-sized, $\text{Cu}_{0.5}\text{Fe}_{2.5}\text{O}_4$ phase (with all copper in the divalent state) between room temperature and 1220 °C is shown in Figure 6. It can be noted that, in air, the phase is stable until a temperature of 500 °C. At 500 °C the copper ferrite phase decomposes into hematite and a cubic spinel phase ($\text{CuFe}_2\text{O}_4$). Increasing temperature leads to further decomposition along with grain growth (which is apparent with decreasing width of the diffraction peaks). At 1200 °C, however the ferrite phase of composition $\text{Cu}_{0.5}\text{Fe}_{2.5}\text{O}_4$ forms again. This phase formed at 1200 °C has copper in both the monovalent and divalent state as our previous studies have indicated. The final temperature of formation of the $\text{Cu}_{0.5}\text{Fe}_{2.5}\text{O}_4$ phase mentioned above was noted to be time dependent. On raising the temperature of the initial nano-phase powders relatively slowly, at the rate of about 10°C /min, the final $\text{Cu}_{0.5}\text{Fe}_{2.5}\text{O}_4$ phase forms at 1200°C. This is the same as the temperature of formation of the phase, for powders, synthesized through solid state route. However on fast ramping of temperature, at a rate of more than 50°C /min, the final $\text{Cu}_{0.5}\text{Fe}_{2.5}\text{O}_4$ phase formed at a much lower temperature of 1050°C. During fast ramping of
Figure 3: Variation of crystallite size of calcined powder with a) increasing carboxylic group to cation ratio b) increasing pH of the initial gel.

Figure 4: TEM micrograph of calcined powder stabilized at pH of 7.2, with carboxylic group to cation ratio maintained at 3.5, showing nanocrystallites.
Figure 5: Magnetization data plotted for powders stabilized at different pH.

Figure 6: High temperature x-ray plot showing reaction occurring in nanosize divalent copper ferrite with temperature on slow heating.
temperature, the crystallites seem to retain their high surface area because of little time that is allowed for grain growth) and are still very reactive hence forming the final Cu$_{0.5}$Fe$_{2.5}$O$_4$ phase at lower temperatures. This is unlike the slow heating of the nano-phase powders, where due to the time one allows for grain growth, reactivity of the powders decrease substantially making the powders almost like powders synthesized by the solid state route, only more homogeneous.

CONCLUSION

X-ray pure nanophase copper ferrite was stabilized at low temperatures using an organic gelation process with PAA as the gelating agent. It was found that changing the carboxylic group to cation ratio and the pH of the the gel leads to different phases of varying crystallite sizes precipitating out. SQUID saturation magnetization of 2.6 $\mu_B$ confirmed that the copper, in the ferrite stabilized at low temperature, was in the divalent state. High temperature x-ray diffraction studies revealed that the divalent copper ferrite decomposes to hematite and a cubic intermediate spinel phase at 500 °C. The two phase composition reacts together to form the Cu$_{0.5}$Fe$_{2.5}$O$_4$ phase at elevated temperatures. For the nano-phase powders the final temperature of formation of the Cu$_{0.5}$Fe$_{2.5}$O$_4$ phase, where copper is in a mixed valence state, seemed to be dependent on the rate of heat treatment. Future work will be done in the direction of treating the nanosize Cu$_{0.5}$Fe$_{2.5}$O$_4$ phase powders at different temperatures under reducing atmosphere, using a controlled atmosphere HTXRD system. The precise temperature and pO$_2$ parameters will be sought in order to reduce the divalent copper in the nanoferrite to monovalent state and get all monovalent copper ferrite at comparably lower temperatures. Stabilization of monovalent copper in the ferrite at low temperature may encourage copper to occupy the A-site in the spinel lattice leading to a high saturation magnetization ferrite.
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ABSTRACT

Nano-sized fine droplets of liquid crystal (LC) were obtained by phase separation of nematic LC in UV curing polymer. The polymer composite had a high transparency in the infrared region. The fine droplets responded to an electric field causing a change in birefringence. Output power change was brought about by the generated retardation between two polarizations, parallel and perpendicular to the applied electric field. This differs from the composite containing much larger droplets, where output depends on the degree of scattering. The birefringence changed by 0.001 at the applied voltage of 7.5 V/µm.

INTRODUCTION

Nano-sized composition has an important meaning in fiber optics communication system. This is because nano-sized substances are not recognized as scatterers of the light in the infrared wavelength region used in the system and thus the loss of light transmitted through them is kept low. We think that the nano-sized composition of liquid crystal (LC), which is a typical functional material, will be valuable for enlarging LC's territory in optical application. LC essentially has fluctuation in density due to its main characteristics of anisotropy and mobility. The fluctuation causes scattering, which has prevented LC from being applied to waveguides with a long optical path. If the nano-sized composition of LC makes it possible to prevent scattering while maintaining LC's virtuous functions, it will help LC to be used for active optical waveguides.

LC droplets have been energetically investigated in the last ten years [1]. Most of the research has aimed at making use of scattering [2] and diffraction [3], that occurs either at the surface of the droplets or at the surface of a layer consisting of many droplets. The droplets are mostly micro-sized. Our idea, however, is to increase the transmission by using nano-sized droplets whose surfaces are too small to scatter light. The purpose of this work is to make fine LC droplets smaller, to investigate their response to an electric field, and to evaluate the electro-optic effect.

EXPERIMENT

The process we used to prepare the small LC droplets is called photo-polymerization induced phase separation [4]. In this technique, a solution of LC and prepolymer is irradiated with light; the LC droplets are then phase separated according to the polymerization of the prepolymer, because LC solubility in the polymer matrix decreases with increasing molecular weight of the polymer matrix. We investigated several combinations of nematic LC from Merck Industrial Chemicals and UV curable prepolymer from Norland Products.

We fabricated two kinds of samples. A film sample about 400 µm thick was used to measure the transparency and size of the LC droplets. The other sample, used for
measuring response to an electric field, is spin coated film about 20 μm thick sandwiched between two electrodes, Si substrate and Au-deposited layer.

We measured the transparency of these film samples with a spectrometer. The size and number density of the LC droplets was evaluated from micrographs taken with a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The film was cracked by bending it in liquid nitrogen, and the liquid crystal was then removed by immersing the film in acetone for several hours. The LC droplets were observed as holes in the polymer.

The experimental setup we used is shown in Figure 1. A 1.3-μm-wavelength laser beam was polarized at 45 degrees to the plane of the polymer layer. It was collected by an object lens and directly introduced into the polymer layer. The optical path through the polymer was 1 mm. The power passing through the sample was detected by a light power sensor. The analyzer and λ/4 plate were rotated so that the output power was at a minimum. An electric field was applied between the Au layer and the Si substrate and the change in output power was measured.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

According to general scattering theory for independent scatters, light power $T$ transmitted through a scattering medium of thickness $L$ at input power $I_0$ is given by

$$T = I_0 \exp(-NRL) \quad (1),$$

where $N$ is the density of particles and $R$ is the scattering cross section. In the region of Rayleigh scattering, where the particle size is much smaller than the wavelength, $R$ is expressed as

$$R = 24 \pi^3 \left(\frac{(m^2-1)}{(m^2+2)}\right)^2 V^2 / \lambda^4 \quad (2),$$

where $m$ is the relative value of the refractive index of particles to that of the matrix, $V$ is the particle volume, and $\lambda$ is the wavelength [5]. Figure 2 shows the dependence of scattering loss on particle diameter calculated from this equation, assuming that $m$ is 1.04, volume fraction $NV$ is 10%, and measurement wavelength is 1 μm. It means the particle diameter should be less than 100 nm if the total loss in optical devices with a length of 1 mm to 1 cm is required to be 3 dB or less [6]. Achieving LC droplets of less than 100 nm
has been a target of this work.

Figure 3 shows an example where LC fine droplets smaller than 100 nm were successfully obtained with a combination of prepolymer NOA81 and LC BL24. Transparency was evaluated at the wavelengths of 800 nm and 1300 nm, where absorption peaks do not exist. Below the mixing concentrations of 10 phr, LC droplets were not observed because the LC concentration was not sufficient for the droplets to be phase separated from the polymer matrix. The transmittance decreases slowly as the mixing concentration increases to 26 phr, and then it decreases sharply. Droplet size slowly increases at mixing concentrations below 26 phr. In this region, however, they were smaller than 100 nm.

The polymer sample at the mixing concentration of 20 phr maintained high transparency and was used to study how the fine droplets respond to an electric field and whether they generate birefringence in the polymers. The sample has LC droplets with a diameter of about 50 nm, whose total volume fraction is about 1%. Figure 4 shows the output power change when an electric pulse of 400 ms at ±5 V/μm was applied. The droplets responded to the pulse. The change in output power increased with applied voltage, reaching a maximum at about 6.3 V/μm, and then decreased at higher voltages. This suggests that a change in output is caused by retardation due to the birefringence generated when the voltage is applied; it is not caused by a change in the extent of scattering, as observed for the much larger LC droplets. The relationship between output power $I_o$ and retardation $\phi$ is expressed as

$$I_o = I_i \sin^2 (\phi /2)$$

where $I_i$ is input power. The maximum output at about 6.3 V/μm corresponds to retardation of π. The change in birefringence $\Delta n$, is calculated from $\phi = 2\pi \cdot \Delta n \cdot L/\lambda$, where $L$ is optical length and $\lambda$ is wavelength. Figure 5 shows the dependence of $\Delta n$ on applied voltage. $\Delta n$ almost increases in proportion to square of the applied voltage. It is about 0.001 at 7.5 V/μm.

![Fig. 3. Transparency and droplet size vs. LC concentration](image1)

![Fig. 4. Change in output power when voltage is applied](image2)
This value is reasonable, considering LC's inherent optical anisotropy, about 0.2, and the nearly 1% volume fraction of the LC droplets. The value is also comparable to that in LiNbO₃ [7], which is a typical practical electro-optic material. This composite is thus expected to be a suitable material for optical switches. If the volume fraction can be increased without increasing scattering loss, the practical value of this nano-sized LC composite for realizing active LC waveguides will be enhanced.

CONCLUSION

Liquid crystal fine droplets with a diameter of about 50 nm were prepared in polymer. The composite showed high transparency in the infrared wavelength region. The LC droplets responded to electric fields, causing birefringence. It was about 0.001 at 7.5 V/μm for the composite containing droplets of about 1 vol%. As this composite has the potential to be used for active LC waveguides, further investigation is necessary; for example, increasing the density of droplets, investigating propagation loss, and measuring response time.
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TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY AND ELECTRON HOLOGRAPHY OF NANOPHASE TiO$_2$ GENERATED IN A FLAME BURNER SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT

Nanophase TiO$_2$ (n-TiO$_2$) particles were generated in a flame burner system under three experimental conditions. Selected individual nanparticles were identified and characterized using selected area electron diffraction, bright-field and, in some cases, dark-field imaging to determine morphology and microstructural features. Previously unknown TiO$_2$ particles with unusual central features were identified as rutile. Electron holography was used to characterize the central features which were found to be consistent with voids. More extensive characterization of individual particles may lead to improved understanding of n-TiO$_2$ nucleation and growth.

INTRODUCTION

There has been considerable interest in the development and characterization of nanophase TiO$_2$. It has been found to differ from larger-sized TiO$_2$ particles in a number of ways including improved catalytic activity [1], sinterability at lower temperatures [2] and increased deformability at lower temperatures [3]. These and other properties have led to a variety of applications for n-TiO$_2$ ranging from use as an ingredient of sunscreens, to use as a photocatalyst to potential application as a coating on surgical implants [4]. Nanophase TiO$_2$ has been generated by several methods including inert gas condensation [2], vapor phase deposition [5] and by chemical methods [6]. This work reports on an initial study of n-TiO$_2$ produced using a flame burner system.

Recent characterization of n-TiO$_2$ from flame burner systems has shown that at low reaction temperatures, amorphous n-TiO$_2$ is formed, at intermediate temperatures, mixtures of anatase and rutile are generated, and at high temperatures, spherical particles of anatase are generated [7]. Similar particles were generated in smoke studies in the early 1970’s [8-10]. In all of these studies the generated particles were characterized as a whole or in groups of particles by x-ray diffraction, transmission electron microscopy and/or scanning electron microscopy. In the present work, these studies are extended to identification and characterization of individual particles by selected area electron diffraction (SAED), bright-field and dark-field imaging, and, in some cases, by electron holography. Knowledge of the identity and microstructural features of individual particles should aid in understanding nucleation, growth and properties of the particles.

EXPERIMENT

To generate n-TiO$_2$, titanium isopropoxide was aerosolized from solution and then oxidized in a flame fueled by oxygen and hydrogen. The temperature of the flame was varied by changing the flow rate of the hydrogen gas. Three H$_2$ flow rates were used giving temperatures ranging from approximately 2000 - 2500 K. Particles were collected for x-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis on a water-cooled cold finger inserted into the flame at 5 and 10 centimeters above the
base of the flame. Particles were also collected for characterization by transmission electron microscopy on carbon-coated grids inserted at these heights.

The majority of the transmission electron microscopy was performed on a Philips CM30 transmission electron microscope (TEM) equipped with an EDAX energy dispersive analyzer. Bright-field imaging, dark-field imaging and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) were used to identify and characterize individual particles at 300 kV. The twin lens configuration of the CM30 was used to allow tilts of ±45°. Gatan slow-scan CCD cameras were used to collect images; images were recorded using DigitalMicrograph software. Electron holography was performed on a Philips CM300 TEM equipped with a field emission gun (FEG) and a Mollenstedt biprism. The biprism was maintained at a potential of 65 V giving interference fringes of 0.47 nm. The off-axis holographic images were analyzed using HolograFREE software [11].

RESULTS

Characterization by XRD and low magnification TEM

Initial study of the particles shows that both the ratio of the amount of rutile to anatase and the morphology of the particles generated vary with the temperature of the flame (in agreement with results of previous work [7-10]). At the lowest H₂ flow rate (lowest temperature), both rutile and anatase were generated. Particles occur as isolated grains, as bicrystals and as chains of particles with planar grain boundaries. At the intermediate H₂ flow rate (medium temperature), particles of both rutile and anatase are produced; the particles exhibit spherical or polygonal morphologies and the great majority occur as single grains. At the highest temperature, the majority of particles are anatase which is spherical in morphology. The morphology of the particles generated ranged from polyhedral to rounded to spherical - initial work to characterize some of the particles individually is described below.

Polyhedral particles

The polyhedral anatase particles generated commonly have the morphology shown in Figure 1a. These particles occur so that when oriented on [010], six sides are evident. The platelets can be elongated in one direction or roughly equigranular giving a near hexagonal appearance to the grains.

Faceted rutile particles identified so far occur as twinned grains. Twinning of rutile minerals is common on {011} (more rarely on {092} and {031}) [12]. This {011} twinning occurs in the nanophase particles generated as shown in the image and associated diffraction pattern of Figures 1c,d. The presence of twinning in the n-TiO₂ generated in this study may be diagnostic for identification of rutile. Twinning in these anatase nanoparticles has not yet been established though it does rarely occur in minerals on {112} [12].

Certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials are identified in this paper to specify adequately the experimental procedure. Such identification does not imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor does it imply that the materials or equipment are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
Fig. 1 Images and selected area electron diffraction patterns of polyhedral nanophase TiO₂ (scale applies to both images). The anatase particle (a, b) is oriented along [010]. The rutile particle (c, d) is oriented along [111] and contains a twin on (011).

**Spherical particles**

From XRD and low magnification TEM images, it is deduced that the majority of spherical particles generated in this study are anatase. SAED diffraction patterns obtained from the majority of individual spherical particles examined are consistent with a predominance of anatase. Some spheres do, however, give diffraction patterns consistent with rutile. Although many spherical particles appear to consist of multiple grains, almost all spherical particles examined so far show single crystal diffraction patterns.
New particle type

Unusual particles were noted in two of the sample sets (low and medium temperatures, lower height in flame). These particles are generally 100 nm or larger and are much larger than the majority of particles in the sample sets. They have central features that are rounded or faceted as shown in the examples of Figures 2a,b. Tilting of the particles showed that the central features are in the interior of the particles and energy dispersive x-ray analysis confirmed that the particles are TiO$_2$. SAED patterns obtained thus far are consistent with an identification of rutile. Rarely, these particles show twinning on {011} as shown in Figures 2b-d.

Fig. 2 Images and diffraction patterns obtained from rutile nanoparticles with unusual central features: a) a particle with interior faceting at roughly 90°; b) a particle with a rounded central feature; c) diffraction pattern from particle in b) showing a [111] orientation with weak twinning on (011); d) a dark-field image obtained from the diffracted spot circled in c). The dark band corresponds to the weakly diffracted spots in c).
Electron holography was used to determine the nature of the central feature of the particles. Using electron holography, the phase difference induced in coherent electron wavefronts interacting with matter can be quantitatively measured. In the absence of electromagnetic fields, the phase difference is directly related to the thickness and mean inner potential of the specimen. If the thickness can be deduced, the composition can be modeled to calculate an expected phase change. This procedure has been previously applied to characterize similar features in the interior of palladium nanoparticles [13]. A hologram of a TiO$_2$ nanoparticle is shown in Figure 3a. A three-dimensional phase image derived from the hologram is shown in Figure 3b. The dip in the top of the phase image corresponds to the central feature.

The phase map was analyzed assuming a roughly spherical TiO$_2$ particle containing a spherical central feature of unknown composition. Line scan profiles of the experimental phase data were fitted to this model for the following cases of the mean inner potential of the central

Fig. 3  a) Electron hologram of a TiO$_2$ particle with an unusual central feature; b) three-dimensional phase image calculated from the hologram. The dip evident in the image corresponds to the central feature; c) trace of the three-dimensional phase image compared with trace calculated for a TiO$_2$ particle containing a void (smooth line).
feature: greater than that of TiO$_2$ (mean inner potential of TiO$_2$ is approximately 12.5 eV), less than TiO$_2$, and a void (0 eV). In the first case, the central feature caused an increase in the phase difference so as to appear in the data as a phase bump. In the second case, the central feature appeared as a shallow phase dip. The experimental phase data more closely agrees with a central void as shown in Figure 3c.

SUMMARY

This paper has presented initial results of structural characterization of individual n-TiO$_2$ particles generated in a flame burner system. SAED and bright-field and dark-field imaging have been used to identify and characterize individual polyhedral and spherical particles. A new type of rutile nanoparticle has been identified and shown by electron holography to have a void in its interior. It is expected that further characterization of individual particles will aid in determining nucleation, growth and properties of n-TiO$_2$.
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COULOMETRIC TITRATION STUDIES OF NONSTOICHIOMETRIC
NANOCRYSTALLINE CERIA
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ABSTRACT

Oxygen nonstoichiometry measurements in nanocrystalline ceria, $x$ in $\text{CeO}_2$-$x$, were performed using coulometric titration. The measurements reveal large apparent deviations from stoichiometry, of the order of $10^{-3}$ - $10^{-4}$ at $T = 405$ - $455 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ and $P_{O_2} = 0.21$ - $10^{-5}$ atm, as compared to levels of $\sim 10^{-9}$ for coarsened materials under the same conditions. The level of nonstoichiometry is, however, larger than expected from previous electrical conductivity data of nanocrystalline ceria. In addition, $x \propto P_{O_2}^{-1/2}$ while $\sigma \propto P_{O_2}^{-1/6}$. The observed dependence of $x(P_{O_2}, T)$ can be explained by either the formation of neutral oxygen vacancies at or near the interface, or by surface adsorption.

INTRODUCTION

Nanostructured materials, polycrystalline solids with crystallites sized in the 1-20 nanometer range, have been receiving increasing attention due to their reported unique structural and physical properties [1,2]. In earlier studies, we and others have found nanocrystalline ceria $\text{CeO}_2$ (N-$\text{CeO}_2$) to exhibit substantially enhanced catalytic activity [3] and electrical properties compared to conventional coarsened $\text{CeO}_2$ (C-$\text{CeO}_2$, grain size $\sim 1$-$10 \mu\text{m}$). Specifically, the $n$-type electronic conduction in N-$\text{CeO}_2$ was found to be $\sim 10^4$ times greater than that in C-$\text{CeO}_2$ at low temperatures of 400 - 600 $^\circ\text{C}$ [4,5].

This large increase in electronic conductivity was tied to a corresponding large increase in deviations from stoichiometry $x$ in $\text{CeO}_2$-$x$ (e.g. $x = 10^{-5}$-$10^{-6}$ for N-$\text{CeO}_2$ at 500 $^\circ\text{C}$ and $P_{O_2} = 1$ - $10^{-5}$ atm, vs. $x \sim 10^{-9}$ for C-$\text{CeO}_2$, under the same conditions) by the assumption that each oxygen vacancy formed by reduction ionized to form two electrons or

$$n = 2[V_0^{**}] = 2[O_0]x$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $n$, $[V_0^{**}]$ and $[O_0]$ are electron, doubly ionized oxygen vacancy and oxygen ion densities respectively. Of particular note, was the sharply reduced activation energy for electronic conduction, i.e., 0.99 - 1.16 eV for N-$\text{CeO}_2$ versus 2.45 eV for C-$\text{CeO}_2$ [6]. Applying the appropriate defect modeling, the effective enthalpy of reduction $\Delta H_1$, for the reaction

$$\text{O}_0 \Leftrightarrow V_0^{**} + 2e^- + \frac{1}{2}\text{O}_2 \text{ (gas)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

was found to be more than 2.4 eV lower per oxygen vacancy for the nanocrystals compared to the coarse grain counterparts [6].

Given the apparent large changes in thermodynamic properties induced by decreasing grain size down to the nanometer scale and the indirect method used to estimate $x$ in N-$\text{CeO}_2$, we initiated coulometric titration studies on N-$\text{CeO}_2$ capable of measuring deviations from stoichiometry directly in an attempt to confirm the above observations. Our preliminary results are described below.

EXPERIMENTAL

Cerium acetate solutions were atomized by spraying into liquid nitrogen. The product was
placed into a freeze dryer under vacuum following which the temperature was raised to sublimate the water, resulting in a fine unagglomerated powder. This was subsequently calcined at 300 °C for two hours resulting in an oxide powder with ~10nm grain size.

Coulometric titration measurements were carried out using a calcia stabilized zirconia (CSZ) electrochemical cell. Details of the titration cell are given elsewhere [7]. Briefly, the cell consists in part of a CSZ tube. An open circuit EMF is developed on two opposite Pt electrodes painted on both sides of the CSZ tube, given by:

\[
\text{EMF} = \frac{RT_{\text{CSZ}}}{4F} \ln \left( \frac{P_{O_2}(\text{atm})}{0.21} \right) \quad (\text{Nernst Equation}) \tag{3}
\]

\(T_{\text{CSZ}}\) is the temperature of the CSZ tube tip. This EMF is a measure of the \(P_{O_2}\) over the sample. For coulometric titration, one pumps oxygen into/out of the cell by passing a current, \(I\), through the CSZ tube and the Pt electrodes. The number of \(O_2\) moles added/taken form the sample passing through the CSZ tube in time \(t_f\), is:

\[
\Delta n_{O_2}(\text{sample}) = \frac{1}{4F} \int_0^{t_f} \int_0^{t_2} \frac{V}{RT_{\text{eff}}} \left( P_{O_2,f} - P_{O_2,i} \right) \, dt \tag{4}
\]

While the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (4) is the number of moles passing through the CSZ tube during titration, one also needs to take into account the leak rate of oxygen molecules into the cell, \(\dot{n}_1\), and the amount of oxygen taken by/from the dead volume (the right hand term in Eq (4), where \(t_2\) is the time required for equilibration after the titration current is switched off, \(P_{O_2,j}\) and \(P_{O_2,f}\) are the oxygen partial pressures over the sample before and after the titration step, respectively. \((V/RT_{\text{eff}})\) is the effective dead volume coefficient [8]. Due to the high resolution required for measuring the expected small deviation from stoichiometry in N-CeO\(_2\), one needs, prior to the actual measurements, to carefully evaluated the leak rate and the dead volume of the cell [8]. In addition, since the N-CeO\(_2\) powder has such a high surface area, one expects to see traces of adsorbed contaminants in the powder, which could interfere with the measurements. Therefore the cell with the sample is mechanically pumped to \(10^{-3}\) mbar at 455 °C for 24 hours prior to the measurements.

RESULTS

Nonstoichiometry \(x\) of N-CeO\(_2\) is plotted in Fig. 1 as \(\log P_{O_2}\) vs. \(x\) for temperatures of 405, 430, and 455 °C. Measurements were limited to 455 °C for fear of coarsening at higher \(T\) and to 405 °C due to difficulties with "dead volume" calibrations at lower temperatures (see experimental section). Note, that while measurable values of \(\Delta x\) initiate only below \(P_{O_2}=10^{-3}\) atm, further significant changes are easily observed under more reducing conditions.

The results of Fig. 1 are re-plotted in Fig. 2 as \(\log x\) vs. \(\log P_{O_2}\). The data exhibit a good fit to a linear dependence with a slope of -1/2. A plot of \(\log K_2\), vs. 1000/\(T\) (not presented), where \(x = K_2(T)P_{O_2}^{-1/2}\), results in an Arrhenius dependence characterized by an activation energy of \(\Delta H_2=0.36\text{eV}\), and a pre-exponential term \(K_2^0 = 0.007\text{ atm}^{-1/2}/\text{molecule fraction}\).

DISCUSSION

The coulometric titration results do indeed confirm a large apparent deviation from stoichiometry, reaching levels of nearly \(10^{-3}\) at 455 °C and \(P_{O_2} \sim 10^{-5}\) atm. This is many orders of magnitude in excess of \(x\) values for C-CeO\(_2\) extrapolated from high temperature TGA studies [6].
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Are these findings necessary in conflict with our earlier electrical measurements? The two types of measurements differ in two important ways. First, while the electronic conductivity follows a $P_{O_2}$ dependence given approximately by $\sigma_e \propto P_{O_2}^{-1/6}$ [4,5], the nonstoichiometry follows a much stronger dependence, $x \propto P_{O_2}^{-1/2}$. While the conductivity results are consistent with the reaction described in Eq. (2), with mass action relation:

$$K_1(T) = [V_0^{**}] n^2 P_{O_2}^{1/2}$$

and

$$n = 2[V_0^{**}] = (2K_1(T))^{1/3} P_{O_2}^{-1/6}$$

the nonstoichiometry results follow from

$$O_o \Leftrightarrow V_o + \frac{1}{2} O_2 \text{ (gas)}$$

$$K_2(T) = [V_o] P_{O_2}^{1/2}$$

with

$$[V_o] = x = K_2(T) P_{O_2}^{-1/2}$$

The reduction enthalpy, $\Delta H_1$, see Eq. 6 ($K_1(T) = K^0\exp(\Delta H_1/k_B T)$) was reported to be 2.28eV per $V_0^{**}$, while from this study we find $\Delta H_2 = 0.36eV$. Second, the estimated value of $x$ from the
electrical measurements at e.g. 455 °C and $P_{O_2} = 10^{-4}$ atm is ~ $10^{-6}$, which is several orders of magnitude lower than that measured by coulometric titration under the same conditions.

The two results are not necessarily contradictory. Even if neutral defects, $[V_{0}]$ are dominant and orders of magnitude larger than the charged defects $[V_{0}^{\ast}]$, they do not alter the neutrality condition $n = 2[V_{0}^{\ast}]$, which fixes the electron density. Indeed, this emphasizes the limitation in the use of electrical measurements to estimate $x$.

Assuming both the electrical and titration measurements are bulk properties, it becomes possible to estimate the energy $\Delta H_3$ to doubly ionize an oxygen vacancy. It follows from equations (2) and (7) that $\Delta H_3 = \Delta H_1 - \Delta H_2 = 1.92$ eV.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 2**: Re-plot of the nonstoichiometry as log $x$ vs. log $P_{O_2}$.

An alternative explanation for the titration results is that the oxygen losses detected upon reduction are largely oxygen desorbed from the surface of the particles. In this case one can write

$$O_2 + 2V_{ad} \rightleftharpoons 2O_{ad}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $V_{ad}$ and $O_{ad}$ correspond to empty and occupied surface adsorption sites. Following the formulation of Langmuir adsorption, one can write the mass action relationship as

$$\theta(1-\theta) = K_{ad}^{1/2} P_{O_2}^{1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where $\theta$ = fraction of occupied adsorption sites. At high $P_{O_2}$, $\theta \rightarrow 1$, with

$$1-\theta = "x" = K_{ad}^{-1/2} P_{O_2}^{-1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)
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which takes on the same form of Eq. (8).

The obvious way to distinguish between the two possibilities, i.e., bulk vs. surface reduction, is to dramatically reduce the surface area by repeating the titration measurements on dense N-CeO$_2$ as was done in the electrical properties study [5,6]. Such measurements are now under way.
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SYNTHESIS AND LASER SPECTROSCOPY OF MONOCLINIC Eu\textsuperscript{3+}:Y\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} NANOCRYSTALS
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ABSTRACT

Gas-phase condensation of CO\textsubscript{2} laser-heated Eu\textsuperscript{3+}:Y\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} ceramics produces monoclinic-phase nanocrystalline material. Transmission electron microscopy shows particle diameters in the range 7-30 nm for particles quenched at 60 °C under 400 Torr of nitrogen atmosphere. The optical spectra of nanocrystals produced from 0.1% Eu\textsuperscript{3+}:Y\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} starting material have narrow lines, and the \textsuperscript{5}D\textsubscript{0} lifetimes are 1.8, 1.2 and, 1.3 ms for the three Eu\textsuperscript{3+} cation sites. Nanocrystals obtained from 0.7 - 5 % Eu\textsuperscript{3+}:Y\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} starting material show line broadening and the presence of EuO\textsubscript{3} secondary phase.

INTRODUCTION

Nanophase materials can form in new and metastable crystal structures and can exhibit enhanced optical, electronic, and structural properties [1-3]. Nanometer-sized materials have potential as efficient phosphors in display applications, such as in new flat-panel displays with low-energy excitation sources. Decreasing the particle size in conventional phosphors results in decreasing fluorescence quantum efficiency, which is usually attributed to quenching by surface defects [4]. The large surface to volume ratio of constituent atoms can make nanocrystalline materials a suitable model system to study such surface phenomena. The understanding of the surface effects could lead to methods of creating materials with tailored properties for a given application.

The gas-phase condensation of nanocrystalline Y\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} and Eu\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} results in the monoclinic structure being stable under ambient conditions [5,6]. Bulk Y\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}, and rare-earth oxides in the middle of the lanthanide series, form in the monoclinic structure only under high pressure and/or high temperatures [7-9]. The stabilization of the high-pressure phase at ambient conditions in nanocrystals has been attributed to an additional hydrostatic pressure component resulting from the Gibbs-Thomson effect [6].

The monoclinic phase of Y\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} is isomorphic to monoclinic Gd\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} and Eu\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} having space group of C\textsubscript{2/m}. The lattice possesses three crystallographically distinct cation sites each having point group symmetry C\textsubscript{1} [10,11]. The coordination of two cation sites (Ln I and Ln II) can be described by six oxygens at the apices of a trigonal prism with a seventh oxygen lying along the normal to a face. The coordination of the third site (Ln III) is described as a distorted octahedron with a seventh oxygen along a three-fold axis at a very long distance [9,11]. Ab initio calculation of crystal-field parameters in monoclinic Eu\textsuperscript{3+}:Y\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} correlate the cation sites Ln I, Ln II, and Ln III to three distinct sets of optical spectra that are labeled sites C, B, and A, respectively [11]. Here, we describe the preparation, site-selective excitation and fluorescence spectroscopy of single-phase monoclinic Eu\textsuperscript{3+}:Y\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} nanocrystals.
EXPERIMENTAL

The nanocrystalline Eu$^{3+}$:Y$_2$O$_3$ samples were prepared by a gas-phase condensation method using CO$_2$-laser heating of ceramic pellets [12]. The starting material was prepared by cold pressing mixtures of pre-dried Eu$_2$O$_3$ (99.99%, Aldrich) and Y$_2$O$_3$ (99.99%, Aldrich) and sintering overnight in platinum crucibles at 1000 °C. The pellets were ground in an agate mortar and pestle, and resintered to improve the homogeneity. The pellets were placed on a slowly rotating platform in a vacuum chamber and the CO$_2$ laser was focused onto the target pellet to a spot size of approximately 2 mm. The nanocrystals quenched and condensed on a Pyrex cold finger. The distance between target pellet and the end of the cold finger was approximately 3 cm. The CO$_2$ laser power was 50 ± 2 W, and the chamber atmosphere was 400 Torr of nitrogen. The cold finger was filled with water at 50-60 °C, which kept the quenching temperatures fairly constant. At the end of a synthesis run the nanocrystalline material was scraped from the cold finger.

The phase and particle size of the nanocrystalline powders were characterized by transmission-electron microscopy (TEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD). Small amounts of nanocrystalline material were dispersed in acetone and dried on thin carbon films on 300-mesh copper grids for TEM or on quartz substrates for powder X-ray diffraction. The TEM instrument was a Philips EM 420 STEM (operated at 100 kV) and the x-ray diffractometer was a Scintag XDS 2000 (using Cu Kα radiation). The particle sizes were determined from XRD linewidths using the Scherrer equation [13], and from a survey of TEM micrographs.

For laser spectroscopy, nanocrystalline material was packed in a depression on a copper sample holder, which was mounted on the cold head of a closed-cycle cryogenic refrigerator (Cryomech GB15). The cold head cools to approximately 10 K, although the exact sample temperature was not determined. The fluorescence and excitation spectra were recorded using a Nd$^{3+}$:YAG-pumped dye laser (using Coumarin 540A dye) as an excitation source, 1-m monochromator (Spex 1000M), GaAs photomultiplier tube (Hammamatsu R-636), gated photon counter (Stanford SR400) or boxcar averager (Stanford SR250), and an in-house written LabView computer data acquisition program. Some of the excitation spectra were recorded using a 0.25-m monochromator with a bandpass of 5.5 nm, a PMT (Hammamatsu P-28) and boxcar averager. Fluorescence transients were recorded with a 350-MHz digital oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS460) with typically averaging 200 laser shots.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The production rate differed slightly from one synthesis run to other, even under similar preparation conditions. We obtained an average production rate of 11 mg/hr under the synthesis parameters described in the experimental section. The sizes of the nanocrystals as determined by the TEM micrograph were in the range 7-30 nm. The average size calculated from XRD linewidths was 23 nm. Figure 1 shows the powder x-ray diffraction of 0.1% Eu$^{3+}$:Y$_2$O$_3$ nanocrystals. The XRD pattern is the same as one reported by Skandan et al. for monoclinic Y$_2$O$_3$ nanocrystals [6].

Samples of nanocrystals were prepared from 0.1, 0.7, 2, and 5 % Eu$^{3+}$:Y$_2$O$_3$ starting material. We did not determine the exact concentration of Eu$^{3+}$ in the final nanocrystalline material, and the spectra are labeled according to the percentage Eu$^{3+}$ in the starting material. Figure 2 shows the $^7F_0 \rightarrow ^5D_0$ excitation spectra for Eu$_2$O$_3$ and 5 and 0.1% Eu$^{3+}$:Y$_2$O$_3$.
nanocrystals. The excitation spectra in Fig. 2 were obtained by monitoring $^5D_0 \rightarrow ^7F_2$ fluorescence at 624 nm with the wide-band 0.25 m monochromator. We recorded the excitation spectra with short and long boxcar gate widths and delays to uncover any discrimination among the various sites and phases that might be present. At a boxcar delay of 20 μs the excitation spectrum for 5% $\text{Eu}^{3+}$: $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$ shows broadened and asymmetric lines with higher intensity towards the $\text{Eu}_2\text{O}_3$ transitions. At a boxcar delay of 200 ms, the lines appear symmetric and the line positions shifted.

**Fig. 1** X-ray diffraction of monoclinic 0.1% $\text{Eu}^{3+}$:$\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$ nanocrystals (average size of 23 nm).

to longer wavelength. The above-mentioned change in the behavior of line profiles for 0.1% $\text{Eu}^{3+}$: $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$ is negligible, and the excitation lines remain sharp and symmetric. The excitation peaks corresponding to sites B and C are resolved in this spectrum, unlike the spectrum of the

**Fig. 2.** $^7F_0 \rightarrow ^5D_0$ excitation spectra of nanocrystalline (a) $\text{Eu}_2\text{O}_3$ (b) 5.0% $\text{Eu}^{3+}$: $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$ and (c) 0.1% $\text{Eu}^{3+}$: $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$ monitoring $^5D_0 \rightarrow ^7F_2$ fluorescence at 624.0 nm using wide-band 0.25 m
monochromator with a bandpass of 5.5 nm. Boxcar delay and gatewidths were 20 and 150 μs respectively for all three spectra.

5% Eu<sup>3+</sup>:Y<sub>2</sub>O<sub>3</sub>. Considering these observations we conclude that nanocrystalline materials prepared by gas-phase condensation from starting materials containing 0.7% or more of Eu<sup>3+</sup> have mixed phases. We could not detect any secondary Eu<sub>2</sub>O<sub>3</sub> phase in the nanocrystals prepared from 0.1% Eu<sup>3+</sup>:Y<sub>2</sub>O<sub>3</sub> starting material, and the resulting nanocrystals appear to be single-phase Eu<sup>3+</sup>: Y<sub>2</sub>O<sub>3</sub>.

To the best of our knowledge no spectroscopic data is available for Eu<sup>3+</sup> in monoclinic Y<sub>2</sub>O<sub>3</sub> matrix. In general, the spectra of monoclinic Eu<sup>3+</sup>:Y<sub>2</sub>O<sub>3</sub> are similar to monoclinic Eu<sup>3+</sup>:Gd<sub>2</sub>O<sub>3</sub>, and Eu<sub>2</sub>O<sub>3</sub> [10,11]. The small differences in the energy level positions between Eu<sup>3+</sup>:Y<sub>2</sub>O<sub>3</sub> and the other two systems originate from the different crystal-field strengths due to the difference in the ionic radii of Y<sup>3+</sup> versus Gd<sup>3+</sup> or Gd<sup>7+</sup>. The excited states in the 0.1% Eu<sup>3+</sup>:Y<sub>2</sub>O<sub>3</sub> appears to have lower energies as compared to monoclinic Eu<sub>2</sub>O<sub>3</sub> and Eu<sup>3+</sup>:Gd<sub>2</sub>O<sub>3</sub>. The <sup>7</sup>F<sub>0</sub> → <sup>5</sup>D<sub>0</sub> excitation spectrum (shown in Figure 2) of 0.1% Eu<sup>3+</sup>: Y<sub>2</sub>O<sub>3</sub> show three lines at 579.4, 582.7, and 582.8 nm, assigned to sites A, B and C corresponding to three distinct crystallographic cation site in monoclinic structure. Likewise, the site-selective <sup>7</sup>F<sub>0</sub> → <sup>5</sup>D<sub>1</sub> excitation spectra (not shown) consists of three set of excitation lines; the excitation lines at 526.2 and 527.4 are assigned to site A; 528.7, 528.8, and 528.9 to site C; and 528.2, 528.6, and 529.3 to site B.

Figure 3 shows the <sup>5</sup>D<sub>0</sub> → <sup>7</sup>F<sub>2</sub> fluorescence spectra from sites A, B, and C. The fluorescence excited at 582.7 nm shows lines at 615.5, 616.2, 623.7 and 631.4 and a weak peak at 618.3 nm which could be assigned to site B. Excitation at 582.8 nm, corresponding to site C, gives three strong fluorescence peaks at 614.8, 618.6, 624.4 nm, and a weak shoulder at 526.0 nm. Exciting site A at 579.4 nm results in a rather complex spectrum consisting of more than 10

![Fig. 3.](image-url)
weak lines. However, monitoring the fluorescence at relatively shorter time (see Fig. 3) the lines at 609.8, 617.7, 624.0, 626.0, 627.7, 628.4, and 630.7 nm appear prominent. The transitions at 609.8, 617.7, 627.7, 628.4 and 630.7 nm could be assigned to site A conclusively. The 624.0 line is somewhat broad and overlaps with the strongest \( ^5D_0 \rightarrow ^7F_2 \) transitions at 623.8 and 624.4 nm corresponding to sites B and C. In view of observed energy transfer from A to B and C, there is an uncertainty in assigning 624.0 nm line to site A. Similarly the observed intensity of the line at 626.0 nm makes its assignment ambiguous. In monoclinic \( \text{Eu}_3\text{O}_3 \) and \( \text{Eu}^{3+}:\text{Gd}_2\text{O}_3 \) some of the longer wavelength lines have been assigned to a vibronic origin [10,11]. However, we do not comment on the origin of these lines in monoclinic \( \text{Eu}^{3+}:\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3 \) in absence of any theoretical calculations for this system.

Fluorescence decay measurements of 0.1% \( \text{Eu}^{3+}:\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3 \) under direct excitation of site A at 579.4 nm showed a decay time of approximately 1.8 ms. The decay time for sites B and C were found to be about 1.2 and 1.3 ms, respectively. These decay times are longer than that of radiative decay time of 1.1 ms for \( ^5D_0 \) site in cubic \( \text{Eu}^{3+}:\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3 \). Observations of transitions from \( ^5D_0 \) levels after excitation of \( ^5D_1 \) levels show an initial rise-time followed by exponential decay. \( ^5D_0 \) decay times measured after \( ^5D_1 \) excitation are in agreement with the one obtained after direct excitation of \( ^5D_0 \) and rise times are consistent with the \( ^5D_1 \) decay times. The decay times for \( ^5D_1 \) levels were measured by monitoring \( ^5D_1 \rightarrow ^7F_3 \) transitions in the 585-602 nm spectral range. The fluorescence decay times of \( ^5D_1 \) levels in 0.1% \( \text{Eu}^{3+}:\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3 \) were measured as approximately 46, 117, and 156 \( \mu \)s for site A, B, and C respectively. The results are summarized in Table 1. The qualitative behavior of the \( ^5D_0 \) lifetimes and energy transfer is similar in \( \text{Eu}^{3+}:\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3 \) and \( \text{Eu}^{3+}:\text{Gd}_2\text{O}_3 \) [11]. This indicates the similarity of crystal-field perturbation in \( \text{Y}_2\text{O}_3 \) and \( \text{Gd}_2\text{O}_3 \) host materials.

### Table 1. Fluorescence decay times in monoclinic 0.1% \( \text{Eu}^{3+}:\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3 \) at 10 K.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( ^5D_0 )</th>
<th>Site A</th>
<th>Site B</th>
<th>Site C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( ^5D_1 )</td>
<td>46 ( \mu )s</td>
<td>117 ( \mu )s</td>
<td>156 ( \mu )s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( ^5D_0 )</td>
<td>1.8 ms</td>
<td>1.2 ms</td>
<td>1.3 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contrary to pure Eu systems, the probability of depopulation through ion-ion interaction decreases as the concentration of europium ions decreases in doped systems. At sufficiently low concentration the decay mechanism is mainly radiative. This results in longer and almost exponential decay curves. In the 0.1% \( \text{Eu}^{3+}:\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3 \) nanocrystals, although the energy difference between \( ^5D_0 \) levels for site B and C is less than the thermal energy at 10 K interaction between sites B and C appears very weak. In the cubic system also no observable interactions between Eu\(^{3+}\) ions have been reported for concentrations below 0.1% of Eu\(^{3+}\) [14]. However, we notice significant energy transfer from site A to B and C in nanocrystalline monoclinic \( \text{Eu}^{3+}:\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3 \). Phonon-assisted energy transfer could be a possible explanation of this observed behavior [15]. Because of small energy mismatch between the \( ^5D_0 \) levels of Eu\(^{3+}\) at sites B and C, the one-phonon assisted energy transfer between these two sites will be inhibited as compared to transfer from site A to B and C. The fluorescence from site A appears to be inefficient as compared to site B and C. The decay characteristic of site A is rather complex and fluorescence from this site appears inefficient as compared to sites B and C.
CONCLUSIONS

Gas-phase condensation of 0.1% Eu\textsuperscript{3+}:Y\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} nanocrystals results in a metastable monoclinic structure. Nanocrystals show three sets of spectral lines corresponding to the three cation sites in the monoclinic lattice. Eu\textsuperscript{3+}:Y\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} nanocrystals obtained from starting materials with 0.7% or more Eu\textsuperscript{3+} in Y\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} show mixed phases. The 0.1% Eu\textsuperscript{3+}: Y\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} shows single-phase spectrum having sharp and symmetric lines at longer wavelength than the corresponding transitions in monoclinic Eu\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}. Energy transfer from the higher energy site A to lower energy sites B and C was found significant, while no interaction has been observed between sites B and C. The three cation site have different fluorescence lifetimes, which could be attributed to the difference in the local environment of each site. Experiments are now underway to elucidate the size-dependent spectral behavior in Eu\textsuperscript{3+}:Y\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} and Eu\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}.
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ABSTRACT

Mechanical attrition and mechanical alloying has been developed as a versatile alternative to other processing routes in preparing nanophase materials with a broad range of chemical composition and atomic structure. In this process, lattice defects are produced by "pumping" energy into initially single-crystalline powder particles of typically 50 μm particle diameter. This internal refining process with a reduction of the average grain size by a factor of 10^1 - 10^5 results from the creation and self-organization of small-angle and high-angle grain boundaries within the powder particles during the milling process. This microstructural evolution has been characterized by X-ray, neutron and electron scattering methods revealing the grain refinement and increase in internal stress. As a consequence, a change of the thermodynamic, mechanical and chemical properties of these materials has been observed with the properties of nanophase materials becoming controlled by the grain size distribution and the specific atomic structure and cohesive energy of the grain or interphase boundaries. An analysis of the thermal stability of attrited powder specimen gives the grain boundary energy of non-equilibrium and fully relaxed grain boundaries as well as their mobility. In summary, it is expected that the study of mechanical attrition processes in the future not only opens new processing routes for a variety of advanced nanophase materials but also improves the understanding of technologically relevant deformation processes, e.g. surface wear, on a nanoscopic level.

INTRODUCTION

Nanocrystalline materials have attracted considerable scientific interest in the last decade because of their unusual physical properties (for a review see reference 1). Such materials are characterized by their small crystallite-size which is in the range of a few nanometers. The grains are separated by high-angle grain or interphase boundaries. As such, they are inherently different from glasses (ordering on a scale of < 2 nm) and conventional polycrystals (grain size of > 1 μm).

These materials can be synthesized by a range of different physical, chemical and mechanical methods [1]. Among these, mechanical attrition offers several advantages in comparison with other methods. Here, cyclic mechanical deformation at high strain rates leads to large quantities of nanostructured powder particles which can be compacted to bulk samples. As a result, a wide range of metals, alloys, intermetallics, ceramics and composites can be prepared in an amorphous, nanocrystalline or quasicrystalline state [2]. Due to the broad range of possible atomic structures very different properties in comparison with conventional materials are obtained. For example, nanostructured particles prepared by mechanical attrition can exhibit unusually high values in hardness [3,4], enhanced hydrogen solubility [5], magnetic spin-glass behavior [6] etc.

Whereas these deformation processes within the powder samples are important for fundamental studies of extreme mechanical deformation and the development of nanostructured states of matter with particular physical and chemical properties, similar processes control the deformation of technologically relevant surfaces. For example, the effects of work hardening, material transfer and erosion during wear situations result in microstructures of wear surfaces comparable to those observed during mechanical attrition [7]. In particular, during sliding wear,
large plastic strains and strain-gradients are created near the surface [8]. Similar to mechanical attrition of powder particles this is the consequence of the formation of dislocation cell networks, subgrains and grain boundaries with the subgrains becoming smaller near the surface.

Although several problems still have to be solved in order to use these materials for technological applications, mechanical attrition offers interesting perspectives in preparing nanostructured powders with a number of different interface types in terms of structure (crystalline / crystalline, crystalline / amorphous) as well as atomic bonding (metal / metal, metal / semiconductor, metal / ceramic etc.). This opens exciting possibilities for the preparation of advanced materials with particular grain- or interphase-boundary design.

**EXPERIMENT**

In the metallurgical processes of mechanical attrition or mechanical alloying, powder particles are subjected to severe mechanical deformation from collisions with steel or tungsten carbide balls and are repeatedly deformed, cold welded and fractured. Shaker mills (e.g. SPEX model 8000) which are preferable for small batches of powder sufficient for research purposes, are highly energetic and reactions can take place by one order of magnitude faster compared with other types of mills. A variety of milling devices has been developed for different purposes including tumbler mills, attrition mills, shaker mills, vibratory mills, planetary mills etc. [9].

The powder samples are placed together with a number of hardened steel or WC coated balls in a sealed container which is shaken or violently agitated. Since the kinetic energy of the balls is a function of their mass and velocity, dense materials (steel or tungsten carbide) are preferable to ceramic balls. During the continuous severe plastic deformation, a continuous refinement of the internal structure of the powder particles to nanometer scales has been observed frequently.

Powder samples with high purity (typically 99.95%) and particle size of 320 mesh are generally used. The results presented in the following are based on powder samples sealed in a stainless steel vial together with steel balls under high purity Argon and milled in a Spex 8000 mill. The ball to powder ratio is typically 5:1. Since generally contamination from the milling devices can occur, the experiments discussed in the following are mainly concentrated on iron powder as a model system for mechanical attrition.

**RESULTS**

**Structural Properties**

During mechanical attrition the metal powder particles are subjected to severe plastic deformation from collisions with the milling tools. Consequently, plastic deformation at high strain rates (- $10^3 - 10^4$ s$^{-1}$) occurs within the particles.

The microstructural changes as a result of mechanical attrition can be followed by X-ray diffraction methods averaged over the sample volume. The X-ray diffraction patterns exhibit an increasing broadening of the crystalline peaks as a function of milling time.

The peak broadening is caused by size as well as internal strain effects [10]. The average coherently diffracting domain size (grain or crystal size) and the microstrain as function of milling time are obtained from the integral peak widths assuming Gaussian peak shapes (Fig. 1) [11]. In the very beginning mechanical attrition leads to a fast decrease of the average grain size of 40 - 50 nm. Further refinement occurs slowly to less than 20 nm after extended milling. In addition, the average atomic level strain as calculated from the X-ray broadening exhibits an increase to about 0.7 % for the iron particles. Direct observations of the individual grains within the deformed powder particles by transmission electron microscopy agree with the grain size determination by X-ray diffraction.
From wide angle X-ray spectra, the information about lattice defects (grain boundaries, dislocations etc.) is obtained via their disturbing influence on the coherent superposition of radiation diffracted at the atomic lattice sites which causes the broadening of Bragg peaks. In small angle scattering experiments the lattice defects themselves give rise to a scattering contrast because of the (scattering length) density fluctuations associated with them.

Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) measurements were performed at the Hahn-Meitner-Institut Berlin. Ballmilled Fe powders were measured in quartz cuvettes at a neutron wavelength $\lambda$ of 0.60 nm. The cuvettes were filled up with D$_2$O resulting in a 79% reduction of scattering contrast at the wetted surfaces of the powder particles.

Different positions between the sample and the area-sensitive detector were chosen covering a range of momentum transfer $q=(4\pi\lambda)\sin\theta$ from 0.045 nm$^{-1}$ to 0.85 nm$^{-1}$ ($2\theta$: scattering angle). During the measurements a homogeneous magnetic field of 0.7 T was applied to the sample in horizontal direction perpendicular to the incoming neutron beam.

For a magnetically saturated sample the scattered intensity as function of the vector of momentum transfer $q$ can be written as

$$I(q) = I_n(q) + I_m(q) \sin^2\alpha$$

where $I_n(q)$ ($I_m(q)$) represents the structure function of nuclear (magnetic) scattering [12] and $\alpha$ is the azimuthal angle between $q$ and the magnetic field, projected on the area perpendicular to the incoming beam. The anisotropic intensity distributions were analyzed by radial averaging over angular sectors parallel and perpendicular to the direction of the applied magnetic field. While in the first case ($\alpha=0^\circ$) the spectra thereby obtained represent the nuclear scattering contribution, the perpendicular averaging ($\alpha=90^\circ$) yields a linear combination of nuclear and magnetic scattering according to Eq. 1. For the correction of detector efficiency and the conversion of sample scattering intensities to absolute scattering cross sections additional measurements of the uniform scattering of a water sample were performed. Radial distribution functions (RDF) were calculated from the SANS spectra by the indirect Fourier-transformation method [13].
Fig. 2 shows the SANS spectra of Fe powder samples before milling and after milling for 0.5 hs and 30 hs averaged parallel to the applied magnetic field. Compared to the spectrum of the unmilled sample, an increase of scattering intensity occurs after 0.5 hs milling over the whole q-range covered by the measurements. This increase may be explained by the refinement of microstructure in the early stages of the milling process (i.e. the scattering contribution of grain boundaries, dislocations and triple junctions) which is proved by the x-ray peak broadening. It should be noted that the increase of scattering intensity extends to the high q range implying that structural inhomogeneities on a small length scale of a few nm are present after short milling times. This observation underlines that the structural refinement is strongly inhomogeneous and might occurs in shear bands of high dislocation density surrounded by less deformed sample regions.

After 30 hs milling time, a drop of the scattering intensity is observed over the whole q-range compared to the 0.5 hs sample. Especially the drop at high q values is surprising since from X-ray measurements it is known that the average grain size is further reduced to a volume average of about 16 nm which is good agreement with the average grain size derived from the RDF of about 15 nm after 30 hs milling. Furthermore, the RDF also shows a decrease in magnitude without any significant shift of their maxima (Fig. 3). Obviously the observed change of the SANS intensity cannot be solely explained by a shift of crystallite size distribution to smaller distances in real space during the milling process. Instead it is believed that the scattering contrast due to dislocations plays an important role for the interpretation of the measured data. Since the volume dilatation in the vicinity of dislocations is small their nuclear scattering contrast is small and disappears for pure screw dislocations [14]. Their magnetic scattering contrast due to orientation fluctuations of the magnetic moments of Fe atoms may exceed by factors up to 10-100 their contribution to nuclear scattering [15]. These fluctuations are caused by magnetoelastic coupling between the magnetic moments and the dislocation strain field.

![Figure 2: SANS spectra of ballmilled Fe powder after different milling times (0 hs, 0.5 hs, 30 hs)](image-url)
The SANS data may be interpreted with respect to the magnetic scattering contribution of dislocations as a result of a changing distribution of dislocations in the deformed material. According to this model, the increase of scattering intensity at high $q$ after 0.5 hs milling is caused by an increasing dislocation density with an average dislocation distance of a few nm which is in the range of the final grain size after long milling times. The subsequent decrease of scattering intensity after 30 hs milling time may be caused by the rearrangement of dislocations to form grain boundaries and the absorption of dislocations as secondary grain boundary dislocations. Further experiments on annealed nanocrystalline samples which are planned for the future are expected to give more information on the structural defects and their interactions in heavily deformed metals.

The elemental processes leading to the grain size refinement include generally three stages [16]:

(i) Initially, the deformation is localized in shear bands consisting of an array of dislocations with high density.

(ii) At a certain strain level, these dislocations annihilate and recombine to small angle grain boundaries separating the individual grains. The subgrains formed via this route are already in the nanometer size range with diameters often between 20 and 30 nm. During further attrition, the sample volume exhibiting small grains extends throughout the entire specimen.

(iii) The orientations of the single-crystalline grains with respect to their neighboring grains become completely random. Probably superplastic deformation processes together with grain boundary sliding cause this self-organization into a random nanocrystalline state.

This behavior is typical for deformation processes of bcc metals and intermetallic compounds at high strain rates. However, it is surprising that nominally brittle materials, such as intermetallics, develop considerable ductility under shear conditions.

Similar observations regarding the deformation mechanism have been reported in chips removed during machining [17] and simple metal filings [18,19]. In analogy to the mechanically attrited powder at the early stage, large inhomogeneities have been observed in the filings with the deformation process leading to the formation of small angle grain boundaries. Here, the
dislocation cell size dimensions are basically a function of the acting shear stress $\tau$ resulting in an average cell size dimension $L$ proportional to $G b / \tau$ with $G$ being the shear modulus and $b$ the Burgers vector [20,21].

The annihilation of dislocations can set a natural limit to the dislocation densities which can be achieved by plastic deformation (typically less than $10^{15} \text{ m}^2$ for screw dislocations and $10^{16} \text{ m}^2$ for edge dislocations). Steady state deformation is observed when the dislocation multiplication rate is balanced by the annihilation rate. This situation corresponds to the transition of stage (i) to stages (ii) / (iii) as described above. In this stage the role of dislocations becomes reduced and further deformation occurs probably via slip of grain boundaries. It is expected that the shear modulus of the grain boundary regions is lowered by about 40% when the volume-fraction of the grain boundaries becomes comparable to that of the crystals [22,23]. Localized deformation then proceeds by the dilatation of the grain-boundary layers similar to superplastic behavior [24]. Furthermore, the relative motion of the crystalline grains within the shear band leads to impingement on one another which should give rise to large, locally inhomogeneous elastic stresses. As a consequence, in order to relax these strains, formation of nanovoids about 1 nm in diameter is expected to occur which inevitably leads to crack formation under tensile stress [25]. Such a deformation mode basically also provides a mechanism for the repeated fracturing and rewelding of the fresh surfaces during mechanical attrition leading to a steady state particle size. These phenomena have been investigated systematically for a number of high melting point metals and intermetallic compounds [26,27,28].

Thermal Properties

Decreasing the grain size of a material to the nanometer range leads to a drastic increase of the number of grain boundaries reaching typical densities of $10^{15}$ interfaces per cm$^2$. The large concentration of atoms located in the grain boundaries in comparison with the crystalline part scales roughly with the reciprocal grain size $1 / d$.

Consequently, due to their excess free volume the grain boundaries in nanocrystalline cause large differences in the physical properties of nanocrystalline materials if compared with conventional polycrystals. In all cases discussed here, the short range order typical for an amorphous material is not observed as the characteristic structure of grain boundaries. As such, the grain boundary structure in these materials must be different from the structure of the single crystal as well as the amorphous structure of a glassy material. It turns out that the thermodynamic properties of nanostructured materials produced by mechanical attrition can be realistically described on the basis of a free volume model for grain boundaries [29].

Thus, as a result of the cold work, energy has been stored in the powder particles. During heating in the DSC, a broad exothermic reaction is observed for all of the samples starting at about 370 K and being typically completed at 870 K (Fig. 5). Integrating the exothermal signals gives the energy release $\Delta H$ during heating of the sample. For comparison, the $\Delta H$ values are included in Table 1 in addition to other characteristic values, such as the average grain size and excess specific heat after 24 hs of mechanical attrition.

The stored enthalpy reaches values up to 7.4 kJ/mole (after 24 hs) and 10 kJ/mole (after 32 hs) for Ru, which corresponds to 30-40% of the heat of fusion $\Delta H_f$. One would expect that the recovery rates during the milling process correlate with the melting point of the specific metal. With the exceptions of Co (due to a large number of stacking faults) and Hf, Nb and W (possibly due to an increased level of Fe-impurities from the milling tools stabilizing the nanostructure) such a relationship is indeed observed. Similar results have been obtained for metals with fcc structure as given in Table 1 [28]. Consequently, most effective energy storage occurs for metals with melting points above 1500 K resulting in average grain sizes between 6 (Ir) and 13 nm (Zr). For the compound phases similar high values for the stored energies are found ranging from 5 to 10 kJ/mole and corresponding to values between 18 and 39% of the heat of fusion for grain sizes between 5 and 12 nm.
Table 1

Structural and thermodynamic properties of metal and intermetallic powder particles after 24 hours ball milling, including the melting temperature $T_m$, the average grain size $d$, the stored enthalpy $\Delta H$, and the excess heat capacity $\Delta c_v$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>material</th>
<th>structure</th>
<th>$T_m$ (K)</th>
<th>$d$ (nm)</th>
<th>$\Delta H$ (% of $\Delta H_f$)</th>
<th>$\Delta c_v$(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>bcc</td>
<td>1809</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>bcc</td>
<td>2148</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb</td>
<td>bcc</td>
<td>2741</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>bcc</td>
<td>3683</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co</td>
<td>hcp</td>
<td>1768</td>
<td>(14)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zr</td>
<td>hcp</td>
<td>2125</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hf</td>
<td>hcp</td>
<td>2495</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ru</td>
<td>hcp</td>
<td>2773</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>fcc</td>
<td>933</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>fcc</td>
<td>1356</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>fcc</td>
<td>1726</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pd</td>
<td>fcc</td>
<td>1825</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rh</td>
<td>fcc</td>
<td>2239</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ir</td>
<td>fcc</td>
<td>2727</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiTi</td>
<td>CsCl</td>
<td>1583</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CuEr</td>
<td>CsCl</td>
<td>1753</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiRu</td>
<td>CsCl</td>
<td>2073</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlRu</td>
<td>CsCl</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The final energies stored during mechanical attrition largely exceed those resulting from conventional cold working of metals and alloys (cold rolling, extrusion etc.). During conventional deformation, the excess energy is rarely found to exceed 1-2 kJ/mole and, therefore, is never more than a small fraction of the heat of fusion [30,31]. In the case of mechanical attrition, however, the energy determined can reach values typical for crystallization enthalpies of metallic glasses corresponding to about 40% $\Delta H_f$.

A simple estimate demonstrates that these energy levels can not be achieved by the incorporation of defects which are found during conventional processing. In the case of pure metals, the contribution of point defects (vacancies, interstitials) can be safely neglected because of the high recovery rate at the actual processing temperature [31]. Even taking non-equilibrium vacancies into account, which can form as a consequence of dislocation annihilation up to concentrations of $10^2$ [32], such contributions are energetically negligible in comparison. On the other hand, for intermetallics point defects are relevant in order to describe the stability of the material [33].

The maximum dislocation densities which can be reached in heavily deformed metals are less than $10^5$ m$^{-2}$ which would correspond to an energy of less than 1 kJ/mole. Therefore, it is assumed that the major energy contribution is stored in the form of grain boundaries, and related strains within the nanocrystalline grains which are induced through grain boundary stresses. Recent estimates suggest that the grain boundary energies in nanocrystalline metals are about twice as high in comparison with high energy grain boundaries in conventional polycrystals which are approximately equal to 1 J/m$^2$. 
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Large differences generally also arise in the specific heat $c_p$ at constant pressure. The specific heat of the heavily deformed powder particles was measured in the range from 130 K to 300 K, i.e. at low enough temperatures to prevent the recovery processes from taking place. For all samples, a considerable increase in $c_p$ has been found experimentally after 24 hours milling, reaching values up to 15% for Ru. These data are also included in Table I given as a percentage of heat capacity increase in comparison to the unmilled state at 300 K. For pure metals, a linear correlation between the heat capacity change $\Delta c_p$ and the stored enthalpy $\Delta H$ given as a percentage of the heat of fusion ($\Delta H/\Delta H_f$) after extended mechanical attrition is observed (Fig. 4). Such a relationship is also predicted by the free volume model for grain boundaries.

![Figure 4: Specific heat increase at room temperature in comparison to the unmilled state as function of the stored enthalpy $\Delta H$ (given as percentage of $\Delta H_f$) for bcc and hcp nanocrystalline metals](image)

**Phase Stability**

As a result of the cold work considerable energy has been stored in the powder particles (see Table 1). Therefore, thermodynamically these materials are far removed from their equilibrium configuration and a large driving force towards equilibrium exists. The stored energy is released during heating to elevated temperatures due to recovery, relaxation processes within the boundaries and grain growth. As a consequence, during annealing at elevated temperatures, relaxation and grain growth processes will occur leading to a concomitant increase of the grain size.

This behavior has been investigated for iron in detail [34]. For extended periods of milling time a decrease of the average grain size to nanometer dimensions is observed with a stationary average grain size $d=16$ nm and 0.7% microstrain (see Fig. 1). The enthalpy release during a DSC heating experiment spreads over the entire temperature range of the scan as shown in Figure 5. The very broad signal does not exhibit any distinct peaks but a further increase of the exothermic signal for $T > 250 - 300 \, ^\circ\text{C}$.

X-ray diffraction of powder samples annealed for 80 min at each temperature revealed the evolution of grain size and strain as function of annealing temperature as shown in Figure 6. The microstrain is decreasing rapidly below 200 °C while the grain size remains nearly constant. As such, the enthalpy release during the first exotherm in Figure 5 is only related to relaxation and not to grain growth. Grain growth starts to become significant above about 300 °C. Furthermore,
it has been found that after a fast increase at early times the average grain size \( d \) changes from 16 nm to about 30 - 40 nm. The average grain size remains constant for \( t \geq 2400 \) sec and reaches values of 100 - 200 nm at temperatures about 600 °C. As such, two regimes with and without grain growth can be distinguished. However, since the influence of lattice point defects and lattice dislocations is negligible, the enthalpy release can be clearly assigned to the existence of grain boundaries. The reduction of the microstrains are probably caused by grain boundary relaxation and annihilation of secondary grain boundary dislocations. Based on elastic theory it is estimated that this contribution to the overall energy is less than about 5%. On this basis, the grain boundary energy can be estimated.

Figure 5: DSC heating scan at 10 K/min of iron powder after mechanical attrition for 5 and 25 hs

Figure 6: Dependence of stationary grain size and microstrain on annealing temperature

Figure 7: Isothermal exothermic DSC curve at 500 °C of nanocrystalline iron (upper part) and plot of \( (dH/dt)^{30} \) versus time (lower part)

By simple geometric considerations [35,36] the specific grain boundary excess enthalpy is estimated to be about 2.1 J/m\(^2\). This would correspond to a value for non-equilibrium unrelaxed grain boundaries, whereas after relaxation, the grain boundary energy is reduced to 1.5 J/m\(^2\). Values resulting from computer simulations suggest excess enthalpies between 1.2 and 1.8 J/m\(^2\).
Therefore we conclude that grain boundaries in the as prepared state are characterized by increased values of about 25% due to their unrelaxed atomic structure.

Further isothermal DSC measurements allow to analyze the grain growth processes in nanocrystalline Fe. For example, the isothermal DSC curve shown in the upper part of Figure 7 was measured at 500 °C after annealing the sample at 400 °C and heating to 500 °C at a rate of 50 °C/min. A monotonically decreasing signal typical for grain growth is observed. Similar signals are observed at 200 °C, 300 °C and 400 °C and clearly differ from those measured in isothermal recrystallization processes controlled by nucleation and growth in conventional polycrystalline metals which are described by Johnson Mehl Avrami type models [36]. Figure 7 does not exhibit the expected maximum related to an incubation time for nucleation, but shows only a decrease in the signal.

Furthermore, (dH/dt)−1/2 should scale linearly with time if normal parabolic grain growth behavior is assumed [35]. This assumption is well approximated for t < 1200 s as shown in the lower part of Figure 7. The upper part of Figure 7 includes a fit to the measured DSC signal assuming parabolic grain growth.

Mechanical Properties

As a further consequence of the grain size reduction a drastic change in the mechanical properties has been observed. Local mechanical properties can be measured by nano-indentation methods. Here the load as well as the indentation depths are monitored continuously during the loading and unloading process (Fig. 8). Typical results for nanocrystalline Fe powder samples exhibit an increase in hardness by a factor 7 (9.3 GPa for nx-Fe with d about 16 nm versus 1.3 GPa for annealed px-Fe). In general, the hardness follows a trend similar to the Hall-Petch relationship though the deformation mechanism in the nanocrystalline regime remains unclear.

![Figure 8](image-url)  
**Figure 8:** Hardness measurement using a nanoindentation device on polycrystalline (upper curves) and nanocrystalline (lower curves) attrited iron powder samples

Furthermore, the Youngs modulus can be measured by this method as well and shows a decrease by 10 - 20 % in comparison with the polycrystal. Therefore, it is suggested that the mechanical properties of nanophasic materials prepared by mechanical attrition after extended periods of milling are not being controlled by the plasticity of the crystal due to dislocation movement anymore but rather by the cohesion of the nanocrystalline material across its grain boundaries. From the considerable increase of hardness and the principal changes of the deformation
mechanisms improved mechanical properties can be expected as attractive features for the design of advanced materials.

CONCLUSIONS

By mechanical attrition in ball mills a refinement of microstructure to a nanometer scale can be achieved. In iron a volume-averaged stationary grain size of 16 nm has been determined. The correlation of structural and thermal analysis reveals that the defect structure after long milling times is comprised of a network of unrelaxed large angle grain boundaries. According to TEM observations and SANS data the grain boundaries are formed by reorganisation of dislocations produced in the initial step of the deformation process. Due to the high density of grain boundaries and the large amounts of stored enthalpy, relaxation processes of the heavily deformed structure and grain growth occur at rather low temperatures. Therefore the control of the thermal stability of the nanostructure is important for the compaction of nanocrystalline powders and future applications as bulk materials. For example the enormous increase of microhardness by factors in the range of 5-8 with respect to conventional polycrystals is one of the promising properties of nanocrystalline materials which have to be retained in further processing of milled powder samples.
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RAPID SYNTHESIS OF NANOSTRUCTURAL INTERMETALLICS AND THEIR BULK PROPERTIES
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ABSTRACT

A rapid physical vapor deposition process (PVD) utilizing a high speed rotating substrate and small substrate-to-source spacing has been used to produce bulk sheet of Ti-Al alloys in the compositional range Ti-12% Al to Ti-75% Al at a rate of 1-3 μm/minute. Microstructural architectures produced by the method comprise of either fully homogenous phase mixtures of nano-grains, or nanolaminated material, depending on the substrate rotational rate, with lower rotational rate producing a layered microstructure. Defect populations within the as-deposited material are characterized by TEM and SEM, and hot pressing consolidation of the as-deposited material, which retains a grain size < 1000 nm, has been investigated. While indentation hardness of α₂ + γ (2 phase) alloys exceeded 7 GPa, brittle failure occurred in the elastic regime at nominally lower tensile stress than that for conventionally produced alloys containing Nb and Cr as solute elements. α₂ + γ alloys can exhibit tensile elongations of more than 100% at 850°C with retention of fine grain size. Elevated temperature failure occurs by the formation of voids in regions of compositional variability in the composite where single phase α₂-Ti₃Al structure was present.

INTRODUCTION

Nanoscale processing of metals produces ultrafine grained homogenous microstructures with compositional variations confined to the nanometer size of the microstructure. Property combinations possible through the nanophase processing route are higher strength and superplastic forming capability at a much lower temperature than for conventional grain size material [1]. Our aim has been to explore a rapid physical vapor deposition (PVD) method for nanoscale processing of materials which otherwise show compositional inhomogeneities in the cast microstructure and low room temperature ductility. Interest exists in using this approach on Ni and Ti based aluminides which offer a combination of good oxidation resistance, high temperature strength and lower density than nickel base superalloys [2]. Optimum nanophase processing has to address the opposing considerations of strength and ductility needs for practicality, especially for those materials which are prone to grain boundary rupture such as Ni₃Al [3].

In this study, TiAl has been the alloy selected. The potential of nanophase processing of strategic intermetallics of Ti-40 to 50% Al is critically assessed. These α₂ + γ alloys can have excellent potential to be economically shaped and retain their high temperature properties, when processed by such methods

EXPERIMENTAL

A modified TEMESCAL 2550 Evaporator unit which contained 2 independent evaporant sources heated by two 15 kW electron guns, using a 10 kV high voltage supply was utilized for the PVD work (Fig. 1). Evaporant was deposited onto a rapidly rotating substrate plate which revolved at a rate of 500-2000 r.p.m.. To increase the rate of deposition, the substrate-to-source spacing was reduced to 5 cm. No active heating of the substrate was employed, the temperature rise being solely from the radiant heating due to E-beam sources being in close proximity to the substrate. The evaporants comprised of a pure titanium sponge (98.8%) and commercial purity Al which were placed in the 156 c.c. Cu hearth (water cooled) of each of the two sources without the use of ceramic liners. A Ti-6Al-4V (wt%) alloy source was also utilized instead of Ti sponge for some of the deposition runs.

The chamber temperature was monitored by a thermocouple placed mid-way up the chamber wall. The temperature during a given deposition run reached a plateau value of 270-300°C after 45-50 mins., although the substrate temperature is expected to be much higher.

1 All compositions given in at.% unless otherwise stated

The Ti-Al alloy deposits produced by the evaporator were between 50 μm and 400 μm in thickness after deposition runs of between 45 mins and 5 hrs, and were deposited at a rate of 1-3 μm per minute.

Consolidation of the as-deposited material was achieved by vacuum hot pressing (10⁻⁵ torr) in the temperature range 700-950°C and under pressure of 40 MPa. Tensile testing of the deposits were conducted at both room temperature and elevated temperature of 850°C after consolidation of the material. Ribbons of the thin sheet deposit, approximately 1 cm long and 4-5 mm wide and 230-400 μm thick were cut using high speed precision diamond blade sectioning. Ti-6Al-4V (wt%) mill annealed sheet was spot welded to both grip ends of the specimen ribbons, to secure a reasonable bond which would be effective at both room temperature and elevated temperature. Testing was performed on an Instron screw driven test machine. Rupture strength values for thick consolidated materials (0.3-1.5 mm thick) were also obtained using 3-point bending at room temperature.

RESULTS

Microstructure of as-deposited alloys

As-deposited Ti-Al alloys of composition range between Ti-8% Al and Ti-75% Al were examined in the SEM. The PVD deposits showed a variety of void-like defects, the nature of which were found dependent on the speed of substrate rotation, substrate temperature, and the phase region of the Ti-Al phase diagram. A common source of defects in all the deposits resulted from either a cold or insufficiently heated substrate at the start of a run, before the equilibrium chamber temperature is reached, or on interruption of a deposition run to replenish the sources, which allowed the chamber to cool down. In either case, the material deposited at the start of the run often constituted a porous seam in the deposit as shown in Fig. 2.

The fine layered structure at slow rotational rates, appeared to result from the sequential accumulation of alternate thin Ti and Al evaporant layers, less than 0.1 μm thick on each rotation of the substrate. The coarser banded regions shown in the deposit for the Ti-40% Al alloy indicates the variability of the source output during the run, which is detected by compositional BSE.
imaging, and is directly related to compositional fluctuations. TEM observations on a Ti-40% Al alloy, showed a grain size of 20-50 nm in the as-deposited condition.

Fig. 2. As-deposited Ti-40 to 50% Al alloy. (a) and (b) show the deposit produced at low rotation rate (500 r.p.m). Note the defect content within the material and layered nature of its appearance in the SEM (BSE image).

Selected area diffraction patterns from the $\alpha_2$, grains from planar sections parallel to the growth direction showed a nearly (0001) basal orientation diffraction pattern indicative of the c-axis orientation of the hexagonal $\alpha$, phase parallel to the growth axis (Fig. 3). Voids, 5-10 nm size, were also seen in the TEM. The grain boundary 'pinning' from these and the 2-phase contributes to retaining fine grain size in these alloys.

Fig. 3. In-plane TEM views of the Ti-40 to 50% Al deposit. The section of the foil is within a region of reduced Al content (Ti-30% Al) and shows a single phase $\alpha$, microstructure. The diffraction pattern from the nanograins, shows [0001] is aligned parallel to the growth axis.

Effect of Heat-treatment and Consolidation

Ordered $\alpha_2$ and $\gamma$ phase mixtures, showed fine retained microstructure after 2 hrs vacuum ($10^4$ torr) heat treatment at 700°C, with fine second phase dispersions (Fig. 4), which varied due to compositional variation during deposition. Both the phases appeared either as a continuous matrix phase or as well-dispersed equiaxed grains.

Hot pressing of the deposit for 4 hrs at 850°C under 40 MPa pressure was used to eliminate the porous interlamellar defects, resulting in a pore-free material, which retained fine grain microstructure of the deposit. Heat treatment of as-consolidated deposit for 10 hrs at 800°C resulted in an increase in the average equiaxed grain size to 1.5 μm. Porous defects, found in the
as-deposited 2-phase $\alpha_\gamma + \gamma$ alloys, now appeared to be healed after heat treatment, with affected regions apparent by disruption of the ordered microstructure with Al rich deposits at the sites of the starting voids, with surrounding Ti rich zones.

Texture measurement of the 2-phase $\alpha_\gamma + \gamma$ deposits conducted using electron backscattering patterns showed a strong basal (0001) orientation of the $\alpha_\gamma$-phase parallel to the growth direction, as also seen in the as-deposited alloy. However, the $\gamma$ (face-centered tetragonal) phase showed only a weak texture for the [111] growth direction and poor correlation with the $\alpha_\gamma$ orientation. Best matching of the pole figures for the two phases is for (111)/(0001) hexagonal. This finding indicates a less strong crystallographic relationship between the phases in the PVD material than found for twin lamella $\alpha_\gamma + \gamma$ cast microstructures, where the usual crystallographic relationship between $\alpha_\gamma + \gamma$ is (0001)//(111)//[2110]/[110] [2].

**Hardness**

The Ti-Al deposits were evaluated for Vickers microhardness (100 gram load). As-deposited alpha Ti-Al solid solution has the lowest hardness value of 2.2 GPa. $\alpha_\gamma + \gamma$ phase nanograin regions (20-50 nm size) show much higher hardness values of up to 7 GPa in the as-deposited condition, which compares with literature values of up to 12 GPa for nanocrystalline near-gamma alloys of similar grain size produced by mechanical alloying [2]. The reason for the lower hardness of deposits produced by PVD could be due to lower intrinsic impurities and second phase particle content arising from the cleaner high vacuum process of PVD compared to the mechanically milled material which may be particle strengthened.

For the heat treated two-phase $\alpha_\gamma + \gamma$ deposits, elastic modulus was measured using nanoindentation which showed modulus values ranging from 190-212 GPa, with the highest values resulting from indentations in the Ti$_3$Al phase. The range of modulus values recorded are 10-20% higher than those reported in the literature for near alpha and near gamma alloys, the reason for this discrepancy is unclear at present. Variability of hardness values between deposits and within a single deposit probably reflects the range of defect densities and composition ranges sampled by the indenter tip.

**Flow Strength and Ductility**

In the as-consolidated form, the thin sheets of $\alpha_\gamma + \gamma$ alloy were extremely brittle and required delicate handling. Tensile testing was conducted on the consolidated thin sheet $\alpha_\gamma + \gamma$ alloys of 250 $\mu$m thickness, which showed strength values in the range from 200-350 MPa, with linear-elastic loading to catastrophic failure and no indication of plasticity. Examination of the fracture faces showed a rough surface appearance with intergranular facets observed on the fracture

![Fig. 4. Ti 40 to 50% Al (500 r.p.m), heat treated for 2 hrs at 700°C. Note that phase separation of fine equiaxed gamma particles has occurred in (a) and (b). Note void healing and disruption of the normal microstructure in the regions which contained defective material.](image-url)
surface at high magnification (Fig. 5). A fast fracture region on crack initiation was seen close to the surface of the specimen and was characterized by a relatively featureless appearance, indicative

Fig. 5. Fracture surface observations of consolidated Ti-40 to 50%Al. (a) shows a general view of the fracture surface (b) shows the predominantly intergranular nature of the failure, with cleavage of occasional thin layers of brittle $\alpha_2$-$\mathrm{Ti}_3\mathrm{Al}$.

that a surface flaw had initiated failure. Isolated thin bands of material which had failed by formation of cleavage steps were occasionally observed, due to compositional variations within the material which resulted in formation of thin layers of brittle $\mathrm{Ti}_3\mathrm{Al}$. Compression testing of stack consolidated deposits revealed that initial plastic yielding of the material occurred at approximately 900 MPa, which is higher than for conventionally processed near gamma material [2].

Fig. 6. Polished section (SEM) close to the fracture plane of the high temperature failure of Ti-40 to 50% Al at 850°C. Note the voided regions within the $\alpha_2$ rich layers of the alloy.

High temperature tensile tests were conducted on the two phase alloy at a temperature of 850°C and strain rate $5 \times 10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$. The material showed a flow strength of about 20 MPa, and failure elongation of about 90% engineering strain. This was a lower limit failure strain since rupture invariably
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occurred at the grips. Microstructural examination of cross-sections of the tested material sectioned normal to the loading direction revealed that voiding had occurred within the regions devoid of gamma phase, due to microstructural irregularities in the deposit, which consisted of the more brittle Ti₃Al ordered alloy (Fig. 6).

CONCLUSIONS

α+ γ two-phase TiAl alloys produced by rapid PVD, were microstructurally and mechanically evaluated in this study. These materials provide a highly stable microstructure at elevated temperature, due to the mutual pinning of the fine equiaxed grain structure in both phases. This material showed a high resistance to coarsening with α+ γ grain size of 1.5 μm after 12 hrs at 850°C. The microstructure contains less Al than is optimum for ductility in a cast twin lamellar microstructure exhibiting maximum tensile ductility at Ti-48% Al [1]. It is interesting to note that a twin lamellae as-cast microstructure is not produced in the PVD deposit because the processing temperature is below the α to α+ γ lamellae transformation temperature [1]. Interestingly, the low temperature processing route by PVD also eliminates the strong parent-matrix orientation relationship seen in the as-cast material, however the PVD deposit shows a strong texture in the α-Ti₃Al phase, with the growth direction of the deposit parallel to the basal (0001) plane, with a corresponding weak texture in the coexistent γ-TiAl. Such strong texture component is not retained in conventionally cast or powder metallurgy derived deposits produced by mechanical milling.

Somewhat disappointingly, the room temperature tensile strength of the nanophase processed binary Ti-40% Al of 300-500 MPa was less than for an optimally processed cast alloy, inspite of higher room temperature hardness of more than 7 GPa exhibited by the PVD material. Observations of the fracture surface indicated that flaw dominated surface crack nucleation might occur in the material. Propagation of the crack and failure of the fine grained deposits occurred by intergranular separation, suggesting weak grain boundaries. Hence, methods of grain boundary engineering aimed at increasing the cohesive strength should be investigated [5]. Additions of Nb, Cr, V can be successfully incorporated into these PVD deposits. Grain boundary weakening in our PVD deposit may be attributed to impurity segregation or Al enrichment. Elevated temperature ductility in the 2-phase alloy showed approximately 100% extension exhibited at 850°C in the consolidated Ti-40% Al at a strain rate of 10⁻⁴ s⁻¹. The high temperature strength of the fine grained material of about 20 MPa was much less than is reported for conventional alloys which indicates that processing of these alloys at moderately elevated temperature is extremely attractive. Elongations of more that 100% are seen which is greater than those expected for conventional processed near γ material at 850°C [1,3]. The low flow stress and large extension might indicate the grain boundary sliding mechanism at low stresses in the fine grained material and the potential for superplastic extension. Ball milled nanophase material exhibits similar low flow stress at elevated temperature, yet the stress exponent measured on compression testing, n=2, implies that the extent of superplasticity may be limited in that material [4]. Additional testing is required to determine elevated temperature rate sensitivity.
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ABSTRACT

Nanometer aluminum powders have been prepared from the catalytic thermal decomposition of aluminum hydride adducts in organic solvents. This process provides excellent control of particle size and uniformity with batch particle sizes ranging from 50 to 600 nm. Variables affecting particle size were explored, including reaction temperature, catalyst concentration, and adducting amine concentration. Passivation techniques of the reactive aluminum powders were established for safe handling in air. Samples were mainly characterized by scanning electron microscopy and thermogravimetric analysis.

INTRODUCTION

Aluminum powders are used in a broad range of applications including rocket propellants, paints, and powder metallurgy parts for aircraft and automobiles. Since the reactivity of aluminum increases as the particle size decreases, small particles are desirable for aluminum used in propellants, explosives, and powder metallurgy processes. Commercially available aluminum powders are generally several microns or larger in size. We present here the synthesis of aluminum powders in controlled sizes ranging from 50 to 600 nm. The process is a modification of the previously known decomposition of the trimethylamine adduct of alane (AlH$_3$(N(CH$_3$)$_3$)$_2$) to elemental aluminum.

EXPERIMENT

The compound AlH$_3$(N(CH$_3$)$_3$)$_2$ was prepared by a literature procedure. The ALEX aluminum powder was obtained from The Argonide Corporation. The H-3 and H-5 aluminum powders were obtained from Valimet. Toluene, xylene, and tetramethylethylenediamine (TMEDA) were distilled from sodium under argon. Reactions were conducted under argon atmosphere using standard Schlenk techniques. In a typical aluminum powder preparation (B in Table I), 0.2 g of AlH$_3$(N(CH$_3$)$_3$)$_2$ was dissolved in 10 mL of toluene, and 0.5 g of TMEDA was added. The solution was heated to 110°C, and a solution of 1 μL of titanium isopropoxide in 2 mL of toluene was rapidly added via syringe. A gray precipitate formed in five seconds and decomposition was complete within a few minutes (evolution of H$_2$ ceased). After cooling to room temperature, the precipitate settled out and the solution was removed via cannula. The solid was then washed twice with 5 mL of toluene, each time removing the liquid via cannula after the solid settled out. The solid was then dried under vacuum. After refilling the flask with argon the solid was slowly exposed to air by opening a stopcock and allowing air to diffuse into the flask over 30 min. Scanning electron micrographs were recorded on an Amray Model 1400 instrument. Thermogravimetric analysis was conducted on a TA Instruments 2950 Thermogravimetric Analyzer with a DuPont 2100 Thermal Analyst controller.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Aluminum powders were prepared by decomposing tertiary amine adducts of alane (AlH$_3$) in organic solvents. The reaction was catalyzed by addition of tetravalent titanium compounds. The reaction conditions and characterization results are collected in Table I. Several variables were examined for their influence on particle size, including temperature, solvent, adducting species, catalyst, and catalyst concentration. For comparison, we obtained two fine powders prepared by alternative methods, "LANL" (prepared by aluminum vapor condensation at Los Alamos National Laboratory) and "ALEX" (prepared by an exploded aluminum wire technique).
Table I. Reaction conditions and characterization results for aluminum powders prepared from AlH\(_3\)•(N(CH\(_3\))\(_3\))\(_2\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Powder(^a)</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>Temp., °C</th>
<th>%Ti Catalyst vs. Al</th>
<th>TGA Calc’d. Size (nm)</th>
<th>SEM Est. Avg. Size (nm)</th>
<th>Wt % Active Al</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ti-1(^b)</td>
<td>Toluene</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>78.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A(^c)</td>
<td>Toluene</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>86.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Toluene</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>77.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>Toluene</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>264</td>
<td></td>
<td>88.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>Toluene</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>86.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Toluene</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>92.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Toluene</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>73.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Toluene</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>60.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Xylene</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>72.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Xylene</td>
<td>82-138</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>80.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J(^d)</td>
<td>Xylene</td>
<td>82-130</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>94.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>TMEDA</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>&lt;100</td>
<td>61.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L(^e)</td>
<td>Toluene</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>225</td>
<td></td>
<td>86.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M(^f)</td>
<td>Toluene</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>90.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(^g)</td>
<td>Toluene</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>84.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-50</td>
<td>Xylene</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>74.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-65</td>
<td>Xylene</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>71.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-80</td>
<td>Xylene</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>76.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-95</td>
<td>Xylene</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>86.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-110</td>
<td>Xylene</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>82.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-125</td>
<td>Xylene</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>82.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-140</td>
<td>Xylene</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>83.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>59.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALEX</td>
<td></td>
<td>137</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>79.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Each preparation was conducted by adding titanium isopropoxide catalyst to a heated solution containing AlH\(_3\)•(N(CH\(_3\))\(_3\))\(_2\) plus three equivalents of tetramethylethylenediamine (TMEDA), except where otherwise indicated.

\(^b\)Reverse of normal addition procedure: alane adduct added to a heated catalyst solution.

\(^c\)No tetramethylethylenediamine was used.

\(^d\)Reaction scale and concentration increased ten-fold compared to other runs.

\(^e\)Alane adduct was H\(_2\)Al-N(CH\(_3\))\(_2\)(CH\(_2\)CH\(_3\)).

\(^f\)Catalyst was TiCl\(_4\).

\(^g\)Catalyst was Ti(N(CH\(_3\))\(_2\))\(_4\).

\(^h\)Data from C. Aumann and J. Martin, Los Alamos National Laboratory.

The powders were mainly characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). In addition, x-ray powder diffraction was conducted on powder A which showed it to be crystalline aluminum. Figure 1 shows SEM micrographs of three of the powders along with a micrograph of a commercial powder. The solution-prepared powders have a much smaller particle size and a much narrower particle size distribution compared to the commercial powder which contains particles ranging from 0.2 to 8 \(\mu\)m in diameter. Increasing the
amount of catalyst led to a reduction in particle size (compare samples B and F in Figure 1), while the use of TiCl₄ catalyst in place of Ti(OCH(CH₃)₂)₄ led to larger particles and a wider distribution of sizes (sample M in Figure 1). Figure 2 shows TGA data for some of the powders. By completely oxidizing the aluminum powder to Al₂O₃, the weight increase on oxidation was used to calculate a particle size by assuming an initial oxide thickness of 3.68 nm on uniform spherical aluminum particles. Each TGA curve is normalized to the minimum weight to account for the weight loss due to oxidation and volatilization of organic impurities below 400°C. The particle sizes from TGA data generally agreed well with SEM particle sizes as shown in Table I. The TGA data was also used to calculate the weight percent of active aluminum for each powder where the balance of the weight is due to the aluminum oxide coating. Figure 3 shows the weight percent active aluminum for the various powders and how it depends on particle size (a 3.68 nm oxide thickness was assumed for all powders). The figure shows that the active aluminum content drops rapidly as the particle size drops below 100 nm, indicating a diminishing return at some point on the increasing reactivity of aluminum powders as particle size decreases.

The particle size is most sensitive to catalyst concentration among the variables examined (see entries E and F in Table I). The particle size roughly doubles for an order of magnitude decrease in catalyst concentration. Thus, the number of particles, which varies as the inverse third power of particle size, appears to be roughly proportional to catalyst concentration over the range 0.023-2.2% Ti(O-i-Pr)₄. This indicates that the catalyst affects the nucleation of aluminum particles.

Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrographs of aluminum powders. H-3 is a commercial aluminum powder, while the other three powders were prepared from AlH₃·(NMe₃)₂ at 110°C using 0.25% Ti(OCH(CH₃)₂)₄ (B), 2.2% Ti(OCH(CH₃)₂)₄ (F), and 0.40% TiCl₄ (M). All pictures originally at 20,000X magnification.
When no catalyst is used, very slow decomposition of the alane occurs, even after some aluminum is precipitated. Thus, the catalyst affects both the nucleation and the growth of aluminum particles.

Addition of TMEDA to the reaction solution helped prevent agglomeration of the aluminum particles. TMEDA binds strongly to alane and replaces the coordinated trimethylamine. When the reaction was conducted in neat TMEDA (run K in Table I), the rate was much slower with aluminum precipitate appearing 150 s after catalyst addition compared to about 5 s when a 1:20 ratio of TMEDA to toluene is used. This result supports reversible amine dissociation as the first step in alane decomposition. Using TMEDA as the solvent is also effective at reducing particle size.

The as-formed aluminum powders are very reactive to air, and can ignite if not passivated. Techniques we have used for passivation are (1) slow exposure of dry powder to air, and (2) addition of air while the powder is still suspended in the reaction solvent.

![Graph](image)

Fig. 2. Thermogravimetric analysis of aluminum powders. Samples were heated in air at 20°C/min to 850°C, then held at 850°C. The sample weight was normalized to the minimum weight.
CONCLUSIONS

The solution process for preparing fine and ultra-fine aluminum powders is a convenient and versatile method for producing well controlled particle sizes in the 50-600 nm range. Parameters that favor small particles are high ratio of catalyst to alane, high TMEDA concentration, dilute alane solution, and low temperature. While the mechanism is not yet well understood, it involves dissociation of the amine adduct followed by particle nucleation and growth that are promoted by a titanium compound.
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ABSTRACT

Orientational ordering of faceted nanocrystals in nanocrystal arrays has been directly observed for the first time, by use of transmission electron microscopy imaging and diffraction to resolve the structure of thin molecular-crystalline films of silver nanocrystals passivated by alkylthiolate self-assembled monolayers. The type of ordering found is determined by the nanocrystal's faceted morphology, as mediated by the interactions of surfactant groups tethered to the facets on neighboring nanocrystals. Orientational ordering is crucial for the understanding of the fundamental properties of quantum-dot arrays, as well as for their optimal utilization in optical and electronic applications.

INTRODUCTION

Materials composed of metal nanocrystals are of great current interest because of the enhancement in optical and electrical-conductance properties that arises from confinement and quantization of conduction electrons within a small volume [1]. Recent investigations have revealed interesting and potentially useful properties, including extremely large optical polarizabilities [2], nonlinear electrical conductance of nanocrystal arrays that also have small thermal activation energies (~ 0.1 eV) [3], and Coulomb-blockade and -staircase phenomena in the conductance of single nanocrystals persisting to unusually high temperature [4,5]. The optimal manifestation of these properties depends on the nanocrystal material's quality, encompassing uniformity in size, shape (or crystallite morphology), internal structure, surface passivation, and spatial orientation of the nanocrystals. The significance of the last of these is apparent from the fact that nanometer-scale crystallites preferentially have well-faceted polyhedral shapes, in which the vertices and the edge- and face-centers point along crystallographic axes of the nanocrystals' internal lattice [6,7]. Consequently, all transport and optical properties are orientation-dependent for a single nanocrystal, and, in the case of a condensed nanocrystal array or superlattice, are sensitive to orientational order.

High quality nanocrystal solids have become possible because of a remarkable set of facts [8], namely that nanocrystals passivated by suitably matched surfactants can retain their ideal core morphology, and yet behave as stable macromolecules, i.e. can reversibly form solutions in solvents appropriate to the surfactant tail-groups and be evaporated rapidly to form a molecular vapor [9], that they can be separated from mixtures into highly purified substances composed of a single size and shape, and that they can condense to form crystalline molecular solids with high translational (center-to-center) order [10,11]. It is in such molecular crystals that the question of orientational order becomes crucial. Generally, crystals formed from high-symmetry molecules are orientationally ordered, i.e. the molecular axes are co-oriented with respect to each other and with respect to the crystallographic axes of the lattice, only below an orientational ordering temperature [12]. Despite their distinctly non-spherical, polyhedral shape, it is not clear whether passivated nanocrystals interacting mainly through their surfactant groups will form highly oriented molecular crystals.

Recently, limited evidence for nanocrystal alignment has been provided by x-ray diffraction patterns obtained on films of diverse nanocrystal materials [11], and by direct observation of co-aligned nanocrystal lattice planes in a very thin film [12]. These results are insufficient to reveal the packing of faceted particles and their surfactant groups, and even in the most favorable interpretation would only establish alignment, rather than orientation. Here we report clear evidence of high molecular orientational order in nanocrystal lattices, in the form of direct observations of co-oriented shapes, lattice fringes, and surfactant density profiles, in thin crystalline films of nanocrystal silver (Ag) molecules. Our results also suggest a directionality in the distribution of surfactant chains, which serve as the intermolecular bonds connecting nanocrystals.

EXPERIMENT

The molecular silver nanocrystals under investigation here are from the same class of materials that has enjoyed rapidly growing interest in the past several years. They are charge-neutral entities comprised entirely of an elemental metal (Au, Ag, Pt) core and a dense mantle of alkylthiol(ate) surfactant groups. Elemental Ag is evaporated at temperatures ranging from 1200 to 1500 K into a flowing, preheated atmosphere of ultrahigh purity helium. The flowstream is cooled over a short distance (and flow-time) to ca. 400 K, stimulating growth of nanocrystals in the desired size-range, here ca. 4 - 6 nm. Growth is abruptly terminated by expansion through a conical funnel accompanied by dilution in a great excess of cool helium. Depending on conditions, most of the material produced is soluble in non-polar solvents, from which excess surfactant can be removed. The soluble material is found to consist entirely of nanocrystal Ag molecules (NCAMs). A Hitachi HF-2000 cold field emission gun TEM (200 kV) has been used to perform imaging and diffraction experiments. Each TEM specimen was prepared by depositing a highly concentrated drop of toluene solution of NCAMs on an ultrathin amorphous carbon film substrate, and allowing it to dry slowly in air prior to TEM observations. Nanocrystal superlattices, such as those shown in figure 1, appear on the carbon film, in the form of highly-oriented thin crystalline films, whose lateral dimensions can be as large as 1 micrometer.

RESULTS

Our first objective has been to establish the packing structure of the nanocrystal superlattice. Figure 2a shows a TEM image of an ultrathin (monolayer) film of 5.0 nm diameter NCAMs (6.4±0.2 nm center-to-center spacing), in which 2-D close-packing is deduced from the clear six-fold symmetry. The electron diffraction pattern obtained from this region reveals the periodic structure of the nanocrystal lattices, and also provide an absolute calibration of the superlattice constant, because the fcc-Ag (111) ring is recorded simultaneously in the same photograph (figure 2b). Figures 2c and 2d show a TEM image and the corresponding diffraction pattern corresponding to the [110] orientation, thus confirming that the superlattice has the fcc structure. Such [110],-oriented films are the most frequently observed structure in our specimens, and are...
very advantageous, as described previously [11], in that the projection from individual columns of nanocrystals can be viewed without obstruction by neighboring columns, allowing one to clearly view a projected shape of the nanocrystals, as we now describe. [The subscript \( s \) denotes the nanocrystal superlattice, to distinguish it from the reflections of atomic lattice of elemental \( \text{Ag} \)].

Figure 2 (a) 2-D close-packing and (c) [110] \( s \) TEM images and (b) and (d) corresponding electron diffraction patterns, respectively, obtained on thin films of nanocrystal \( \text{Ag} \) molecules, establishing the fcc packing structure of the multilayer superlattices. The \( \text{Ag} \) [111] reflection ring is seen in (b), which serves as an absolute calibration for determining the lattice constant of the superlattice, \( \alpha_s = 10.4 \pm 0.3 \text{ nm} \). The solid line in (c) indicates the [110] \( s \) projected unit cell of the superlattice.

Our second objective has been to establish a relationship between this 3-D superlattice structure and the orientation of the NCAMs within it. Figures 3a and c are two TEM images recorded from the same specimen region under differing defocus conditions. Three striking features are observed. First, the superlattice contains "coherent" \{200\} \( s \) twin (T) and \{111\} \( s \) stacking fault (SF) structures. Close examination shows that the (projected) nanocrystal shape is modified across the twin boundary, accompanying the transformation in superlattice orientation. Second, profiles of the faceted structure of the NCAM cores can be seen in the image recorded at the condition close to in-focus (Figures 3a and b), and the co-aligned arrangement of these projected shapes is apparent. The majority of the nanocrystal profiles observed are consistent with the truncated octahedral (TO) morphology, which exposes \{100\} and \{111\} facets, as described previously [13]. Viewed along [110], two \{100\} facets and four \{111\} facets are projected edge-on (Figure 3b). This establishes the orientational relationship between the NCAM core's lattice and the superlattice as \{110\} || [110] \( s \), and \{002\} || [110] \( s \). Third, the image recorded at the out-focus condition exposes a web-like pattern of directional "contacts" among neighboring NCAMs, as indicated by dotted lines in Figure 3d, where the Ag cores are in dark contrast and the bright spots are channels enclosed by regions of enhanced density of surfactant chains. By comparison with Figure 3b, one can see that these dense regions interconnect between facets of Ag cores, rather than edges or vertices. It is therefore natural to suppose that the overlap of surfactant groups emanating from facets on neighboring nanocrystals serves as the prime contact which holds, or "bonds", and orients the particles in their 3-D superlattice. We further propose that materials of special type be called "highly oriented molecular (Ag) nanocrystal arrays", HOM(A)NA \( s \).

A precise orientational relationship between nanocrystal core lattices and the superlattice has been determined from a high-resolution lattice image, Figure 4, recorded on a very thin film (two layers) for which the electron beam is parallel to [110] \( s \), and the \{111\} lattice fringes of the Ag cores are clearly resolved. By tracing the \{111\} \( s \) planes of the superlattice, one finds a striking feature: the \{111\} lattice fringes of the Ag cores (as indicated by arrowheads) consistently show a small deflection (in the same sense) from the \{111\} \( s \) planes of the superlattice, thus defining a preferred orientational angle, \( \alpha \). A histogram of the experimentally measured angles is given in the inset, from which a value of \( \alpha = 16 \pm 5^\circ \) is obtained.
Figure 3 [110]s TEM images recorded from the a single region of a film under (a) in-focus and (c) out-focus conditions, showing the faceted shape and the directional intermolecular bonds of the particles. The white lines indicate twin (T) planes, stacking faults (SF) and the rotation of the {111}s plane across the twin plane. An angle, $\alpha$, is indicated which measures the projected orientation between the {111} facet of a nanocrystal (dotted line) and the {111}s plane of the superlattice. A structural model for the formation of {100}s twins in the fcc superlattice is inset in (c) according to the structure model to be given in Figure 5b. (b) and (d) are enlarged TEM images selected from (a) and (c), respectively, showing the relationship of the {111} and {100} facets of the truncated octahedron particles to the projected unit cell (white lines) of the superlattice. The dotted lines in (d) indicate the directional intermolecular contacts formed by the groups of surfactant chains from facets on neighboring nanocrystals.

Working from all these experimental observations, we have constructed a 3-D structural model (Figure 5b) of the packing and orientational relationships in the HOMANAs observed, where each NCAM core is represented by a truncated octahedral (TO) shape, consistent with the information provided by Figure 3(a,b). Any variation in particle size and shape may introduce significant strain to the superlattice, and so this model is only an idealized representation of the practical situation. The model is generated by orienting the TO polyhedra according to the relationships established by the TEM images in Figures 3-4. Clearly, this orientation of objects of cubic symmetry within a cubic lattice breaks the lattice symmetry; hence, the faceted structure of the Ag cores could result in different lengths of the $a$, $b$ and $c$ axes of the superlattice. Because of this loss of symmetry, the faceted structure of the nanocrystals produces inequivalent projected images when viewed along
As viewed along [110]_s, the [110] orientation of the Ag nanocrystal is parallel to the [110]_s of the superlattice (Figure 5c., where four {111} and two {100} facets of the particle are parallel to the electron beam, in correspondence to the experimental image shown in Figure 3b. Considering also the strong Fresnel fringes near the edge of the particles, these profiles will have almost circular shapes in the TEM images, such as those shown in Figure 2b.

Figure 4 A high-resolution TEM image recorded from a thin NCAM film viewed in the [110]_s direction. The markings indicate the angular relationship α between the {111} lattice fringes of the Ag particles with the {111} planes of the superlattice (indicated by white-dark solid lines). The inset is a histogram of α values measured from the experimental images.

(a) [110]_s projection (b) NCAM fcc superlattice unit cell

Figure 5. (b) A schematic model of the fcc packing of the TO Ag cores and following the orientational relations of [110] || [110]_s and [002] || [110]_s. (a) The [110]_s projection of the model shown in (b). The shaded polyhedra are out-of-plane by a distance (√2/4)a and the angle α is indicated corresponding to that shown in Figure 3a. The intermolecular interactions are represented by coils that interconnect the {111}- facets with {111}- facets on neighboring nanocrystals and {100} with {100} facets.
From the 2-D projected model in Figure 5b an angle $\alpha = 19.4^\circ$ is calculated between the $\{111\}$ facet (as indicated) of the nanocrystal with the $\{111\}_S$ plane of the superlattice. This is the angle implicated from core orientations in the images shown in Figure 3b and d, established, by the high-resolution TEM image shown in Figure 4, to be $16 \pm 5^\circ$. By contrast, the $[hkl] \parallel [hkl]_S$ orientation of nanocrystal to superlattice axes would have necessitated $\alpha = 0$.

CONCLUSIONS

Orientationally ordered molecular Ag- nanocrystal lattices have been observed, their structures have been determined, and a model consistent with the nanocrystal’s geometry and bonding (polyhedral shapes and the grouping and interdigitation of surfactant chains) has been proposed to account for the principal structure and its details. These observations have important consequences: orientational ordering, which is desirable for so many purposes, occurs readily in such materials, and its microscopic origins can be comprehended. Electronic transport may be described as taking place within an ordered crystalline structure, rather than in a granular material. Furthermore, regular channels interconnecting a lattice of uniform voids are intrinsic to these materials; these have a lengthscale that is interesting with regard to possible applications. A more detailed discussion of this topic is reported elsewhere [14].
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ABSTRACT

The implantation of metal ions into photorefractive materials followed by thermal annealing leads to an increase in resonance optical absorption as well as an enhancement of the nonlinear optical properties. We have implanted ions of Au (3.6 MeV), Ag (1.5 MeV) and Cu (2.0 MeV) into pure silica followed by careful heat treatment. Using optical absorption spectrophotometry and rutherford backscattering spectrometry we have measured the cluster size for each heat treatment temperature and determined the activation energies for their formation. The third order electric susceptibility for silica with 2 nm gold clusters has been determined by Z-scan to be $6.5 \times 10^{-8}$ esu.

INTRODUCTION

Introducing metal colloids into a glass matrix has long been used to change the color of glasses for decoration and recently for fabricating optical filters. The production of these devices was motivated mostly by desired changes in the linear properties of glasses. In recent years, attention has been directed to nonlinear properties of the material caused by the surface plasmon resonance optical absorption which depends on the index of refraction of the host substrate and the electronic properties of the metal colloids. These glasses were prepared classically by mixing selected metals powders with molten glass then cooling to form a homogeneous glass. In recent years, ion implantation has been used to introduce nonlinear optical properties [1-6] in layers near the surface of optical materials. To form nanoclusters after ion implantation the material must be heat treated either by thermal annealing, by laser annealing or by inert ion bombardment. An attractive feature of ion implantation is that the linear and nonlinear properties occur in a well defined space in an optical device, and by using focused ion beams, point quantum confinement may be accomplished.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The silica glass used in this work is Suprasil-1 provided by Heraeus Amersil, Inc. It contains 150 ppm OH, 0.05 ppm of Ti, Na, Ca and Al and less than 0.01 ppm other metals. Samples 10 x 10 x 0.5 mm were implanted with 3.6 MeV gold, 1.5 MeV silver or 2.0 MeV copper ions at a current density less than 2 $\mu$A/cm$^2$ to avoid the premature formation of metal.
clusters due to the ion beam heating. Ion energies were chosen to implant at similar depths in the silica samples. Ion fluences were chosen to give a guest atom to silicon ratio near 1:10. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the implanted layers.

The heat treatment for the samples was done in air at temperatures between 500°C and 1250°C for 1 hour at each heat treatment temperature. After each heat treatment, an optical absorption spectrum was measured. From these spectra we calculate the size of the metallic clusters which are responsible for the optical absorption band.

The average radius of metal spheres small compared with the wavelength of light is determined [10] from the resonance optical absorption spectrum according to the equation

$$\Gamma = \frac{v_f}{\Delta \omega},$$

where $v_f$ is the Fermi velocity of metal and $\Delta \omega$ is the full width at half maximum of the absorption band due to the plasmon resonance in small metal particles.

A frequency doubled mode locked Nd:YAG laser (532 nm) with 70 ps width at a 76 MHz repetition rate with a peak power density of 2.57 GW/cm² was employed for Z-scan measurements of the third order susceptibility [11]. Prism coupling of light into the implanted surface was used to investigate the waveguide that is formed as a consequence of the layered structure.

RESULTS and DISCUSSIONS

The higher the atomic number and fluence of the bombarding ion, the more the damage and modification of the optical properties [8,9] of the silica glass. This was observed by absorption spectrometry during all of our bombardments. Except for the effects attributable to the metal clusters, these other effects were reduced with heat treatments above 700°C.

The fluences used in these implantations were chosen to reach a concentration of guest atoms about 10 times less than that of the host atoms; i.e., a ratio of Au to Si of 0.1 for example. For such ratio the mean random separation of the guest atoms is barely three times that of the host atoms. Large persistent mechanical strains and electric charge separation occur in the implantation layer, beyond it and from it to the surface. Not surprisingly, the resulting energies are partially reduced by clustering of the implanted ions at ambient temperature during and after

---

Table 1 Specie, energy and fluence of the ions implanted in Silica. The dimensions of the implanted layers were calculated with SRIM computer code [7] and verified by RBS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ion Specie</th>
<th>Ion Energy (MeV)</th>
<th>Ion fluence (cm⁻²)</th>
<th>Depth / Width (nm / nm)</th>
<th>Volume Fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gold</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.2 x 10¹⁷</td>
<td>860 / 280</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silver</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.38 x 10¹⁷</td>
<td>700 / 370</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copper</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5.0 x 10¹⁷</td>
<td>1440 / 770</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
bombardment. We used low current densities such that no significant temperature increase occurred during implantation. When clusters of high density metal form, the volume in the silica occupied by metal atoms decreases.

Heat treating the sample further reduces these strains and charge imbalances. Moreover, heating increases the diffusion coefficient and the implanted atoms move to the lower energy metallic state of the clusters whose volume fraction approaches those shown in Table 1. For the ion energies used in these experiments, the implanted layers were about 1000 nm from the surface with full thickness at half maximum concentration half that value. With an initial mean separation of implanted atoms only a few nanometers virtually all will diffuse to a cluster and not reach the surface of the layer. Moreover other experiments have shown that the damaged region

![Figure 1](image1.png)  
**Figure 1** Resonance optical absorption in silica implanted with $1.38 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-2}$ silver and heat treated for 1 hour to the temperatures shown.

![Figure 2](image2.png)  
**Figure 2** Comparison of the resonance optical absorption in silica implanted with the metal ions shown and heat treated to 1100°C.

in the host may itself offer lower energy states to individual guest atoms and inhibit diffusion loss from, and enhance diffusion into, that region. With heat treatment the near neighbor clusters coalesce and the host accommodates to the volume reduction. RBS measurements confirm that the depth profile of the metal clusters formed after heat treatment is almost identical to, or slightly narrower than, that of the atoms initially implanted by ion bombardment.

Figure 1 shows the optical absorption spectra for 1.5 MeV silver implanted in silica at $1.38 \times 10^{17}$ Au/cm$^2$ at various heat treatment temperatures. The prominent resonance optical absorption at 410 nm increases until it disappears for heat treatment temperatures above 1150°C. The copper and gold implanted samples behave similarly. Figure 2 compares the optical absorption spectra for three samples, implanted either with gold, silver or copper and heat treated at a temperature near that of the respective bulk material melting point. For a heat treatment temperature beyond a critical temperature the resonance optical absorption disappears as metal atoms evaporate from the clusters as shown in Fig. 1 for silver implanted silica. The critical temperature correlates only roughly with the bulk metal melting temperature.

Using the Doyle theory [10] and the resonance optical absorption bandwidths, average cluster radii in the three implanted samples are calculated for each heat treatment temperature.
Figure 3 shows the dependence of the cluster radius of gold on the time of heat treatment at 1000°C. Figure 4 presents the natural logarithm of all radii as a function of the reciprocal of the heat treatment temperature, all for equal heat treatment times. From the slopes, we find that the activation energies for metal cluster formation in silica are 80, 83 and 290 meV for gold, silver and copper, respectively.

Figure 5 The Z-scan data for silica implanted with $1.2 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-2}$ 3.6 MeV gold heat treated for one hour at 1200°C. They determine the third order susceptibility to be $65 \times 10^{-4}$ esu.
CONCLUSION

Samples of silica implanted with MeV ions of Au, Ag or Cu and subjected to careful heat treatment contain metal nanoclusters whose radii may be obtained from the resulting characteristic resonance optical absorption bands. By measuring the dependence of the metal cluster radii on the heat treatment temperature, the activation energies for the formation of gold, silver and copper clusters in silica are determined to be 80, 83 and 290 meV, respectively. The third order susceptibility for 532 nm light passing perpendicularly through a layer of gold clusters with 2 nm average radius distributed in a gaussian layer 280 nm full width half maximum at a distance of 860 nm below the surface of silica is observed to be $65 \times 10^{-8}$ esu (Fig. 5). A waveguide for 632 nm light between the gold implanted layer and the surface has been observed and indicates that the refractive index in the guiding region is more than that in or near the implanted layer.
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ABSTRACT

A modified VERL-process (vacuum evaporation on running liquids) employing high pressure magnetron sputtering has been used for the preparation of suspensions with metal nanoparticles. The method has been tested for Ag- and Fe-suspensions by varying the pressure of the Argon sputtering atmosphere in the range of 1 to 30 Pa. A narrow particle size distribution with a mean particle size ranging from 5-18 nm has been found. The mean particle size increases with increasing Argon pressure in the pressure range under investigation. A descriptive model for the process of particle formation as a function of sputtering gas pressure is given.

INTRODUCTION

Vacuum evaporation on running liquids (VERL) is an established method for the preparation of metal nanosuspensions suspended in a non-aqueous, low vapour pressure liquid, like various oils and resins [1]. In this method a metal is evaporated onto a liquid surface that is continuously renewed by the action of a rotating drum or spinning disk. If the background pressure is below about $10^{-2}$ Pa, then a PVD-like process is realized onto the liquid surface. In this case particle formation takes place at the surface or in a subsurface layer of the liquid substrate. In this method evaporation of the metal melt is usually performed by Joule heating. Recently, the formation of particulate nanomaterials on solid substrates by using the sputtering method has also been reported [2-4, 7-9]. In this case elevated gas pressures have been used in order to induce nucleation and grain growth within the sputtering gas atmosphere. According to [2,3] particle growth occurs at gas pressures exceeding about 20 Pa.

Sputtering combined with the usual VERL-technique has the following specific advantages in comparison to evaporation by Joule heating:

- High melting point materials can be evaporated;
- Evaporation conditions can be held more stable;
- Heat load of the liquid substrate is reduced.

In this report we describe a new VERL-geometry including high pressure magnetron sputtering enabling the production of Ag- and Fe-nanosuspensions in various organic liquids. The possibilities and limits of controlling the particle size is elucidated by varying the sputtering conditions such as sputtering gas pressure and input power.
EXPERIMENTAL

In the experimental setup (figure 1) a planar 400 x 130mm magnetron sputtering cathode is used that has been especially designed for high pressure sputtering conditions (up to 50 Pa). The maximum input power is 10kW. Experiments have been performed at a fixed input power of 1000W. The substrate consists of a rotating steel drum dipping into a reservoir of the respective liquid. The speed of rotation is varied between 0 and 10 rpm. The distance between the target and the drum was held fixed at 8cm.

Before starting the experiments the vacuum chamber was pumped down to $2 \times 10^{-4}$ Pa. After flooding the chamber with Argon to the desired gas pressure (1 to 30 Pa) a constant gas flow ranging from 5 to 150 sccm was adjusted. Both the liquid reservoir and the sputtering target have been water cooled.

The sputter parameters have been varied in the following range:
- gas pressure (Ar) 1 to 30 Pa,
- sputtering time 0 to 4 hours.

Vacuum pumping oils, resins, and polymeric precursors have been used as liquid matrices exhibiting vapour pressures at the respective processing temperature below $10^2$ Pa.

The metal filling factor of the resulting suspensions have been determined from thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). Particle size distributions have been derived from bright-field images obtained in a transmission electron microscope (Philips CM30).

---

**Fig. 1** Outline of the modified VERL process used for the preparation of metal nano-suspensions. The vacuum chamber has a diameter of 700mm. The size of the rotating stainless steel drum is $\varnothing200$mm x 400mm.
For these TEM examinations a droplet of the suspension was diluted with acetone using an ultrasonic bath. A TEM Cu-grid was dipped into the suspension and - after drying - inspected in the transmission mode.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

Ag-suspensions

Sputtering of Ag has been performed at a constant input power of 1kW and at Ar gas pressures ranging from 1 to 30 Pa. The mean particle sizes have been determined from fits of the respective size histograms to log-normal size distributions. Fig.2 gives an idea of the quality of these fits. The results are plotted as a function of Ar gas pressure in fig. 3.

\[
f_{\text{LN}}(d) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \exp\left(-\frac{(\ln d - \ln \bar{d})^2}{2\ln^2 \sigma}\right)
\]

(1)

Fig. 2 TEM bright field image (left) and respective particle size histogram (right) of Ag-nanoparticles in mineral oil prepared at a sputtering pressure of 5 Pa and a sputtering input power of 1 kW. The size histogram was fitted to a log-normal distribution function (equ.(1)) using a mean particle size of \(<d> = 9.5 \text{ nm}\) and a standard deviation of \(\sigma = 1.28\).

Obviously in the pressure range under investigation the mean particle size increases steadily with increasing gas pressure. This behaviour is similar to the results obtained in the inert gas condensation process employing thermal evaporation [6]. There the statistical coalescence mechanism of particle growth applies: with increasing background gas pressure the mean-free-path for the metal atoms decreases and consequently both the cooling rate and the statistical coalescence probability increase leading to larger particles that are log-normally distributed. It is interesting to note that the dependence on background pressure of the mean particle size given in the paper of Granqvist [6] - \(d/[\text{nm}] \propto (p/[\text{Pa}])^{0.35}\) - is very close to that observed here: \(d/[\text{nm}] \propto (p/[\text{Pa}])^{0.40}\).
Furthermore Granqvist and Buhrmann have shown [6] that in the steady state of a coalescence type particle growth mechanism the width $\sigma$ of the resulting particle size distribution is more or less independent of the mean particle size and ranges at $1.3 < \sigma < 1.6$. The fact that from our sputtering experiments the particle sizes are also log-normally distributed with similar pressure dependences and with widths in the same range as given above suggest that here also a coalescence type mechanism for the growth of particles within the gas phase dominates.

In contrast to thermal evaporation in the case of sputtering a second concurrent process may affect the resulting particle sizes: Keeping both sputtering current and voltage constant the sputtering rate strongly decreases with increasing gas pressure due to a reduction of the average kinetic energy of the impinging Ar atoms [3]. Here this effect shows up in a reduction of metal content of the liquid suspension with increasing gas pressure (fig. 4).

Fig. 3: Mean size of Ag particles in the prepared suspensions as a function of sputtering gas pressure. The data have been derived from fits of the respective size histograms (TEM) to log-normal distribution functions. The solid line fits the data with a slope of 0.40.

Fig. 4: Ag concentration in the suspensions as a function of sputtering pressure. The sputtering input power and the sputtering time were held constant at 1000W and 1 hour, respectively. The weight-% of silver in the suspensions was determined by thermogravimetric analysis.
Further, it is to be expected that this decrease in sputtering rate would lead to a reduced density of sputtered metal atoms in the gas phase and thus to a decrease of the coalescence probability. However, under the present sputtering conditions employing fairly low gas pressures (< 30 Pa) this effect does not seem to dominate the growth mechanism (fig. 3).

It should be mentioned that for technical reasons the maximum content of metal in suspension is limited to about 3% by volume (which in the case of silver equals about 25% by weight) due to increasing viscosity of the suspensions.

Fe - Nanosuspensions

Some VERL experiments have also been performed using a 4.5mm thick iron sputter target (purity 99.99%). The TEM images of the resulting suspensions show that in contrast to silver the sputtered iron forms facetted particles with cubic shape. However, the particles are nearly completely oxidized. At this point we cannot discriminate whether oxidation of Fe particles has taken place within the liquid matrix already or during the preparation procedure of the TEM specimens.

![TEM image and particle size histogram](image)

**Fig. 5** TEM bright field image (left) and respective particle size histogram (right) of Fe nanoparticles in silicone oil prepared at an Ar sputtering pressure of 10 Pa and a sputtering input power of 1 kW. The particle size histogram was fitted to eq. (1) with a mean particle size 18 nm and a standard deviation of $\sigma=1.4$. 
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SUMMARY

It has been shown that it is possible to produce suspensions of metal nanoparticles in organic liquids via the sputtering technique. By changing the sputtering pressure it was possible to vary the mean particle size in the range of about 5 to 20nm. The variation of particle size with sputtering gas pressure is consistent with particle formation within the gas phase. Such metal nanosuspensions may be useful, e.g. as additives for functional metal/polymer composites or for metal based magnetic liquids.
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ABSTRACT

We present ultrafast transient reflectivity measurements performed on metallic tin nanoparticles with an average radius between 20 and 60 Å in amorphous matrix. The samples, grown using an evaporation-condensation technique, were characterized by a relatively low nanocrystals size dispersion and a negligible clusters-matrix interaction. The excitation decays exhibited a size-dependent behaviour, which is interpreted in terms of the important role played by the electron-surface interactions.

INTRODUCTION

The growing interest for the nanoscale systems as it has been developing in the last few years is strongly motivated not only by the peculiarity of their basic properties, which show remarkable deviations from bulk behaviour, but also by their potential applications in the field of the electronic and electro-optic devices [1]. Among these systems, the nanoparticles, which are confined in all of the three space dimensions, are going to play a major role.

The main problems related to their investigation can be attributed to the difficulty in obtaining structures with a low size dispersion, without being limited by the characteristics of the substrate or of the matrix. A large size dispersion (more than 20-30 %) can lead to a blurring of the effects due to the small size (e.g. blue shift of the spectral structures or reduction of the melting temperature [2]), and, in the worse cases, to their disappearance.

Different growth techniques for nanoclusters have been developed. The main ones are here summarized [3]:
- patterning and etching, using a lithographic process, that allows to control the form and the distribution, but with a considerable perturbation of the physical properties;
- heat controlled precipitation of semiconductor solution dispersed in a glass matrix;
- chemical synthesis of semiconductor nanocrystals leading to colloidal solutions, with a low size dispersion and a careful size distribution control; the main limitation is the need for an organic matrix;
- stress driven, self-organized growth based on a lattice mismatch, that allows a low size dispersion and a good control of the shapes, but a limited possibility of varying the size in a large range.
TIN NANOPARTICLES

The samples described were grown using an evaporation-condensation self-organization technique in ultra-high vacuum, on substrates of sapphire [3]. After a previous evaporation of amorphous Al$_2$O$_3$, metallic tin vapor was condensed. Since tin only partially wets the amorphous matrix, and since the temperature of the substrate is kept high enough, there was nucleation of tin nanoparticles at the liquid state, with a truncated spherical shape determined only by the balance of the surface tension. Being the Sn-Al$_2$O$_3$ contact angle about 114°, the volume of the truncated spheres was 80% of that of ideal spheres with the same radius [4]. Due to the amorphous character of the matrix and to the peculiar conditions of growth, the interaction between matrix and nanoparticles was minimized, so that any strain or stress effect was negligible.

![TEM picture of a sample containing metallic tin nanoparticles in amorphous dielectric matrix (Al$_2$O$_3$).](image)

Fig. 1 TEM picture of a sample containing metallic tin nanoparticles in amorphous dielectric matrix (Al$_2$O$_3$).

![Transmission spectra of the three samples investigated.](image)

Fig. 2 Transmission spectra of the three samples investigated.
The presence of the nanoparticles, their crystalline character and their size dispersion was verified by Transmission Electron Microscopy. The size distribution of the particles was bimodal, 95% peaking around the average radius, and could be varied over a large range (between about 10 Å and more than 1000 Å) with a size dispersion ≤20%. This is one of the main advantages of this technique, together with the resulting symmetrical shape of the nanocrystals.

The micrographs were obtained with three tin samples with average radii 20 (Sn1), 40 (Sn2) and 60 (Sn3) Å. The corresponding transmission spectra are reported in fig. 2; the high energy absorption of the sapphire substrate prevents from observing the plasmon peak, which is expected to fall around 6 eV [4].

TRANSIENT REFLECTIVITY

The sample characteristics (i.e. relatively low size dispersion, large size range, weak interaction between nanoparticles and matrix, near-spherical shape) allow a careful investigation of the size dependence of the ultrafast transient reflectivity [4].

These measurements were performed in a pump-probe configuration, using a Ti:sapphire laser with chirped pulse amplification, which provides pulses of 150-fs duration at 780 nm with energy up to 750 μJ at 1-kHz repetition rate. In the experiment, the pump and probe wavelengths were 390 and 780 nm, respectively. The pump beam was obtained by frequency doubling a fraction of the laser beam in a LiB₃O₅ crystal. The pump pulse duration was 180 fs and the energy used in the measurements was in the range 6-60 nJ. Degenerate transient reflectivity measurements were performed on a subpicosecond time scale by using ultrashort pulses (10 fs) at 780 nm, with energy up to 240 μJ. Pump and probe beam polarizations were made orthogonal to avoid thermal grating buildup.

Fig. 3 Transient reflectivity changes in the three samples as a function of the probe time delay. Dashed lines: fitting curves.
The transient reflectivity changes, AR, in the samples are shown in fig. 3 as a function of the probe delay. The time decay can be separated in three distinct time scales, each one characterized by a time constant τ resulting from a fit of the curves using three exponential functions. The values of these time constants τ₁, τ₂, τ₃, given in Table 1, are largely different, being related to three different relaxation phenomena.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Radius (Å)</th>
<th>τ₁ (ps)</th>
<th>τ₂ (ps)</th>
<th>τ₃ (ps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sn1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Time constants obtained from the fitting of the transient reflectivity measurements

These time constants can be associated to the processes of hot-electron thermalization by electron-electron (e-e), electron-phonon (e-p) and electron-surface (e-s) collisions [4],[5]. The electron thermalization usually occurs on a subpicosecond timescale, with the formation of a Fermi distribution with Tₑ > T₀ (where T₀ is the initial sample temperature). The hot electron system thermalizes with the lattice by e-e, but mainly by e-p and e-s collisions on a time scale of a few picoseconds [6]. The excess energy is then dispersed toward the matrix, in tens of picoseconds [7],[8], and the whole system decays to the original temperature in a time scale of hundreds of ps.

τ₁ can be associated to the e-p and e-s collisions, but its size-dependence demonstrates that it cannot be explained in bulk-like terms. From the collision time and the Fermi velocity of the electrons it is possible to estimate the mean free path lₓ of the electrons in bulk tin [9]. In the nanoparticles, when R is of the order or smaller than the mean free path, collisions with the surface become important. In such case, the electrons oscillate inside the potential well with a frequency \( \omega = \frac{v_F}{R} \) [10], and the time constant τ₁ can be written, taking into account the surface contribution to the electronic population relaxation, as:

\[
\frac{1}{\tau_1} = \frac{1}{\tau_0} + \frac{v_F}{\alpha R}
\]

(1)

where \( \tau_0 \) is the bulk time constant and \( \alpha \) is the average number of inelastic collisions with the surface.

The dependence of τ₂ on the particle size can be understood if one considers that the energy absorbed by the nanoparticles is proportional to its volume, while the energy dissipated is proportional to its surface, so that one obtains longer τ₂'s for the bigger particles. τ₃ is not expected to depend on size, since it is related to the cooling of the ensemble particles+matrix to the initial temperature.

The subpicosecond e-e thermalization [4] shows a transient rise time characterized by a time constant of 100 fs, describing the thermalization of the electron distribution, which is substantially constant in the size range investigated and in a fluence range between 30 and 300 μJ/cm².
CONCLUSIONS

The quality and the characteristics of the nanoparticles allow a careful investigation of the size dependence of the ultrafast electron dynamics. The analysis here carried out accounts for the transient behavior of the systems under the effects of ultrafast pulses. The size range here explored is suitable for detecting and analysing important modifications of the nanoparticles properties with respect to the bulk, without reaching however the strong confinement regime that would take place when the number of constituent atoms of each nanoparticle is about 100. In this case an appreciable discretization of the electronic levels is expected to show up, with a strong blueshift [5]. We plan to study this kind of systems in the next future, with particular care to their transport and nonlinear optical properties.
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ABSTRACT

Apart from its well known ability to luminesce very intensely at room temperature in the visible range, porous silicon is also an effective reducing agent. We report the formation of several noble metal (Pd, Ag, Au, Pt) nanostructures by reductive dispersion of metal ions from aqueous solutions onto the surface of porous silicon. The nanophase systems produced by reductive deposition vary with the element deposited and the metallic salt utilized in the process. The resulting nanophase systems were studied using a variety of techniques including: scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and spectroscopic methods using synchrotron radiation.

INTRODUCTION

The ability of porous silicon to produce room temperature visible luminescence [1] has largely overshadowed some of its other interesting properties. One of these properties in particular is the ability of porous silicon to act as a modest reducing agent [2]. Any aqueous system with a standard reduction potential of greater than zero can be reduced by porous silicon which results in the liberation of hydrogen gas from the surface of the porous silicon. If the end product of this reduction is a solid, it is subsequently deposited onto the surface of the porous silicon.

In this study, several metal ions in aqueous solution were reduced using porous silicon resulting in the deposition of the metal onto the surface of the porous silicon. It was found that the deposited metal formed nanometre scaled clusters on the surface of the porous silicon.

Metal clusters of this size are very interesting in that their properties are in between those of condensed matter and atoms [3]. These clusters also provide excellent models for the study and understanding of surfaces and catalysis. The size, morphology, and electronic properties of the clusters deposited onto porous silicon were studied. The effect of choice of metal and preparation conditions is discussed.

EXPERIMENT

The porous silicon samples were prepared with a method described in detail previously [2]. Samples were typically prepared utilizing a p+ (Boron) type Si (100) wafer with a resistivity of 1-10 Ohm.cm. A current density of 20 mA/cm² was utilized for a period of 20 minutes. The electrolyte was composed of 1:1 48% by weight HF: absolute ethanol. The end
product was typically a reddish-brown film many microns in thickness which produces an orange-red luminescence under UV irradiation.

The reductive deposition of the metals was carried out immediately after preparation of the porous silicon layer. This allowed for minimum time for the porous silicon layer to oxidize in the ambient atmospheric conditions. The oxidation of the porous silicon surface has been shown to hinder and/or block the reductive deposition [4]. In cases where the deposition could not be performed immediately after preparation of the porous silicon layer, the layer was "refreshed" with a drop of HF which effectively removed all the oxide from the surface while leaving the hydrogen passivated layer intact. In each case, the porous silicon layer was treated with 1mL of a metal ion/complex solution with a concentration of 0.001M. The salts utilized to prepare the solutions were: AgNO$_3$, Pd(NO$_3$)$_2$, K$_2$[PtCl$_4$], and Na[AuCl$_4$].

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images were recorded utilizing a Hitachi S-4500 Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM). X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) were recorded using a Surface Science Laboratories SSX-100 ESCA Spectrometer. X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements were carried out at the Double Crystal Monochromator soft X-ray beamline of the Canadian Synchrotron Radiation Facility at the University of Wisconsin-Madison 800 MeV Synchrotron Radiation Centre (SRC), and at beamline X11A of the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) 2.5 GeV x-ray ring at Brookhaven National Laboratory. Measurements at both beamlines were carried out in total electron yield (TEY) mode.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1. shows the Pd $L_3$ XANES (X-ray absorption near edge structure) for Pd reductively deposited onto porous silicon as compared to bulk Pd. An increase in the intensity of the white line (intense spike arising from p-d dipole transition whose intensity is a measure of the population of the unoccupied d states) is evident in the Pd/PS sample. This is indicative of small cluster and/or a chemical change such as a change in oxidation state. However, evidence shows that this effect is in fact due to small Pd clusters on the surface of the porous silicon. Previous results [2] using Pd K-edge EXAFS (extended X-ray absorption fine structure) showed that locally, the Pd on the surface of the porous silicon was metallic Pd. The only differences were a reduction in the average coordination number and a reduction of long range order. Both these results are consistent with the presence of small Pd clusters on the surface of the porous silicon. This was confirmed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) as seen in Figure 2. Apart from the porous areas on the surface of the porous silicon, the sample is covered with Pd clusters of the order of 20-150 nm in diameter.

The change in the intensities of X-ray absorption white lines is most evident when samples of Pt on porous silicon are examined. The $L_2$ and $M_2$ edges of Pt are unusual in that no white lines are evident in the bulk metal. The lack of white line in the Pt $L_2/M_2$ edges has been attributed to the uneven distribution of d$_{5s}$ and d$_{5p}$ holes [5] in Pt. An increase in white line intensity indicates a redistribution of d charge. It is expected as the number of like nearest neighbours decrease as in the case of a small cluster, the d-d interaction is reduced leading to an increase of the d hole count at the Pt site [5].
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Figure 1. Pd $L_3$ XANES of Pd on porous silicon

Figure 2. SEM of Pd clusters on porous silicon

Figure 3. shows the $L_2$ edge for Pt on porous silicon compared with that of the bulk metal. An intense white line is clearly evident where it was absent in the bulk metal. This spectroscopic change is present in all the metal on porous silicon samples examined. Figure 4. shows the SEM of a gold cluster on porous silicon. The cluster is an aggregate of yet smaller clusters. At several hundred nanometres in diameter, Au clusters are much larger (approx. one order of magnitude), than the clusters of other metals. This is consistent with the X-ray absorption spectra where the difference in intensity between bulk Au and Au on porous silicon is very small.
The effect of cluster size can also be seen utilizing XPS. The porous silicon surface oxidizes readily under ambient atmospheric conditions and results in isolated small clusters of metal on an insulating substrate. This results in charging problems in all samples. Figure 5. shows the XPS results for Ag on porous silicon at the 3d core level. Shown are the signal for bulk silver, and Ag on porous silicon, with and without compensation for charging (flood gun vs. no flood gun). The charging of the Ag on porous silicon results in shifting and broadening of the peaks which makes them unsuitable for analysis. However, when charging is compensated for, the resulting peak is shifted 0.4 eV to higher energy with respect to bulk silver and is considerably broader. Silver oxides cannot be the cause of this chemical shift and broadening since there is almost no chemical shift between silver and silver oxides at this core level [6]. It has been shown that small cluster produce positive chemical shifts relative to the bulk material [7]. We attribute the broadness of the peak to a distribution of cluster sizes. Figure 6. shows the SEM of Ag clusters on porous silicon and it can be seen that the clusters have a wide range of diameters from 20-120 nm consistent with the interpretation of the XPS results. Consistent behaviour for XPS have also been observed for Au and Pt on porous silicon. XPS experiments of Pd on porous silicon will be carried out in the near future.

It is also interesting to note that the choice of salt used in the preparation of the aqueous solution had an effect upon the reductive deposition. For silver and palladium nitrates, the deposition occurred very rapidly and a metallic sheen was readily observable with the naked eye. In these cases the clusters were deposited uniformly on the surface. However, in the case of the square planar, tetrachloro gold and platinum complexes, the deposition occurred more slowly. This is likely due to the reduction of the complexed metals being a multi step process with a rate limiting step. In these cases the clusters tended to be less uniformly distributed on the surface of the porous silicon but tended to be found with greater frequency near pores where there is a higher density of high energy sites (dangling bonds). In these two cases, the

![Figure 5. Ag 3d XPS of Ag on porous silicon](image1)

![Figure 6. SEM of Ag clusters on porous silicon.](image2)
smaller clusters tended to aggregate into larger clusters. Other factors including pH of the solutions and the concentrations of spectator ions can also have an effect on metal deposition [6] making this system potentially very complex.

CONCLUSIONS

We have reported the preparation of metal clusters on the nanometre scale utilizing porous silicon as a reducing agent/substrate. The size, morphology, and electronic properties of the clusters were studied with a variety of methods. The metal / porous silicon system was found to be very complex and dependent upon a great number of different conditions. Further study is required to determine the effect of these conditions upon the deposition and to what degree of precision the deposition can be controlled.
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ABSTRACT

There is still no reliable method to predict the all-important size of the ‘primary’ spherules found in combustion-synthesized particulate products. Toward this end, we introduce surface melting concepts in developing a coagulation-coalescence model for nanoparticles in the low temperature regions of diffusion flames. The associated surface self-diffusivity, which controls the rate of spherule sintering at temperatures well below the equilibrium melting point, is therefore modified to include an important size effect. This formulation is used to calculate the sintering rate of two adjacent particles in a flame coagulation environment corresponding to a condensed phase volume fraction of ca. 10^{-1} ppm. Predicted spherule sizes show encouraging agreement with our experimental data for ca. 10 nm diameter Al_{2}O_{3} particles synthesized on the fuel side of a laminar CH_{4}/O_{2} diffusion flame seeded with Al(CH_{3})_{3} (TMA)[1].

1. INTRODUCTION

Nanometer particles synthesized from the vapor phase are now attracting considerable attention in the research community because of their growing technological importance. Synthesis techniques include using liquid (or gaseous) chemical precursors in a combustor (e.g., pigment industry and our experiments [1]). Generally speaking, the particle formation processes involve chemical reaction (e.g. hydrolysis and oxidation), nucleation and growth stages; and fast chemical reaction and nucleation occur for materials such as refractory oxides or low vapor pressure metals. Thus, the growth process offers the greatest opportunity to control the final specific surface area and particle morphology.

In our system particle growth occurs primarily by two simultaneous processes: coagulation and coalescence. Coagulation kinetics are well-described by the Smoluchowski Brownian motion formulation (see below), while coalescence after binary contact is often described using simple macroscopic sintering models. However, for nanoparticles, sintering evidently occurs much more rapidly since it has been found that the spherule sizes predicted using such macroscopic sintering models are orders of magnitude smaller than those found experimentally [1, 2]. Therefore, for nanoparticles their size- (curvature-) dependent properties must be taken into account. However, until now no rational yet practical treatment has been proposed that can be used to predict the spherule size in flame-generated materials. In this work we initiate development of such a theory.

Our formulation is based on the observation that for a particle in an environment with increasing temperature the surface will tend to become disordered well before the bulk phase [3]. Thus, an enhanced surface self-diffusion coefficient is to be expected. This would be especially important for nanoparticles because a significant fraction of their atoms reside at/near the surface. The surface melting temperature, dependent on particle size and material properties, is
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incorporated in the self-surface diffusivity which we use to calculate the coalescence rate of two touching particles. As expected, metal oxide particle sizes formed from vapor phase are generally controlled by Brownian coagulation when the particle coalescence rate is sufficiently rapid; however, when the particles grow larger, spherule growth effectively stops because of the slower spherule coalescence rate at larger sizes. Thus, as emphasized in recent studies [4], by comparing the characteristic times [1,5] of these rate processes we are able to predict terminal spherule sizes and compare them to those measured from TEM images of our thermophoretically-sampled particles [1]. Our rational procedure for modifying the surface properties of nanoparticles (see below) produces reasonable agreement for Al₂O₃ synthesized from our TMA-seeded counterflow diffusion flame environment [1]. The comparison discussed here was made for Al₂O₃ because its many physical properties are well known. In our future work our methods will be tested refined as necessary using data for other materials (e.g. TiO₂ ...) of industrial interest.

2. THEORY

For simplicity, we illustrate our methods here for the simplest case of the Brownian coagulation of a population of small spheres (Knudsen regime) in an isothermal gaseous environment, using elapsed time, t, as the relevant independent variable. We assume there are enough monomers to represent the distribution function by a continuous function. We ask when the mean time between such coagulation events will become comparable to the time to have such spherules coalesce by the mechanism of surface diffusion, here allowing for the phenomenon of surface melting.

Coagulation Rate

From the Smoluchowski's population balance equation, we can obtain [6]

\[
\frac{dN}{dt} = -\frac{\alpha}{2 \left( \frac{3}{4\pi} \right)^{1/6} \left( \frac{6kT}{\rho_p} \right)^{1/2}} \phi^{1/6} N^{11/6},
\]

for long enough elapsed time to achieve the self-preserving PSD shape, where \( N \) is the total number density of particles, \( \alpha \) a dimensionless collision integral (= 6.67 in free molecule regime) \( \rho_p \) the intrinsic particle density, \( T \) the temperature, \( k \) the Boltzman constant and \( \phi \) the solid particle volume fraction. Therefore, the following relaxation time for coagulation, \( t_c \),

\[
t_c = 2 / (\beta N),
\]

can be defined [1] to characterize the coagulation rate process (in comparison to the sintering rate process described below), where \( N(t) \) is easily found from Eq. (1) and the collision frequency function, \( \beta \), is evaluated using the mean particle size.

Surface Melting

Consider a particle undergoing surface melting process, as illustrated in Fig. 1. As the temperature is increased, a liquid layer is formed on the particle. The corresponding free energy change can be shown [7] to have the form:
\[ \Delta f = L r(T_{\text{mp}} \div 3 T_{\text{mb}})(\delta^3 - 3 \delta^2 + 3 \delta) - (1 - \Theta)[(\gamma_{sg} - \gamma_{sl}) - \gamma_{ls}(1 - \delta)^2], \]  

where \( \Delta f \) is the specific surface free energy difference between the surface melted particle and the solid particle, \( L \) the latent heat of melting (J/m\(^3\)), \( T_{\text{mb}} \) the bulk melting temperature, \( \delta = \zeta / r \) dimensionless length with \( \zeta \) the surface liquid layer thickness and \( r \) particle radius, \( T_{\text{mp}} \) the particle melting temperature given by [8] \( T_{\text{mp}} / T_{\text{mb}} = 1 - 3[(\gamma_{sg} - \gamma_{sl})(P_1 / P_2)^{3/2}]/Lr \), \( r = (T_{\text{mp}} - T) / T_{\text{mp}} \) the dimensionless temperature, \( \gamma_{sg}, \gamma_{sl}, \gamma_{lg} \) the surface energies of the solid-gas, solid-liquid and liquid-gas interfaces, respectively, and \( \Theta = \exp[-\delta r / (1 - \delta)\zeta] \) the particle surface order parameter [9], with \( \zeta \) the liquid correlation length, which here takes account of the size effect. The (finite) equilibrium liquid layer thickness at any given temperature \( T \) can be obtained by minimizing the free energy difference, i.e. by setting \( \frac{\partial \Delta f}{\partial \zeta} = 0 \), satisfying the conditions \( \frac{\partial^2 \Delta f}{\partial \zeta^2} > 0 \) and \( \Delta f < 0 \). The surface melting temperature, \( T_{\text{ms}} \) (of the topmost surface molecules) can be determined by setting \( \zeta \) to the surface layer thickness \( \xi_0 \).

**Fig. 1.** Schematic diagram of the surface melting process.

**Coalescence Rate**

Many experiments and simulations have shown that surface diffusion is the dominant mechanism for nanometer particles [10,11,12], especially at temperatures well below the equilibrium melting point. Accordingly, for flame-generated nanoparticles of interest to us [1] we assume that surface diffusion is the dominant coalescence mechanism. Then, the characteristic time for complete coalescence of two touching spherules can be obtained by formally extrapolating the short time behavior of surface diffusion sintering model [13], giving the size-sensitive sintering time [1]:

\[ t_s = \frac{k T r^4}{225 w D_s \Omega \gamma_{sl}}, \]  

where \( w \) is the surface layer width, \( \Omega \) is the molecular volume and \( D_s \) is the relevant surface self-diffusion coefficient.

Now the surface self-diffusion coefficient can be written as [14] \( D_s = D_{s0} \exp(-Q_s T_{\text{mb}} / RT) \), where the ratio \( Q_s = E_s / T_{\text{mb}} \) has been found to have an approximately constant value for similar structure materials [14] (\( E_s \) being the familiar activation energy for surface diffusion). However, for nanoparticles considered in this work the particle surface will melt earlier so that \( T_{\text{mb}} \) is now
replaced by the surface melting temperature $T_{ma}$. If we further postulate that $Q_s$ is explicitly size-independent, then we have the surface self-diffusion coefficient for small particles:

$$D_s = D_0 \exp\left(-Q_s T_{ma} / RT\right).$$ (5)

This equation is used below to predict Al$_2$O$_3$ spherule sizes in our flame environment.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Surface Melting and Associated Diffusivity

In Fig. 2 we present the surface melting temperature calculated using the formulation stated above. The model material is alumina, whose familiar physical properties are listed in Table I. For comparison in Fig. 2 we also display the small particle melting temperature and corresponding bulk melting temperature contours. For small particles, as anticipated, the surface melting temperature deviates from the particle melting temperature as well as the bulk melting point. The surface melting temperature (for the topmost layer here) is lower as the particle sizes become smaller.

![Fig. 2. Predicted surface melting and melting temperatures of alumina nanoparticles. Also shown (dashed) is the bulk melting temperature.](image)

**Table I. Property Values of Alumina Used in Calculations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_f$</td>
<td>3970 kg/m$^3$</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{mb}$</td>
<td>2327 K</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>4.32 GJ/m$^3$</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y_g$</td>
<td>2.3 J/m$^2$</td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y_0$</td>
<td>0.7 J/m$^2$</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y_d$</td>
<td>0.15 J/m$^2$</td>
<td>[18]*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\zeta$</td>
<td>0.7 nm</td>
<td>[19]*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\xi$</td>
<td>0.51 nm</td>
<td>[20]*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_s$</td>
<td>0.518 MJ/mol</td>
<td>[21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{s0}$</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^5$ m$^2$/s</td>
<td>[21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w$</td>
<td>1.0 nm</td>
<td>[21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Omega$</td>
<td>0.022 (nm)$^3$</td>
<td>[13]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a. estimated from the method proposed in the references.

*b. taken as the lattice spacing of $\alpha$-alumina.
The corresponding surface self-diffusivity is plotted in Fig. 3, from which we see that the enhancement of this property is especially impressive for small particles. Of course, for a sintering process via surface diffusion we are only concerned with the surface structure, not the state inside each nanoparticle.

![Fig. 3. Predicted size-dependent surface self-diffusivity for Al₂O₃ particles, showing the enhancement for small particles. Also shown is the macroscopic diffusivity.](image1)

![Fig. 4. Coagulation and sintering characteristic times used to determine Al₂O₃ spherule sizes. Beyond the crossover particle size, tₛ becomes much longer than tᶜ and particle growth is expected to stop at/near the indicated crossover size.](image2)

**Comparison with Experiments [1]**

Here we consider two conditions, *viz.* precursor TMA seeding levels 0.4 mL/hr and 0.8 mL/hr, corresponding to initial particle loadings (φ in ppm) 0.14 and 0.28. The calculated characteristic times for coagulation and sintering are plotted in Fig. 4 for the lower loading condition. We see that the predicted crossover occurs at a particle diameter of 8.2 nm. This is taken to be the 'arrest' size for particle growth since, beyond this crossover, coalescence by sintering becomes much slower (note the steep increase of the time with particle size). The experimental spherule diameter, 13 nm, is also shown in the plot for comparison. For the higher loading the predicted spherule size is 9.5 nm, while our experiments give 16 nm. Although there are still deviations, they are rather small when compared to the results of using literature-values from macroscopic properties [2]. Moreover, preliminary application of our method to the larger spherule Al₂O₃ data of Ref. [2] also reveals promising agreement [7].

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a rational theory to predict spherule size (and hence, specific surface area) in vapor phase nanoparticle synthesis. While based on the competition between the rate processes of Brownian coagulation and particle sintering, we propose an enhanced surface diffusivity for spherules in this important size range (O(10 nm) diameter). These results, when compared with
our diffusion flame experiments on Al₂O₃ nanoparticles, show encouraging agreement. We are now in a position to test and refine this formulation using TiO₂ spherule size data from aggregates thermophoretically-sampled from our flames [1]. We expect that this approach could also be used to anticipate sintering time requirements for other types of nanophase materials, such as nanocomposite powders.
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ABSTRACT

Polycrystalline, small grain sized, 15 μm thick MoN (x=1 or 2) films, void of detectable concentrations of molybdenum oxides, have been prepared on 50 μm thick nitrided Ti substrates via conversion of precursor MoO3 films in a programmed reaction with NH3. The latter films were produced via liquid spray pyrolysis of an MoCl5/methanol mixture in air at 500° C. The reaction of MoO3 films with NH3 resulted in a two-phase Mo N mixture consisting of γ-Mo2N and δ-MoN. The change in density of MoO3 (p=4.69 g/cm3) to γ-Mo2N (p=9.50 g/cm3) and δ-MoN (p=9.05 g/cm3) produced grains with a calculated average size of 10 nm without losing adherence to the substrate. The composition of the MoN films was determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) to be ≈60% γ-Mo2N and 40% δ-MoN. The results of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) showed the surface morphology of the MoN films to be highly porous.

INTRODUCTION

The numerous potential applications of high surface area (HSA) nanoparticle materials have prompted significant research into their production and development [1-3]. Recently, HSA MoN powders have been investigated as hydrodenitrogenation, dehydrogenation, and desulfurization catalysts [4-6]. Previous studies regarding the preparation of HSA MoN powders have focused on the reduction of MoO3 in NH3 using temperature programmed process routes [1, 2, 7, 8]. The conversion of MoO3 to MoN is a topotactic transformation [7] in which HSA particle formation occurs accompanied by the retention of the crystallographic relationships between MoO3 and Mo2N. Thus, a substantial change in density results without the collapse of individual particles [7].

Because of their high electrical conductivity (1/ρ = 10^4 ohm^-1 cm^-1), MoN films have been prepared and investigated in the present research for use as electrodes in high energy density storage devices. The preparation of small grain sized MoN films with low oxygen concentrations on Ti substrates via conversion reactions between granular MoO3 films and NH3 has invariably resulted in the formation of MoO2. The formation of TiO2 and TiO on Ti substrates during the deposition of MoO3 inhibits the complete conversion of MoO3 to Mo2N at the interface. In addition, during the conversion of MoO3 to MoN, the adhesion of the film to the substrate oxides reduces the amount of densification that can occur. Another potential problem in the conversion process is the occurrence of unstable MoxNC1 compounds as a result of the incomplete pyrolysis of the MoCl5 precursor.

In the current research, we have observed that the preparation of small grain sized MoN films can be accomplished by using nitrided Ti substrates and lengthy conversion reaction processes. The use of nitrided Ti substrates both substantially reduced the amount of TiO2 and TiO formed and, as a result, reduced the presence of MoO3 (which converts to MoO2 at temperatures above 400° C in NH3) in the converted MoN films. Lengthy conversion reaction processes involving the diffusion of NH3 into the MoO3 films were also developed to eliminate MoO2 near the interface region.

EXPERIMENTAL

As-received, 50 μm thick polycrystalline Ti substrates, were cut into 1" squares, cleaned sequentially in trichloroethylene, acetone, and methanol, etched in 1.0 M HCl at 90°C for ten minutes to remove the surface oxide, rinsed in methanol, and dried. Surface nitridation was accomplished by heating the prepared Ti substrates to 700°C for 1 hour in NH₃ flowing at 4 l/min in a quartz lined stainless steel tube furnace, which had been previously evacuated to 10⁻³ torr.

The production of MoO₃ films was accomplished in a resistively heated, pancake-style, atmospheric spray pyrolysis deposition system. This system incorporated a thin layer chromatography sprayer (TLC) to deliver the liquid molybdenum source (5g of MoCl₅/100 ml DI H₂O +50 ml methanol) to the substrate. The substrates were heated to the MoO₃ deposition temperature of 500°C, and the process sequence initiated by flowing N₂ at 14 l/min over the liquid inlet of the TLC sprayer. At this flow rate, the liquid source was siphoned up the inlet tube, dispersed into fine droplets, and deposited on the substrate. The pyrolysis of the liquid source in air produced MoO₃. The process route for the growth of MoO₃ films employed an on/off cycle involving the deposition of MoO₃ for thirty seconds and the cessation of the flow of N₂ for thirty seconds. This process was repeated 15 times to prepare 15 μm thick MoO₃ films.

To achieve the conversion of the MoO₃ films to MoₙN, the former were placed in a quartz lined stainless steel tube furnace and evacuated to 10⁻³ torr. The system was seven times sequentially back-filled with UHP (99.999%) N₂ to atmospheric pressure and evacuated to 10⁻³ torr to reduce the oxygen level in the system to a minimum. To eliminate any detectable MoO₂ in the MoₙN films, the following temperature programmed reaction sequence was developed by the authors and conducted at 760 torr and an NH₃ flow rate of 7 l/min : 325°C/hour from room temperature to 325°C, 20°C/hour from 300 - 580°C, 160°C/hour from 580 - 740°C, and a final soak at 740°C for 2 hours. The resulting MoₙN films were passivated for 24 hours in N₂ flowing at 2 l/min to prevent rapid oxidation due to their high surface areas.

The structural, microstructural, and chemical properties of the MoₙN films were determined using several techniques. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and chemical analysis were performed using a JEOL 6400FE at 5 kV and equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray microanalyzer (EDX) capable of light element detection. X-ray diffraction patterns were obtained using a Rigaku Model A operating at 27.5 kV and 15 A. The average particle size of the MoₙN films was determined using the Debye-Scherrer equation

$$d = \frac{K\lambda}{B_{hal} \cos \theta}$$

where θ is the Bragg angle; K is a correction factor, taken as unity; λ is the X-ray wavelength in Å; and Bₜₜ is the full width at half the maximum peak height in radians corrected for instrument broadening. Auger electron spectroscopy depth profiling was conducted using a JEMP-30 at an accelerating voltage of 5 kV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Prior research in the authors' laboratories showed that polycrystalline MoₙN films converted from MoO₃ previously deposited on Ti metal substrates contained ≤ 20% MoO₂. In contrast, MoₙN films, void of detectable amorphous or crystalline MoO₂, have been prepared in the current research on nitrided Ti substrates using the temperature programmed conversion reaction described above. The slow heating rates employed reduced hydrothermal sintering of the individual grains, prevented rapid water evolution and the associated loss of adherence to the substrate, and resulted in nitrogen-rich and nitrogen-deficient planar regions in the upper and lower sections, respectively, of the films. It was discovered that MoO₃ converted to MoₙN in NH₃ at temperatures above 730°C. Thus, to eliminate MoO₂, samples were held at a soaking temperature
of 740° C for 2 hours. This procedure also reduced the surface area and increased the grain size of the films.

The XRD pattern presented in Figure 1a of a representative low oxygen concentration Mo,N film shows no peaks associated with MoO₃. The two phase Mo₃N structure consisted of ≈ 60% γ-Mo₂N and ≈ 40% δ-Mo₃N. An XRD pattern of an MoO₂ contaminated Mo,N film is shown in Figure 1b for comparison. The peak broadening in both films is due to the small size of the grains in the films as discussed below.

A representative SEM micrograph of a porous Mo₃N film having an average grain size of ≈ 10 nm and with no detectable MoO₂ is shown in Figure 2a. An SEM micrograph of a typical MoO₂- contaminated Mo₃N film is shown in Figure 2b. The films contaminated with the oxide possessed a large variation in grain size which is believed to be due to the incomplete conversion of MoO₃ to Mo₃N. The Mo₃N films with no detectable oxide had a more uniform grain size.

As shown in Table I, the calculated grain size of low oxygen concentration Mo₃N films below 19° was ≈ 10 nm. Good agreement with this value was observed in all of the peaks below 19°. Although not shown, the average grain size of oxide contaminated Mo₃N films was ≈ 15 nm. The calculated particle size decreased with increasing θ values due to the 0.001 Å line width of Kα radiation. This line width resulted in an increase in the peaks of 0.08 ° over the width of a true monochromatic beam at 22.5 °. Peak broadening due to this phenomena increases with increasing theta. Therefore, the average grain sizes within the films are best represented in the theta values that are less than this angle.

The nitridation of the Ti substrates reduced the MoO₂ present in the converted Mo₃N films. The nitrided titanium layer made up only 5-10% of the bulk, but it was concentrated at the surface of the substrate. Due to their excellent oxidation resistance, the Ti nitrided substrates did not oxidize to the extent of the Ti substrates during the preparation of MoO₃ films. It was discovered that once titanium oxides (TiO₂ and TiO) were formed on the substrate, it was thermodynamically impossible at the reaction temperatures and pressures employed to convert these oxides to Ti₃N or TiN. As the Gibbs free energy of formation of MoO₂ possesses a more negative value than TiO at temperatures below 1020 K, the presence of TiO was found to inhibit the conversion of MoO₃ to

![Figure 1](image-url)
Mo\textsubscript{3}N. Above this temperature, TiO is thermodynamically more stable than MoO\textsubscript{2}. However, to reduce the presence of MoO\textsubscript{2} in the Mo\textsubscript{3}N films, the conversion process had to be conducted at 1040 K. The effects of using nitrided Ti substrates are shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3, an XRD pattern of the same temperature programmed reaction \cite{1} conducted on substrates of Ti and nitrided Ti indicate a significant reduction in oxide contamination by using nitrided Ti substrates. The Ti, TiO\textsubscript{2}, and TiO peaks have been removed for clarity.

To monitor contamination in the Mo\textsubscript{3}N films, AES and EDX was conducted to determine the presence of oxygen and chlorine, respectively. The AES depth profile shown in Figure 4a of an Mo\textsubscript{3}N film on a nitrided Ti substrate indicates that oxygen levels were near background concentrations adjacent to film/substrate interface. Conversely, in Figure 4b, oxygen is indicated near the interface region in an Mo\textsubscript{3}N film on Ti substrates prepared by using the same temperature programmed reaction. The EDX data (not shown) of these two films did not indicate the presence of chlorine. Therefore at the MoO\textsubscript{3} deposition temperatures employed, complete pyrolysis of MoCl\textsubscript{5} was achieved.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Phase & $\theta$ & $\cos \theta$ & $B_{\text{ref}}$ (radians) & Grain Size (nm) \\
\hline
MoN & 15.944 & 0.9615 & 0.0148 & 10.8 \\
MoN & 18.103 & 0.9504 & 0.0153 & 10.6 \\
$\gamma$-Mo\textsubscript{3}N & 18.688 & 0.9472 & 0.0153 & 10.6 \\
$\gamma$-Mo\textsubscript{3}N & 21.725 & 0.9289 & 0.0206 & 8.1 \\
MoN & 24.506 & 0.9099 & 0.0239 & 7.1 \\
$\gamma$-Mo\textsubscript{3}N & 31.555 & 0.8521 & 0.0257 & 7.0 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Grain size of low oxygen concentration Mo\textsubscript{3}N films calculated using the Debye-Scherrer equation.}
\end{table}

Figure 2. Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of (a) a bulk oxide free Mo\textsubscript{3}N film and (b) an MoO\textsubscript{2} contaminated Mo\textsubscript{3}N film. The particle size variation in (b) is believed to be due to the formation of MoO\textsubscript{2} in place of Mo\textsubscript{3}N.
Figure 3. X-ray diffraction patterns of Mo$_2$N converted from MoO$_3$ using the conversion process developed by Choi et al. [1] on different substrates. Molybdenum nitride (Mo$_2$N) films on nitrided Ti substrates had less oxide contamination than on Ti substrates. The TiO, TiO$_2$, TiN, and Ti$_2$N peaks have been removed for clarity.

Figure 4. Auger electron spectroscopy depth profiles of the interface region of (a) an Mo$_2$N film on a nitrided Ti substrate and (b) an MoO$_2$ contaminated Mo$_2$N film on a Ti substrate. Both (a) and (b) were converted using the process described in the text. Oxygen was indicated in the Ti substrate in (b).
CONCLUSIONS

The preparation of 15 μm thick polycrystalline Mo₅N films having a low oxygen content and very small grain size has been achieved on nitrided Ti substrates via conversion of previously deposited MoO₃ in NH₃. X-ray diffraction patterns indicated that peak broadening was due to small grain sizes. The average grain size of the films determined by Debye-Scherrer calculations was ≈ 10 nm. The grain size of the Mo₅N films on nitrided Ti substrates varied only slightly in size when compared to oxide contaminated Mo₅N films. The use of nitrided titanium substrates greatly reduced oxide contamination near the film/substrate interface. The AES depth profile data indicated that the oxide contamination was concentrated near the interface in Mo₅N films on Ti substrates. The use of nitrided Ti substrates and lengthy conversion procedures reduced the oxide contamination in the Mo₅N films.
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ABSTRACT

The sintering of sputtered copper nanoparticles with a thin film copper substrate has been studied in real time using a novel in-situ UHV TEM. Particles were generated by dc sputtering in argon and transferred directly into the microscope along a connecting tube. The particles were deposited onto a clean (001) copper substrate of thickness 40nm. As-deposited particles assume a random orientation on the copper substrate as evidenced by electron diffraction patterns. Upon annealing, however, the particles were observed to reorient and assume the orientation of the substrate. Reorientation of individual, isolated particles occurred at ~200°C, primarily by grain-boundary motion and not by surface diffusion.

INTRODUCTION

Nanophase materials can exhibit a number of novel properties and are thus of great interest for a number of engineering applications. A nanophase material is typically defined as one having grain sizes of less than ~50nm and may be produced by Gleiter's method [1] of inert gas condensation followed by in-situ compaction of the particles to form a nanocrystalline pellet. Sintering of this pellet leads to the formation of a compact whose density depends on the degree of agglomeration of condensed particles in the gas phase prior to collection and compaction. Highly agglomerated particles typically produce compacts of lower density by decreasing particle coordinations and introducing pores [2]. There is therefore considerable interest in understanding the processes involved in the growth, collection and sintering of nanoparticles. Frequently, collected particles are of necessity in contact with a bulk surface, and consequently it is important to understand the sintering processes occurring both between particles in contact with other particles, and particles in contact with a substrate. Moreover, nanoparticle/film composites will be useful in the development of magnetic storage media where magnetic nanoparticulates are required to remain insoluble with a thin film substrate. The stability and sintering properties of the nanoparticles as a function of composition, processing and temperature will be key issues in the development of such applications. Deposition of clean, small particles on a clean single crystal substrate is also an ideal experiment to test theoretical models of the sintering processes occurring in small particles [3].

In the present work we have addressed the issue of the sintering of nanoparticles in contact with a thin film substrate. Using copper as a model system, we have investigated the sintering of sputtered clean copper nanoparticles in contact with a clean single-crystal copper substrate using a novel in-situ UHV TEM. The experiments were performed in parallel with molecular dynamics simulations of the interactions between particles and a substrate upon initial contact.
EXPERIMENT

Copper nanoparticles were generated by dc magnetron sputtering of a copper target (99.999% purity) in 1.3 Torr of ultraclean argon (<1 ppb impurities) and a baked UHV chamber as described elsewhere [4]. Individual particles and agglomerates of these particles were then transferred through a pipe directly into the microscope in the gas phase. The instrument, a JEOL 200CX TEM modified for UHV capability [5] and nanoparticle introduction [4], is equipped for resistive heating of substrates and selective introduction of gases. The base pressures of the chamber and column are $10^{-10}$ and $10^{-9}$ Torr respectively.

Copper films 40nm in thickness and of predominantly (001) orientation were produced by e-beam evaporation of copper (99.999% purity) onto (001) rocksalt substrates held at 250°C. Following flotation of the copper films in deionized water the films were mounted on specially prepared Si supports and transferred into the microscope. In order to produce a clean copper surface the native oxide (Cu$_2$O) on the surface of the film was removed by heating to between 300 and 350°C in flowing methanol at a partial pressure of $-5.10^{-5}$ Torr for 20 minutes. Methanol decomposes on the film surface to yield water, formaldehyde (CH$_2$O), carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide. The reaction products desorb from the surface leaving an oxide-free film as confirmed by electron diffraction. Prior annealing of the copper film also led to a reduced step density on the surface.

RESULTS

The morphology and orientation of as-deposited particles was examined using bright field and dark field imaging in combination with electron diffraction. A typical area of a film following particle deposition is shown in figure 1 (a). The presence of both agglomerates of particles and individual particles can be seen in the figure. Electron diffraction patterns indicate the particles to be of random orientation at this stage.

Upon heating, in ~10°C increments, at a rate of ~40°min$^{-1}$, the particles exhibited a stable orientation until, above ~200°C, a proportion of the smaller particles (5-10nm diameter) began to reorient. At this stage the particles became invisible in bright field images (figure 1(b)), however examination of DF images using a Cu(220) reflection revealed local thickness changes of similar dimensions to the particle diameters prior to annealing. Depending upon the angle of the incident illumination, and hence the positions of thickness fringes in the image, the particles either appeared bright on a dark background, or dark on a bright background. Examples of this contrast reversal are shown in figure 2. In this region of the film the particles at ‘A’ and ‘B’ can be seen to be of opposite contrast in figures 2(a) and (b). Further tilting of the beam led to contrast reversal of other particles. This contrast change implies that the particles have ‘joined’ the crystalline material of the substrate, and so contribute to the Cu(220) diffraction contrast of the substrate. At this point they become almost invisible in bright field. From these contrast changes the height of these epitaxial particles is estimated to be ~5nm. Dynamic studies of the realignment show that it typically occurs by grain boundary motion through the particle.
Room temperature sintering of copper nanoparticles with one another has been observed previously in our system on amorphous SiN substrates [6] and it is expected that a grain boundary will form between the particle and copper substrate at the point of contact. In order to minimize its free energy a 'notched' boundary between the particle and substrate is the most probable form of this interface. Indeed, molecular dynamics simulations of particles ~7nm in diameter confirm this and indicate that the first several monolayers of the particle in contact with the substrate are of epitaxial orientation. Very small copper particles (~2nm diameter) are predicted to sinter in less than a nanosecond and an example of such a simulation is presented in...
figure 3(a). The figure shows a copper nanoparticle, ~1nm in diameter and with a kinetic energy of 0.2eV, experiencing a 'soft' impact with a copper surface. From the sequence of events predicted by the simulation the particle undergoes recrystallisation after initial impact (t=15ps) and becomes fully epitaxial with the surface (t=18ps). Simulations of particles in the size range accessible to our experiments do not show this effect, and in figure 3(b) a particle ~3nm in diameter is shown incident upon the same surface, also with a kinetic energy of 0.2eV. A fraction of the particle, closest to the substrate, can be seen to be epitaxial with the substrate within picoseconds of impact. The majority volume fraction does not become epitaxial and a grain boundary is formed within the particle. In larger particles the epitaxial volume fractions are even smaller, with the projected areas of the grain boundaries also becoming lower than those of the particles themselves.

From the observed behavior of particles on annealing we conclude that grain boundary migration is responsible for sintering in these particles. The material stays in the same place as it reorients, as evidenced by the disappearance in bright field and simultaneous appearance in the

![Figure 3](image)

Figure 3 Molecular dynamics simulations of the atomic positions at various time instants for soft landings of copper particles on a copper substrate. The particles are (a) 1nm and (b) 3nm in diameter and possess 0.2eV kinetic energy before impact.
Figure 4 Cross-sectional illustration of the reorientation process occurring upon annealing an as-deposited particle. (a) Particle prior to annealing, showing the presence of a grain boundary close to the particle: bulk interface, (b) fluctuation of the position of the grain boundary upon heating and (c) epitaxial reorientation of the particle. Shaded lines represent copper (100) planes.

Cu(220) dark field image. This process is illustrated in figure 4. Although surface diffusion is occurring, as evidenced by necking in agglomerates, it is not fast enough to allow particle dissolution by a ripening process involving the substrate as the largest particle. This does occur for dirtier depositions on unclean substrates, in which grain boundary motion is presumably impeded. In this case particle dissolution at high temperatures occurs by surface diffusion. Even for 'clean' depositions, some particles do not reorient at high temperatures, which is possibly a consequence of special orientations (e.g. twins) or impurities.
CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that copper nanoparticles with a size distribution of 4-20nm assume a random orientation when deposited on a clean (001) copper thin film. Upon heating, the particles become epitaxial with the film mainly by a grain boundary migration process. Reorientation occurs at ~200°C for particles of between 5 and 10nm, whilst the majority of larger particles and agglomerates become epitaxial at higher temperatures. Our studies provide valuable controlled experimental data for modeling of this important sintering process.
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ABSTRACT
New multiscale algorithms and a load-balancing scheme are combined for molecular-dynamics simulations of nanocluster-assembled ceramics on parallel computers. Million-atom simulations of the dynamic fracture in nanophase silicon nitride reveal anisotropic self-affine structures and crossover phenomena associated with fracture surfaces.

INTRODUCTION
Light-weight materials with high-temperature strength are urgently needed in aeronautical and automotive industries for future-generation, energy-efficient engine components [1]. Silicon nitride has been at the forefront of research, since the combination of low thermal expansion and high strength makes it one of the most thermal-shock-resistant materials currently available [2].

However, the brittleness of silicon nitride hinders its practical applications. In recent years a great deal of progress has been made in synthesizing nanophase ceramics containing ultrafine microstructures in the range of a few nanometers [3]. The synthesis of these materials involves the generation and sintering of nanometer-size clusters. Generally speaking, the physical properties of nanophase solids are much superior to those of ordinary coarse-grained materials. For example, it has been found that nanophase ceramics are more ductile than conventional ceramics with the same constituents.

Understanding the fracture mechanisms of nanophase ceramics is essential for structural applications. While it has been speculated that the improved toughness is due to the deflection and multiple branching of cracks at interfaces, there is little understanding about the influence of interfacial structures on fracture dynamics.

New computational approaches are augmenting the time-consuming search-and-test methods traditionally used for the development of new materials. Molecular dynamics (MD) approach provides the phase-space trajectories of particles through the solution of Newton's equations, thereby shedding light on how atomistic level processes lead to macroscopic phenomena such as fracture [4-10]. However, simulations of nanophase ceramics involve at least multimillion atoms [7]. In addition, characteristic time for many technologically important processes such as sintering is many orders-of-magnitude longer than the atomic time scale [8,9]. The required large-scale, long-time simulations are beyond the scope of current simulation technologies. To extend the scope of MD simulations, we have developed new simulation methods including i) space-time multiresolution schemes [11], ii) hierarchical dynamics via a rigid-body/implicit-integration/normal-mode approach [12], and iii) adaptive curvilinear-coordinate load balancing for parallel computing [13].
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Using large-scale molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations, we have investigated the influence of ultrafine microstructures on dynamic fracture in nanophase silicon nitride [7]. The simulations reveal significant crack branching and pinning of the crack front by microstructures. As a result, the system is able to sustain an order-of-magnitude larger strain than crystalline Si₃N₄. The morphology of the crack surfaces exhibits significant anisotropy and crossover phenomena, in agreement with recent experiments on intergranular brittle fracture [14-16].

In this paper we report i) the development of multiscale MD techniques, ii) million-atom MD simulations of dynamic fracture in nanophase Si₃N₄ on parallel computers, and iii) the roughness analysis of MD fracture surfaces.

MULTISCALE MOLECULAR DYNAMICS

The compute-intensive part of MD simulations is the calculation of interparticle interactions. Highly efficient algorithms have been designed to compute these interactions on parallel machines [11]. The long-range Coulomb interaction is calculated with a divide-and-conquer scheme, called the fast multipole method (FMM), which reduces the computational complexity from \(O(N^2)\) to \(O(N)\). For short-ranged interactions, we have employed a multiple time-step (MTS) approach in which a significant reduction in computation is achieved by exploiting different time scales for different force components.

**FIG. 1:** Various physical processes involved in the sintering of nanoclusters: i) relative rotation of clusters is included through rigid-body dynamics; ii) unharmonic atomic motions responsible for surface diffusion are included by implicit integration of Newton's equations; iii) thermal atomic motions assist the diffusion processes, and these high-frequency modes are dealt with normal-mode analysis.
We have also developed a new algorithm for long-time MD simulations of nanocluster-assembled materials [12]. The rigid-body/implicit-integration/normal-mode (RIN) method combines: i) quaternion-based rigid-body dynamics for global conformational changes; ii) symplectic implicit integration of Newton's equations for the coalescence of clusters; and iii) normal-mode analysis of fast atomic oscillations (Fig. 1). The RIN scheme using a time step $\Delta t$ of $10^{-12}$ sec speeds up a conventional explicit integration scheme with $\Delta t = 2 \times 10^{-15}$ sec by a factor of 28 without loss of accuracy. A parallel implementation of the scheme achieves an efficiency of 0.94 for a 1.28-million-atom nanocrystalline silicon nitride solid on 64 nodes of the IBM SP computer at Argonne National Laboratory.

Simulation of nanophase materials is characterized by irregular atomic distribution. Uniform spatial decomposition on parallel computers would result in unequal partition of workloads among processors and low efficiency. Recently, we have added a dynamic-load-balancing capability to an existing parallel MD code which was based on uniform mesh decomposition [13]. The new load-balancing scheme uses adaptive curvilinear coordinates to represent partition boundaries. Workloads are partitioned with a uniform 3-dimensional mesh in the curvilinear coordinate system (Fig. 2). Simulated annealing is used to determine the optimal coordinate system which minimizes load-imbalance and communication costs. Periodic boundary conditions are naturally incorporated, and the new scheme requires no change in the data structures of the MD program. The computational overhead to perform load balancing is only 3.7% of the total MD execution time for a 633,696-atom SiO$_2$ system on 32 nodes of the SP machine. Inclusion of load balancing reduces the execution time by a factor of 4.2.

**FIG. 2:** Partition of 2,964 atoms into $2 \times 2 \times 1$ processors: (left) curved partition boundaries in the Euclidean space; (right) uniform mesh partition in the curvilinear space.

**PARALLEL MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS OF NANOPHASE Si$_3$N$_4$**

We have performed MD simulations of nanophase Si$_3$N$_4$ on a parallel computer [7]. The interatomic interactions are characterized by steric repulsion, Coulomb and charge-dipole interactions, and three-body covalent interactions [17]. First 108 spherical $\alpha$-Si$_3$N$_4$ clusters each containing 10,052 atoms were randomly packed in a box with periodic boundary conditions. An
external pressure of 15 GPa was applied to consolidate them at 2,000K. The consolidated system was cooled to 300K, and the external pressure was reduced to zero.

To study fracture in the consolidated system, periodic boundary conditions were removed and the system was relaxed with the conjugate-gradient approach. Using the MD method the system was thermalized at room temperature and then subjected to an external strain by displacing atoms in the uppermost and lowermost layers (5.5Å thick) normal to the x direction. Initially a tensile strain of 5% (at the rate of 0.25% per picosecond) was applied. After relaxing the system for several thousand time steps with the MD approach, a notch of length 50Å was inserted in the y direction.

At this strain we observed the growth of a few crack branches in addition to slight progression of the notch in the y direction. These local branches and nanoclusters decelerated the crack front. When the motion of the crack front subsided, we increased the strain along x by displacing the same boundary-layer atoms by 1% and then we relaxed the system for 10 ps. The crack front then advanced significantly in the y direction. We also observed that interfacial regions allowed the crack front to meander and cause local crack branches to sprout in the system. At a strain of 14%, a secondary crack with several local branches merged with the primary crack. With further increase in the strain the secondary front advanced toward the initial notch and finally when the strain reaches 30% the two fronts joined and the system was completely fractured. Figure 3 shows a snapshot of the nanophase system just before it fractures. It should be noted that the critical strain (30%) at which the nanophase system fractures is enormous compared to what the crystalline $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ system can sustain (at an applied strain of only 3% the crystal undergoes cleavage fracture).

**FIG. 3:** Nanophase $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ just before it fractures under an applied strain of 30%. Evidently the crack-front advances along disordered interfacial regions in the system.

**FIG. 4:** Schematic of the nanophase system with the applied strain in the x (the direction of the arrows) and the notch in the y direction (the crack propagates along y).

**ANISOTROPIC ROUGHNESS OF FRACTURE SURFACES**

There are considerable current interests in the correlation between the roughness of fracture surfaces and materials properties such as toughness [18]. It is now well established that fracture surfaces are self-affine, i.e., they remain invariant under the transformation $(x, y, z) \rightarrow (a^\xi x, ay, az)$ where $\xi$ is known as the roughness exponent [19]. Recent experimental findings include:
• **Universality**: Various experiments on brittle as well as ductile materials have found that for the fracture profile, \( x(z) \), perpendicular to the direction of crack propagation, \( y \), the roughness exponent has a universal value independent of material and mode of fracture, \( \zeta_\perp = 0.8 \), above a certain domain of length scales [20,21].

• **Crossover**: At smaller length scales the roughness exponent crosses over to a value close to 0.5 which corresponds to quasi-static crack propagation [14].

• **Anisotropy**: Recently Schmittbuhl et al. pointed out that the self-affine correlation length scales with the distance to the notch as \( \xi \sim y^{1/2} \) [13]. As a result, the roughness exponent, \( \zeta_\parallel \), for the out-of-plane fracture profile, \( x(y) \), should be \( \zeta_\parallel /1.2 \).

• **Crack-front morphology**: Measurements of in-plane fracture profile, \( y(z) \), have revealed the existence of a new exponent, \( \zeta \). In Al-Li and Super\( \alpha_2 \) Ti\(_3\)Al-based alloys the observed values are 0.60±0.04 and 0.54±0.03, respectively [12].

To investigate the nature of self-affine fracture surfaces in the nanophase Si\(_3\)N\(_4\), we calculate the height-height correlation functions both in and out of the fracture plane \( y-z \) (see Fig. 4). Figure 5a shows the best fit to the out-of-plane height-height correlation function \( g_{xx}(z) = \langle [x(z+z_0) - x(z_0)]^2 \rangle^{1/2} \) for the fracture profile \( x(z) \) requires two roughness exponents: \( \zeta_\perp = 0.84\pm0.12 \) above a certain length scale (64Å) and \( \zeta_\perp = 0.58\pm0.14 \) otherwise. The inset shows the MD results for the other out-of-plane height-height correlation function \( g_{xx}(y) \). In this case the best fit to the results gives a roughness exponent \( \zeta_\parallel = 0.75\pm0.08 \). The MD results for \( \zeta_\perp \) and \( \zeta_\parallel \) are very close to experimental values [14]. We have also determined the in-plane roughness exponent, \( \zeta \). Figure 5b shows that the best fit to the corresponding height-height correlation function gives \( \zeta = 0.57\pm0.08 \), which is in good agreement with experiments [14].

![FIG. 5: (a) Log-log plot of the height-height correlation function, \( g_{xx}(z) \), versus \( z \) for the out-of-plane fracture profile \( x(z) \) (the inset contains the corresponding results for the out-of-plane profile \( x(y) \)); (b) the variation of \( g_{yy}(z) \) for the in-plane fracture profile \( y(z) \).](image)

**SUMMARY**

We have simulated dynamic fracture in nanophase Si\(_3\)N\(_4\) ceramic using a multiscale molecular dynamics approach on parallel computers. Deflection and multiple branching of cracks at interfaces make critical strain an order-of-magnitude larger than crystalline systems. Fracture surfaces exhibit anisotropic self-affine structures and crossover phenomena, which is in good agreement with recent experiments.
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ABSTRACT

Molecular dynamics computer simulations of low temperature elastic and plastic deformation of Ni nanophase samples with several mean grain size in the range 3-5 nm are reported. The samples are polycrystals nucleated from different seeds, with random locations and orientations. Bulk and Young modulus are calculated from stress-strain curves and the onset of plastic deformation is discussed. At higher loads substantial difference in the plastic behaviour with respect to the coarse grain counterpart is observed: among the mechanism responsible for the deformation, grain boundary sliding and motion, as well as grain rotation are identified. An interpretation in terms of grain boundary viscosity is proposed and a linear dependence of strain rate with the inverse of the grain size is obtained.

INTRODUCTION

Many of the distinctive properties of nanophase materials come from the large number of grain boundaries compared to the coarse grained polycrystals. In particular these materials exhibit mechanical properties which are considerably different from their coarser-grained counterparts. Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the deformation behavior based on the extensive number of triple junctions, the lack of dislocation activity, grain boundary sliding, grain rotation, the presence of a softer phase in the boundaries, etc. [1-5]. Conventional physical models for crystal plasticity have been revised to include size effects due to the presence of a large density of grain boundaries. The influence of these interfaces is crucial; while in conventional models of plasticity, interfaces represent obstacles for the deformation processes, contributing to the strengthening, in nanophase materials they are probably responsible for all of the observed plasticity.

Despite of the continuously increasing body of experimental evidences, a definite picture of elasticity and plasticity in this new class of materials is still missing, in part due to difficulties in reproducing the experimental conditions and controlling crucial parameters such as density and grain boundary structure, which translates into a significant dispersion of data [3,6]. Reported experiments on elastic and plastic behaviour concentrate mainly on determination of Young modulus, hardness measurements and creep tests in the temperature regime corresponding to Coble creep and Nabarro - Herring creep.

Large scale molecular dynamics computer simulations can help understanding the relationship between grain boundary structure and overall properties. Computer simulations of nanocrystalline materials consist of two parts. The first part is the modeling of the material itself; the second part is the simulation of the physical property of interest and the analysis of the representative character of the results in relation to experimentally observed behavior.

In the case of nanocrystalline materials, where the stochastic nature of the interface structure is relevant, this is not only a matter of the correct choice of the potential, but also of the number
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of grains simulated and their mean grain size, i.e. of the total number of atoms included in the sample. Approaches from different perspectives have lead to different atomic modeling ranging from the aggregation and consolidation of different randomly oriented clusters [7] to a deterministic aggregation of grains where position, shape, and orientation of each grain of the system is specified [8]. Between them, samples have also been constructed by filling up an assigned volume with a polycrystal nucleating from different seeds [9] or by cooling down a liquid containing pre-oriented crystalline seeds [10]. Careful analysis of grain boundaries in computer generated nanosamples has been reported [8], interpreting their structure in terms of amorphous regions by comparison of the similar energetics involved.

This paper reports on the elastic and plastic behaviour of nanophase Ni with mean grain sizes between 3.2 and 5.4 nm. Plastic deformation is modeled in the framework of viscous plasticity of non-crystalline materials, combining the concept that nearly all plastic activity is concentrated at the grain boundaries and that these grain boundaries behave as amorphous regions.

COMPUTATIONAL

Results on computer simulations of plastic deformation of nanoscale metallic samples are reported: five samples containing approximately 100,000 atoms each, with 15, 20, 25 and 50 grains (Ni15, ...Ni50), which represent average grain sizes ranging from 3.2 to 5.4 nm, and a test sample containing two grains and consequently two glide systems consisting of parallel interfaces at 45 degrees of the applied stress. They are constructed by filling the simulation cell volume with nanograins nucleated from stochastically chosen seeds with random crystallographic orientations. Subsequently, those atoms in the grain boundaries closer than 2 Å to each other are removed. The samples are relaxed to a minimum energy, using a parallel molecular dynamics code with a Finnis Sinclair potential in the Parinello-Raman approach, and periodic boundary conditions, as described in [11]. The final density of the samples at 0 K is in all cases above 97% of the perfect crystal value. Samples are then loaded and subsequently unloaded with an uniaxial stress between 10 MPa and 3 GPa, the latter being ~ 2 % of the bulk modulus, below the range assumed for the theoretical strength of perfect crystals. In the lower load region the elastic properties are calculated from stress-strain curves. The highest load is applied in order to study the mechanism responsible for plastic deformation. The need of large strain rates imposed by computer running-time limitations, determine these large values of applied stresses, clearly above the experimental range. However, this stress level gives strain rates in the range $10^9$ sec$^{-1}$ which, for this sample size, is still considered as stationary creep (in the sense that no transient stress gradients develop). Simulations were done in the microcanonical ensemble, in such a way that the mechanical work was converted into both heat and defect energy, which were then easily monitored.

Despite this procedure, sample temperature in all runs was below 70 K after 10% deformation, for a starting temperature of 0 K. These stresses and temperature ranges gave us information on essentially a-thermal plastic deformation mechanisms. Some runs were continued until deformations of 50% or more, but these runs show artificial departures of the steady state induced by the periodic boundary conditions (these samples never break; deformation stops when the sample is a long rod with all interfaces perpendicular to the applied stress, i.e. a bamboo-like structure. Deformation has been followed using strain-time (creep) curves, visual inspection of slabs and energy contour plots. Grain rotation has quantitatively been determined by Fourier transforming the atomic positions, and measuring the displacement of the diffraction spots on the Ewald sphere.
RESULTS

Figure 1a shows histograms of potential energy for the two extreme sizes, Ni_15 and Ni_50, in the undeformed state at 0 K. Bin width is 40 meV, which is approximately the value corresponding to potential thermal energy at room temperature. In this scale, it is clearly seen the relevance of the interfaces in terms of the number of atoms that have potential energy above the perfect crystal value, within a range of thermal energies: these numbers are 50% for Ni_15, and 70% for Ni_50, with 5.4 and 3.2 nm respectively; if we count the atoms with energy larger than the latent heat of melting, these numbers reduce to 12% and 18% respectively. This figure not only tells us about the significant perturbation to the crystalline structure that these grain boundaries introduce, but also shows that the average potential energy those defected atoms store is comparable to the latent heat of melting of this Ni model potential, 180 meV/atom. This gives strong support to the interpretation of boundaries in terms of amorphous (or liquid-like) structures. Also shown in this figure is the grain size distributions for Ni_50 and Ni_15.

Figure 2 shows the stress-strain curve for Ni_15 and Ni_50. At stresses lower than 80 MPa the deformation can be said to be elastic and the curve fits to a straight line within a standard deviation of 1%. On the plot only the linear fit for Ni_15 is shown, because of the very little difference. Unloading the sample leads to the original sample size. From linear fitting of the strain versus stress in longitudinal and transverse direction, the elastic constants C_{11} and C_{12} can be calculated. For Ni_15 the values are 170 and 90 Gpa and for Ni_50, 150 and 60 GPa respectively. This means a reduction of about 30% in Young modulus for a sample with mean grain size of 5.4 nm and a reduction of 40% for a sample with a mean grain size of 3.2 nm relative to the value of a single crystal calculated with this potential (C_{11} : 250 Gpa, C_{12} : 155 Gpa). The reduction in E-modulus is less then the measured values in consolidated samples and is in the range of the value (50%) reported in other computer simulations on Fe with mean grain.

Fig. 1.a: Histograms of potential energy of each atom for Ni_15 and Ni_50. Inset: Grain size distribution of Ni_50 and Ni_15, together with a log-normal fit.

Fig. 1b: Histograms of potential energy of each atom of another sample Ni_15 before and after 10% deformation and subsequent relaxation.
size of 1nm [12]. The reduction is however larger then the predicted values from the three-
compound model described in reference[6]. At higher loads the curve start to deviate from linear
behaviour. The inset in fig.2 shows the deviation from linear behaviour expressed in %. The exact
onset of plastic deformation is difficult to determine because of the very slowly or even maybe
never reached maximum deformation. In order to reduce error, values given are all strain values
loading during 30 psec, when strain rate was very slow. As can be observed, the strains reached
in Ni_50 are higher then those reached in Ni_15, which means that there is more plastic
deformation at the lower grain size. This indicates a lowering in yield stress or a reduced
hardness when grain size is reduced from 5.4 to 3.2 nm. At 5.4 nm the yield stress is between 0.1
and 0.2 Gpa, at 3.2 nm the yield stress is below 0.1 Gpa.

Figure 3 shows strain versus time for all samples (Ni_15, Ni_50). It becomes apparent that
they show a linear behavior, with increasing strain rate for smaller grain size. It is worth noticing
that the density of all samples is reduced to about 98% of the initial value during deformation,
and that relaxation after ultimate loading does recover density to 99% of that value, so one can
say that deformation takes place at constant volume (i.e. no pore formation).

An evaluation of the energy distribution after 10% deformation (fig.2b) followed by a short
unloading, reveals that deformation takes place increasing slightly the total number of defected
atoms; 13% more atoms join the grain boundary region, but less then 1% of them end in an
amorphous-like position. The strain field induced by the deformation extends from the boundary

![Fig.2 Stress versus strain for ni_15 (o) and ni_50 (■). The inset shows the percentage deviation from linear behaviour.](image)

![Fig. 3 strain versus time for two Ni_15 samples and Ni_20, Ni_25 and Ni_50.](image)
region into the crystallites. Relaxation during longer times would certainly reduce the number of atoms joining the grain boundary.

All samples continue to be nanocrystalline after deformation. Some grains have been followed individually during deformation revealing the presence of several accommodation mechanisms such as grain boundary sliding, grain rotation and grain boundary motion, as is demonstrated in (13,14). As far as we have been able to detect by visual inspection of slabs and grain boundaries, and by using energy contour plots, we have not seen any evidence of dislocation activity.

Creep experiments are usually performed at high temperatures, where thermally activated migration of point defects at the interfaces (Coble creep) or at the grains (Nabarro - Herring creep) are the main source of plasticity. In our simulations at low temperature diffusion is excluded; however we still observe that the major contribution comes from grain boundary athermal sliding, a viscous-like behavior, with additional contributions from rotation and grain boundary motion.

For a better understanding of this viscous behavior, we deformed a sample with a particularly simple geometry, namely, two grains. Because of periodic boundary conditions these grains are infinite rods along the z axis, with square cross section in the x-y plane, which produce a regular tiling with grain boundaries at 45 degrees of the tensile x-axis. This design presents two possible glide systems, at +45 degrees and -45 degrees with respect to the direction of the applied stress. However, because of the random nature of the misfit orientation, and the constraints imposed by the geometry, these two systems are not equivalent and therefore only one of them will be activated. For the very early stages of deformation, this configuration allows us to directly measure the relation between stress and strain, keeping constant the interface geometry. The results are presented in Figure 4; in the inset we report ε vs. time at five different values of applied stress, between 1 and 3 GPa; while in the main section of the figure a linear fit to strain
rates indicates that the salient feature of this selected planar interface is linear viscosity with a coefficient \( b = 1.6 \text{ Pa sec} \). Having characterized one interface, we can simply estimate the behavior of samples with different amount of grain boundaries by making the two following assumptions: i- a 3-dimensional array of interfaces is self similar as a function of the scale \( d \) and therefore the fraction of interfaces that are activated to contribute to plastic deformation is the same at all scales; and ii- increasing the interface surface increases the slip channels that contribute to total strain in the same way as parallel dashpots would do in a mechanical model of visco-elasto-plastic solid. By further noting that in a sample with grain size \( d \), the total surface per unit volume is proportional to \( d^{-1} \), we can write the following relation for the strain rate as a function of grain size in the stationary state:

\[
de / dt = (a / d b) s
\]

(1)

where \( a \) is a constant such that \( a/d \) characterize the sample in terms of the ideal planar interface used to determine \( b \). Figure 5 shows the results for strain rate vs. \( d^{-1} \) obtained from Fig. 3, together with a linear fit whose slope, which accounts for geometric factors, is \( a = 1.1 \text{ nm} \). We can conclude from this figure that the simple picture of viscous flow is qualitatively correct.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have shown there is a reduction in elastic constants, but less drastic as is reported in the experiments on gas-condensation/vacuum consolidation samples. The sample with mean grain size of 5.4 nm shows larger plastic deformation then the sample with 3.2 nm when the same stress is applied. We also showed that the mechanisms responsible for plastic deformation of nanocrystalline samples at low temperature and high stress are mainly viscous flow of interfaces, grain boundary motion, and grain rotation. Viscosity is expected to be strongly dependent on temperature and does not imply diffusion over long distances; it may become a mechanisms competing with the Coble creep in the interpretation of the experimental data in the creep regime.
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ABSTRACT

A Monte-Carlo computer model was applied to simulate a development of the three dimensional microstructure during electrodeposition of nanocrystalline alloys. The driving force for this process was the minimization of free energy of the system. For a particular deposit of Ni-20%Fe, the influence of the overpotential and current density on the grain size was tested. A strong decrease in grain size with increasing overpotential and current density obtained from the simulation is in qualitative agreement with the experimental data.

INTRODUCTION

Nanocrystalline solids are a new class of materials which have recently attracted an increasing engineering interest. A large number of technologies are involved in their manufacturing. A relatively effective way of obtaining nanocrystalline solids is the electrodeposition from aqueous solutions [1-3]. It is obvious that the properties of nanocrystalline materials depend on their microstructure and texture. Hence, the computer simulation of the influence of deposition parameters on the formation of nanocrystalline deposits may contribute to developing the new materials with the microstructure precisely designed for some particular applications. For example, designing the specific character of grain boundaries between nanocrystalline grains is known to be critical for controlling the diffusion processes inside the material [1].

The previous simulations, based on the energy minimization assumption, [4,5] were effective in qualitatively predicting the microstructure and texture of pure iron deposits. In this work, that model is improved and applied for predicting the microstructure development in nanocrystalline nickel-iron alloys.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATION

During electrodeposition, metal atoms are ionized at the anode; then the ions are hydrated and move to the cathode through the electrolyte. When reaching the cathode, the ions are dehydrated, discharged and then adhered to the metal substrate. Some of the deposited atoms can join each other to form small clusters, and some of the clusters will, after reaching a stable size, become nuclei with a new orientation. Other deposited atoms can diffuse on the surface in order to find a minimum energy position. Once reaching that position, they have a tendency to stay there. The driving force for the electrodeposition is the overpotential, which is defined as a potential difference between the cathode potential and the equilibrium value.

The flow chart of the computer program used to simulate the electrodeposition process is shown in Fig. 1. The essential parts of this program are described below.
Initialization

An 80×80×80 array was defined in the program which represents a three dimensional structure with a 80 sites length, a 80 site width and 80 layers height. At the beginning, all the sites were empty.

Deposition stage

In this subroutine, $n$ blocks were deposited one by one into the defined structure and $n$ sites in the structure were occupied from the bottom to the top, as shown in the Fig. 2. The number $n$ was proportional to the current density $J$. The block was defined as a group of metal atoms whose position and orientation are described by three coordinates $(x,y,z)$ and three Euler angles $(\varphi_1, \phi, \varphi_2)$. When a block was deposited into the structure, its position parameters $x, y$ were randomly assigned between 1 and 80 and $z$ was increased layer by layer. The orientation of this block was assigned according to a random number $p'$ and the nucleation probability ($P_{nuc}$). If $p' < P_{nuc}$, the block was labeled as a nucleus and the orientation $(\varphi_1, \phi, \varphi_2)$ was determined randomly. Otherwise, it was labeled as an ad-block and assigned with the same orientation as one of its neighbours.

Fig. 1 Flow chart of computer program simulating microstructure development

Fig. 2 Simulated initial stage in the electrodeposition
Scanning stage

At this stage, the energy minimizing process was performed for 80x80 times by the surface diffusion and rotation of the block. The block was located at the top layer with a random \(x\) and \(y\) from the following ranges: \(1 \leq x \leq 80\) and \(1 \leq y \leq 80\). Then, the selected block was permitted to change either its orientation or its position with equal possibility. This change was determined by the following probability equation:

\[
p = \exp(-\frac{\Delta E_i}{kT})
\]

where \(k\) is Bolzman's constant, \(T\) is a temperature in Kelvin, and \(\Delta E_i\) is the energy difference before and after the rotation or surface diffusion of the block. The \(\Delta E_i\) was calculated according to the equation:

\[
\Delta E_i = \left(\sum_{j=1}^{6} E_{ij}\right)_{\text{after}} - \left(\sum_{j=1}^{6} E_{ij}\right)_{\text{before}}
\]

where \(E_{ij}\) is the energy of the grain boundary between block \(i\) and its neighbour \(j\). If the neighbour position was empty, the \(E_{ij}\) was replaced with the surface energy, \(E_{\text{surface}}\), of block \(i\). The deposition- and scanning stage formed a main loop in the program, which was repeated until the desired layer was reached.

Output

The microstructure was derived from the orientation and position of each block. The blocks with the same orientations were labeled as one grain. The grain boundary was obtained by drawing a line between two blocks with different orientations. Moreover, through statistical analysis of the orientation of each block, the orientation distribution function for polycrystalline material can be derived. However, this is not analyzed in this paper.

CALCULATION OF THE INPUT PARAMETERS \((n, p, E_{gb}, E_{sur})\)

The number of blocks \(n\) deposited on the cathode during certain period of time is proportional to the current density. However, the exact form of this dependence is unknown. Therefore, this simulation offers, so far, qualitative results only. During simulation, the nucleation probability \((p_{\text{nucl}})\) was calculated using the following equation:

\[
p_{\text{nucl}} = \exp(-\frac{\Delta G}{kT})
\]

where \(\Delta G\) is the activation energy of nucleation. Assuming a semi-sphere nucleus shape, the \(\Delta G\) is expressed as [6]

\[
\Delta G = \frac{4H^3\sigma^3}{27\pi^2e^3\eta^2}
\]

\[
H = (4\pi r^2)\times2^{-1/3}
\]
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where \( z \) is the number of electrons transferred per atom or molecule, \( e \) is the electron charge, \( \eta \) is the overpotential, \( \sigma \) is the surface free energy and \( r \) is the radius of the atom or molecule.

The value for \( \sigma \) as 1000 mJ/m\(^2\) was estimated for Ni-20%Fe from the anisotropic surface energies listed in Table I. The activation energy of nucleation \( AG \) as a function of overpotential \( \eta \) was calculated using Eq. 4 and is shown in Fig. 3.

The anisotropic surface energies and grain boundary energies were calculated with a L-J potential at the atomistic level [7] and are shown in Table I and Fig. 4. In order to simplify the simulation procedure, the average data from \(<111>, <110>\) and \(<100>\) tilt grain boundary energy were used and those are represented by the solid line in Fig. 4.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The input parameters used in the simulation are specified in Table II. The microstructure obtained from simulation for five values of overpotential, 400, 500, 600, 700 and 800 mV, are shown in Fig. 5a-e. The grain size distribution as a function of grain radius, which was derived from Fig.5e, is shown in Fig. 5f. It is seen, that the grain size decreases rapidly as the overpotential increases. During electrodeposition at lower overpotentials, columnar grains are formed (Fig. 5a). Conversely, at higher overpotentials, smaller and equi-axis grains are formed. Both the overpotential and current density were found to contribute to the microstructure development.

An analysis of Equation 4 indicates that increase in overpotential results in a decrease in activation energy. Hence, the nucleation probability increases. During simulation, nucleation takes place at the deposition stage. A block at this stage has the possibility of becoming a nucleus or ad-block. Increasing the nucleation probability results in a higher chance for a block to become a nucleus with a new orientation rather than remain an ad-block. Therefore, the resultant grain growth process is depressed. Thus, for relatively high values of the overpotential, the grain growth along the deposition direction can be effectively restricted and smaller equi-axis grains in the microstructure should be expected.
Fig. 5 Simulated evolution of microstructure for different overpotentials. (a) $\eta=400\text{mv}$; (b) $\eta=500\text{mv}$; (c) $\eta=600\text{mv}$; (d) $\eta=700\text{mv}$; (e) $\eta=800\text{mv}$; and (f) the grain size distribution for microstructure shown in Fig. 5 (e)
Table II. The input parameters used in the simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \eta ) (mv)</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>e</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta G ) (eV)</td>
<td>0.208</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p )</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n )</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The scanning stage for energy minimization is, in fact, the grain growth process controlled by surface diffusion and rotation. At this stage of simulation, the grains with an unfavorable energy status are unstable and have a tendency to be consumed by surrounding grains. An increase in overpotential shortened this stage by increasing the current density and the total number of blocks \( n \). As a result, some deposits do not have enough time to reach their stable positions and they have to stay in their unstable energy state. Physically, this process leads to the restriction of the growth of grains with a favourable energy.

As discussed above, the grain size of deposit shows a tendency to decrease with an increase in overpotential. However, there is a limit value for the grain size of a specific material. According to Eq. 3, the nucleation probability can not be larger than 1. Moreover, the current density cannot be increased without limits. For specific deposition conditions, the maximum current density, called the limiting current density, may be applied. The limiting current density is dependent on ion's diffusion properties, bath temperature and thickness of the diffusion layer. This implies that the possibility of decreasing the grain size during electrodeposition by increasing the overpotential or current density are limited.

CONCLUSIONS

A Monte Carlo computer model has been proposed to simulate a development of the three-dimensional microstructure in nanocrystalline electrodeposits. This model was found to be effective in predicting the influence of deposition conditions on the microstructure of Ni-20%Fe alloys. In agreement with experimental data, the modeling shows a strong influence of the overpotential and current density on the deposit grain size. The increase of both parameters leads to the refinement of the grain size.
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ABSTRACT

Million-atom molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations are performed to study the structure, mechanical properties, and dynamic fracture in nanophase Si$_3$N$_4$. We find that intercluster regions are highly disordered: 50% of Si atoms in intercluster regions are three-fold coordinated. Elastic moduli of nanophase Si$_3$N$_4$ as a function of grain size and porosity are well described by a multiphase model for heterogeneous materials. The study of fracture in the nanophase Si$_3$N$_4$ reveals that the system can sustain an order-of-magnitude larger external load than crystalline Si$_3$N$_4$. This is due to branching and pinning of the crack front by nanoscale microstructures.

INTRODUCTION

Nanophase ceramics are rapidly gaining an edge on conventional ceramics for high-temperature applications. The former have larger fracture toughness, higher strength and sinterability than conventional ceramics [1, 2]. Various experimental observations indicate that these properties of nanophase ceramics are due to unusual microstructures in intergranular (intercluster) regions. A quantitative understanding of the intercluster structure and its influence on mechanical properties are not yet understood. Computer-simulation approach is crucial to obtaining quantitative information on the intercluster structure [3, 4]. Until recently, an atomistic simulation of nanophase materials was a difficult task because such a simulation requires a large number of atoms (~ 10$^6$). Recent advances in parallel computers and algorithms have made it possible to carry out multimillion atom MD simulations for real materials [5].

In this paper we present the results of large scale (up to 1,085,616 atoms) molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations of nanophase silicon nitride (Si$_3$N$_4$). We have investigated the structure of intercluster regions, the effect of consolidation on mechanical properties, and fracture in the consolidated nanophase Si$_3$N$_4$.

The MD calculations for Si$_3$N$_4$ are based on an effective interatomic potential consisting of two-body and three-body terms [6]. The two-body terms account for: charge-transfer effects through screened Coulomb potentials; charge-dipole interaction due to the large electronic polarizability of nitrogen; and steric repulsion between atoms. Three-body bond-bending and bond-stretching terms take into account covalent effects. This interatomic potential for Si$_3$N$_4$ has been validated by comparing MD results with various experimental measurements: The MD results for bond-length and bond-angle distributions for both α-crystal and amorphous Si$_3$N$_4$, and the static structure factor of amorphous Si$_3$N$_4$ are in excellent agreement with x-ray and neutron scattering measurements [6, 7]. The MD calculations of elastic constants, phonon density-of-states, and specific heat of crystalline α-Si$_3$N$_4$ also agree well with experiments [6-8].
Parallel MD simulations reported in this paper were performed with the domain decomposition scheme [9]. The physical system was divided into subsystems of equal volume, and each subsystem was assigned to a processor. The atomic trajectories were followed by integrating the equation of motion for each atom with the velocity-Verlet algorithm [10] using a time step of 2 femto seconds. The reversible multiple time-scale algorithm [11] was used in the MD calculations. The simulations were carried out on the IBM SP computer at Argonne National Laboratory and on Digital's 40-node Alpha system with two Gigaswitches in our Concurrent Computing Laboratory for Materials Simulations.

CONSOLIDATION OF NANOPHASE Si₃N₄

Nanophase Si₃N₄ system with 1,085,616 atoms was consolidated with the variable-shape MD approach [10]. Initially, 108 clusters of diameter 60Å were positioned randomly in a cubic box of length 288.49 Å. (Each cluster contained 10,052 atoms.) The mass density of the starting system was 1.0 g/cc. We first thermalized the system at zero pressure and 2,000K. Subsequently an external pressure 1 GPa was applied and the system was thermalized at 2,000K. We then increased the pressure to 5 GPa and the system was again well thermalized at 2,000K. Repeating this procedure, we obtained well-thermalized systems at 1, 5 and 15 GPa at 2,000K. All of these systems were subsequently cooled to 1500, 1000, 700 and 300K. At each temperature and pressure, we thermalized the system for several thousand time steps. After cooling the system to room temperature, we gradually reduced the external pressure. The consolidated nanophase systems with mass densities 2.24, 2.67, and 2.94 g/cc (corresponding to applied pressures of 1, 5, and 15 GPa) were thereby obtained.

Figure 1 depicts snapshots of the nanophase Si₃N₄ before consolidation (mass density 1.0 g/cc) and after consolidation under an external pressure of 15 GPa (the corresponding mass density is 2.94 g/cc). The density of the well-consolidated system is 92% of the density of the crystalline Si₃N₄ system. The consolidated system contains a few small pores in intercluster regions.

Fig. 1 Nanophase Si₃N₄ with 1.08 million atoms (a) before consolidation (1.0 g/cc) and (b) after consolidation (2.94g/cc).
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

We have calculated various correlation functions to determine the structure of the consolidated nanophase Si₃N₄ at mass density 2.94 g/cc. In Fig. 2 (a), we depict partial (Si-N) pair-distribution functions (PDF) for atoms inside the nanoclusters (dashed curve) and in intercluster regions (solid curve) at 5 K. The sharp peaks in the PDF for atoms inside the clusters indicate that the interior regions of these clusters remain crystalline. On the other hand, the PDF for intercluster regions has much broader peaks (except the first one) than those inside the nanoclusters. The inset in Fig. 2(a) shows that the height of the first peak in the PDF for intercluster regions is only one fourth of the height of the first peak for interior regions. It should also be noted that the position of the first peak for intercluster regions is shifted to a lower value relative to that for the interior region of nanoclusters. This shift implies a decrease of the nearest-neighbor coordination for Si atoms in intercluster regions. Lower Si coordination in intercluster regions is also evident in Fig. 3. The figure shows that the average Si coordination in intercluster regions is approximately 3.5 which means that there are 50% three-fold coordinated Si atoms while the remaining Si atoms are four-fold coordinated. (In crystalline Si₃N₄ the coordination of Si is four [12].) The figure also shows that there are a few pores (black regions) inside the system. We have also examined N-Si-N and Si-N-Si bond-angle distributions (BAD) inside the nanoclusters and in intercluster regions. We find that the BADs for intercluster regions are much broader than those corresponding to the interior region of nanoclusters. This also indicates that the local structure in the intercluster regions is highly distorted [13].

Fig. 2 (a) Si-N pair-distribution functions (PDF); (b) N-Si-N and (c) Si-N-Si bond-angle distributions (BAD). (Dashed and solid curves correspond to the interior regions of nanoclusters and the intercluster regions of the nanophase system, respectively.) The inset in (a) shows the first peaks in the PDF.

Fig. 3 Spatial distribution of the average Si coordination, projected onto the x-y plane, in the nanophase system at 2.94 g/cc.
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

We have also investigated mechanical properties of nanophase Si$_3$N$_4$ using the MD method. In addition to the systems with cluster size 60Å we have simulated nanophase systems with smaller cluster size (diameter=45Å). Those systems were prepared following the procedure described in the previous section. The mass density of those systems are 2.28, 2.64, 2.84, and 2.95 g/cc (corresponding to external pressures of 1, 5, 10, and 15 GPa).

Figure 4 shows the porosity dependence of the bulk modulus, $K$, and the shear modulus, $G$. The open circles are the MD results for the bulk modulus of the three nanophase systems with 60Å clusters. The open triangles and squares are the bulk and shear moduli, respectively, of systems with 45Å clusters. The figure shows the strong dependence of elastic moduli on both porosity and cluster size. These results of elastic moduli can be understood in terms of a multicomponent model for heterogeneous materials [14]. In this model, the elastic moduli of a heterogeneous material are given by,

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{c_i}{1 - \alpha (1 - K_i/K)} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{c_i}{1 - \beta (1 - G_i/G)} = 1 ,$$

(1)

where $n$ is the number of phases. $c_i$, $K_i$, and $G_i$ denote the concentration, bulk modulus, and shear modulus for the $i$th phase, respectively. The quantities, $\alpha$ and $\beta$, and the Poisson's ratio $\nu$ are calculated from the relations:

$$\alpha = \frac{1 + \nu}{3(1 - \nu)} ; \quad \beta = \frac{2(4 - 5\nu)}{15(1 - \nu)} ; \quad \nu = \frac{3K - 4G}{6K + 2G} .$$

(2)

In the nanophase systems, there are three phases -- pores, crystalline regions in the interior of nanoclusters, and amorphous intercluster regions. The pore concentration $c_1$ is the ratio of the pore volume to the total volume of the nanophase system; the concentration for the crystalline phase $c_2$ is calculated from the effective volume of the crystalline part of nanoclusters; and the concentration of amorphous intercluster regions $c_3$ is determined from the condition, $c_1 + c_2 + c_3 = 1$. The bulk and shear moduli of individual phases are obtained from MD calculations for the $\alpha$-crystal and the amorphous Si$_3$N$_4$ system [8]. ($K_1 = G_1 = 0$; $K_2 = 289$ GPa and $G_2 = 145$ GPa for the $\alpha$-crystal; $K_3 = 181$ GPa and $G_3 = 109$ GPa for the amorphous system.) Using those values we solved Eqs. (1) and (2) for $K$ and $G$. In Fig. 5 we show these results by solid circles (K), triangles (K) and squares (G). Evidently the three-phase model for the elastic moduli explains successfully the MD results for the dependence of elastic moduli on both porosity and cluster size. The elastic moduli of amorphous Si$_3$N$_4$ are smaller than the crystal and a nanophase system with 45 Å clusters has larger concentration of amorphous regions than the system with 60 Å clusters. The system with smaller grains is therefore less stiff than the system with larger grains.

Fig. 4 Porosity dependence of bulk modulus (K) and shear modulus (G). Open circles: MD results for bulk moduli of nanophase Si$_3$N$_4$ with cluster size 60Å. Open triangles and squares: MD results for bulk and shear moduli of nanophase systems with 45Å clusters. Solid circles and triangles denote bulk moduli and solid squares represent shear moduli calculated from the three-phase model. The solid, dashed, and dotted lines are drawn to guide the eye.
DYNAMIC FRACTURE

We have also investigated fracture in the consolidated nanophase system. We first removed periodic boundary conditions, and then relaxed the system with the conjugate-gradient approach. The system was thermalized at room temperature using the MD method. We then applied an external strain to the system by displacing the position of atoms in the top and bottom layers (5.5Å thick) normal to the x direction. First, a tensile strain of 5% (at the rate of 0.25% per picosecond) was applied and the system was relaxed for several thousand time steps with the MD approach. We then inserted a notch of length 25Å in the y direction. The external strain was increased gradually by 1%. Subsequently the system was relaxed for 10 ps. Following this procedure, we stretched the system until it fractured.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show snapshots of the crack front at 5% and 14%, respectively. The crack front shown in the figure was identified by finding empty voxels of size 4Å connected to the initial notch. As the notch progresses in the y direction, we observe several microbranches sprouting off the crack front. Figure 5(b) shows a snapshot of the crack front in the nanophase system under 14% strain. Evidently the crack front has advanced significantly in the y direction. We also observe that the crack front meanders along the intercluster regions and a secondary crack (top right hand corner of the figure) with several local branches merges with the primary crack. The secondary front advances toward the initial notch as the strain is increased. When the strain reaches 30%, the system fractures completely. To show contrast, we display in Fig. 5(c) the fracture surface in crystalline Si3N4 at 3% strain. (This system also contains 1.08 million atoms.) The figure shows atomically sharp cleavage-like crack surface in the crystalline system. From Fig. 5(b) with Fig. 5(c), it is evident that multiple branching and crack-front pinning by nanoscale microstructures allow the nanophase system to sustain much larger external strain then the crystalline Si3N4 solid [15].

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, large-scale MD simulations of nanophase Si3N4 reveal: i) intercluster regions are amorphous and have 50% undercoordinated Si atoms; ii) the dependence of elastic moduli on porosity and grain size can be understood in terms of a three-phase model for heterogeneous materials; and iii) the critical strain at which the nanophase system fractures is much larger than that for the crystalline Si3N4 system.
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ABSTRACT

A series of nanocomposite films containing nickel or cobalt nitride dispersed in a ceramic matrix of aluminum nitride, boron nitride or silicon nitride, were prepared by reactive sputtering of selected alloys or compounds such as nickel aluminide or cobalt silicide. Thermal treatment of the nitride composites in vacuum at \( \leq 500°C \) leads to selective loss of nitrogen from CoN or \( \text{Ni}_3\text{N} \) to generate dispersions of the metal in the ceramic matrix. This treatment may be performed in a localized manner by means of a focused laser beam to generate microscopic features that are imaged by magnetic force microscopy. The films are potentially useful for data storage with superior chemical and mechanical stability provided by the ceramic matrix and high encoding density made possible because of the size of the magnetic particles of less than 10 nm generated in the thermal treatment. The films were characterized by chemical and physical means including FTIR, TEM, MFM and magnetic measurements. Preliminary results on similar iron composites are also described.

INTRODUCTION

Nanocomposite films, described initially as granular solids, have been the subject of many studies since the pioneering work of Abeles et al[1] who studied transport properties of very small gold particles in silica as a function of metal loading. Interest in this area of research is driven by theoretical and practical considerations since these materials may show optical, electrical, magnetic or mechanical properties that depart from those shown by conventional solids containing particles with dimensions \( \geq 50 \text{ nm} \). A promising area for development is the use of ferromagnetic nanocomposites as data recording media. The properties of such media may be manipulated by controlling the size and volume fraction of the ferromagnetic particles in the matrix. An additional advantage inherent in the configuration of nanocomposite films is that the matrix provides, if properly chosen, chemical and mechanical protection for the metal particles. A recent review by Chien[2] gives a description of the principles controlling the complex relationship of particle size and temperature on the magnetic characteristics of ferromagnetic nanocomposites as well as a phenomenological account of a variety of systems. Nanocomposites, in general, are conveniently prepared by sputtering of multiple homogeneous targets as done by Abeles et al[1] or through reactive sputtering of alloys and compounds[3]. Alternate approaches are sol-gel techniques[4] and ion implantation[5].

EXPERIMENT

Film deposition was conducted in a parallel plate glow discharge apparatus previously described[6]. In a typical experiment, a target such as nickel aluminide was subjected to reactive sputtering for a period of about 20 hours in a nitrogen plasma generated by a potential drop of
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500 V and a current density of 1.8 mA/cm². Films, a few micron thick, were deposited on a variety of substrates by passing 10 ml/min of nitrogen while maintaining a pressure of 2 torr in the system. Characterization was performed with a variety of physical and chemical techniques including temperature programmed thermal decomposition (TPTD), conducted under vacuum using a 10 °C/min ramp with a mass analyzer on line to derive a profile of volatile evolution as a function of temperature. Also performed were direct chemical analyses, XRD, TEM, and FTIR. Magnetic characterization was conducted with a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer in the temperature range of 5-300 K using a field of up to 65 kOe; in addition to this, microscopic imaging was also obtained by magnetic force microscopy (MFM).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Thermal properties

Central to the development of the nanocomposite systems examined in this study are the thermal properties of the ferromagnetic metal nitrides utilized as precursors. Their relatively limited stability allows selective decomposition at moderate temperatures, ~ 600 °C, while the ceramic matrix is unaffected. The thermal decomposition of pure CoN and FeN was examined by Suzuki et al. [7,8] who conducted annealing treatments in a stepwise manner; on the other hand, the thermal decomposition of pure Ni₃N was examined[6] using a continuous incremental ramp. Pure Co and Fe foils were sputtered in the present study to confirm the stoichiometry of the products formed under the experimental conditions described above. The nitrides produced in both cases were the ones with a 1:1 stoichiometry. Both elements form nitrides with lower nitrogen content, Co₂N and Co₃N in the case of cobalt, and in the case of iron, Fe₄N as an additional phases. The thermal decomposition profile of CoN shows two nitrogen evolution events at 340 and 400 °C. The integrated areas for the two events are approximately equal, suggesting a stepwise decomposition to Co₂N in the first step and formation of metallic cobalt in the second step. The profile is given in Fig. 1 along with the result of a run that was quenched halfway to establish weight loss and to examine the crystalline phase present at that stage.

Fig. 1. Thermal decomposition profile, showing mass analyzer response to ion m/e = 28. Trace A decomposition of pure CoN quenched. Trace B pure CoN.
Weight loss in the quenched experiment corresponded to 9.7 wt% of the initial which is approximately half of the theoretical nitrogen content of CoN of 19.2%. XRD however showed both Co$_2$N and Co$_3$N. The decomposition profile of Ni$_3$N, (no higher nitrides are formed) also exhibits two events at 300 and 380 °C. The intermediate step corresponds to the formation of Ni$_3$N. Finally, FeN also decomposes in two steps to yield initially Fe$_2$N with a maximum volatile evolution at 480 °C and a second step which reaches a maximum at 565 °C but in this case the evolution tails off to temperatures higher than 650 °C reflecting the higher thermal stability of Fe$_2$N.

The decomposition profiles of all the nanocomposite films studied, Ni$_3$N/AIN, CoN/Si$_3$N$_4$, CoN/BN, and FeN/Si$_3$N$_4$ exhibit similar patterns to the pure metal nitride compounds. The x-ray diffraction of the nanocomposite films identified the metal nitride as the only crystalline phase. There was significant line broadening which was used to calculate an average particle size that turned out to be < 10 nm in every case. A very significant characteristic of these systems is that the particle size of metal produced by the thermal treatment does not show any crystal grain growth, probably due to the ceramic matrix which prevents aggregation. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 for the cobalt nitride system. The presence of the ceramic matrix in each composite was revealed by their corresponding typical infrared spectra and also confirmed by direct chemical analysis.

![Diffraction patterns](image)

**Fig.2** Diffraction patterns of (A) pure crystalline CoN, (B) CoN/BN nanocomposite, and (C) pyrolysis product, pattern corresponds to hcp cobalt.

**Magnetic properties**

The magnetic properties of the nitride nanocomposites were examined. Nickel nitride, Ni$_3$N, dispersed in aluminum nitride, is paramagnetic, the slope $dM/dH$ increased from 2 x $10^{-5}$ cm$^3$/g of Ni at 200 K to 6 x $10^{-5}$ cm$^3$/g of Ni at 5 K. Cobalt nitride, CoN, dispersed in boron nitride, is also paramagnetic. The corresponding values for 200 K and 30 K were 2.1 x $10^{-5}$ and 1.1 x $10^{-5}$ cm$^3$/g of Co, respectively. Suzuki et al[7] found paramagnetic susceptibilities for pure
CoN that are significantly smaller (~1/10) than the values given above; this difference may stem from the nanostructure of the composite. Iron nitride, is non-ferromagnetic at room temperature and antiferromagnetic at temperatures below 100 K[8]. Our study of the iron nitride composite is still in progress.

Saturation magnetization of the ferromagnetic nanocomposites derived from the thermal treatment were to about 74% of that for pure metal for Ni/AlN. The corresponding figures are 94 % for Co/BN and 50 % for Fe/Si₃N₄. The lower saturation magnetization is common for nanostructured metals and has been explained as arising from the oxidation of the clusters and disorder at interfaces. The iron case is somewhat more complicated since the pyrolysis has to be conducted at temperatures above 700 °C to insure that all of the nitride is converted to the metal. Under those conditions, however reaction between the metal and the ceramic matrix is possible and silicides were formed which accounts in part for the lower saturation magnetization for iron.

In common with nanostructured ferromagnetic metals, the nanocomposites examined in this study showed hysteresis upon reversal of the field in a given temperature range. Typical results are illustrated in Fig 3 for the Co/BN system.

![Magnetization curves for Co/BN nanocomposite](image)

Fig. 3 Magnetization curves for Co/BN nanocomposite

There are extensive experimental observations of size effects on coercivity and its temperature dependence that have been explained[9] in relation to the size of single-domain particles. Coercivity reaches a maximum for single domain particles but decreases both for larger particles that are multidomain and for smaller particles which fall within the realm of superparamagnetic behavior. Superparamagnetism is dependent on temperature and is evident above a critical temperature, the blocking temperature, T_B, above which thermal motions control the alignment of the assembly with the applied field and the system is magnetically reversible(coercive field, H_C=0). The assembly is stable at temperatures lower than T_B and the system shows hysteresis. Experimentally we derive T_B from plots of H_C vs T^{1/2}. T_B values are 392 K for Ni/AlN, 206 K for Co/BN, 50 K for Co/Si₃N₄ and 100 K for Fe/Si₃N₄. The coercive field at room temperature for nickel is 35 Oe; on the other hand, the other systems should not show any coercivity at room temperature under ideal conditions since the T_B values are much
lower than ambient temperature, and indeed this is the case for the iron nanocomposite but the cobalt showed residual coercivity of about 30 Oe in the silicon nitride matrix and 88 Oe in the boron nitride matrix. Similar departures from ideal behavior have been observed, among others, for nanocrystalline nickel[10] and are interpreted as being due to a transition from a regimen where crystal anisotropy energy dominates at low temperature to a regimen where shape anisotropy dominates at higher temperatures.

Microscopy

Examination of our films by Atomic Force Microscopy, AFM, and Magnetic Force Microscopy, MFM, reveals a botryoidal morphology, consisting of aggregates of smaller clusters, about 15 nm in diameter. The AFM and MFM images are similar, other than subtle differences in contrast, since the MFM responds to a field gradient generated by the presence of the ferromagnetic particles. This is illustrated in Fig. 4. The AFM and MFM produce an image of the outer ceramic matrix and thus complement the XRD and TEM observations which are sensitive to the denser crystalline metal component in the nanocomposite.

![TMAFM images](image)

Fig. 4 Atomic force (left side) and magnetic force (right side) micrographs of Ni/AlN composite. Images are about 400 nm on the side.

Data storage

Localized heating, produced with a focused argon ion laser beam, was utilized to generate features a few microns in width which then could be imaged by MFM. This takes advantage of the fact that the areas not affected by the laser, containing the nitride which is paramagnetic, do not interact in the same manner with the magnetic tip of the microscope and produce a marked contrast. This constitutes a proof of principle that these systems may be utilized for ultrahigh
density data storage once a method to generate smaller features is developed. One possible approach is to use the tip of the microscope as the heating source.

The long term stability is of concern for a successful data storage medium. Exposure to ambient air for a few months have shown that the aluminum nitride and silicon nitride matrixes remain unchanged and in the case of nickel nanocomposite no nickel oxide was detected by XRD. On the other hand, boron nitride was found to undergo partial hydrolytic decomposition.

CONCLUSIONS

The ferromagnetic nitrides in the form of nanocomposites in a ceramic matrix provide a media that through the use of localized heating may provide a useful data storage. Extended chemical stability for some of these systems seems to be adequate for practical use as recording media.
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ABSTRACT

FeCo alloy nanoparticles are synthesized in an RF plasma torch reactor and characterized using X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Bare, uncoated particles exhibit a chain-like agglomeration morphology marked by large ring- and bridge-like structures surrounding open voids. Acetylene was used to generate large numbers of carbon-coated nanoparticles similar to those produced in carbon arc reactors. Conventional TEM of this powder revealed numerous particles below 50 nm in diameter embedded in a carbonaceous matrix. These results establish RF plasma torch processing as a well-characterized, scalable alternative to carbon arc synthesis of encapsulated nanoparticles.

INTRODUCTION

Carbon-coated nanoparticles [1-4] represent one of the most promising classes of magnetic nanocomposites. Composed of nanophase ferromagnetic material encapsulated by graphitic or amorphous carbon, these systems often display interesting physical or magnetic properties because of their small size and reduced dimensionality [5]. In addition to providing an effective barrier to oxidation and corrosion [6], the encapsulating carbon overcoat can act as a form of "nanolamination". This versatile nanostructure can perform several important functions simultaneously: preventing coarsening and particle coalescence, attenuating interparticle magnetic interactions, and reducing eddy current losses in high frequency environments. Numerous technological applications have been suggested for magnetic nanoparticles, including use as data storage media [7], magnetic inks and ferrofluids, xerographic toners [2], and biomedical imaging contrast agents. Here we discuss FeCo nanoparticles, whose very low magnetocrystalline anisotropy and large saturation magnetization make them valuable for applications requiring magnetically soft materials.

If commercial applications for nanoparticles are to be realized, synthesis routes capable of producing large quantities of product (kilograms/day) must be developed. Early research relied on modified Huffman-Kratschmer carbon arc reactors to produce gram quantities of soot, but scaling this technology to kilogram yields has proven difficult. Recently, second-generation synthesis routes have begun to appear, including tungsten-arc and blown-arc techniques [8]. These new reactors permit large amounts of soot to be produced quickly, but more importantly they afford a greater degree of control over the processing parameters. In this work, radio frequency (RF) plasma torch synthesis is presented as an efficient, highly scalable, electrode-less synthesis route using pure metal starting materials and a gaseous carbon source. The flow conditions in the reactor are uniform and well-characterized [9], a key ingredient in understanding the resulting particle morphology and coating mechanisms.

Here we report the successful synthesis of FeCo nanoparticles in an RF plasma torch using metal powder starting materials and acetylene as the carbon source. After a brief description of the experimental apparatus and production parameters, X-ray powder diffraction and transmission electron micrographs are presented for coated and uncoated nanoparticles. The performance of the RF plasma is compared to existing nanoparticle generation methods and future extensions of this fruitful technique are discussed.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE**

Nanoparticles were synthesized in a radio frequency (RF) plasma reactor (Fig. 1a) consisting of a plasma torch head (Tekna Model PL-50), a gas expansion and reaction vessel, a cyclone separator, and two 5 μm porous metal filters. A 60 kW RF power supply (Lepel) was used to energize the torch head with 6.6 A delivered at 8.8 kV and 3 MHz. The torch head (Fig. 1b) consists of an inner quartz tube surrounded coaxially by a ceramic heat shield. Water-cooled copper coils outside the larger ceramic tube inductively couple the RF energy to the plasma gas in the inner quartz tube. A high flow-rate gas sheath between the inner and outer tube minimizes heat transfer to the torch body. Argon flowing at 40 standard liters per minute (slpm) was used as the plasma gas while the sheath gas consisted of 80 slpm of Ar mixed with 9 slpm of hydrogen. Metal feedstock powders were entrained in a 3 slpm Ar flow and injected axially into the gas stream just above the plasma via a tubular injection probe. A screw-driven vibratory powder feeder dispatched a mixture of 6-10 micron Fe powder and 1.6 micron Co powder to the carrier gas at a rate of 2 g/min. This ability to continuously feed starting material to the plasma has clear advantages over carbon arc reactors where synthesis must be stopped periodically to install a new consumable electrode. Acetylene could also be mixed with the powder feed gas between the vibratory feeder and the injection probe. The torch was operated nominally for 30 minutes before powder collection, producing approximately 50 g of product in this time. This compares favorably with the yields achieved using carbon arc reactors, typically only a few grams per hour in optimized systems. During each 30 minute session the pressure in the reactor vessel climbed steadily from 300 torr to 600 torr as the powder collected on the filters and the effective speed of the vacuum system decreased.
Two synthesis protocols were used to produce the nanoparticles reported here. The first used a mixture of 50 wt. % Fe and 50 wt. % Co. The goal of this run was to produce uncoated FeCo alloy in the absence of carbon. The second protocol used a mixture of 70 wt. % Fe and 30 wt. % Co with a 1.5 slpm acetylene flow as the carbon source. In both cases a black, powdery reactor product was separately collected from the reactor vessel walls and the porous metal filter traps by gently cleaning the surfaces with a brush.

X-ray powder diffraction was performed on the nanoparticle-containing soots using a Rigaku diffractometer fitted with a fixed tube Cu target and a bent graphite monochromator. TEM was used to characterize the soot structurally and examine the coating morphology. Micrographs were recorded on a Philips EM-420T operated at 120 kV using Cu grids with amorphous carbon substrates.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 2 is a conventional TEM micrograph of bare FeCo nanoparticles produced in the plasma torch reactor using the first processing protocol. With only argon and hydrogen gases present in the plasma during particle production (no carbon source), the particles nucleate and agglomerate without carbon coatings. Surface tensions acting during the liquid phase of particle growth have spheroidized many of the particles in this micrograph. Examples of chain-of-spheres agglomerates are also seen in this field of view (upper left), possibly caused by magnetic interactions between the particles during flocculation. Chain-like morphology has also been seen in FeCo samples produced in carbon arc reactors [10], but here the chains were often arranged in large rings or bridges not seen in carbon arc soot. These rings were approximately circular, surrounded empty space, and manifested at several length scales (diameters from 40 to at least 300 nm). In the absence of an external magnetic field, the minimum energy configuration of a chain of magnetic spheres is a closed ring. The reactor product shown in Fig. 2 was pyrophoric and oxidized readily on first contact with air; this is typical of ultrafine powders that lack a passivating or protective layer. Higher magnification microscopy (not shown) revealed thin coatings on some particles, most likely due to the post-synthesis oxidation observed during powder collection.

Fig. 3 is a conventional TEM micrograph of carbon coated FeCo nanoparticles produced in the plasma torch reactor using the second synthesis protocol. Numerous particles with diameters < 20 nm can be seen embedded in a matrix of carbonaceous material. The unusual "stringy" contrast exhibited by the carbon matrix has appeared before in carbon arc soot produced using high-abundance Co and CoBSi starting materials [10]. Although further investigation into this morphology is clearly needed, Co is a well-known catalyst of single-walled carbon nanotubes [11]. In other fields of view traces of free graphitic carbon were seen as well as occasional nanoparticles encapsulated within graphitic cages. Although quantitative statistics were not compiled, the average particle size appears to be smaller in the coated sample compared to the bare FeCo sample, suggesting the carbon coating may have intervened in particle coalescence and coarsening pathways. No chains-of-spheres were seen in the coated sample.

X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) of the two samples revealed only FeCo alloy, fcc Co, Fe oxide, and carbon, although the possibility of Fe carbide could not be ruled out. The carbon-containing sample (Fig. 4, upper trace) contains predominantly FeCo alloy with small amounts of fcc Co and graphite. The sample produced using the carbon-less synthesis protocol shows only FeCo and Fe oxide. The peaks at 30.2°, 35.6°, 43.3°, 53.7°, 57.2°, and 62.9° match exactly the six most intense reflections of γ-Fe₂O₃. The small shoulder at 36.8° is consistent with the most intense peak of Fe₂O₄. The presence of oxide peaks in XRD is expected in the uncoated sample given the large, unprotected surface area and the visible evidence of vigorous oxidation observed during powder collection. Presumably, the high cobalt abundance (nominally 50 wt. %) prevents the remainder of the alloy powder from oxidizing readily.
Fig. 2. Conventional TEM of bare (uncoated) FeCo nanoparticles collected from the RF plasma torch reactor wall. No carbon source was used during this synthesis.

Fig. 3. Carbon coated FeCo nanoparticles produced in an RF plasma torch using metal powder feedstocks and acetylene as the carbon source. The processing conditions used to generate this product are described in the text.
CONCLUSIONS

FeCo alloy nanoparticles were synthesized in an RF plasma torch reactor utilizing Ar as the plasma gas. Bare, uncoated particles were produced from a 50 wt. % Fe, 50 wt. % Co metal powder mixture. The resulting ultrafine powder oxidized upon contact with air, producing a mixture of FeCo alloy and $\gamma$-Fe$_2$O$_3$ as revealed by XRD. Conventional TEM of the particles showed chain-like agglomerates that were frequently arranged in a bridging, ring-like morphology. When a mixture of 70 wt. % Fe and 30 wt. % Co powders were processed in the plasma torch in the presence of acetylene as a gaseous source of carbon, coated nanoparticles (similar to those produced in carbon arc reactors) were generated in abundance. XRD of the carbon-containing powder detected predominantly FeCo alloy and small amounts of fcc Co and graphite. Conventional TEM of the soot revealed numerous particles below 50 nm in diameter embedded in a matrix of carbon.

These results establish RF plasma torch processing as a viable alternative to tungsten-arc, blown-arc, and other second generation techniques for producing carbon-encapsulated nanoparticles. The plasma torch process has been very well characterized, the synthesis parameters are well-behaved from a process control perspective, and the technique is easily scalable to industrial levels.
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MAGNETIC PROPERTIES AND THERMAL STABILITY OF GRAPHITE ENCAPSULATED COBALT NANOCRYSTALS
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ABSTRACT

Small particles are of interest for magnetic study due to their range of magnetic properties with particle size and unusual magnetic properties. In this study we produced graphite encapsulated magnetic cobalt particles and measured their structural and magnetic properties both before and after annealing at 550° C for 6 hours. No large change in the structural properties (particle size, shape, and lattice parameter) was observed as a result of the annealing. There were, however, significant changes in the magnetic properties. The coercivity was found to decrease at all temperatures, especially at temperatures below 100° K. The possible reasons for this reduction in coercivity are examined, with the change in the shape of the particles appearing most likely.

INTRODUCTION

Nanocrystalline materials have been found to have interesting properties, including changes in magnetic phenomena. In particular, it is known that ferromagnetic particles below a certain size are composed of a single magnetic domain, and can lose all coercivity (become superparamagnetic) below a critical size. However, in attaining these small sizes, a large amount of surface area is produced. This leads to increased reactivity with the air, causing many small particles to partially or completely oxidize over time.

The discovery of graphite encapsulated nanocrystals eliminated this problem. Due to the protective graphite sheets, metal particles encased in graphite are protected from the oxygen in the air, and can be used in applications where unencapsulated metal particles would rapidly oxidize. The fact that the graphite layers successfully protect these particles is shown by the fact that graphite encapsulated nanocrystals have been kept in strong acid for over a year with no degradation.

The magnetic properties are important for many of the possible applications of these materials. In these experiments we have examined the magnetic properties of the graphite encapsulated nanocrystals both before and after a high temperature anneal. This has allowed the study of both the thermal stability of the encapsulating graphite and the change in magnetic properties caused by the annealing cycle. It was found that the particles were ferromagnetic at all temperatures measured both before and after annealing for 6 hours at 550° C. Furthermore, the coercivity at all temperatures was reduced by annealing by as much as 100 Oe. Possible reasons for the observed reduction in coercivity are proposed.

EXPERIMENTAL

The particles were synthesized using the tungsten arc method, described elsewhere. Unencapsulated particles were removed by immersing the particles in an ultrasonic bath of concentrated nitric acid. Prior to magnetic tests, the particles were observed by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) using an HF 2000 (Hitachi Corp. Tokyo, Japan). The lattice parameter and phase of the particles was measured by x-ray diffraction (with an XDS 2000, Scintag Inc., Santa Clara CA) using Nelson-Riley regression. The samples were approximately 1 mm thick, well above the penetration depth of about 10 μm for Cu Kα radiation. The x-ray diffraction apparatus was operated at 20 ma and 40 KV.
The particles were dispersed and immobilized in epoxy prior to magnetic measurement to minimize particle-particle interactions. Magnetic data (Magnetization vs. Field loops) were obtained using a SQUID (Superconducting Quantum Interference Device, MPMS Quantum Design Inc. San Diego, CA) at temperatures ranging from 5 to 300°K. Due to the sensitivity of the SQUID, the samples used were extremely small, with only about 1 mg of encapsulated Co powder. To test the stability of the graphite layers and observe any magnetic changes, the particles were annealed at 550° C for 6 hours in an evacuated tube with a piece of tantalum (to remove any oxygen present). Subsequent to annealing, XRD, TEM and SQUID studies were repeated, and the results were compared to those found prior to the annealing.

RESULTS/DISCUSSION

Structural Results (X-Ray Diffraction & TEM)

The annealing caused little detectable structural change. TEM measurements revealed that the particles appeared spherical both before and after being annealed, and that the particle size was close (within statistical measurement error) to being the same. Similarly, x-ray diffraction did not reveal any measurable lattice parameter change. The lack of structural changes shows that the graphite sheets effectively protected the nanocrystals at 550° C. Similarly, the lack of a change in the lattice parameter showed that if any carbon was trapped in the particles, (which would have shown a lattice parameter change if dissolved carbon was present), it was at a low concentration, resulting in no detectable lattice parameter change after annealing. Similarly, x-ray diffraction revealed that the particles were composed of FCC Cobalt both before and after the anneal. FCC is the high temperature phase for cobalt, normally only being present above 420°C. As has been advance previously, this was probably due to the small particle nature of the material, as opposed to any “quenching” effects. The lattice parameter and particle size data are summarized in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property and Measurement Method</th>
<th>Before Annealing</th>
<th>After Annealing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Particle Size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEM (50-100 Particles Measured)</td>
<td>6 - 15 (nm)</td>
<td>6 - 17 (nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size Estimated from Blocking Temp.</td>
<td>32.6 (nm)</td>
<td>35.8 (nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lattice Parameter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Ray Diffraction</td>
<td>3.54(2) Å</td>
<td>3.54(4) Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(No Detectable Change)</td>
<td>Error of Measurement =0.004 Å</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle Phase</td>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>FCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Ray Diffraction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Magnetic Results (SQUID)

Magnetic results showed a decrease in the coercivity due to the annealing. Representative hysteresis curves taken at a high (300°K) and low (5°K) temperature both before and after the annealing are shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Hysteresis curves for graphite encapsulated cobalt nanocrystals at high and low temperatures both before and after annealing at 550° C for 6 hours. The coercivity is seen to decrease at both temperatures.

For superparamagnetic particles, the coercivity is expected to obey the formula:

\[ H_c = H_{ci} \left( 1 - \left( \frac{T}{T_B} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \right) \]  

(1)

Which gives a linear dependence of the coercivity with \( T^{1/2} \). Our coercivity data falls on a straight line both before and after annealing when plotted against \( T^{1/2} \) as seen in Figure 2.

However, this does not necessarily show superparamagnetism, because the coercivity is expected to fall as the absolute temperature is raised. The blocking temperature calculated from Figure 1 shows the temperature that the coercivity would vanish if the particles are superparamagnetic. The particle size can be calculated from this temperature, taking the crystalline anisotropy constant to be \( 2.7 \times 10^6 \) (Ref. 10) by the following formula:

\[ T_B = \frac{KV}{300k_B} \]  

(2)

This gives the size estimated from the blocking temperature given in Table I.

The coercivity decreased significantly after the anneal at all temperatures measured. This decrease ranged from over 100 Oe at the lowest temperature measured (5° K), to 26 Oe at the highest temperature measured (300° K).

Possible explanations for this decrease in coercivity include the removal of atomic defects or carbon atoms trapped in the particles as they formed, the rounding of the particles to minimize the surface energy, and an increase in the particle size. Though any of these factors could have played a role in the coercivity decrease measured, the concurrent structural studies indicate that the shape of the particles may have played a larger role than any particle size growth or the reduction of the carbon and defect contents.
Carbon and Defect Contents

It is well known that the presence of solute atoms (such as carbon) and atomic defects (such as vacancies) can cause an increase in magnetic coercivity, which would account for the decrease in coercivity with their elimination by annealing. This would result in a decrease in the lattice parameter. However, the structural measurements do not support this possible explanation. As seen in Table I, the lattice parameter was not observed to contract. If carbon or vacancies were being "annealed" out, the lattice parameter should have changed. A lattice parameter change of 0.04 A is seen with the addition of only 1 wt % carbon in FCC iron\(^5\). Also, diffusion calculations show that the diffusion of carbon out of a small cobalt particle is extremely fast due to the short distance that these carbon atoms must diffuse to reach the surface (Figure 3). Because the arc is at a temperature of several thousand\(^\circ\) degrees C, and a temperature of nearly 500\(^\circ\) C was measured in the gas at a distance 4 inches from the arc, it is estimated that the particles are exposed to temperatures above 500\(^\circ\) C for at least a tenth of a second as they leave the arc vicinity. As can be seen from Figure 2, this may have resulted in nearly all of the carbon diffusing from the particle. Similarly, atomic defects should also be greatly reduced during synthesis of the particles, as the recrystallization temperature of Co is 390\(^\circ\)C, well below the 500\(^\circ\) gas temperature mentioned earlier. For these reasons, it is expected that the concentration of both carbon atoms and atomic defects is expected to be low in the as-produced particles, and may not account for the decrease in coercivity with annealing.
Figure 3. Diffusion of 99% of the carbon from a 10 nm diameter Co particle. At any temperature above 600 °C, this takes less than one tenth of a second.7

Shape Anisotropy

The coercivity can be strongly affected by the shape of the small particles, leading to an increase in the coercivity as the particles become oblong. Estimates of the change in coercivity based on calculated demagnetizing factors give a large coercivity with only a slight departure from a spherical particle. This is shown in Figure 4, where a change in the aspect ratio of only 1.1 to 1.09 results in a decrease in coercivity of nearly 100 Oe. As mentioned earlier, the particles were observed to be generally spherical both before and after the annealing cycle. However, small (and difficult to detect) departures from an aspect ratio of 1 could have caused an increase in the coercivity prior to the annealing, resulting in a decrease in the coercivity after the annealing due to the possible rounding of the particles. Further study, including a detailed measure of the aspect ratio of a large number of particles will be needed to investigate this possibility.

Particle Growth

Particle size can affect the coercivity of small particles, especially at small sizes, so changes in the coercivity could indicate a change in the particle size. However, as can be seen from Figure 4, particles below the single domain size (Ds) are expected to show an increase in coercivity with an increase in particle size. The Ds is for ferromagnetic particles is estimated to be between 10 and 50 nm2, so our particles are probably single domain. Since the particle size could only be expected to increase with annealing, an increase in coercivity would be expected if particle size growth were occurring, the opposite of what we see. Also, no large particle growth was observed by TEM (see Table I).

CONCLUSION

The graphite encapsulated cobalt particles used in this study are ferromagnetic at temperatures below 300. Blocking temperature calculations show that the particles may be superparamagnetic at temperatures above about 1000° K, but the decrease in coercivity seen is
normal for any ferromagnetic material, so this does not necessarily show superparamagnetism. Annealing of the particles at 550° C resulted in very little structural change (particle size, shape and lattice parameter), but did result in a decrease in the magnetic coercivity. The decrease in coercivity seen in this study could have resulted from the removal (by diffusion) of carbon or crystalline defects from the particles during the annealing or by the rounding of the particles (thus reducing shape anisotropy) during the annealing. The rounding of the particles during annealing appears to be the most likely cause of the observed decrease in coercivity.
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Figure 4. Coercivity caused only by shape anisotropy as a function of the aspect ratio. Only a small departure of the aspect (c/a) ratio from one results in a significant increase in coercivity.
MAGNETIC MICROSTRUCTURE OF A NANOCRYSTALLINE FERROMAGNET - MICROMAGNETIC MODEL AND SMALL-ANGLE NEUTRON SCATTERING
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ABSTRACT

We report on a combined theoretical and experimental study of the magnetic microstructure of a single component, single phase, pore-free nanocrystalline ferromagnetic material. From the equations of micromagnetics we conclude that the magnetic microstructure is the convolution product of an anisotropy field microstructure and of a response function with a correlation length \( l_H \) that depends on the applied field \( H \).

We derive equations for small angle neutron scattering by such structures, and present experimental scattering data for electrodeposited nanocrystalline Ni, the first where for a wide range of \( H \) the dominant scattering contribution is from the purely magnetic microstructure, not from nuclear or magnetic contrast at pores or second phases. The variation of the scattering cross section with \( H \) is in excellent agreement with the theory, indicating that the underlying changes in the magnetic microstructure with \( H \) are not displacements of domain walls, but changes in \( l_H \) and hence in the magnetic response to an entirely stationary anisotropy field microstructure. At 20K the anisotropy fields are dominated by magnetocrystalline anisotropy, but at 300K the perturbation is from a much stronger interaction which maintains some moments aligned antiparallel to the field direction at \( H \) as high as 1.4MA/m (18kOe).

INTRODUCTION

In an idealized single phase, nanometer grain size polycrystalline (‘nanocrystalline’) ferromagnet subject to an external field, random jumps of the magnetic anisotropy field cause gradients of the magnetization at grain boundaries. Due to the magnetic exchange interaction there is excess energy in these gradients; therefore exchange interaction opposes the tendency of the magnetization to align itself with a low energy orientation in each grain. On the same grounds domain walls in single crystal ferromagnets are not atomically sharp but have a finite width \( w \); for Ni \( w \approx 100\)nm. In a nanocrystalline ferromagnet with a grain size \( D \) of the order of 10nm a hypothetical domain, that is a region of homogeneous magnetization which is considerably larger than \( w \), contains many grains with random orientations, and the expectation value for the net anisotropy in the domain decreases rapidly as \( D \) is reduced. The resulting decrease in coercivity is well explained by the random anisotropy model [1], originally derived for ferromagnetism in metallic glasses [2]. But since the net anisotropy is the very reason for the existence of domains, it is questionable whether domains and walls continue to exist and to represent the dominating elements of the magnetic microstructure in a nanocrystalline ferromagnet, or whether spatial variations of the magnetization of a different nature dominate.

Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments, which probe the magnetic microstructure on a range of length-scales including \( w \) and \( D \), indicate the presence of spatial variations in the direction of the magnetization in nanocrystalline ferromagnets [3][4]. The central aim of our study is to explore the nature and origin of this deviation from the homogeneously magnetized state. We take advantage of the existence of a theoretical framework appropriate for describing the magnetic microstructure on the length scales of interest: the theory of micromagnetics [5]. Seeger and Kronmüller [6] have derived a solution of the equations of micromagnetics in the limit of high applied magnetic field based on which SANS due to dislocations in ferromagnetic single crystals can be understood [7]. In the present paper we apply the equations of micromagnetics to a macroscopically isotropic nanocrystalline ferromagnet and derive equations for the dependence of the differential SANS cross-section on applied magnetic field and on magnitude and direction of the scattering vector, which can be compared to experiment. Several characteristic length scales, which are suggested by the nuclear microstructure (grain size, sample size) and by various combinations of magnetic parameters (exchange constant, saturation magnetization, anisotropy energy, magnetic field) may be relevant for the magnetic microstructure [8][9]. Comparison of theory and experiment allows us to identify the dominant length scales.

SANS intensity arises from spatial variations of atomic density, composition, and magnetization. There-
fore, investigations of the magnetic microstructure require that the variations in atomic density and in composition be minimized so that the signal from the magnetic microstructure is resolved. In investigations on nanocrystalline Fe-Si-B based alloys [4], superparamagnetic nanocomposites [10], and on single-component nanocrystalline ferromagnets [3][11] the strong scattering contribution from the a multi-phase and/or porous nature of the samples has so far precluded detailed conclusions on the magnetic microstructure of the idealized homogeneous nanocrystalline material. In the present study, we choose electrodeposited nanocrystalline Ni (n-Ni) [12] as a single-component, pore-free model system which is free of such complications.

THEORY

We consider the material to be homogeneous with respect to atomic density \( \rho_{\text{atom}} \), saturation magnetization \( m_s \), and exchange interaction \( A \). The inhomogeneous magnetic microstructure enters the theory through \( H_p(x) \), the (negative of the) derivative of a free energy density (free energy per unit volume) at \( x \) with respect to the magnetization vector \( M(x) \) subject to \( |M(x)| = m_s \), and hence a vector normal to \( M \). \( H_p \) is due to magneto-crystalline and magnetoelastic anisotropy, has the dimension of a magnetic field and will be called the anisotropy field. We express \( H_p(x) \) and \( M(x) \) in terms of their Fourier transforms \( h(q) \) and \( m(q) \), respectively, and of the volumetric mean magnetization \( \langle M \rangle \):

\[
H_p(x) = (2\pi)^{3/2} \int \int \int h(q) \exp(-iqx) \, dq^3
\]

\[
M(x) = \langle M \rangle + m_s (2\pi)^{3/2} \int \int \int m(q) \exp(-iqx) \, dq^3
\]

We use the Maxwell equations \( \nabla \cdot (H-4\pi M)=0 \) and \( \nabla \times H=0 \) to relate the magnetic field \( H \) to the sources in bulk, \( \nabla \cdot M \). In the homogeneous material, the only other sources for \( H \) are the discontinuities in \( M \) at the (macroscopic) external surfaces, which induce a demagnetizing field \( H_d = N_f \langle M \rangle \) that varies slowly with position in the material and that we assume to be homogeneous. \( N_f \) is the demagnetizing factor. Therefore,

\[
H(x) = H_e - H_d - 4\pi m_s (2\pi)^{3/2} \int \int \int (m(q) \cdot q) \, q \exp(-iqx) / q^2 \, dq^3
\]

with \( H_e \) the external applied field.

In the limit of high magnetic field, \( H \gg H_p \) perturbations from the homogeneously magnetized state are small and the response of the magnetization to the applied and anisotropy fields satisfies the linearized Micromagnetics equation (compare Section 4.1 in [5]): for an orthonormal basis \( \{e_x, e_y, e_z\} \) with \( H_e \) along \( e_z \)

\[
(2A / m_s \{\nabla^2 M_z, \nabla^2 M_y, 0\} + m_s (H + H_p)) \times M = 0
\]

where for any vector \( f \) the scalars \( f_x, f_y, f_z \) and \( f \) are, respectively, the Cartesian coordinates of \( f \) relative to \( \{e_x, e_y, e_z\} \) and the modulus of \( f \). Without loss of generality, and motivated by SANS with the incoming neutron wavevector along \( e_x \), and hence with the scattering vector in the plane containing \( e_y \) and \( e_z \), we consider \( q_z=0 \), and denote by \( \theta \) the angle between \( q \) and the applied field. The solution of Equation (4) in terms of (1)-(3) is then

\[
m_y(q) = -h_y(q) / H_{\text{eff}} \quad m_z(q) = -h_z(q) / (H_{\text{eff}} + 4\pi m_s \sin^2 \theta) \quad m_x(q) = 0
\]

The effective field \( H_{\text{eff}} \) depends on the internal field \( H_i = H_z-H_y \) and on its exchange length \( l_x \) [8] by

\[
H_{\text{ef}} = H_i \left(1 + l_x^2 q^2 \right) \quad l_x = (2A / m_s H_i)^{1/2}
\]

At high fields the Fourier transform of the magnetization is essentially the product of the Fourier coefficient of the anisotropy field and of the reciprocal of the effective field. Because of the convolution theorem, the product in reciprocal space corresponds in real space to a convolution with the Fourier transform of \( 1/H_{\text{eff}} \), which is an exponential with a characteristic length \( l_x \). The central conclusion from the results (5) and (6) is therefore that the magnetic microstructure is the convolution of the anisotropy field's microstructure with an exponential response function with a characteristic length \( l_x \) that varies as the reciprocal root of the...
internal field.

We restrict attention to elastic SANS with unpolarized neutrons for materials with isotropic nuclear and anisotropy field microstructures. From the expression for the scattering cross section of a single atom,

\[ d\sigma = b_{\text{nuclear}}^2 + b_{\text{mag}}^2 \left( 1 - (\epsilon \cdot Q)^2 \right) \]  

(7)

with \( b_{\text{nuclear}} \) and \( b_{\text{mag}} \) the nuclear and magnetic scattering lengths and \( \epsilon \) and \( Q \) unit vectors in the direction of the scattering vector \( k \) and of the magnetic moment, respectively [13], and from the Equation (5), we derive [14] an expression for the differential scattering cross section \( d\sigma/d\Omega \) of the isotropic material:

\[ \frac{d\sigma(k)}{d\Omega} = d\sigma_{\text{tr}}(k)/d\Omega + S_H(k) R(k, H) \]  

(8)

with \( k = q \). The residual scattering \( d\sigma_{\text{tr}}/d\Omega \) is due to spin wave scattering and to nuclear and magnetic contrast from regions with reduced density, such as pores and grain boundaries, that are neglected in the micromagnetic model. In the high field limit, this term is independent of \( H \). The anisotropy field interference function \( S_H \) depends only on the anisotropy field microstructure and on the modulus \( k \) of the scattering vector, but not on the applied field:

\[ S_H(k) = \frac{8\pi}{3} b_{\text{mag}}^2 \rho^2 \omega \left| h(k) \right|^2 / \left( 4\pi m_s \right)^2 / V \]  

(9)

where \( V \) denotes the sample volume. The variation of the differential scattering cross section with the magnetic field is described by the magnetic response function \( R \); for the present problem we find [15]

\[ R(k, H) = \left( 2\pi m_s / H_{\text{eff}} \right)^2 \left( 1 + (1 + 4\pi m_s \sin^2 \theta / H_{\text{eff}})^2 \right) \]  

(10)

This equation implies a characteristic variation of the magnetic scattering cross section with the azimuthal angle \( \theta \) (compare Figure 4 below), and with \( k \) and \( H \). Often one is interested in an azimuthal (\( \theta \)) average of the scattering intensity, for which the response function is simply

\[ R_{\theta}(k, H) = 6\pi^2 m_s^2 / H_{\text{eff}}^2 \]  

(11)

For given \( k \) and \( H \), \( R \) can be computed with literature data; for Ni \( m_s = 692.3 \text{Am}^2/\text{kg} \) (55.09emu/g) at 298K and \( A = 8.6 \times 10^{-12} \text{N} \) (8.6 x 10^{-7} erg/cm) [2][16][17]. At each \( k \) the theory predicts that the azimuthal averaged total scattering cross section scales with \( R_{\theta} \) according to Equation (8). In this relation there are therefore two free parameters at each \( k \): \( d\sigma_{\text{tr}}/d\Omega \) and \( S_H \); when \( d\sigma/d\Omega \) is measured at two or more different magnetic fields then these parameters can be determined, for each \( k \), from straight lines of best fit in a plot of \( d\sigma/d\Omega \) versus \( R_{\theta} \).

Values for the exchange length \( l_{\text{ex}} \) are readily computed: for magnetic fields of 1kA/m (130Oe) and 1000kA/m (13kOe), Equation (6) with the above values for \( m_s \) and \( A \) yields \( l_{\text{ex}} = 160 \text{nm} \) and \( l_{\text{ex}} = 5 \text{nm} \), respectively.

EXPERIMENT

In this first report we present results from a single sample, 0.37mm thick electrodeposited n-Ni sheet with an area-weighted average grain size of 18(3)nm, determined from X-ray scattering data by the indirect deconvolution technique [18]. Archimedes immersion data indicate a mass density of 100.0(2)% of the

![Figure 1: Magnetization M on linear axis versus applied field H on logarithmic axis for n-Ni (•) and Ni reference sample (○) at 298K. Lines are guides to the eye.](image-url)
Ni literature value, and hot extraction yields impurity levels below the resolution limits of 60 atomic ppm for H and 300 atomic ppm for N and O; no metallic impurities were detected by energy-dispersive analysis of X-ray fluorescence in a scanning electron microscope.

Magnetization data was recorded on a SQUID magnetometer calibrated with a reference of annealed coarse grained pure Ni of same mass, shape, and position as the sample. Figure 1 shows magnetization isotherms at 298K for sample and reference, which qualify n-Ni as a soft ferromagnet which can be brought close to saturation by moderate applied magnetic fields. By analysis of the approach to saturation in the magnetization isotherms we found a reduction in the saturation magnetization of n-Ni relative to the reference of 0.39(4)% at 5K and of 1.81(5)% at 298K. Coercivities were 1.4kA/m (180e) at 5K and 1.0kA/m (1.30e) at 298K.

SANS data was recorded at the 30m instrument on beamline 7 at the NIST Cold Neutron Research Facility, with a wavelength of 0.6nm and with the magnetic field applied horizontally and perpendicular to the (horizontal) neutron beam. Figure 2 displays azimuthal averaged differential scattering cross sections versus the modulus \( k \) of the scattering vector, recorded at 300K with different applied magnetic fields. The intensity is high for small fields; as the field is increased to the maximum experimental value of 1440kA/m (18.1kOe), the intensity decreases by more than two orders of magnitude. The intensity decrease is not a simple scaling, but the shape of the scattering curves changes: the wavevector at which the (negative) curvature on a log-log plot of \( d\sigma/d\Omega \) versus \( k \) is at maximum increases systematically with increasing field. This indicates the existence of a characteristic length scale of the magnetic microstructure which decreases with increasing \( H_a \).

Figure 3 compares the experimental data to scattering cross sections computed from Equation (8), with \( d\sigma_{an}/d\Omega \) and \( S_a \) (also displayed) determined from fits to the experimental data. Demagnetizing fields for use in Equation (3) were computed from the experimental magnetization data, with estimates for \( N_a \) for spheroids with the same axis ratio as the samples. It is seen that the fit is in excellent agreement with experiment over the whole range of fields covered, that is 1.0kA/m (130e) to 1440kA/m (18.1kOe). Deviations are within...
error bars from uncertainty in the values for $A$ and $N_e$.
SANS data recorded at 20K for fields up to 400kA/m
(5000Oe) show qualitatively similar scattering curves but
higher overall intensity, and fits of similar quality to those in
Figure 3 confirm the agreement between theory and experi-
ment.

Figure 4 is a display of the aspect ratio (ratio of scattering
intensities perpendicular ($\theta=\pi/2$) and parallel ($\theta=0$) to
the direction of $H_e$) at $k=0.1\text{nm}^{-1}$ versus $H_e$ at 20K and at 300K.
Contrary to theory (Equation (10) and dotted line in the fig-
ure), which predicts maximum intensity for $k||H_e$ due to
small misalignments of the magnetic moments, the experi-
mental intensity at 300K is highest for $k\perp H_e$. By Equation
(7) the observed aspect ratio be shown to imply contrast from moments ori-
ented nearly antiparallel to the field. However, the 20K data
approach the theory at higher fields.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have derived a theory for the magnetic microstructure
of a nanocrystalline ferromagnet in the high field limit,
which is based on very general assumptions of homogeneity,
and in which the nuclear microstructure enters through the anisotropy fields. For isotropic microstructures we
derived expressions for the variation of SANS with magnetic field, scattering vector, and with the angle
between those quantities. Apart from the homogeneity conditions no assumptions are made on the geometry
of the microstructure; as a consequence the anisotropy field interference function $S(k)$ is perfectly arbitrary.
In the special case of random anisotropy, $S(k)$ is a constant. If the anisotropy field suffers random jumps
across the grain boundaries, then $S(k)$ is a weighted sum of the interference functions of the individual grains.

The observed small reduction, relative to the coarse-grained material, of $m_0$ in nanocrystalline Ni and the
slightly enhanced temperature dependence indicate small, but measurable reductions in a mean magnetic
moment and in an effective spin-wave stiffness. The observed effect on $m_0$ is much smaller than that reported
in early studies [19], but our result corrects later reports that magnetic moment and magnetic interactions at
grain boundaries are unchanged relative to bulk [20]. Together with the observation of negligible porosity
the smallness of the changes in $m_0$ and in its temperature dependence validate the homogeneity assumptions
that underlie the theory, both with respect to the atomic density and with respect to the local magnetization
density and local exchange constant. Indeed, the azimuthal average SANS data are in good agreement with
the theory, in particular with respect to the overall variation of the intensity and with respect to the variation
of a characteristic length scale with the field; the agreement at small fields is even much better than would be
expected from the restrictive high field limit assumption underlying the theory. We conclude that the ele-
ments of magnetic microstructure that give rise to SANS are defects which obey the equations of micro-
magnetics, and that the changes in the magnetic microstructure with $H_e$, which give rise to changes in the
SANS signal are not displacements of domain walls, but result from changes in the correlation length and
hence in the magnetic response to an entirely stationary anisotropy field microstructure. In accordance with
our magnetization data, the good agreement between theory and SANS experiment indicates that the ex-
change coupling between neighboring grains, mediated by the matter at the grain boundaries, is strong.

While the anisotropy of the scattering pattern agrees with the theory at low temperatures and high fields, at
room temperature it does not indicate the predicted small misalignments of the magnetic moments. Instead,
the observed anisotropy suggests antiparallel orientation of moments at fields up to 1.8T. This cannot be due
to magnetocrystalline anisotropy, for which $H_a=15kA/m$ (2000Oe) for Ni at 300K [21]; furthermore, measure-
ments on cold worked Ni indicate that $H_a$ from magnetoelastic anisotropy is also too weak to explain the
observation. We conclude that the observed misalignment of the moments at high fields originates from the
much stronger exchange interaction, as opposed to the weaker anisotropy fields. While the nature of these
defects is unclear, we might speculate on antiferromagnetic interactions due to modified atomic short-range

$\text{Figure 4 : Aspect ratio } I/I_\parallel (\text{scattering}
\text{intensities perpendicular } (I_\perp) \text{and parallel } (I_\parallel)
\text{to direction of applied magnetic field } H) \text{ at}
k=0.1\text{nm}^{-1} \text{versus } H \text{ for n-Ni at 20K (•) and at}
300K (○). Dashed line: Theory (Equation}
(10)). Experiment and theory are ±15° sector
averages in $\theta$. 
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order at some grain boundary planes, or alternatively on 360° walls, that is topological defects in the spin
system which suffer no force from homogeneous magnetic fields and can therefore persist in a material up to
high applied fields. We propose that only a small volume fraction of the material contains such defects, but
that due to the large misalignment and the resulting large scattering contrast their signal dominates the scatter-
ning intensity.

The change in the anisotropy of the scattering pattern at low temperatures is readily understood in terms of
anisotropy fields due to magnetocrystalline anisotropy: these fields cause small misalignments and hence low
scattering contrast at room temperature, but in Ni the magnitude of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy field
increases by more than an order of magnitude when the temperature is reduced from 300K to 20K [21], and
hence the scattering signal from the corresponding variation in $M$ increases by two orders of magnitude, so
that it eventually dominates the scattering pattern at low $T$. Since magnetoelastic anisotropy in Ni is only
weakly temperature dependent we conclude from the evolution of the scattering with $T$ that what is observed
at low $T$ must be contrast due to magnetocrystalline, not magnetoelastic anisotropy.

In conclusion the study indicates that micromagnetics defects are correctly modeled by the theory and
dominate the spectrum of magnetic fluctuations in nanocrystalline Ni, but that only at low temperatures they
are due to the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, which might be considered as the most obvious origin of aniso-
tropy in nanocrystalline samples.
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OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF METAL WIRE ARRAY COMPOSITES
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ABSTRACT
According to effective medium theories, electrically conducting composites consisting of parallel metal wires embedded in a transparent dielectric can propagate light in the direction of the wire length. We have prepared densely packed arrays (76% volume fraction) of 10-μm diameter indium wires by high pressure injection of glass microchannel plates. For wavelengths longer than 100 μm (k<100 cm⁻¹) the absorption of the wire array is almost three orders of magnitude smaller than that of an indium foil of equal thickness. The measured absorption increases as k⁰.⁴⁵±⁰.⁰⁷ and can be accounted for by including magnetic dipole effects.

INTRODUCTION
The design of composite materials has flourished in the last few years. Composites consisting of metals or semiconductors finely dispersed in a dielectric host are a dramatic example of how the electronic and optical properties are determined by the microstructure. Aspnes, Heller, and Porter, on the basis of the Maxwell-Garnett (MG) model of the dielectric constant of composites, proposed that it is possible to prepare both optically transmissive and electrically conductive metallic films by appropriate design of the microstructure. High optical transmittance can be achieved when the metal units are isolated from each other in the direction of the photon electric field. The optical electric field can then induce a self-screening depolarization charge on the surface of the metal structures which prevents it from penetrating further into the metal. Elastic scattering is inhibited if the composite building units and spatial periodicity are smaller than the wavelength of light. An array of parallel metal cylinders would then be transparent to light propagating along the cylinders axis and of wavelength much larger than the cylinders diameter and separation. Conductivity is not impaired as long as the electron mean free path is much smaller than the wire diameter. Metal films of thickness greater than several hundred angstroms are optically opaque and the prospect of designing metal-insulator composites to be conductive while retaining polarization-independent optical transparency over micron-length scales is exciting. Also, this leads to a variety of possible applications in optoelectronic and photoelectrochemical technologies. Moreover, there has been growing activity in the development of photonic band-gap materials structured in the direction perpendicular to the photon path. While most of such effort has concentrated on dielectrics, there is recent interest in metallic-insulator structures for low frequency applications. There have not been experiments or materials which unambiguously test the aforementioned ideas. Heller, Aspnes, Porter, Sheng, and Vadimsky have experimented with photoelectrochemically deposited Pt metal films. Because of the structural complexity, the films utilized are composed of small particles assembled in three levels of structure, and since the films are only partially conductive, the experiment is not conclusive. M.J. Tierney and C.R. Martin have considered arrays of cylinders of diameter d small relative to the wavelength of light and of length l comparable to such wavelength. The metal particles were...
prepared by electrochemical deposition into the channels of a mesoporous membrane. In those experiments the cylinders are too short and their relative position is not well controlled. Recently, Foss, Homyak, Stockert, and Martin\(^7\) have studied arrays of gold cylinders of controlled radius and aspect ratio. Cylinders of diameter between 30 and 60 nm and length \(l < 800\) nm were prepared. Although the optical absorption of such system follows qualitatively the MG model predictions, the system does not lend itself to a simple description at short wavelengths where the cylinder diameter \(d \leq \lambda\). The authors introduce a phenomenological modification of MG to account for dynamic depolarization effects. Aside from the fact that the conductivity of those arrays has not been demonstrated, the length of the cylinders, as well as their relative position within the membrane channels, has a considerable degree of randomness and a more clearly defined sample geometry is needed to test these ideas.

**EXPERIMENT**

In order to demonstrate the effect unambiguously it is important to use far-infrared (FIR) light. In this frequency range the electromagnetic field penetration depth \(\delta\) is much smaller than the wavelength of light \(\lambda\) and the metal behaves as an almost perfect reflector. Here, we examine the FIR transmission of thick (90 \(\mu\)m) samples of 10-\(\mu\)m diameter In wire arrays. The wire arrays were prepared by filling the channels of a glass microchannel plate (MCP) with indium. The dense, 76% metal content, microstructure is highly reproducible. The composite is conducting as the In metal fills the full length of the channels. Our previous work has demonstrated the feasibility of injecting porous dielectrics of characteristic pore diameter as small as 5 nm with some selected low melting point materials (Se, Te, In) and alloys (\(\text{Bi}_2\text{Te}_3\)) by pressure-forcing their melts into the interconnected pores.\(^8\) The MCP samples\(^8\) were cleaned by subsequently washing in acetone, methanol, and distilled H\(_2\)O, and then dried at 150 °C for several hours; they were injected with the In melt at 400 °C and 60,000 psi. The composite samples were mechanically polished in the shape of a plate with the wires running perpendicular to the plate surface. Fig. 1 shows an electron micrograph of the wire array composite.

Figure 1. Top view of an hexagonal indium wire array prepared by high-pressure injection of the In melt into a glass microchannel plate. Indium crystallites can be seen in the 10-micron diameter wires.
Infrared absorption spectra were measured with a Bomem FTIR DA8 spectrophotometer. A Hg lamp, Mylar film beam splitters, and DTGS detector were used. The instrument's beam divergence at the sample corresponds to a ratio of focal length to beam diameter of 4. An area of 3 mm$^2$ of sample was probed by the beam. Spectra were taken by averaging 8,000 scans. Figure 2 shows the transmission $I/I_0$ of the empty MCP in the $k < 100$ cm$^{-1}$ FIR region of transparency of the glass. The reference $I_0$ is the intensity transmitted through an aperture of the same size as the sample under the same experimental conditions. The resolution is 1 cm$^{-1}$. The noise is typical of measurements in this frequency range, it increases at around 20 cm$^{-1}$ as the lower limit of operation of the instrumental resources is approached. The empty MCP transmission spectrum shows a slow decrease with increasing frequency. This trend continues in the range between 100 and 200 cm$^{-1}$ (not shown). Also shown in Fig. 2 is the transmission of the In-MCP composite (8000 scans). The transmission of the wire array also shows an overall decrease with increasing frequency and a much stronger frequency dependence.

![Figure 2](image)

Figure 2. (a) Unpolarized FIR light impinges parallel to the channels. (b) Transmission of the microchannel plate (MCP) and of the 10-micron diameter In wire array composite (MCP-In). The dotted line is the result of a calculation based on Eq. 1 as described in the text. The thickness of the MCP is 100 µm and that of the composite is 91 µm.

**DISCUSSION**

Quasistatic effective medium theories of the dielectric constant of composites take into account the modification of the external electric field by the dipole fields of individual polarizable entities, in this case, the metal wires embedded in the insulating medium. The structure shown in Fig. 1 can be approximated by a hexagonal lattice of very long cylinders. An approximate analytical solution which includes higher-order electric multipole terms and interparticle effects is available for a square lattice. For metal volume fraction $v_m < 0.78$, the dielectric constant of the composite is given by Rayleigh's expression:

$$
\varepsilon - \varepsilon_i = \frac{1 + \mathcal{P} v_m - a \mathcal{P}^2 v_m^4}{1 - \mathcal{P} v_m - a \mathcal{P}^2 v_m^4}
$$

(1)
where \( \mathbf{P} = (\varepsilon_m - \varepsilon_e)/(\varepsilon_m + \varepsilon_e) \) is \( 2\pi \) times the wire polarizability, \(^{14}\) with \( \varepsilon_e \) and \( \varepsilon_m \) the dielectric constant of the insulator and metal, respectively, and \( a = 0.306 \) for a square lattice. For the hexagonal lattice, the coefficient \( a \) can be shown to be approximately \( a = 0.13.^{15} \) For low metal volume fraction \( v_m \) the familiar MG result, \( \varepsilon = \varepsilon_e (1 + \mathbf{P} v_m)/(1 - \mathbf{P} v_m) \) is obtained. The optical transmission is subsequently calculated from Eq. 1 in terms of the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant, both absorption and reflection losses are taken into account.\(^16\)

The frequency dependence of the transmission of the empty MCP is due to the soda lime glass of which the MCP is made. Silica glasses show infrared absorption which varies as the square of the frequency and which is due to uncompensated charges distributed in the random medium.\(^7\) To calculate the absorption of the empty MCP we use Eq. 1, \( v_m \) is the fractional volume of the empty channels in this case. The empty channels have an index of refraction equal to 1. For the glass we use an index of refraction \( n_o = 2.6 \) and absorption \( \alpha_g = 0.085 \). A good fit to the experimental data, shown in Fig. 2, is obtained for these parameters.

We have calculated the FIR absorption of the metal wire array composite using Eq. 1 for the hexagonal lattice. In this calculation we use the index of refraction and absorption coefficient of the MCP glass as given above. The optical constants of bulk In metal \( (\varepsilon_m) \) in the far-infrared are taken from the measurements of Golovashkin et al.\(^8\) We adopt their modification of the Drude model for the weak anomalous skin effect. Fig. 3 shows the In absorbance as obtained from their data.

The absorbance of a (thick) film of indium is also shown (dashed line). The composite absorbance as calculated from Eq. 1 is also shown in Fig. 3, its frequency dependence contrasts with the experimental results. Clearly, this simple approximation does not adequately represent the absorption of the composite, i.e., the calculated absorption is too small for \( k<50 \) cm\(^{-1} \) and it has the wrong frequency dependence.

The optical properties of small spherical metal particles have been studied experimentally and theoretically for over twenty years because of their anomalous FIR absorption.\(^{19}\) Sample preparation has been an important issue. For coated particles, the absorption is dominated by the enhancement of the electric dipole absorption due to the oxide coating. In that case, the absorption has a \( k^2 \) frequency dependence (like oxide glasses). It is believed that for bare particles clustering allows more closed paths for eddy currents to flow and enhances the absorption due to the magnetic dipole contribution. Although the matter of
the absorption by small spherical metal particles is clouded by sample preparation issues, the fact is that in most experiments the absorption is enhanced.

We are not aware of a calculation of eddy current dissipation for cylinders. An estimate can be made as follows. In our case the penetration depth $\delta$ is much smaller than the cylinder diameter $d$ and the main effect is the magnetic field exclusion from the wire due to induced eddy currents. Given a periodic magnetic field of amplitude $B_0$ and of direction perpendicular to the wire length, the eddy currents amplitude is approximately $I_0 = \sigma dB_0/4$, where $c$ is the speed of light. Absorption ensues because the current flow is dissipative. The current distribution is restricted to the periphery of the wire and shows an exponential damping with distance. The penetration length is $\delta = (c/k\sigma)^{1/2}/2\pi$, with $\sigma$ the electrical conductivity of the metal. The average resistance per unit length of wire where eddy currents flow can be approximated by $1/(\sigma\delta d)$. If the average distance between wire centers is $s$, the power dissipated per unit volume is $c^2 d B_0^2 / 16 \rho s^2$. The absorption coefficient is given by the ratio of the power dissipated per unit volume to the electromagnetic field energy flow $cB_0^2/8\pi$. Therefore, since $s \sim d$, we find that the magnetic dipole (MD) contribution to the absorption is:

$$\alpha_{\text{MD}} = 2\pi \frac{n_8 \nu_m k}{d/d} = \pi^2 \frac{n_8 (\nu_m/d)}{(c/\sigma)^{1/2}} k^{1/2}$$

(2)

For $\sigma = 1.07 \times 10^{17} \text{ sec}^{-1}$, the conductivity of bulk indium, the skin depth at 30 cm$^{-1}$ is $\delta = 154$ nm and we obtain $\alpha_{\text{MD}} = 57$ cm$^{-1}$. The frequency dependence predicted by Eq. 2, $k^{1/2}$, closely matches the experimental frequency dependence in the range investigated, which is $k^{0.47\pm0.07}$. A fit of Eq. 2 to the experimental data is shown in Fig. 3. Losses due to reflection have been neglected since they are much smaller than absorption losses. From this fit we obtain an effective surface conductivity of $1.4 \times 10^{15} \text{ sec}^{-1}$. This is about two orders of magnitude less than the bulk conductivity. It is well known that actual eddy current losses in microwave resonators are always in excess to those calculated from bulk parameters due to surface roughness, oxide layer, and anomalous skin depth effects. Such surface anomalies are likely to be more important at the higher frequencies employed here since the skin depth then becomes very small.

The FIR source used in these experiments is not well collimated. In fact, the ratio of the beam aperture to its focal length is approximately 0.25. The acceptance angle $\theta_A$, defined by the wires is approximately $n_8 d/t = 0.26$, where $d$ is the wire diameter and $t$ is the wire length or sample thickness. Clearly, for angles of incidence $\theta \gg \theta_A$ the absorption increases since for large angles the photon electric field has a significant component along the wire length which is not screened. This would result in a somewhat larger absorption than that predicted by the simple approach described above. Although the propagation of electromagnetic waves perpendicular to the wire length and its polarization dependence is the subject of much recent work, a systematic study of propagation for intermediate angles is still lacking.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been proposed that good optical transmission and high electrical conductivity can be simultaneously achieved in a metallic microstructure where there is electrical isolation along the direction of the photon electric field (i.e., the photon and current-driving electric field are perpendicular), as a self-screening charge is developed at the surface of the metal units by the local optical field. We have prepared a composite material which constitutes a
physical model of this behavior. We find that the far-infrared transmission of a dense array of 10-μm diameter parallel wires along the wires' length is almost three orders of magnitude higher than that of a metal film of equal thickness. The composite absorption as calculated from quasistatic effective medium theories does not account for the experimental results. We propose that electromagnetic energy losses through dissipation by eddy currents, or magnetic dipole effects, can account for the frequency dependence of the measured absorption.
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ABSTRACT

Ultrasonic energy has been used to disperse one liquid metallic component in a second immiscible liquid metal, thereby producing a metallic emulsion. Upon lowering the temperature of this emulsion below the melting point of the lowest-melting constituent, a metal/metal-matrix composite is formed. This composite consists of sub-micron-to-micron-sized particles of the minor metallic phase that are embedded in a matrix consisting of the major metallic phase. The zinc-bismuth case was used as a model system, and ultrasonic dispersion of a minor bismuth liquid phase was used to synthesize metal/metal-matrix composites. These materials were subsequently characterized using scanning electron microscopy and energy-dispersive x-ray analysis.

INTRODUCTION

The special properties that can be obtained by forming metal-matrix composites have previously been extensively documented. While much of the prior attention given to these materials has been focused on metal matrices reinforced with ceramic particles or fibers [1], the results reported for metal/metal-matrix composites show that the latter are no less interesting. For example, a new class of metal/metal matrix materials has been developed that exhibits extraordinary mechanical properties [2, 3, 4]. These materials are composed of a mixture of Cu plus 10-30% of a metal X that is immiscible with Cu. The mixture is severely deformed to produce a nanometer-scale microstructure of immiscible X filaments (or lamellae) within the Cu-matrix. Such processed composites have a strength that is substantially higher than those reported for any traditional Cu alloy.

In efforts to improve the mechanical properties -- in particular the hardness -- of materials, Singh et al. have dispersed approximately 20 wt.% Bi in Zn, using a melt-spinning technique [5]. This technique produced a metal/metal-matrix composite of nanosized Bi spheres entrained in a Zn matrix where the size of the Bi particles was controlled by adjusting the wheel speed used in the melt-spinning process. Hardness measurements performed on these materials showed that a decrease in the size of the Bi nanodispersoids leads to an increase in hardness.

In the present work, a new approach to the formation of bulk metal/metal-matrix composites is presented. High-intensity ultrasound has been used to disperse one metallic liquid in a second immiscible liquid metal thereby forming a metallic emulsion. When this emulsion is cooled, a metal/metal-matrix composite is formed consisting of minor-phase particles dispersed in the solidified major phase.

The basic idea of using ultrasound for mixing immiscible liquids is, of course, not new. In 1926, Wood and Loomis [6] reported that if two immiscible liquids such as oil and water are simultaneously subjected to ultrasonic radiation, an emulsion or colloidal suspension is formed as
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a result of the forces acting at the interface between the liquids. A further extensive study of the mechanism of emulsification and coagulation by ultrasonic waves in water-oil and mercury-water/organic liquid systems was carried out by Bondy and Söllner [7,8].

A previous study of the influence of ultrasound on the production of unusual metallic mixtures was described by Schmidt and Ehret [9] and Schmidt and Roll [10]. Part of their work focused on the dispersion of 35 wt.% Pb in Al. By applying ultrasound with a frequency of 10 kHz to the melt, the Pb phase could be dispersed, forming spherical inclusions with a diameter of approximately 30 µm embedded in the Al matrix. However, the mixing of the components was incomplete, and a significant residue of Pb was found at the bottom of the crucible. More recently, a group in China has reported the use of ultrasound for the preparation of fine ceramic-particulate-reinforced metal-matrix composites [11] in which high-intensity ultrasound was used to disperse micrometer-size ceramic particles homogeneously in an aluminum matrix.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

In order to investigate the application of ultrasound to the formation of metal/metal-matrix composites, the Zn-Bi case was selected as a model system, since both metals are relatively easy to handle based on their chemical reactivity and low melting points. Additionally, the wide miscibility gap in the Zn-Bi phase diagram (See Figure 1) made this system a particularly attractive candidate for the ultrasonic formation of metallic emulsions in varying concentrations.

![Equilibrium phase diagram of the Zn-Bi system showing the wide miscibility gap characteristic of this system](image)

FIGURE 1: Equilibrium phase diagram of the Zn-Bi system showing the wide miscibility gap characteristic of this system [12].
The ultrasonic source used in the present experiments was a Misonix Sonicator Model W-385 that consists of a generator which feeds 20 kHz electrical energy to a transducer where it is transformed to mechanical vibrations. The ultrasonic energy is generated by a transducer that consists of a lead zirconate titanate piezoelectric driver. When subjected to an alternating applied voltage, this piezoelectric material expands and contracts at the 20 kHz driving frequency. The transducer is mechanically coupled to an acoustically resonant Ti-alloy horn assembly that vibrates in a longitudinal direction and transmits the high-frequency motion to the horn tip. A highly tapered Ti horn (termed a microtip) was used to achieve high-amplitude ultrasonic vibrations. A schematic representation of the ultrasonic processing system is shown in Figure 2.

The Zn-Bi composition selected for the present experiments consisted of 10 wt.% Bi. Once the two metals were weighed to achieve the appropriate proportions, they were then melted in a SiO$_2$ tube using a propane torch and were heated to approximately 650°C. To minimize oxide-formation, argon gas containing 4% H$_2$ was continuously sprayed over the surface. When the desired melt temperature was reached, the torch was turned off and the sonication process was initiated by immersing the vibrating microtip in the liquid. While the Ti-alloy used for the horn and tip represents the best horn material from the mechanical and acoustic point of view — combining outstanding acoustic properties with lightness, strength, abrasion resistance and chemical inertness — it tends to form an alloy with the Zn-phase. This interaction results in degradation of the microtip when it is immersed in the melt. Accordingly, in order to minimize the reaction of the Ti-tip with the sample, the sonication process had to be limited to short durations — typically 10-30 seconds. In the present experiments, the melt is first sonicated for 10-15 seconds while it begins cooling down at a typical cooling rate of 10°C per second. The solidification process is subsequently accelerated by spraying water on the outside of the SiO$_2$ tube, while maintaining the sonication conditions, until the solidification is complete. This results

![FIGURE 2: Schematic representation of the ultrasonic system.](image-url)
in a total sonication time of 20-30 seconds. The resulting composite samples were then polished to obtain a flat surface suitable for examination in the scanning electron microscope.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

FIGURE 3 (a) and (b): SEM image of a Zn-Bi composite obtained by sonication of the two molten immiscible liquid metals.

Figure 3(a) shows an SEM image of a composite metal/metal-matrix sample obtained after the sonication of a Zn plus 10 wt % Bi melt. Energy Dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) confirms that the light colored dispersed particles are Bi, while the gray background consists of Zn. As evident in the micrograph, the Bi phase forms essentially spherical particles that are embedded in the Zn-matrix. This dispersion is, however, far from homogeneous: Figure 3(a) clearly shows Bi-particles with diameters ranging from more than 50 μm to less than 5 μm. Additionally, significantly smaller particles with diameters below 0.5 μm can be detected, as revealed in Figure 3(b). The presence of these sub-micron particles of Bi indicates that the application of high-intensity ultrasound can be a powerful tool for the formation of nanocomposite materials through
the creation of metallic emulsions. However, it is clear from the observed microstructures that the major problem to be overcome in order to obtain uniform materials is achieving a marked improvement in the monodispersed size-distribution of the minor-phase particles.

In order to gain insight as to how metal/metal-matrix composites with a more-monodispersed minor phase can, in fact, be achieved by ultrasonic dispersion methods, a better understanding of the operative mechanisms responsible for the dispersion and the various parameters that control these mechanisms is needed. While previous investigations [6,7,8] have clearly shown that sonication of a liquid or melt significantly influences its behavior, there is, at present, no general consensus regarding the exact nature of the operative ultrasonic mechanism. According to Bondy and Söllner [7,8], the emulsification of immiscible liquids is due to the collapse of acoustic cavitation bubbles. Here “cavitation” refers to the formation, growth, and collapse of bubbles in liquids[13] that are initiated at nucleation sites where the tensile strength of the liquid is dramatically lowered -e.g., at small trapped gas bubbles. When sound passes through the liquid, these bubbles oscillate as a result of the rapid expansion and compression waves created by the sound field. As the bubble oscillates, it grows through several mechanisms and finally collapses catastrophically. When cavitation takes place near an interface, major changes in the nature of the bubble collapse occur. A markedly asymmetric collapse happens that generates a jet of liquid directed at the interface. This liquid jet may thus represent a mechanism for the injection of one liquid phase in the other. An other concept for the emulsification of immiscible liquids that does not involve cavitation has been presented by Suslick [14]. According to this model, ultrasonic compression and expansion effectively “stress” the liquid surfaces -eventually overcoming the cohesive forces that hold large droplets together. The larger droplets eventually burst into smaller droplets, and the liquids are thus emulsified.

Given the current lack of an accepted and appropriate model for the ultrasonic emulsification of liquids, an empirical investigation involving systematic variations of the ultrasonic parameters employed in the processing of a specific model system such as Zn-Bi is indicated. For a Zn-Bi sample with a fixed Bi concentration, three main parameters control the sonication process. These are: (1) the intensity of the applied ultrasound, (2) the sonication-time, and (3) the temperature of the melt as subjected to the ultrasound. Experiments are presently underway to explore the effects of variations of these important parameters in the case of the emulsification of Zn-Bi mixtures. In the case of experiments designed to explore increased time for ultrasonic processing, as noted earlier, the Ti-alloy used here for the ultrasonic horn tip reacts with Zn. Therefore, it has been necessary to keep the sonication time short and the temperature of the melt relatively low in order to minimize melt/tip interactions. In an attempt to avoid this limitation, some preliminary experiments have been carried out with a stainless steel tip. The first results show no indications of a reaction between the tip and the melt, and this system will be utilized in future experiments carried out for the purpose of exploring the effects of variations in the parameters noted above on the emulsification of immiscible liquid metals.

CONCLUSION

The present investigations have shown that high-intensity ultrasound can be effectively used to disperse one liquid metallic component into another thereby forming metal/metal-matrix composites. In the case of the Zn-Bi system, the composite material consists of essentially spherical particles of Bi embedded in a Zn matrix. Dispersed nanophase Bi particles with diameters below 0.5 μm can be formed, however, the overall distribution of the size of the dispersed Bi phase is rather broad. Future investigations will, therefore, focus on new methods
for more effectively controlling the size distribution of the minor metallic phase particles formed by ultrasonic dispersion techniques. Additionally, the resulting metal/metal-matrix Zn-Bi composite specimens will be characterized in terms of their physical, electronic, and mechanical properties and techniques for extending this general ultrasonic dispersal approach to higher melting point immiscible metals will be investigated.
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ABSTRACT

Ion implantation of O into Al and growth of Al(O) layers using electron-cyclotron resonance plasma and pulsed laser depositions produce composite alloys with a high density of nanometer-size oxide precipitates in an Al matrix. The precipitates impart high strength to the alloy and reduced adhesion during sliding contact, while electrical conductivity and ductility are retained. Implantation of N into Al produces similar microstructures and mechanical properties. The athermal energies of deposited atoms are a key factor in achieving these properties.

INTRODUCTION

Energetic atoms can often be used to form alloy layers with properties superior to those of alloys formed by purely thermal methods. Ion implantation can introduce essentially any species up to high concentrations (10's of atomic percent) in any substrate, independently of its solid solubility. Energetic particles can not only overcome such thermodynamic limitations, but can also alter the microstructure by displacing atoms in the alloy with their kinetic energy before coming to rest. Implantation can thus form surface alloys that are supersaturated solid solutions, amorphous phases, or densely precipitated layers. Similar processes occur during the deposition of alloy layers using isolated, energetic atoms.

Here we consider synthesis of precipitation-hardened Al(O) alloy layers by implantation of O' into Al and by two methods using athermal deposition of atoms: electron-cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma deposition and pulsed-laser deposition (PLD). Each method produces a high density of nanometer-size oxide precipitates in an Al matrix. Such structures are rather ideal nanocomposites since the dispersed precipitates impart exceptional mechanical properties to the alloy layer while it retains key metallic properties of the matrix. We demonstrate the microstructure of O-implanted Al and discuss its strength and tribological properties in terms of precipitation hardening. The PLD and ECR alloy layers deposited on Si are shown to have similar microstructures, and electrical conductivity and ductility are shown to be metal-like for these alloys. Examination of N-implanted Al shows similar fine precipitates and enhanced mechanical properties. We discuss key features of alloy systems and energetic-particle synthesis that allow such desirable microstructures to be formed.

SYNTHESIS AND EVALUATION OF Al(O) ALLOY LAYERS

Ion implantation of O' into well-annealed Al with several energies from 25 to 200 keV was used to form alloys with a nearly constant composition extending ~0.5 μm deep [1]. The microstructures were evaluated with transmission electron microscopy (TEM), as seen in Fig. 1a for 17 at.% O [2]. The electron diffraction pattern demonstrates that when the fcc Al matrix is tilted a few degrees off a zone axis, there is a diffuse oxide reflection under each weakened Al reflection; detailed considerations indicate that the phase is γ-Al2O3. This phase (cubic spinel, a0 = 0.790 nm) precipitates instead of the equilibrium hexagonal phase (corundum), apparently because its atomic spacings closely match those of the Al matrix. Dark-field imaging with a diffuse reflection illuminates a high density of precipitates 1.5 - 3.5 nm in diameter that appear
randomly dispersed and isolated from one another; see Fig. 1b. Their small size and lattice matching together imply that the precipitates are coherent with the Al matrix.

Several features of the Al-O alloy system appear responsible for the high density of small precipitates. These two elements react very exothermically with one another, giving O a very low solid solubility in Al, \(<3\times10^{-8}\) at.\% [3]. Further, each atom in the material is calculated to have been displaced many times, producing numerous point defects that provide nucleation sites for the oxide. The displacements and mobility of point defects in Al at room temperature probably also provide the mobility for O atoms to migrate and attach to precipitates.

The strengths of the Al(O) alloy layers are probed with ultra-low load “nanoindentation” to depths partially through the layer. Figure 2a shows the load response of Al implanted with 10 at.\% O to indentation to 150 nm depth. Finite-element modeling was used to evaluate the mechanical properties of the alloy by using the known properties of the substrate and adjusting the properties of the layer to fit this experimental load versus depth response. The model divides the diamond tip, alloy layer and substrate into elements as in Fig. 2b, and their deformation during indentation is computed while maintaining contact with neighboring elements. The unloading portion of the curve is also shown in Fig. 2a; its initial slope at maximum depth is an elastic response that is used to evaluate Young’s modulus. The loading portion of the curve depends on both Young’s modulus and the yield stress. Finite-element modeling is essential to obtaining accurate properties for the layer because the observed response is due to the layer/substrate combination. For Al(O) layers on well-annealed Al, the response is softened by the substrate (yield stress = 0.041 GPa). The simulation in Fig. 2a was obtained with the commercial code ABAQUS [4] and fits the loading curve and unloading slope well with 2.4±0.12 GPa for yield stress and 135±7 GPa for Young’s modulus of the alloy. Tests of implanted alloys with 5 - 20 at.\% O give yield stresses of 1.4-2.9 GPa [1], much higher than for commercial Al alloys and like high-strength steels. The absolute error in evaluating these properties is judged to be < 20%.

The exceptional strength of O-implanted Al is due to the high density of hard precipitates. When the size and density are used in conventional dispersion hardening theory, good agreement
Figure 2. a) Nanoindentation load versus depth data (points) for Al implanted with 10 at.% O and simulation (curve) using a yield stress of 2.4 GPa. b) Mesh used for finite-element simulation in a).

is obtained with the magnitude and composition variation of the alloy strength [1]. Thus the mechanical properties are those of Al with a high density of particles blocking dislocation motion.

Implantation of O significantly improves the tribological properties of Al [1,5]. Whereas untreated Al shows “stick-slip” adhesion during pin-on-disk testing, implantation of as little as 5 at.% O eliminates it and changes the wear to a mild abrasive mode with a coefficient of friction of ~0.2. Benefits persist for several tens of cycles until the layer is worn through and stick-slip occurs. The reduced friction and wear are believed due to the high strength of the O-implanted surface layer since the strong material deforms less under the loaded pin and the contact area for adhesion is reduced correspondingly.

To form thicker Al(O) alloys, Al is evaporated onto a Si substrate with O$_2^+$ ions simultaneously incident from the ECR plasma source. These ions stream from the source with an energy of 30 eV, but the energy can be increased by biasing the specimen up to -300 V. The O atoms are

Figure 3. Dark-field images showing Al grains (larger white areas) and oxide precipitates (fine white spots) in a) ECR-synthesized Al$_{74}$O$_{26}$ and b) PLD-synthesized Al$_{69}$O$_{31}$ (greater magnification).
calculated to penetrate the surface by 1.5-3.5 nm and to displace atoms in the growing layer. In these features, ECR synthesis is similar to high energy implantation, but the O$_2^-$ are implanted into a growing layer that can be micrometers thick. Dark-field imaging of an Al$_{74}$O$_{26}$ alloy layer shows fine grains of fcc Al (12 - 80 nm) with 1-2 nm oxide precipitates within the grains, as indicated in Fig. 3a. Indentation and modeling of ECR layers deposited near 100°C gives yield stresses of 0.62 - 1.3 GPa for 9 - 20 at.% O. This synthesis thus produces a microstructure similar to that for implantation and strengths that are high, although less than those of ion-implanted alloys of the same O concentration. The reduction in strength is not yet understood, but it is possible that deposited layers are not as fully dense as implanted layers.

Alloy layers of Al(O) can also be deposited with PLD by sequentially ablating Al and Al$_2$O$_3$ targets [6]. Composition is determined by the ratio of pulses per target, and the amount of material deposited per cycle is kept at ~1 monolayer to achieve a near-homogeneous deposition. The energies of atoms in the laser-ablated plasma plume are ~10 eV, which is insufficient to penetrate into the layer. However, the atoms reach the specimen with greater energies several hundred times k$_B$T (0.025 eV) and may thermally break surface bonds or directly displace surface atoms, which are less strongly bound. The dark-field image in Fig. 3b shows a microstructure of 5 - 25 nm fcc Al grains with ~1 nm oxides, similar to that with ECR but on a finer scale. The strengths of PLD alloys with 20 and 29 at.% O are 1.7 and 2.5 GPa, respectively [6], which are higher than for corresponding ECR alloys but below implanted alloys. Thus this relatively low energy deposition method also produces a nanocomposite microstructure with high yield stress.

The ECR and PLD layers allow us to examine two properties of the precipitated alloy layers. First, the electrical resistivities of ECR alloys deposited at 200°C with 27 at.% O and an evaporated pure Al layer were examined with a four-point probe. The alloy values of 65 - 89 $\mu$Ω-cm are significantly increased from that of the pure Al layer, 2.5 $\mu$Ω-cm, but are nonetheless metal-like and similar those of metal silicides. Electron scattering from the oxides apparently increases the resistivity, but the Al matrix is still significantly conductive. Second, the ductility of Al(O) is demonstrated in Fig. 4 by indentation through a 340 nm Al$_{80}$O$_{20}$ PLD layer and into the Si substrate to 1 µm total depth; the alloy/substrate interface can be seen. The alloy overlayer is smoothly displaced to the sides of the indent, but remains attached to the substrate and shows no evidence of fracture. Thus two key properties of metals are retained in our Al(O) with up to ~30 vol.% oxide, which is consistent with the continuous metal matrix and isolated precipitates.

EVALUATION OF N-Implanted Al Alloy Layers

We have recently examined N implantation of Al to determine whether high-strength alloys are produced and to compare alloy properties to those of Al(O). Precipitation of hexagonal AlN was expected, which could provide insight into the blocking of dislocations because the crystal...
structure of AlN differs from that of cubic $\gamma$-Al$_2$O$_3$ and its bonds are more covalent. Annealed Al was implanted with 10 at.% N at room temperature and examined with TEM. Electron diffraction patterns show extra spots matching reflections of AlN, which align in the pattern of intense fcc Al reflections as in Fig. 5a. The precipitates align with the c-axis along a $<111>$ matrix direction and with their {1-100} planes parallel to {2-20} Al planes. Dark-field imaging with these reflections shows precipitates ~2 nm in diameter as seen in Fig. 5b.

Nanoindentation was done on a specimen implanted with 5 at.% N to a depth of 0.5 μm, and the response curve is shown in Fig. 6. For loads ≤ 0.4 mN (depths ≤ 70 nm) the alloy layer appears quite strong; finite-element simulation using a yield stress of 2.15 GPa is seen to fit this portion of the curve well. However at higher loads, abrupt penetrations to greater depth are seen, termed “pop-ins” [7]. The origin of these features is not yet clear for N-implanted Al; they were not observed in O-implanted Al. Considering the initial part of the curve only, the Al$_{95}$N$_5$ alloy layer appears stronger than the corresponding Al$_{95}$O$_5$ alloy with yield stress = 1.4 GPa.

Figure 6. Nanoindentation of Al$_{95}$N$_5$ and fit to low-load portion using indicated alloy parameters.
The coefficients of friction obtained with a reciprocating tester for two tests of the Al$_{92}$N$_3$ alloy layer are shown in Fig. 7. The implantation has again eliminated stick-slip adhesion, and after a maximum at ~15 cycles the coefficient stabilizes at ~0.35 where it persists for over 100 cycles. Eventually, the implanted layer appears to be worn through and the adhesion returns (coefficient of friction approaches 1). This behavior is like that of O-implanted Al, but the benefits with only 5 at.% N appear to persist longer. The difference in steady-state coefficient of friction from earlier work with O implantation (~0.2) [4] is not yet understood.

CONCLUSIONS

By introducing insoluble species as individual energetic atoms into a metal matrix, nanocomposite structures can be formed with ion implantation. The numerous lattice defects created by the process provide a high density of nucleation sites, leading to nanometer-scale precipitate microstructures. This microstructural refinement is perhaps more extreme for Al(O) because of the high reactivity of the two elements. The ECR and PLD plasma syntheses using atoms with lower energies produce similar composite microstructures of 1-2 nm oxides within their small Al grains (≤ 100 nm). The high density of isolated precipitates strengthens Al to the level of high-strength steels and reduces adhesion during dry sliding contact, while retaining electrical conductivity and ductility through the metal matrix. Implantation of N also produces a high density of fine precipitates in Al, and is very effective for strengthening and reducing adhesion during sliding contact. The indentation of N-implanted Al requires more study to understand "pop-in" abrupt yielding events.
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ABSTRACT

One of an important method to realize is said that we should take recycle processes into consideration and select the material without the mixture of particular elements that make it difficult to recycle. Therefore, it is useful to control of microstructure for improvement.

From this point of view, we paid attention to "SCIFER (that is made from Kobe Steel Ltd.)" that has a recyclable formation (Fe-C-Si-Mn) and superior characteristic (tensile strength is 5000MPa). The grain size of this fiber is nano-size. In this study, we used this material and compounded it together with iron-matrix to make an iron-based composite for recycle and investigated the possibilities of realization. The difficulty of this study is to make this composite without injuring the fiber's microstructure. Therefore, we have adopted powder metallurgy which could fabricate composite at low temperature comparatively. Especially, Ultra Fine Particles (UFP) that would sinter at low temperature to bond the interface between fiber and matrix with keeping fiber's capacity. This method is useful to ascend the density of the matrix. Results are as follows.

1) Utilization of UFP slurry made it possible to adhere UFP to the surface of fiber and seed powder. Still more, this procedure enabled it to make a thin film uniformly by selecting the condition of slurry density and procedure of dryness.

2) Applying UFP to the surface of fiber and seed powder make it possible to get the bond between fiber and matrix. By the bond of interface, both fracture strength and energies have ascended remarkably due to pull out of fiber.

INTRODUCTION

Grovel problems around us (e.g., destruction of ozone layer, water and air pollution, acid rain and so on) become more and more serious[1][2][3]. We have borne the burden not only these environmental problems but limited resources, energy consumption, and population problems. Therefore, it is important to find of solutions to these problems[4][5]. "Eco-materials" is a keyword that was produced to realize sustainable developments with avoiding many grovel problems. When we design materials, it is necessary to consider both their capacities (e.g., tensile strength, elastic ratios) and environmental effects such as the quantity of waste. Therefore, we should select materials that are recyclable efficiently.

In this study, we took attention to SCIFER (that is made of Kobe Steel Ltd.) which has a recyclable composition (Fe-C-Si-Mn) comparatively. Still more this material has dual phases (ferrite and martensite) which enable to have superior characteristic. As a method of utilization of it, compounded it with iron matrix that has a same composition
for recycle and investigate a Fe-based metal matrix composite combined the property of recycle.

The most important problem to manufacture FRM is that how to bond the interface between fiber and matrix without destroying the fiber's strength by annealing. Especially, because the grain size of this fiber was made by cold drawing, the fiber was easy to be brittle by thermal exposure than the other fibers comparatively. To prevent interfacial reactions, it is available to coat the thin film on the surface of fiber in advance.

The aim of this study is to control the interface between fiber and matrix. To prevent from being brittle, using Ultra Fine Particles (<100nm) as a binder of them that sinter at low temperatures. To use the reinforcement effectively, it is important to make the films uniformly. Objective in this study is to establish the method which can apply UFP on the reinforcement uniformly and to investigate the effects of UFP to the iron-based composite.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Establishment of the procedure to coat UFP on the surface of fiber

In order to make a coating film on the surface both of fiber and seed powder, it is important to pay attentions to scatter UFP around the surface uniformly. So we selected a slurry method that can use surface tension, and tried to make a coating film uniformly. Reinforcement is Fe-based fibers of 100μm diameter. Fig.2 reveals the coating process by the slurry method. In this procedure, we have attempted taking care of the two points; the density of UFP slurry and dryness of solvent that were considered to effect on the results.

Slurry was made of UFP (100nm) and ethanol that was used as a solvent. The conditions were
selected by macro observations; ethanol: UFP = 5:1, 10:1, 50:1, 100:1 (ratios of weight percentage) respectively.

The manufacturing method of slurry is stated as follows. Measured UFP and ethanol (purity 99.5%) have been admitted into a tube. After the mixture of fiber into the slurry, vibrations by ultrasonic wave have performed to break down aggregations of UFP and scatter them around the surface of reinforcements for three hours.

Investigation of the dry process was carried by three ways; (A) dried after putting up fiber in UFP slurry, (B) dried after pulling fibers out from UFP slurry and putting them horizontal, (C) applied slurry on the surface again after pulling fibers out from UFP slurry, these were performed taking the drying time and conditions of UFP in the slurry into account.

In the atmosphere of hydrogen these specimens were annealed at 673K for an hour in electric furnace to stabilize UFP on the surface of fiber. We used SEM and measured the thickness of coating film to investigate how the films have unevenness changing the density of slurry and process of dryness.

Applying UFP on the surface of iron powder

The method of applying UFP on the seed powder is required to keep UFP dispersion uniformly around the surface of the seed powder. Coating processes have been classified into the two types, namely, dry process and slurry process. In this study, we have selected the latter that can make a thin film easily with a solvent.

In this study, carbonyl iron powder (<30μm) was used to make matrix because that would sinter at low temperature comparatively. To make mixture powder between seed powder and UFP, we have mingled UFP with carbonyl powder at a ratio of 0.1-5 weight percentage. To make a coating film smoothly, these powders were mixed with ethanol (70ml) and agitated by a bowlmill method for three hours, and dried. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to characterize the surface of powder.

Manufacturing iron based composite using UFP coated

To investigate interfacial bonding strength changing the thickness of coating films, we have selected three types of fibers: not applied UFP, 1μm applied UFP on the surface, and 10μm applied at previous procedures. Then, fibers and mixed powders were compounded respectively and green compacts were produced under a partial pressure of 392MPa for 10 seconds.

We have annealed these green compacts at 673K and 773K for an hour in the atmosphere of hydrogen to keep characters of reinforcements. Cooling rate is slow (10K/min) to prevent oxidation.

By these processes, we got iron based composites and checked the possibilities of this material by three points bending test and observations of the broken surface by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

The investigation to apply coating films on the surface of fiber and seed powder

The effects of the density of slurry and dry processes on the thickness of coating films are shown in Fig.3.

In the case of process (B), there is scarcely any applied UFP on the surface of fiber, that results are independent of the density of slurry. This shows that the resistivity by
the viscosity of slurry ascended by pulling out from slurry, and this force is greater than adhesive power on the surface.

In the case of (A) and (C), we have obtained rugged films in the condition of 5:1 because ultra sonic wave couldn't break UFP's cohesive force and disperse UFP uniformly around the surface. On the other hand, in dilute slurry, UFP slurries spread easily on the surface of fiber, because the viscosity is low. It is possible to control the thickness of films from 1 to 5mm.

According to this result, we found that UFP spread around the surface and adhered the whole of the surface. These reveal that utilization of ethanol as a solvent made it easy to stabilize UFP and build up a coating film by surface tension. Among the process, it should be take carefully that because UFP has very high cohesive energy, cause enlargement of powder.

The investigations of iron based composite using reinforcements applied UFP by three points bending tests and the observations the fractured surface are as follows.

Fig.4 shows a comparison of the fracture strength depending on the weighting percentages of UFP by three bending tests. In the case of heating at 773K, the values are constant regardless of the quantity of UFP. In addition in these conditions, fibers have not been pulled out, and the fracture surfaces were smooth. This reveals that both heat and diffusion in the solid phase cause fiber to degrade.

On the other hand, in the case of 673K, the values were scattered and the sample of 0.1% UFP showed a maximum as seen in Fig.4. Load-displacement curve in this condition is compared with 1.0% applied in Fig.5. According to this figure, the case of 0.1% proved that stresses were propagated to fiber respectively, and indicate the raising both of maximum and fracture energy that was accompanied by the increase of fracture
working. As such condition, the pulled length was much longer than the other conditions. We have concluded that the release of stress and energy due to frictional force with pulling out have occurred after separation the interface between fiber and matrix.

CONCLUSION

Through the utilization of UFP to apply fiber that keeps the characteristic without annealing the high temperature, we have investigated the possibilities of realizing iron based composite. We can conclude the results as follows.
1. We have focused on the iron fiber that the grain size shows nano-size produced by heat treatment and cold hard working. It is necessary to sinter at low temperature in order to keep the characteristic of fiber.
2. Utilization of UFP as a binder makes it possible to bind between fiber and matrix. To keep the mechanical properties of fiber, UFP should be applied in manufacturing the iron based composite. In this study, it is possible to make films controlling the thickness by selecting density of slurry and dry method.
3. Applying UFP on the surface both of fiber and seed powder enable to get the bond of interface properly and rise fracture energy by the separation of interface and pulled out from matrix.
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ABSTRACT

A brief review will be given of the preparation, synthesis and properties of the Cu/Co system. The special case of the synthesis of nanocrystalline Cu₈₀Co₂₀ by precipitation and reduction of hydroxides is discussed in more detail. It was found that the lattice constant of nanocrystalline Cu₈₀Co₂₀, determined from x-ray diffraction measurements, approximately fits Vegard's Law and the average nearest neighbor distance from both the Cu and Co atoms, determined from EXAFS measurements, is shifted from their bulk values. Samples given the minimum heat treatment needed to reduce the hydroxides contained Co-rich regions. Heat treatments cause the Co to segregate preferentially onto the surface of the Cu crystals. The presence of the Co delays the oxidation of the Cu surfaces.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The Cu/Co and Cu/Fe systems are similar in that they are simple, peritectic alloy systems with large miscibility gaps extending over nearly the entire concentration range. The similarity can be seen by comparing their phase diagrams (Fig. 1). The positive enthalpies of formation, however, are different. It is slightly more difficult to add Fe to Cu (ΔH=59 kJ/Mole) than Co to Cu (ΔH=44 kJ/Mole).

These systems are ideal systems for studying phase separation, i.e. spinodal decomposition in the non-stable region and nucleation and growth in the metastable region. For example, the phase separation of several different CuCo alloys annealed at 773 K has been studied theoretical. More specifically Liu calculated the time dependence of the structure function S(k,T), which is the Fourier transform of the two-point correlation function and is directly proportional to the x-ray scattering intensity. The calculation indicated that at 773 K, significant phase separation occurs in several minutes. High resolution microstructure analysis, using atom probe/field ion and transmission electron microscopy, have been made of the decomposition of Cu₉₀Co₁₀. The composition profiles indicate a spinodal type decomposition. In addition, pure Co particles precipitate by heterogeneous nucleation at the grain boundaries. The exotherms due to phase separation measured by differential scanning calorimeter measurements on nanocrystalline solid solutions of Cu₅₀Fe₅₀ and Cu₅₀Co₅₀ prepared by mechanical attrition are very similar. Vickers hardness measurements were also made on these samples. It was concluded that the strength of the solutions depended on both solid solution hardening and grain boundary hardening. Some care must be exercised in preparing samples to study phase separation because often, the as-prepared material is already a phase-separated nanomaterial. This is especially likely the further one is away from the solid solubility limits.
A variety of techniques have been employed to prepare both Cu/Fe and Cu/Co in the form of nanocrystalline materials. For example, nanocrystalline Cu/Fe has been prepared by rapid quenching, vapor quenching using thermal evaporation, sputtering, and using reverse micelles. Nanocrystalline Cu/Co has been prepared by mechanical alloying, rapid quenching, electrodeposition, and sputtering. The latter technique has been used to prepare supersaturated solid solutions. These approaches for producing nanocrystalline materials involve either rapid quenching, decreasing the
crystallite size by high energy collisions, or limiting the size by forming an oxide shell.\textsuperscript{12} If the crystallite size is sufficiently small, the surface energy contribution to the free energy becomes large enough that the free energy of the system is reduced by forming a solid solution.\textsuperscript{19}

Monolayer films of Cu and Co on a Ru(001) surface have also been employed\textsuperscript{20} to investigate surface alloy formation by interdiffusion across a linear surface. Several interesting features of this study are that, (1) monolayer films of Cu and Co are completely miscible and (2) the interface remains sharp even after a substantial number of atoms have crossed the interface. The concentration profiles are very different from those obtained by Fickian interdiffusion in which the profiles can be fitted to error functions. The unusual concentration profiles are explained\textsuperscript{20} by a combination of adatom surface diffusion and exchange of adatoms with atoms in the monolayer.

Besides using these materials as model systems for studying nucleation and precipitation kinetics, there has been increased interest in the Cu/Co system and related systems when it was found that suitable heat treated films of Cu.80Co.20 exhibited a large magnetoresistance.\textsuperscript{17,18} Because the magnetoresistance is so much larger than that seen previously in metallic systems such as permalloy, it was given the name giant magnetoresistance, GMR. The relationship between the GMR and the microstructure has been investigated\textsuperscript{21} in sputter deposited Cu/Fe and Cu/Co films. There is need for materials with large magnetoresistance for use in read heads in magnetic storage devices. GMR films composed of several layers of ferromagnets with substantially different coercivities have been studied for use in spin valves\textsuperscript{22} and as a new type of random access memory.\textsuperscript{23} Decreasing the size of the devices is important. Using electrodeposition,\textsuperscript{24} multilayered arrays of CuCo have been electrodeposited into the cylindrical pores of polycarbonate membranes. The quality of these devices is very dependent on the microstructure. Thus, it is interesting that researchers have been able to perform scanning friction force microscopy on CuCo ribbons.\textsuperscript{25} The devices are fabricated in the form of multilayers since particulate samples require too large of fields to show a large change in resistivity.

In this paper a chemical approach is described for making nanocrystalline particles of Cu/Co and Cu/Fe. Some aspects concerning the structure and magnetism of these nanocrystals was presented previously.\textsuperscript{26,27} We use a chemical method in which we first precipitate hydroxides and then reduce the oxides to the metallic forms. The products are very different for the two systems. For Cu.80Fe.20, even with the minimum heat treatment necessary to reduce the hydroxides, the nanocrystalline material is clearly phase-separated. For Cu.80Co.20, though it is not a single supersaturated solid solution, the Cu-rich and Co-rich regions are mixed on a much finer scale. A polyol process has also been employed to chemically synthesize nanocrystalline Cu/Co.\textsuperscript{28}

METHOD OF PREPARATION

Preparation of Cu.80Co.20

Nanocrystalline Cu.80Co.20 was prepared starting from a solution of either the chloride or nitrate salts of cobalt and copper in distilled deionized water (DDW). This solution was sprayed into a stirring solution of NaOH. The NaOH solution was prepared using an excess (5\%) of sodium hydroxide in DDW. After the addition of the metal salt solution, the resulting hydroxide-metal solution was stirred for an additional hour. Then the hydroxide-metal solution was filtered, washed and dried.
The dried powder was passed through a -325 mesh sieve. The resulting hydroxide precipitates were then heated in flowing hydrogen gas (25 ml/min) for one hour at temperatures between 215 and 650 °C.

Preparation of Cu$_{80}$Fe$_{20}$

Nanocrystalline Cu$_{80}$Fe$_{20}$ was prepared using a procedure similar to that used for Cu$_{80}$Co$_{20}$, except iron (II) chloride and copper (II) chloride hexahydrate were used to make the metal solution.

CHARACTERIZATION

The methods that were used for characterizing the samples included x-ray diffraction, extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS), x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), transmission electron microscopy and magnetization measurements. The following discussion presents some of the major features of these investigations.

![X-ray diffraction spectra](image)

Figure 2 - X-ray diffraction spectra from a series of Cu$_{80}$Fe$_{20}$ samples heated in flowing hydrogen gas for 1 hour at the specified temperatures.

X-ray Diffraction

The samples were examined by x-ray diffraction measurements by making θ-2θ scans using Cu K$_\alpha$ radiation in a conventional x-ray diffractometer. Figures 2 and 3 show a comparison of the scans taken from Cu$_{80}$Co$_{20}$ and Cu$_{80}$Fe$_{20}$ after different heat treatments for one hour at the specified temperatures. Also shown is a scan on an as-prepared Cu$_{80}$Co$_{20}$ hydroxide sample. In the case of Cu$_{80}$Fe$_{20}$, the ratio of the intensity of the Fe to Cu diffraction peaks at each temperature is approximately what one would expect for the phase-separated elements based on the
composition and the scattering factors. For Cu$_{80}$Fe$_{20}$ with increasing heat treatment temperature, the diffraction peaks of both the Cu and Fe increase in height and become narrower as the crystallites grow, but the ratio of their intensities remains approximately constant. The d-spacings of the Fe diffraction peaks correspond to the usual bcc phase of bulk Fe.

The x-ray spectra of annealed samples of Cu$_{80}$Co$_{20}$, shown in Fig. 3, are very different from that observed for the Cu$_{80}$Fe$_{20}$ samples. At the lowest heat treatment temperatures, 265 °C and 333 °C, there is only a single set of peaks corresponding to an fcc phase. This result does not necessarily imply that there is a single phase solid solution. Michaelson$^{29}$ has studied Cu/Co multilayer samples and has found that, for approximately equal thickness Cu and Co layer and modulation wavelength less than 10 nm, the x-ray spectra are the same as those of a solid solution. Thus, the x-ray spectra implies that there is either a single phase present, or that the structure is very fine grained.

In either case, it is clear that the hydroxides of the two systems behave very differently when they are reduced at low temperatures in flowing hydrogen gas. We believe that the Cu and Fe do not form mixed precursors, i.e. the Fe and Cu form separate hydroxide and oxide crystals. Thus, upon reduction separate Fe and Cu crystallites are formed. Further, the decrease in surface energy of forming coherent fcc interfaces appears insufficient to overcome the tendency of Fe to crystallize into a bcc structure. The situation appears to be different in the case of Cu/Co. For this system, the data is most easily interpreted by supposing that either the hydroxide or oxide precursors contain a mixture of Cu and Co. Even though the x-ray spectrum consists of peaks consistent with a single structure, after the

![Figure 3 - X-ray diffraction pattern from a series of Cu$_{80}$Co$_{20}$ samples heat treated for 1 hour in flowing hydrogen gas at the specified temperatures.](image)
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precursor is reduced at a low temperature, the product is either (1) a homogeneous supersaturated solid solution, (2) a supersaturated solid solution with a nonuniform composition, or (3) it consists of a very fine-grained nanostructure of Cu-rich and Co-rich phases. In any case, the Co atoms reside in fcc structures. Apparently, the presence of the Cu forces the Co to have an fcc structure and not the usual hexagonal, close-packed, room temperature equilibrium structure. An examination of ternary phase diagrams for the metals and oxygen supports our suggestion about the Cu/Fe and Cu/Co precursor phases being different in that there are more possible mixed precursors for Cu and Co than there are for Cu and Fe.

Values for the lattice parameter $a$ were obtained from five x-ray diffraction peaks in our $\theta$-2$\theta$ plots. These values were plotted versus $\cos \theta \cot \theta$. The values of $a$ for Cu$_{1-x}$Co$_x$ were obtained by extrapolating linear fits of this data to the y axis. Values for $a$ at $x=0$ and $x=1.0$ were obtained from a sample heat treated at 600°C for one hour to insure phase separation. Values for $a$ at 0.2 were obtained from samples heat treated at 215°C for one hour. The values obtained for $a$ are 0.36128, 0.36061 nm, and 0.35456 nm at $x=0.0$, 0.2, and 1.0, respectively. These values are compared with Vegard's law in Fig. 4. The error for the lattice parameter $a$ was taken to be the errors in the lattice fits discussed above. One sees that the $a$ value for Cu$_{0.80}$Co$_{0.20}$ is in approximate agreement with Vegard's law but deviates toward larger values of $a$. This result does not allow one to select between the three possibilities listed above.

The oxidation of Cu-Co and Cu nanocrystals as a function of time of exposure was investigated by x-ray diffraction measurements. Since only fcc Cu and Cu$_2$O were detected in these experiments, the fraction of metallic Cu was estimated from the areas under the (111) diffraction peaks of these phases. The area under the Cu(111) and Cu$_2$O(111) peaks was calculated by fitting with Lorentzian curves and converted to volume fractions by applying the appropriate corrections for structure factors and diffraction geometries. Figure 5 shows these estimates as a function of the square root of the time of exposure to air. One sees that the Cu$_{0.80}$Co$_{0.20}$ nanoparticles reduced at 650°C oxidize more slowly than the pure Cu nanoparticles. No oxide formation was detected in the Cu$_{0.80}$Co$_{0.20}$ nanoparticles after exposure for two weeks. After the oxidation begins, the oxidation rate in the Cu$_{0.80}$Co$_{0.20}$ nanoparticles resembles the oxidation in pure Cu.

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, XPS, which probes the first 2-5 nm from the surface, was used to investigate the chemical state of the surface atoms. This data provide a clue as to why the phase-separated Cu in the Cu$_{0.80}$Co$_{0.20}$ nanocrystalline sample oxidizes more slowly than pure Cu nanocrystals. It was found that the ratio of Co atoms to Cu atoms on the surface, 0.4, is higher than the bulk stoichiometry, 0.25. It is known that Co can wet the (100) surface of Cu.$^{31,32}$ Further, the XPS measurements show that the Co atoms are more oxidized than the Cu atoms.

Magnetization

Magnetization measurements were performed on a Cu$_{0.80}$Co$_{0.20}$ sample that had been heat treated at 215°C with a SQUID magnetometer. Figure 6 shows a plot of the saturation magnetization as a function of temperature. The temperature dependence may be due to coupling between ferromagnetic regions. Such coupling was inferred in ferromagnetic resonance measurements on sputtered films. The saturation magnetization of bulk Co at room temperature is 161 emu/gm. Magnetization measurements on Cu$_{1-x}$Co$_x$ samples, prepared by sputtering,
Figure 4 - Lattice constant $a$ in nm versus Co concentration in $\text{Cu}_{1-x}\text{Co}_x$.

indicate that a homogeneous supersaturated solid solution of $\text{Cu}_{0.80}\text{Co}_{0.20}$ should not have any ferromagnetic component. The saturation magnetization of as-prepared, ball-milled samples of $\text{Cu}_{0.80}\text{Co}_{0.20}$ also is much smaller than the values shown in Fig. 6. Thus, despite the x-ray data, it is clear that our $\text{Cu}_{0.80}\text{Co}_{0.20}$ sample heated for one hour at 215 °C is not a homogeneous solid solution. On the other hand, since the saturation magnetization per gram of Co is smaller than that of bulk fcc Co (161 emu/gm), some of the Co is in some form other than pure Co. Some of the Co is either in a supersaturated solid solution or is in the form of an oxide.

**EXAFS**

Extended x-ray absorption fine structure, EXAFS, measurements were performed to study the evolution of local structure around both Co and Cu atoms with heat treatment temperature. The x-ray absorption spectra above the K absorption edges of Cu and Co of the as-prepared hydroxide sample and heat treated $\text{Cu}_{0.80}\text{Co}_{0.20}$ samples were measured at the National Synchrotron Light Source. Data were analyzed using standard procedures resulting in Fourier transforms of the EXAFS data. Figure 7 shows the Fourier transformed (FT) Co and Cu EXAFS data from samples annealed at temperatures ranging from 265-650 °C. The Fourier peaks represent atom shells where the position of the peak centroid corresponds to the bond distance (without electron phase shift correction) and the amplitude of the peaks is determined by the coordination and the atomic disorder (both thermal and structural) of the atoms contributing to the shell. These data are useful for comparing the local environment around the absorbing atoms to one another as a function of temperature or in comparison to known structures.
Figure 5 - Comparison of the oxidation of nanocrystalline Cu$_{0.80}$Co$_{0.20}$ and nanocrystalline Cu. Both samples were reduced at 650 °C for one hour.

Figure 6 - The magnetic moment per gm Co in a sample of Cu$_{0.80}$Co$_{0.20}$ heat treated 215 °C for one hour measured in a field of 30 kOe as a function of temperature.
In each panel some of the Fourier features are labeled with a super- and subscripted $r$. The subscript denotes the number of the coordination shell around the absorber, e.g. 1 corresponding to the nearest neighbor shell. The superscript, either an 'o' or 'm', denotes a neighbor in an oxide phase or a metallic phase, respectively.

In Fig. 7, the evolution of the Co and Cu environment indicates that the atoms initially reside in hydroxide phases, either mixed metal - or single metal - hydroxides, and are reduced after heat treatments to an fcc metal phase. However, in the Co EXAFS data one sees that the Co atoms are reduced at lower temperature than the Cu atoms. This is best seen in panel (a), where after an anneal at 333°C the Co appears nearly completely reduced to an fcc metal, whereas in panel (c) the Cu
atoms after the same anneal are still incorporated in a mixture of hydroxide/oxide phases.

The distance between Cu and near neighbor (NN) metal atoms (M) and Co and its NN M atoms in this material as a function of annealing temperature were qualitatively investigated by measuring the centroid of the NN FT peak. Although the distances have not been corrected for electron phase shift and therefore do not reflect true bond lengths, the trends in the data are clear. The Co-M near neighbor distance after low temperature anneals is ~4% greater than the NN distance in fcc Co; a 10.6% increase in unit cell volume. In estimating the NN distance we assume that the phase shift is that of bulk fcc Co. Similarly, the NN Cu-M distance after low temperature anneals is ~4% smaller than the bulk fcc Cu value; an 11% decrease in unit cell volume. In this calculation we assume that the phase shift is that of bulk fcc Cu. With increasing annealing temperature, the NN distance quickly approaches that of fcc Co. Similarly, the NN Cu-M distance after low temperature anneals is ~4% smaller than the bulk fcc Cu value; an 11% decrease in unit cell volume. For the later explanation we estimate that the average crystallite size would have to be approximately 2 nm for this size effect to be important.

DISCUSSION

We have presented some of the properties deduced from XRD, EXAFS, XPS, and magnetization measurements on nanocrystalline Cu_{80}Co_{20} prepared by reducing hydroxides. Based upon the magnetization and XRD results, the as-prepared material is not a single homogeneous supersaturated solid solution of Cu_{80}Co_{20} but the Cu-rich and Co-rich phases are mixed on a very fine scale. This is to be contrasted with the nanocrystalline Cu_{80}Fe_{20} also prepared by reducing hydroxides. In the case of as-prepared nanocrystalline Cu_{80}Fe_{20}, the separated phases are formed on a sufficiently coarse scale that they can be resolved by x-ray diffraction. On the basis of the present measurement, we are unable to determine the compositions of the Cu-rich and Co-rich phases in the as-prepared nanocrystalline Cu_{80}Co_{20}. From the magnetization measurements, we can conclude that not all the Co is in the form of pure metallic Co.

One interesting and potentially useful property of our Cu_{80}Co_{20} nanocrystals is that the Co delays the oxidation of the Cu. This occurs because the Co forms preferentially on the surface of the Co. The Co atoms near the surface oxidize before the Cu atoms near the surface oxidize. It appears that the oxidation rate of the Cu atoms only becomes large after most the Co atoms or Co surface atoms have oxidized.
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ABSTRACT
A novel micro testing machine has been used to perform tensile tests on nanocrystalline Al/Zr microsamples with grain sizes ranging from 10 to 250 nm. The problems associated with testing such small specimens (200 μm x 200 μm in the gage section) were overcome by using a contact-free interferometric strain gage (ISDG) and alignment and low friction loading were assured by use of a linear air bearing. The postulated relationship between yield stress and hardness was investigated and will be discussed. The effect of the microstructure and the grain size of the compacts on their mechanical behaviour are also analysed.

INTRODUCTION
By reducing the free path of dislocation motion in a crystalline material, one can expect to increase its resistance to deformation and therefore enhance its mechanical properties such as hardness and yield strength [1,2]. Grain boundaries offer formidable obstacles to dislocation motion and the effect of grain sizes in mechanical strength is generally described by the Hall-Petch (HP) relationship [3-7], which has been evidenced in many materials and especially metals [8-12]. The hardness of nanocrystalline metals has been widely investigated this past ten years and it has been suggested that hardness follows the HP relationship down to a critical grain size [4]. When a grain size of several nanometers is reached, the hardness of the nanocrystalline material, as compared to the coarse grain material, can be magnified by a factor as high as 6 to 10 [4]. A parallel increase in yield stress has been projected from these unusually high hardness values. Unfortunately, nanocrystalline metals are generally produced in very small quantities and for this reason very few compressive tests and even fewer tensile tests have been performed to date [9,13-17].

The recent development of a novel microsample testing machine has greatly facilitated the mechanical testing of very small specimens [18]. Dog-bone tensile specimens with a gage section of approximately 250 μm x 250 μm and an effective gage length of 1.8 mm can be pulled in tension using a load frame that applies loads on the order of 20 pounds and measures strain using a non-contact interferometric strain gage (ISDG). This test set-up assures proper alignment and low friction loading of the specimen by use of a linear air bearing. The ISDG strain measurement device is a critical component of this testing because it provides a means in which displacement can be measured directly on the sample surface without actually touching the sample and interfering with the testing. The resolution of this system is approximately 0.5 MPa and 10 μstrain, which make it an ideal technique for surpassing the geometrical hurdles associated with the tensile testing of very small nanocrystalline samples.

The purpose of this study was to take nanocrystalline Al and Al-Zr specimens that have been prepared at Argonne National Laboratory using inert gas condensation (IGC) and uniaxial compression and to perform microsample tensile tests on these materials. This project has been further expanded to include a comparison of the results of these tensile tests with microhardness measurements and TEM microstructural observations of the same nanocrystalline materials. Here, emphasis will be placed on stress-strain curves obtained on compacts with grain sizes ranging from 10 to 250 nm, and a comparison of these results with tensile tests made previously from somewhat larger pieces of the same material at Northwestern University [17].
EXPERIMENTAL

Material processing

The alloys tested in this study were prepared at Northwestern University. Precursor powders of Al and Zr were produced using the Inert Gas Condensation (IGC) technique [11, 16]. After evaporation by electron-beam heating and condensation on a liquid nitrogen cold finger, the nanocrystalline mixed metals were scraped off of the cold finger and collected in powder form. These powders were transported, under high vacuum, to a heatable die that was employed for compaction. The powders were uniaxially pressed under 1.4 GPa at 100 °C [16]. The resulting disks were 9 mm in diameter and 100 to 800 μm thick. Their average relative density was determined to be always greater than 93%.

Since pure nanocrystalline Al was found to exhibit grain growth, even at room temperature, small amounts of Zr were added to the Al in an attempt to stabilize the grain size of the alloys and keep it in the nanometer regime [16]. The Zr was added during evaporation by periodically moving the electron beam from the Al to the Zr crucible. Chemical analysis and grain size determination of the Al-Zr alloys were performed using both x-ray diffraction [16] and electron microscopy (TEM). The average oxygen and Zr contents are reported along with the corresponding grain sizes in Table 1. Oxygen was found to be mainly located at the free surface of the pellet, especially in cases where the average O content was beyond 4 -5 wt.%.

Room temperature stability of the as-produced Al-Zr samples was verified by comparing the TEM microstructure taken a few weeks after processing with that conducted more than one year after fabrication. There was no visible change in the microstructure. Moreover, in-situ TEM heating experiments revealed that no significant grain growth takes place at temperatures below 400°C [16] in the case of samples containing several % or more of Zr.

Preparation of microsample tensile specimens

The as pressed pellets were initially sectioned to produce a small but conventional tensile specimens (4 mm x 7 mm) that were tested using a conventional MTS machine at Northwestern University. The results of these tests, which were conducted with small strain gages glued to the flat face of the gauge section, have been published elsewhere [16, 17]. Dog-bone shaped microsample tensile specimens (Fig. 1) have been punched out of the left-over wings of the nanocrystalline pellets. The punching of these delicate specimens is greatly facilitated by the use of a specially machined graphite electrode on a plunger EDM that is equipped with a Micro Fin power controller. The punched specimens are mechanically polished to a mirror finish and a final thickness of ~ 200 μm. Once polished, two small reflective markers, microhardness indents, are placed on the nanocrystalline specimens using a Vickers microhardness indenter. These indents serve as reflective markers for the interferometric strain displacement gage (ISDG) [20].

The microsample tensile machine

The microsample testing machine provides a method in which micro scale samples can be tested in both tension and compression [21, 24]. The testing machine consist of the basic components found in a typical testing frame, but have been scaled down to handle the unique demands associated with micron scale testing. The microsample load frame is actuated by a low speed screw drive and employs an air bearing that maintains alignment and reduces friction so that
loads on the order of .001 lb can be measured. The load is measured directly with a miniature load cell. The dog-bone shape of the specimens allows the ends of the specimen to fit into matching wedge-shaped grips and the specimen seats itself into the grip when pulled in tension. The complete description of this machine can be found in [19-21].

The principle of the ISDG consists of measuring the relative displacement of two reflective features, microhardness indents, on the specimen. Shining a laser on the specimen leads to diffraction of the coherent beam and results in a fringe pattern. The relative displacement of these fringes can be measure using a photodiode array and related to the strain in the specimen. The relative displacement of the fringes ($\Delta m$) is related to the strain of the specimen ($\varepsilon$) by the relation:

$$\varepsilon = \frac{\lambda \Delta m}{d_0 \sin \alpha_0}$$

where $\alpha_0$ is the angle between the incident beam and the indent facets, $d_0$ is the initial spacing between indents and $\lambda$ the wavelength of the laser [20, 21]. By averaging the relative displacement on two diode arrays, resolution on the order of microstrain can be achieved. Specimen bending can be accounted for by measuring the strain on both sides of the sample [22].

**Microstructural characterization**

Electron microscopy (TEM and EDX) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) have been used to analyse the chemical composition and underlying micro(nano)structure of the specimens tested in this study. TEM samples have been prepared by either electropolishing or use of a tripod polisher and subsequent ion-milling.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The chemical composition and average grain size of the different samples tested are reported in Table 1. These values were obtained by using EDS on the as-pressed samples, and are reported in greater detail in [16].

Systematic arrays of microhardness indents were used to measure variations in hardness for each of the nanocrystalline alloys. Hardness values for all alloys are reported in Table 2. A dual distribution of hardness values was evidenced in the higher Zr containing alloys. This variation in hardness was not random; instead the overall specimens could be divided into harder and softer regions. Fig. 2 is the plot of hardness expressed in GPa as a function of $d^{-1/2}$, where $d$ is the average grain size. As can be seen, the average values of hardness for the different alloys seems to follows a Hall-Petch relationship down to sample D. However, the measured values of hardness were found to have a bi-modal distribution at smaller grain sizes, and the evidence of a HP behavior appears to be much less conclusive than is suggested by the averaged data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Zr wt. %</th>
<th>O wt. %</th>
<th>% Density</th>
<th>GS (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Average chemical composition, density and grain size of the nanocrystalline alloys used in this study.
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less conclusive than is suggested by the averaged data.

The microsample stress-strain curves for alloys A - E are shown in Fig. 3. In these tests, the strain has been measured directly on the specimens and Young's modulus can be taken directly from the elastic portion of these curve. The modulus values that have been calculated from each of the curves are given in Table 2 and can be seen to be very close to the reference value for the Young's modulus of bulk aluminum (69 GPa).

A semi-empirical relation between hardness and yield stress has been established for non-hardening materials in the case of a pyramidal indenter [26]. This relation states that the yield stress \( \sigma_y \) can be obtained from hardness (H) by converting from VHN to GPa and dividing by a factor generally close to 3 [26]. Although this relationship between H and \( \sigma_y \) has been found to hold in compression tests of some nanocrystalline metals [13], it has not been validated in the small
number of tensile tests that are available in the literature [14-16]. In the present study, the ratio of hardness (1 GPa) and tensile yield strength (75 MPa) for the nanocrystalline Al alloy (A) has been measured to be 13. The fact that this ratio is not 3 suggests that this empirical relationship may not be appropriate for all nanocrystalline materials and may be explained, at least in part, by the fact that alloy A can be seen to undergo significant strain hardening on the stress-strain curve in Fig. 3. The fact that alloys B-E fractured before yielding precluded comparing them with their hardness values, and served to highlight the importance of fracture in nanocrystalline materials.

Microstructural observations

TEM observations have been used to characterize the underlying micro(nano)structure of the alloys tested in this study. Fig. 4 is a TEM micrograph of alloy B. This alloy appeared to be the most homogeneous of the Al-Zr alloys when observed with an optical microscope and SEM, but TEM observations like the one shown in this figure indicate significant variations in the microstructure. Three different regions (marked I, II and III) can be seen in this micrograph, and grain sizes in these regions range from about 5nm (I) to more than 100nm (III). This variation in grain size has been directly related to the local concentration of Zr; the the larger the concentration of Zr the smaller the grain size. In addition, two oxides Al₂O₃ and ZrO₂ and one intermetallic Al₃Zr were found to coexist with the main Al phase. But, by using dark field imaging the volume fraction of these phases compared to Al was only estimated to be on the order of a few percent. The size and shape of the grains of these second and third phases were generally found to scale the grain size of the Al phase. These observation are consistent with those reported previously on the same material.

The relationships between the underlying micro(nano)structure and the various mechanical properties that have been measured in this study can be reasoned as follows. The bimodal distribution of hardness that has been measured in alloys D and E (and to a lesser extent C) may be caused by the spacial distribution of grain sizes; areas with smaller grain sizes are harder while those with bigger grain sizes are softer. This is supported by the fact that areas with the similar hardness values generally coincided with areas that exhibited a constant optical contrast, while changes in optical contrast (relating to changes in local average grain size) generally related to changes is hardness. By contrast, changes and variations in grain size did not have an effect on the elastic modulus that was measured in the microsample tensile tests. Although small, the cross-section of the microsample specimens contained more than one million grains and small changes in the size and distribution of these grains would not be expected to affect the measurement of Young's modulus. The effect of microstructure on fracture strength can perhaps best be divided into two parts. Increasing the Zr content in the alloys not
only decreased the grain size but also increased the heterogeneity of the material. Of the two, the effect of having a heterogeneous microstructure appears to be more influential. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the material fails faster at higher levels of Zr concentration.

CONCLUSIONS
1. The addition of Zr to nanocrystalline Al reduced grain growth but also led to a more heterogeneous micro(nano)structure.
2. Young’s modulus of the alloys tested in this study were not affected by variations in the grain size or the heterogeneity of the micro(nano)structure.
3. Like microhardness, the yield strength of nanocrystalline Al is significantly higher than for bulk Al. But the empirical yield strength to hardness ratio of 1/3 was not observed in this alloy. The measured ratio in this study was close to 1/14.
4. Yielding was suppressed in the nanocrystalline Al-Zr alloys and fracture appeared to be related to inhomogeneities in the microstructure more than to the average grain size.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF CONSOLIDATED RAPIDLY SOLIDIFIED Cu-Nb RIBBONS
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ABSTRACT

Copper-niobium ribbons produced by melt-spinning were compacted by swaging and consolidated using HIPping. Final processing to obtain in-situ composites was done by swaging. The strength of the composite is discussed in terms of the composition and morphology of the niobium phase as evaluated using electron microscopy techniques.

INTRODUCTION

The need for high strength and high conductivity (electrical and/or thermal) materials has led to the development of copper-based in-situ composites [1]. The high melting point of Nb in conjunction with its low solubility make the Cu-Nb composites to be resistant to coarsening at elevated temperatures and hence good candidates for use at high temperatures as well as applications that require high strength and high electrical conductivity. Conventionally, the in-situ composites are produced by heavy deformation of as cast alloys, which contain a large dendritic second phase. Because of deformation, the second phase particles become elongated into a filament shape. The strength of these composites depends on the interfilamentary spacing of the second phase through a Hall-Petch type relationship [2]. The major drawback to these in-situ composites is the large amount of processing involved to produce the fine microstructure required to provide the high strength.

The objective of this project has been to produce an in-situ composite utilizing rapidly solidified Cu-Nb ribbons. The fine structure of the rapidly solidified alloy is expected to reduce significantly the amount of deformation needed to produce a nano-scale interphase spacing. In a previous study [3] we have analyzed the microstructure of Cu-Nb ribbons produced by melt spinning. The as-melt spun ribbon showed a normal distribution of Nb particles with an average spacing of approximately 82 nm. Upon heat treatment at 900°C for three hours the particles grew with the largest ones (~300nm) at the copper grain boundaries. Simultaneously very fine particles were precipitated, indicating that the as-melt spun copper was supersaturated with Nb. In this study the results of mechanical and microstructural characterization of a consolidated Cu-7wt%Nb composite is presented and discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Rapidly solidified ribbons were produced in a chill block melt spinning system [4]. The ribbons were compacted in a pure copper tube of 1.9 cm diameter and then the tube was swaged to a final diameter of 1.27 cm. The sample was HIPped at 800°C under 207 MPa pressure for 4 hours. The copper can and the tubing were machined off of the sample before final swaging. The sample with a diameter of 1.03 cm was swaged to a wire of 0.254 cm in diameter, which resulted in a true strain of 2.8.
microstructure and the composition of the sample were characterized in the HIPped and in the wire form using analytical electron microscopy techniques. Thin foil specimens for TEM (transmission electron microscopy) were prepared using the jet electropolishing technique. Five tensile specimens were cut from the wire sample and were tested at a strain rate of $1.7 \times 10^4$.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Figure 1a shows an SEM (scanning electron microscope) back scattered image of the sample in the as-HIPped condition. The individual ribbons are distinguishable in this micrograph and the microstructure appears inhomogeneous. This inhomogeneity arises from the variation in the microstructure of the ribbons across their thickness [3]. During melt spinning the areas close to the wheel surface cooled faster and thus a finer microstructure was obtained. In Figure 1a the apparently lighter areas are regions with larger niobium particles. The average composition of the sample was measured to be 92.1% Cu - 7.20% Nb - 0.67% Si using microprobe analysis. The quartz tube in which the Cu-Nb alloy was melted during melt spinning is believed to be the source of silicon. Although the interior of the tube was coated with zirconia, because of the high melting temperature of the alloy the coating did not completely prevent the dissolution of silicon.

Except for a low density of round pores the compaction and HIPping processes resulted in a complete dense material. However, some of the interfaces between ribbons were not bonded perfectly and appeared dark as marked by arrows in Figure 1a. Occasionally regions with a much coarser microstructure were found. Figure 1b presents an example of such microstructure. These regions are believed to be pieces of the master alloy which did not melt completely and were ejected with the melt during melt spinning. As shown in Figure 1b these remains are very brittle and cracked during the final swaging process.

![Figure 1a](image1a.png) ![Figure 1b](image1b.png)

**Figure 1.** SEM images showing (a) the microstructure of the as-HIPped material and (b) the microcracking of a piece of the master alloy at a strain of 0.43.

Figure 2 presents a TEM micrograph of the as-HIPped microstructure. The niobium particles showed a wide size distribution similar to the heat treated specimens reported previously [3]. The largest particles were in the order of 200-300 nm and they developed by the coarsening of the niobium particles which had formed during melt.
spinning in the ribbons. A distribution of much finer particles was also observed. These particles precipitated from the supersaturated copper matrix during the HIPping process.

The tensile specimens made from the wire sample showed an average ultimate tensile strength of 514 Mpa (459 to 542 MPa) and an average maximum uniform strain and total elongation of 2.5% and 6.7%, respectively. Figure 3 presents an SEM fractograph of the fracture surface. The fracture occurred by microvoid coalescence mechanism. The voids were submicron in size and were possibly initiated at the niobium particles. Delamination was detected at two locations on the fracture surface as can be seen in Figure 3: at the ribbon boundaries (marked as B) and at the regions with the coarse microstructure (marked as C). The delamination process is believed to contribute to the scatter observed in the tensile results. Occasionally, the pores that formed upon the HIPping were also detected on the fracture surface (marked as A).

Figure 2. TEM micrograph of the as-HIPped material.

Figure 3. SEM fractograph of a HIPped and swaged tensile sample.

At the effective true strain of 3 the ultimate tensile strength of copper and niobium are 370 and 420 MPa, respectively [2]. Considering that the volume fraction of niobium is close to its weight percent in copper, the predicted strength of the composite produced in this study based on the rule of mixtures is 374 MPa, which is much lower than the observed strength of 514 MPa. Assuming that the niobium particles deform to fibers upon swaging, for an average particle diameter of \( d_0 = 250 \text{ nm} \) in the HIPped microstructure and at the true strain of \( \eta = 2.8 \) the fiber diameter, \( d = d_0 e^{\eta / 2} \), and the length, \( l = 2/3d_0 e^{\eta} \), would be 62 nm and 677 nm, respectively. The dislocation mean free path in the copper matrix can be estimated from \( \lambda = (1-f)d/f \) to be 823 nm, where \( f \) is the volume fraction of niobium. Extrapolated from the results for conventionally processed in-situ composites [2] the strength of the composite produced in this study is estimated to be around 1000 MPa rather than the observed strength of 514 MPa.

TEM analysis of the composite after the final swaging revealed that not all of the niobium particles were elongated into fibers. Figure 4a shows TEM micrograph of part
Figure 4. Scanning transmission electron microscope x-ray mapping of consolidated wire showing the incorporation of Si in the undeformed Nb particles.
Figure 5. Scanning transmission electron microscope x-ray mapping of consolidated wire showing the absence of Si in elongated Nb particles.
of the composite which contained non-deformed spherical particles. Figure 5a presents micrographs of a region of the microstructure which did show elongated fiber-like niobium phase. X-ray mapping was conducted in an effort to understand why the two shapes were observed. The Cu, Nb, and Si maps of the areas shown in Figures 4a and 5a are presented in b, c, and d of each Figure, respectively. A high concentration of Si was found in the spherical niobium particles, however, no measurable accumulation of Si was detected in the elongated particles. This difference suggests that solid solution strengthening of niobium makes the particles more resistant to deformation and hence to elongation. The inhomogeneous distribution of Si may be attributed to the possible variation in the silicon content of the ribbons produced at different runs. It was also noticed that consistently the larger particles were elongated but the smaller ones had remained spherical. This observation suggests that the plastic constraint around the larger particles is higher and hence they carry higher stresses than the smaller particles do. Another possibility is that smaller particles contained more silicon. The results of this study is inconclusive regarding the relative contribution of these two mechanisms to the observed size effect.

The lower strength of the composite produced in this study when compared to the estimated strength, based on the results for a microstructure consisting of continuous fibers in copper, is associated with the fact that not all of the niobium particles became elongated. Furthermore, due to the small initial size of the particles combined with the small amount of deformation, those that were elongated became like short fibers rather than continuous fibers. The results of this study suggests that the morphology of the second phase play an important role in the level of strength achievable in in-situ composites.

SUMMARY

A dense Cu-7%Nb in-situ composite was produced by melt spinning, consolidation, HIPping and final swaging to a true strain of 2.8. The consolidation process was successful in producing a completely dense material. However, the microstructure obtained after final swaging consisted of short fibers and spherical niobium particles, which did not strengthen the copper as effectively as continuous fibers do.
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ABSTRACT

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), X-ray Diffraction (XRD), Neutron Diffraction (ND) and Mössbauer Spectroscopy (MS) were used to study the nanocrystallization process of Fe73.5Cu1Nb3Si22.5-Bx (x=5, 7, 8, 9 and 12) amorphous alloys. Both the temperature range and the activation energy of Fe(Si) phase precipitation from the amorphous matrix increase with the initial B composition. The initial Si composition influences the mechanism of the nanocrystallization: for the Si rich samples, the beginning of nucleation and growth processes is interface controlled, for the B rich samples it is diffusion controlled. Secondary crystallization from the remaining amorphous is mainly Fe3B and Fe2B, the ratio of Fe3B/Fe2B being dependent on the initial composition too.

INTRODUCTION

Many analyses are reported about the the Cu and Nb addition effect on the crystallization of the FINEMET amorphous materials[1,2,3]. The amount of Cu is very small, only 1at.%, it decreases the precipitation temperature of the Fe(Si) phase because it is antisolute in iron and increases the Fe(Si) nucleation rate. On the other hand, by Nb addition, the Fe(Si) phase crystallization temperature range is getting extended. Most of the Nb atoms are piled at the grain boundary [1], and hinder the Fe(Si) grain growth. Therefore, the Fe(Si) grain can get the nanometre scale[3,4,5].

As well as the Cu and Nb addition, the influence of Si and B composition has been analysed[6]. For a fixed Cu and Nb content, such as 1at.%Cu and 3at.%Nb, the ratio of Si/B composition changes the crystallization process sensitively. The Si and B composition influence not only the thermal behaviour during crystallization, but also the crystalline phase structure and composition. With the aim to understand further the Si and B composition effect for the FINEMET amorphous crystallization process, the DSC, XRD, ND and MS techniques were used in this research work.

EXPERIMENTAL

The Fe73.5Cu1Nb3Si22.5-Bx (x=5, 7, 8, 9 and 12) FINEMET amorphous ribbon were produced by planar flow casting method, with 15mm width and about 20μm thickness. The heat treatment and calorimetric experiments were carried out by DSC on a Perkin Elmer DSC-7. The XRD measurements were performed using the Bragg-Bretano θ/2θ.
power diffractometer Siemens D-500 instrument at room temperature. The ND experiments were taken in the ISIS Rutherford Appleton Laboratory on a "Liquids and Amorphous Diffractometer" by "in situ" measurements of the diffraction patterns during the heat treatment. The Mössbauer spectra were measured at room temperature using a $^{57}$Co in Rh source with calibration of α-Fe foil, and fitted with a histogram magnetic hyperfine-field distribution by the Brand [7] and Hesse-Rubartsch method [8]. The sub-spectra of the nanocrystalline Fe(Si) phase were fitted by superimposing sextets of Lorentzian lines corresponding to the different Fe neighbourhoods in Fe(Si) phase, in these case the Gaussian-shaped hyperfine distribution was related with the remaining amorphous phase.

RESULTS

Using the DSC continuous scan regime, all the thermal phenomena display in the DSC curves. Fig.1 shows the DSC curves with heating rate 10°C/min. The Curie temperature ($T_C$) of the amorphous phase shows a small peak at ~320°C. Relaxation processes appear in the temperature range from 350°C till the Fe(Si) crystallization. Then the Fe(Si) phase precipitates in the first main exothermal peak. One remark is that the peak position and the onset temperature are shifted to high temperature with increasing of B composition. At the same time, the shape of the peak also changes, for the sample $x=5$, the peak is sharp and narrow, the peak area is 100±5 J/g; but for the sample $x=12$, the peak becomes broad and stump and its area is only 45±3 J/g. By the Kissinger and the multiple scan methods, the average activation energy of Fe(Si) phase crystallization was evaluated, it increases from 370 ±5 to 433±5 kJ/mol when the B composition increases from $x=5$ to $x=12$.

From the DSC curves, another important difference is the second main exothermal peak, which corresponds to the Fe(B) phase formation: the onset temperature and the peak position are shifted to low temperature with increasing of B composition. As will be presented afterwards, the Fe(B) phases obtained after the second main exothermal peak are different for each sample. Finally, a small exothermal peak related most probably to the recrystallization is observed at about 710°C.

Based on the analysis of DSC isothermal experiments, the JMAE exponent, n, has been calculated. Fig.2 presents the JMAE exponent as a function of the transformed fraction for two samples $x=5$ and $x=8$ obtained at several annealing temperatures. The exponent n decreases to zero with the transformed fraction. But the value of n in the
beginning of crystallization is different for the different samples. This means that the controlling mechanisms during the crystallization process are different. For the sample $x=5$ it is an interface controlled grain growth with an increasing nucleation rate at the beginning of crystallization[9], then the nucleation rate saturates and diffusion limited growth dominates. For the sample $x=8$, the beginning of crystallization is diffusion controlled growth with increasing nucleation rate[9], and then diffusion limited growth till the end of the process.

In Fig.3 we present the lattice parameters of nanocrystalline Fe(Si) phase obtained by XRD in samples $x=5$, 7, 9 and 12 (shown as squares). The two lines with the cross and the circle symbols are the values for bcc structure and DO$_3$ superlattice as reported in the references[6, 11-20], respectively. For the samples $x=5$, 7 and 9, the data are on the line corresponding to DO$_3$ superlattice structure, with a Si content decreasing from 21±1 to 15±1 at.%. For the sample $x=12$, the datum is on the intersection between both bcc and DO$_3$ lines. In this case the Si content in the nanocrystals is about 10 at.% which is too low to see the superlattice diffraction peaks in this sample by XRD. These results show that the initial Si composition directly influence the Fe(Si) nanocrystalline phase Si content.

The ND results show the structure evolution during crystallization. In Fig.4 we present the "in situ" measured diffraction pattern during heating sample $x=12$ up to 720°C at 10°C/min. The diffraction peaks of the Fe(Si) phase appear at 510°C and the peaks of the Fe(B) phase appear at 640°C, in agreement with the exothermal peaks observed in the DSC curves (see Fig.1).

Fig.5 shows the comparison of the ND patterns obtained from each sample after heating up to 720°C. The composition effect becomes more evident. The intensity of the diffraction peaks of DO$_3$ superlattice structure decreases with the increasing of B composition. The Fe$_3$B phase (both orthorhombic and tetragonal are possible) decreases but the Fe$_2$B phase (tetragonal structure) increases with the increasing of B composition. Therefore, not only the Si content in Fe(Si) phase, but also the ratio of Fe$_3$B/Fe$_2$B phases depends on the initial Si/B ratio.
The Mössbauer spectra were obtained for two series of pre-annealed samples \(x=5\) (annealing at 490°C for different time) and \(x=12\) (annealing for 1 hour at different temperature), respectively. The Mössbauer spectra show five subspectra corresponding to the different near-neighbour (NN) sites in \(\text{DO}_3\) and a remain amorphous subspectrum. The five subspectra are: 8NN(32.5 T), 7NN(31.8 T and 30.6 T), 6NN (28.8 T), 5NN (24.5 T) and 4NN (19.8 T)[11,21-23]. From analysis of the area of the subspectra it was concluded that the remaining amorphous phase was more rich in Fe in the sample \(x=12\). Consequently, this fact affects the Fe(B) phase crystallization temperature and the ratio of \(\text{Fe}_3\text{B}/\text{Fe}_2\text{B}\) phases.

When the percentage of each NN site normalized to the nanocrystalline \(\text{Fe(Si)}\) phase, the changes of the relative intensity for each NN site indicate the kinetic path of the nanocrystals SRO parameter during the crystallization. Considering the sample \(x=5\), the relative intensity of NN sites changes during annealing at 490°C as shown in Fig.6(a). For instance, when the annealing time is 10 or 30 min, the Si content in the Fe(Si) phase corresponds to around 20 at.%, as obtained by comparison with the theoretical calculation[23]; but when the annealing time is long enough, the Si content in Fe(Si) increases and reaches a stable value of 21 at.%[21]. Also show in the Fig.6(a) is sample \(x=5\) pre-annealed at 510°C for 1 hour. It is fully nanocrystallized and the Si content in the Fe(Si) phase is about 22 at.% [22].

In Fig.6(b) the results of sample \(x=12\) are plotted as a function of annealing temperature. After annealing at 510°C, the Si content of the nanocrystalline Fe(Si) phase is close to 20 at.% (the ideal cross point of 4NN and 5NN [23]); after annealing at 550°C, the sequence of the relative intensity of 5NN, 6NN and 4NN seems close to the ideal cross point of 5NN and 6NN with Si content of 15.5 at.%[23].
Therefore, the kinetic path of the SRO during the crystallization is also strongly related with the initial composition. The Si content of the Fe(Si) phase evolves differently according to the initial Si composition. For the sample $x=5$ it increases from 20 to 22 at.%, whereas for sample $x=12$ it decreases from 20 to 15.5 at.%. The final Si content obtained by MS also agrees with the XRD experimental results (see Fig.3).

For both samples $x=5$ and $x=12$, at the beginning of crystallization, the Fe(Si) phase moreless have the same Si content 20at.%, it means that the Fe(Si) phase is easily nucleating from the amorphous with an Fe80Si20 enviroment. In sample $x=5$, the initial ratio of Fe/Si is 73.5/17.5, which is close to 80/20, so the atoms do not need to diffuse when the nucleation process occurs. However, in the sample $x=12$, the initial ratio of Fe/Si is 73.5/10.5, which is far from 80/20, so atoms need to diffuse when the nuclei grow. Both the activation energy and the onset temperaature re higher than that in sample $x=5$. This explanation is in good agreement with the value of the $n$ exponent already given indicative of the different mechanism controlling the beginning of crystallization.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Though the DSC, XRD, ND and MS studies of the the nanocrystallization process of Fe$_{73.5}$Cu$_{1}$Nb$_3$Si$_{22.5-x}$B$_{x}$ ($x=5, 7, 8, 9$ and $12$) amorphous alloys, we conclude that both thermal behaviour and structure of the crystallized phases are strongly related with the initial Si/B composition ratio.

The temperature onset, interval and the activation energy of Fe(Si) nanocrystallization increase with the increasing of initial B composition. On the other hand, the appearance of DO$_3$ ordered Fe(Si) phase decreases with the increasing of the initial B composition. The mechanism of the nanocrystallization change as well with the initial Si composition. For the Si rich samples, the beginning of nucleation and growth process are interface controlled, but for the B rich samples they are diffusion limited. The SRO parameters of Fe(Si) follow different paths during crystallization.

The secondary crystalline phases formed from the remaining amorphous are mainly Fe$_3$B and Fe$_2$B, the transformation temperature range and the ratio of Fe$_3$B/Fe$_2$B are strongly depending on the initial composition too.
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ABSTRACT

Nanocrystalline NiAl has been produced from pre-cast alloys using an electron beam inert gas condensation system. In-situ compaction was carried out at 100 to 300°C under vacuum conditions. Energy dispersive spectroscopy was used to determine chemical composition and homogeneity. Average grain sizes in the range of 4 to 10 nm were found from TEM dark field analyses. A compression-cage fixture was designed to perform disk bend tests. These tests revealed substantial room temperature ductility in nanocrystalline NiAl, while coarse grained NiAl showed no measurable room temperature ductility.

INTRODUCTION

Intermetallic alloys are of interest for a variety of potential applications because of their high strength-to-weight and stiffness-to-weight ratios and because they often possess excellent elevated temperature properties. The fundamental limitation in the commercial utilization of these materials invariably is their inherent ambient temperature brittleness, which adversely affects material handling and fabricability.

Schulson and Barker [1] reported an improvement in tensile ductility at 400°C in ordered NiAl as a result of grain size refinement to sizes as small as 20 μm. While Schulson’s and Barker’s results demonstrated that grain size refinement can increase ductility, these results did not give any information about the room temperature deformation behavior of NiAl. A number of recent studies have begun investigating the possibility of improving room temperature ductility of intermetallic alloys through further size refinement to the nanocrystalline regime. In this respect, investigators [2,3] produced n-NiAl through different processing routes and concluded that some evidence of room temperature ductility is present in these materials. In case of [2], NiAl was ball milled to obtain grain sizes in the μm to nm regime. They used miniaturized disk bend testing and observed that materials that had low carbon content showed some evidence of ductility while materials with higher carbon content showed no ductility. In addition to carbon, their materials also contained substantial amounts of other impurities and questions remain regarding the possible effects of these impurities, as well as the broad grain size distribution of their materials on the observed properties. On the other hand, the investigation by Haubold and co-workers [3] was done on cleaner nanocrystalline NiAl produced by the inert gas condensation (IGC) method, but their mechanical properties evaluation was limited to microhardness tests done on a single sample annealed at various temperatures. A more comprehensive study of mechanical behavior of nanocrystalline NiAl with low impurity levels is clearly needed and motivates the present study.

In the present investigation, the ambient temperature deformation behavior of n-NiAl was investigated using biaxial disk bend testing (BDBT). Disk bend testing offers possible advantages over tensile testing in characterizing nanocrystalline samples, particularly since thin disk-shaped samples can be tested in as-produced form. This method eliminates the need to machine dogbone-shaped samples and subsequently attach grips and strain gauges to typically small samples produced by the IGC method. Previous mechanical tests on nanocrystalline NiAl [2] used the miniaturized disk bend testing technique with 3 mm diameter specimens. In the present study, biaxial disk bend testing is used with 9 mm diameter disks produced directly from our synthesis.
facility without any post production sample machining. This avoids the potential introduction of stresses in the specimen. The load was applied through a flat punch, as seen in Fig. 1, which also eliminated the uncertainties associated in determining the exact contact area between the specimen and the punch. Knowing the contact area accurately is important in calculating the exact value of yield stress from the measured displacements.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

Nanocrystalline NiAl was produced by the inert gas condensation process using an electron beam evaporation system [4]. Nickel and NiAl were evaporated from separate crucibles with dwell times chosen to yield the desired 50:50 composition. A Ni source was required to compensate for the larger vapor pressure of Al compared to Ni. The powder produced was transported under vacuum to an adjoining chamber where 9 mm diameter disks were compacted at 1.4 GPa. High vacuum compactions at temperatures of 100 - 300°C were performed, resulting in sample densities that varied from 70 - 90% of theoretical. Chemical analysis was done by energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and average grain size was determined by dark field transmission electron microscopy (TEM).

BDBT was performed to characterize the mechanical behavior of both nanocrystalline and coarse grained NiAl samples. All samples were mechanically polished prior to testing to produce a 0.05 μm surface finish. A compression cage fixture was designed and built for these measurements. A schematic representation of the BDBT apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The 9 mm diameter specimens were freely supported on a 7 mm diameter ring and load was applied to the center of the disk through a flat punch having a 1.15 mm diameter. The BDBT load-displacement data were analyzed following the procedures outlined in [5].

![Figure 1. Schematic drawing of a cross section of the BDBT apparatus.](image)
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Chemical analysis results for two nanocrystalline specimens and one coarse grained (CG) NiAl specimen are shown in Table I. From each specimen, an EDS/SEM analysis was done on three random locations from a relatively large area. EDS/TEM analysis was done in a nanoprobe mode with a nominal probe size of \(-10\) nm, thus producing information on a much more local scale. RBS scans covering an area of approximately one mm\(^2\) were used to obtain macroscopic compositions. Clearly the small scatter in the composition obtained by all three methods indicates that the samples are very homogenous in composition on a microscopic as well as macroscopic level. Also, the good agreement between all three methods is further evidence of sample homogeneity. This behavior differs from that of nanocrystalline Al-Zr [6] produced in the same system, where large variations in the composition were obtained within the same sample. It is possible that in the case of Al-Zr, the limited diffusion rate of Zr in Al during evaporation and/or consolidation prevents homogenization. Faster diffusion of Ni and Al in NiAl than of Zr in Al is believed to result in a more uniform composition in the present case.

Table I Chemical composition, density, and mechanical properties of two nanocrystalline NiAl and one coarse grained (CG) NiAl sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample #</th>
<th>EDS(SEM) at.% Ni.</th>
<th>EDS(TEM) at.% Ni.</th>
<th>RBS at.% Ni.</th>
<th>Density % Theor.</th>
<th>(\sigma_y) MPa</th>
<th>Fracture Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NiAl-1</td>
<td>48.9±0.3</td>
<td>48.1±1.3</td>
<td>48.6±0.7</td>
<td>84.67</td>
<td>91.32</td>
<td>Ductile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiAl-2</td>
<td>48.6±0.4</td>
<td>48.8±0.9</td>
<td>48.1±0.5</td>
<td>90.05</td>
<td>134.67</td>
<td>Ductile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG-NiAl</td>
<td>50.3±0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Brittle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figs. 2(a) and (b) show a dark field TEM image of n-NiAl-1 and a histogram of the grain size distribution. The grain size distribution is quite narrow and uniform throughout the specimen with an average size of \(-6\) nm in this particular case.

Before disk bend testing nanocrystalline NiAl specimens, the performance of the BDBT apparatus was evaluated by testing standard coarse grained stainless steel and aluminum samples. These materials have very well characterized mechanical properties. Load-displacement curves obtained were similar to load-displacement curves obtained by other investigators on similarly ductile materials when subjected to disk bend testing [7]. Also, yield stress and modulus values obtained were within \(\pm5\)% of the literature values for the same materials tested by more conventional tensile test methods.

Figure 2. (a) Dark field TEM image of nanocrystalline NiAl-1, and (b) histogram showing the grain size distribution for the same specimen.
A representative room temperature load-displacement curve for n-NiAl-1 and coarse grained NiAl sample strained at 1.4x10^{-6} \text{ sec}^{-1} is shown in Fig. 3. After correction for the expected initial non linear region [7], the yield stresses of nanocrystalline samples were calculated from the total loads at yielding (taking into account the sample thicknesses according to the procedures described in [5]). Yield stress values are given in Table I. Coarse-grained NiAl samples fractured prior to yielding and the stresses at fracture were typically approximately 75 MPa, well below the yield stresses of nanocrystalline samples.

Figure 3. Load-displacement curves obtained at room temperature for (a) coarse grained NiAl (sample failed prior to yielding), and (b) nanocrystalline NiAl-1.

It has been shown by Li et al. [7] that for disk bend tests plastic yielding occurs at the onset of the deviation from linearity in the load-displacement curve and that the yield strength obtained by disk-bend testing is comparable to the tensile yield strength. A significant and most important observation in the present study is that a deviation from linearity is observed in the load-displacement curve for nanocrystalline NiAl, indicating that NiAl in nanocrystalline form exhibits yield behavior and thus measurable room temperature ductility. A deviation from linearity was not observed in eight CG-NiAl samples tested under similar conditions. Strains-to-failure of 0.1 - 0.2% and 0.016 - 0.06% were observed at room temperature in the present study for n-NiAl and CG-NiAl, respectively. The values of total strain obtained for n-NiAl samples may be hampered by the residual porosity since stress concentrations could develop at the voids resulting premature fracture. Therefore, the measured strain-to-failure values in the present case are most likely lower limits. Further improvements in ductility may be obtained if denser specimens can be obtained in the future. The failure mode of n-NiAl was determined to be ductile from postmortem examination of broken pieces using SEM, as seen in Fig. 4.

The apparent improvement in the room temperature ductility in n-NiAl can be understood by examining the potential deformation mechanisms in nanocrystalline materials. For materials that are normally ductile at ambient temperature in coarse grained form (e.g. fcc metals) a significant reduction in ductility is observed when grain sizes are reduced to the nanometer range [6,8]. In these fcc metals, deformation occurs by dislocation generation and motion. It has been pointed out by numerous authors (e.g., [9]) that dislocation generation is increasingly difficult as grain sizes decrease, leading to a decrease in dislocation-based ductility in nanocrystalline materials. Likewise, diffusional mechanisms are expected to be more active in nanocrystalline materials than in coarse grained materials due to the large volume fraction of atoms located in or near grain boundaries [10], which display far higher diffusion rates than the bulk. In normally ductile materials, it appears that any increase in ductility afforded by diffusional mechanisms is insignificant compared to the competing loss of ductility due to the hindrance of dislocation motion [11]. In contrast to the behavior of materials that are normally ductile in coarse grained form, the present studies indicate that in the case of a normally brittle material such as NiAl where dislocation-based ductility is
limited even for coarse-grained material, deformation of nanocrystalline samples is likely affected
to a measurable extent by enhancements of diffusional mechanisms (such as grain boundary sliding
and Coble creep) that accompany grain size refinements.

Figure 4. SEM micrograph showing a ductile-appearing fracture surface of n-NiAl-1.

Another aspect of the observed improved ductility to consider is the test method itself.
Since the stress state during a disk bend test is complex and involves both tensile and compressive
stresses, it is possible that this may have an effect on the measured ductility of nanocrystalline
materials. For example, significantly larger ductilities are seen for nanocrystalline Cu tested in
compression [12] than in tension [8]. However, this cannot be the only reason for the measured
enhanced ductility in case of n-NiAl, since coarse grained specimens did not show any evidence of
ductility when also tested by BDBT under similar conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions drawn from this study are:
1) Ordered single phase nanocrystalline NiAl can be successfully synthesized using an electron
beam inert gas condensation system. The chemical composition and grain size distribution is quite
uniform on both microscopic and macroscopic scales.
2) The substantial room temperature ductility observed in nanocrystalline NiAl samples suggests
that diffusional mechanisms such as grain boundary sliding controlled by grain boundary diffusion
are contributing substantially to deformation.
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STRUCTURAL EVOLUTION OF Fe RICH Fe-Al ALLOYS DURING BALL MILLING AND SUBSEQUENT HEAT TREATMENT
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ABSTRACT

X-ray diffraction (XRD) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) have been utilized to investigate the structural evolution of Fe rich Fe-Al alloys during ball milling. It is found that b.c.c. solid solutions can be formed either through ball milling alone or through ball milling together with heat treatment. Thermal diagrams of the milled Fe-Al powders reveal exothermic peaks corresponding to the formation of $\alpha$-Fe(Al) solid solution (in both Fe-4wt.%Al and Fe-10wt.%Al) and the formation of FeAl intermetallic compound (in Fe-10wt.%Al). The transformation kinetics of $\alpha$-Fe(Al) solid solution in Fe-4wt.%Al were found to follow the Johnson-Mehl-Avrami equation.

INTRODUCTION

The synthesis of Fe-Al alloys by high energy ball milling has been described in a number of studies, the majority of which were directed toward the intermetallic compositions of Fe$_3$Al and FeAl [1-4], and accordingly only a few studies have been conducted on Fe rich Fe-Al alloys [5-7]. Recently, however, Rawers et al. [5] and Perez et al. [6, 7] reported that the addition of relatively small quantities of Al (less than 10wt.%) to Fe during ball milling can enhance the thermal stability of the as-milled nanocrystalline Fe-Al alloys. This would hinder the grain growth of these powders during subsequent thermomechanical consolidation, thereby aiding in the fabrication of dense nanocrystalline solids. The physical origin behind this enhancement of thermal stability is speculated to be due to the formation of iron aluminum oxides and/or solid solution of Al in Fe [5, 7]. In order to obtain deeper insight into these promising stabilization mechanisms, careful study of the dissolution of 0-10wt.% Al in Fe during ball milling is required.

Recent evidence has suggested that the formation of solid solutions using ball milling may, in certain cases, be extremely slow. For example, cryogenic ball milling of Fe-3wt.%Al elemental powders for 25 hrs has been shown to produce negligible increase in the Fe lattice parameter, indicating an absence of dissolved Al atoms in the lattice [7]. The present study represents an effort to evaluate the kinetics of the mechanically induced dissolution of the Fe-Al system at conventional (i.e., ambient) ball milling temperatures using SPEX milling.

EXPERIMENTAL

Blended Fe (99.9% pure, 100-200 mesh) and Al (99.97% pure, 40 mesh) powders were prepared in Fe-4wt.%Al and Fe-10wt.%Al compositions for ball milling in a SPEX model 8000D shaker mill. The powders and stainless steel milling balls (in a 1:4 mass ratio) were sealed within the stainless steel vials under a protective argon atmosphere. XRD measurements were carried out in a Siemens D5000 diffractometer equipped with a graphite monochromator using Cu Kα and Mo Kα radiation. Thermal analysis of powder samples taken during the ball milling process was performed using a Perkin-Elmer DSC 7 system. In order to protect the powder samples from oxidation during DSC, they were covered by flowing argon.

RESULTS

Figures 1 and 2 show the XRD patterns of the Fe-4wt.%Al and Fe-10wt.%Al blended elemental powders as a function of milling time. From Figure 1, it is apparent that diffraction peaks corresponding to Al were not visible in the blended Fe-4wt.%Al powders, due to the small
Al content. In Fe-10wt.%Al powder, Al peaks which may be clearly discerned in the blended powders (Figure 2) were found to disappear with 40 minutes of milling. The corresponding shift in \( \alpha \)-Fe peak position, however, was small relative to that expected for a solid solution of 10wt.%Al in \( \alpha \)-Fe [8]. Broadening of the XRD peaks became apparent with increasing ball milling time, indicating the refinement of grains of the milled Fe-4wt.%Al and Fe-10wt.%Al powders.

![Figure 1. XRD patterns of Fe-4wt.%Al powders milled for 0, 20, 40 and 60 min.](image1)

![Figure 2. XRD patterns of Fe-10wt.%Al powders milled for 0, 40, 60 and 540 min.](image2)

Figures 3 and 4 show the DSC thermal diagrams of the Fe-4wt.%Al and Fe-10wt.%Al powders during the initial period of ball milling. There was one exothermic peak in the milled Fe-4wt.%Al powders and two exothermic peaks in Fe-10wt.%Al powders. All exothermic peaks disappeared after prolonged ball milling (about 60 min for Fe-4wt.%Al and 120 min for Fe-10wt.%Al). In order to determine the nature of the exothermic peaks, additional Fe-10wt.%Al...
samples milled for 10 min were heated in the DSC to three predetermined points: (a) prior to the first peak, (b) after the first peak and (c) following the second peak. The samples were then cooled at the maximum rate obtainable (approximately 320°C/min), and analyzed by XRD, as shown in Figure 5. The figure clearly shows that Al diffraction peaks were present prior to the first peak, but were no longer part of the spectra taken immediately afterward. This suggests that the first peak represents the heat released upon the formation of $\alpha$-Fe(Al) solid solution. In order to confirm the importance of the addition of Al in producing the peak, pure Fe powders were prepared using identical milling conditions. DSC analysis of these powders revealed no exothermic reactions. For the sample passing the second exothermic peak (Figure 5 C), a set of new XRD peaks emerged, which were indexed as FeAl intermetallic compound, rather than Fe$_3$Al or Fe(Al) solid solution. This observation can be hardly interpreted by the equilibrium phase diagram, which determines a single $\alpha$-Fe(Al) solid solution phase in this composition. Even the concept of metastable phase boundary extension [2] which successfully explained the coexistence of Fe$_3$Al and $\alpha$-Fe(Al) solid solution in this composition range fails to justify this because FeAl phase is not in the vicinity of $\alpha$-Fe(Al) solid solution in the Fe-Al phase diagram. Further studies regarding the mechanism of the formation of the FeAl phase is under way.

![Figure 3](image-url)  
Figure 3. DSC diagrams of the Fe-4wt.%Al milled for different times.

![Figure 4](image-url)  
Figure 4. DSC diagrams of the Fe-10wt.%Al milled for different times.
In order to study the kinetics of the formation of solid solution during ball milling, the ball milled Fe-4wt.%Al, which has single exothermic peak in the thermal diagram, was

![XRD patterns of Fe-10wt.%Al powder milled for 10 min and annealed prior to (sample A) and after (sample B) the first exothermic peak and after the second exothermic peak (sample C) in DSC diagram.](image)

Figure 5. XRD patterns of Fe-10wt.%Al powder milled for 10 min and annealed prior to (sample A) and after (sample B) the first exothermic peak and after the second exothermic peak (sample C) in DSC diagram.

employed for XRD and DSC analysis. It is reasonable to assume here that the formation of solid solution consists of both a mechanically induced component (during ball milling) and a thermally induced component (during DSC heating), with the latter being reflected in the DSC diagrams (As seen in Figures 3 and 4). If the thermal component of enthalpy of solid solution formation is known, the mechanical component of enthalpy of formation of solid solution may be calculated provided that the overall standard enthalpy of formation ($\Delta H_{\text{total}}$) is available. In the present experiment, the standard enthalpy of formation of solid solution $Fe_xAl_{1-x}$ (x atomic content) at 293 K can be approximated by

$$\Delta H_{\text{total}} = (-38000 + 28000)x(1-x)$$

which yielded a standard $\Delta H_{\text{total}}=3.8$ kJ/mol for the formation of Fe-4wt.%Al solid solution from elemental powders at 293 K [9]. Based on this standard formation of enthalpy, the fraction of solid solution formed during MA can be expressed as $f = 1 - \Delta H/\Delta H_{\text{total}}$. A plot of $f$ vs. milling time $t$ is illustrated in Figure 6, which can be fitted by the following Johnson-Mehl-Avrami type equation:

$$f = 1 - \exp(-0.0003 t^{2.3})$$

The value of the kinetic parameter, $n=2.3$ (less than 2.5), suggests that the reaction leading to the formation a solid solution was diffusion controlled [10]. The activation energy for the formation of Fe-4wt.%Al solid solution from the milled powders was found to be 1.42 eV using Kissinger's analysis [11], which is much smaller than that (2.68 eV) for Fe diffusion in Al [12] and relatively close to that (1.95 eV) of Al in Fe [13]. Therefore, diffusion of Al in Fe is believed to dominate the formation of the Fe-4wt.%Al solid solution. The small difference of activation energies between 1.42 and 1.95 eV might be due to the influence of various defects introduced during ball milling. However, in a system possessing a positive mixing enthalpy, the mechanism governing the formation of supersaturated solid solution during ball milling may be different from those
possessing negative mixing enthalpy. It was recently observed by Bellon et al. [14] that pure shear deformation leads to the formation of homogeneous supersaturated solid solution while diffusion opposes the mixing process during ball milling. As such, it is reasonable to speculate that the role played by diffusion in the formation of solid solution during MA depends on the thermodynamic driving force for solid solution formation. The more energetically favorable the formation of a solid solution is, the larger a role diffusion plays.

Figure 6. Formation of Fe-4wt.%Al solid solution as a function of milling time.

The role played by mechanical mixing in promoting solid solution formation can be reflected by the shift of exothermic peaks to lower temperatures with increasing milling time (Figures 3 and 4). Extensive ball milling can remarkably minimize the layer-to-layer thickness (the distance between the center of neighboring layers) between Fe and Al, and then accelerate the formation of solid solution. This enhancement of reaction due to smaller layer to layer distance has also been found in multilayer films exhibiting an obvious shift of exothermic peaks to lower temperature (in the thermal diagrams) with decreasing the unit bilayer thickness [15, 16]. In addition, the refining of grain size to the nanoscale during mechanical milling introduces a large percentage of grain and interphase boundaries and various defects, all of which could promote the accelerated formation of solid solution through a diffusion mechanism.

CONCLUSIONS

XRD and DSC can be employed to quantitatively study the kinetics of the solid solution formation during ball milling. DSC analysis of the milled Fe-Al powders yields exothermic peaks corresponding to the formation of solid solution (in both Fe-4wt.%Al and Fe-10wt.%Al) and the formation of an FeAl intermetallic compound (in Fe-10wt.%Al). The transformation kinetics of α-Fe(Al) solid solution in Fe-4wt.%Al were found to follow the Johnson-Mehl-Avrami equation. Assessment of the kinetic parameter, n, indicates that a diffusion controlled mechanism (Al in Fe) is responsible for the formation of Fe-4wt.%Al solid solution.
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MICROSTRUCTURE, MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AND WEAR RESISTANCE OF WC/Co NANOCOMPOSITES

KANG JIA AND TRAUGOTT E. FISCHER
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, NJ 07030

ABSTRACT

The microstructure, mechanical properties, abrasion and wear resistance of WC-Co nanocomposites synthesized by the spray conversion technique by McCandlish, Kear and Kim have been investigated. The binder phase of WC-Co nanocomposites is enriched in W and C, compared to conventional cermets. Small amorphous regions exist in the binder despite the slow cooling after liquid phase sintering. Few dislocations are found in the WC grains. The increased WC content and the amorphous regions modify (i.e. strengthen) the binder phase of the composites. Vickers indentation measurements show a hardness of the nanocomposites reaching 2310 kg/mm$^2$. While the toughness of conventional cermets decreases with increasing hardness, the toughness does not decrease further as the WC grain size decreases from 0.7 to 0.07 μm but remains constant at 8 MPam$^{1/2}$. Scratches caused by a diamond indenter are small, commensurate with their hardness. These scratches are ductile, devoid of the grain fracture that is observed with conventional materials. The abrasions resistance of nanocomposites is about double that of conventional materials, although their hardness is larger by 23% only. This is due to the lack of WC grain fragmentation and removal which takes place in conventional cermets. Sliding wear resistance of WC/Co is proportional to their hardness; no additional benefit of nanostructure is obtained. This results from the very small size of adhesive wear events in even large WC grains.

INTRODUCTION

WC-Co nanocomposite powders [1] have been synthesized by a novel thermochemical synthesis method, called Spray Conversion Processing (SCP)[2]. These have been sintered by the RTW company into nanostructure WC-Co composites with WC grain size of about 70 nm. The present work investigated the microstructures of the nanocomposites and of conventional cermets and their effect on the hardness, the toughness measured by Vickers indentation, the resistance to abrasion and sliding wear of the materials.

Small WC grains may not only change their own properties but also those of the binder phase [1]. For a given binder concentration, a smaller average WC grain size means a smaller average thickness of the binder phase. The cobalt binder has fair amounts of tungsten and carbon in solid solution. During cooling after sintering, these two elements precipitate on neighboring carbide grains; as a result there is a gradient of tungsten concentration in the binder phase. High contents of tungsten in the binder phase give improved performance, for instance in milling operations. This has been exploited in many commercial grades by means of heat-treatment or by decreasing the carbon content. It is known that a high concentration of tungsten and carbon atoms in cobalt can increase its martensite transforming temperature (FCC to HCP) to about 750 °C from 417 °C. This avoids the formation and expansion of the brittle hexagonal close-packed cobalt at low temperature, increases the a-Co content and improves the transverse rupture strength and toughness of the cemented carbides.
The present investigation has shown that, indeed, reduction of the WC grain size to the nanometer range influences the structure and composition of the binder phase with attendant effects on the hardness, toughness, abrasion and sliding wear resistance of the materials. While the resistance to both forms of wear increases with the hardness of the samples, departures from this law depend on the WC grain size in ways that are different for the two wear forms, showing that the wear mechanisms are different and respond to different material properties. The details of the investigation will be published elsewhere, we present here an overview of the results.

THE SAMPLES

Conventional carbides, in which the average WC grain size ranges from 0.7 to 2.5 μm and the cobalt content from 6 to 20 wt.%, were obtained from the Federal Carbide Company (FC) and the RTW company. The nano-structured carbides with carbide grain size of 0.07 μm and cobalt contents from 7 to 15 wt.% were sintered by the RTW Company (RTW) from powders synthesized by Nanodyne through the Spray Conversion technique [2]. In all figures NA indicates nanostructured samples, FC and RTW conventional samples, and the numbers indicate the weight percent cobalt content. Details of the sample preparation and measurement techniques are published elsewhere [2,3].

MICROSTRUCTURE

The nanophase cemented carbide has a fine structure with smaller carbide grain size and binder thickness than the conventional material. Not much difference is observed in the microstructure and composition of WC phase of conventional and nano-structured WC-Co composites. The dislocation density in the WC crystals of the nano-structured samples is lower than the conventional ones, and no inclusions are observed in either.

There is a significant difference in the binder phase of conventional and nano-structured composites, as shown in Figure 1. An amorphous phase is observed in the binder phase of the nano-structured samples. The tungsten content detected within the amorphous regions is much higher than in the crystalline binder phase. It is not clear why the amorphous phase exists and how much of it there is in the binder of nano-structured samples.

Nano-structured composites have a higher tungsten content in the binder phase than conventional ones. This not only increases the volume fraction of the binder phase in the nano-structured composite but also raises the ratio of FCC/HCP of the cobalt. The small size of the WC grains in the nano-structured composite promotes the solubility of WC in both liquid and solid cobalt, which stabilizes the FCC phase of cobalt during cooling from sintering.

HARDNESS AND TOUGHNESS

An unambiguous relationship exists between hardness and the mean free path in conventional and nano-structured composites separately: hardness increases with decreasing binder mean free path. The ascending rate of the hardness with decreasing binder mean free path in nano-structured samples is much faster than that in the conventional ones (Figure 2). The high hardness of nano-structured cemented carbides results not only from the ultra fine microstructure, but also from the alloy-strengthening of the binder phase.

The bulk fracture toughness is related to crack propagation through the phases of the material. Palmqvist indentation toughness confirms that toughness decreases with increasing hardness in
Figure 1. a) Left: Transmission electron micrograph of WC/Co nanocomposite. Right: Electron diffraction of binder area C.
b) EDS spectrum of area C of a): the composition is 43 wt% W, 57 wt% Co.
conventional composites but the increase of hardness in the nano-structured composites does not decrease their bulk fracture toughness (Figure 3).

![Figure 2: Hardness of the WC/Co composites as a function of the dislocation mean free path in the Co binder phase. The symbols identify the samples, the numbers the cobalt content.](image)

![Figure 3: Vickers indentation hardness of WC/Co composites as a function of their hardness. Note that the toughness decreases with increasing hardness for conventional, but not for nanostructured cermets.](image)

This implies that different toughening mechanisms may exist in the conventional and nano-structured composites. In the present study, the toughness measurements for the conventional composites are better explained by the plastic deformation concept than by bridging ligaments, whereas for nano-structured composite, the bridging ligament mechanism plays a significant role.

**ABRASION**

Against all three abrasives, the highest abrasion resistance of the nanocomposites is approximately twice that of the best conventional material. This increase is larger than that of the hardness alone which is about 26% (Figure 4).

The resistance of WC/Co composites to abrasion by diamond increases with increasing hardness of the material and decreasing WC grain size. The latter contributes more to the gain in abrasion resistance of nanocomposites than hardness does.
SLIDING WEAR

The sliding wear of the conventional and nanostructured WC-Co composites can, in first approximation, is inversely proportional to the macroscopic hardness of the samples (Figure 5); it can be expressed by a Blok-Archard equation with wear coefficient $k = 6.9 \times 10^{-6}$.

Departures from the simple hardness dependence that is expressed by the solid line depend in a somewhat complex manner on the cobalt content, the grain size and the hardness of the composite. Smaller carbide grain sizes tend to lower wear resistance, in spite of an increase in hardness.

The wear of the cermets can also be expressed as increasing with the cobalt content. The wear of nanostructured materials, at equal cobalt content, is only 60% of that of the conventional cermet. The most effective technique to increase sliding wear resistance of conventional cermets is to reduce the cobalt content and increase the grain size. In nanocomposites, by contrast, the reduction in grain size does not decrease the wear resistance. Their higher wear resistance is commensurate with their hardness.
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SYNTHESIS OF NANOCOMPOSITE THIN FILM Ti/Al MULTILAYERS AND Ti-ALUMINIDES
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Abstract

Nanocomposite Ti/Al multilayered thin films have been deposited by magnetron sputtering. These multilayers exhibit interesting structural transitions on reducing the layer thickness of both Ti and Al. Ti transforms from its bulk stable hcp structure to fcc and Al transforms from fcc to hcp. The effect of ratio of Ti layer thickness to Al layer thickness on the structural transitions has been investigated for a constant bilayer periodicity of 10 nm by considering three different multilayers: 7.5 nm Ti / 2.5 nm Al, 5 nm Ti / 5 nm Al and 2.5 nm Ti / 7.5 nm Al. The experimental results have been qualitatively explained on the basis of a thermodynamic model. Preliminary experimental results of interfacial reactions in Ti/Al bilayers resulting in the formation of Ti-aluminides are also presented in the paper.

Introduction

Laminated intermetallic nanocomposites based on Ti-aluminides are potentially important for use as high temperature structural thin film coatings in aerospace applications [1]. These laminated composites are expected to have attractive mechanical properties. The ability to tailor the microstructure of such thin films on a nanoscale makes magnetron sputtering a suitable technique for processing these multilayers. Recently, a series of intriguing structural transitions were reported in Ti/Al multilayered thin films in which the Ti:Al thickness ratio was fixed at 1:1 [2,3,4,5]. At room temperature, bulk Ti and Al have hcp and fcc structures respectively. On reducing the bilayer thickness (also known as the compositionally modulated wavelength, CMW) to ~ 10 nm, an fcc Ti / fcc Al structure was observed in these multilayers. Further reduction of the CMW to ~ 5 nm resulted in an hcp Ti / hcp Al structure. A plausible explanation for these structural transitions was also presented by the authors [5] based on a model initially proposed by Redfield and Zangwill [6]. Subsequently, a different model has been proposed to account for these structural transitions [7]. In the present paper the influence of Ti:Al ratio on these structural transitions in Ti/Al multilayers will be investigated and interpreted on the basis of the more recent model [7,8]. Furthermore, preliminary experimental results of intermetallic compound formation at Ti/Al interfaces in annealed Ti/Al bilayers will also be discussed in this paper.

Experimental Procedure

The thin films have been deposited using a custom designed UHV magnetron sputtering system. The base pressure was ~ 1 x 10^-9 torr prior to sputtering and the argon pressure was 2 x 10^-3 torr during the sputtering process. The Ti/Al multilayered thin films have been deposited using pure Ti and Al targets, which were 3" in diameter and 0.25" thick. Oxidized Si (100) wafers with a 200 nm oxide layer on the surface were used as the substrate for deposition. Targets consisted of pure Ti and Al, with the sputtering power being 200 W DC for Ti and 160 W DC for Al. The substrate temperature during deposition did not exceed 323 K. Three different multilayers were deposited,
each with a constant value of CMW=10nm, and each with a total multilayer thickness of 350nm, i.e. with 35 bilayers. The three multilayers had individual layer thicknesses of 7.5 nm Ti / 2.5 nm, 5 nm Ti / 5 nm Al and 2.5 nm Ti / 7.5 nm Al, respectively. These multilayered thin films were characterized by cross-section transmission electron microscopy (TEM) using a Philips CM200 microscope operating at 200 kV and by high resolution electron microscopy (HREM) using a Hitachi H 9000 NAR microscope operating at 300 kV. The details of the cross-section sample preparation procedure are discussed elsewhere [9]. The Ti/Al bilayered thin films have been deposited under the same conditions as the multilayers. These consisted of a 750 nm thick Ti layer and a 750 nm Al layer, and the bilayered films were deposited on oxidized Si(100) wafers. Sections of the wafer were annealed at 748 K under a protective Ar atmosphere for 180 minutes. Cross-section TEM specimens have been prepared from the annealed bilayers and studied in a Philips CM200 TEM operating at 200 kV.

Results and Discussion

Ti/Al Multilayers

A cross-section selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern recorded from the 7.5 nm Ti / 2.5 nm Al multilayer, shown in Fig.1(a), consists of reflections corresponding to the <2210> and <1010> zone axes for hcp Ti and the <110> and <121> zone axes for fcc Al. This indicates that the Ti and Al layers grow with a {0002} and {111} texture respectively. A cross-section HREM image (Fig.1(b)) from the same multilayer revealed an hcp ABABAB... stacking sequence of close-packed planes in the Ti layers and an fcc ABCABC... stacking sequence of close-packed planes in the Al layers. Both Ti and Al adopt their bulk stable structures of hcp and fcc respectively in this multilayer. In the 5 nm Ti / 5 nm Al multilayer, both Ti and Al exhibit an fcc stacking sequence as shown in Fig.2. The Ti layers undergo a transition but the Al layers retain their bulk structure in this multilayer. Finally, in the 2.5 nm Ti / 7.5 nm Al multilayer, both Ti and Al adopt fcc stacking sequences. The absence of the {0110} type reflections in the selected area diffraction pattern from this multilayer (Fig.3(a)) indicates the transition of hcp Ti to fcc Ti. The HREM image in Fig.3(b) also confirms this observation.

Since the various transitions from stable to metastable structures occur in thin films as the layer thicknesses decrease, i.e. as the interfacial area-to-volume ratio increases, it seems reasonable to introduce a model based on changes in interfacial energies as the driving force for transformation [7,8]. Thus, the net free energy change in any transformation can be represented as a combination of the bulk free energy, strain energy and interfacial energy contributions as represented below:

\[ \Delta G = \Delta G_v V + \Delta G_s V + \gamma A \]  

(1)

where \( \Delta G \) is the net free energy change, \( \Delta G_v \), the strain-free volume free energy change for the bulk, \( \Delta G_s \), the strain energy contribution and \( \gamma \), the interfacial energy. \( V \) and \( A \) represent the volume and surface area, respectively. For each layer in a multilayered structure of Ti/Al, an expression for the net free energy change can be written by normalizing per unit cross-sectional area as follows:

\[ \Delta G / A = \Delta G' d + \gamma \]  

(2)

where \( \Delta G' \) is the volume free energy change for hcp-fcc type transitions in either Ti or Al, and \( d \)
Fig. 1 (a) A cross section SAD pattern from the 7.5/2.5 multilayer. The spots have been indexed on the basis of the <2110> and <1010> zone axes for hcp Ti and <110> and <121> zone axes for fcc Al. (b) A high resolution image from the same multilayer showing the hcp stacking in the Ti layers and fcc stacking in the Al layer.

Fig. 2. A high resolution image showing the fcc stacking sequence in both Ti and Al layers of the 5/5 multilayer.

Fig. 3. (a) A SAD pattern from 2.5/7.5 multilayer. The absence of fcc stacking sequence in both Ti and Al {0-111}hcp type reflection suggests that Ti has transformed from layers of the 5/5 multilayer. hcp to fcc. (b) A high resolution micrograph from the same multilayer confirming the fcc stacking in both layers.

is the thickness of a layer in the multilayer. Therefore, the net free energy change for unit repeat distance in a Ti/Al multilayer (which consists of one layer of Ti and one layer of Al) can be expressed as given below:

$$\Delta G / A = \Delta G'(Ti) \cdot f_{Ti} \cdot \lambda + \Delta G'(Al) \cdot f_{Al} \cdot \lambda + 2\gamma$$

(3)

where $\Delta G'(Ti)$ and $\Delta G'(Al)$ represent the free energy difference between the hcp and fcc forms of Ti and Al respectively. $f_{Ti}$ and $f_{Al}$ represent the volume fraction (i.e. thickness) of Ti and Al in a bilayer of the multilayer and $\lambda$ is the bilayer period (CMW). Equation (3) represents the functional dependence of $\Delta G / A$ on the CMW. A schematic representation of $\Delta G / A$ versus $\lambda$ is shown in Fig. 4, in which it has been assumed that $\Delta \gamma(hcp \ Ti/ hcp \ Al) < \Delta \gamma(fcc \ Ti/ fcc \ Al) < 0$, and that $\Delta G'(Ti) < \Delta G'(Al)$. These latter values of $\Delta G'$ for both Ti and Al have been assumed to be constant and independent of the CMW. Also $f_{Ti} = f_{Al} = 0.5$ for this case. Under these assumptions, the schematic diagram in Fig. 4 shows three distinct phase stability regimes, i.e. hcp Ti / fcc Al at large CMW values, fcc Ti / fcc Al at intermediate values of CMW, and hcp Ti / hcp Al at small values of CMW, which are in concert with the experimentally determined changes observed with $f_{Ti} = f_{Al}[3]$. Thus, the structural changes in the Ti and Al layers as a function of layer thickness can be explained using this formulation provided the hierarchy of $\Delta G'$ and $\gamma$ values described above are correct. Although calculations of $\Delta G'(Ti)$ and $\Delta G'(Al)$ using bulk lattice parameters do not agree with one of these assumptions [10], more recent calcula-
tions show that when strained lattice parameters recorded from an experimental multilayers with a CMW value of 5.2 nm are used, in fact $\Delta G'_{(Al)} > \Delta G'_{(Ti)}$ [11]. Also, using a supercell calculation, it has been shown that $\Delta \gamma(hcp\ Ti/ fcc\ Al)$ is greater than either $\Delta \gamma(hcp\ Ti/ hcp\ Al)$ or $\Delta \gamma(fcc\ Ti/ fcc\ Al)$, although at present calculation reveals little difference between the energies of the latter two interfaces [11].

The results or trends are for equal thicknesses of Ti and Al. The effect of changing the ratio of layer thicknesses of Ti and Al will now be considered. According to the model (i.e. equation (3)), the slope of the line representing the transition from $hcp\ Ti$ to $fcc\ Ti$ is given by $(\Delta G'_{(Ti)}, f_{Ti})$ and that for the line representing the transition from $fcc\ Al$ to $hcp\ Al$ by $(\Delta G'_{(Al)}, f_{Al})$. Since the $h/f$ line (Fig. 4) represents no transition, with both Ti and Al retaining their bulk stable structures of $hcp$ and $fcc$ respectively, its slope remains zero irrespective of the Ti:Al ratio. The slope of the line $f/f$ increases on changing the Ti:Al ratio from 1:1 to 3:1 because the fraction of Ti increases in the multilayers, whereas by the same reasoning the slope of this line would decrease when the ratio is changed to 1:3. The slope of the line $h/h$ decreases when the Ti:Al ratio changes to 3:1 and increases as this ratio is changed to 1:3. This has been schematically represented in Fig. 5. Since the point of intersection of the two transition lines ($h/h$ and $f/f$) shifts to a higher value of $\lambda$ and the intersection of the line $f/f$ with the untransformed line ($h/f$) shifts to a lower value of $\lambda$, as the Ti:Al ratio changes from 1:1 to 3:1, the phase stability region for $fcc\ Ti / fcc\ Al$ would tend to be decreased whereas the phase stability region for $hcp\ Ti / hcp\ Al$ would be increased (refer to Fig. 5). Conversely, changing the ratio of Ti:Al to 1:3 has the opposite effect of increasing the $fcc\ Ti / fcc\ Al$ stability region and reducing the $hcp\ Ti / hcp\ Al$ stability region. It is now possible to compare the trends in phase stabilities exhibited by the experimental results with the trends which emerge from the model, depicted in Fig. 5. Consider first the multilayer samples with a Ti:Al ratio of 3:1 and thickness of the individual layers being 7.5 nm and 2.5 nm for Ti and Al, respectively. Experimentally it has been revealed that the Ti layers adopt the $hcp$ structure whereas the Al layer adopts the $fcc$ structure. From the reasoning given above and consideration of Fig. 5, it is clear that for a layer ratio of 3:1, the extent of the $fcc\ Ti / fcc\ Al$ region would be decreased, and so the structures adopted in the multilayers, i.e. the stable ones, are consistent with this trend. Interestingly, at this thickness of Al in a sample with a Ti:Al ratio of 1:1, the Al layer would have the $hcp$ structure. This result cannot be explained on the basis of the model of Redfield and Zangwill [6]. For the multilayer with Ti:Al ratio of 1:3, experimentally both the Ti and Al layers adopt the $fcc$ structure. The model would suggest a trend for increased stability of the $fcc\ Ti / fcc\ Al$ region, and so the experimental observations are consistent with this. Interestingly, at a layer thickness of 2.5 nm in a multilayer with a Ti:Al ratio of 1:1, the Ti layer would have adopted the $hcp$ structure, a result which again cannot be explained on the basis of the model of Redfield and Zangwill [6].

**Annealed Ti/Al bilayers**

After annealing bilayers at 748 K for 180 minutes, an interfacial reaction between the Ti and Al layers resulted in a reaction zone which consisted predominantly of grains of Al$_3$Ti. Ti and Al were present in addition to the reaction products which means that complete reaction had not taken place. Fig. 6(a) is a bright field micrograph from the cross-section specimen which shows grains of Al$_3$Ti adjacent to the grains of Al. Fig. 6(b) shows a dark field micrograph of an Al$_3$Ti grain. Close examination of the interface between Ti and Al$_3$Ti revealed grains of a second phase. Fig. 7(a) shows two particles of this phase lying at the interface between Al$_3$Ti and Ti. Microdiffraction patterns from this phase, shown in Figs. 7(b) and (c) can be indexed as the [110] and [111] zone axes diffraction patterns from $\gamma$-TiAl. Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis
Fig. 4. A schematic plot of $\Delta G/A$ versus the bilayer (I). The /I line represents only Ti transforming from hcp to fcc. Similarly, the h/h line represents Al transforming. The h/f line represents the bulk structures for both Ti and Al with no transitions occurring in either.

Fig. 5. A schematic plot representing the effect of changing the Ti:Al ratio on the boundaries of different phase stability regions. Three different Ti:Al ratios, 1:3, 1:1 and 3:1 have been considered. CMW value of 10 nm is expected to lie in the hashed region.

Fig. 6. A bright field micrograph, (a) and a dark field micrograph (b) showing grains of AlTi in the annealed Ti/Al bilayer.

Fig. 7. (a) A bright field micrograph showing grains of $\gamma$-TiAl at the interface between Al$_3$Ti and Ti. (b) [101] and (c) [110] zone axes diffraction patterns from the $\gamma$-TiAl grains.

The formation of $\gamma$-TiAl in Ti/Al thin film diffusion couples has not been reported previously. It should be noted that research on compound formation in Ti/Al bilayers has been carried out for more than 20 years [13]; but there has never been any report of formation of intermetallic compounds other than Al$_3$Ti in such bilayers. A possible explanation for the absence of intermetallic compounds other than Al$_3$Ti was suggested by Gosele and Tu [14], although their model refers to planar morphologies rather than the more equiaxed transformation products observed in the present study. They introduced the concept of missing compounds in thin film diffusion couples as compared with bulk diffusion couples. A critical thickness is defined where a transition occurs from interfacial reaction to diffusion control of the rate of reaction. A second reaction product layer will
not form until the first layer has grown to its critical thickness. In a thin-film couple if the total thickness of the film (including both layers) is less than the critical thickness for the first forming compound layer, then the first layer grows to its maximum extent having consumed either one of the parent materials in the diffusion couple. Therefore, the authors suggest that there will be a sequential formation of the compound layers in a thin film couple and at any instant of time no more than three layers can co-exist provided the total thickness of the thin film couple is less than the critical thickness of the compounds that form due to interfacial reactions. Therefore, in a Ti/Al diffusion couple, the formation of \( \gamma \)-TiAl would be prevented till the Al\(_3\)Ti layer grew to its critical thickness or all the Al was consumed (whichever occurs earlier). The critical thickness for the Al\(_3\)Ti compound layer in a thin film Ti/Al couple is not known. From the present experimental results it is clear that since complete reaction of pure Al has not taken place, the growth of the Al\(_3\)Ti has not stopped due to exhaustion of the Al source. Following the model proposed by Gosele and Tu [11], the formation of \( \gamma \)-TiAl in the Ti/Al bilayers prior to complete reaction of the Al layer to form Al\(_3\)Ti implies that the critical thickness of the Al\(_3\)Ti layer is less than \( \sim 1000 \) nm (the maximum thickness to which the Al\(_3\)Ti layer can grow if it consumes the 750 nm thick Al layer completely).

**Summary and Conclusions**

Changing the Ti:Al ratio in sputter deposited Ti/Al multilayers with the same bilayer periodicity, causes interesting transitions in the structure of the Ti and Al layers, in terms of the stacking sequence of close-packed planes. Using a simple model based on the interfacial energies, it is possible to qualitatively explain these transitions. It should be noted that the applicability of this model can be extended to investigate possible structural transitions in other multilayered systems.

Annealing of Ti/Al bilayered thin films resulted in the formation of both Al\(_3\)Ti and \( \gamma \)-TiAl compounds. Though the predominant compound formed was Al\(_3\)Ti, grains of \( \gamma \)-TiAl were present at the interface between Ti and Al\(_3\)Ti, which were not reported in previous studies of Ti/Al thin-film diffusion couples.
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ATOMISTIC STUDY OF CRACK PROPAGATION AND DISLOCATION EMISSION IN CU-NI MULTILAYERS
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ABSTRACT

We present atomistic simulations of the crack tip configuration in multilayered Cu-Ni materials. The simulations were carried out using molecular statics and EAM potentials. The atomistic structure of the interface was studied first for a totally coherent structure. Cracks were simulated near a Griffith condition in different possible configurations of the crack plane and front with respect to the axis of the layers. Results show that interface effects predominately control the mechanical behavior of the system studied.

INTRODUCTION

Nano-composite multilayers have become the focus of a great deal of research recently. The ability to precisely control the composition, microstructure and interface properties make them very attractive for magnetic and electrical applications. Properties such as strength, toughness, and oxidation resistance can be enhanced by varying the repeat length, layer thicknesses, and the interface structure [1], which is thought to be an important factor controlling the mechanical behavior of such systems [2]. A recent study by Thompson et. al [3] has suggested that misfit stresses at the interfaces, arising from different lattice parameters, contribute significantly to crack propagation and dislocation emission in metallic multilayers.

Processing techniques such as physical vapor deposition, sputtering, and ion-beam assisted deposition have been used to make multilayers [4]. A large number of materials can be used to make multilayers and they usually consist of a hard or brittle material in combination with a ductile one. Common systems include ceramics with a polymer and metals with intermetallics or other metals [5].

Difficulties are encountered with multilayer systems when mechanical testing and characterization becomes necessary [5], and computer simulation techniques are becoming increasingly more attractive. Studies by Kalonji et. al [2] and Yamamoto et. al [6] have implemented EAM (embedded atom method) potentials with lattice statics and molecular dynamics (MD) modeling, respectively, to successively estimate elastic constants of several metal/metal multilayered systems. In a more general study, Anderson et. al [7] employed a crack-dislocation model to examine the ductile-to-brittle behavior of generic multilayers.

The present study uses EAM potentials and molecular statics simulations to first calculate the surface and interfacial energies and then to study crack propagation and dislocation emission in a Cu/Ni multilayer system. This paper presents some results obtained for several crystallographic orientations.

SIMULATION TECHNIQUES

The many body interatomic potentials used for pure copper and nickel were developed by A.F. Voter [8] and Voter et. al [9] respectively, and were used for all calculations and simulations in the presented results. Both potentials were modified to an effective pair scheme by setting the first derivative of the embedding function at the perfect lattice electronic density equal to zero. In
addition, the perfect lattice electronic densities were normalized and set equal to 0.34 for both copper and nickel. Finally, a mixed Cu/Ni pair potential was created by averaging the pure copper and nickel pairs. This average is expected to describe the experimental thermodynamics of the system which is nearly ideal. The potentials used gave lattice parameters of 0.3615 nm and 0.352 nm for copper and nickel, respectively, resulting in a lattice misfit of 2.6%.

As previously stated, interfacial effects are primarily responsible for the observed mechanical behavior of multilayer systems, and thus it is very important to understand the energetics of the interface. The surface energies of the bulk copper and nickel were calculated by way of an energy minimization technique. The interfacial energy was determined by an extrapolation technique described by Farkas et al. [10] whereby the long range, elastic misfit energy can be effectively isolated from the inelastic local interface energy. The Cu/Ni interface in the laminates was simulated as completely coherent using an average lattice constant for the directions parallel to the interface, while a minimum energy distance was used for the direction perpendicular to the interface. In all simulations the interface was oriented along (010).

Once these energies were determined, initial supercells of forty-eight planes were used to construct, by repetition, the simulation blocks. The cracks were introduced in the simulation block according to the anisotropic elasticity solution given by Sih and Liebowitz [11]. The elastic constants used for this solution were average values for pure copper and nickel. The regions far away from the crack tip were kept fixed at the positions given by elasticity, whereas periodic boundary conditions were used along the crack front. Three crystallographic orientations were modeled for the multilayers, as well as for both pure copper and nickel.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The calculated values of surface energy for the {100} and {110} planes, for bulk copper and nickel, are given in Table I. In both metals the {110} planes have the highest surface energy. The values for copper are considerably lower than the corresponding values for nickel. Table I also shows values of the Griffith stress intensity and the interface energy calculated from the surface energies and the elastic constants for copper and nickel given by Ackland et al. [12] and Simmons et al. [13], respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Surface Energies, mJ/m²</th>
<th>Interface Energy, mJ/m²</th>
<th>K Griffith, MPa*√m²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>K Griffith, MPa*√m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{100}</td>
<td>1328</td>
<td>1760</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{110}</td>
<td>1472</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to study the mechanical behavior of the multilayered structures, it was first essential to understand the behavior of the bulk copper and nickel. Two orientations for both metals were simulated slightly above the Griffith stress and are presented as Figure 1. The vertical line in these, and all subsequent figures, denotes the original position of the crack tip. As can be seen in Figures 1a and 1c, both copper and nickel, respectively, exhibited brittle cleavage in the (010)[001] orientation. This is expected since in this configuration there are no available slip systems for dislocation glide. In the (101)[101] orientation with a <110>{111} type slip system, both copper and nickel emitted two 1/6<121> Shockley partials, and are shown in Figures 1b and 1d, respectively. The crack tip blunting corresponds to a total dislocation of 1/3[101], which is
the sum of the two partials, \(1/6[121] + 1/6[1\bar{2}1]\). This blunting and closure of the crack, particularly in the pure copper (Fig. 1b), after emitting dislocations is evidence of ductility in the metals.

Figure 1: Cracks in the (010)[001] and (101)[10\bar{1}] orientations for copper, Figs. a. and b., and nickel, Figs. c. and d, respectively.

With an understanding of the behavior of the bulk metals, simulations of three orientations of the multilayered structures were studied. In all of the following figures copper is represented by black circles and nickel by triangles.
The first orientation was with the crack plane perpendicular to the [010] direction and the crack front along [001]. This orientation is referred to as delamination since the crack lies within the interface. The crack was observed to propagate, without dislocation emission, at stresses lower than in the pure metals in the same orientation. This is due to lattice parameter and elastic modulii mismatches. Figure 2 shows the crack growth at two stresses, $K=0.32$ and 0.48 MPa$\cdot$m$^{1/2}$, both below the $K_{\text{Griffith}}$ for either copper or nickel. The effect of the interfacial energy and the low {100} surface energy of copper is evident in Figure 2b where the crack prefers to cleave through the copper layer instead of continuing through the interface. This can be explained by a simple calculation using the interface energy of 24 mJ/m$^2$ and the {100} surface energies of copper and nickel. It can be seen that less energy is required to create two copper surfaces (2656 mJ/m$^2$) than to create a copper and a nickel surface in the presence of the interface energy (3064 mJ/m$^2$).

Figure 3 shows the results for the crack arrester orientation where the simulation block was rotated by ninety degrees from the previous block. The crack plane was perpendicular to [001] and the crack front was along [100]. Again the crack is seen to propagate in a brittle manner at stresses below the calculated $K_{\text{Griffith}}$ values for the bulk metals.

The final orientation studied was also an arrester type but with the crack plane perpendicular to [101] and the crack front in the [101] direction. As expected with the presence of a <110>{111} slip system two Shockley partials similar to the ones observed for pure copper and nickel, in Figure 1, were emitted. In Figure 4a, the crack was observed to close at a stress of 0.64 as the dislocations partially relieve the lattice strain. At a stress intensity of 1.28, Fig. 4b, the crack remains in its original position and two more Shockley partials were emitted. As in the pure metals, all the dislocations were of the 1/6<121> type on {111} planes. As the crack blunts, the emitted dislocations appear to stay at the interfaces. These dislocations will control the fracture behavior in this ductile orientation.

Figure 2: Crack growth in the delamination orientation, (010)[001], at stresses of a) 0.32 and b) 0.48 MPa$\cdot$m$^{1/2}$.
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Figure 3: Crack growth in the arrester orientation, (001)[100], at stresses of a). 0.448 and b). 0.48 MPa* m$^{1/2}$.

Figure 4: Dislocation emission in the (101)[10T] orientation and stresses of a). 0.64 and b). 1.28 MPa* m$^{1/2}$.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented molecular statics simulations of crack tip configurations for copper, nickel, and Cu/Ni multilayered structures. Three orientations were studied for each structure; two were variations of the cube edge directions and the third was oriented so as to provide a <110>{111} slip system. It was found that the pure metal and the multilayers exhibited
brittle fracture in the orientations of the cube edge directions. In contrast, ductile behavior was observed in all cases for the (101)[10\bar{1}] orientation. Shockley partial dislocations with Burgers vector 1/6<121> were emitted in the pure metals as well as in the multilayers. Finally, interface effects due to the lattice mismatch were found to control the fracture behavior of the composite structures in all three orientations examined.
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Oxide, Non-Oxide, and Oxide–Metal Nanocomposites
POLYMERIZABLE COMPLEX SYNTHESIS OF NANOCOMPOSITE
BaTi$_4$O$_9$/RuO$_2$ PHOTO-CATALYTIC MATERIALS

Masato KAKIHANA
Materials and Structures Laboratory, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Nagatsuta 4259, Midori-ku, Yokohama 226, Japan, kakihan1@rlem.titech.ac.jp

ABSTRACT

The "polymerizable complex (PC)" technique, a kind of gel technologies, is based on formation of a polyester resin precursor in which various metal ions can be uniformly distributed keeping their initial stoichiometric ratio. The approach allows for the synthesis of multicomponent oxides at reduced temperatures. Feasibility of the PC method is demonstrated for the synthesis of BaTi$_4$O$_9$ at 700-900 °C. BaTi$_4$O$_9$ was subsequently converted to nanocomposite materials by modifying its surface with ultrafine particles of RuO$_2$, and they were used as photocatalysts for decomposition of water into H$_2$ and O$_2$, under irradiation of light from a high-pressure Hg lamp operated at 100 W. High-resolution transmission electron microscopic observations indicates uniform dispersion of spherical RuO$_2$ particles of -2 nm in diameter on the host BaTi$_4$O$_9$ surface. The nanocomposite BaTi$_4$O$_9$/RuO$_2$ (1 wt % Ru relative to BaTi$_4$O$_9$) material prepared by the PC method at 800 °C showed a photo-catalytic activity ~3 times higher than that of a material prepared by the conventional ceramic technique at 1100 °C.

INTRODUCTION

Fine powders of semiconducting oxides with deposited metal and/or metal oxide particles have been widely used as heterogeneous photocatalysts for innumerable chemical reactions. Among the many photocatalytic reactions, splitting of water assisted by light has become one of the most active areas in heterogeneous photocatalysis, since it can be a promising chemical route for energy renewal and energy storage. The photocatalytic splitting of water on TiO$_2$ electrodes discovered by Fujishima and Honda in 1972 [1] is a prototypic example of this concern, and there exists a vast body of literature describing the potential application of TiO$_2$-based photocatalysts for water decomposition. In recent years, a new type of photocatalysts for water decomposition have emerged, which include multi-component oxides combined with metal oxides such as Na$_2$Ti$_2$O$_7$/RuO$_2$ [2, 3] and BaTi$_4$O$_9$/RuO$_2$ [4, 5] and ion-exchangeable layered compounds such as K$_3$Nb$_7$O$_{22}$ [6-10], KCa$_2$Nb$_5$O$_{15}$ [11] and K$_2$La$_2$Ti$_3$O$_{10}$ [12]. It is also known in the latter systems that their photocatalytic activity for water decomposition was greatly enhanced when the host compounds were combined with either Ni or Pt [6-10].

One of the serious problems in studying these new composite materials as photocatalysts is the great difficulty in preparing the host compounds in their pure form at relatively low temperatures, viz. 700-900 °C. For instance, BaTi$_4$O$_9$ has been synthesized by the conventional ceramic route, which involves mixing BaCO$_3$ and TiO$_2$, followed by repeated cycles of grinding and firing at high temperatures (1000-1300 °C) [13-16]. Alternatively, attempts to synthesize BaTi$_4$O$_9$ at lower temperatures have been carried out by sol-gel techniques using metal-alcoxides, but without success [17, 18]. BaTi$_4$O$_9$ phase did not crystallize from gels derived from barium and titanium alkoxide precursors until ~900 °C, below which BaTi$_4$O$_9$ rather than BaTi$_3$O$_9$ was a major phase formed. With a further increase in firing temperature, Ba$_2$Ti$_3$O$_9$ as well as Ba$_3$Ti$_2$O$_9$ showed up with strong reduction of BaTi$_4$O$_9$. Firing the gels at 1100 °C [17] or 1300 °C [18] was required to obtain phase pure BaTi$_4$O$_9$. This rather unexpected result may arise from the differential hydrolysis and condensation rates of Ba and Ti alkoxides, wherein the latter is much more readily hydrolyzed than the former even by small amount of water, thus making it difficult to prepare homogeneously mixed Ba and Ti oxides of the required stoichiometry. (A similar type of problem will be indeed demonstrated in this paper; see Fig.3.) The situation in the synthesis of the ion-exchangeable layered compounds is more or less the same as that in BaTi$_4$O$_9$, in which processing temperatures
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higher than 1000 °C are usually required. Not only the poor uniformity of the product but also the large grain growth owing to the high-temperature heat treatment is a principal obstacle to the application of these compounds as hosts for the photocatalytic composite materials with higher activities. It is, therefore, necessary to explore another solution route, that enables the synthesis of these host compounds in their pure form at reduced temperatures (700-900 °C).

The principal aim of this paper is to demonstrate the feasibility of a simple polymerizable complex (PC) route, known as the Pechini method [19], for the synthesis of photocatalysts. BaTi₄O₉ and its composites combined with RuO₂ have been chosen as the focus of the present work, and the PC technique was successfully applied to the synthesis of pure BaTi₄O₉ at 700-900 °C [20]. The PC method is based on polymerization between citric acid (CA) and ethylene glycol (EG) in the presence of soluble metal salts with required amounts to form a polyester-type resin, inside which metal-CA complex species remain soluble to sustain the scale of mixing of different metals almost molecularly homogeneous [21-27]. An important aspect of this technique in the synthesis of BaTi₄O₉ is that the individual metal CA complexes can be immobilized in a rigid polyester network while preserving the initial stoichiometric ratio of Ba and Ti upon polymerization (see a schematic picture shown in Fig. 1). Immobilization of the metal complexes in a rigid polymer

![M-CA complexes + CA + EG](image)

**Fig. 1** Concept of polymerized complex (PC) method (schematically drawn). The fundamental reaction is esterification between citric acid (CA) and ethylene glycol (EG). This reaction occurs in sequence, leading to a polyester resin, inside which Ba and Ti are uniformly distributed keeping their initial stoichiometry (Ba/Ti=1/4).
can largely reduce a marked tendency for Ti-species to be preferentially hydrolyzed, that might occur in the alkoxide-based sol-gel technique. This remarkable character of the PC route allows us to synthesize BaTi₄O₉ at reduced temperatures without passing through formation of other barium-titanates with Ba/Ti ratios deviated from the desired Ba/Ti=1/4 stoichiometry. The surface of BaTi₄O₉ fine particles thus prepared should be modified by RuO₂ to form nanocomposite photocatalytic materials. The photocatalytic activity for the decomposition of water in the BaTi₄O₉/RuO₂ material prepared via the PC route is compared with that in a sample prepared by the conventional ceramic technique in order to demonstrate the potential advantage of the PC method in fabricating photocatalysts with higher activities.

**EXPERIMENT**

**Preparation of Host BaTi₄O₉.**

Figure 2 is a flow chart outlining the procedures followed to prepare BaTi₄O₉ by the PC method. Below described is the process for preparing ~4 g of BaTi₄O₉. Titanium tetraisopropoxide (Ti(OCH(CH₃)₂)₄; Ti(OiPr)₄) and barium carbonate (BaCO₃) were chosen as sources of titanium and barium, respectively. Ethylene glycol (HOCH₂CH₂OH: EG) was used as a solvent at the initial stage of processing, while anhydrous citric acid (HOOCCH₂(OH)(COOH)CH₂COOH; CA) was used as a complexing agent to stabilize Ba and Ti ions against water evolved during the polyesterification between EG and CA at the later stage of processing. A 40 mmol of Ti(OiPr)₄ (11.4 g) was first dissolved into 1.6 mol of EG (99.2 g ~ 92 ml). A large excess of CA (0.4 mol=76.8 g) relative to titanium (40 mmol) was added with continuous stirring to the Ti(OiPr)₄/EG solution to convert Ti(OiPr)₄ to stable Ti-CA complexes. After achieving complete dissolution of CA, 10 mmol of BaCO₃ (1.97g) was added and the mixture was magnetically stirred for 1h to drive off carbon dioxides evolved in the decomposition reaction of barium carbonate to produce a transparent 0.1mol of Ti(O₄iPr)₄/4mol of ethylene glycol solution of Ba- and Ti-CA complexes. All the procedures described above were carried out at ~50 °C. The clear solution thus prepared, while stirred with a magnetic stirrer, was heated at ~130 °C to accelerate esterification reactions between CA and EG and to remove excess solvents. The prolonged heating at ~130 °C produced viscous, bubbly mass that formed a brown transparent glassy resin upon cooling. No visible formation of precipitation or turbidity has been observed during the polymerization. Charring the resin at 350 °C for 2 h in a box furnace resulted in a black solid mass, which was lightly ground into a powder with a Tefron rod. The powder thus obtained is referred to as the "powder precursor" hereinafter. The powder precursor was heat-treated in air for 2 h at temperatures between 650°C and 900°C.

It is worthwhile to mention here that the PC technique above described involves no step of pH control in contrast to the case of the so-called amorphous

![Fig. 2 Flow chart for the polymerizable complex (PC) procedure used to prepare BaTi₄O₉.](image-url)
citrate/water gel process wherein pH of solution is usually adjusted to 3-6 by addition of ammonia to avoid any precipitation during gellation [21]. It is however anticipated, even when CA is used as a complexing agent, that addition of ammonia to a solution comprising of Ba and Ti may promote a preferential hydrolysis of titanium giving rise to inhomogeneity of the resulting gel. In the present PC technique utilizing CA and EG, addition of ammonia to the Ba/Ti=1/4 solution was also carried out on purpose to demonstrate how badly ammonia affects the phase evolution of BaTiO₃. In this additional experiment, approximately 2 ml of 17 mol/l aqueous ammonia solution (~4 times the molar quantity of titanium) was added to the original Ba/Ti=1/4 CA/EG solution to adjust its pH to ~3. Despite that the rest of procedures was the same as those depicted in Fig.2, the addition of ammonia to the original solution significantly hindered the polymerization between CA and EG, rendering the system non-viscous until most of EG and water were removed.

For the purpose of comparison, BaTiO₃ was also prepared by the conventional solid state reaction at 1100 °C for 10 h using an intimate mixture of BaCO₃ and TiO₂ achieved by mechanical grinding for 2 h.

**Preparation of Nanocomposites BaTiO₃/RuO₂**

Photocatalytic composite materials are typically made by impregnation of a powder of the host compound with an aqueous solution of a metal salt, followed by appropriate heat-treatments. This conventional way has been indeed applied to prepare BaTiO₃/RuO₂ (referred to "conventional route") [4, 5, 20]. In this work, to improve the dispersion of RuO₂ on the surface of BaTiO₃, a kind of gel coatings was employed as well (referred to "PC route"). Details of the preparation of BaTiO₃/RuO₂ (1 wt% of Ru relative to BaTiO₃) in these two different ways are written below:

i) **PC route.**

Powders of BaTiO₃ via the PC method were suspended into CA/EG=1/4 solutions containing RuCl₃ (CA/BaTiO₃=1/0.4). The suspension was stirred at ~130 °C to promote polyesterification between CA and EG. BaTiO₃ coated with a resin comprising of Ru was heat-treated at ~450 °C in a mantle heater to decompose the polymeric resin. The resulting brown powder was heated at 500 °C for 2 h under flowing H₂/N₂ gas (H₂ 2% + N₂ 98%), followed by oxidation at 475 °C in air for 7 h. BaTiO₃/RuO₂ composites thus prepared are referred to "PC-BaTiO₃/RuO₂".

ii) **Conventional route.**

Powders of BaTiO₃ via the conventional ceramic method were suspended into aqueous solutions containing RuCl₃ and the suspension was stirred for 4 h at ~70 °C until most of water was evaporated. This procedure was repeated once more. The resulting mass was dried at 100 °C for 12 h. The impregnated BaTiO₃ was heat treated at 500 °C for 2 h under flowing H₂/N₂ gas (H₂ 2% + N₂ 98%), followed by oxidation at 475 °C in air for 7 h. BaTiO₃/RuO₂ composites thus prepared are referred to "conventional-BaTiO₃/RuO₂".

**Characterization**

The products were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using CuKα radiation and Raman scattering with an excitation using the 514.5 nm line of an Ar laser to identify various possible phases formed. The thermal decomposition of the powder precursor was investigated by means of thermogravimetry-differential thermal analysis (TG-DTA) in static air with a heating rate of 10 °C/min. The specific surface area of the samples was measured by the conventional three-points BET method using nitrogen gas as absorbent. The powdered BaTiO₃/RuO₂ photocatalysts were suspended into pure water. The photo-decomposition of water by BaTiO₃/RuO₂ was then carried out at 60 °C in a closed gas-circulation reaction vessel under irradiation of light from a high-pressure Hg lamp operated at 100 W. H₂/O₂ gases evolved were analyzed by a gas chromatography. Observations and elemental analyses of RuO₂ nanoparticles on BaTiO₃ surfaces by transmission electron microscopy were performed with a JEOL JEM-2010 electron transmission microscope operated at 200 kV.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effects of addition of ammonia to Ba/Ti=1/4 CA/EG solutions on Phase Evolution of BaTi$_4$O$_9$

One of the common problems in the synthesis of BaTi$_4$O$_9$ by wet chemical routes is the difficulty in controlling the rapid hydrolysis of Ti-alkoxides (chemicals most frequently used as sources of Ti) compared with barium species. For instance, in the previously reported sol-gel synthesis of BaTi$_4$O$_9$ [18], gels derived from Ba and Ti alkoxide precursors have produced strongly multiphase samples even after the heat-treatment at 1200 °C. The preferential hydrolysis of Ti-alkoxides can form Ti-rich clusters, which destroys the cation composition of the original solution. This result tells us that Ti-alkoxides should be modified by certain organic compounds such as acetic acid to control the degree of hydrolysis and subsequent polycondensation reactions [21, 28-30]. A similar event has been observed in the present PC synthesis of BaTi$_4$O$_9$, when the pH of the original solution was adjusted to 3 by addition of ammonia. An interesting comparison can then be made as to phase evolution of BaTi$_4$O$_9$ between the original Ba/Ti=1/4 CA/EG solution (pH=0.1) and the one modified by ammonia (pH=3). Figure 3 shows XRD patterns of the powder precursor (derived from the ammonia containing solution) calcined in air at different temperatures.

Fig.3 X-ray diffraction patterns of the Ba/Ti=1/4 composition powder precursor (derived from an ammonia containing solution (pH=3)) calcined in static air for 2 h at 600 °C (a), 650 °C (b), 700 °C (c), 800 °C (d), 900 °C (e), 1000 °C (f), and 1200 °C (g).
for 2 h. An immediate conclusion drawn from Fig. 3 is that the process of phase evolution is quite complicated: BaTiO$_3$ rather than the desired BaTiO$_4$ formed as a main phase between 650 °C and 800 °C, BaTiO$_5$ showed up only after calcination at 900 °C accompanied with strong reduction of BaTiO$_3$ but with evolution of a new phase Ba$_3$Ti$_2$O$_9$, and no phase pure BaTiO$_4$ could be obtained even after calcination at 1200 °C. Formation of BaTiO$_3$ in preference to BaTiO$_4$ at temperatures below 800 °C may imply that a -Ti-O-Ti- network is built up around a barium ion thus creating clusters locally rich in Ti with respect to Ba. An important concern is that addition of ammonia plays a role not only to promote the preferential hydrolysis of TiOiPr$_4$ but also to inhibit ester reactions between CA and EG. The inhibition of ester reactions by ammonia comes from an increased pH of the solution, that significantly enhances the dissociation of protons from carboxylic acid (-COOH) groups in CA according to the following type of reaction:

\[
\text{CA-(COOH)$_3$ + n OH}^{-} \rightarrow \text{CA-(COOH)$_{3-n}$ (COO$^-$)$_n$ + n H}_2O \quad (1).
\]

Ester reactions occur only between carboxylic acid (-COOH) groups of CA and hydroxyl (-OH) groups of EG (see Fig. 1), while the dissociated carboxylate (-COO$^-$) groups do not participate in the esterification. Thus an increased fraction of COO$^-$ in CA due to an increase in pH renders the solution fluid or non-viscous, that ruins the most characteristic feature of the PC method based upon polyesterification. Atomistic mixing of the original solution is no longer maintained in this case because the lower the viscosity of the solution, the more the chance TiOiPr$_4$ has of forming Ti-rich clusters as a result of its preferential hydrolysis.

Synthesis of BaTiO$_3$ at 700-900 °C using Ba/Ti=1/4 CA/EG solutions nonmodified by ammonia

In sharp contrast to the case just mentioned above, a rigid polyester network easily forms starting from the original solution nonmodified by ammonia. The pH of the original solution is ~0.1, which indicates that most of CA remain undissociated, thus favoring polyesterification between CA and EG. It is probable that prior to the occurrence of hydrolysis of Ti-species, metal species are frozen in a rigid polyester network with preservation of the cation composition identical to that of the original solution. Atomistic mixing is now maintained better in this case, as is demonstrated by the successful synthesis of BaTiO$_3$ at 700-900 °C.

Figure 4 illustrates typical TG-DTA curves of a Ba/Ti=1/4 composition powder precursor fired in air using a heating rate of 10 °C/min in the temperature range of 25 °C and 1000 °C. The TG curve shows a continuously small weight loss up to ~320 °C, another larger weight loss extending up to ~680 °C for a heating rate of 10 °C/min, and no further weight loss up to 1000 °C. The first weight loss is mostly due to dehydration and evaporation of volatile organic components. The second large weight loss between 320 °C and 680 °C can be ascribed to decomposition of organics involved in the powder precursor. Any clear plateaus, indicating formation of well-defined intermediate decomposition products, were not identified between 320 °C and 680 °C on the TG curve. In view of the fact that there is no further weight loss above 680 °C up to 1000 °C in the Ba/Ti=1/4 composition powder precursor, it is expected that the decomposition product at temperatures higher than 680 °C contains neither distinct carbonate related intermediate phase (including isolated BaCO$_3$) nor isolated carbons. The DTA scan of the powder precursor at a heating rate of 10 °C/min in static air shows a large exotherm feature corresponding to the large weight loss observed by TG between 320 °C and 680 °C, which can be attributed to burnout of most of organics involved in the powder precursor. A weak but significant exotherm feature starting at ~730 °C (marked with an arrow) in the DTA curve can probably be attributed to the onset of crystallization into BaTiO$_3$ since this is not accompanied with a weight loss. Crystallization of BaTiO$_3$ at ~700 °C has indeed been confirmed by XRD shown below (Fig.5).

The XRD patterns of powders obtained after calcining the powder precursor (derived from the low pH solution without pH adjustment) in air at three different temperatures for 2 h are shown in Fig.5 in 2θ range of 10-55°. Powder precursors heat treated above 650 °C were all white, which was usually indicative of complete burnout of the residual carbon consistent with the TG-DTA
Fig. 4  TG-DTA curves of the Ba/Ti=1/4 composition precursor (derived from the original solution nonmodified by ammonia) in air with a heating rate 10 °C/min.

analysis (Fig.4). The powder precursor fired at 650 °C was primarily amorphous in structure, as shown by the broad continuum in the XRD in Fig.5 (a). Drastic crystallization has occurred during the heat treatment of the powder precursor in air at 700 °C for 2 h (Fig.5(b)). The width of the principal lines somewhat sharpens at 800 °C (Fig.5(c)) but the overall shape of the pattern remains unchanged. Note however that the broad continuum in Fig.5(a) can be slightly recognized in the XRD pattern (Fig.5(b)) of the sample heat-treated at 700 °C. (This residual amorphous component appears to affect the photocatalytic activity of BaTi$_4$O$_9$/RuO$_2$ in a negative way as shown later.) All the well-defined peaks in the XRD patterns of Figs.5(b) and (c) exhibited a pure orthorhombic phase of BaTi$_4$O$_9$ in good agreement with the diffraction pattern observed for this compound by Phule et al. [17]. It should be stressed here that the impurity phases BaTi$_4$O$_{11}$, Ba$_4$Ti$_2$O$_{30}$ and BaTi$_2$O$_5$, which are most frequently formed as by-products during the synthesis of BaTi$_2$O$_9$, were not detected by XRD. Another important aspect worthwhile to mention is that no reflections from BaCO$_3$ and TiO$_2$ were observed as distinct intermediate phases prior to the formation of BaTi$_3$O$_9$ during the thermal decomposition of the powder precursor at 650 °C. Since it is known that well-crystalline BaCO$_3$ and TiO$_2$ are obtained at 500 °C from similar thermal decomposition of powder precursors containing only Ba or Ti [31, 32], no detection of BaCO$_3$ and TiO$_2$ from the Ba/Ti=1/4 composition precursor should be considered as an implication of almost perfect mixing of the constituent cations in the powder precursor. This would in turn indicate that BaTi$_3$O$_9$ does not form through a solid-state reaction between isolated BaCO$_3$ and TiO$_2$ fine particles but forms directly from the XRD amorphous PC precursor above 700 °C without significant segregation of the individual metals. The temperature (700 °C) at which BaTi$_3$O$_9$ starts to crystallize via the PC method is so far the lowest processing temperature for this compound.
Fig. 5 X-ray diffraction patterns of the Ba/Ti=1/4 composition powder precursor (derived from the original solution nonmodified by ammonia) calcined in static air for 2 h at 650 °C (a), 700 °C (b) and 800 °C (c).

The purity of the BaTi₄O₉ sample was also checked by Raman spectroscopy, a technique which is capable of detecting impurities consisting of very small crystallites not easily identified with the XRD technique because of their diffuse reflections. The Raman pattern of a powder obtained after calcining the powder precursor in air at 700 °C for 2 h is shown in Fig. 6 in a frequency range of 60-1200 cm⁻¹, where all the lines well coincide in both position and relative intensities with those of the orthorhombic BaTi₄O₉. The Raman spectrum also shows no evidence for the presence of BaCO₃ because of the complete absence of the strongest Raman peak at 1059 cm⁻¹ characteristic of BaCO₃.
Photocatalytic activities of BaTi$_4$O$_9$/RuO$_2$

Figure 7 shows H$_2$ gas evolution volumes with illumination time for BaTi$_4$O$_9$/RuO$_2$ samples prepared at 700 °C or 800 °C by the PC route, and their photocatalytic activity is compared with that of another sample prepared at 1100 °C by the conventional ceramic route. The corresponding O$_2$ gas evolution volumes were confirmed to be equal to half the volumes of H$_2$ gas for all the samples tested; i.e. H$_2$O is stoichiometrically decomposed into H$_2$ and (1/2)O$_2$. As expected from the low surface area (~1 m$^2$/g) of the conventional-BaTi$_4$O$_9$/RuO$_2$, the PC-BaTi$_4$O$_9$/RuO$_2$ samples with higher surface areas (8-20 m$^2$/g) have higher photo-catalytic activities compared to those for the conventional-BaTi$_4$O$_9$/RuO$_2$. Quite interestingly, however, the PC-BaTi$_4$O$_9$/RuO$_2$ sample prepared at 700 °C showed photocatalytic activities much less than expected from its relatively large surface area (~20 m$^2$/g). The second PC-BaTi$_4$O$_9$/RuO$_2$ sample prepared at 800 °C showed ~2 times higher photocatalytic activities compared to those for the first PC-BaTi$_4$O$_9$/RuO$_2$ sample prepared at 700 °C despite its lower surface area (~8 m$^2$/g). One possible explanation for this contradiction is that the host BaTi$_4$O$_9$ compound prepared at 700 °C contains a lot of defects such as amorphous components (as indeed revealed by XRD; see Fig.5 and text), which may act as recombination centers for photo-induced electrons and holes thus reducing the net photocatalytic activity significantly. The unexpected larger photocatalytic activity in PC-BaTi$_4$O$_9$/RuO$_2$ prepared at 800 °C can be explained by taking into account the balance of two conflicting factors that affect the overall photocatalytic activity. When the processing temperature for BaTi$_4$O$_9$ is increased from 700 °C to 800 °C, the expected increment of the photocatalytic activity owing to the decrease in the
Fig. 7  Photoassisted water decomposition on RuO$_2$-impregnated BaTi$_4$O$_9$. The host BaTi$_4$O$_9$ powders were prepared by the PC method at 700 °C (△) and 800 °C (●) or by the conventional ceramic route at 1100 °C (■). The amount of RuO$_2$ is the same for all the BaTi$_4$O$_9$ powders (1 wt% of Ru relative to BaTi$_4$O$_9$). The weight of each catalyst used for test is 0.2 g.

Fraction of amorphous components may excel the other expected decrement of the photocatalytic activity owing to the decrease in the surface area. For genuine crystals of BaTi$_4$O$_9$ practically free from any defects, the photocatalytic activity should then be primarily governed by their surface area. This was indeed confirmed by the observation of the strong reduction in the photocatalytic activity with the increase in the preparation temperature from 800 °C to 900 °C: i.e. the decrement of the photocatalytic activity is almost consistent with what is expected from the decrease in the surface area. Thus the remarkable acceleration of the photocatalytic reaction in the PC-BaTi$_4$O$_9$/RuO$_2$ sample prepared at 800 °C can be considered as a consequence of utilizing such a sample well optimized with respect to the balance between the crystallinity and the surface area.
High-resolution electron microscopic image of $\text{BaTi}_4\text{O}_9$/RuO$_2$

The $\text{BaTi}_4\text{O}_9$ compound is characterized by the presence of the pentagonal-prism tunnel structure, which is supposed to serve as a prevention against aggregation of RuO$_2$ particles [5]. Since the photocatalytic process can be influenced not only by the particle size of the host $\text{BaTi}_4\text{O}_9$, but also by how evenly and finely RuO$_2$ particles are distributed over the surface of $\text{BaTi}_4\text{O}_9$, a high-resolution electron microscopic image for one of the PC-$\text{BaTi}_4\text{O}_9$/RuO$_2$ samples was taken as a photograph (Fig. 8). A number of dark spots of ~2 nm in diameter are homogeneously distributed on the surface of $\text{BaTi}_4\text{O}_9$, and from the energy analysis of the characteristic X-ray peak they were confirmed to be composed of Ru elements. It can be concluded that the high photocatalytic activity of the nanocomposite PC-$\text{BaTi}_4\text{O}_9$/RuO$_2$ material is at least partly attributable to the uniform distributions of RuO$_2$ nanoparticles on $\text{BaTi}_4\text{O}_9$ with relatively large surface areas.

CONCLUSION

A pure $\text{BaTi}_4\text{O}_9$ has been successfully synthesized by heat-treating the PC powder precursors in air at reduced temperatures (700-900 °C) for 2 h. The success in lowering the processing temperature for $\text{BaTi}_4\text{O}_9$ down to 700 °C implies that the molecular-level mixing of Ba and Ti seems to be likely throughout the PC process. It has been shown that the PC route is a promising methodology for preparing $\text{BaTi}_4\text{O}_9$ with relatively large surface areas that can be subsequently used as highly active nanocomposite $\text{BaTi}_4\text{O}_9$/RuO$_2$ photocatalysts for water decomposition.

Fig. 8 A high-resolution transmission electron microscopic image of PC-$\text{BaTi}_4\text{O}_9$/RuO$_2$ (1 wt% Ru relative to $\text{BaTi}_4\text{O}_9$) prepared at 700 °C. A lot of dark spots correspond to RuO$_2$ particles.
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ABSTRACT

The effects of grain size on the phase transformations in nanocrystalline ZrO\textsubscript{2}-Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} have been experimentally investigated. Compositions from 10 to 50 vol\% Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} in ZrO\textsubscript{2} were obtained as a hydroxide gel. The powders were then calcined at 600 °C for 17 hours and heat treated at 1100 °C for 24 and 120 hours and at 1200 °C for 2 hours. The phase distribution and grain size were determined using x-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy. The initial grain size after calcining was 8-17 nm. It was determined that the critical ZrO\textsubscript{2} grain size to avoid the tetragonal to monoclinic phase transformation on cooling from 1100 °C was between 17 and 25 nm. Samples containing 50% Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} maintained a grain size below the critical size for all times and temperatures. The 30% Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} samples showed the same behavior in all but one heat treatment. The remainder of the samples showed significant grain growth and at least partial transformation to the monoclinic phase.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years nanocrystalline materials have been the subject of a great deal of research. Nanocrystalline materials have grain sizes typically less than 100 nm, and in some materials the grain size can be as low as 5-10 nm.[1] Because these materials have up to 50 vol\% grain boundaries, they often have radically different properties than conventional materials. Properties altered by grain size include lowered thermal conductivity, increased hardness, and even low temperature ductility in some ceramics. [2-4]

ZrO\textsubscript{2} undergoes a series of transformations upon cooling. The cubic-to-tetragonal transformation occurs at 2370°C and the tetragonal-to-monoclinic transformation occurs at 1170 °C. [5] This second transformation is martensitic in nature and causes a 3-5 vol\% increase, which can lead to cracking in the material. [6] To eliminate this volume change the high temperature phases are typically stabilized by dopants such as Y\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} and CeO\textsubscript{2}. [7] The resulting partially stabilized ZrO\textsubscript{2} (PSZ) is widely used for thermal barrier coatings and for ZrO\textsubscript{2} toughened Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} ceramics.

The tetragonal phase of ZrO\textsubscript{2} can also be stabilized by reducing the grain size below a critical amount. Grains become too small to nucleate the monoclinic phase, and thus the tetragonal phase can exist at room temperature without the addition of stabilizing dopants. Garvie developed the following equation for critical grain size in pure unconstrained ZrO\textsubscript{2} based on surface free energy considerations, which is valid below $T_b$:

$$r_c = \frac{-3(\Delta \sigma)}{q(1 - T / T_b)}$$ (1)

where $r_c$ is the critical grain size, $\Delta \sigma$ is the difference in surface free energy between the high temperature phase and the low temperature phase, $q$ is the heat of transformation per unit volume of an infinite crystal, and $T_b$ is the transformation temperature of an infinite crystal. [8] Figure 1 shows the variation of the critical grain size with temperature up to $T_b$. In order to be able to
operate at a low temperature or thermally cycle the material without allowing the tetragonal-to-monoclinic transformation, the grain size must be maintained at ~20nm.

![Figure 1: Theoretical Critical Grain Size in Tetragonal ZrO$_2$](image)

The critical grain size increases with operating temperature or if constrained by a matrix.[6, 9, 10] For a zirconia particle constrained by a matrix, the equation for critical grain size was given by Lange as:

$$r_c = \frac{6(\gamma_m - \gamma_t)}{[\Delta G^c - \Delta U_{se}]}$$

where $\gamma_m$ and $\gamma_t$ are the interfacial surface energies in the monoclinic and tetragonal states, $g_s$ is the ratio of the interfacial surface areas of the two phases, $\Delta G^c$ is the free energy of the system and $\Delta U_{se}$ is the strain energy associated with the transformed particle.[6] The critical grain size decreases after thermal cycling, and heavily depends on the processing. In the literature the reported critical grain size ranges from 15-30 nm, because of differences in measurement and processing. [6, 11-13]

Maintaining the critical grain size can be accomplished by taking advantage of the properties of ‘nearly immiscible systems’. In these systems, of which the ZrO$_2$-Al$_2$O$_3$ system is an example, two solid phases with little or no mutual solid solubility can control each other’s grain growth. This can be accomplished by interpenetrating phases acting as diffusion barriers, or by small grains of one phase pinning the grains of the other phase. [14, 15] This second phenomena has been observed in ZrO$_2$ toughened Al$_2$O$_3$ systems with low concentrations of ZrO$_2$[14]. It is hoped that small Al$_2$O$_3$ grains in low concentrations can act to pin ZrO$_2$ grains in high ZrO$_2$ - Al$_2$O$_3$ systems. The goal of the current research was to determine the optimum combination of Al$_2$O$_3$ and ZrO$_2$ needed to maintain grain size at high temperature and thus retain the tetragonal phase. In addition, the research sought to verify measurements of critical grain size and attempt to determine the mechanism for grain size control.

**EXPERIMENT**

Colloidal dispersions of 20% ZrO$_2$ and 20% Al$_2$O$_3$ in water were obtained from Alfa/Aesar. ZrO$_2$ gels containing 10, 20, 30 and 50 vol% Al$_2$O$_3$ were prepared from the colloidal
dispersions and calcined at 600 °C for 17 hours in air. Samples were subsequently heat treated at 1100 °C for 24 and 120 hours and at 1200 °C for 2 hours. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to determine the percentage of each phase present. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and selected area diffraction (SAD) were used to determine the grain size and phase analysis and to examine the microstructure.

RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the percent of ZrO₂ in the tetragonal phase in each sample after heat treatment. In all of the calcined samples, the ZrO₂ was 100% tetragonal. The Al₂O₃ was found to be either γ-AlOOH (boehmite) or γ-Al₂O₃, a cubic transition form of Al₂O₃. After 24 hours at 1100 °C, the 10% Al₂O₃ samples contained 100% monoclinic ZrO₂, and the 20% samples contained less than 60% tetragonal. The 30% and 50% samples maintained 90% or greater tetragonal ZrO₂ even after 120 hours at temperature. The Al₂O₃ transformed from γ-Al₂O₃ to varying amounts of θ- and α-Al₂O₃.

The evolution of the XRD spectra of the 10% Al₂O₃ sample can be seen in figures 3 and 4. In the region from 25-40 °2θ, the tetragonal (111) peak can be seen in figure 3. In figure 4, this peak has disappeared and has been replaced by the monoclinic (111) and (111) peaks. In contrast, figure 5 shows the XRD spectra of the 50% Al₂O₃ sample after 120 hours, showing that the tetragonal phase has been retained. The Al₂O₃ phases often proved difficult to identify. This is due to the fact that the highest intensity peaks coincided for several different phases of Al₂O₃, and in some cases are hidden by nearby ZrO₂ peaks. There is therefore some uncertainty in the Al₂O₃ phase identification.

Figure 6 shows the results of the grain size measurements performed on TEM micrographs. In the calcined samples, all of the compositions showed a grain size of less than 20 nm. After 24 hours, the 10% and 20% samples had grown the most, and had exceeded the critical grain size for tetragonal ZrO₂. Most of the samples with a high percentage of tetragonal ZrO₂ maintained a grain size of 15-25 nm. However, a few samples had grains as large as 28 nm while maintaining the tetragonal phase. This agrees with the literature values of 15-30 nm as the critical grain size for tetragonal ZrO₂. Dark field TEM images were used to determine the size of the Al₂O₃ grains in several samples. The Al₂O₃ grain size varied widely, from 10-50 nm, with the majority of the grains in the 20-50 nm range. XRD measurements of the grain size proved to be difficult, as the sample quantities were limited, leading to low intensity data and a low degree of confidence in the results.

![Figure 2: Tetragonal ZrO₂ Evolution During Heat Treatment](image-url)
Figure 3: XRD Pattern of Calcined 10% Al₂O₃-90% ZrO₂

Figure 4: XRD Pattern of 10% Al₂O₃-90% ZrO₂ After Heat Treatment at 1100 °C for 120 hours
CONCLUSIONS

In general the 30% and 50% samples maintained desired grain size and phase distribution. The 20% samples did show some retention of the tetragonal phase, which implies that 20% Al2O3 might be enough for full stabilization if the mixing were improved. The critical grain size for tetragonal ZrO2 was confirmed at 15-30 nm. The Al2O3 was found to be in transition phases such as γ- and θ-Al2O3 more frequently than the stable α-Al2O3 phase. The Al2O3 grains were found to be larger than the ZrO2 grains. This rules out the possibility of a pinning mechanism for the grain size control, as the Al2O3 grains would need to be smaller than the ZrO2 grains for pinning to occur. EDX studies are planned in order to conclusively identify the means of grain size control. In addition, attempts will be made to reduce the Al2O3 grain size, and to observe its effect on the grain size and phase evolution in the ZrO2.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we report our experimental results of lead zirconate titanate (PZT) thick-films prepared from the sol-gel derived nanocomposites. Transparent Pb-Zr-Ti-B-Si gels were synthesized from various metal organic precursors. PZT grains with the size of one hundred nanometers were homogeneously grown from the gels in the annealing process. Then PZT thick-films were prepared using the gel-derived glass-ceramic powders with average particle size below 300 nm. Surficial morphology, dielectric and ferroelectric properties of the films were studied. The characteristics of such films are attributed to the nano-sized composite structure of the gel-derived PZT glass-ceramic precursors.

INTRODUCTION

PZT-based thick-films have shown great potential as piezoelectric sensors and actuators [1-3]. The glass phase is one of the important constituents as binding phase in the films. Conventionally, the thick-film pastes are prepared by mixing the powders of ferroelectric phase and glass phase using a ball-mill process [1,4]. The agglomeration of fine ferroelectric powders limits the improvement of the homogeneity of the mixture. The glass-ceramic technique, however, results in finer crystallites and the glass phases and thus could be useful for fabricating PZT-based thick-film or multilayer packages with improved structure and properties.

Although PZT ceramics have been used widely for many years, PZT glass-ceramics have not yet been well developed. Only in recent years has any work been done on glass-ceramics with a PZT phase [5]. Usually, ferroelectric glass-ceramics are prepared by a melting/quenching process. Understandably, fine PZT glass-ceramics with a substantial amount of pure PZT crystalline phase are difficult to fabricate by conventional melting, because of the high volatility of Pb and the high melting temperature of Zr. The authors have reported the preparation for ferroelectric glass-ceramics using the sol-gel method [6-7]. In this paper, the PZT thick-films fabricated by the sol-gel derived glass-ceramic have been studied.

EXPERIMENTAL

Pb-, Zr-, Ti-, B-, and Si- containing transparent gels were synthesized from metal alkoxides or organic metal salts using the sol-gel technique. Lead acetate (Pb(CH$_3$COO)$_2$·3H$_2$O), titanium butoxide (Ti(OC$_2$H$_5$)$_4$), zirconium acetyl-acetonate (Zr(CH$_3$COCHCOCH$_3$)$_4$), tripropyl borate (B(OCH$_2$CH$_2$CH$_3$)$_3$), and ethyl silicate (Si(OCH$_2$CH$_3$)$_4$) precursor materials were dissolved into the common solvent 2-ethoxyethanol, and the solutions turned into gels in the air. In the present study, the atomic ratio of Pb:Zr:Ti:B:Si was 1.1:0.5:0.5:0.2:0.2.

After aging and drying, the gels were pyrolysed at 650°C. The perovskite PZT crystallites as small as 100 nm were formed in the firing process. The fired gels were then crushed and ground by the ball milling with ethanol to obtain fine powders. Due to the nature of the glass-ceramics,
the thick-film pastes were prepared directly by blending the powders with an organic vehicle without adding any other glass frit. PZT based thick-films were then screen printed on alumina substrates with Pt/Au bottom electrodes and sintered at 1100°C for 10 minutes. Au top electrodes were printed and fired for electric characterization.

The particle sizes of the gel-derived powders were measured using a BI-90 particle size analyser. The PZT films were printed using an AMI 251 screen printer and their cross-sectional profiles were examined using a RTH 112/1550 surgraphic recorder. The surfaces of the samples were observed using a Cambridge Stereoscan 360 scanning electron microscope (SEM). The dielectric properties were characterized using a HP 4284A precision LCR meter and the leakage currents were measured using a HP 4156A precision semiconductor parameter analyzer. The ferroelectric hysteresis loops of the films were measured under virtual ground model using a RT66 ferroelectric test system.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It has been found that the crystallization of Pb-Zr-Ti-B-Si (PZTBS) gel is controlled by the nucleus sites of the entire matrix and the perovskite PZT grains as small as 100 nm have formed during the pyrolysis process. Research on the crystallization of the PZT phase have revealed that the small tetragonal ZrO₂ precipitates may be the original crystal nuclei of the lead zirconate titanate crystalline phase in PZTBS [8]. Figure 1 shows the measured particle sizes of the gel-derived powders after ball milling. The volume median diameter is around 260 nm, and so the powders are obviously smaller than the conventional ceramic powders used for thick-film pastes. The powders are aggregated by many grains bonded with glass phase together. In fact, the PZT grain sizes are even smaller than the particle sizes shown in Fig. 1.

The cross-sectional profile from a sintered PZT film is shown in Fig. 2. The thickness of the film is uniform and about 50 µm, and its surface is smooth. The adhesion of the films to the electrodes is strong. The surficial micrographic picture in Fig. 3 shows a densified structure and the homogeneous mixture of the PZT grains with the glass phase, although a few pores exist in the picture. Such a surficial structure is much denser than that of the thick-films prepared using conventional ceramic and glass powders with similar composition. The fineness and

![Particle Size Distribution](image_url)
homogeneity of the gel-derived precursor composed of 100 nm sized PZT grains and the glass phase are believed to contribute to the resulted good quality of the films. In the firing process for the films, the PZT grains in the glass-ceramic have developed greatly and the average surficial grain size is over 1 μm for the glass-ceramic derived thick-films annealed at 1100°C for 10 min.

The leakage current of the film measured with increasing voltage varying from 1 to 100 V, at 1 V step increments, is shown in Fig. 4. The leakage current increases from around 1 to 100 pA with the applied voltage increasing from 1 to 100 V. The calculated resistivity, based on the measured leakage current and the dimension of the film, is also given in the same figure and the value is around $7 \times 10^{12}$ ohm-cm. This resistivity is as high as that of bulk ceramics and is suitable to produce practical ferroelectric devices.
FIG. 4. Leakage current and resistivity under increasing voltage for the PZTBS glass-ceramic thick-film annealed at 1100°C for 10 min.

The dielectric loss is below 1% in the range of 100 Hz - 100 kHz, and increased to 1.3% at 1 MHz, as shown in Fig. 5. This figure also indicates that the dielectric constant of the film is about 90, a value much lower than the bulk ceramic samples. This phenomenon is believed to be attributed to the existence of the glass gradients with low dielectric constant in the present glass-ceramic thick-films. Since both the Ti and Zr elements are precipitated from the amorphous gel to form the PZT grains, the possible deviation of actual Zr/Ti ratio from the morphotropic boundary may also contribute to the decrease in the dielectric constant.

The polarization-electric field hysteresis loops, which are the confirming evidence for ferroelectricity, are given in Fig. 6 for the PZT films, with alternating fields varying between 150 and 200 kV/cm. With allowance for resistance compensation, a remanent polarization of 0.030
FIG. 6. The polarization - electric field hysteresis loops of the PZTBS glass-ceramic thick-film annealed at 1100°C for 10 min.

\( \mu \text{C/cm}^2 \) and a coercive field of 75 kV/cm have been observed under a 200 kV/cm peak driving field. Since the leakage current is only 40 nA under such a high electric field, the remanent polarization and the coercive field remain almost the same value even in the case without resistance compensation. The remanent polarization is about one order of magnitude less than the PZT thin ceramic films and the same order of magnitude as the reported value for conventional PZT thick-films with glass added as the binding phase [4,9-10]. The coercive field for our samples is higher compared to PZT ceramic samples. The reason is believed to be the existence of the glass phase in the thick-films. For the glass-ceramic, the possible deviation of Zr/Ti ratio from the morphotropic phase boundary can also contribute to the smaller remanent polarization. Stronger ferroelectricity is expected if the PZT concentration in the glass-ceramic is further improved and/or the Zr/Ti ratio is better controlled.

CONCLUSIONS

The ferroelectric PZT thick-films have been prepared from gel-derived composite precursors of one hundred nanometer sized PZT grains and glass phase. The fineness and homogeneity of the precursor used for the pastes result in denser films with high resistivity and low dielectric loss. So the gel-derived glass-ceramics are gifted with some advantages for thick-film applications over the conventional process. The results also show that the dielectric constant and remanent polarization of the glass-ceramic films are lower than the ceramic films. Further improvement of the ferroelectric properties can be expected in the future research.
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ABSTRACT

A rapid consolidation technique has been utilized in producing single phase Al2O3 in less than 10 minutes at 1400 °C resulting in a grain size less than 500 nm. TiO2 has been added in hopes of obtaining Al2O3/Al2TiO5 nanocomposites in sintering times less than 30 minutes. The sintering process involves resistance heating of a graphite die containing the powder at heating rates of about 10 °C/s. The resistance heating step is preceded by a preparatory step consisting of DC voltage pulses applied across a prepressed powder compact. The retention of the nanostructure is attributed to the rapid heating rate although the possible effect of the DC pulses are also discussed. An Al2O3/Al2TiO5 composite has been produced during a short anneal immediately following sintering of an Al2O3/TiO2 nanocomposite. Substantial grain growth has been observed to occur during the transformation taking the composite to the microcrystalline regime.

INTRODUCTION

Nanocrystalline powders are used in processing metal and ceramic parts in hopes of maintaining the nano-sized structure during the consolidation step. Unique properties have been observed in consolidated nanostructured materials (n-materials) but there is much that is not understood about the details of the structure/property relationships. Therefore in addition to the interest of basic science there is significant interest in producing n-materials for engineering applications based on the observed improvements in mechanical strength, toughness and formability.

The ability to produce ceramics with a stable nanostructure holds promise for producing ceramic materials capable of superplastic forming processes. Ceramic materials such as zirconia and titania have been successfully and routinely sintered to near theoretical density while maintaining the nanostructure. Nanophase alumina has been more difficult to produce by conventional sintering and hot-pressing presumably due to the high and anisotropic grain boundary energy making grain growth difficult to overcome. However, extensive powder processing techniques have been utilized to facilitate rapid and low temperature consolidation thus resulting in ultra-fine structures [1,2].

In order to stabilize the nanostructure in fully consolidated Al2O3, additives and secondary phases such as MgO and TiO2 are required. TiO2 enhances the sintering of alumina, and above 1280 °C forms Al2TiO5 in Al2O3. Al2TiO5 is of interest because a substantial amount of an Al2TiO5 secondary phase in Al2O3 has been observed to increase the high temperature ductility of an Al2O3/ZrO2 composite by minimizing the grain growth during deformation [3]. In addition, the large thermal expansion mismatch between Al2O3
and Al₂TiO₅ introduces residual stresses in the Al₂O₃ matrix near the interphase boundaries and it is suggested that this may influence the toughness of the composite [4-6].

It is the purpose of this study to apply a technique that has been successful in consolidating Al₂O₃ composites in very short times maintaining the nanostructure without the need for extensive powder preprocessing [7-13] to forming an Al₂O₃/Al₂TiO₅ nanocomposite.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Powders

The starting powders used in this study are described in Table I.

Table I: Starting Powders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>phase</th>
<th>particle size</th>
<th>surface area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al₂O₃</td>
<td>Baikowski</td>
<td>100% α</td>
<td>30 nm</td>
<td>50 m²/g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al₂O₃ + 250 ppm</td>
<td>Baikowski</td>
<td>100% α</td>
<td>30 nm</td>
<td>50 m²/g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂</td>
<td>Nanophase</td>
<td>80% anatase</td>
<td>32 nm</td>
<td>48 m²/g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technologies</td>
<td>20% rutile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The composite powders were mixed by ultrasonic agitation in a methanol solution. For the single phase materials the powders were placed directly into the graphite dies for pressing without any solution processing.

The 70 vol% Al₂O₃ / 30 vol% Al₂TiO₅ composite was produced by adding 12.5 wt% TiO₂ to the Al₂O₃ powder taking into account the volume increase associated with the Al₂O₃ + TiO₂ → Al₂TiO₅ reaction.

Sintering

A schematic of the sintering process is illustrated in Figure 1. The powders are initially briefly pressed at room temperature under 10 MPa in a graphite die with an inner diameter equal to 2 cm. DC pulses (750 A) of 90 ms duration are then applied across the die for a 60 s period. Immediately following this preparatory procedure, a constant current (1500 to 2000 A) is then applied heating the die at rates of up to 10 °C/s. After sintering, the dies were removed from the chamber and subsequently cooled to room temperature. Final specimen thicknesses were about 3 mm.

Characterization

Densities were measured using the Archimedes method with methanol being used as the immersing medium. Relative densities were calculated using the following theoretical densities: Al₂O₃ : 3.987 g/cm³, TiO₂ : 4.245 g/cm³, Al₂TiO₅ : 3.70 g/cm³. Particle sizes of powders and dislocation generation were verified by TEM micrographs and grain sizes of densified compacts were determined by SEM. The phase analysis for the composites was characterized by XRD.
Figure 1. Schematic of the sintering process.
RESULTS

Sintering

Figure 2 shows an SEM micrograph of a fracture surface of an MgO-doped Al₂O₃ specimen sintered to 99.9% theoretical density in 10 minutes at 1400 °C illustrating the retention of the grain size to less than 500 nm.

The sintering behavior of the materials used is depicted in Figure 3 where the calculated relative densities are plotted with respect to the sintering temperature. All samples were held at the sintering temperature for 10 minutes and at a pressure of 60 MPa unless otherwise indicated. The beneficial effects of the additives on sintering is apparent.

Figure 2. Fracture surface of an MgO-doped Al₂O₃ specimen sintered to 99.9% theoretical density in 10 minutes at 1400 °C.

Figure 3. Theoretical density versus sintering temperature plot for pure Al₂O₃ and with MgO and TiO₂ additives.
Formation of $\text{Al}_2\text{TiO}_5$ secondary phase

Formation of $\text{Al}_2\text{TiO}_5$ begins after the specimen nears theoretical density [14]. Figure 4a shows the diffraction pattern of a composite sample sintered at 1400 °C obtaining full density after five minutes and the only phases present are the initial $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ and $\text{TiO}_2$. In Figure 4b can be seen the pattern for a specimen held further at 1400 °C for 25 minutes showing a full transformation of the $\text{Al}_2\text{TiO}_5$ phase. The transformation was reported by Mishra et al. to take place during similar processing conditions within 10 minutes for a $\gamma$-$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 + 2$ vol% $\text{TiO}_2$ composite and the ultra-fine grain size was maintained [13]. Figure 5a is a fracture surface from an $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3/\text{TiO}_2$ nanocomposite where the grain size can be seen to have been maintained during sintering. This is to be contrasted with the fracture surface shown in Figure 5b of a composite sintered to near full density then subsequently held for 30 minutes during which $\text{Al}_2\text{TiO}_5$ is formed. It is apparent from the comparison of these two specimens that substantial grain growth has taken place during the transformation. This grain growth will have to be overcome in order to obtain the nanocomposite.

![Image]

Figure 4. Diffraction patterns for (a) an $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3/\text{TiO}_2$ specimen sintered to 99.8% theoretical density in 5 minutes at 1400 °C and (b) a similar specimen held further at 1400 °C for 30 minutes.
Figure 5. Fracture surfaces for (a) an Al$_2$O$_3$/TiO$_2$ nanocomposite sintered to 99.0% theoretical density in 7.5 minutes at 1325 °C and (b) an Al$_2$O$_3$/Al$_2$TiO$_5$ composite held at 1400 °C for 30 minutes.
DISCUSSION

The ability for consolidating nanophase ceramics using this technique is apparent. However, the exact mechanisms involved in the rapid-sintering process are still yet to be determined unambiguously. Notwithstanding, the beneficial effects of the pulsing step have been considered to be related to particle surface cleaning due either to concentrated current density at particle-particle contacts [7] or charge buildup and subsequent dielectric breakdown occurring between neighboring particles [13]. In the latter case, the sinterability of a given material will therefore be influenced by the materials dielectric constant and strength.

The difficulty in determining the mechanisms involved in this process is due partly to some difficulty in controlling processing parameters accurately and consistently as well as for lack of precise analytical techniques for determining the character of the dielectric breakdown if in fact it is occurring. Further analysis is underway to explore the influence of the pulsing cycle on the consolidation of specimens by way of control of the processing parameters and for characterization of the effect of the pulsed current.

Aside from the possible influence of the DC pulses on consolidation, the retention of the ultra-fine grain size in this study could also be attributed to the pressure application combined with the rapid heating rate. The influence of pressure on sintering is understood to be beneficial to inhibiting grain growth during sintering. The influence of heating rate can be understood in terms of the following competing processes during densification: particle coarsening (surface diffusion) and densification (lattice and grain boundary diffusion). The activation enthalpy of surface diffusion usually being lower than that for lattice (or grain boundary) diffusion, allows particle coarsening to dominate at lower temperatures. Therefore rapid heating rates promote densification and minimize coarsening.

The inability for obtaining the Al$_2$O$_3$/Al$_2$TiO$_5$ nanocomposite using this technique is not yet understood. Figure 6 is a TEM micrograph showing a γ-Al$_2$O$_3$/Al$_2$TiO$_5$ composite where the Al$_2$TiO$_5$ secondary phase is seen to form. The dislocation generation is apparent indicating the residual stresses produced during cooling due to the thermal expansion mismatch. These residual stresses likely will influence crack propagation through the Al$_2$O$_3$ matrix. Further mechanical testing and modeling should provide detailed information on this effect on the toughness of the composite.

CONCLUSIONS

Nanophase Al$_2$O$_3$ and an Al$_2$O$_3$/TiO$_2$ nanocomposite have been obtained by a resistance heating processes involving heating rates up to 10 °C/s. The rapid heating rate reduces the time spent at lower temperatures where coarsening dominates and allows densification to dominate at the higher temperatures.

Al$_2$TiO$_5$ is observed to form in the Al$_2$O$_3$/TiO$_2$ nanocomposite during a short annealing step after densification is complete. The time required for the transformation to occur is large enough to allow significant coarsening to occur taking the Al$_2$O$_3$/Al$_2$TiO$_5$ composite out of the nanocrystalline regime. Further analysis into inhibiting the grain
growth during the transformation will be required in order to obtain an Al$_2$O$_3$/Al$_2$TiO$_5$ nanocomposite.
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SYNTHESIS OF OXIDE-COATED METAL CLUSTERS
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ABSTRACT

“Fish-eye” particles consisting of metal clusters (Ag, Cu) a few nanometers in diameter encapsulated within a thin layer (~1 nm) of silica are produced using aerosol synthesis procedures. We present a method for predicting stable “fish-eye” nanostructures and describe synthesis techniques for producing significant quantities of silica-encapsulated metal nanoparticles.

For many metal/oxide pairs, gas phase formation of oxide encapsulated metal particles is thermodynamically favorable. Using known surface free energies and binary phase diagrams, it is possible to predict whether SiO₂-encapsulated metal clusters will form in the gas phase. Two conditions which must be satisfied are: 1) that the surface free energy of the metal is higher than that of Si; and 2) that the metal composition in the particle is greater than the eutectic composition in the metal/Si phase diagram. Ag–SiO₂ and Cu–SiO₂ are two examples of systems which readily form “fish-eye” structures.

Two types of gas phase cluster sources are used at Purdue for producing encapsulated metal nanoparticles. The Multiple Expansion Cluster Source (MECS) is a well established apparatus which produces small quantities (~50 mg/hr) of very uniform materials using resistive heating for evaporation. The new Arc Cluster Evaporation Source (ACES) offers much higher production rates (>1 g/hr) using DC arc evaporation. These two cluster sources make possible the study of a unique class of materials.

INTRODUCTION

Metal nanoparticles have numerous potential applications in electronics, bioengineering, and catalysis. The difficulty is preventing agglomeration when the particles are consolidated at high concentration. One method to prevent agglomeration is to coat the metal nanoparticles with a thin layer of silica.

Gas phase methods allow synthesis of metal clusters with nanometer-scale diameters and a narrow size distribution [1]. Two types of sources are used at Purdue: a Multiple Expansion Cluster Source (MECS) and an Arc Cluster Evaporation Source (ACES). Using these sources, it is also possible to produce bi-component (metal–silicon) clusters in the gas phase [2]. Upon exposure to ambient oxygen, the silicon in such bi-component clusters is readily oxidized to SiO₂.

In this paper, a qualitative thermodynamic method for prediction of structures of metal–silicon–oxygen particles formed in the gas phase is presented, and gas phase methods for producing silica-encapsulated metal nanoparticles are described in detail. Results are presented for synthesis of silica-encapsulated copper and silver nanoparticles.
PREDICTION OF STRUCTURES OF METAL–SILICON–OXYGEN CLUSTERS FORMED IN THE GAS PHASE

The most stable structure of nanoparticles containing metal, silicon, and oxygen can be predicted from thermodynamic considerations. Although ternary phase diagrams do not exist for all metal–silicon–oxygen systems, it is possible to predict stable tie lines from the energies of formation of the binary compounds. If the Gibbs free energy of reaction for the formation of metal and $\text{SiO}_2$ from a metal silicide and oxygen is negative, then there exists a stable tie line between the metal and silicon dioxide. These are the most stable phases for most metal–silicon–oxygen systems. The energetically most favorable structure will be concentric spheres with the component having the higher surface free energy at the core.

Consider a bi-component particle of metal and silicon. In the liquid phase, each of the coinage metals are completely miscible with silicon. Upon cooling, phase segregation occurs. In the silver–silicon system, for example, the two components are completely immiscible at temperatures below the eutectic point. Thus, a two phase particle will form upon cooling.

The surface free energies of the coinage metals are much higher than that of silicon. However, the initial structure of a bi-component particle will depend upon the component that solidifies first. If the composition of the mixture is richer in metal than the composition at the eutectic point, the metal will solidify first, within a liquid pool of silicon. As the temperature is lowered further, the silicon solidifies around the silver core. Upon exposure to ambient oxygen, the silicon is oxidized to silica, and a "fish-eye" particle is formed.

Consider now the case of a composition which is on the silicon-rich side of the eutectic point. Upon cooling, silicon condenses first. However, the metal will not solidify around the silicon since it has a higher surface free energy. Significant thermal annealing is then required to drive this particle to the desired encapsulated structure. Thus, for gas phase synthesis of "fish-eye" metal–$\text{SiO}_2$ particles: 1) the surface free energy of the metal should be greater than that of Si; and 2) the metal composition in the particle should be greater than the eutectic composition in the metal/Si phase diagram.

PRINCIPLES OF GAS PHASE SYNTHESIS METHODS

The methods used at Purdue for nanoparticle synthesis involve rapid thermal quenching using a cold, inert gas. Two types of sources are used. Although they are physically very different, they are conceptually similar.

Multiple Expansion Cluster Source (MECS)

In the MECS, metal and silicon are evaporated from individual graphite crucibles enclosed in a resistively heated oven and the vapor is carried out of the oven by an inert gas, typically helium. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the MECS. The oven is heated above the melting temperatures of the cluster materials at a pressure of typically 100 torr. The hot gas from the oven is expanded through a sonic orifice into a quench zone held at typically 20–30 torr, where cold inert gas (helium) is introduced. The quench gas serves to drop the temperature and dilute the stream, preventing particle–particle coalescence. The aerosol stream containing metal–Si clusters passes through a high temperature region to anneal the particles [3].
The cluster aerosol can be expanded into a vacuum chamber held at $10^{-5}$ torr to expose TEM grids to the clusters, or the clusters can be contacted with a fine mist of surfactant spray and the particles collected as a colloidal suspension [1].

The chief advantage of the MECS is its ability to control particle size on the nanometer scale. This is achieved primarily by varying the quench to oven gas ratio. Increasing the quench flow rate produces smaller particles. The MECS is capable of producing very narrow particle size distributions of clusters a few nanometers in diameter. Figure 2 is a bright-field transmission electron micrograph of silica-encapsulated copper particles produced in the MECS and sampled from the gas phase. These particles were produced at a rate of approximately 50 mg/hr. The diffraction rings shown in the insert in Figure 2 give lattice spacings which match exactly those of fcc copper, indicating that the silica layer acts as an oxidation barrier at room temperature. Uncoated copper clusters are always found to be cuprous oxide.

Figure 1: Multiple Expansion Cluster Source (MECS)

Figure 2: Copper–Silica Clusters Produced in MECS
Arc Cluster Evaporation Source (ACES)

The ACES, shown schematically in Figure 3, uses a high-current distributed DC arc to evaporate material from a carbon crucible, which serves as the anode of the arc. This is a variation of a cluster source reported previously by Mahoney and Andres [4]. The arc is sustained in flowing argon at approximately atmospheric pressure. When a pure metal is used, the metal melts but does not flow through the crucible orifice due to its high surface energy. For Si-metal mixtures, which wet carbon, it is necessary to modify the source by reversing polarity and inserting a tungsten rod to nearly plug the aperture in the bottom of the crucible. Since the ACES operates at atmospheric pressure, colloidal capture of the particles can be achieved by bubbling the gas through a liquid containing surfactant. Although the initial particle size distribution produced in ACES is quite broad, with clusters diameters ranging from 1 to 50 nm in diameter, it is possible to narrow this size distribution by fractional precipitation. For a given surfactant molecule and solvent, only particles smaller than a given size are stabilized; the larger particles settle out of the solution. Centrifugation speeds this process. The resulting particle size distributions can...
be very narrow. This is best exemplified by gold clusters which are stabilized by dodecanethiol in mesitylene. Figure 4a displays a micrograph of the gold clusters as-prepared. Figure 4b displays a micrograph of the same colloidal dispersion after concentration and centrifugation to remove all but the smallest clusters.

![Micrograph of gold clusters](image)

**Figure 4:** Gold Clusters Produced Using ACES

Before (a) and after (b) centrifugation.
(The gold clusters are stabilized using dodecanethiol as surfactant.)

Size-separation techniques also apply to silica-coated clusters. Figure 5 displays micrographs of ultrafine silver-silicon clusters produced in ACES. The clusters have been stabilized by octyltrimethoxysilane dissolved in mesitylene. It is difficult to discern the SiO₂ coating on such small particles. These particles were formed at an evaporation rate exceeding 1 g/hr. Figure 6 shows micrographs of copper-silica clusters produced using the ACES, before and after size selection. The silica overlayer is apparent in the micrograph.

![Micrograph of silica-encapsulated silver clusters](image)

**Figure 5:** Silica-Encapsulated Silver Clusters Produced Using ACES
(These clusters all have diameters smaller than 5 nm. The clusters are stabilized using octyltrimethoxysilane as surfactant.)
of these larger clusters.

![Figure 6: Silica-Encapsulated Copper Clusters Produced Using ACES](image)

- a) Before centrifugation;
- b) After centrifugation

(The clusters are stabilized using octyltrimethoxy silane as surfactant.)

CONCLUSIONS

Silica-encapsulated metal nanoparticles can be synthesized by gas phase processes. The Multiple Expansion Cluster Source produces nanoparticles with very narrow particle size distributions and good control of mean particle diameter. The Arc Cluster Evaporation Source produces a broader size distribution of particles, but at rates exceeding 1 g/hr. Clusters captured in the liquid phase as sterically stabilized colloidal particles can be size-selected to yield very narrow particle size distributions.
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ABSTRACT

Optical absorption of nanosized particles in glass was measured. The plasma absorption band was completely spread out for particles below about 1.5 nm in diameter, as also has been found by gold particles in water and a polymer. The growth kinetics suggested growth of spherical particles controlled by diffusion of gold from the matrix to the particles, and a constant number of growing particles, giving a narrow size distribution of particles. For particles below about one nm in diameter (31 gold atoms), the optical absorption was proportional to \( \lambda^4 \), as expected if the absorption results from free electrons in the particles.

INTRODUCTION

Optical absorption of metallic clusters can demonstrate the transition from atoms to bulk metal. The kinetics of growth of the particles help to determine their size. Small gold particles about 10 nm in diameter have a high non-linear optical absorption \( \chi^3 = 2(10)^7 \), suggesting application in devices [2,3]. There are reviews of optical absorption measurements and theories for small metallic particles in Refs. [4-8]. Recent measurements on embedded silver particles are in Refs. [9-11], and of gold particles in Refs. [12, 13].

The optical absorption spectra of small particles of metals with optical properties involving free electrons show an absorption band in the visible range caused by collective oscillations of the free electrons. When the particles are smaller than the electron mean free path, this plasma absorption band broadens [4, 12-16]. For the smallest gold particles, the plasma absorption band is completely spread out [12, 13, 15].

In the present work, we grew small gold particles in glass and measured their optical absorption spectra. The particles were nucleated with UV light and grown at a higher temperature, so they had a narrow size distribution.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Equations for Particle Growth

It is assumed that all particles are nucleated at time \( t=0 \), are spherical, and grow to the same size by diffusion of gold from the matrix to the particles. Then the volume fraction \( W \) of total precipitation of many particles as a function of time \( t \) is [17, 18]:

\[
W = 1 - e^{-kr^2}
\]  

in which \( k \) is a growth coefficient:

\[
k = \frac{8\pi ND^2}{3} \left( \frac{2C^3}{p} \right)
\]
in which \( N \) is the number of particles per unit volume, \( D \) is the diffusion coefficient of gold dissolved in the glass, and \( \rho \) is the density of gold in concentration units.

**Equations for Optical Absorption**

The optical absorption, \( \alpha \), of a collection of spherical particles much smaller than the wavelength of light, \( \lambda \), is given by the Mie equation:

\[
\alpha = \frac{18\pi NVn^3 e_2^2}{\left(\epsilon_1 + 2n^2\right)^2 + \epsilon_2^2}
\]  

(3)

where \( N \) is the number of particles per unit volume, \( V \) is the volume of a particle, \( n \) is the refractive index of the embedding medium, and \( \epsilon_1 \) and \( \epsilon_2 \) are the real and imaginary parts of the complex dielectric constant, \( \epsilon \), of the particles:

\[
\epsilon = \epsilon_1 - i\epsilon_2
\]  

(4)

The optical properties of gold used here are those measured by Otter [20] and Thèye [21]; the optical properties of Otter measured for gold, silver, and copper were judged to be the most reliable for these metals [15, 22].

In the Drude free electron model, the dielectric constant is [10, 23]

\[
\epsilon = \epsilon_1 - i\epsilon_2 = \epsilon_i - \frac{w_p^2}{w^2} - \frac{iw_p^2 \gamma}{w^3}
\]  

(5)

\[
w_p^2 = \frac{Ne^2}{\epsilon_0 m}
\]  

(6)

\[
\gamma = \frac{v_F}{l}
\]  

(7)

In these equations, \( w_p \) is the plasma frequency, \( N_e \) is the number of free electrons per unit volume, \( \epsilon \) is the electronic charge, \( \epsilon_0 \) is the dielectric constant of free space, and \( m \) is the electronic mass, possibly an effective mass. \( \epsilon_i \) is the frequency-independent part of \( \epsilon \); \( \epsilon_i \) is often assumed to be one, but in gold, it equals about 10. Further \( \gamma \) is a damping coefficient that in the Drude theory is given by Eq. 7; \( v_F \) is the electron velocity at the Fermi energy and \( l \) is the mean free path of the electrons. The optical conductivity is

\[
\sigma = \frac{w_p^2 \gamma}{v_F}
\]  

(8)

If the optical absorption is plotted as a function of \( \omega \), the result is a Lorentzian band with width \( \gamma \) at half-maximum. Experimentally, the width of this plasma absorption band becomes greater for particles smaller than about 40 nm in diameter because the mean free path of the electrons in bulk gold is greater than the particles diameter. Thus the optical conductivity of the metal in the particles is lower than the bulk conductivity, giving a higher \( \epsilon_2 \) value for the particles.
An equation for the effective mean free path, \( l_e \), of the electrons in the particles as a function of particle radius, \( R \), is [14]:

\[
\frac{1}{l_e} = \frac{1}{R} + \frac{1}{l_0}
\]

(9)

in which \( l_0 \) is the mean free path in bulk gold, which is about 40 nm.

**EXPERIMENTAL METHODS**

The base glass composition contained 63.9 wt.\% \( \text{SiO}_2 \), 9.6 wt.\% \( \text{B}_2\text{O}_3 \), and 26.5 wt.\% \( \text{K}_2\text{O} \). This composition was chosen because it dissolved a larger amount of gold than many soda-lime and aluminosilicate compositions. Added to the base composition was 0.2 wt.\% of gold as \( \text{HAuCl}_3 \cdot \text{H}_2\text{O} \).

Twenty gram batches of glass were melted in alumina crucibles at 1400 °C to 1500 °C, and then quenched rapidly by pouring onto a metal plate. Strains were annealed by holding the glass for a few minutes at 400 °C and cooling slowly. Samples were then cut, and polished to give a smooth surface.

The glass was irradiated with a high intensity mercury UV lamp for 15 to 20 min. to nucleate particles. Then samples were heated in hydrogen at 550 °C or 600 °C to grow the particles. The hydrogen served to reduce the gold ions to atoms in the glass.

Optical absorption spectra were measured with a spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer 330). The samples were about 2 mm thick. Crushed pieces of glass containing gold particles were examined in the transmission electron microscope (Philips CM-12).

**EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

A sample of glass was heated for four hours at 550 °C to remove radiation damage and then at 600 °C for 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, and 24 hrs. It is estimated that the growth is twice as fast at 600 °C as at 550 °C based on an activation energy of about 84 kJ/mole [24]. Thus two hours was added to the times at 600 °C to account for the heating at 550 °C. The volume fraction of gold particles was determined from the optical absorption at 0.44 μm wavelength, and is shown as a function of time in Fig. 1. The experimental data fit Eq. 1 with 3/2 as the exponent for time. This result is consistent with the diffusion-controlled growth of spheres [17] of uniform size; thus it suggests a narrow size distribution of gold particles.

The optical absorption spectra for samples heated at 600 °C for different times are shown in Fig. 2. After 20 hours, the spectrum shows a shoulder near 0.54 μm from the plasma absorption band; at earlier times, the spectra show no plasma absorption band.

Crushed samples of the glass heated for 20 hrs. were examined in the TEM. The glass showed intensity variations on the scale of about one nm, and it was not possible to identify gold particles of this size. In vitreous silica, dark-field electron microscopy revealed coherently scattering regions about one nm in size [25]; the authors concluded that their results agreed with a random network model for the silica. In earlier work, gold particles above about 2 nm in diameter were easily identified in a silicate glass [26]. We conclude that in the 20 hr. sample, there were no gold particles larger than about 2 nm in diameter.

**DISCUSSIONS**

The sizes of the gold particles in our specimens can be estimated from the shapes of the optical absorption bands and the kinetics of particle growth. For gold particles about 5 nm in diameter in glass, the plasma absorption band has a maximum at a wavelength of about 0.525 μm. The ratio of the height of this absorption maximum to the absorption at 0.44 μm decreases linearly with particle size as the size decreases, for sols with uniform particle size [4, 15]. Thus, this ratio can be used to estimate particle sizes.
Figure 1: Volume fraction of gold in particles as a function of time. Points are from optical absorption at 0.44 μm. Line is from Eq. 1 with n = 3/2.

Figure 2: Measured optical absorption spectra of small gold particles in glass. Samples irradiated in UV light and heated at 600 °C for time in hours on curves.

From measured particle sizes and absorption ratios, we estimate that the particles in the 20 hr. sample in Fig. 2 were about 1.3 nm, in diameter.

The particle sizes in the samples at shorter heating times can be calculated from the kinetics of the particle growth. The volume of the particles grew proportional to the 3/2 power of time, or the radius to the square root of time.

Then the 12 hr. sample has particles $\sqrt{\frac{12}{20}} \cdot 1.3 = 1.0$ nm in diameter (31 atoms) and the 8 hr. sample has particles $\sqrt{\frac{8}{20}} \cdot 1.3 = 0.82$ nm in diameter (17 atoms).

The absorption for the 12 hr. sample is plotted against the reciprocal of the wavelength to the fourth power in Fig. 3. A straight line results from wavelengths longer than about 0.45 μm. Other samples, one of which is also plotted in Fig. 3, showed this dependence. These samples were estimated to contain particles about 1 nm (31 gold atoms) in diameter. Also in the figure are absorption data measured...
Figure 3: Optical absorption of small gold particles as a function of $\lambda^{-4}$. Present work in glass: (O) 12 hr. at 600°C, (□) 68 hr. at 600°C (another melt), absorption displaced for clarity. (Δ) Ref. 12, in water. In all samples, the particle diameter was about one nm (31 gold atoms).

The $\lambda^{-4}$ dependence of absorption in these samples results from the free electron character of the electrons in them. Eq. 9 shows that for a particle with $R \ll l_0$, the effective mean free path, $l_e$, is equal to the radius. The small value of $l_e$ leads to a large damping constant, $\gamma$ (Eq. 7) and also of $e_2$ (Eq. 5). Thus the value of $e_2^2$ in the denominator of Eq. 3 becomes much larger than $(e_1 + 2n^2)^2$, so for these small clusters:

$$\alpha = \frac{18\pi N V_n^3}{e_2 \lambda}$$

(10)

Since $e_2$ is proportional to $\lambda^3$ (Eq. 5), $\alpha$ is proportional to $\lambda^{-4}$.

These results show that the optical absorption of these gold particles embedded in glass is dominated by the free electrons in the gold, even though interband transitions cause absorption at wavelengths below about 0.5 μm in bulk gold. The lack of a plasma absorption band in these particles in glass also occurs for particles of similar sizes in water [12] and an organic polymer [13].
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LOWERED DIFFUSIVITY IN TiO$_2$ WITH A NANOPHASE DISPERSION OF SiO$_2$
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ABSTRACT

In materials that are subject to environmental reactions, one way to increase durability is to decrease the chemical interdiffusion rate. In metal systems, mass transport by diffusion is enhanced -- if any change -- with finer grained microstructures, because of the greater number of high diffusion interface and boundary paths. In non-metals, increased transport is not necessarily the case, as other mechanisms may control the overall diffusivity.

C. Wagner [1] showed the theoretical basis of transport in certain nanocomposite cases based on space charge layers at interfaces.

In an oxide-in-oxide nanocomposite, one can use the tools of bulk analysis to study the near-interface effects on transport. The immiscible pair, TiO$_2$-SiO$_2$, was used as a model system. Nanophase powders (50 and 200 m$^2$/g, respectively) from flame hydrolysis were dispersed with high shear, then freeze-dried and hot-pressed to near theoretical density. Transmission electron microscopy was used to show <10 nm particles in the composites produced at the time of diffusivity measurement. The rate of change of four-point electrical conductivity in response to a change in oxygen partial pressure was used to estimate chemical diffusivity. The re-equilibration differences between TiO$_2$ diffusivity for bars of about 10 times different square cross-section areas confirmed the interpretation of the conductance rate changes to be the result of bulk interdiffusion.

The interdiffusion rate in the nanoscale dispersoid composites was more than 5 times lower than for same SiO$_2$-fraction composites after coarsening which were like TiO$_2$ with no second-phase. Results are in qualitative agreement with models for impurity segregation to interfaces and for space charge layers near the dispersed nanoparticles.

INTRODUCTION

Nanocomposite materials are allowing analogies that have served elsewhere in materials science to be broken. Transport properties of compounds with point defects is now being recognized as one such area. Liang [2], Novotny and J. B. Wagner [3], and Maier [4] have shown that adding nanoscale insulating Al$_2$O$_3$ to salts can increase the ionic conductivity in solid electrolytes used in batteries. The effects can be attributed to space charge layers. In metals, mass transport is typically enhanced -- if any effect -- with a finer grained microstructures. A decrease in mass transport would be atypical.

For oxidation case, C. Wagner [1] showed a theoretical basis for a nanocomposite transport case being lowered with extended interface effects, in an electronic semiconductor due to space charges around dispersed particles. For oxide scales, the work was extended in an approximate theory to mixed ionic/electronic non-stoichiometric compounds by Crosbie [5]. In this report, we summarize and update the subsequent experimental work [6] which was directed to show that mass transport can be reduced by the addition of a submicron second-phase dispersion. Also, we compare the results to nonstoichiometric transport models. Use of nanoscale structure to alter transport is of growing interest.
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EXPERIMENT

Composites from 0 to 10 volume percent SiO$_2$ in TiO$_2$ were prepared by interdispersion and hot-pressing of ultrafine commercially-available powders. These highly pure, high surface area precursor powders had been produced by flame hydrolysis of the tetrachlorides, TiCl$_4$ and SiC$_4$. To create the intimate mixture, first, the minor constituent (SiO$_2$) was added to deionized water and dispersed with high shear and ultrasonic agitation. Then the TiO$_2$ was added and dispersed in the same two ways to produce a slurry. To minimize aggregation in water removal, the slurry was quick-frozen (in an acetone-dry ice bath) as a shell layer inside a lyophilizing bottle and then the ice content was sublimated to vacuum. The resulting low density composite powder was then compressed in loosely fitting graphite dies that allowed outgassing of adsorbed water (as shown by IR) in time-temperature holds under vacuum at 200 and 650°C before a final ramp (under an axial pressure of 24 MPa with a hold at 1200°C for 1 h. The square cross-section bars were then machined for four point d.c. conductivity measurements at temperatures from 1100 to 1200°C.

Diffusivity values were derived from the 90 and 95% re-equilibration points of electrical conductance response to a step-change in oxygen partial pressure. As with many other non-stoichiometric oxides, the electrical conductivity of TiO$_2$ is dependent on the partial pressure of oxygen. In Fig. 1, data for the baseline samples of this work (TiO$_2$ with no SiO$_2$ added) show the expected trend [7] of lower conductivity at higher oxygen partial pressure. By proper flow design [6], one can make the step change to a higher oxygen partial pressure quickly, without disturbing the overall gas flow rate. A sample re-equilibration curve is plotted on a logarithmic time-base in Fig. 2 for such an oxidation step.

![Fig. 1. For TiO$_2$, conductivity decreases with increasing pO$_2$. Dashed curved lines are from data from TiO$_2$ reference [7].](image1)

![Fig. 2. During re-equilibration after a step-change to higher pO$_2$, the bar conductance decreases.](image2)
By comparing the times for percentage changes of overall bar conductance (averaged over the non-uniform conductivities in axial aligned surfaces within the square section bars) to a finite element model, one can obtain a value for diffusivity. This diffusivity is the chemical diffusivity, which has contributions from mass transport and an accelerating term for the gradient during the transient, which can be large for such small non-stoichiometries.

To confirm that the measurements were of transport through the bulk, paired samples (with \(\sim 10 \times\) different cross-section areas) were run simultaneously in a dual four-probe conductance rig. With similar diffusivity calculated from conductance re-equilibration values for each pair, we were able to confirm the re-equilibration rate-limiting was based on transport through the bulk, rather than any surface-reaction or gas-change-rate limitation.

RESULTS

The chemical diffusivity measurements are shown in Fig. 3 for samples held for days at 1153°C. The plotted data for re-equilibration runs (each 1500 sec in duration) after step changes from 0.02 atm to 0.42 atm \(pO_2\). For 1153°C hold times less than \(10^5\) sec, each sample with the SiO\(_2\) nanoscale addition shows markedly slower re-equilibration rates than for the baseline TiO\(_2\) without SiO\(_2\). The largest initial decrements in diffusivity are found for the largest volume fraction additions. The lowest diffusivity values are partly affected by the limit imposed by the re-equilibration measurement run time and the cross-sectional area.

The electrical conductivity measurements over the same days of holding at 1153°C are shown in Fig. 4. These conductivities are the based on the conductance values at the end of oxidation runs from 0.02 atm to 0.42 atm. Conversely, the electrical conductivity is increased with a nanoscale SiO\(_2\) addition. Asymptotic values at long times are lower than for TiO\(_2\) alone, even with the classical two-phase factor [8] applied here.
each re-equilibration (oxidizing and reducing) run. Even though a factor is applied to each value to offset the series-parallel blocking by a dispersed spherical insulating phase, all of the first day nanocomposite conductivities are higher than those of TiO$_2$ with no SiO$_2$ added.

DISCUSSION

The co-forming of a TiO$_2$ matrix with a nanoscale dispersion of SiO$_2$ causes a decrease (Fig. 3) of more than a factor of 5 in the chemical diffusivity and lesser increases in electrical conductivity (Fig. 4). Over time, these effects diminish, with the samples held for a week at 1153°C becoming more like the baseline TiO$_2$ material produced by the same processing route.

To interpret the source of the initial effects and subsequent changes (over days holding time), models based on particle size were investigated. In the transmission electron micrograph, shown in Fig. 5, particles finer than 5 nm are visible above the electron noise after more than 2 hr at 1153°C. However, after 7 days, the few remaining fine particles have coarsened (Fig. 6) and a coarse SiO$_2$ phase as large as 10 μm can be seen optically. During this time, grain size coarsening also was observed.

At temperatures below 1550°C, the equilibrium phases present in the TiO$_2$ matrix - SiO$_2$ dispersion system consist solely of the binary oxide end members, rutile and the temperature-dependent SiO$_2$ phases. Aliovalent doping of the rutile by any dissolved SiO$_2$ is not expected to affect defect chemistry or electrical or mass transport, since both the Ti and Si cations have the same nominal valence. This feature helps simplify interpretation.

---

Fig. 5. Structure after 8.3×10^3 sec at 1153°C showing particles finer than 5 nm (transmission electron micrograph).

Fig. 6. After 6.4×10^5 sec at 1153°C, the dispersed particles (imaged by TEM) have coarsened (and SiO2 is visible with an optical microscope).
For the relatively low volume fractions, \( f \), added here, the classical theory predicts the effect on transport in a two-phase composite with a spherical, nonconducting second phase [8] to be a decrease of transport somewhat greater than the volume fraction:

\[
\sigma_d = (1 - f) \sigma_o / (1 + 0.5 f)
\]  

(1)

The measured conductivity values do not fit this model, even qualitatively. Importantly, the classical model does not point to any effect of coarsening particles. The lowering of diffusivity by more than 5 times with a 0.5% addition is quantitatively at variance with this model prediction (of less than 1%). However, the classical theory may explain small differences (from baseline) for the coarsened samples. Since the SiO\(_2\) phase appears to partially wet the TiO\(_2\) in such instances, the decreases in conductivity (vs. baseline at long times) are somewhat larger than for the classical correction used in Fig. 4.

For near-particle space charge layers or other internal interface effects to be detected, the matrix point defect concentration needs to be low, even for nanoscale particles. In TiO\(_2\), the point defect chemistry is such that there are relatively small native defect concentrations in an accessible range of oxygen partial pressures, near one atmosphere oxygen (as shown in Fig. 1). Although the oxygen pressure dependence (fitted slope of -0.199 in Fig. 1 at 1153°C) is not a sure basis to identify ionic point defect type, TiO\(_2\) is regarded as having both titanium interstitials and oxygen vacancies [9]. For the model discussion which follows, it is the sign of the ionic defect that matters in the models, not the particular species. In both types (and combinations of the two), the ionic defect carries a positive charge. At least two models qualitatively agree with the results based on point defects charges. In both, the opposite effects on conductivity and diffusivity are linked to the opposite signs of electrons and the ionic point defects. Segregation of impurities and space charge are now described:

Within the nanoscale composites, segregation of impurities to interfaces at particle surfaces or grain boundaries can effectively make the remaining matrix more pure. For instance, if Fe\(^{3+}\) or Al\(^{3+}\) impurities (present in these samples at 20 to 30 ppmw) segregate to dispersoid surfaces, the matrix electroneutrality condition would shift in a way to produce more electrons and fewer positively charged ionic species. After dialysis of some, but not all of the impurity governing the electroneutrality, the matrix conductivity \( \sigma_o \) is estimated [6] as:

\[
\sigma_o = (1 + 3 f r^{-1} \Gamma_o d / [ A ]_{total}) \sigma_o
\]  

(2)

In this estimate, \( r \) is the particle radius; \( \Gamma_o \) is the fraction of coverage of a layer of thickness, \( d \); and \( \sigma_o \) is the bulk conductivity of the matrix alone when doped to the same total impurity level, \([ A ]_{total}\). For TiO\(_2\) diffusivity, the plus sign in Eq. 2 is reversed, because the ionic defects are of a positive charge. These estimated changes are qualitatively consistent with the observations of transport properties. Once the dispersoid has coarsened or recrystallized, the impurities would return to the matrix bringing the transport behavior close to that of the baseline material, as observed.

The matrix electroneutrality can also be shifted by a space charge in the immediate vicinity of dispersed particles which take on a colloid-like charge. A positive charge on the dispersed particles would lead to more electrons and fewer titanium interstitials or oxygen vacancies in the matrix near (on a Debye length scale) to the particles. An approximate solution has been given by Crosbie [5] based on an electronic defect only model by C. Wagner [1]. With a positive particle charge (based on tighter binding of O\(^-\) to TiO\(_2\) than SiO\(_2\)), the electrical conductivity of the matrix is increased and the diffusivity decreased, as observed. An estimate of the effect on transport properties for the TiO\(_2\) case with SiO\(_2\) is:
\[ \sigma_a = (1 + 0.83 \, g \, |z| \, f \, L_d^2 / r^2) \, \sigma_b \]  

(3)

where the new terms are: \( g \), a factor (about 20 in strong adsorption) which depends on surface potential and slightly on the geometry of the dispersion; \( z \), the charge relative to the lattice of the ionic defect; and \( L_d \), the Debye length, which depends on the bulk defect concentrations as they are controlled by partial pressure of oxygen and impurities.

As with the impurity segregation model, the plus sign in Eq. 3 is reversed for the diffusivity case, because the ionic defects are of a positive charge. The estimated changes are qualitatively consistent with the observations of transport properties of TiO\(_2\)-SiO\(_2\).

Assuming a \( t^{-1/3} \) particle growth, one can compare the segregation model to the space charge model, because they have different particle size dependencies. For impurity segregation, the conductivity increment should follow a \( t^{-1/3} \) function of time. For space charge layers the increment should follow a \( t^{-2/3} \) function. Experimental fits of the 0.5\% and 2\% data range from time exponents of -0.43 to -0.64. These values are intermediate between the two model values (of -0.33 and -0.67). So one model is not supported over the other. Also to be noted, interface-related effects such as space charge and impurity segregation can occur at grain boundaries, although not likely to be as large.

CONCLUSION

An example of decreased mass transport with the addition of a nanoscale dispersion was established experimentally. The chemical diffusivity (interdiffusion) in TiO\(_2\) is decreased by the addition of a nanoscale dispersion of SiO\(_2\). Models based on space charge layers and impurity segregation qualitatively can explain the decreased diffusivity, the complementary increase in electrical conductivity (with the addition of a fine insulator), and the relaxation (as the dispersed phase coarsens) over time back towards the transport properties of TiO\(_2\) without any dispersion.
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ABSTRACT

In order to introduce ferroelectricity into structural ceramics, we synthesized novel ceramic composites containing submicron sized perovskite-type ferroelectrics (ceramic / perovskite-type ferroelectrics nanocomposites). Although perovskite compounds easily react with other ceramics, MgO/BaTiO₃ nanocomposites were successfully fabricated using conventional sintering technique. The microstructure of nanocomposites and the phase stability of the dispersed BaTiO₃ particulate are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Several ceramic-based nanocomposites such as Al₂O₃/SiC or Al₂O₃/Si₃N₄ system [1 - 4] have been developed in the field of engineering ceramics, and their improved mechanical properties have been reported. Recently, nanocomposites incorporated with nano-sized soft and weak materials such as metals and BN into Al₂O₃ and Si₃N₄ ceramics have been found to give enhanced mechanical strength, also [5 - 8]. Furthermore, this type of nanocomposites exhibit new functional properties, for example ferromagnetic property or improved corrosion resistance to molten metal.

From the view point of introducing new function to ceramic-based nanocomposites, ceramic/perovskite-type ferroelectrics system is promising. Incorporating ferroelectric perovskite into structural ceramics allows us to utilize not only ferroelectricity but also piezoelectricity, ferroelasticity and so on. In the field of electronic ceramics, polymer matrix or glass matrix composites containing ferroelectric phase have been studied [9 - 14]. However, there have been no studies on ceramic/ferroelectrics composites prepared by conventional sintering technique.

In order to fabricate ceramic nanocomposites with perovskite dispersoids (= particle dispersion in composites), phase compatibility between the matrix and the dispersoid is important because perovskite compounds easily react with various oxide ceramics and change into non-ferro-
electric phase. In the present study, we have chosen MgO as a ceramic matrix, and succeeded in preparing MgO/BaTiO$_3$ nanocomposites. Microstructure and phase stability of the composites investigated by SEM, X-ray diffractometry and Raman spectroscopy will be discussed.

EXPERIMENT

MgO/BaTiO$_3$ composites were prepared using a conventional powder metallurgical method. The starting materials were MgO (Ube Chemical Industries Ltd, particle size 100 nm) and BaTiO$_3$ powder (Sakai Chemical Industry Co. Ltd.). Average particle sizes of BaTiO$_3$ powder were chosen as 300 nm and 1 $\mu$m. Both BaTiO$_3$ powders had tetragonal structure. The amount of BaTiO$_3$ powder was varied from 5 to 20 vol%. MgO and BaTiO$_3$ were weighed and mixed in a nylon mill for 16 hours with ZrO$_2$ balls. n-Butyl alcohol was used as a medium of the ball-milling. The dried powder was sieved through 110 mesh screen and calcined at 800 °C for 30 minutes in air. The powder was hot-pressed at 1350 °C under a pressure of 40 MPa for 1 hour in nitrogen atmosphere. Sintered specimens were ground to thickness of 2 mm, and annealed at 1300 °C for 8 hours in air.

X-ray diffraction analysis was carried out at room temperature using a diffractometer RIGAKU RU-200B. Cu-K$_\alpha$ radiation was used as the X-ray source.

Raman spectra were measured using a JASCO-NR1100 spectrometer using 514.5 nm line of an Ar-ion laser operating at 100 mW. Measurement were performed at a 90° geometry with instrumental resolution of 1 cm$^{-1}$.

Microstructure details of the samples were observed using a scanning electron microscope (SEM, JEOL JSM-6320FK).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

X-ray diffraction patterns of as-hot-pressed MgO/BaTiO$_3$ composites are shown in Fig. 1. All of the peaks in the profiles are assigned as MgO or BaTiO$_3$, and no additional phase is detected. Based on the X-ray diffraction analysis, it is concluded that BaTiO$_3$ does not react with MgO during the sintering process.

Some peaks corresponding to hexagonal BaTiO$_3$, which is high temperature phase of BaTiO$_3$, appear in the X-ray profile taken from the composite prepared from BaTiO$_3$ powder with particle size of 300 nm, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). Moreover, both of the as-hot-pressed composites prepared from the 300 nm and 1 $\mu$m BaTiO$_3$ powders exhibited light blue color. It suggests that the BaTiO$_3$ dispersoid was reduced during the sintering process.

Therefore, we performed an annealing process to oxidize BaTiO$_3$ dispersoids. After annealing in air, the color of the composite turned white suggesting that the specimen was successfully oxidized. The X-ray diffraction pattern of the re-oxidized composite did not show hexagonal BaTiO$_3$. 
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Typical SEM images of the MgO/BaTiO$_3$ composites are shown in Fig. 2. The grain size of the MgO matrix is between 1 and 4 $\mu$m in both specimens, and it is smaller than those of monolithic MgO sintered under the same conditions; monolithic MgO consists of grains between 5 to 10 $\mu$m in size.

As shown in Fig. 2 (b), BaTiO$_3$ particles in the composite prepared from the 300 nm BaTiO$_3$ powder are located both within the MgO grains and at the triple points of the grain boundaries. The

![Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of MgO/BaTiO$_3$ composites. The average particle size of starting BaTiO$_3$ powder is (a) 1 $\mu$m and (b) 300 nm. M is MgO, B is BaTiO$_3$, and h is hexagonal BaTiO$_3$.](image)

![Fig. 2. SEM micrographs of MgO/BaTiO$_3$ composites prepared from (a) 1 $\mu$m and (b) 300 nm BaTiO$_3$ powder.](image)
particles of the intragranular BaTiO$_3$ are about 100 to 300 nm in size. It is concluded that nanocomposite microstructure was successfully realized in MgO/BaTiO$_3$ system.

The most of the BaTiO$_3$ dispersoids are located at the grain boundaries in the composite prepared from 1 $\mu$m BaTiO$_3$ powder, as shown in Fig. 2 (a). Some of BaTiO$_3$ dispersoids are about 1 $\mu$m size.

The crystal structure of BaTiO$_3$ dispersoids were investigated by high-angle X-ray diffraction analysis in the range of 2 $\theta$ between 90.5 and 93 degree. The profiles taken from the composites as well as the 300 nm BaTiO$_3$ powder used to prepare the composite are shown in Fig. 3. The profile of BaTiO$_3$ powder exhibits split peaks, which originates from tetragonal ferroelectric phase of BaTiO$_3$ [15]. In the MgO/BaTiO$_3$ composites, the shoulder on the lower-angle side of the peaks shows the tetragonal distortion of BaTiO$_3$ dispersoids [16], but the splitting of the peaks is not evident like the BaTiO$_3$ powder. This result indicates that the tetragonality of the BaTiO$_3$ dispersoid, which is defined as the ratio of the lattice parameter, c/a, decreased in both of the composites.

To confirm the tetragonal phase of BaTiO$_3$ dispersoids, Raman spectra of the nanocomposites were measured. In Fig. 4, Raman spectra taken from the nanocomposites and a monolithic BaTiO$_3$ ceramics are shown. It is well known that the tetragonal BaTiO$_3$ shows a characteristic Raman peak at 305 cm$^{-1}$ [16, 17]. As shown by arrow in Fig. 4, not only the monolithic BaTiO$_3$ ceramics but also MgO/BaTiO$_3$ nanocomposites clearly exhibit the peak at 305 cm$^{-1}$. Therefore, the BaTiO$_3$ dispersoids must be tetragonal and a ferroelectric phase.

One explanation for the decrease in tetragonality of BaTiO$_3$ dispersoids may be the incorporation of small amounts of MgO. Wada [18] has reported that a small amount of magnesium ion can substitute Ti-site of BaTiO$_3$ and the substitution results in a decrease in tetragonality of BaTiO$_3$. Another explanation may be the effect of particle size on ferroelectricity.
Uchino [19] reported that tetragonality of BaTiO$_3$ starts to decrease with decreasing particle sizes below 300 nm, and the tetragonality, c/a, becomes 1 at the size of 120 nm at room temperature. In the MgO/BaTiO$_3$ nanocomposites, some of the BaTiO$_3$ dispersoids are smaller than 300 nm, as shown in Fig. 2. Those smaller particles should have lower tetragonality than bigger ones.

Although the tetragonality of the BaTiO$_3$ dispersoids in MgO/BaTiO$_3$ nanocomposites decreased from the starting material, the BaTiO$_3$ dispersoids remains in ferroelectric tetragonal phase as shown by high-angle X-ray diffraction analysis and Raman spectroscopy. It suggests the strong possibility to utilize the ferroelectric properties in MgO/BaTiO$_3$ nanocomposites, for example for sensing the stress and fracture of the nanocomposites. Further study in dielectric properties of the nanocomposite is in progress.

CONCLUSIONS

MgO matrix composites with BaTiO$_3$ dispersoid were prepared. Microstructure as well as phase stability of the composite were studied using SEM, X-ray diffractometry and Raman spectroscopy. The results are summarized as follows.

1. MgO is phase compatible with BaTiO$_3$. No reaction phase is produced during the sintering of MgO/BaTiO$_3$ composites.

2. MgO/BaTiO$_3$ nanocomposites were successfully fabricated by a conventional powder metallurgical technique. In the nanocomposites, submicron sized BaTiO$_3$ particles are dispersed
both within the MgO matrix grains and at the grain boundaries.

(3) BaTiO$_3$ particles in the MgO/BaTiO$_3$ nanocomposites are tetragonal, though the tetragonality of the BaTiO$_3$ is decreased in comparison to the monolithic BaTiO$_3$ ceramics.
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ABSTRACT

Thick film resistors are glass/metal oxide nanocomposites used in hybrid microcircuits. These components have a small temperature coefficient of resistance that is useful in systems that experience a wide range of service temperatures. Test samples were produced by printing, drying, and firing resistor pastes in a laboratory process that simulated production conditions. The process parameters of peak firing temperature, time at peak temperature, and probe current were factors in a $2^3$ factorial experiment that measured in-situ resistance (resistance during processing), as-fired resistance, and the temperature coefficients of resistance. As-fired resistance is shown to increase with firing time and temperature. In-situ resistance exhibited a small decrease with increasing firing temperature due to thermally-activated glass conduction at firing temperatures. The temperature coefficient of resistance measurements show that $R[T]$ curve flattens with increasing firing time and temperature. X-ray diffraction revealed Pb-ruthenate, alumina, and Zr-silicate phases to be dispersed in the glass. Transmission electron microscopy in conjunction with energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy revealed that the conductive phases, Pb- and CuBi-ruthenate particles, increased in size with increasing firing time and temperature. Lattice parameter measurements revealed only a small increase in the ruthenate structure. Resistance changes are attributed to increased separation of the conductive ruthenate particles by coarsening.

INTRODUCTION

For thick film resistors, two electrical properties of concern are resistance ($R$) and temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR). Controlling resistance values is of obvious importance to the manufacture of thick film resistors. An understanding of how and why processing conditions affect resistance values would be useful for improving resistor performance. Knowing of how microstructure is related to resistance would also be valuable.

This report summarizes the results of a process optimization study of thick film resistors. Readers who are interested in more detailed explanations are referred to an article in press. In these experiments we observed the effects of firing time and temperature on the electrical properties and microstructure of thick film resistors. For these samples, resistance is measured both during (in-situ) and after the firing process. Experimental techniques used include variable-temperature voltage measurement, x-ray diffraction, and transmission electron microscopy.

TCR is a measure of resistor performance. It is calculated by measuring resistance as a function of temperature and calculating the slope of that function between specific temperatures. Two TCR values are calculated, Hot TCR (HTCR) between 25 and 125°C and Cold TCR (CTCR) between -40 and 25°C. These are typical temperature ranges that hybrid microcircuits experience during service. Uncontrolled TCR would seriously impair the function of modules.

The microstructure was observed indirectly with x-ray diffraction (XRD) and directly (5-10 nm scale) by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Constituent phases, phase composition,
lattice parameters, particle sizes, and particle morphologies were determined with these techniques. These observations were compared with processing conditions and electrical properties to identify trends.

EXPERIMENT

The thick film resistors were DuPont QS87 series pastes blended by Ford at its North Penn Electronics Facility and had a nominal sheet resistivity of 56 kΩ/□. The thick film conductors were Ag/Pd based conductive inks. The components were printed onto 96% alumina substrates by a Panasonic Byoga ink dispensing printer in a variety of geometries. The terminations were arranged in a four-point probe configuration. On some of the samples a 1 cm x 1.5 cm pad was printed for x-ray diffraction experiments. The sample boards were sealed at NPEF and stored in a dry, argon atmosphere to minimize any reactions in the unfired pastes.

A 2^3 factorial experiment was designed with centerpoints and two replicates. The factors are peak temperature, with levels of 825 and 875 °C; peak firing time, with levels of 8 and 12 min; and probe current through the resistor, with levels of 5 and 10 µA. We chose the peak temperature and firing time as factors because earlier experience had shown them to be significant effects for fired resistance. We included current, not because it was expected to be a significant factor, but because it was new parameter to have current flowing during the firing.

The experimental apparatus was designed and built with a temperature-controlled tube furnace used to fire the samples. Each sample was fired separately by manually sliding the sample into and out of the furnace. Voltage and temperature measurements were automatically collected during the experimental runs.

A total of twenty-six experimental runs were performed. Eighteen of these runs were used to provide responses for the experimental matrix. The eight remaining runs were disregarded due to data noise (such as a loose electrical connection) or procedural error.

The TCR measurements were made in an environmental chamber. The boards were mounted in the chamber and the temperature was cycled from -40 to 125°C. Resistance measurements were made at -40, 25, and 125°C. The TCR response variables are expressed in units of ppm/°C.

X-ray diffraction patterns were collected for one sample from each of the four corners of the time/temperature matrix. The sample set used for x-ray diffraction was also used for electron microscopy. The samples were observed with a JEOL JEM 2000FX TEM. Particle compositions were determined by a Link Systems energy dispersive x-ray spectrometer.

RESULTS

The first response variables analyzed were fired resistance and in-situ resistance. Table I contains the ANOVA table for fired resistance and Table II contains the ANOVA table for in-situ resistance. In Tables I and II, the main and interaction effects are listed for each variable. Paired capital letters, such as AB and AC, represent two-factor interaction effects.

Note that the correlation coefficient (R²) for the fired resistance is 96.4%. The correlation coefficient for the in-situ resistance is only 42.2%. Thus, the statistical analysis of the fired resistance accounts for a greater fraction of the raw variability of the data than the analysis for the in-situ resistance. Therefore, the in-situ resistance is less well predicted by the experimental factors than the fired resistance.
### Fired Resistance ANOVA Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean Sq.</th>
<th>F-Ratio</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A:Peak Temp.</td>
<td>4.27616E+11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.2762E+11</td>
<td>147.11</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B:Firing Time</td>
<td>1.06572E+11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0657E+11</td>
<td>36.66</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C:Current</td>
<td>1.66894E+08</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.6689E+08</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.8185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>9.13226E+10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.1323E+10</td>
<td>31.32</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>4.11410E+09</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.1141E+09</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.2641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>2.96912E+10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.9691E+10</td>
<td>10.21</td>
<td>0.0109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>4.36387E+10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.3639E+10</td>
<td>15.01</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block</td>
<td>3.58182E+09</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.5818E+09</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.2958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Error</td>
<td>2.61613E+10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.9068E+09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (corr.)</td>
<td>7.32855E+11</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$R^2 = 0.964303$  
$R^2 (\text{Adj. for d.f.}) = 0.932572$

Table I. ANOVA Table for Fired Resistance

### In-Situ Resistance ANOVA Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean Sq.</th>
<th>F-Ratio</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A:Peak Temp.</td>
<td>3.41056E-09</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.4106E-09</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>0.0675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B:Firing Time</td>
<td>2.44283E-07</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.4428E-07</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.8661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C:Current</td>
<td>8.38682E-08</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.3868E-08</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.3297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>1.50001E-08</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5000E-08</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.6778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>1.47623E-08</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.4762E-08</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.6802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>3.59700E-07</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.5970E-07</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>2.66424E-08</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.6642E-08</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.5817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block</td>
<td>3.19371E-08</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.1937E-08</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Error</td>
<td>7.10944E-09</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (corr.)</td>
<td>1.23025E+00</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$R^2 = 0.422114$  
$R^2 (\text{Adj. for d.f.}) = 0.0$

Table II. ANOVA Table for In-Situ Resistance

The effects analysis and ANOVA tables for Hot TCR and Cold TCR response variables are presented in Tables III and IV. The statistical analysis correlates fairly well with the data ($R^2$ of 82.2% for Hot TCR and 70.5% for Cold TCR). The significant effects for Hot TCR are peak temperature, firing time, and the interaction effect between the two. The Hot TCR effects are negative. The significant effect for Cold TCR is firing time, which has a positive effect.

X-ray phase analysis identified Pb-ruthenate, alumina, and Zr-silicate (JCPDS card #s 34-471, 42-1468, 6-266). Alumina is the substrate material, and Zr-silicate modifies the thermal coefficient of expansion of the glass-ruthenate composite. Ten ruthenate peaks were selected for lattice parameter refinement. The ruthenate lattice parameters are about 1.026 nm, which is reasonable for this composition of pyrochlore. The lattice parameter increased only slightly (but significant statistically) from minimum time and temperature to maximum time and temperature.
Hot TCR ANOVA Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean Sq.</th>
<th>F-Ratio</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A:Peak Temp.</td>
<td>1303.75156</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1303.75156</td>
<td>9.73</td>
<td>0.0123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B:Firing Time</td>
<td>2638.10641</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2638.10641</td>
<td>19.68</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C:Current</td>
<td>384.65016</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>384.65016</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>0.1245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>976.09381</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>976.09381</td>
<td>7.28</td>
<td>0.0245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>9.28726</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.28726</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.8010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>160.21231</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>160.21231</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.3027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>94.81091</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>94.81091</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.4308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block</td>
<td>38.16125</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>38.16125</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.6076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Error</td>
<td>1206.38941</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>134.0433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total (corr.) 6812.74705 17

$R^2 = .822915$  $R^2 (\text{Adj. for d.f.}) = 0.665505$

Table III. ANOVA Table for Hot TCR

Cold TCR ANOVA Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean Sq.</th>
<th>F-Ratio</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A:Peak Temp.</td>
<td>20.40329</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20.4033</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.7013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B:Firing Time</td>
<td>1332.57852</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1332.5785</td>
<td>10.55</td>
<td>0.0100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C:Current</td>
<td>2.73241</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.7324</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.8878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>619.31300</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>619.3130</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>0.0540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>68.383191</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>68.38319</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.4868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>550.46544</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>550.4654</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>0.0664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>109.98766</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>109.9877</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.3847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block</td>
<td>12.86259</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.8626</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.7602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Error</td>
<td>1136.43202</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>126.2702</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total (corr.) 3853.60684 17

$R^2 = .705099$  $R^2 (\text{Adj. for d.f.}) = 0.442965$

Table IV. ANOVA Table for Cold TCR

Figures 1 and 2 are TEM photographs of the 825°C, 8 min and the 875°C, 12 min samples. EDX analysis identified individual particles as Pb-ruthenate, CuBi-ruthenate, and Zr-silicate. Electron diffraction indicated that the particles were crystalline. The glass matrix was seen to contain Pb and Si. There were no distinguishable features in size, shape, or contrast that identify particles of different phases. The minimum particle size of the 825°C, 8 min sample is about 5 nm, while the minimum particle size of the 875°C, 12 min sample is about 20 nm. This indicates that particle coarsening occurs during firing.
DISCUSSION

The results show that increasing firing time and peak temperature will increase fired resistance values. The TEM results show a qualitative particle coarsening, with a corresponding increase in the distance between metal oxide particles. A two-phase, tunneling barrier conduction model\textsuperscript{23} has been proposed to explain the conduction of these resistors. An increase in interparticle distance would decrease the tunneling coefficient and thus increase resistance.

The in-situ resistance values did not correlate well to the experimental factors. A negative dependence of resistance with peak temperature was observed. This is caused by thermally activated glass conduction that dominates at high temperatures.

The TCR measurements can be explained in the light of a two-phase conduction model. The metal oxide particles exhibit a positive linear temperature dependence of resistance, whereas the glass exhibits a negative exponential temperature of resistance. The result for a thick film resistor is a shallow concave up $R(T)$ curve with a minimum in the vicinity of room temperature.

Because of the resistance minimum the CTCR, which is a measure of the slope between -40 and 25°C, is usually negative, while the HTCR, measured between 25 and 125°C, is usually positive. The results of this study show that firing time and temperature have a negative effect on HTCR while firing time has a positive effect on CTCR. This can be interpreted as a flattening of the $R(T)$ curve, which is a desirable effect.

Since Pb and Bi pyrochlores have different properties, a change from CuBi to Pb pyrochlore might serve as a partial explanation of the effects of time and temperature on $R$ and TCR. It is possible that Pb from the glass exchanges with Bi in the CuBi-ruthenate during firing.
A shift in lattice parameter would be evidence of such a reaction. However, there was no conclusive change in lattice parameter in either the Pb-ruthenate phase or the CuBi-ruthenate phase. Morten and Prudenziati found similar results. They argue that the Pb-Bi exchange reaction, if it occurs, is confined to the surface regions of the conductive particles, and that the core of the particles prevents the collapse of the lattice.

TEM observations of the opposite corners of the time-temperature matrix seems to reveal, at least qualitatively, an increase in particle size with increasing firing time and temperature. It is logical that an increase in temperature and time should cause particle coarsening. However, the lack of characteristic features for the different particle compositions suggest that either more sophisticated or more indirect methods will be needed to fully characterize the particles in these systems. The absence of particle chains did not allow direct observation of the glass barriers. This could be caused by particle agglomerations obscuring the barriers.

CONCLUSIONS

Fired resistance increases with firing time and peak temperature. In-situ resistance decreases with increasing peak temperature due to thermally activated conduction in the glass. Increasing firing time and peak temperature has the desirable effect of flattening the R(T) curve. X-Ray diffraction shows only a small increase in lattice parameter of the ruthenate phases with firing time and peak temperature. Particle size measurements do not show evidence of particle coarsening.

TEM observations revealed zircon, Pb ruthenate, and CuBi ruthenate phases dispersed in a Pb glass matrix. Particles of various shapes and sizes (>=5 nm) were observed, but no differences could be identified between particles of different composition. A qualitative coarsening of particles with increasing firing time and peak temperature was observed.
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ABSTRACT

Nano-composites allow a materials engineering approach to be exploited to realise specific characteristics in optical thin film ensembles. For example, films can be produced with refractive indices determined by their average composition on the basis of effective medium approximations, so freeing optical designers from the constraints imposed in pure materials. A summary is presented of the progress made in a fundamental study of films based on diverse materials such as fluorides and sulphides, fabricated using molecular beam deposition techniques. The film properties (eg refractive index, surface morphology, environmental stability) are correlated with microstructure (as determined by cross-sectional TEM techniques). The enhanced properties of the films are discussed in relation to the realisation of periodically modulated graded-index structures of the type required for optical filter applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

Significant interest is being shown in the properties of nano-composite materials in thin film form. Whilst developments in such materials to enhance mechanical performance are becoming well established, rather less work has been reported in the area of optical materials although the gains expected in material response are substantial. Most optical thin films are produced by physical vapour deposition and the necessity to avoid high processing temperatures has driven the exploitation of growth techniques such as electron beam evaporation and sputtering. In the case of electron beam evaporation, insufficient energy is provided to the growing film to ensure effective adatom mobility and the deposited films (especially in the case of refractory materials such as oxides) are rarely fully dense. The relatively porous nature of such films leads to the uptake of moisture from the environment and stability is poor. This is most frequently seen in the shift in the positioning of reflection bands in multilayer stacks, particularly when low index materials are used.

There are three major techniques emerging as a means of controlling the microstructure of thin films. Ion assisted deposition processes use momentum exchange processes to provide the additional energy required to enhance surface mobility. Such techniques have found widespread acceptance in the optical coatings industry, although the resulting levels of lattice damage produced can under certain conditions modify the optical properties of the deposit. Similar effects are also produced as a result of ion impact processes during magnetron and ion beam sputtering. The ion flux may be lower in the latter case, since the primary inert gas beam is directed at the target and the ejected species are usually confined to a well defined low energy regime. Ion plating processes [1-3] rely upon electron beam sources to generate the vapour flux, but immerse the substrate in an intense glow discharge to achieve the desired energy transfer from the inert gas. Unless substrate temperatures are high, films produced by these processes are usually nanocrystalline, with high densities and refractive indices.

This study assesses the ability of two alternative techniques for the control of microstructure. The first involves the realisation of stratified media in which the periodicity is based on a few (5-100) atomic layers of complementary materials. The second technique depends on the exploitation of phase separation processes in mixed materials to form a nanocomposite structure. This is a potentially powerful technique provided that the degree of crystallinity can be controlled and that sufficient phase stability is presented by the choice of materials to avoid processes of Ostwald ripening.
2. EXPERIMENTAL

The films assessed in this study were produced by molecular beam deposition in a load locked UHV system fitted with 4 Knudsen sources capable of operation at temperatures of up to 1300°C. The configuration of the sources was such that the effusing beams converged at the surface of the substrate. The vapour flux from each cell was measured using individual calibrated quartz crystals fitted with restrictors to limit the acceptance angle to that of the defined source and to avoid any cross-talk. A fibre-coupled broadband optical monitor was used to follow the evolution in reflectance spectra during growth and to determine optical thickness in situ. In-situ surface diagnostics (Auger, XPS) allowed the study of both surface preparation procedures and the examination of transient species produced at film-film interfaces as a result of chemical reaction or diffusion. Substrates (glass, zinc selenide or silicon) were cleaned before film growth using a defocussed raster scanned beam of argon ions (0.5-3keV).

Stratified films were produced by shuttering the molecular beams under computer control according to a defined sequence, which determined the thickness ratios of the component layers. Materials used included ZnS, ZnSe, BaF₂, PbF₂ and BiF₃. In comparison, the phase-separated films were produced by the co-deposition of zinc sulphide and barium fluoride. The composition of the composite film was determined in-situ by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. The films were deposited at temperatures of up to 350°C at deposition rates of approximately 0.8-1Å/sec.

The evolution in film microstructure was assessed by cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy. Specimens were prepared by cleaving, epoxy mounting and abrasive thinning to a 100μm thickness. Final thinning was carried out by ion beam bombardment initially with argon and finally using iodine to avoid milling artefacts.

3. EVOLUTION IN MICROSTRUCTURE OF THIN FILMS DURING GROWTH

The microstructure of pure materials in thin film form is dependent not only on the material being deposited, but also on the choice of growth process and process conditions used. The effect of the major process variables have been explored by a large number of workers, but can be summarised by the generalised behaviour described by Movchan and Demchisin [4] and Thornton [5] in their zone models. These are of fundamental importance in determining the density of the film produced. At low temperatures (denoted by Zone I) there is insufficient adatom mobility to ensure redistribution of adsorbed species across the surface and films produced are either amorphous or of low density due to the formation of fractal or dendritic structures. Porosity is evident in such structures, largely because the growing interfaces become physically separated from the arriving vapour flux. As the substrate temperature is increased, a characteristic columnar morphology is developed where surface diffusion processes are sufficient to produce 2-dimensional redistribution of the coating material (Zone II). The individual columns of such material are usually microcrystals with a degree of atomic ordering sufficient to give relatively sharp X-ray diffraction peaks. The interface between the different layers in a stack and at the film/air interface is usually very smooth on the scale of wavelengths of interest for optical purposes. At the highest growth temperatures (Zone III), surface diffusion rates are sufficient to allow 3-dimensional redistribution of the coating material giving rise to well defined crystal facets and a general roughening of film interfaces.

In materials such as barium fluoride, Zone I material is usually obtained when films are deposited at ambient temperatures (ie 25°C). It is necessary to heat the substrate to temperatures in excess of 300°C before Zone II material can be obtained. The Zone I material is characteristically dendritic [6] when viewed in cross-section in the TEM and the residual porosity present allows the rapid ingress of water from the atmosphere. The process of water adsorption is reversible and exchange with the environment easily occurs, for example as a result of heating to temperatures in excess of 100°C.
4. NANOCOMPOSITES BY STRATIFICATION.

The generalised behaviour summarised in the previous section is modified considerably in stratified heterostructures largely as a result of the disruption in the evolution of columnar morphology in the film. This disruptive effect is illustrated schematically in figure 1. The realisation of a brick-wall effect is dependant not only on the magnitude of the mismatch in lattice constant but also on the adatom mobility in the individual layers. For example, in the case of a heterostructure made from ZnS and ZnSe, both materials share a cubic zinc-blende lattice with a mismatch in lattice constants of only 5%. This is insufficient to prevent column propagation (as shown in figure 2) largely due to the accommodation of micro-strain effects by twinning. In the case of barium and lead fluoride, the difference in lattice constants is even smaller (4%), but the difference in adatom mobility allows a lath-type morphology to be produced (figure 3). Some of the characteristics of the component dendritic BaF$_2$ are retained, although the high mobility of the PbF$_2$ produces a basic building block some 1000 x 50Å in dimension. When the extent of lattice mismatch is raised to 15% as in the case of ZnS and BaF$_2$, a brick-wall morphology is produced as shown in figure 4. Here the dimensions of each crystallite is close to 100Å. The well-defined level of ordering in each crystallite is clearly evident, indicating that the material is not fundamentally amorphous, although selected area diffraction patterns cannot resolve the individual phases. There is no evidence of any porosity and such films are highly stable in the environment.

![Figure 1 Schematic diagram showing principle of film stratification to control the propagation of columnar morphology](image)

It is notable that multilayer films of exceptional surface quality (from an optical point of view) can be produced using such stratification techniques. The interfaces between the individual layers close to the substrate only vary in elevation by two or three atomic planes on a spatial scale of 160-200Å. The topography of successive interfaces bears no relationship to the previous and the same degree of atomic roughness is present at the top of thick coatings containing a thousand or so individual layers of disparate material. This highlights the ability of the stratification technique to control the propagation of columnar film morphology with resulting benefit in the reduction in optical scatter levels.
Figure 2  Cross-sectional transmission electron micrograph of stratified a ZnS/ZnSe film highlighting the inability of the lighter contrast ZnS films to prevent propagation of columnar grain morphology of the ZnSe component.

Figure 3  Cross-sectional transmission electron micrograph of a stratified PbF$_2$/BaF$_2$ film showing the development of a lath-type grain morphology.
50nm

Figure 4 Cross-sectional transmission electron micrograph of a stratified BaF$_2$/ZnS film in which the ZnS clearly disrupts the propagation of any continuous grain morphology in the film.

5. CONSEQUENCES OF INTERFACIAL REACTION

Since such stratified coatings contain a large number of interfaces, it is of some concern that interfacial reaction is controlled. Sometimes, such effects can be beneficial to enhance the degree of interfacial bonding. On the other hand, when the optical properties of the product of reaction are likely to lead to extrinsic absorption, steps have to be taken to prevent any reaction occurring. An example would be the formation of PbS at the interface between ZnS and PbF$_2$. This is undesirable since the optical bandgap or the PbS is considerably smaller than either the PbF$_2$ or the ZnS. Notably this can be avoided by the incorporation of a thin layer (ca 20Å) of BaF$_2$ at each PbF$_2$/ZnS interface [6].

The extent of solid state reaction can be illustrated by considering the case of ZnS and BiF$_3$ as shown in figure 5. Here the process of interdiffusion has been followed by depositing a monolayer of BiF$_3$ onto ZnS and following the evolution in chemical composition as a function of time using XPS. It is notable that the reaction to form BiS$_x$ is favourable and that fluorine disappears from the surface atomic layer within a few hours at room temperature. Such studies can only be carried out by carrying out the processes of deposition and chemical analysis in the same equipment without risking contamination from the atmosphere.
Figure 5a X-ray photoelectron spectra measured for monolayer of BiF$_3$ deposited onto ZnS film. Lower curve as deposited, upper curve measured after 2 days in UHV. Note lack of oxygen uptake as evidence of cleanliness of system.
**6. NANOCOMPOSITE FORMATION BY CO-DEPOSITION**

Such composites can be produced by co-deposition of two materials known to be immiscible at the substrate temperatures employed. Reports of the production of such inhomogeneous structures abound in the literature [7]. For example, Farabaugh et al [8] have examined the formation of a ZrO$_2$-SiO$_2$ nanocomposite films deposited by electron beam evaporation. TEM studies of pure ZrO$_2$ indicate that the films grow by the formation of tapered polycrystalline columns. As the SiO$_2$ content of the composite is increased, the column diameters decrease and at approximately 25\% SiO$_2$ a transition appears to an amorphous microstructure. The porosity of the film is reduced as SiO$_2$ is added with a corresponding increase in refractive index (despite the addition of a low index material to the composite). A maximum in refractive index is obtained at about 20\% SiO$_2$.

This behaviour is different to that observed in the present study for the ZnS/BaF$_2$ system, largely because the pure ZnS films are fully dense and have the highest refractive indices. Figure 6 shows a cross-sectional TEM micrograph of the microstructure produced. Over the part of the phase diagram so far examined by transmission electron microscopy, the BaF$_2$ acts as the host, whilst the ZnS...
component forms the regions of small precipitates. The dimensions of the precipitates are very small, typically only a few tens of nanometres, commensurate with the scale of structures produced by the stratification technique.

Figure 6 Cross sectional transmission electron micrograph of a nano-composite film formed by the co-deposition of BaF₂ and ZnS at 80°C. The composite film is deposited on a BaF₂ layer and is compositionally graded (decreasing ZnS content) towards the top of the diagram where significant grain growth becomes evident.

The relationship between the composition of the composite films and relative vapour phase supersaturation of the components during growth is complex, particularly at temperatures significantly above ambient. In general the composition obtained is not simply in proportion to the molecular fluxes of the separate BaF₂ and the ZnS components, but rather the presence of the BaF₂ has a significant effect on the sticking coefficient of the ZnS. For example, at a Knudsen source temperature of 800°C, a pure ZnS film would deposit at 100°C at a rate of about 0.5μm/hr. However once BaF₂ is added to the vapour flux, the sticking coefficient of the ZnS is reduced, so that the growth rate of the film becomes controlled more by the BaF₂ flux and the resulting film is correspondingly BaF₂ rich. Significantly higher overpressures of ZnS must be used to achieve compositions above the equimolar. This effect is illustrated in Figure 7.

In a similar way, the refractive index of the film (measured in the visible at 530nm) is not simply a linear function of composition as shown in figure 8. However this can explained more on the basis of effective medium approximations (albeit related to film microstructure) rather than simply process dependent factors.

The composite films deposited at 100°C are stable towards the ingress of moisture ingress over a significant part of the composition range. This implies that the films are dense. Significantly under normal circumstances, pure BaF₂ films deposited at the same temperature would only be about 90% theoretical density, a characteristic of zone II material. This suggests that the activity of the ZnS may be enhancing the mobility of the BaF₂ and preventing the propagation of dendritic microstructures. This is arguably akin to a catalytic effect, where the ZnS reduces the energy barrier to surface migration of adatoms. Since the ZnS flux consists largely of Zn atoms and sulphur dimers [9], their recombination at the growing interface is accompanied by the evolution of heat (ca 90kcal per mole). This can be utilised for enhancing the migration of BaF₂ molecules on the surface.
Figure 7 Variation in film composition as a function of ZnS overpressure for a fixed flux of BaF$_2$ during growth. Flux values are in arbitrary units, related by a single constant to the effective vapour pressure of the ZnS.

Figure 8 Variation of refractive index of ZnS/BaF$_2$ nano-composite with mole fraction of film, as deposited at 100°C.

Clearly there will be a BaF$_2$ composition above which the film can no longer be dense, since insufficient ZnS is present to provide the requisite level of activation. On the basis of the fact that dense films of BaF$_2$ deposited at 300°C have a refractive index of 1.50, the data plotted in figure 8 clearly indicate that porosity may begin to set in at BaF$_2$ compositions above $x_{Ba} = 0.8$. This appears to have some effect on the laser damage thresholds of the film as discussed in a following section.
7. LASER DAMAGE EFFECTS IN NANO-COMPOSITE FILMS.

The factors controlling the laser damage threshold of optical coatings have been presented many times in previous publications [10]. Emphasis has largely been related to the reduction in linear absorption and control of defects. The evolution in surface morphology around inclusions to form surface hillocks has been highlighted in several works (eg [11, 12]), together with their role in enhancing the optical fluence in the neighbourhood of the inclusion. The effects of laser conditioning are now commonly seen to be a result of the heating and subsequent controlled ejection of such inclusions, leading to defect morphologies which no longer enhance the optical field at the defect site. The other issue of major interest is related to the reduction in the cross-section of extrinsic molecular absorption processes. The major offenders are usually hydroxyl-related species associated with residual porosity in the material. The vibrational frequency of the isolated OH group is usually broadened towards longer wavelengths by the effects of hydrogen bonding. Optical coatings exhibiting residual absorption are not stable and frequently delaminate following a period in the atmosphere.

The laser damage thresholds of a number of nanocomposite films have been measured at 10.6μm wavelengths using a CO2 laser (33nsec FWHM pulse width), and at 3.8μm using a DF laser (55nsec FWHM pulse width). The 10.6μm measurements were used to assess whether any extrinsic absorption effects were introduced at interfaces within stratified nanocomposites, whereas the 3.8μm measurements were used to assess the effect of moisture ingress into nanocomposites formed by co-deposition. Values of the laser damage thresholds listed in table I are for zero probability of damage in single shot measurements (one shot per site assessed), and are subject to an experimental error of about 5%.

Comparison of the 10.6μm values indicates that the stratified nanocomposite produced between BaF2 and ZnSe had a damage threshold no different to that of the lower of the two component materials, and was significantly greater than that of the uncoated ZnSe substrate. This latter effect was attributed to the fact that the uncoated substrates were not subjected to ion beam cleaning, and that residual impurity species present at the surface were enhancing the interaction with the laser beam, leading to a reduction in damage threshold compared with the case of ZnSe substrates coated with ZnSe.

Table 1 Laser damage thresholds of various nanocomposite films

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film</th>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>10.6μm damage threshold J/cm²</th>
<th>3.8μm damage threshold J/cm²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>ZnSe</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZnSe</td>
<td>ZnSe</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaF2</td>
<td>ZnSe</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaF2</td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaF2/ZnSe Nanocomposite</td>
<td>ZnSe</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaF2/ZnS Nanocomposite (xBa = 0.89)</td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8.6-10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaF2/ZnS Nanocomposite (xBa = 0.61)</td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>53-55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two co-deposited nano-composite ZnS/BaF2 films were of interest since they had been deliberately chosen on the basis of their composition. There were clear differences in the behaviour
observed. For the example chosen with a high BaF\textsubscript{2} composition (x\textsubscript{Ba} = 0.89), the laser induced damage threshold (LIDT) was quite low. In comparison, the film with a BaF\textsubscript{2} composition below the critical value of x\textsubscript{Ba} = 0.8 had a much higher LIDT, and the mode of failure was quite different with comparatively larger areas of film being separated from the substrate during irradiation. The major difference between these two samples was the amount of residual porosity evident in the films as indicated by the differences in the intensities of infra-red absorption due to residual water at 3400cm\textsuperscript{-1}, with the highest absorption found in the x\textsubscript{Ba} = 0.89 case. The key issue is therefore the correspondence of the DF laser lines with the position of the water absorption band. Whilst the nominal wavelength used was 3.8\textmu m, the laser was not grating tuned. Its pulsed mode of operation, with cascade decay into different energy levels at different times during the pulse meant that the actual wavelength emitted was less well-defined with the inevitable outcome that some of the energy could be coupled directly into the \textit{OH} vibrational mode.

8. OPTICAL FILTERS USING NANOCOMPOSITES

The materials engineering approach afforded by nanocomposite materials has been exploited for the fabrication of complex optical filters, particularly those based on inhomogeneous designs. In such structures, reflection bands are produced as a result of interference effects in thin film ensembles with half-wave sinusoidal periodicity in refractive index. The bandwidth of the reflection peak is dependant on the refractive index excursion \( \Delta n \) around the mean value, whilst the peak reflectivity achieved depends on both \( \Delta n \) and on the total number of periods present. Multiline designs can be realised by the superimposition of individual sinusoids [13].

![Figure 9 Principle of digital synthesis of refractive index. Graphs are plots of refractive index (ordinate) against material thickness (abscissa).](image)

Whilst smoothly varying refractive gradients can in principle be produced by analogue control of the Knudsen sources, it is more convenient to adopt a digital approach, in which the analogue slope is synthesised using a staircase. This is then taken a stage further by replacing each step in the staircase by two component films (essentially digital "bits") whose thickness ratio determine the effective refractive index of the step. This process is illustrated in figure 9 and results in a periodicity in the thickness sequence of a stratified nano-composite.

Such structures have been produced under computer control using the ZnS/BaF\textsubscript{2} materials system and have proved to be stable and capable of the flexibility that the design procedure allows. A typical filter will be designed around 20 "bits" per period and can require 50 periods to realise the desired optical properties. The ensuing 1000-layer structure places considerable dependance on the integrity of the component material interfaces and on the control system used during growth. Figure 10 shows as an illustration the measured optical density of a digitally synthesised filter constructed on the basis of
the superimposition of the characteristic sinusoids for each reflection band using the inhomogeneous ZnS/BaF₂ nano-composite.

Figure 10 Optical density of a 2-band digitally synthesised filter constructed on the basis of the superimposition of the two individual characteristic sinusoids using the inhomogeneous ZnS/BaF₂ nano-composite.
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CRACK DEFLECTION AND INTERFACIAL FRACTURE ENERGIES IN ALUMINA/SiC AND ALUMINA/TiN NANOCOMPOSITES
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ABSTRACT

Crack/particle interactions in Al2O3/SiC and Al2O3/TiN nanocomposites have been observed by TEM on samples containing cracks produced by Vickers indentations. No significant crack deflection by intragranular SiC particles or microcracking around nanoparticles was found. Intergranular cracks were observed to be deflected into the matrix grains by SiC particles on grain boundaries inclined to the direction of crack propagation. TiN particles were not effective in this way. These features are briefly discussed within the framework of the interfacial fracture energies. These were calculated from interfacial energies, which were determined by the measurement of grain boundary-interface dihedral angles.

INTRODUCTION

The deflection of cracks by particles is a potential toughening mechanism in particulate reinforced ceramic matrix composites[1]. There are several possible deflection mechanisms. Intragranular particles may cause crack deflection through the interaction between their stress fields and the crack-tip stress field. The particle stress field might arise from a combination of thermal residual stresses and/or elastic mismatch stresses. It has been suggested that the former mechanism may be particularly effective in alumina/SiC composites because the difference in thermal expansion coefficient between alumina and SiC is large[2]. The stress fields of intergranular particles may also be important, but here interfacial properties may also be significant in affecting the propagation of intergranular cracks.

The present work describes an experimental investigation of crack/particle interactions in alumina/SiC and alumina/TiN nanocomposites by means of transmission electron microscopy (TEM), with the object of determining which if any of the above mechanisms is effective in practice and if any other toughening mechanisms could be identified. The determination of interfacial fracture energies in these systems is also described.

EXPERIMENT

Nanocomposites of alumina containing 5wt%SiC and 5wt%TiN nanoparticles were fabricated by hot-pressing following a conventional powder processing route[3,4]. The nominal mean particle sizes for the TiN and SiC particles were 50nm and 200nm respectively. TEM samples containing cracks induced by Vicker's microindentation (using a 2N load) were prepared by a back-thinning method developed by Hockey[5].

RESULTS

Crack/particle interactions

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) showed that in the Al2O3/TiN nanocomposite fracture is predominantly intergranular, just as in monolithic alumina. Intergranular cracks were clearly seen
to propagate along Al₂O₃/TiN interfaces. The addition of nanosized SiC particles to alumina, however, was found to result in a change of fracture mode to predominantly transgranular. A comparison of crack paths in Al₂O₃ and Al₂O₃/SiC composites is given in Fig.1. The large arrows indicate the direction of one of the diagonals of the Vickers indentation, i.e. the average direction of crack propagation (ADOCP for short). The small arrows in Fig.1(b) show sites where the crack changes its nature either from transgranular to intergranular or vice versa. Unlike cracks in monolithic alumina, cracks in the Al₂O₃/SiC composites are very straight, indicating a lack of significant crack deflection by intragranular SiC particles, as demonstrated further in Fig.2 under high magnification. A thorough examination of all cracks showed that stress-induced microcracking around nanosized SiC particles does not occur and cutting of intragranular SiC particles by cracks is also absent.

Fig.1 SEM micrographs of crack paths in (a) Al₂O₃ and (b) Al₂O₃/5wt%SiC nanocomposite. Large arrows indicate the average direction of crack propagation (ADOCP). Small arrows in (b) shows sites where the crack change its nature from intergranular to transgranular or vice versa.

Fig.2 A TEM micrograph under high magnification showing no crack deflection by intragranular SiC particles in Al₂O₃/5wt%SiC nanocomposite.
Fig. 3 TEM micrographs and corresponding schematic drawings showing crack/particle interactions in Al₂O₃/5wt%SiC nanocomposites. Dotted lines represent grain boundaries (G.B) and solid lines represent cracks. Angles of deflection are also shown.
Typical interactions between cracks and intergranular particles in Al₂O₃/SiC composites are shown in the TEM micrographs of Fig.3. The corresponding schematic drawings highlight the salient features. The large arrow in each micrograph indicates the ADOCP. Several features are evident:

1. When an intergranular crack running along a grain boundary inclined to the ADOCP approaches an intergranular SiC particle (labelled “P” in each case), the crack is deflected strongly by the particle to become transgranular and propagate parallel to the ADOCP (Fig.3(a-c)). Note that (i) the deflection occurs at the interface between the marked particle and the matrix, and (ii) the deflection is independent of whether nearby intragranular particles are present or not.

2. Intergranular cracks running along grain boundaries aligned nearly parallel to the ADOCP were not observed to be deflected into the matrix grain by intergranular particles. Instead, interface debonding occurred at these particles, as seen for those labelled P’ in Fig.3(b) and Fig.3(d). Debonding is also evident for intragranular particles (Fig.3(a)). Debonding does not usually lead to appreciable crack deflection.

3. When a previously transgranular crack intersects a grain boundary (e.g. at the points marked “T/I” in Fig.3(c) and (d)), the crack is deflected into the grain boundary, becoming intergranular.

The features seen in Fig.3 were typical of all the cracks examined. In summary, the analysis showed:

(i) Intergranular cracks are most often deflected into grains by SiC particles on grain boundaries inclined to the ADOCP. In contrast, interface debonding occurs to particles within grains and on grain boundaries aligned parallel to the ADOCP. Intergranular cracks were not found to become transgranular at sites without nearby intergranular particles.

(ii) Whether a crack remains transgranular when it intersects a grain boundary depends mainly on the relative orientation between the crack and the grain boundary. It was generally found that when the acute angle between a crack and the trace of a grain boundary exceeded about 60°, the crack was more likely to continue propagating transgranularly; for smaller angles, it was more likely to be deflected along the grain boundary. Such a transition from transgranular to intergranular fracture was also observed by SEM, as seen in Fig.1(b).

For the Al₂O₃/TiN system, interface debonding associated with the intergranular fracture was observed for TiN particles on grain boundaries both parallel to and inclined to the ADOCP.

Interfacial fracture energy

By the measurement of grain boundary-interface dihedral angle, \( \theta_d = \theta_1 + \theta_2 \), which is defined in Fig.4, from the TEM micrographs of intergranular particles, such as those shown in Fig.5, we can obtain the ratio of interfacial energy/grain boundary energy, \( \gamma_i/\gamma_{gb} \), from the following equations [6]

Using appropriate values of surface (free) energies[7] and the grain boundary (free) energy[8], the interfacial fracture energy, \( G_i \), was calculated using the measured \( \gamma_i/\gamma_{gb} \). Some values obtained are listed in Table I, where \( G_{gb} \) is the fracture energy of the grain boundary.

DISCUSSION

From the observations it is reasonable to conclude that crack deflection by intragranular SiC particles and microcracking do not contribute significantly to the toughening of Al₂O₃/SiC composites.
We see from Table I that \( G_i/G_{gb} \) is much larger than unity in \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3/\text{SiC} \) composites. The particle morphology, which determines the grain boundary-interfacial dihedral angle on which this result is based, develops by atomic diffusion at high temperatures when thermal residual stresses are absent. The strong interface in this case therefore arises from strong intrinsic bonding between \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) and \( \text{SiC} \) rather than by a clamping effect due to thermal residual stresses. The low value of \( G_i/G_{gb} \) for the \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3/\text{TiN} \) system indicates a weak interface, which HREM confirms is probably the result of the presence of an amorphous TiO\(_2\) layer[9].

\[
\begin{align*}
\gamma_1/\gamma_{gb} &= \sin \theta_2 / \sin \theta_d \quad (1) \\
\gamma_2/\gamma_{gb} &= \sin \theta_1 / \sin \theta_d \quad (2) \\
\gamma_i &= (\gamma_1 + \gamma_2)/2 \quad (3)
\end{align*}
\]

Fig.4 Schematic of a particle on a grain boundary with relevant parameters. 'M' indicates neighbouring matrix grains; grain boundary-interfacial dihedral angle: \( \theta_d = \theta_1 + \theta_2 \); interfacial energy: \( \gamma_1, \gamma_2 \) or \( \gamma_i \) and grain boundary energy: \( \gamma_{gb} \).

![Fig.4](image)

Fig.5 TEM micrographs of (a) a SiC particle and (b) TiN particles on grain boundaries.

Table I Values of some relevant parameters associated with the interface properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>( \theta_d )</th>
<th>( \gamma_i/\gamma_{gb} )</th>
<th>( G_i/G_{gb} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3/\text{SiC} )</td>
<td>125.6°±17.2°</td>
<td>1.21±0.31</td>
<td>2.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3/\text{TiN} )</td>
<td>103.2°±17.5</td>
<td>0.80±0.16</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Qualitatively, the presence of intergranular particles is expected to affect the propagation of an intergranular crack, depending on the fracture energies of the matrix/particle interfaces relative to the fracture energy of the grain boundary. In the Al₂O₃/TiN system, an intergranular crack is likely to continue along the weaker interface. However, in the Al₂O₃/SiC system, the stronger interface may have a tendency to hinder debonding. Depending on the inclination of grain boundaries with respect to the direction of crack propagation, either interface debonding or the deflection of an intergranular crack into the matrix grains may occur. These qualitative predictions are in accord with the experimental observations. A detailed quantitative analysis involving an extension of the interface debonding theory developed by He and Hutchinson [10] allows for these features to be understood from the viewpoint of the mechanical-energy-release rate and the interfacial fracture energy, and will be described in another publication [11].

CONCLUSIONS

(i) Microcracking and crack deflection are not significant toughening mechanisms in alumina/SiC nanocomposites.

(ii) Intergranular cracks are frequently deflected into matrix grains by SiC particles on grain boundaries inclined to the direction of crack propagation. On the contrary, intergranular cracks were found to propagate along alumina/TiN interfaces.

(iii) The determination of interfacial fracture energies showed that SiC particles strengthen grain boundaries whereas TiN particles weaken them. The values of the interfacial fracture energies provide a key to the understanding of crack/particle interactions.
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ABSTRACT

The hardness of the recently developed novel superhard nanocrystalline composites exceeds 5000 kg/mm² (50 GPa) and the elastic modulus 550 GPa. This is due to a special microstructure which is formed when the fraction of the amorphous component reaches the percolation threshold. Experimental data are presented and discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Superhard materials are usually defined as those whose hardness exceeds 4000 kg/mm² (about 40 GPa). This is significantly more than the hardness, H, of steels (H ≤ 1200 kg/mm²) and of the conventional hard materials such as transition metal nitrides, carbides, sapphire and others [1]. Superhard materials include diamond (H = 7000-10 000 kg/mm²), cubic boron nitride (c-BN, H ≤ 4 000 kg/mm²), transition metal superlattices (H ≤ 5 000 kg/mm²) [2,3], amorphous boron carbide (H = 5 000 kg/mm²) [4] and turbostratic CNx (x=0.25-0.35, H ~ 5 000 kg/mm²) [5,6]. Diamond and c-BN are high pressure modifications whose preparation requires rather extreme conditions. The deposition of transition metal superlattices requires a precise control of the repetitive deposition of a large number of about ≤ 10 nm thin layers of different materials by periodically changing the sputtering source. All these problems made it so far difficult to introduce these materials into a large scale industrial application. The recently developed superhard composite materials consist of a few nanometer small crystallites of a transition metal nitride, nc-Me₅N, such as TiN [7,8], W₂N [9] or others [10-13], embedded within a 0.6-1 nm thin matrix of amorphous silicon nitride, a-Si₃N₄. These materials are thermodynamically stable, relatively easy to prepare by plasma chemical vapor deposition at a temperature of 550°C which is compatible with steel substrates, they are resistant against oxidation at high temperatures and chemically compatible with the majority of industrial substrates including steel. The hardness of such materials exceeds 5 000 kg/mm² [8-11] and approaches that of diamond [13]. Therefore the interest in these materials is growing fast. This paper aims to contribute to the understanding of the origin of the superhardness which strongly exceeds that given by the rule-of-mixture. It is shown, that the thermodynamically driven segregation and percolation threshold determines the formation of the microstructure which is decisive for the occurrence of the new phenomena of superhardness.

EXPERIMENTAL

The preparation procedure, control of the composition and characterization of the nc-Me₅N/a-Si₃N₄ films was described in [8-13]. Therefore only a very brief summary is given here. As the formation of the nc-Me₅N/a-Si₃N₄ nanostructure is based on a thermodynamically driven seg-
regation of the both phases [8] a preparation technique which provides a high chemical activity of nitrogen and a fast kinetics (activation energy) at a deposition temperatures below 700°C is needed. For reasons outlined in [7,8] we have chosen the plasma CVD using the respective volatile transition metal halides and silane as the sources of the metals and silicon, respectively. The deposition took place at a substrate temperature of 500-550°C under conditions of a large excess of hydrogen and nitrogen. The use of silane instead of silicon tetrachloride has the advantage of a much lower chlorine content of 0.2-0.3 at.%, whereas the films prepared by our colleagues [15] who used SiCl₄ contain typically 1-2 at.% of Cl which causes a film degradation upon a long term exposure to air.

The films were characterized by means of X-ray diffraction, XRD, scanning electron microscopy, SEM, combined with energy dispersive analysis of X-rays, EDX, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, XPS and hardness measurements [8-9]. More recently, high resolution transmission electron microscopy, HR TEM, fully confirmed the conclusions and predictions regarding the nanostructure, composition and crystalline size [16].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The excellent agreement between the crystallite size determined from XRD and HR TEM for nc-TiN/a-Si₃N₄ films is shown in Fig. 1. The somewhat higher average crystallite size obtained from HR TEM is most probably due to a human factor, because one can easily overlook the small crystallites when evaluating the large number of micrographs showing direct lattice image of these crystallites. One notices that the crystallite size reaches a minimum at a silicon content corresponding to about 8 at.% of Si. Similar results were found also for nc-W₂N [9] and nc-VN/a-Si₃N₄ [10].

![Fig. 1: Dependence of the average crystallite size, as determined from the HRTEM and XRD, on the silicon content in the films (see text).](image)

When combining two materials which form a solid solution, such as TiN and TiC [10], the hardness H follows the rule-of-mixture, i.e. it increases monotonously according to equation (1) (see [10]).

\[
H(TiN_1-xC_x) = [(1-x)H(TiN) + xH(TiC)]
\]  

(1)
In contrast, the hardness of the novel nanocrystalline composites nc-Me₉N/a-Si₃N₄ (Me being a transition metal which forms stable and hard nitrides) increases with increasing content of a-Si₃N₄ up to a maximum of about 16 - 20 mol.% of Si₃N₄, and decreases again when the fraction of silicon nitride further increases. Moreover, the maximum hardness exceeds that of both components by factor of 3 or more [7-13] thus indicating that new phenomena are responsible for this increase. This is illustrated by Fig. 2 for the nc-W₂N/a-Si₃N₄ films. Similar dependence was found also for nc-TiN/a-Si₃N₄ [8] and nc-VN/a-Si₃N₄ films [10]. One notices, that the crystallite size reaches a minimum and the hardness a maximum at a silicon content of about 7 at.% which corresponds to about 16 mol.% of Si₃N₄. It has been verified that the silicon in the films is incorporated as Si₃N₄ [8]. The other data shown in Fig. 2 will be discussed further below.

![Fig. 2: Measured hardness (H) average crystallite size of W₂N (D), reflectivity of the films (R), the theoretically calculated average cluster size <S> and the scaling law for electrical conductivity (V-Vc)¹,¹ vs. the silicon content of the nc-W₂N/a-Si₃N₄ films. (See text.)](image)

![Fig. 3: Correlation between the measured hardness of nc-TiN/a-Si₃N₄ and nc-W₂N/a-Si₃N₄ and the crystallite size. Even a conservative extrapolation suggests that the hardness of diamond should be reached at a crystallite size of ≤ 2.5 nm. The open symbols show the fraction of atoms at the surfaces of the crystallites (see text).](image)
The correlation of the hardness with the crystallite size $D$ shown in Fig. 3 exhibits a strong increase when the crystallite size decreases below 5 nm. In contrast, the classical mechanism of hardening based on the Hall-Petch relationship $H(D) = H_0 + \text{const} \cdot D^{-1/2}$ (for the theory see [17,18]), applies only up to a crystallite size $D \geq 10$ nm. Below that value a softening due to the lack of dislocation multiplication and pile-up, and due to a strong increase of the fraction of the softer material within the grain boundaries is found [19]. Also the epitaxial [2] and polycrystalline [3] heterostructures, suggested in a theoretical work of Koehler [20] show softening when the lattice period decreases below about 6-10 nm [2]. These results clearly show that new phenomena are responsible for the strong increase of the hardness in our nanocrystalline composite materials. In the following part of this paper we shall show that the nanocrystals are indeed free of any dislocations. Afterwards, we shall discuss the possible mechanism of the formation of the microstructure and of the concomitant increase of the hardness.

Figure 4 shows an example of an HR TEM micrograph of the nc-TiN/a-Si$_3$N$_4$ composites with a direct lattice image of several nanocrystals. Such an image is obtained from those crystals whose planes are oriented exactly parallel to the electron beam. A small tilting of the sample in the microscope leads to vanishing of the lattice image of these crystallites and its appearance from others which come into the correct orientation. A systematic study of a large number of such images [16] allows us to draw the following conclusions: The crystallites are of a regular, almost spherical shape with a relatively narrow size distribution and they are free of any dislocations. The TiN-crystallites are embedded into the thin amorphous Si$_3$N$_4$ tissue whose fraction corresponds - within the accuracy of these measurements - to that calculated from the silicon content which was measured by means of EDX.

The segregation of the nanocrystalline transition metal nitride and the amorphous Si$_3$N$_4$ is thermodynamically driven when the chemical activity of nitrogen is sufficiently high and the temperature below about 700°C [8]. The question arises as to the origin of the minimum of the crystallite size (and simultaneously a maximum of the hardness) to occur when the fraction of a-Si$_3$N$_4$ reaches about 16 - 20 mol%. Theoretical calculations and modelling [21] have shown that in a three dimensional network the bond percolation occurs at a content of the percolating phase of 16%. This is indicated in Fig. 2 by the average cluster size $<S>$ which diverges at the percolation threshold. This means, that the bond connectivity of the percolating phase (a-Si$_3$N$_4$) occurs through the whole sample. Electrical conductivity and related properties, such as reflectivity, scale differently (see Fig. 2, $V_C$ means the relative volume of the percolating phase at the threshold). Therefore, they show a significant change only at a somewhat larger fraction of the percolating phase as seen by the change of the reflectivity in Fig. 2 at about 13 at.-% of Si.

These data clearly show that the minimum crystallite size (and maximum hardness) in the MeN/a-Si$_3$N$_4$ composites occurs when the system reaches the percolation threshold. Let us now discuss the question of the possible driving force for this phenomena.

For regular crystallites of an almost spherical shape the degree of dispersion (the fraction of atoms at the surface of the crystallites) i.e. the number of bonds at the nc-Me$_n$N/a-Si$_3$N$_4$ increases proportionally to the reciprocal value of the crystallite size (see Fig. 3). This means that at the minimum crystallite size during percolation the specific area of the interface between the nanocrystalline transition metal nitride and amorphous Si$_3$N$_4$ reaches a maximum. The only logical explanation why the nc-Me$_n$/a-Si$_3$N$_4$ system does it is a minimization of its free energy in this case. This however requires that the cohesive energy at the interface is strongly in-
creased due to some yet unknown effect. In [9] we have speculated if electronic phenomena related to quantum confinement could be responsible for such effect. However, a detailed theoretical treatment of problem is still lacking but highly desirable.

**Fig. 4:** A typical HRTEM image of a sample with 33 mole % of Si$_3$N$_4$ showing a direct image of the (111) and (200) lattice planes of those TiN nanocrystals which have the correct orientation with respect to the electron beam. The defect free nc-TiN crystallites of a fairly regular, almost spherical shape are imbedded in the amorphous a-Si$_3$N$_4$ matrix. (See text.)

**CONCLUSIONS**

The superhardness phenomena found in nc-Me$_x$N/a-Si$_3$N$_4$ composites is associated with the thermodynamically driven segregation accompanied by a percolation threshold. The experimental results and a logical reasoning show that some yet unknown phenomena cause a strong increase of the cohesive energy across the nc-Me$_x$N/a-Si$_3$N$_4$ interface. The data also indicate that the hardness of diamond should be reached or even superpassed if the crystallite size at the percolation would decrease to 2-2.5 nm. This is a great challenge for further more detailed experimental and theoretical studies.
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ABSTRACT

Nanocomposite materials of TiN/TiB₂ system are prepared both by high pressure sintering of ultrafine powders and the films deposition using magnetron sputtering. Properties and structure of obtained particulate and film materials derived from hardness measurements as well as TEM and SEM analyses are discussed and compared in detail.

INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, the development of nanophase and nanocomposite materials (NM) has emerged as an important step in creating a new generation of materials because of the attractive properties observed in these NM. This is also typical for both particulate materials produced by numerous methods from ultrafine powders and films deposited by many versions of CVD/PVD technique. Electrodeposition and crystallization from amorphous state are also popular for NM preparation. Different consolidation methods of NM have been analyzed elsewhere [1-3]. It seems to be important to note that NM preparation by all methods is essentially accompanied by recrystallization and partial annihilation of nanocrystalline structure. In this connection only high-energy and low-temperature consolidation methods such as high pressure sintering, shock compaction, hot forging, and magnetron sputtering are considered to be the most useful for NM preparation.

In elaboration of our investigations [1, 3-7], this report is concentrated on TiN/TiB₂ nanocomposites prepared by high pressure sintering and magnetron sputtering. The TiN/TiB₂ system has been the focus of attention of many investigations (e.g., [8-20]) but only some of them, mainly as regarding films [10-13, 17] and partly consolidated bulks [15, 16, 18, 20], are devoted to NM. As Holleck has firstly noted this system forms coherent interfaces [10]. However, many features of this nanocomposite and others based on high-melting compounds seem to be not studied in detail.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(a) Consolidated Bulks

The details and features of our experimental technique of high pressure sintering have previously been reported [4]. Table I shows the hardness and density values for different TiN/TiB₂ composites including individual compounds after high pressure sintering at 1200°C and 1400°C (P=4 GPa, t=5 min). Initial values of mean diameter of particles determined from specific surface area values were of ~80 nm (TiN) and ~400 nm (TiB₂). The first powder was prepared by plasmaschemical synthesis [4] and the second one was from the H.C.Starck Co. These powders were mixed by ball milling.
Table I. Vickers Microhardness ($H_v$) and Density ($\gamma$) of TiN/TiB$_2$ Composites Consolidated at 1200°C and 1400°C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition (wt%)</th>
<th>$\gamma$ (g/cm$^3$)</th>
<th>$H_v$ (GPa) at $F=0.5N$; $T_{int}=20^\circ$C</th>
<th>$H_v$ at $F=5N$</th>
<th>$\gamma$ (g/cm$^3$)</th>
<th>$H_v$ at $F=0.5 N$; $T_{int}=20^\circ$C</th>
<th>$H_v$ at $F=0.5 N$; $T_{int}=900^\circ$C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$T_{con}=1200^\circ$C</td>
<td></td>
<td>$T_{con}=1400^\circ$C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiN (d ~ 80 nm)</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>25.3±1.1</td>
<td>14.5±0.5</td>
<td>7.1±0.2</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>27.8±1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75TiN/25TiB$_2$</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>22.2±1.0</td>
<td>(19.6)</td>
<td>17.0±1.2</td>
<td>7.2±0.7</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50TiN/50TiB$_2$</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>22.3±0.8</td>
<td>27.1±1.0</td>
<td>18.0±1.8</td>
<td>9.0±1.2</td>
<td>4.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25TiN/75TiB$_2$</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>21.7±1.3</td>
<td>28.4±1.2</td>
<td>18.8±1.85</td>
<td>9.6±0.5</td>
<td>4.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiB$_2$ (d ~ 400 nm)</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td></td>
<td>25.6±2.0</td>
<td>18.2±1.9</td>
<td>9.1±0.85</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Let us discuss these results. The porosity value of specimens was usually smaller than 1-3%. As it is evident the increase of preparation temperature is accompanied by small increase of density, and by more significant one of hardness. The later is revealed to a greater extent in the case of TiB$_2$ phase because of harder sinterability of these coarser powders. The difference in TiN and TiB$_2$ hardness can be brought out only at the low load ($F$) measurements. At $F=2-5$ N the influence of composition on hardness is not so high. The availability of hardness size effect is also noteworthy, the difference between measurements at $F$ of 0.5 N and 2.0 N and especially between 0.5 N and 5.0 N is not small and is higher than the standard deviation. The hot hardness measurements have not revealed any anomalies such as superplasticity in the studied temperature interval up to 900°C.

Notice that the general level of hardness is quite high. Our results especially for TiN and TiN rich composites are much higher as compared with data for conventional cast, sintered and hotpressed specimens [8, 9, 14, 15, 19]. The features of hardness of nanocrystalline TiN have been discussed elsewhere [3, 6, 7]. It was found that the values of crystallites size ($L$) obtained by different methods were not uniform. So the $L$ values were of 50-70 nm by XRD analysis, 70-150 nm by SEM examination (Fig. 1, a) and 20-80 nm by TEM (Fig. 2, b). Although slightly larger crystallites can also be observed in the micrographs [6, 7].

The structure of TiN/TiB$_2$ composites seems to be similar. XRD analysis has revealed the availability of only two phases; the values of their lattice parameters were essentially the same for all compositions. Optical microanalysis has indicated that the particles of TiB$_2$ have large distribution of sizes (from $\sim$0.1 $\mu$m to 3-5 $\mu$m).

Turning to the analysis of Table I it seems to be important to keep in mind that increase of processing temperature has resulted in hardness increase in spite of possible recrystallization effect. It can be connected not only with a small density increase but also with “strengthening” of grain boundaries as we have pointed out [21] and also noted by Watanabe [22]. It seems very likely that a further reduction of TiB$_2$ powder size and an optimization of high pressure sintering parameters or other high-energy consolidation methods will further increase the hardness level and the foregoing data are not the limiting values.

Figure 1: FE-SEM micrograph of fracture surface (a) and bright field TEM micrograph (b) of TiN specimen obtained at T=1200°C and P=4 GPa.
(b) Films

Table II shows our and other investigators data concerning to TiN/TiB$_2$ films. The numerous results of TiN hardness determination are not included in Table II but only the most representative ones are listed. It is well known that there are many factors, such as the preparation method, deposition parameters, films thickness, test load, substrate, type of hardness measurement and so on effect the films hardness. The whole discussion of boride, nitride and other interstitial phases films hardness has been published elsewhere [27].

It is difficult to discuss all features of Table II because of the absence of full information on structure (crystallite sizes and stress situation) and composition (phase analysis and admixture content). However, as can be seen from Table II, our results which have been obtained by using rather thin films are in reasonably good agreement with literature data. So the application of the procedure proposed by Jonsson and Hogmark [28] has permitted to estimate the hardness value of boride film in itself. These Vickers values were found to be equal of 50-60 GPa (these values are in round brackets) which are in close agreement with such information for “thick” boride films [12,13]. Our TEM, SEM, AES, and other examination of TiN/TiB$_2$ films obtained by DCMNRS and RFNMRS are now in progress and we are reporting some preliminary results.

### Table II. Vickers Microhardness ($H_v$) of TiN/TiB$_2$ Films

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Method$^1$</th>
<th>Thickness (µm)</th>
<th>Load (N)</th>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>$H_v$(GPa)</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ti(B$<em>{0.8}$N$</em>{0.05}$O$<em>{0.10}$C$</em>{0.03}$)$_{2.5}$</td>
<td>DCMNRS</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>(100)TiB$_2$</td>
<td>44.7±4(~51)</td>
<td>[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti(B$<em>{0.69}$N$</em>{0.20}$O$<em>{0.04}$C$</em>{0.03}$)$_{1.65}$</td>
<td>RFNMRS</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>25±1.1(~37)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti(B$<em>{0.34}$N$</em>{0.49}$O$<em>{0.12}$C$</em>{0.05}$)$_{1.5}$</td>
<td>RFNMRS</td>
<td>~1.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>18.6±0.9(~49)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti(B$<em>{0.32}$N$</em>{0.49}$O$<em>{0.16}$C$</em>{0.12}$)$_{2.1}$</td>
<td>RFNMRS</td>
<td>~0.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>16.3±0.8(~57)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Method$^1$</th>
<th>Thickness (µm)</th>
<th>Load (N)</th>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>$H_v$(GPa)</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TiB$_2$</td>
<td>DCMNRS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>WC/Co</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>[11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiB$_{2.8}$</td>
<td>DCMNRS</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.15-0.3</td>
<td>WC/Co</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiB$_2$</td>
<td>RFNMRS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>Cr steel</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>[23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiB$_{1.9}$</td>
<td>DCMNRS</td>
<td>~8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>HSS</td>
<td>~62.5</td>
<td>[13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiN$_{0.96}$</td>
<td>DCMR S</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.01-0.03</td>
<td>SUS 304</td>
<td>~30</td>
<td>[24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiN$_{4}$</td>
<td>CAPD</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>HSS</td>
<td>~43</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiB$<em>1$N$</em>{0.6}$</td>
<td>DCMRS</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.2-0.3</td>
<td>WC/Co</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiB$<em>2$N$</em>{0.2}$O$_{0.4}$</td>
<td>DCMRS</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>WC/Co</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiN$_{1.0}$ (5-16at%B)</td>
<td>EBIP</td>
<td>~3</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>HSS</td>
<td>35-45</td>
<td>[26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiB$<em>{2.1}$N$</em>{0.6}$</td>
<td>DCMRS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>HSS</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>[13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiBN$_{0.4}$</td>
<td>RFNMRS</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>(100 nm)$^2$</td>
<td>HSS</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiB$<em>2$N$</em>{0.6}$</td>
<td>RFNMRS</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>(100 nm)</td>
<td>HSS</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiB$<em>{1.4}$N$</em>{0.6}$</td>
<td>RFNMRS</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>(100 nm)</td>
<td>HSS</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiB$<em>{0.7}$N$</em>{0.5}$</td>
<td>RFNMRS</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>(100 nm)</td>
<td>HSS</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiB$<em>{0.8}$N$</em>{0.5}$</td>
<td>RFNMRS</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>(100 nm)</td>
<td>HSS</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1$Methods of preparation: DCMNRS - d.c. magnetron non-reactive sputtering; DCMRS - d.c. magnetron reactive sputtering; RFNMRS - r.f. magnetron non-reactive sputtering; CAPD - cathodic arc plasma deposition; EBIP - electron beam ion plating. $^2$ A depth of nanoindenter penetration.
Figure 2: Dark field TEM micrograph (a) and corresponding selected area electron diffraction pattern (b) of Ti(B_{0.69}N_{0.34}O_{0.04}C_{0.03})_{1.65} film obtained by RFMNRS (T_{sub}=150°C, N=0.5 kWt).

The specific difficulty in analysis of Ti(B,N)_x films is in their characterization of chemical composition and phase. Because of highly non-equilibrium processing, the variety of the structures and correspondingly properties versions is significant larger in the case of films in comparison with bulk specimens (see Table I and II). We are indicating the approximate formulas of our boride films on the base of the AES analysis. It is also assumed that the one-phase composition exists and all nonmetallic impurities substitute at the boron sublattice. It should be recorded that both overstoichiometric borides and superstoichiometric ones have been revealed in our experiments. Such situation has also been pointed in literature (e.g., [12, 13, 17, 26, 27]).

The dark field TEM micrograph of boride film obtained by RFMNRS is shown in Fig. 2, a. It can be seen that the L value ranges up to about 5-10 nm. The assignment of the diffraction rings (Fig. 2, b) has revealed the existence of the TiB_2 lattice (AlB_2 type) which is also confirmed by XRD analysis. According to the XRD and SAED data, the lattice parameters were found to be: a=0.3083±0.0024 nm and c=0.3246±0.0025 nm (XRD); a=0.311 nm and c=0.323 nm (SAED). These values are higher than conventional standard ones for TiB_2 (a=0.3028-0.3040 nm and c=0.3228-0.3234 nm) [29] that can likely be connected with films composition.

In the case of Ti(B_{0.36}N_{0.49}O_{0.12}C_{0.05})_{1.5} film the L value was found to be of 3-6 nm by TEM examination. However, its phase composition is not so simple and need further refinement. There are some considerations on phase composition of Ti(B,N)_x films [17]. It seems plausible that the further optimization of deposition regimes and composition can lead to new interesting data. The special attention must be given to the effect of nature of crystallites boundaries and impurities.

SUMMARY

This study indicates that it is possible to prepare TiN/TiB_2 nanocomposites using different consolidation methods both for particulate materials and films. The parameters of high pressure sintering and PVD deposition exert great action on structure and properties of NM. At present the hardness level of particulate NM is lower than that for films. However, the hope to increase this level seems to be optimistic in both cases.
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ABSTRACT

A study has been conducted on the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) of transition metal car-
bides in order to examine alloying and phase formation in binary systems. Alternating layers of
TiC/ZrC and ZrC/VC were deposited at 400 C and 5 mTorr Ar with nominal period thicknesses
of 0.6 nm, 10.0 nm, and 50.0 nm. ZrC/VC X-ray diffraction analysis showed that the alloys were
amorphous and the TiC/ZrC alloys were crystalline. The thicker films showed a higher degree of
phase separation of the two compounds. Transmission electron microscopy confirmed the amor-
phous structure in the 0.6 nm ZrC/VC film, while the 50.0 nm film showed a layered structure
and extremely fine grain size.

INTRODUCTION

Transition metal carbide coatings have long been used to improve the operating life of
mechanical components due to their relatively low friction coefficients and high hardness [1].
Presently, the most common carbide coating material is titanium carbide. However, despite its
attractive properties, the hardness level of TiC (30 GPa) is still well below that of other compet-
tive materials, such as diamond (80 GPa). Improving the hardness levels of carbides can be
achieved by engineering nanophase composites based on transition metal carbide mixtures.

Films in this study were deposited using pulsed-laser deposition (PLD), a thin film depo-
sition technique that enables direct replication of target compositions in the deposited films [2].
Therefore, carbide films can be deposited directly from carbide targets without the use of a react-
ing gas. Furthermore, sub-monolayer coverage is produced on each laser shot and this makes
PLD ideal for producing nanocomposite mixed carbide films.

In this study, nano-composite thin films have been fabricated using the TiC/ZrC and
ZrC/VC systems. The lattice mismatch for TiC/ZrC is 8%, and is believed to be completely sol-
uble at high temperatures but undergoes spinodal decomposition at lower temperatures [3]. The
mismatch for ZrC/VC is 12%, and these carbides are expected to be largely insoluble [4].
However, the films deposited by PLD are condensed far from equilibrium so the microstructures
obtained and the nature of the phases present require further investigation. In this paper we report
on the microstructures obtained and their relation to film deposition conditions.

EXPERIMENTAL

PLD of carbides was conducted in a high-vacuum system containing a heated substrate
holder and computer controlled target carousel. The target-substrate distance was 4.6 cm. A KrF
excimer laser beam (248 nm, 30 nsec FWHM, 9 Hz) was focused through a 0.5 m focal length
lens onto the target. Laser energy densities ranged from 7.3 - 10.6 J/cm². The typical base pres-
sure for the ablation chamber was 5 x 10⁻⁶ torr; this pressure was increased to 5 x 10⁻³ torr with
ultra-pure argon gas during ablation. Films were deposited directly onto <111> Si, glass and sapphire (a-plane) substrates at 400 C. The gas flow rate was held at 3.0 sccm and the pressure
adjusted by throttling the pump speed. The target carousel held two half-circular target segments
composed of high-purity (99.9%), hot-pressed ZrC, VC, or TiC. This system enabled deposition
of individual layers with a defined bilayer thickness in each sample. Films were deposited using
target combinations of TiC/ZrC and VC/ZrC by oscillating the targets under the laser beam for a
specified number of laser shots to produce the desired thickness for each layer. Table I shows a

Table I: Film deposition conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Substrate Temperature(°C)</th>
<th>Background Ar Pressure (mTorr)</th>
<th>Individual Layer Thickness(nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TiC/ZrC</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiC/ZrC</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiC/ZrC</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZrC/VC</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZrC/VC</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZrC/VC</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

summary of the deposition conditions for the films. Layer thicknesses per shot were calibrated
through the use of atomic force microscopy (AFM) on masked deposited films, as well as quartz
crystal microbalance measurements. This yielded a deposition rate on the order of 0.1 Å per shot
at an energy density of 8.3 J/cm².

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to study the grain structure of films
using both plan-view and cross-section specimens. X-ray diffraction (XRD) using CuKα radiation
was used for phase and crystal orientation analysis of the films.

RESULTS

X-Ray Diffraction

X-ray diffraction was carried out on the films listed in Table I. Figure 1a shows an XRD spectrum of a ZrC film grown at 400 °C and 5 mTorr Ar. The only film peak observed was the <111> ZrC reflection at 33.09° (2θ) with all other reflections corresponding to the sapphire substrate. When ZrC was combined with TiC in 0.3 nm layers (Figure 1b) there was a strong reflection at 34.09°, falling approximately half way between the expected <111> reflections for ZrC (33.04°-2θ) and TiC.

Figure 1: XRD patterns of (a) pure ZrC and (b) mixed ZrC/TiC alloy with 0.3nm layer periods.

* - sapphire

Figure 2: XRD patterns of (a) pure ZrC and (b) mixed ZrC/VC alloy with 0.3nm layer periods.

* - sapphire
The presence of a single reflection indicates a TiC/ZrC solid solution alloy formed. Figure 1b also shows a peak at 39.79° (2θ) corresponding to the (200) ZrC-TiC alloy peak. Therefore, a solid solution alloy formed, despite the deposition of alternating 0.3 nm layers, due to atomic mixing or surface diffusion processes.

When ZrC was combined with VC in 0.3 nm layers (Figure 2b), there was an amorphous background reflection surrounding the large sapphire peak, suggesting the formation of an amorphous alloy. A broad peak near the (200) ZrC reflection was also observed, indicating the possible presence of an ultra-fine crystalline precipitate. It is believed the amorphous structure of the ZrC/VC film occurs due to the larger lattice mismatch (12%) compared to the TiC/ZrC system.

XRD spectra for the 5.0 nm (Figure 3a,b) and 25.0 nm (Figure 4a,b) layered films on <111> Si showed a higher degree of crystallinity with phase separation for the TiC/ZrC <111> and <200> reflections appearing in the 5 nm sample and complete phase separation occurring by 25.0 nm. In contrast the amorphous reflection for ZrC/VC disappeared in the 5.0 nm layered film as indicated by the partial phase separation of <111> VC at 37.1° (2θ) and <200> ZrC at 38.1° (2θ). At 25.0 nm layer observed thickness, phase separation was complete and the two peaks at angles of 37.34° (<111> VC) and 38.34° (<200> ZrC) were observed. The thickness of the individual layers directly affects the separation of the crystal phases. The <111> ZrC reflection was present but lower in intensity than the <200> ZrC reflection. The peaks in all of the films appeared to be very broad suggesting a small grain structure. Table II shows the

Table II: Peak shifts due to alloying and calculated lattice constants in 5.0 nm/layer films.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal layer material</th>
<th>Alloying compound:</th>
<th>Lattice Constant Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZrC</td>
<td>VC</td>
<td>0.4656nm (0.6% decrease)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZrC</td>
<td>TiC</td>
<td>0.4569nm (2.5% decrease)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiC</td>
<td>ZrC</td>
<td>0.4410nm (2.1% increase)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC</td>
<td>ZrC</td>
<td>0.4240nm (1.4% increase)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiC/ZrC alloy</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.4590nm (1.8% increase)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
effects of alloying on the lattice constants of the layers in the 5.0 nm/layer films. TiC and VC tended to increase in size while the ZrC decreased. The ZrC had a 0.6% decrease in size when combined with VC suggesting there is less solubility, while ZrC had a 2.5% decrease in size when combined with TiC, reflecting a greater ability to alloy.

**TEM**

Transmission electron microscopy was used to investigate the ZrC/VC films with the 0.3 nm and 25 nm nominal layer thicknesses. A TEM plan-view image of a ZrC/VC 0.3 nm film is shown in Figure 5. In this film, an alloy formed with an amorphous matrix, as shown by the first broad ring in the diffraction pattern. Small (~7 nm) crystalline particles were observed in the matrix. Crystalline particles of a much larger characteristic size were also observed and are believed to be particulates. Energy-dispersive analysis of the film was also conducted and verified the presence of Zr, V and C, but a specific composition analysis was not conducted. A TEM cross-section image of a ZrC/VC multilayer (25 nm) film is shown in Figure 6. This film was also deposited on Si (111) at 400°C/5 mTorr Ar, but with an increased dwell time on each target.

![Figure 5: A bright-field TEM plan-view image of the ZrC/VC film fabricated by depositing 0.3 nm layers. An amorphous matrix is observed with small (~7 nm) crystalline particles in the matrix. The larger crystalline particles are believed to be particulates. A layered structure can be seen, with a bilayer period of about 75 nm, slightly more than the targeted bilayer thickness of 50 nm. The grain structure shows an ultra-fine grain size of about 6 nm, but a columnar or fibrous structure is clearly absent. The density of the film also appears to be high, with no inter-columnar voids observed. It is believed that the high film density is a result of the highly energetic nature of the ablated species in the PLD process.](image-url)
Fig. 6: TEM cross-section image of the ZrC/VC multilayer film deposited with a nominal layer thickness of 25 nm. A layered structure can be seen, with a bilayer period of 75 nm. The grain structure shows an ultra-fine grain size of about 6 nm, but a columnar or fibrous structure is clearly absent.

DISCUSSION

Deposition of films in this study was carried out using separate targets of each carbide. This suggests that distinct carbide phases should result in the absence of any diffusion or atomic mixing processes. The deposition temperature of 400 C represents a homologous temperature of 0.2Tm for TiC, with similar values for ZrC and VC. Consideration of the diffusion of C in Ti (D \sim 10^{-13} \text{cm}^2/\text{s} [5]) gives a diffusion distance of 144 nm after 1800 seconds. Therefore, the deposition temperature does not allow for significant long-range diffusion. However, the PLD process produces a significant fraction of highly energetic depositing species [6] of energies on the order of 200-400 eV. The high energies of these species can enhance atomic mixing and surface diffusion processes at the depositing film, which contrasts with other deposition processes where most of the depositing species are at thermal energies.

Deposition of the 0.3 nm TiC/ZrC film resulted in a solid solution, indicating that at this layer thickness the diffusion/mixing processes allow for complete intermixing. At larger layer thicknesses, there may be some alloying at the interface, but the x-ray results, for the example at 5 nm layer thickness, suggests that distinct layers form. Analysis of these results are complicated by the fact that the x-ray patterns show broad peaks, and unfortunately this effect could be due to either the fine grain size or some alloying. In the ZrC/VC films, the 0.3 nm layer thickness sample resulted in an amorphous structure. Since the ZrC/VC compounds are insoluble, diffusion must occur in order to allow phase separation into the two crystalline phases. Since diffusion is limited, the film is deposited with an amorphous structure. If this film was heated to transform to the equilibrium state, both crystallization and phase separation need to occur. Low-temperature phase separation of this amorphous structure would necessarily result in an extremely
high interface density and energy. The process of crystallization of this film is therefore an interesting topic of study and is currently under investigation. ZrC/VC films deposited with larger layer thickness are crystalline, with ultra-fine grain structures as shown in the TEM results. No amorphous layers were observed, even at the interface, which suggests that the layers are distinct with appropriate compound compositions. However, measured lattice constants for each layer suggest more alloying; for example the shift in lattice constant of 0.6% for the ZrC layer suggests, using a rule of mixtures, a VC content of 13%, clearly well beyond the solubility limit. It is not yet clear whether this effect is due to alloying beyond the solubility limit, or another effect such as film stress. Nonetheless, these results show that an interesting and unique variety of film microstructures can be deposited from mixed transition metal carbide compositions using the PLD technique.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Mixed transition metal carbide films have been deposited in the form of alternating layers by PLD. At the limit of individual layer thicknesses being near that of an atomic layer thickness, alloy formation occurs. In the TiC/ZrC system, the alloy is crystalline, while in the ZrC/VC case the alloy is primarily amorphous.

2. Increasing the individual layer thickness in the ZrC/VC films to 5 or 25 nm results in crystalline film formation which supports the concept of compositionally distinct layers. X-ray diffraction results for the TiC/ZrC films shows some phase separation at 5 nm layer thickness, but broadening of peaks due to the ultrafine grain size limits the analysis.

3. Transmission electron microscopy analysis verified the amorphous nature of the ZrC/VC 0.3 nm film, and revealed the presence of a fine crystalline precipitate within the amorphous matrix. Examination of the ZrC/VC 25 nm film showed an ultrafine grain structure and the absence of a columnar or voided structure.
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ABSTRACT

Pt/TiO₂ nanocomposite films were deposited on quartz glass and ITO glass substrates by the co-sputtering method. As-deposited composite films were amorphous and content of Pt in the films could be easily controlled by the amount Pt wire placed on the TiO₂ target. Pt/Ti atomic ratio in the nanocomposite increased as the length of Pt wire on the TiO₂ target increased. It was determined by XPS that the chemical states of Pt in as-deposited nanocomposites were Pt metal, Pt-0-Ti and PtO₂, which were dependent on the Pt/Ti atomic ratio in the nanocomposite. The size of Pt nanoparticles in the composite films increased as the temperature of heat-treatment and Pt/Ti atomic ratio in the composite films increased. Pt nanoparticles in the nanocomposite films inhibited grain growth of TiO₂ during heat-treatment.

INTRODUCTION

Nanocomposites doped with semiconductors or metal have been extensively studied because of their unique optical properties. It is well known that Au/SiO₂, Au/βTiO₃ and CdS/SiO₂ have high third-order nonlinear susceptibility χ(3) [1-3]. Nanocomposites of Si/SiO₂, C/SiO₂ and Ge/SiO₂ have photoluminescence in the visible light wavelength range [4-6]. Recently, new optical functionality of nanocomposites has also been developed, i.e., CoO/SiO₂ nanocomposite changes its optical transmittance by ambient gases such as NO [7]. These unique optical and/or chemical properties result from quantum size effects of the embedded nanoparticles in the matrix, and interface and/or surface effects between nanoparticles and the matrix.

Typically, silicon dioxide (SiO₂) is used as the main matrix material for these optical functional nanocomposites, because it is an inert material which is transparent in the wavelength range of visible light. In these optical nanocomposites, the role of the matrix is solely to support and protect the nanoparticles and the functionality of the matrix is seldom utilized. Titanium dioxide (TiO₂) has photoactivities, which have been used previously for photocatalyst and photoelectrode applications. The use of TiO₂ as the photo-active matrix in the nanocomposite can create a new type of functional nanocomposite.

Pt/TiO₂ composite is used as a photocatalyst and/or photoelectrode for the decomposition of water [8,9]. This composite is mainly prepared from TiO₂ powder and a H₂PtCl₆ solution [8]. In this paper we report on the preparation and characterization of Pt/TiO₂ nanocomposites using the r.f. magnetron co-sputtering method, and demonstrate the effect of heat treatment on the structure of Pt/TiO₂ nanocomposite.

EXPERIMENT

Pt/TiO₂ nanocomposite films were deposited on quartz glass and ITO glass (Kinoene Opto. Industry) substrates by the co-sputtering method using an r.f. sputtering apparatus (Shimadzu HSR-521). Platinum wires of 0.5 mm in diameter were placed symmetrically on a hot-pressed rutile
titanium dioxide target of 100 mm in diameter. All of the sputter deposition was done under a constant pressure of 0.53 Pa in argon with 100 W in sputtering power at room temperature. The length of Pt wires on the TiO$_2$ target was changed to obtain nanocomposite films with various Pt content. Sputtering time was 120 minutes for all the samples unless otherwise stated. The thickness of as-deposited nanocomposite films measured from the edge profile by a surface roughness meter (Tokyo Seimitsu, Surfcom-555A) ranged from 350 to 800 nm. All the samples were heated in air at 300 - 700 °C for the purpose of crystallization, since the as-deposited films prepared at room temperature were always amorphous. The structures of the films after the heat-treatment were examined by X-ray diffraction analysis using CuKα radiation (Rigaku, RAD-C). Nano-scale inhomogeneity of the films was analyzed by TEM observation using JEOL, JEM2000-FXII. The chemical states of Ti and Pt, and the Pt/Ti atomic ratio in the nanocomposites were examined by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (PHI, 5600ci).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the Pt/Ti atomic ratio in the deposited nanocomposite films as a function of Pt wire length placed on the TiO$_2$ target. The Pt/Ti atomic ratio was calculated from Ti2p and Pt4f peak areas in X-ray photoelectron spectra of nanocomposite films. The Pt/Ti atomic ratio in the deposited nanocomposite films increased with an increase in Pt wire length, suggesting that the content of Pt in the deposited Pt/TiO$_2$ nanocomposite can be easily controlled by the amount of Pt wire placed on the TiO$_2$ target. The Pt/Ti atomic ratio of 0.18 corresponds to 30 wt% of Pt in the nanocomposite films.

![Fig. 1 Pt/Ti atomic ratio in Pt/TiO$_2$ nanocomposite films as a function of Pt wire length on sputtering target of TiO$_2$.](image)

![Fig. 2 TEM photograph of as-deposited Pt/TiO$_2$ nanocomposite film with a Pt/Ti atomic ratio of 0.18.](image)
Pt/TiO₂ nanocomposite. This value is much larger than that of Pt/TiO₂ composite for photocatalyst, where the percentage of Pt is usually less than 15 wt% [10]. Pt/TiO₂ photocatalyst is mainly prepared by the heat-treatment of TiO₂ powder immersed in a H₂PtCl₆ solution or by UV irradiation on TiO₂ suspended in a H₂PtCl₆ solution [8]. In these cases, Pt is deposited only on the surface of TiO₂ powder, which can be covered with Pt metal at high Pt content in the composite, resulting in the lowering of photocatalytic activity. Figure 2 shows a typical TEM photograph of as-deposited Pt/TiO₂ nanocomposite film with a Pt/Ti atomic ratio of 0.35. As we can see, there are nanoparticles with a diameter from 1 to 2 nm, indicating that as-deposited Pt/TiO₂ nanocomposite films have an inhomogeneous nanostructure even at relatively high content of Pt.

Figure 3 shows XPS spectra of the Pt4f₅/₂ and Pt4f₇/₂ levels in as-deposited Pt/TiO₂ nanocomposite films. These peak positions in binding energy apparently changed among the nanocomposite films with different Pt/Ti atomic ratios. Table I shows XPS Pt4f₇/₂ binding energies for several Pt species [11]. As shown in Fig. 3, Pt4f₇/₂ binding energies of the nanocomposite Pt/TiO₂ films with Pt/Ti atomic ratios of 0.35 and 0.18 were 71.1 eV and 74.8 eV, respectively. These data indicate that the chemical states of Pt nanoparticles in the nanocomposite films with Pt/Ti atomic ratio of 0.35 and 0.18 were almost always Pt metal and PtO₂, respectively. In contrast, Pt4f₇/₂ binding energy of the nanocomposite film with Pt/Ti atomic ratio of 0.21 was 72.4 eV, which is close not to Pt metal, PtO and PtO₂ but to Pt-O-Ti, indicating that some complex oxide species (Pt-O-Ti) is present in the nanocomposite film. Ti2p₃/₂ binding energy in as-deposited nanocomposite films was observed in an energy range from 458.1 to 458.6 eV which is very close to the Ti2p₃/₂

![Fig. 3 XPS spectra of Pt4f level in as-deposited Pt/TiO₂ nanocomposite films with various Pt/Ti atomic ratios; (a)0.35, (b)0.21, (c) 0.18.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pt species</th>
<th>Pt4f7/2 binding energy / eV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pt</td>
<td>71.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt-O-Ti</td>
<td>72.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PtO</td>
<td>74.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PtO₂</td>
<td>74.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I XPS Pt4f7/2 binding energies for various Pt species.
binding energy of TiO\(_2\) (458.7 eV) \([12]\), indicating that the chemical state of Ti in as-deposited films was almost always TiO\(_2\) with a slight reduction during the sputter deposition process in argon atmosphere.

![XRD patterns](image)

**Fig. 4** XRD patterns of heated TiO\(_2\) (a) and Pt/TiO\(_2\) (b-e) nanocomposite films at various temperatures in air; (a), (b) 700 °C, (c) 600 °C, (d) 500 °C, (e) 400 °C.

As-deposited Pt/TiO\(_2\) composite films were heated in air at 300 - 700 °C for the purpose of crystallization, since the as-deposited nanocomposite films prepared at room temperature were always amorphous. Figure 4 shows X-ray diffraction patterns of the nanocomposite films with a Pt/Ti atomic ratio of 0.18 heated at various temperatures. Here, an XRD pattern of heated TiO\(_2\) films at 700 °C is also apparent. The crystallization of TiO\(_2\) in the nanocomposite film was observed after heat-treatment at 400°C and above, while crystallization of Pt metal was observed after heat-treatment at 500°C and above, as shown in Fig.4. Although an anatase phase was observed for heated TiO\(_2\) films, only a rutile phase was observed for heated nanocomposite films, indicating that the Pt nanoparticles in the nanocomposite films may inhibit the formation of anatase type TiO\(_2\). In addition, the crystallite sizes of TiO\(_2\) in heated TiO\(_2\) film and the nanocomposite film with a Pt/Ti atomic ratio of 0.18 at 700 °C were estimated from the peak width to be 30 and 20 nm, respectively. This result indicates that Pt nanoparticles in the nanocomposite films may inhibit not only the formation of anatase type TiO\(_2\), but also grain growth of TiO\(_2\). Thus, nanoparticles can control the crystallization process of matrix phase.

Figure 5 shows TEM photographs of the heated nanocomposite films with a Pt/Ti atomic ratio of 0.18 at 500 and 600 °C. As shown in this figure, nanoparticles with a diameter of 5 to 10 nm were observed in heated nanocomposite film. These nanoparticles increased in size with an increase in temperature. According to the XPS analysis for the heated nanocomposite films with a Pt/Ti atomic ratio of 0.18 at 500 °C, the chemical states of Pt in the composite film were Pt metal and Pt-O-Ti. After heat-treatment at above 600 °C, the chemical state of Pt in these nanocomposite films was changed to Pt metal. In addition, Pt metal nanoparticle size rapidly increased at such
Fig. 5 TEM photographs of heated Pt/TiO\textsubscript{2} nanocomposite films with a Pt/Ti atomic ratio of 0.18 at (a) 500°C and (b) 600°C.

temperatures. It is well known that PtO\textsubscript{2} decomposes into Pt metal at 585 °C [13]. Thus, the Pt metal particles rapidly grow via decomposition of PtO\textsubscript{2} at temperatures higher than 600 °C. In heated nanocomposite films with a Pt/Ti atomic ratio of 0.35 at 600 °C, the nanoparticle size ranged from 10 to 100 nm. The size of these Pt nanoparticles in the heated nanocomposite films increased with an increase in the Pt/Ti atomic ratio of the films.

Pt/TiO\textsubscript{2} nanocomposite films can be easily prepared by the r.f. magnetron co-sputtering method. The chemical state of Pt and nanoparticle size in the composite films were strongly dependent upon the Pt/Ti atomic ratio in the nanocomposite films and heat-treatment temperature. A study is currently being made on the capabilities of Pt/TiO\textsubscript{2} nanocomposite film prepared by this method as a photoelectrode.

CONCLUSIONS

Pt/TiO\textsubscript{2} nanocomposite films were deposited on quartz glass and ITO glass substrates by the co-sputtering method. As-deposited composite films were amorphous and the content of Pt in the films was dependent on the amount of Pt wire placed on the TiO\textsubscript{2} target. The Pt/Ti atomic ratio in the nanocomposite increased with an increase in the length of Pt wire on the TiO\textsubscript{2} target. It was determined by XPS analysis that the chemical states of Pt in as-deposited nanocomposites were Pt metal, Pt-O-Ti and PtO\textsubscript{2}, which were dependent on the Pt/Ti atomic ratio in the nanocomposite. These chemical states of Pt changed to Pt metal after heat-treatment at temperatures higher than 600 °C, irrespective of Pt/Ti atomic ratio. The size of Pt nanoparticles in the composite films increased as the temperature of heat-treatment and Pt/Ti atomic ratio in the composite films increased.
Nanoparticle size in heated nanocomposite film with a Pt/Ti atomic ratio of 0.18 at 600 °C ranged from 5 to 10 nm, and rapidly increased at temperatures higher than 600 °C. Nanoparticles can control the crystallization process of matrix phase of TiO2.
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ABSTRACT
An effective way of preparing a variety of liquid crystal based nanocomposite materials is to disperse LC in porous media with different porous matrix structure, pore size and shape. We present the results of investigations of quasiequilibrium and dynamical properties of nematic and smectic liquid crystals (LC) dispersed in porous matrices with randomly oriented, interconnected pores (porous glasses) and parallel cylindrical pores (Anopore membranes) by light scattering, photon correlation and dielectric spectroscopies. Confining LC to nanoscale level leads to quantitative changes in physical properties and appearance of new behavior which does not exist in either of the components. Relaxation of director fluctuations which is characterized by single relaxation time in the bulk LC are transformed to a process with a spectrum of relaxation times in pores, which includes extremely slow dynamics typical for glass formers. Existence of developed interface in these materials leads to new dielectric properties such as an appearance of a low frequency relaxation of the polarization and modification of dipole rotation.

INTRODUCTION
Heterogeneous systems with one of the component as liquid crystal (LC) form a new class of anisotropic materials that have been intensively studied during the last decade [1-9]. These systems are anisotropic (at least at short scales) and heterogeneous materials characterized by a very developed interface. A variety of new properties and phenomena were discovered and studied [1,2] in liquid crystals based heterogeneous materials. The most commonly known materials of this kind are polymer dispersed liquid crystals [1] in which liquid crystal is confined in organic polymer matrix. This material has become extremely important for both applications and fundamental physics of confined systems. The understanding of new phenomena arising in confined liquid crystals is not only interesting for applications, but also for the fundamental physics of interfaces and finite systems. Although there has been great success in the investigations of the physical properties of confined fluids and liquid crystals, there are still open questions in the understanding of the influence of confinement on the dynamical behavior anisotropic liquids.

We performed dynamic light scattering and dielectric measurements in nematic LC confined in porous matrices. The experiments show significant changes in physical properties of confined LC and suggest that there is some evidence for glass-like dynamical behavior, although bulk liquid crystal does not have glassy properties in both anisotropic and isotropic phases. This paper is a continuation of our previous research on nanocomposite materials based on nonorganic porous matrices and complex organic fluids [3] such as polymers [4] and liquid crystals [3,5-8].

MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENT
We have investigated pentylycyanobiphenyl (5CB) confined in porous glasses with interconnected randomly oriented pores, and in Anopore membranes with parallel cylindrical pores. The sizes of the pores in the porous glasses were 10 nm and 100 nm. The diameters of the pores in the Anopore membranes were 20 nm and 200 nm. These matrices were impregnated with 5CB. The phase transition temperatures of bulk 5CB are $T_{CN}=295$ K and
$T_{NI}=308.27$ K. For LC dispersed in porous matrices using static light scattering experiments we obtained that the nematic - isotropic phase transition in 100 nm random pores, 20 nm and 200 nm cylindrical pores is smeared out, the transition is not as sharp as in the bulk LC, it occupies a finite temperature region, and the temperature of this transition is depressed compared to the bulk value. We determine nematic-isotropic phase transition temperatures for 5CB in pores as: 307.5 K (100 nm random pores), 307.6 K (200 nm cylindrical pores) and 307.0 K (20 nm cylindrical pores). In 10 nm pores we did not observe well defined phase transition from nematic to isotropic phase.

We performed photon correlation measurements using a 6328 Å He-Ne laser and the ALV-5000/Fast Digital Multiple Tau Correlator (real time) operating over delay times from 12.5 ns up to $10^3$ s with the Thorn EMI 9130/100B03 photomultiplier and the ALV preamplifier. The depolarized component of scattered light were investigated. In the dynamic light scattering experiment, one measures the intensity-intensity autocorrelation function $g_2(t) = \langle I(t)I(0) \rangle / \langle I(0)^2 \rangle$. This function $g_2(t)$ is related to dynamic structure factor $f(q,t)$ of the sample by

$$g_2(t) = 1 + kf(q,t)^2,$$

where $k$ is a contrast factor that determines the signal-to-noise ratio and $q = 4\pi n \sin(\Theta/2)/\lambda$, ($n$ is the refractive index, and $\Theta$ - the scattering angle). All dynamic light scattering data we discuss below were obtained at the scattering angle $\Theta=30^\circ$.

Measurements of the real ($\varepsilon'$) and the imaginary ($\varepsilon''$) parts of the complex dielectric permittivity in the frequency range 0.1 Hz - 3 MHz were carried out at different temperatures using a computer controlled Schlumberger Technologies 1260 Impedance/Gain-Phase Analyzer. For measurements in the frequency range 1MHz - 1.5GHz we used HP 4291A RF Impedance Analyzer with a calibrated HP 16453A Dielectric Material Test Fixture. The analysis of data from dielectric experiment shows that in our materials dielectric relaxation cannot be described by Debye equation and a suitable description is provided by Cole and Cole formula for a system which has more than one relaxational process:

$$\epsilon^* = \epsilon_{\infty} + \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} (\epsilon_{j\infty} - \epsilon_{\infty})/(1 + i2\pi f r_j)^{1-\alpha j} - i\alpha/2\pi \epsilon_0 f^n,$$

where $\epsilon_{\infty}$ is the high-frequency limit of the permittivity, $\epsilon_{j\infty}$ the low-frequency limit, $r_j$ the mean relaxation time, and $j$ the number of the relaxational process. The term $i\alpha/2\pi \epsilon_0 f^n$ takes into account the contribution of conductivity $\sigma$ and $n$ is a fitting parameter ($n \approx 1$).

**DYNAMIC LIGHT SCATTERING**

Dynamic light scattering in bulk nematic liquid crystals is very well understood, and the main contribution to the intensity of scattered light is due to the director fluctuations. In the single elastic constant approximation, if we assume that the six Leslie coefficients have the same order of magnitude and are $\sim \eta$ ($\eta$ is an average viscosity), then the relaxation time is $\tau = \eta/Kq^2$ and is of order of magnitude $\sim 10^{-5}$ s. The corresponding decay function is exponential: $f(q,t) = a \cdot \exp(-t/\tau)$. This is illustrated by curve (1) in Fig. 1 which represents intensity/intensity autocorrelation function for bulk nematic multidomain 5CB.

The difference between the dynamic behavior of bulk 5CB in nematic phase and 5CB dispersed in porous media can be seen by comparing curves (1), (2), (3) and (4) in Fig. 1. Slow relaxational process which does not exist in the bulk LC and a broad spectrum of relaxation times ($10^{-8}$ - 10) s appear for 5CB in both random and cylindrical pores if LC is in anisotropic phase. It is clear from Fig. 1 that the relaxation processes in 5CB confined in the both matrices are highly nonexponential. We are not able to find the correlation function (or a superposition of correlation functions) which would satisfactorily and quantitatively describe the whole experimental data from $t = 10^{-4}$ ms up to $t = 10^6$ ms. However we found that in the time interval $10^{-3}$ ms - $10^3$ ms (6 decades on the time scale) the decay function:

$$f(q,t) = a \cdot \exp(-t/\tau_1) + (1 - a) \cdot \exp(-t^\alpha),$$
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where $x = \ln(t/\tau_0)/\ln(\tau_2/\tau_0)$, and in our case $\tau_0 = 10^{-8}s$ provides suitable fitting. For 5CB in 10 nm random pores the second term in relationship (3) dominates, whereas for 20 nm pores the contribution from the first term is much more visible. The fitting parameters corresponding to curves (2), (3) and (4) in Fig. 1 are: (2) - $z=2.3$, $\tau_2=0.04$ ms (exponential decay is neglected); (3) - $\tau_1=0.07$ ms, $z=3.6$, $\tau_2=3$s; (4) - $\tau_1=0.06$ ms, $z=4$, $\tau_2=23$s.

We found that the relaxation time of the slow process for 5CB in 10 nm pores strongly increases when temperature decreases from 300 K up to 270 K varying from $1.7 \times 10^{-4}$ s to 14 s. The data analysis shows that the temperature dependence of the relaxation times for 5CB in 10 nm random pores, in the temperature interval (270-300) K, follows the Vogel-Fulcher law: $\tau = \tau_0 \exp(B/(T - T_0))$ with parameters: $\tau_0 = 1.4 \times 10^{-11}$ s, $B = 847K$ and $T_0 = 246K$.

The dynamical behavior of 5CB confined in cylindrical and large random pores (100 nm) was closer to the bulk behavior as we expected. In these matrices the decay due to director fluctuations dominates. However a slow decay, origin of which is under question appears in the anisotropic phase of LC (Fig.1).
In order to obtain the information on temperature dependence of relaxation times of director fluctuations we neglect the slow decay and restrict time range by $t < 0.1$ s. The temperature dependence of the relaxation times obtained for 5CB in 20 nm pores by using this procedure is presented in Fig. 2.

Noticeable increase in relaxation times at low temperatures ($T < 295K$) corresponding to solid phase in bulk 5 CB is caused by viscosity increasing due to supercooling of LC in pores.

DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES

For bulk 5CB in the nematic phase one relaxational process associated with the molecular rotation around it’s short axes was observed [9]. The characteristic frequency of this process is in MHz range. The temperature dependence of the corresponding relaxation times obeys the Arrhenius formula: $\tau = \tau_0 \exp(U/kT)$, where $U$ is the activation energy and $k$ is the Boltzmann constant. In bulk nematic phase the value of $U_b$ is 0.61 eV. The dielectric behavior of 5CB dispersed in porous matrices is different from it’s bulk behavior. In confined 5CB we observe at least three identified relaxational processes. The first low frequency process (1 Hz - 10 KHz) which does not exist in the bulk is illustrated in Fig. 3 for 5CB in 10 nm pores (curves 1 and 1a) and in 100 nm pores (curves 2 and 2a). The second process is very clearly seen in the MHz frequency range and the last one, which is less visible appears in the frequency range $f >30$MHz. Both processes are shown in Fig. 3, curves 1b, 1c (10 nm pores) and 2b, 2c (100 nm pores). The solid lines in Fig.3 represent the results of using formula (2) for the description of the observed dielectric spectra. The parameters describing these relaxation processes are: curves (1, 1a) - $\tau_1 = 0.13s$, $\alpha_1=0.2$; (1b, 1c) - $\tau_2 = 4.7 \times 10^{-8}s$, $\alpha_2=0.2$, $\tau_3 = 2.2 \times 10^{-9}s$, $\alpha_3=0.4$; (2, 2a) - $\tau_1 = 0.01s$, $\alpha_1=0.3$; (2b, 2c) - $\tau_2 = 3.8 \times 10^{-8}s$, $\alpha_2=0.1$, $\tau_3 = 1.7 \times 10^{-9}s$, $\alpha_3=0.3$. Note that the low frequency relaxational processes presented in Fig. 3 correspond to $T = 13.0$ °C and 19.0 °C, which are below the bulk crystallization temperature. We observed that all the dielectrically active modes were not completely frozen even at temperatures about 20 degrees below the bulk crystallization temperature,. This property is very different from the behavior expected in 434
the solid phase. The data analysis shows [6] that the temperature dependencies of these relaxation times in both random pores in the temperature interval (275-295) K for 100 nm pores and in (275-305) K for 10 nm pores follow the Vogel-Fulcher law with parameters: \( \tau_0 = 1.7 \cdot 10^{-9} \text{ s}, B = 1240K, T_0 = 212K \) for 5CB in 100 nm pores and \( \tau_0 = 1.2 \cdot 10^{-5} \text{ s}, B = 627K, T_0 = 220K \) for 5CB in 10 nm pores. The fact that relaxation times of the first process are strongly temperature dependent and there exists a spectrum of relaxation times suggests that the first relaxational process is probably not related to low frequency dispersion given by the Maxwell-Wagner mechanism. Possibly at low frequencies we observe the relaxation of interfacial polarization not due to the Maxwell-Wagner effect but rather due to the formation of a surface layer with polar ordering on the pore wall. In this case a new cooperative and slow process may arise.

The relaxational process in the MHz range with \( \tau \sim 10^{-8} \text{ s} \) is bulk-like and corresponds to the rotation of the molecule around the short axis. In cylindrical pores at frequencies \( f > 1 \text{MHz} \) the main contribution to observed dielectric relaxation is due to molecular rotation around short axis, and the process with \( \tau \sim 10^{-10} \text{ s} \) was less visible [7] than in random pores. The temperature dependence of relaxation times corresponding to the rotation of molecules around short axis for 5CB in 10 nm random pores is presented in Fig. 4. This dependence for

![Figure 4: 5CB in 100 nm random pores. Dielectric relaxation times corresponding to molecular rotation around short axis as function of inverse temperature. Symbols - experimental data, solid lines - fitting.](image)

5CB in pores is different from that in the bulk nematic phase. From Fig. 4 we see that there is no indication of a sharp or well identified nematic-isotropic phase transition. Instead we observe a gradual change of relaxation times in a wide temperature range 36.5 °C < \( T \) < 30.0 °C. The temperature range \( T < 36.5 \text{°C} \), where the temperature dependence of \( l n \tau \) deviates from linear dependence, corresponds to the anisotropic phase and \( l n \tau \) is not a linear function of \( 1/T \) in this range. However if we consider the temperature regions \( T < 30.0 \text{°C} \) and \( T > 36.5 \text{°C} \) separately then \( l n \tau = f(1/T) \) in these regions is reasonably well approximated by a linear function and the corresponding activation energies are \( U = 0.54 \text{ eV} \) and \( U_{\text{a}} = 0.48 \text{ eV} \). The first activation energy \( U \) is less than the activation energy of bulk nematic phase \( U_b = 0.61 \text{ eV} \). This fact could be considered as an evidence for smectic type order formation at pore wall - LC interface in this temperature range. Qualitatively for 5CB in cylindrical pores the temperature dependence of relaxation times corresponding to molecular rotation around short axis is close to that in 10 nm pores. For 5CB in 100 nm random pores we found that the temperature range \( T < 34.5 \text{°C} \) corresponds to the anisotropic phase of 5CB and \( l n \tau \) is not a linear function of \( 1/T \). Again if we consider the temperature regions 34.5°C < \( T < 20 \text{°C} \) and 19.5°C < \( T < 9 \text{°C} \) separately then \( l n \tau = f(1/T) \) in each of these regions could be reasonably well approximated by a linear function and the corresponding activation energies were found to be \( U_1 = 0.74 \text{ eV} \) and \( U_2 = 0.53 \text{ eV} \). The first
activation energy $U_1$ is greater than the activation energy of bulk nematic phase but $U_2 < U_b$. We attribute the temperature range $34.5^\circ C < T < 20^\circ C$ to nematic phase. The activation energy in pores in nematic phase is greater because the pore wall imposes additional potential due to pore wall - molecule interaction. This potential is $0.13 \text{ eV} (2 \times 10^{-19} \text{ erg})$, and taking into account that number of molecules per unit area is $(2 - 3) \times 10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-2}$ we estimate surface potential of molecule-wall interaction $U_{surf} \sim 50 \text{ erg/cm}^2$. The fact that $U_2 < U_1$ at the temperatures below $19.5^\circ C$ is due the same reason as in 10 nm pores - the formation of smectic type order in this temperature range. The process with $\tau \sim 10^{-10} \text{s}$ could be related to the oscillation of long molecular axis around the director.

CONCLUSION

We have shown that heterogeneous nanocomposite materials based on nanoporous dielectric matrices and liquid crystal have new properties appear. Each of the components of the composition separately does not have these properties. The photon correlation and dielectric experiments show significant changes in the physical properties of liquid crystals confined in porous media. We found that the relaxational processes in confined LC are highly non-exponential and they are not frozen even about $20^\circ C$ below bulk crystallization temperature. The temperature dependence of relaxation times of the slow process is described Vogel-Fulcher law which is characteristic of glass-like behavior. The differences in dynamical behavior of confined LC from that in the bulk mainly are due to finite-size effects and the existence of developed pore wall - liquid crystal interface and the structure of pores is less important.
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ABSTRACT

High pressure nanomilling provides an inexpensive, environmentally conscious method to fabricate large quantities of nanoparticles. The presence of large particle sizes, inherent in mechanical attrition processes pose obstacles in identifying the optical properties of these nanosized particles. The high refractive index and relatively small absorption coefficient of silicon (Si) directed our research efforts towards Si nanoparticles. We presently report simple separation procedure which allows us to utilize a range of tools to characterize and exploit properties in the nano size range. Employing these Si nanoparticles, high refractive index nanocomposites in gelatin were fabricated with values as high as 3.2.

INTRODUCTION

The observation of visible luminescence from passivated Si, an indirect band-gap semiconductor, in the nano crystalline size regime of less than 10 nm has generated tremendous attention in the field of optoelectronics.[1] Our interests in applications of nanosized silicon has been more elementary in nature. Composites of high refractive index can find diverse usage in novel photonic applications. The deagglomeration and uniform incorporation of nanoparticle filler in a polymer matrix could yield an effective and rigorous approach for increasing the refractive index of the resultant nanocomposites. With the filler dimensions approximately an order of magnitude less than the wavelength of visible light, losses due to scattering should be limited. Materials suitable as nanosized fillers must themselves posses high refractive index, as well as low absorption coefficients. Past studies[2-4] have successfully demonstrated the increase in refractive index with chemically synthesized PbS nanoparticles embedded in polymer matrices, either by spin coating or pelletization. The refractive index of the composite was found to vary linearly with the volume fraction of the PbS. Additionally for PbS, the particle size limit where the refractive index approaches the bulk material value appears to be ca. 25 nm.[4] Theoretical arguments also point to significant variations of refractive indices in this size range.[5]

Initial attempts have been underway in our laboratory to utilize Si as the high refractive index nanoparticle additive in fabricating high refractive index nanocomposites. Over the visible wavelength, crystalline Si has amongst the highest refractive indices, while it has a lower absorption coefficient than PbS.[6] As a result of its wide application as semiconductor material, the electronic properties and surface chemistries of bulk Si have been extensively investigated. Moreover, the experience and knowledge gained in separation and chemical modification can be applied to other potential applications of Si nanoparticles.

Si nanoparticles can be synthesized by methods such as controlled pyrolysis of silane[7] and etching of single crystal wafers to porous Si,[8] yielding dimensions as small as 2 to 5 nm. Rather than these sophisticated chemical synthesis routes, we have favored high pressure nanomilling to produce nanosized powder in large quantities by a relatively benign procedure.[9] This paper presents some of our initial observations on the separation and characterization of the milled Si particles. The dispersion of these nanoparticles in gelatin results in refractive indices as high as 3.2.
EXPERIMENTAL

Polycrystalline Si powder of nominal purity of 99.5% and 325 mesh size was procured from Alfa Aesar. Milling was performed in a round-ended hardened steel vial with two 1/2" and four 1/4" hardened steel balls provided by Spex Sample Prep. 2.0 g of Si powder were loaded into the vial while inside a glove box to maintain an inert nitrogen atmosphere during milling. A high energy Spex 8000 shaker mill was used for the ball milling.

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) observations on a Phillips EM 300 at 80 keV consisted of placing drops of Si powder sonicated in ethanol on carbon coated copper grids. Particle size distribution on dilute solutions by Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) was obtained on a Nicomp 370 Submicron Particle Sizer. A Nicomp distribution analysis was used for fitting the autocorrelation function.[10] X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed on a Norelco/Phillips diffractometer using CuKα radiation (λ=1.5418Å). UV-Vis spectroscopy was recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Lambda Array 3840 in quartz cuvettes from ethanol solutions. In all experiments a Fisher Scientific FS9 Ultrasonic Cleaning bath was used for dispersing the solutions.

Refractive indices were measured on a J.A. Woollam Co. Variable Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsometer (VASE). Data was collected at wavelengths between 4000 and 10000 Å with a 100 Å interval, and at angles between 65 and 80°. The Si nanoparticles were mixed with a gelatin polymer (Eastman Kodak) in a water/ethanol solution and spun at 750-1200 rpm on precleaned Si wafers. The films were annealed at 150°C for 4 hrs in a vacuum oven prior to measurement.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

I. Characterization of Si Nanoparticles

Due to its technological importance, nanosized Si has been fabricated by a variety of methods. Recently, it has been shown that the crystal to nanocrystalline transformation for semiconductor elements such as Si can be attained by ball milling.[11] Milling was performed for 4 and 5 hours and the black powder samples so obtained were labeled Si(4h) and Si(5h), respectively. Employing mild sonnication by an ultrasonic cleaning bath resulted in stable dispersions in a host of organic solvents such as THF, ethanol, and water. The solutions were dark black in color and remained suspended for long duration of time (days). Both TEM and Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) showed a wide distribution in particle sizes. Micrographs, such as shown in Figure 1A, depict the as-milled Si containing particles well in excess of 1000 nm. This was also substantiated by DLS results. For most optoelectronic and optical application which rely on the unique properties of nanosized dimensions the need to remove higher size fractions is imperative.

A number of methods such as filtration and centrifugation were attempted in this regard. After repeated exercises in experimental trial and error, the most efficient technique to separate these particles was found to be centrifugation. By optimizing the solvent, speed, and centrifugation time, large quantities of Si powder could be readily separated. A typical procedure was to first suspend the Si powder in ethanol employing an ultrasonic cleaning bath for ca. 12 hours. The suspension was then centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 90 minutes. The supernatant was clearly distinguishable and could be easily decanted off. The most obvious difference between the centrifuged Si solution and the as-milled solution was the color. Whereas the milled Si suspension is black, after centrifuging and removal of the larger particles, the Si solution is deep orange in color. Such changes in the color as a function of particle size have been observed with a number of direct and indirect band-gap semiconductors.[1,12] The TEM micrographs (Figure 1B) clearly show the absence of any large size disparities in the centrifuged Si.

The particle size distribution by DLS shown in Figure 2 provides quantitative assessment of particle dimension. Milling at 5 hrs. followed by centrifuging shows a smaller average diameter at 21 nm than the corresponding 4 hrs milling at 38 nm. All samples examined also showed a small fraction of particles in the 130 to 150 nm size range. This is believed to be due a degree of agglomeration that cannot be avoided even at dilute concentrations. Such agglomeration is probably intrinsically present in nanoparticle dispersions.[7,12] Indeed, passage through a 100 nm microfilter does not eliminate the small fraction of particles at 130 to 150 nm.
Figure 1: Bright-field Transmission Electron Micrographs of Si(4h) (A) as-milled, and (B) after separation by centrifugation.

Figure 2: Number average particle size distribution obtained by Dynamic Light Scattering on centrifuged Si(4h) and Si(5h) samples.
The X-ray diffraction profile for bulk Si, as-milled powder, and nanoparticles after the centrifuging cycle are compared in Figure 3. The line broadening clearly points to procurement of nanosized structures in the milled Si. This procedure thus provides a unique opportunity to obtain nanoparticles within the desired size range,[4] and without resorting to the more elaborate routes of chemical synthesis.

Figure 3: Radial X-ray diffraction profiles of (A) bulk Si, (B) as-milled sample Si(5h), and (C) Si(5h) after separation by centrifugation.

The UV-Vis spectrum of the bulk Si, milled Si powder, and nanoparticles separated by centrifugation are shown in Figure 4. The bulk Si and as-milled powder (both black in color) show an essentially featureless spectra, with absorbance increasing over the wavelength range. The centrifuged nanoparticles (with dimensions of 21 and 38 nm) depict spectra unlike those observed from the under 6 nm chemically synthesized nanoparticles.[7,8,13] A sharp peak between 250 and 300 nm is observed followed by a gradual tailing of the absorbance. The peak below 250 nm appears to be an artifact based on the absorption of the solvent (ethanol) in that range. The absorbance from the smaller particle dimension [Si(5h)] is blue shifted. In addition, a vibronic signature is visible, especially for the Si(5h) separated sample. We are currently investigating whether these effects are due to impurities introduced during the nanomilling process, phenomenon associated with the Mie optical extinction,[1] or other extraneous effects.

Figure 4: UV-Vis absorbance spectra of different Si samples.
II. Refractive Index of Si Nanocomposites

Preliminary results on the applicability of the separated Si nanoparticles as inorganic additives in increasing the refractive indices of the matrix polymers were obtained by ellipsometry. A roughly 50/50 (w/w) mixture of centrifuged Si(5h) and gelatin polymer was spin coated on polished Si wafers. The experimental ellipsometry parameters psi ($\psi$) and delta ($\Delta$) over the entire wavelength range of 4000 to 10000 Å and angular range from 65 to 80° were numerically fit by the refractive index (n) and absorption coefficient (k). The best fit results depicted in Figure 5 show a gradual decrease in refractive index over the wavelength range from about 3.2 to 2.5. The insert shows the same refractive index of the nanocomposite compared to that for bulk Si and the gelatin polymer. The graph clearly shows that the index of refraction of the composite is an additive mixture of the indices of its two components. Past experiments,[2-4] have shown the refractive index of the nanocomposite as the volume fraction average of the constituent phases ($n = n_1v_1 + n_2v_2$, where $n_i$ and $v_i$ are the refractive indices and volume fractions, respectively). X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and Raman measurements are underway to verify the exact composition of the spin cast films.

![Figure 5: Index of refraction of a roughly 50/50 (w/w) gelatin/Si(5h) nanoparticles film prepared by spin coating. Insert compares the nanocomposite with bulk crystalline Si and gelatin, respectively.](image)

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Si nanoparticles in the 25 to 50 nm range can be fabricated and subsequently isolated by mechanical attrition in large quantities. Upon separation of the large particles, TEM and DLS clearly show a relatively narrow distribution of particle sizes. These particles possess all the characteristics associated with the nanosized range, and provide a useful starting material for producing high refractive index nanocomposites. Initial ellipsometric results indicate an increase in
the refractive index of spin coated films on addition of centrifuged Si nanoparticles. The refractive index over all wavelength appears to be an average of the refractive index of the components.

Future work is directed towards gaining a better understanding of the optical and absorbance properties of the milled Si nanoparticles. Considerable effort is also being expended towards the thorough characterization of these and similar type of nanocomposites for high refractive index and other photonic applications.
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ABSTRACT
Composite BaTiO$_3$/polymer films (<1µm thickness) were processed by the in-situ growth of BaTiO$_3$ particles in a polymer matrix. A solution of a polybutadiene/polystyrene triblock copolymer and titanium diisoproxide bis(ethylacetoacetate) dissolved in toluene was cast onto a Ag-coated substrate. Subsequent hydrothermal treatment of the films in 1.0 M Ba(OH)$_2$ solutions at 80º C resulted in the nucleation and growth of BaTiO$_3$ within the polymer matrix. The volume fraction/connectivity of BaTiO$_3$ was controlled by varying the relative amounts of titanium precursor and polymer in solution. Growth of BaTiO$_3$ within the polymer was examined by infrared spectroscopy and electron microscopy. The dielectric constant of the composite films increased with BaTiO$_3$ content.

INTRODUCTION
Thin film BaTiO$_3$ capacitors have a large permittivity, but are susceptible to failure by dielectric breakdown and have poor mechanical properties. These limitations can be minimized by additions of a relatively strong dielectric strength polymer. Typical composite fabrication techniques concentrate on mixing BaTiO$_3$ powder in a polymer/solvent solution or by melt-blending. The mixture is then molded or cast to produce bulk films greater than 100 µm thick [1-3]. One disadvantage of this is inhomogeneous particle dispersion due to agglomerations [2]. Also, the high viscosity associated with high solids loading mixtures complicates thin film processing. Hydrothermal processing is an alternative route in which BaTiO$_3$ can be coprocessed with a polymer below 100º C [4,5]. This method involves the formation of crystalline materials from metal-organic precursors in an aqueous medium under strongly alkaline conditions to form fine, uniform particles. In this study, thin (< 1 µm), composite BaTiO$_3$/polymer films were formed by growing BaTiO$_3$ within a polymer matrix from a titanium alkoxide/polymer precursor solution. The intent of this investigation is to process hydrothermally derived BaTiO$_3$ within a polymer matrix, and to evaluate the dielectric properties of the composite films as a function of composition and film morphology.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Relative amounts a polybutadiene/polystyrene triblock copolymer (70 wt% polybutadiene, MW = 30000) (Kraton D1102, Shell Chemical Company) and titanium diisopropoxide bis(ethylacetoacetate) (TIBE) (Gelest Chemical Co.) were dissolved in toluene and mixed for several days. The volume fraction of BaTiO$_3$ was varied by preparing precursor solutions containing 90 wt.%, 50 wt.% and 25 wt.% of TIBE relative to the polymer (90/10, 50/50, and 25/75 respectively). Due to density changes associated with BaTiO$_3$ formation, one would expect the volume fraction of ceramic in the composite to be smaller than the volume fraction of TIBE mixed with the polymer. To maintain consistent spinning conditions between solutions, the viscosity of each solution was adjusted between 3.0 and 5.0 cP using toluene dilutions. The solution
was applied to Ag-coated glass substrates with a 0.22 μm filter syringe and spun at two speeds, 200 RPM for 2 s to facilitate a homogenous coverage of the film and 6000 RPM for 20 s. The Ag coating, approximately 500 nm thick, was evaporated onto the glass substrate and served as a bottom electrode for dielectric measurements and a reflective surface for Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. After drying overnight in a desiccator, the films were placed in an aqueous 1.0 M Ba(OH)₂ solution at 80°C for reaction times spanning 6 h to facilitate the nucleation and growth of BaTiO₃ in the polymer matrix [6,7]. Ba(OH)₂ solutions were made from distilled water, boiled for 15 min to removed dissolved CO₂. Once Ba(OH)₂ was dissolved in the hot water (> 80°C), the solution was filtered into a polyethylene bottle to remove any BaCO₃ formed on the solution surface. The solutions were flushed with Ar, sealed, and stored at 80°C to avoid precipitation of Ba(OH)₂. The films were removed from the Ba(OH)₂ solution in a nitrogen environment and washed in a hot ammonium hydroxide solution (pH = 11) to reduce barium carbonate formation on the film surface. They were also washed in ethanol to facilitate water removal.

BaTiO₃ growth within the polymer was examined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using Cu Kα radiation, FTIR spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Samples for XRD analysis were processed without the Ag electrode layer. FTIR spectra of the films were acquired in spectral reflectance. Samples used for TEM were prepared by spin casting the precursor solution onto 200-mesh, Au-gilded Ni grids at 4000 RPM for 25 s. This technique produced a thickness gradient such that the film centers were electron transparent. After drying overnight, the grids were processed at 80°C in 1.0 M Ba(OH)₂ for 60 min.

Photolithography was used to apply square 150 x 150 μm² electrodes to the film surface. The bottom electrode was exposed by etching a corner of the film with toluene. Capacitance measurements were performed at room temperature using a 1 kHz signal and an applied voltage of 1 V on a Hewlett Packard 427A multi-frequency LCR meter. Film thickness, used to calculate the dielectric constant, was measured using a profilometer on the etched edge of the film.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

XRD and FTIR on selected films were used to confirm the presence of polymer, BaCO₃, and BaTiO₃ after hydrothermal processing. Typical spectra are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The XRD pattern of a 90/10 TIBE/polymer film processed for 60 min confirmed the formation of cubic-BaTiO₃, although particle size broadening due to crystallite size may mask some tetragonal peak splitting. The FTIR spectra of the same film composition also indicated the presence of BaTiO₃ (440-830 cm⁻¹) in the composite film [7-9]. Bands at 850, 1055 and 1400-1500 cm⁻¹ correspond to BaCO₃ formed on the film surface during processing. The broad band at 2800-3600 cm⁻¹ resulted from various stretching and bending modes of H₂O and -OH groups [8-10]. Peaks at 690, 960 and 2800-3100 cm⁻¹ indicate the presence of the polymer.

Figure 3 shows the surface morphology of each composition after exposure to 1.0 M Ba(OH)₂ at 80°C for 60 min. Each case produced spherical BaTiO₃ particles (0.1-0.2 μm) with a knobby surface. The 25/75 TIBE/polymer film produced isolated BaTiO₃ clusters within a polymer matrix. The 50/50 TIBE/polymer film produced a larger number density of BaTiO₃ clusters on the surface such that few were isolated by polymer. The 90/10 TIBE/polymer film produced a relatively homogenous surface coverage. Although the presence of polymer was demonstrate by FTIR analysis (Fig. 2), it was not observed in 90/10 TIBE/polymer film structures.
Figure 1  XRD pattern of 90/10 TIBE/polymer composite film processed in 1.0 M Ba(OH)$_2$ at 80° C for 60 min on a glass substrate.

Similar film morphologies were observed using TEM (Fig. 4). Again, the polymer and BaTiO$_3$ could be differentiated in the 50/50 TIBE/polymer film whereas the polymer was not evident in the 90/10 TIBE/polymer film. Carbonate formation was not observed within the films, only on the surface. Figure 5 is a magnified view of a BaTiO$_3$ particle and the corresponding electron diffraction pattern from the film shown in Figure 4b. The bright filed image and electron diffraction pattern suggest that the BaTiO$_3$ clusters are composed of primary particles (5-10 nm) as observed in the SEM.

Figure 2  Spectral reflectance FTIR spectra done of 90/10 TIBE/polymer composite films processed in 1.0 M Ba(OH)$_2$ at 80° C for 60 min on a Ag-coated glass substrate.
Figure 3  SEM micrographs of a) 25/75 b) 50/50 and c) 90/10 TIBE/polymer composite films 1.0 M Ba(OH)$_2$ at 80 °C for 60 min.

Figure 6 shows the dielectric response of the three BaTiO$_3$/polymer film compositions for processing times up to 6 h in 1.0 M Ba(OH)$_2$ at 80° C. The error bars are primarily a result of scatter in the film thickness measurements. The dielectric constant of the 90/10 TIBE/polymer film increased with processing time, reaching a value of 16 after 6 h at 80°C, while the dielectric constants of the 50/50 and 25/75 TIBE/polymer films slightly exceeded that of the polymer alone (2.5 [11]). The results suggest that the connectivity of the polymer and BaTiO$_3$ phases strongly influences the dielectric properties of the composite. Even though the 50/50 film has a larger volume fraction of BaTiO$_3$ than the 25/75 composition, there is little change in the dielectric constant. However, in the case of the 90/10 composite film, forming a continuously connected network of BaTiO$_3$ results in a significant increase in the dielectric constant. A quantitative characterization of polymer/BaTiO$_3$ connectivity will be necessary to substantiate this hypothesis.

Figure 4  TEM micrographs of 50/50 and 90/10 TIBE/polymer composite film processed in 1.0 M Ba(OH)$_2$ at 800° C 60 min.
The dielectric constant for other BaTiO$_3$/polymer composite systems range from values of the polymer to approximately 75, depending on the polymer matrix and volume fraction of BaTiO$_3$. For example, Aulagner et al. [12] and Gregorio et al. [13] obtained values of 40 (40 μm thick) and 64 (18 μm thick), respectively, for composites of 40 vol.% BaTiO$_3$ in polyvinylidene. Comparison to other thin BaTiO$_3$ film studies is difficult because values vary greatly depending on particle size and processing. The dielectric constant can range from 10-20 for films prepared by MOCVD and ion assisted deposition [14,15]; 200-500 for films prepared by evaporation and sputtering [16,17]; and 1200 for films prepared by metallo-organic deposition [18]. In one study of BaTiO$_3$ films grown hydrothermally on Ti-coated Si substrates, films produced a dielectric constant of approximately 200 [19].

**SUMMARY**

Composite BaTiO$_3$/polymer thin films were hydrothermally processed at 80° C from TIBE-polybutadiene/polystyrene block copolymer precursor solutions. The films were composed of BaTiO$_3$ clusters within a polymer. FTIR spectroscopy confirmed the presence of the block copolymer in all of the composite films. The volume fraction of
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Figure 5  a) Magnification and b) electron diffraction pattern of a BaTiO$_3$ cluster in a 90/10 TIBE/polymer composite film processed in 1.0 M Ba(OH)$_2$ at 80° C for 60 min.

![Figure 6](image)

Figure 6  Dielectric constant for 25/75, 50/50, 90/10 TIBE/polymer composite films processed in 1.0 M Ba(OH)$_2$ at 80° C for up to 6 h.
BaTiO$_3$ increased with the amount of TIBE used in the precursor solution. The 25/75 and 50/50 TIBE/polymer films contained isolated BaTiO$_3$ clusters whereas the 90/10 TIBE/polymer films contained a continuous network of BaTiO$_3$ clusters. This trend was also evident in the dielectric response. The 25/75 and 50/50 TIBE/polymer films displayed dielectric constants consistent with values listed for polystyrene/polybutadiene block copolymer whereas the 90/10 TIBE/polymer film demonstrated a relatively larger dielectric constant. An increase in the dielectric constant was also shown to increase with processing time for the 90/10 TIBE/polymer film composition.
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ABSTRACT

Ceramic microwave absorbents are of considerable interest for the structural applications with the tailored radar cross-section. The main parameters governing the electromagnetic cross-section are discussed in this paper with the specific interest of the dispersion of Co, Fe (and their alloys) particles in a dielectric aluminosilicate matrix (high Curie temperature, significant absorption in the 0.1-15GHz range) and the advantages of the sol-gel routes for the materials preparation. Three methods have been examined: (i) the first one is the mixing of the (sub)micronic metal powder within a liquid matrix precursor; (ii) the second is the mixing of the alkoxides with an aqueous solution of metal ions; and (iii) the third is the preparation of a porous host matrix impregnated by a concentrated solution of transition metal nitrates. Nanocomposites with diameter 20-200nm were achieved by heating at temperatures between 600 and 1100°C under a H₂ atmosphere. The samples were characterized by SEM, TEM, magnetic hysteresis, Mössbauer and Raman spectroscopies and microwave absorption.

INTRODUCTION

The impetus for the study of electromagnetic wave-matter interactions in the microwave range is created mainly by the need to improve the stealthiness of aircraft, missiles and ships, against the detection by the energy radar receivers [1,2]. A significant decrease in the radar cross-section -or radar equivalent surface (RES)- may be obtained by the optimization of the shape of mobile devices. However, the variations possible are limited, especially for the high velocity aircrafts and missiles to which the aerodynamic requirements dominate. Consequently, the absorbent materials are required.

Thin or thick films of magnetic materials deposited on metal are efficient for the above purpose. On the other hand, the control of the electromagnetic absorption by the combination of dielectric and conducting materials requires material thickness close to \(\lambda/4\) (a few tens of mm) [3]. It is worthy to notice that only ferro and ferrimagnetic materials may be considered, because dia and para-magnetic are poor absorbent. Ferromagnetic materials are metals and they must be dispersed in insulating matrix to absorb the electromagnetic wave. The particle size may be sufficiently small to be homogeneously dispersed without percolation. In addition, the Curie temperature of the materials may be compatible with hot application (\(\geq 300°C\)). The absorption of an electromagnetic wave by the magnetic materials occurs via a relaxation induced by the domain wall motion or alternatively by a natural spin resonance mechanism. The high magnetization density of iron, cobalt and their alloys can lead to a significant absorption and their gyromagnetic resonance are expected between ~0.5GHz (iron) and 16GHz (hexagonal Co). Transition metals are good conductors, therefore the penetration of the electromagnetic wave is limited at the skin, typically a few tens of nanometers in the GHz range, so nanocomposites are thus required.
The phenomenon of the absorption loss is a consequence of the direct electromagnetic wave-matter interaction. This interaction can be described as the complex permittivity ($\varepsilon^*$) and permeability ($\mu^*$). These complex values are written respectively $\varepsilon^* = \varepsilon' - j\varepsilon''$ and $\mu^* = \mu' - j\mu''$. $\varepsilon'$, $\mu'$ (real parts) are the wave propagation inside the materials and $\varepsilon'', \mu''$ (imaginary parts) are energy dissipation. The absorption of an electromagnetic wave can be obtained by the combination of dielectric and conducting materials (Sallisbury screen) or by a magnetic film (Dallenbach screen). Figure 1 shows the resonance criteria for a film from a magnetic materials dispersed in a dielectric matrix [5]. The absorption is maximum when the reflection ($R_1 + R_2 + ... = 0$) of the incident microwave is zero. Absorption is large when $\mu' / \varepsilon' \sim 0.3$ and $\mu'' . d . f = 1 / 2 \pi \sqrt{\varepsilon_0 \mu_0} = 47.7$ (d in mm, f in Ghz), i.e. when the screen impedance is equal to that of air. Two regimes can be recognized: (i) the thin film regime when the film thickness (d) is small versus the incident wavelength ($\varepsilon' d / \lambda < 0.02$). In this case, the absorption depends on $\mu''$ only; (ii) the thick film regime when $\varepsilon' d / \lambda > 0.6$, i.e. when the thickness is close to $\lambda / 4$ as for a dielectric absorbent. In the latter case both $\mu'$ and $\mu''$ values depend on the permittivity. The thickness ranges between 1 to 10 cm and thus this type of absorbent can be used for ships and fixed plants, only.

Sol-gel routes have been widely used for many centuries in earthenware, china and enamel production: the use of a liquid precursor, a slurry of colloidal particles, clays for instance, which is transferred into gels by the decrease of water content and then dried and fired, allows the preparation of film, bulk, ... For the last two decades, the sol-gel technology has been extensively used to prepare advanced ceramics, fibers and films [6,7]. This method has many advantages: lowering the densification temperature of multicomponent oxides, controlling the chemical purity and crystallinity [6,7] and tailoring the microstructure. Films, powders and monoliths can be prepared with gels. A compact from gel powder or a gel monolithic can be densified by sintering. Preliminary thermal treatments below 600°C are often used to control their sintering behaviour.

Tailoring of the microstructure of the sol-gel derived composites has been investigated in the past. Metal-ceramic microcomposites have been prepared by Roy et al. [8,9], Petrullat et al. [10] and Breval et al. [9] e.g. the elaboration of Ni particles in a silica matrix. Glass-metal nanocomposites with iron, nickel and copper particles in a silica matrix have been prepared by Chatterjee and Chakvavorty [12]. Static magnetic properties of nanocomposites have been studied by Shull et al. [13] and we have also reported preliminary static [14] and frequency dependent [15] magnetic investigations.

This paper compares several sol-gel routes for the preparation of metal-ceramic nanocomposites and reviews the key parameters to control the microwave absorption of the materials. Materials have been studied in form of optically monolithic pieces which are representative of films. Two dielectric matrices, alumina ($\varepsilon' = 9$) and mullite-like aluminosilicate ($\varepsilon' \sim 5$) and two metals, iron and cobalt, were examined.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

**Synthesis**

Three methods have been examined:

1) The first method is the mixing of micronic metal powder (cobalt for instance, diameter $\sim 1.8 \mu$m) with a liquid matrix precursor before its hydrolytic polycondensation. The precursor is a mixture of water, isopropanol and (OC$_4$H$_9$)$_2$-Al-O-Si(OC$_2$H$_5$)$_3$ ester (from Hüls France). The volume ratio of the water to solvent to alkoxide is 1:4:2, one volume
Fig. 1: Real ($\mu'$) and imaginary ($\mu''$) permeability plots for a film of dielectric ($\varepsilon'=0$, $\varepsilon''=0$) magnetic materials as a function of the reduced thickness ($\varepsilon'd/\lambda_0$) ($\lambda_0$ wavelength in vacuum) giving a total reflection equal to zero (R≤-85dB). The corresponding relative band pass at $R≤0.1$ (-20dB) is given on the right side scale (after P. Hartemann and M. Labeyrie, Revue Technique Thomson-CSF 19(3-4), p. 413-430 (1987)). A scheme showing the absorption mechanism for a Dällenbach screen made of absorbent material deposited on a metallic substrate is given. Resonant absorption occurs when the reflection is nil i.e. if the impedance of the screen (absorbent + metal support) is equal to that of air.
of water, pH=2.5 adjusted by HCl addition, two volumes of alcohol solvent were poured into a mixture of two volumes of alcohol and two volumes of ester in which the particles of metal have been dispersed by ultrasonic means. The ultrasonic stirring is maintained until the gelation occurs. The 1:3:6 composition was prepared in the same way. The mass content of cobalt is 30% after firing in H₂.

ii) In the second method, the hydrolytic polycondensation of the alkoxide is obtained by the addition of water containing metal nitrate. The metal concentration is chosen to obtain a final 20% mass content after the thermal treatment under H₂ inducing the reduction of metal salt and densification of the dielectric host matrix.

iii) The third method was the preparation of a porous host matrix in the gel or xerogel (glass) state by the hydrolysis-polycondensation of above ester (1:3:6, 1:4:2 compositions) and of pure aluminium s-butoxide (slow hydrolysis), then drying at 40°C or firing at 600°C. The infiltration with a concentrated solution of metal nitrates is made before the thermal treatment under H₂ to monoliths, films or powder. The metal concentration is about 15% in weight after one cycle of infiltration-firing.

Nitrates have been chosen as the metal precursors because their high metal content in solution (e.g. up to 270g of Co metal per liter of solution of Co(NO₃)₂) and their low temperature of decomposition. Nitrates decomposition leading however to nitrogen oxides, a thermal treatment under pure hydrogen is needed to obtain a nearly complete reduction into metal.

Techniques

The metal content was measured by plasma emission after melting the samples with sodium peroxide and dissolving in 10% HCl. Samples were characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) using 200CX or 2000FX Jeol microscopes, and by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a DSM960 Zeiss. Raman spectra were recorded using a multichannel Dilor XY spectrograph equipped with liquid nitrogen cooled Wright CCD detector.

Susceptibility was measured with a coiled toroidal sample assembly. Quasi-static magnetic parameters of powdered composites were also measured with a SIIS hysteresismeter in order to check the relative proportion of oxidized and reduced metals. Iron containing materials have been analyzed by Mössbauer spectroscopy at room and liquid nitrogen temperature in order to discriminate between the metal core, the oxide shell of particles as well the shell-matrix reacted zone. Electromagnetic measurements were carried out with an APC7 cell in a coaxial waveguide using a HP8510 network analyzer.

RESULTS

Degree of heterogeneity

Typical scanning electron micrographs for materials prepared using methods I, II and III and thermally treated at 1100°C under H₂ are shown in figure 2. The differences are obvious. Large aggregates ranging from 2 to 40μm are observed in materials prepared using cobalt powder (method I). Agglomeration resulted from the magnetic attraction between metal particles although the strong ultrasonic stirring was used. The poor reproducibility of the dispersion limits a good control of the magnetic properties. However, the size and shape of magnetic particles can modify their permeability.
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Fig. 2: Scanning backscattered electron micrographs of cobalt-$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\text{SiO}_2$ composites prepared by method I (a,a'), II (b) and III (c). Materials have been thermally treated at 1100$^\circ$C under $\text{H}_2$. 1:4:2 matrix with addition of 35% molar of $\text{B}_2\text{O}_3$ is used (bars : scale in micron).

A more homogeneous dispersion is achieved with method II. Dispersion is prepared at the submicronic scale but large agglomerates, up to 2$\mu$m in diameter, are still observed. The best homogeneity is achieved with method III.

**Infiltration of metal precursor using method III**

A gel is a network which is soaked by a liquid, generally water. More or less full dehydration produces the departure of the water logged in the network pores without drastic modification of the solid network. In the previous work [16,17] we have shown that gels and glasses (or stable xerogels) having pores in the meso or microporous range can preserve their porosity up to 800$^\circ$C and more. The different ways to control the pore distribution for a given Si/Al composition have been studied [18]. Microporous materials can be prepared [19] using a liquid precursor which have a high concentration of alkoxides (e.g. 1:3:8 water-solvent-alkoxide volume ratio) but the time between the mixing of reagents and the gelation is too short to allows the preparation of films and monoliths.
Thus, we will discuss the 1:3:6 composition which exhibits both micropores and mesopores and the 1:4:2 composition and pure alumina which are only mesoporous [19].

Study on the local structure using small angle X-ray scattering [16,17] and on the porosity using gas absorption analysis [14] has given a description of these solids: gels are made of primary, rather globular entities (diameter 0.8-2nm) which are more (using slow hydrolysis of high alkoxide concentrated solution) or less (rapid hydrolysis, low concentrated alkoxide solution) densely packed, leading to micro or mesoporous materials, respectively. The thickness of a "wall" between adjacent pores is always small and the matter in contact with the surface dominates. The high values of hydroxyl surface coverage ratio (~6OH/nm² and 2OH/nm² for mesoporous alumina and aluminosilicate glasses, respectively, about 30OH/nm² for microporous aluminosilicate [20]) explain the high correlation between the hydroxyl group elimination and the nucleation-densification reaction leading to a dense inorganic aluminosilicate network [16].

The mass gain is lower for gels but the impregnation is not necessarily less effective as the metal content after pyrolysis indicates [19], according to the larger mass uptake arising from the filling of empty pore by concentrated nitrate solution. After thermal treatment under H₂, monoliths are black. Iron containing gels loose their optically clearness soon at the infiltration steps and exhibit often a brown color. This behaviour will be discussed below.

Cobalt precursor infiltration

The metal concentration inside the pores is always less than or equal to that corresponding to 4 mol/l solution and therefore the use of a highly concentrated solution is not useful to obtain the highest content of metal infiltration (typically 10-15% wt of metal after one cycle of infiltration and H₂ firing). IR [19] and EXAFS [21] analysis demonstrated the solid structure of the cobalt inside the mesoporous host lattice and that a large part for the impregnated nitrate in micropores remains liquid, for same time and temperature of drying. Careful analysis of the Raman spectra shows small peaks between 1300 and 1500cm⁻¹ assigned to the fingerprint of uni or bidentate complexes of nitrate ions, characteristic of adsorbed species on pore walls. This phenomenon of adsorption on the pore walls is significant and may explain the slower penetration of the solution in microporous samples: the kinetics of the impregnation is about 500 times (saturation time ratio) slower in microporous than in mesoporous aluminosilicates gels and glasses [19]. Figure 3 shows a scheme of the ions diffusion inside the pore with or without trapping at the pore opening and resulting in the formation of impregnated materials. A schematic view of the formation of nanoprecipitates by thermal treatment is also given.

Iron precursor infiltration

A reaction between infiltrated ions and pore walls has been observed in the materials immersed in iron nitrate solution. Raman scattering demonstrates that iron ions diffuse inside the Al-O-Si framework to form a Fe_x(AI_ySi_1-x)_{3-x}OOH phase at the pore opening whereas the nitrate ions diffuse far away in the pore. The reaction is limited using pure alumina gels and glasses. Figure 4 compares the Raman spectrum recorded on brown superficial pieces impregnated by iron nitrate with that recorded on the core of a monolith. The spectrum of the latter displays a strong line at 1042cm⁻¹ characteristic of the NO₃⁻ ion stretch. The spectrum differs however from the 1047-1056cm⁻¹ doublet of the salt and from the narrow 1058cm⁻¹ peak of the solution. In contrast, the spectra recorded on brown scales shows a weaker peak at 1049cm⁻¹, the weakest signal being observed on impregnated
Fig. 3: Scheme of the ions diffusion/adsorption mechanism at the pore opening (a) and of the porous structure of the impregnated host matrix before (b) and after (c) thermal treatment. The size of basic polymeric moities (schematic drawn as circle) is close to 1-3nm.

**Fig. 4:** Micro-Raman spectra ($\lambda=514.5$nm spectra) of iron nitrate impregnated aluminosilicate (1:4:2) glass: (a) brown scales, (b) colourless core of monoliths. The used laser power is given. Stars indicate the contribution of the lenses used for collecting the scattered light.
Fig. 5: Transmission electron photomicrograph of metal-alumino-silicate composites prepared by thermal treatment at 800°C under hydrogen: (a) iron precipitates (dark field), (b,c) cobalt precipitates.

Microporous host lattice. In addition, at least five broad bands are observed between 250 and 720 cm\(^{-1}\). This pattern is similar to that of goethite FeOOH [22,23], except for a slight shift of the frequencies and the considerable breadth of the lines. EXAFS analysis confirms that γFeOOH-like materials was formed [21]. The highest content of metallic iron is obtained using mullite matrix prepared using acetone as solvent with addition of a drying control additive.

**Nanoprecipitates**

Typical electron micrographs obtained from nanocomposites of various metals and matrices are shown in figure 5. All the matrices remain still amorphous after heat treatment below 900°C, in which the observation of the metallic particle benefits. Their structure has been studied by X-ray diffraction: cobalt is f.c.c. and iron is c.c. [14]. These phases are rather unusual for the materials prepared at low temperatures. The formation of these high temperature phases is attributed to the conditions employed in the composites synthesis. Metal nitrates are fast heated to their melting point and decomposed under hydrogen. The reaction between NO\(_x\) and H\(_2\) can be explosive and the temperature in the pores can be much higher than the measured. Formation of a diamond-like precipitates is consistent with this mechanism [21].
The size of the metallic precipitates may depend on the initial pore structure of the host lattice and on the heating temperature. Using microporous gels and glasses as host matrices, the metal particle size ranges from 5 to 20 nm for a 600°C thermal treatment and reaches typically 100 nm using mesoporous host matrix. Only the iron precipitates have no particular geometry whereas the cobalt has globular shape with sometimes nice facets (octahedral habit, see figure 5). The irregular form of iron precipitates can be related to its preferential adsorption and reaction with the pore walls.

Thermal stability

Initial susceptibility measurement versus temperature by the induction method allows a determination of the use limit of the materials. The susceptibility is constant up to our measurement limit (550°C in air). DSC and X-ray analysis show that the formation of Co$_3$O$_4$ and Fe$_3$O$_4$ (magnetite) or γFe$_2$O$_3$ (maghemite) takes place above 600°C [14]. Iron oxidation can lead to FeO, Fe$_2$O$_3$ or Fe$_3$O$_4$. The discrimination between maghemite and magnetite spinel from their X-ray powder patterns is not straightforward. Mössbauer analysis discriminates Fe$^{3+}$ magnetic spinel component by its medium isomeric shift (IS ~0.3-0.5 mm/s) and its large field parameter (H=40-50 T). These components are clearly observed in materials where the metal content is small (e.g. Fe in alumina matrix or Fe$_{0.7}$/Co$_{0.3}$ alloys in 2Al$_2$O$_3$SiO$_2$ matrix). Different spinel components are observed, which indicates a variety of sites and environment. This can be explained by formation of Fe$_2$CoO$_4$ or Al substituted magnetite.

In situ alloying

The technique for preparing the nanocomposites of the alloy precipitates inside the dielectric matrix can tailor the absorption range of the materials. Infiltration using nitrate solution of iron and cobalt (Fe/Co=1) has been made using microporous aluminosilicate gel as host lattice. The relative amount of metallic iron versus oxidized iron (Fe$^{2+}$, Fe$^{3+}$ ions) has been determined by Mössbauer spectroscopy. The lack of intensity increase when temperature is decreased from 300 to 80K indicates that particles prepared using mesoporous host matrix are not superparamagnetic. Different components are observed:

i) A quadrupolar rather symmetrical doublet located at 0.39 mm/s versus Fe (isomeric shift: IS) with a quadrupolar splitting close to 0.7 mm/s (QS) assigned to Fe$^{3+}$ ion in octahedral site. Only this component is observed before thermal treatment. The larger band width (B) observed for alloys (B ~0.4 mm/s instead of 0.3 mm/s for pure iron derivative) indicates a higher local disorder.

ii) After iron reduction by thermal treatment under H$_2$, new features are associated to the Fe$^{3+}$ doublet: furthermore small shifts are observed for IS and QS. Band at IS ~0.93 (QS ~2.15, B = 0.5 mm/s) and 1.23 (QS = 2.25, B = 0.45 mm/s) are characteristic of Fe$^{2+}$ ions, according to the formation of γFe$_2$O$_3$ shell around the particle. This oxidation is coherent with the γFe$_2$O$_3$ fingerprint on X-ray powder patterns. The first band (IS ~0.9 mm/s) may correspond to tetrahedral site and the second (IS ~1.2 mm/s) to the octahedral site.

iii) Band at IS ~0 corresponds to metal particles. The relative proportion of the Fe$^{2+}$, Fe$^{3+}$ ions and Fe metal can be calculated, roughly, from the peak area. The fraction of metal is rather poor (~10%) but the maximum occurs when infiltration is made in the glass state which decrease the reaction between iron nitrate solution and the pore walls. In some case, another component (IS ~0.3-0.5, QS ~0, B ~0.5-1.5 mm/s) characteristic of Fe$^{3+}$ is
observed. The complex shape of this component is coherent with the formation Al substituted spinel.

Electromagnetic properties

The measured values of saturation magnetization are lower than the expected value (reduction close to 20% for Co and to 80% for Fe). As discussed above, this may be explained by the oxydation of metal precipitates according X-ray and Mössbauer analyses. The thickness of the oxydized Co$_3$O$_4$ shell and the core size can be calculated from relative intensities to be 6nm and 50nm, for the shell and the core respectively. The thickness of Fe$_2$O$_3$ shell can be 60nm for a 40nm Fe core size.

Figure 6 compares the X-band properties (0.1-10GHz) of a Co nanoparticles dispersed in mesoporous aluminosilicate matrix. 35% mole B$_2$O$_3$ has been added to the 1:4:2 Al$_2$O$_3$2SiO$_2$ composition to make possible the film deposit onto convenient substrate.

![Graph](image-url)

Fig. 6 : Evolution with frequency (0.1 to 10GHz) of real ($\varepsilon'$) and imaginary ($\varepsilon''$) permittivity and real ($\mu'$) and imaginary ($\mu''$) permeability for a thick film (thickness 2mm) made of a dispersion of cobalt nanoparticles (8% in volume) in an aluminoborosilicate glass (1:4:2 with addition of 35% molar B$_2$O$_3$).
The real part of permittivity is close to 4 for the pure aluminosilicate glass. The aluminoborosilicate matrix exhibits a low dielectric constant for two reasons: first, silica or mullite-type material have a very open framework, without highly polarizable or mobile ions. This means that relaxations, in the microwave range, do not exist and the resulted real permittivity is low and the immaginary part is zero; second, as the samples retain some mesoporosity, a proportion of material has an $\varepsilon'$ value close to 1. Therefore, the matrix is nearly "transparent" to the microwave energy. The dielectric parameter of the nanocomposite increases to 5, due to the contribution of Co metal dispersion (metal content 8% in volume, 30% in weight). The magnetic loss ($\mu''$) decreases with frequency up to 1GHz, corresponding to the relaxation induced by the wall motion. The peak between 6 and 10GHz corresponds to the gyromagnetic resonance of cobalt. Alloying with iron will decrease the resonance frequency. Iron oxidation will decrease the magnetization at saturation but the magnetization of resulted spinel remains sufficiently large to contribute significantly to the absorption of the electromagnetic wave. Furthermore, the resonance frequency of magnetite is expected to be $\sim$4GHz.

CONCLUSIONS

The magnetic nanocomposites were prepared by the impregnation with metal salt solution to the porous host matrices prepared by the sol-gel route. Homogenous dispersion are achieved at the submicronic scale. About 5% in volume (15% in weight) can be incorporated in one cycle of impregnation/firing. The metal content can be increased by successive impregnation-firing cycles (up to $\sim$50% in volume). This process is a novel route to prepare microwave absorbent materials. Combined infiltrations with different metal and alloy precursors can tailor the absorption versus frequency between 0.1 and 10GHz. These new materials can find "hot" applications as their magnetic properties are maintained up to 550°C.
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ABSTRACT

Here we present physical and chemical properties of CaCl₂/H₂O and LiBr/H₂O systems confined to nanopores of silica gels. Sorption isobars, isosters and isotherms were measured at temperature 293 - 423K and vapor partial pressure 8 - 133 mbar. Specific heat of the systems was found as a function of temperature (300 - 400K) and sorbed water content (0 - 53 wt.%). Solidification/melting diagrams were measured over 170 - 320K temperature range at salt concentrations 0 - 50 wt.%. The results obtained evidenced a significant change in the thermodynamic properties of CaCl₂/H₂O and LiBr/H₂O systems due to confinement to the silica gel micropores.

INTRODUCTION

In Refs. [1-6] a new generation of composite materials called "selective water sorbents" (SWSs) has been presented. An SWS material is a two-phase system which consists of a porous host matrix and a hygroscopic substance (commonly an inorganic salt) impregnated into its pores. The goal of this work is to find out the influence of the silica pore structure on thermodynamic properties of the confined salt-water systems.

EXPERIMENTAL

Two commercial silica gels - mesoporous KSKG (average pore diameter D = 15 nm, S_BET = 350 m²/g) and microporous KSM (D = 3.5 nm, S_BET = 600 m²/g) were used as the porous matrix for sample synthesis. The matrices were filled with CaCl₂ and LiBr aqueous solutions, then dried and saturated with water vapor until the needed water content was reached (more details of synthesis may be found elsewhere [4,5]). A vapor sorption equilibrium was studied by a thermal balance method. The amount of water sorbed by the sample was measured with the CAHN C2000 thermal balance in the temperature range of 20 - 150°C at different partial pressures P_H₂O ranging from 8 to 133 mbar. The accuracy of the temperature regulation was about ±0.4°C. The water content was calculated as number N of sorbed water molecules with respect to 1 molecule of the salt.

A DSC-111 "SETARAM" unit was used for measuring solidification/melting diagram over the temperature range of 170 - 320K. The samples (m_s ~ 30 mg) were placed in standard platinum crucibles, cooled down to 170 K at a constant rate (5 K/min), maintained at this temperature for 10 min and finally heated at the same rate up to 320 K. A Mettler TA4000 DSC was used for specific heat measurements over temperature range 313 - 413 K at heating rate 5-10 K/min.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

**Water - calcium chloride system confined to the mesopores**

Water sorption equilibrium.

Water sorption isobars for the system "CaCl₂ confined to the mesoporous KSKG silica gel" (SWS-1L) are presented in Fig. 1 as N(T) dependence at different partial pressures P\textsubscript{H}_2O. All the curves were found to be similar but shifted and partially extended along the temperature axis. Each curve has a plateau corresponding to N = 2, which indicates the formation of solid crystalline hydrate CaCl\textsubscript{2}·2H\textsubscript{2}O \cite{7,8}. This hydrate is rather stable and possesses no transformation in 10-20°C temperature range showing a monovariant type of the sorption equilibrium typical for gas-solid processes. At high temperatures this hydrate undergoes decomposition to form the lowest possible crystalline hydrate CaCl\textsubscript{2}·0.33H\textsubscript{2}O \cite{8,9}.

At temperatures lower than that of the left boundary of the plateau, water sorption depends on both temperature and partial vapor pressure, so that the equilibrium becomes divariant, typical for liquid solutions of CaCl\textsubscript{2} \cite{7}.

Based on isobaric curves water sorption isosters are plotted for N = 1 - 10. They appeared to be straight lines in Ln(P\textsubscript{H}_2O) vs 1/T presentation Ln(P\textsubscript{H}_2O) = A(N) + B(N)/T, with a slope depending on the water content N and giving an isosteric water sorption heat ΔH\textsubscript{s}(N) = B(N)R, where R is the universal gas constant (Table I). For N > 2 this value (43.9 ± 1.3 kJ/mol) is close to the water evaporation heat from aqueous CaCl\textsubscript{2} solutions \cite{10}. A significant increase in ΔH\textsubscript{s} at N ≤ 2 is caused by the formation of solid hydrates where water molecules are bound stronger.

If water sorption is presented as a function of the relative vapor pressure γ = P\textsubscript{H}_2O/P\textsubscript{0}, all the experimental data satisfactorily follow the same curve that can be considered as a universal isotherm of the water sorption on the SWS-1L material (Fig. 2). This isotherm gives a one-to-one correspondence between the sorbed water amount and the relative water vapor pressure. One can observe once more the plateaus corresponding to N=0.4 and N=2 as

![Fig. 1. Water sorption isobars for the SWS-1L material.](image)

![Fig. 2. Universal water sorption isotherm for the CaCl\textsubscript{2}-H\textsubscript{2}O system confined to micro- and mesopores.](image)
well as a shoulder at N ≈ 4. At P_{H_2O}/P_0 > 0.15-0.2 the isotherm is a smooth curve which essentially coincides with the proper curve for the bulk aqueous solutions of calcium chloride [7]. It means that the solution confinement to mesoporous silica gel does not change its water sorption properties as compared to the bulk solution. Our DSC measurements (see below) of the specific heat of CaCl₂ aqueous solutions dispersed in the mesoporous matrix also have not established any changes in the C_p value due to the confinement to the pores.

Table I. Isosteric heat of water sorption ΔH_i for CaCl₂ - H₂O system confined to mesopores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N, mol H₂O/mol CaCl₂</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ΔH_i (kJ/mol)</td>
<td>63.1</td>
<td>62.3</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>45.1</td>
<td>43.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Solidification – melting phase diagrams

The phase diagram for CaCl₂ aqueous solutions confined to the KSKG pores (Fig. 3) appears to belong to the same simple eutectic type as for the bulk solution [7]. The diagram clearly shows the melting temperature depression by 10-30 K over the whole concentration range from pure water (is pointed by an arrow) to the highest stoichiometric crystalline hydrate (CaCl₂·6H₂O). It is noteworthy that the phase diagrams for both the bulk and dispersed solutions do not follow the Schreder equation [11], indicating a strong deviation from the behaviour typical for ideal binary solutions. Besides the mentioned above melting point depression, a strong supercooling of solution before solidification and a reduction of the phase transition enthalpy were detected. This is an evidence of the significant influence of the pore geometry on the solid-liquid equilibrium in the confined CaCl₂-H₂O binary system.

Specific heat

Specific heat of the confined CaCl₂-H₂O system ranges from 0.7 to 2.2 J/gK depending on temperature and water content. In order to study the influence of the solution confinement to the silica mesopores a comparison of the C_p-values for the dispersed and bulk solutions has been done. Fig.4 clearly shows no changes in the solution specific heat due to its confinement to the silica mesopores.
Water - calcium chloride system confined to the micropores

Water sorption isobars for this system (SWS-1S) appear to be quite different from those measured for CaCl$_2$ confined to the mesoporous silica gel (Fig.5). No plateaus indicating solid hydrate formation are recorded. Water sorption is found to decrease monotonically with the temperature increase showing a divariant type of sorption equilibrium even at the salt concentration lower than 86 wt.%. This concentration corresponds to 1 molecule of sorbed water per 1 calcium chloride molecule. Contrary to a monovariant gas-solid equilibrium, a divariant equilibrium is typical for liquid salt solutions.

Water sorption isosters on the SWS-1S can be satisfactorily approximated with straight lines. Their slopes give an isosteric heat of water sorption $\Delta H_s$. Values of $\Delta H_s(N)$ are presented in Table II for $N = 2 - 7$. This value tends to decrease with the water content increase and at $N = 7$ it approaches the value of the evaporation heat of bulk CaCl$_2$ aqueous solutions.

Table II. Isosteric heat of water sorption $\Delta H_s$ for CaCl$_2$ - H$_2$O system confined to micropores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$N$, mol H$_2$O/mol CaCl$_2$</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta H$ (kJ/mol)</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>62.3</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>43.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The water sorption dependence on the relative vapor pressure $\eta$ (Fig. 2) allows further comparison of the confined and bulk solutions. This isotherm lies below the proper curve for the ordinary bulk solutions. It means that the solution confinement to the micropores decreases its ability to bind water. Indeed, at a fixed solution concentration the relative vapor pressure over the solution in micropores is higher than that over an ordinary solution. Of course, this result looks surprising because the vapor pressure of wetting liquids commonly decreases in micropores due to the capillary effect [12]. It is reasonable to suppose that the observed increase in the vapor pressure is caused by a significant change in the thermodynamic properties of the solution due to its confinement to the micropores. Another example of such change is an increase in the solution specific heat in the micropores (Fig. 4).

Thermodynamic properties of electrolyte solutions are determined mainly by electrostatic interactions between positive and negative ions of dissociated salt. Debye and Huckel suggested an electrostatic model describing thermodynamic properties of strong electrolyte dilute solutions [13]. They concluded that any ion in solution is surrounded by an envelope of other ions with a characteristic radius $R$ which can be calculated as [13, 14]

$$R = A [(D T)/(e^2 I)]^{1/2} \quad (1)$$

Here $A$ is a coefficient, $D$ is the ion diffusion coefficient, $T$ is the solution temperature, $I$ is the solution ionic strength, $e$ is the solvent dielectric constant. Although the solutions are not dilute under our conditions, equation (1) can be used for a brief estimation of the ion atmosphere diameter. It appears to be about 0.2-0.5 nm. This value is much lower than the average pore diameter of the mesoporous silica gel ($d/R = 15 \text{ nm}/(0.2-0.6 \text{ nm}) = 25-75 \approx 1$). As a result, the mesopore walls do not influence the ion spatial distribution in the solution and do not change its chemical potential and water vapor pressure. For micropores of the KSM silica gel the ratio $d/R = 6-17$ still looks low. Nevertheless, the wall effect is expected to be significant if one takes into account that the near-wall layer of 0.4 nm thickness contains 23, 40 or 54% of the solution volume for 3.5 nm pores slit, cylindrical or spherical in shape, respectively. Thus, a large portion of ions are in the wall vicinity and their true spatial distribution may be strongly disturbed by near-wall geometrical restrictions. Indeed, any ion located near an uncharged pore surface has an energy excess with respect to a bulk ion, since it has no neighboring ions in the half-space behind the wall. As a result, thermodynamic properties of solution change radically due to confinement into small pores.

**LiBr confined to the silica gel mesopores**

Universal water sorption isotherm for the LiBr-H$_2$O system confined to mesopores is presented in Fig. 6. At $\eta>0.1$ the sorption properties of the disperse and bulk LiBr solutions are close, and the sorption equilibrium is divariant. At lower $\eta$, the equilibrium is monovariant that indicates the formation of solid LiBr monohydrate, the water sorption properties of the hydrate in the disperse state being much higher than that at normal (bulk) conditions as it is also a case for CaCl$_2$ (see above). This indicates that despite of the salt nature the salt confinement to the silica gel mesopores does not change the thermodynamic properties of its aqueous solution but may strongly influence the solid hydrate-vapor equilibrium.

At high water content ($N>1$) the isosteric heat of water sorption (43 kJ/mol) turns out to be close to the water evaporation heat from the bulk LiBr solutions whereas a significant increase of sorption heat (up to 62 kJ/mol) is detected in case of the solid phase formation.
Solidification/melting phase diagram of the disperse LiBr-H$_2$O system is found to be of a simple eutectic type, and lies by 10-30K below a proper diagram in the bulk state. It is also similar to the low temperature behavior of CaCl$_2$-H$_2$O binary system confined to the silica gel mesopores. Strong supercooling of LiBr solution in mesopores and the reduction of its melting enthalpy serve as an extra confirmation of this conclusion.

CONCLUSIONS

Thus, the results obtained allow to formulate of the following properties of the CaCl$_2$/H$_2$O and LiBr/H$_2$O systems confined to the silica nanopores:

**in mesopores** - the sorption equilibrium is either of mono- or divariant types; the impregnation of the salt solutions into mesopores does not influence their specific heat or vapor pressure, whereas the vapor pressure over the solid crystalline hydrates turns out to be lower than that for the bulk salt; the melting point of the confined solutions is depressed by 10-30 K in comparison with ordinary bulk systems.

**in micropores** - the sorption equilibrium is divariant, and no solid crystalline hydrates formation is detected; the vapor pressure over the confined solution is higher than that for the bulk one; the specific heat of the CaCl$_2$/H$_2$O solutions increases due to their confinement to the micropores.
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ABSTRACT

Solid sols of silver in poly(methylmethacrylate), Ag/PMMA, were prepared by bulk polymerization of methyl methacrylate (MMA) with benzoyl peroxide (BPO) as an initiator in the presence of silver(I) trifluoroacetate. Ag/PMMA were characterized by visible spectroscopy. Effects of the concentration of initiator, the concentration of silver(I) complex and the heat-treatment time on the formation of silver cluster were studied in detail.

INTRODUCTION

Colloidal dispersions of metal nanoclusters are of great attention in various fields of science.\textsuperscript{1} For example, in chemistry well characterized and stable transition metal particles of a narrow size distribution (ideally single sized or monodispersed), are of significant interest in catalysis,\textsuperscript{2} meanwhile in the fields of physics\textsuperscript{3} the metal clusters are very important to create entirely new materials with made-to-order electronic, magnetic and optical properties.\textsuperscript{4-6}

In order to use such metal nanoclusters for the materials in optical devices, chemical and optical stabilities are required for the dispersed particles. Moreover, a simple fabrication method for processing at relatively low temperatures is recommended. On the other hand, inorganic glasses have been mainly used for the base matrixes in the aforementioned materials,\textsuperscript{7-9} and there have been a few reports on the preparative methods using organic polymer matrixes.\textsuperscript{10-12} Among these preparative methods reported, that proposed by Nakao\textsuperscript{12} might be one of the most promising methods. According to his procedure, solid sols of both thermoplastic and thermosetting resins\textsuperscript{12,13} containing well dispersed various noble particles such as Au, Ag, Pt and Pd can be easily prepared, upon simply polymerizing a monomer-dissolved corresponding metal compound and followed by heat-treatment of the resultant sample at no more than 140°C. However, in those reports, no consideration has been taken into the effect of concentration of initiator on the preparation of noble metal solid sols. In order to control the particle size, it is important to clarify the growth process in the polymer matrix. In this paper, we report on the preparation and characterization of Ag/PMMA, which have been prepared by changing various concentrations of BPO and Ag complex, and also heat-treatment times.

EXPERIMENT

Benzoyl peroxide (BPO) was purified by precipitation from chloroform into methanol and then crystallized in methanol at 0°C. Commercial grade methyl methacrylate (MMA) was distilled over anhydrous sodium sulfate prior to use. Silver(I) trifluoroacetate (AgCF\textsubscript{3}CO\textsubscript{2}) was prepared based on literature and recrystallized from hot benzene.\textsuperscript{14}

Preparative procedure of solid sols of Ag in PMMA was almost the same as that reported
previously\textsuperscript{12}, but we made a little modification. A typical preparation was as follows. AgCF\textsubscript{3}CO\textsubscript{2} (5 x 10\textsuperscript{-2} M) and BPO (2.0 x 10\textsuperscript{-2} M) were dissolved in MMA (20 mL). This solution was first heated at 60 °C for 30-60 min. The resulting viscous syrup was then transferred into a mold that consists of two 5 x 10 cm glass plates and a polyethylene flame (1 mm thickness), and heated again at 50 °C for 20 h to complete the polymerization. After removal from the mold, a clear PMMA plate containing Ag cluster was obtained. The PMMA plates thus obtained were then post-heated for various times at 120 °C.

The variation of the Ag cluster formation in PMMA with varying initial concentrations of AgCF\textsubscript{3}CO\textsubscript{2} and BPO (hereafter they are abbreviated as [Ag]\textsubscript{0} and [BPO]\textsubscript{0}, respectively) and heat treatment (post-heating) time was investigated.

The absorption spectrum of Ag colloids was used mainly to characterize the formation of Ag clusters. Optical absorption spectra of the plates were measured in the range from 300 to 700 nm by a Shimadzu UV-3100 spectrometer at room temperature. The diameter of the Ag particles was observed directly by transmission electron microscopy (JEOL, JEM-2000FXII).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the absorption spectra of Ag/PMMA that were prepared by various concentrations of [Ag]\textsubscript{0} with [BPO]\textsubscript{0} = 2.0 x 10\textsuperscript{-2} M, heat-treated at 120 °C for 24 h. As expected, an absorption peak was observed around 420 nm. The absorption band grows depending on the [Ag]\textsubscript{0} and shifts slightly to shorter-wavelength side.

![Absorption spectra of Ag/PMMA prepared by various [Ag]\textsubscript{0} concentrations. ([BPO]\textsubscript{0} = 2.0 x 10\textsuperscript{-2} M, heat-treated at 120 °C for 24 h.)](image)

Shown in Fig. 2 are the absorption spectra of Ag/PMMA that were post-heated at 120 °C for 7-42 h, while [Ag]\textsubscript{0} and [BPO]\textsubscript{0} were kept constant in the polymerizations. The behavior of peak growth is similar to that observed in Fig. 1, i.e., the longer the duration of heat-treatment, the larger the absorbance. However, when a sample was post-heated for more than 42 h, it was observed that metallic silver, like a silver mirror, begins to separate on the surface of Ag/PMMA plate. The absorption band of such sample tends to be rather broad as shown in Fig. 2(e).

It is known that the reduction of silver ions generally leads to a yellow sol of colloidal particles
The absorption spectrum of such a colloid contains a rather narrow band peaking around 380-430 nm. This band is caused by surface plasmon absorption of the electron gas in the particles, and once this band is observed one may conclude that one is dealing with particles having metallic properties. Moreover, it has been understood both theoretically and experimentally that the absorbance is increased and the full width at half maximum of the absorption band is decreased with increasing the diameter of Ag particles. Thus, the results of UV measurements obtained in the present study are consistent with the evidences that the Ag/PMMA samples contain metallic Ag particles, and that the growth of Ag particles depends on the [Ag]₀ and the heat-treatment time.

The formation and growth of the Ag particles were reconfirmed by TEM measurements. Figure 3 is a typical TEM photograph of the yellow colored Ag/PMMA sample, which was made by the following condition; [Ag]₀ = 2.8 x 10⁻² M, [BPO]₀ = 2.0 x 10⁻² M, and heat-treated at 120 °C for 24 h.
°C for 24 h. It is clear that Ag particles are roughly spherical in shape and well but not uniformly dispersed. The average size of this sample was estimated to be 5 nm in a diameter. On the basis of the other TEM measurements, it was concluded that the average diameter of the Ag/PMMA samples varies from 3 to 10 nm, depending on the experimental conditions.

The effect of [BPO]₀ on the formation of Ag particles was also examined. The results are shown in Fig. 4. The peak positions observed around 420 nm were essentially same as those seen in Figs. 1 and 2. However, the tendency that the absorbance is decreased with increasing the amount of [BPO]₀ is in contrast to those effects of the [Ag]₀ and the heat-treatment duration.

![Absorbance spectra of Ag/PMMA prepared by various [BPO]₀ concentrations. ([Ag]₀ = 2.8 x 10⁻² M, heat-treated at 120 °C for 24 h.)](image)

Since the role of BPO in the formation of Ag particles seems to be complicated, we attempted to carry out additional experiments. Two cast films of the Ag/PMMA were prepared by a distinct manner, keeping the initial concentrations of [Ag]₀ and [BPO]₀ to be the same. The preparative procedure to make one film (procedure A) was almost identical to the procedure aforementioned in this paper: i.e., upon obtaining a Ag/PMMA plate, a cast film was made by dissolving the plate sample in toluene. The other cast film was made as follows (procedure B); firstly a PMMA was obtained, and then AgCF₃CO₂ was dissolved into toluene solution containing PMMA and this polymer solution was cast to prepare a film of Ag/PMMA. Both of the Ag/PMMA cast films were heat-treated at 120 °C for 24 h.

As shown in Fig. 5, the absorbance of the Ag/PMMA prepared by procedure A is very strong and clear. However, it is noteworthy that no growth of the absorption peak is observed for the sample prepared by procedure B. These results reveal that: (1) neither the reduction of Ag ion nor the formation of the cluster occurs in the course of the post-heating; (2) the reduction of Ag ion to metallic Ag must be done before the heat-treatment in order to form the Ag cluster. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider that the nucleation (formation of very small Ag particles) followed by the reduction of Ag ion and the growth (aggregation of small particles and formation of larger Ag particles) proceed independently.
Fig. 5. Absorption spectra of cast film of Ag/PMMA: (a) prepared from Ag/PMMA sample; (b) prepared by dissolving AgCF₃CO₂ in PMMA. ([Ag]₀ = 2.8 x 10⁻² M, [BPO]₀ = 2.0 x 10⁻² M, heat-treated at 120 °C for 24 h.)

If so, a question which chemical species governs the reduction of Ag ion is raised. Without any kinetics data on the polymerization of MMA, it is ambiguous to clarify the reducing species. It is, however, true that BPO itself does not participate in the reduction of Ag ions, since the absorbance is decreased with increasing the concentration of BPO (see Fig. 4.). Thus, it is probable that Ag ions are reduced by either monomer radicals or growing polymer radicals to form a number of small metallic during the polymerization. Once they formed, these small Ag particles are dispersed in the amorphous polymer matrix after the polymerization.

As already shown in Fig. 2, the peak intensity due to the surface plasmon resonance of Ag particles is increased with increasing the duration of post-heating of the Ag/PMMA. It is pointed out that heat-treatment is a useful technique to control the size of metal particles or semiconductor microcrystallites in the glass.¹⁹, ²⁰ It is also reported that the particles grow by diffusion in the coalescence process when the concentration of the particles in the supersaturated glass solution approaches the solubility limit.²¹, ²²

In our case, the temperature applied for the post-heating of Ag/PMMA samples is just above the glass transition temperature and near the melting (or heat deflection) point of PMMA. In this temperature region, PMMA is no longer in the glassy state, but liquid-like motion of polymer segments is allowed. Thus, not only the polymer segments but also Ag particles dispersed in the polymer matrix can move easily even at the relatively low temperature of 120 °C. However, the ease of the diffusion of Ag particles is probably not the same, and depends on the length of the polymer segments. It is well known that the higher the initiator concentration, the lower the number-average molecular weight (i.e., the shorter the average polymer length). This implies that the polymer having longer segments tends to form coiled polymer chains. Consequently, the small Ag particles dispersed in the PMMA matrix prepared with the low concentration of BPO are caged in the long coiled chains. The Ag particles under such circumstances do not move far away. Therefore, they easily aggregate to form large clusters during the heat-treatment. On the other hand, it might be somewhat difficult to form large clusters for the Ag particles in the polymer matrix that consist of shorter segments, since they are too dispersed to aggregate.
CONCLUSIONS

We have prepared successfully PMMA containing the dispersed Ag particles of nanometer size by simply polymerizing the corresponding monomer together with initiator and Ag compounds and by subsequent heat-treatment. It was proved that the size of the Ag is increased with increasing the initial concentrations of [Ag]₀ and the duration of heat-treatment, and decreases with increasing the initial concentration of [BPO]₀. A following mechanism is proposed for the formation of Ag cluster in PMMA: (1) the reduction of Ag ions to Ag metals is done during the polymerization; (2) these small particles of Ag that have been dispersed in polymer matrix after the polymerization act as seeds for the nucleation of small clusters; and (3) the aggregation of clusters to grow up to larger clusters take place finally in the course of heat-treatment.
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ABSTRACT

Conducting polymer composites, that consist of a conducting filler randomly
distributed throughout an insulating polymer or polymer blend, attract interest in several
application fields such as sensors or electromagnetic radiation shielding. The macroscopic
electrical resistivity of the filled polyblend strongly depends on the localization of the filler.
Here, we investigate the morphology of Carbon Black (CB)-filled polymer blends in order to
determine the parameters governing the selective localization of CB in one phase of the blend
components or at the interface between the components. The dispersion of the CB particles in
the polymer blend is observed by means of Lateral Force Microscopy (LFM) as a function of
the blend composition and the load in CB. The selective localization of CB at the interface
enables the reduction of the percolation threshold down to 0.5 wt%; as a result, the mechanical
properties of the polymer blend can be fully retained. Different techniques can be used to
locate the CB at the interface; we compare their efficiency experimentally.

INTRODUCTION

Polymers made electrically conductive by loading with a conductive filler have been
known and used for decades [1, 2]. For instance, we can cite their use as antistatic or
electromagnetic shielding materials as well as piezoresistive materials [3] (pressure sensors,
switches electrical safety devices, and self-regulated heaters [4]).

A better knowledge is still required of the actual structure of the clustered particles, the
structure formation during material processing, and its relationship with the macroscopic
properties. Tools such as electronic microscopes and scanning probe microscopes (Scanning
Tunneling Microscopy and Atomic Force Microscopy) can therefore be of major help. In this
context, scanning probe potentiometers [5, 6] have been used to examine electrostatic forces on
the surface, however with a low lateral resolution. Recently, Electric Force Microscopy (EFM)
has been proposed [7] as a new type of scanning probe microscopy that is able to measure
electric field gradients near the surface of a sample when using a sharp conductive tip.

Note that a major problem in the production of such composites is the filler content.
This must be kept as low as possible since otherwise processing becomes difficult, the
mechanical properties of the composites are poor, and the final cost is high (high-grade
conductive fillers are indeed expensive). In this context, our aim is to set up a strategy to
decrease the filler content by combining the advantages of composites (polymer/filler combinations) and polymerblends (polymer/polymer combinations). Polymer blends with a co-continuous two-phase structure, i.e., a morphology with a dual phase continuity, have been extensively discussed in relation to percolation theory [8-10]; percolation of the filler particles in one of the continuous phases or at the interface of a co-continuous binary polyblend is a complex but very attractive situation, since a double percolation (one for the polymer phase and one for the filler in this phase or at the interface) phenomenon results in significant electrical conductivity at a very low filler content.

EXPERIMENTS

High-density polyethylene (PE) (Solvay Eltex B3925: $M_n = 8,500$, $M_w = 265,000$, density 0.96, melt index < 0.1), polystyrene (PS) (BASF Polystyrol 158K: $M_n = 100,000$, $M_w = 280,000$, density 1.05, melt index 0.39) and carbon black particles (CB) (Degussa Printex XE-2 (XE) or Cabbot Black Pearls BP-1000 (BP)) are introduced in an internal mixer (Brabender Rheomixer) at 200°C. Electrical measurements are performed with the four-probe technique (to prevent resistance from the sample/electrode contacts). Atomic Force Microscopy (height and friction) images are recorded with a Digital Instruments Nanoscope III microscope, operated in contact mode at room temperature in air, using a 100 μm triangular cantilever (spring constant of 0.58 Nm⁻¹).

RESULTS

Electrical and morphological characterization of CB-filled homopolymers

For low CB concentrations, the resistivity is close to that of the polymer matrix, on the order of $10^{11}$ to $10^{16}$ Ω.cm [11]. When the CB concentration increases, the resistivity undergoes a fast decrease by several decades over a narrow concentration range corresponding to the percolation threshold; it then decreases more slowly towards the limiting resistivity of the compressed filler powder of order $10^4$ to 1 Ω.cm. The resistivity [12] of the composites obeys a power law of the form $\rho = (\rho - \rho_c)^t$ near the transition, where $\rho$ is the bulk resistivity of the composite, $\rho_c$ is the concentration of the conductive component, $\rho_c$ is the percolation threshold concentration, and $t$ is a universal exponent. Prediction of the exact percolation threshold remains difficult, as the critical volume concentration value can be observed in the 5-30% range [8-13]; understanding such a broad range of critical concentrations is not easy since the main results of percolation theory is that the threshold should be close to 20% [13]. For XE, the values of $\rho_c$ are 5% and 8% in PE and PS, respectively; for BP, the corresponding values are 12% and 25% [11]. From these results and for a given type of CB, it is seen that substitution of a monophasic polystyrene by a two-phase semicrystalline polyethylene favors a decrease in the percolation threshold (i.e. from 8% and 25% down to 5% and 12%, for PS and PE respectively). This is consistent with the selective localization of CB particles in the amorphous phase of PE; increasing the degree of crystallinity would thus be a potential way of decreasing further the percolation threshold.
Characterization of the CB-filled polymer blends

These systems can be characterized in direct space at the nanometer scale by using Lateral Force Microscopy (or Friction Force Microscopy) [11]. Since their friction coefficients $\mu$ are different, it is possible to distinguish PE, PS, and CB particles (Figure 1). It appears from the collected images that PE is characterized by a higher value of $\mu$, which translates on the image to a lighter color on the gray-scale; CB appears in black, since there is almost no interaction between the tip and the CB particles; the $\mu$ value for PS is intermediate and PS therefore appears in dark gray on the image. The black spots attributed to CB particles are observed to be dispersed only in the PE phase of a PE/PS polymer blend. This indicates that in these experimental conditions (45% PE, 55% PS, and 1% XE), CB prefers to localize in the PE phase. For this system, the percolation threshold is about 2.9%. In the case of BP-type CB, the CB particles then localize exclusively in the PS phase and the percolation threshold is about 10.9%.

![Detailed LFM image of a PE/PS/XE (45/55/1) sample. PE is brighter and PS darker; black spots in PE phase correspond to CB aggregates.](image)

The percolation threshold can be decreased by selective localization of CB in the smaller phase of a co-continuous PE/PS blend [14, 15]. To further decrease the value of $p_c$, one can exploit topology arguments that indicate that the interface of a co-continuous morphology is continuous through the volume: localization of the CB particles at the PE/PS interface should thus drastically reduce the $p_c$ value. We describe below two ways to achieve such a localization via either a kinetic or thermodynamic process.

**Kinetic localization of CB at the PE/PS interface.** The idea, previously proposed by Gubbels (16), is to mix first the CB particles with the less preferred phase (for instance XE with PS or BP with PE) and thereafter to add the second polymer. The CB particles then tend to
migrate slowly from the first polymer to the more "attractive" one. By stopping the mixing at regular time intervals and recording an LFM image, we can determine the optimal time when the CB particles are mainly located at the PE/PS interface. Figure 2 gives the corresponding LFM image for the optimized mixing time for the system (45% PE, 55% PS and 1% of BP-CB): there clearly appears to be a CB layer between PE and PS. The thickness of this layer is about 100 nm. For this system, the percolation threshold value is as low as 0.60%.

With mixing time, electrical resistivity decreases to reach a value of $2.3 \times 10^4 \ \Omega \cdot \text{cm}$ at the optimized mixing time $t_c$ for which CB is located at the PE/PS interface. For mixing times longer than $t_c$, resistivity starts going up again with time, due to dilution of CB in the PE phase. When using BP instead of XE, the same behavior is found for the resistivity evolution as a function of mixing time. The optimized values for locating CB at the interface is in a narrow range and must be optimized for a given system. For potential applications, it is thus preferable to rely on another process that avoids this problem.

**Thermodynamic localization of CB at the PE/PS interface.** We have indicated above that BP prefers to be located in the PS phase and XE in the PE phase. Since XE is more graphitic and the BP particles present a larger number of irregularities (such as holes and steps) and a higher oxidation rate due to the presence of oxygen-rich functional groups at the surface, the particle pH appears to be a good parameter to characterize the behavior of the CB particles. The idea proposed by Gubbels [16] is to slowly increase the CB particle pH. We then examine the corresponding resistivity evolution and the LFM images [11]. We observe the migration of CB particles from the PS phase (at low pH) to PE phase (at high pH). For intermediate values of pH, we can expect to locate the CB particles at the PE/PS interface independently from the mixing time. Figure 3 corresponds to a CB particle characterized by an intermediate pH. In this

```
Figure 2. LFM characterization of the localization of CB at the PE/PS interface by a kinetic process
(PE/PS/CB-BP = 45/55/1).
```
case, a CB layer about 120 nm thick (appearing in black on the LFM image) is clearly seen at the PE/PS interface. The percolation threshold in this system is 0.46%, a remarkably low value.

![LFM image of a PE/PS/CB polymer blend](image)

Figure 3. LFM image of a PE/PS/CB polymer blend for which the CB particle pH is intermediate.

CONCLUSIONS

In an amorphous homopolymer matrix, such as PS, the percolation threshold $p_c$ is close to 8%. Substitution of a monophasic PS by a two-phase semicrystalline PE favors a decrease in $p_c$ down to 5%, consistent with the selective localization of CB particles in the amorphous phase of PE. The experimental results reported here emphasize that co-continuous polymer alloys of insulating immiscible polymers (PE and PS) can be endowed with electrical conductivity at even smaller concentrations of conductive CB particles. The key tools in the design of such conducting polymer composites are: (i) polymer blend co-continuity and (ii) selective localization of CB at the interface. Since the components are characterized by different friction coefficients, LFM constitutes a useful technique for the morphology characterization of such systems at the nanometer scale. A double percolation is the basic requirement for electrical conductivity. Provided that CB is selectively localized at the polymer alloy interface, the CB percolation threshold $p_c$ can be as low as 0.4 wt %, i.e., a striking 0.002 volume fraction. This strategy is not restricted to the loading of polymer blends with carbon black fillers; particles of intrinsically conducting polymers could be used as well.
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Synthesis and Characterization of Aerogel-derived Cation-substituted Hexaaluminates
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ABSTRACT

New methods have been developed for the synthesis of high surface area cation-substituted hexaaluminates. These materials were prepared by calcining high temperature (ethanol extraction) or low temperature (CO\textsubscript{2} extraction) aerogels at temperatures up to 1600°C. Cation-substituted hexaaluminates have emerged as promising catalysts for use in high temperature catalytic combustion. In comparing unsubstituted and cation-substituted hexaaluminates, we found that the phase transformations were much cleaner for the cation-substituted materials. BaCO\textsubscript{3} and BaAl\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} were intermediates during transformation of the unsubstituted materials, while the cation-substituted materials transformed directly from an amorphous phase to crystalline hexaaluminate. Moreover, the presence of substitution cations caused the transformation to occur at lower temperatures. Mn seems to be a better substitution cation than Co since the Mn-substituted materials exhibited higher surface areas and better heat resistances than the Co-substituted materials. The low temperature aerogel-derived materials possessed quite different characteristics from the high temperature aerogel-derived materials. For example, phase transformation pathways were different.

INTRODUCTION

The development of low emission, high efficiency combustors is encouraged by strict environmental regulations and global energy shortage issues. High temperature catalytic combustion has received a great deal of attention as an approach to simultaneously eliminate NO\textsubscript{x} and CO emissions (1-3). The use of a catalyst results in an enhanced combustion efficiency as well as a decreased NO\textsubscript{x} emission due to lower operating temperatures.

Conventional combustion catalysts such as noble metals and perovskites are not suitable in high temperature applications due to severe sintering problems which result in the loss of active surface area (1). Furthermore, it is believed that, at high conversion levels, complete combustion of residual hydrocarbons is diffusion controlled rather than reaction controlled, so that the reaction rate is not dependent on the number of active sites but the available surface area (2). Therefore, high heat resistant catalysts with high surface areas are very desirable.

Cation-substituted hexaaluminates have received a great deal of attention for use as high temperature combustion catalysts because they maintain high surface areas and display good catalytic activities at high temperatures (3,4). Hexaaluminates are stabilized alumina; their crystalline structures are shown in Figure 1. Large cations such as Ba, La and Sr are introduced into alumina to form these layered hexaaluminate structures. Smaller cations like Mn and Co are added to enhance catalytic activity. These cations occupy some of the aluminum lattice sites and the resulting materials are called cation-substituted hexaaluminates. Hexaaluminates maintain high surface areas at high temperatures because their anisotropic layered structures suppress crystal growth (5,6).

In an attempt to fabricate high surface area hexaaluminates, aerogel precursors were employed. The calcined aerogels were expected to maintain higher surface areas because of their more open microstructures. A second objective of our work was to enhance their catalytic properties by substituting active species like Mn and Co into the hexaaluminate structure.
EXPERIMENTAL

Preparation and drying of wet gel

Cation-substituted and doubly cation-substituted barium hexaaluminates, BaMAl_{11}O_{19-\alpha} (M = Co and/or Mn) were synthesized using sol-gel processes with composite metal alkoxides and nitrates as starting materials. First, manganese nitrate (Mn(NO_3)_2) and/or cobalt nitrate (Co(NO_3)_3) along with ethyl acetoacetate were dissolved in ethanol. The solution was mixed with the appropriate amounts of barium ethoxide (Ba(OCH_3)_2) and aluminum sec-butoxide Al(OCH_3)_2. The resulting mixture was kept at 80°C for 30 minutes then hydrolyzed with water diluted in ethanol. A small amount of ammonia hydroxide was added to promote gelation. The resulting wet gels were aged at 60°C for at least 3 days before solvent extraction.

The supercritical solvent extraction was accomplished using two methods. In the first method, the wet gels were dried under supercritical conditions for ethanol (270°C and 1350 psi). The resulting materials were referred to as high temperature aerogels. The second method involved exchanging ethanol with liquid CO_2 then extracting the CO_2 under its supercritical condition (55°C and 1350 psi). The resulting materials from this method were referred to as low temperature aerogels since CO_2 has a much lower critical temperature than ethanol. For comparison, alumina aerogels were prepared in a similar fashion with Al(OCH_3)_2 as the starting material. Barium hexaaluminate xerogels were synthesized by drying the wet gels under ambient temperature and pressure.

Characterization of samples

The specific surface areas and pore size distributions were measured using a Micromeritics ASAP 2000. The crystalline phases for the dried gels and calcined samples were determined by X-ray diffraction (Rigaku DMAX-B) using CuKα radiation (λ=1.542Å ).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Specific surface area and pore size distribution

Surface areas of the aerogel-derived alumina and cation-substituted hexaaluminates, and the xerogel-derived hexaaluminates are compared in figure 2. The aerogel-derived hexaaluminate had higher surface areas than the alumina aerogels at high temperatures. This result demonstrates the superior heat resistance of the hexaaluminites. Furthermore, the xerogel-derived hexaaluminates exhibited significantly lower surface areas than their counterpart aerogel-derived materials at all temperatures. Similar results were reported by Mizushima and Hori (7) for unsubstituted aerogel-derived hexaaluminates. The higher surface areas for the aerogel-derived materials compared to the xerogel-derived materials may be a consequence of different pore size distributions. Figure 3 compares the pore size distributions of these materials. The aerogel-derived materials possessed much larger pores than the xerogel-derived samples.

Figure 2. Surface areas of the aerogel- and xerogel-derived materials at various calcination temperatures (for 5 hours).

Figure 3. Pore size distributions of aerogel-derived and xerogel-derived materials at various calcination temperatures (for 5 hours).
Figure 4 illustrates the effect of calcination temperature on the surface areas of the high temperature aerogels. A dramatic decrease in surface area occurred for calcination temperatures higher than 1000°C and 800°C for the unsubstituted and substituted materials, respectively. This surface area loss appears to be a consequence of phase transformations which will be discussed in the next section. The Mn-substituted hexaaluminates displayed better heat resistance and higher surface areas than the Co-substituted materials when the calcination temperatures were higher than 1000°C. This result suggests that Mn is a better substitution cation than Co.

![Graph showing surface areas of the unsubstituted and substituted materials calcined at various temperatures (for 5 hours).](image)

Crystal phases

X-ray diffraction patterns for the Mn-substituted materials synthesized from the high temperature aerogel precursors are shown in figure 5. The hexaaluminate phase was formed directly from an amorphous material. In contrast, the low temperature extracted samples demonstrated quite different phase transformation pathways. Figure 6 illustrates x-ray diffraction patterns for the low temperature aerogel-derived Mn-substituted materials. Unlike their high temperature extracted counterparts, carbonates were found immediately after extraction and some BaAl$_2$O$_4$ was detected before the hexaaluminate phase was formed. Carbonates were probably produced as a result of exposure to CO$_2$, however, further investigation is needed.

Phases for the high temperature aerogel-derived materials are listed in Table I. Phase transformations for the cation-substituted materials were cleaner than those for the unsubstituted materials. In addition, the hexaaluminate phase was produced at lower temperatures than for the unsubstituted materials. The cation-substituted materials transformed at temperatures between 800°C to 1000°C from an amorphous phase to the crystalline hexaaluminate phase without intermediate phases. However, for the unsubstituted materials, carbonates were found in the dried aerogels and BaAl$_2$O$_4$ was observed as an intermediate phase before the hexaaluminate phase was formed. Groppi et al.(8) observed similar phenomenon; however, in their work carbonates were present in both the substituted and unsubstituted materials. We believed that two solid state reactions occurred as BaCO$_3$ was converted to the hexaaluminate.
BaCO₃ + Al₂O₃ ----> BaAl₂O₄ + CO₂
BaAl₂O₄ + 5 Al₂O₃ ----> BaAl₁₂O₁₉ (hexaaluminate)

The second reaction is very slow and requires long calcination times at temperatures above 1200°C (9). The results indicate that the dramatic loss in surface area at temperatures between 800 and 1200°C was partly due to phase transformations.

Figure 5. X-ray diffraction patterns of the Mn-substituted high temperature aerogel-derived materials.

Figure 6. X-ray diffraction patterns of the Mn-substituted low temperature aerogel-derived materials.
Table I Phases present in the high temperature aerogel-derived materials following calcination at various temperatures for 5 hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>as dried</th>
<th>800°C</th>
<th>1000°C</th>
<th>1200°C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unsubstituted</td>
<td>BaCO₃</td>
<td>BaCO₃</td>
<td>BaCO₃ + BaAl₂O₄</td>
<td>BaAl₂O₄ + Hexaaluminate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substituted</td>
<td>Amorphous</td>
<td>Amorphous</td>
<td>Hexaaluminate</td>
<td>Hexaaluminate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUMMARY

New cation-substituted and doubly cation-substituted barium hexaaluminates were synthesized using aerogel precursors. Due to their larger pore sizes and volumes, the aerogel-derived hexaaluminates maintained higher surface areas than their counterpart xerogel-derived hexaaluminates. The presence of substitution cations such as Mn and Co also promoted formation of the hexaaluminate phase at lower temperatures, and the phase transformation pathways were cleaner. The Mn ion appears to be a better substitution cation than the Co ion since Mn-substituted hexaaluminates had higher surface areas at high temperatures. In addition, the high temperature and low temperature aerogels had quite different characters. For example, they followed different phase transformation pathways in going from the aerogel to crystalline hexaaluminate.
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Nanocomposites of Layered
and Mesoporous Materials
ENHANCEMENT OF ION MOBILITY IN ALUMINOSILICATE-POLYPHOSPHAZENE NANOCOMPOSITES

J.C. HUTCHISON, R. BISSESSUR, D.F. SHRIVER
Department of Chemistry and Materials Research Center, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL, 60208-3113

ABSTRACT

Nanocomposites of poly(bis-(2(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy)phosphazene) (MEEP) or cryptand[2.2.2] with the aluminosilicate Na-montmorillonite (NaMont) were studied to develop new solid electrolytes with high conductivity and a unity cation transport number. An aluminosilicate was chosen because the low basicity of the Si-O-Al framework should minimize ion pairing. To further reduce ion pairing, solvating molecules or polymers such as cryptand[2.2.2] or MEEP were introduced into the aluminosilicate. When compared to pristine Na-montmorillonite, impedance spectroscopy indicates an increase in conductivity of up to 100 for MEEP-NaMont intercalates, and of 50 for cryptand[2.2.2]-NaMont intercalates. The MEEP-NaMont intercalate exhibits high ionic conductivity anisotropy with respect to the montmorillonite layers (σ_par/σ_perp. = 100), which is consistent with increased tortuosity of the cation diffusion path perpendicular to the structure layers. The temperature dependance of the conductivity suggests that cation transport is coupled to segmental motion of the intercalated polymer, as observed previously for simple polymer-salt complexes. Nanocomposites of solvating polymers or molecules with aluminosilicates provide a promising new direction in solid-state electrolytes.

INTRODUCTION

Solvent-free electrolytes are of great interest because of fundamental questions over their charge transport mechanisms and the possible applications of these materials in electrochemical devices. Clay minerals such as NaMont have appreciable ionic conductivities when swollen by water, and work has shown that polar polymers also mobilize Na⁺ in NaMont. NaMont, a naturally occurring mineral from the clay group smectites, has a structure consisting of extended anionic layers balanced by mobile interlayer cations and a unit formula of Na₀.₆[(Mg₀.₆Al₃.₄)Si₈O₂₀(OH)₄]. Smectites are interesting subjects for studies of cation mobility for a number of reasons, most notably because they are polyelectrolytes with fixed anions. The identity of current carriers is less ambiguous in this type of electrolyte than in salt solutions where both anions and cations are mobile. The mobility of a single type of ion also can be advantageous in electrochemical devices. Additionally, the charged sites in montmorillonite are well separated so ion pairing with the mobile cation is attenuated. To further reduce attractive forces between the cation and the aluminosilicate sheets, a variety of solvating species have been intercalated into clays such as poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO), MEEP, poly(oxymethylene oligo(ethylene oxide)), cryptands, and crown ethers. The cation mobility of these composite electrolytes is highly anisotropic, and it is greatly enhanced in comparison with the parent clay. The role of the intercalated compound and the mechanism of ion conductivity is difficult to fully characterize experimentally. For PEO-montmorillonite composites, Ruiz-Hitzky and co-workers have ascribed the conductivity enhancement to increased layer separation and factors associated with relaxations of the polymer chain. Lerner and co-workers suggested that the polymer decreases interactions between the cation and the negatively charged clay surface and thereby increases conductivity. Giannelis, Zax and coworkers have probed polymer dynamics and lithium ion transport in PEO-lithium-montmorillonite.
composites with a variety of solid-state NMR techniques. In the present work on MEEP-NaMont and cryptand[2.2.2]-NaMont composites, we examine the role of the intercalated species in long range ion transport by an analysis of the temperature-dependant conductivity and we describe the methodology and results of conductivity anisotropy measurements.

EXPERIMENTAL

Where appropriate in the synthesis and characterization, inert atmosphere techniques were employed to prevent adventitious H₂O from affecting the impedance measurements.

Materials

Montmorillonite (SWy-1) obtained from Source Clays and converted to the Na⁺ form by cation exchange with 1M NaCl (Aldrich) followed by rinsing with DI H₂O until the [Na⁺] of the rinse was less than 0.1 ppm as measured by a Na⁺ ion selective electrode (ISE). Following the cation exchange, the NaMont was dried on a high-vacuum line (ca. 3 x 10⁻³ torr at 100°C). MEEP (molecular weight = 10,300 by gel phase chromatography) was prepared by the literature method and dried on a high-vacuum line (ca. 3 x 10⁻³ torr at 100°C). Cryptand[2.2.2] (Aldrich) was dried on a high-vacuum line (ca. 3 x 10⁻³ torr at 40°C). CH₃CN (Aldrich) was freshly distilled from CaH₂ (Aldrich).

Synthesis and Characterization

Inside a N₂ atmosphere dry-box, measured amounts of finely ground NaMont and either MEEP or cryptand[2.2.2] were added to a Schlenk flask and sealed. On a schlenk line CH₃CN was added to the flask by syringe, and the resulting slurry was stirred magnetically. The progress of the intercalation was monitored by powder XRD on films cast from alequots of the reaction mixture. After the mixture had a homogeneous appearance (ca. 3 days) and there was no evidence of unintercalated NaMont by XRD, the reaction was considered complete. Samples for conductivity measurements parallel to the clay layers were prepared by letting the mixture settle on a medium porosity glass frit (nominal pore size 10-20 μm) followed by slow evaporation of the solvent resulting in a pellet (thickness ca. 2 mm). Sample for conductivity measurements perpendicular to the clay layers were dried under dynamic vacuum and pressed into pellets. Solvent removal was confirmed in all cases by FTIR spectroscopy of the dried products. ²³Na MAS NMR was performed on powdered samples.

Impedance Spectroscopy

Impedance spectra were obtained over a frequency range of 1-60,000 Hz using a Solartron 1286/1250 potentiostat/frequency response analyzer combination interfaced to a PC. The temperature of the sample was varied over a range of 30-100°C with a Sun Oven environmental chamber. Impedance data were fit to a parallel resistor-capacitor equivalent circuit (Figure 1) using a non-linear least squares fit routine. The conductivity of the material was calculated from the resistance R. The impedance cell consisted of spring loaded stainless steel electrodes inside an O-ring sealed Kel-F housing. Sample faces were Au-sputtered to enhance the electrode-sample contact.
RESULTS

A MEEP to NaMont ratio of one polymer repeat unit, (CH$_3$OC$_2$H$_4$OC$_2$H$_4$OC$_2$H$_4$0)_2PN, to two clay Si$_8$O$_{20}$ units (abbreviated 1:2 MEEP-NaMont) yields a material with a d-spacing of 19 Å as measured by powder XRD. Cryptand[2.2.2] intercalated NaMont at loadings of 0.6 cryptand[2.2.2] to 1 Si$_8$O$_{20}$ repeat unit and 1.2 cryptand[2.2.2] to 1 Si$_8$O$_{20}$ repeat unit (i.e. 1 cryptand[2.2.2] to 1 interlayer Na$^+$ and 2 cryptand[2.2.2] to 1 interlayer Na$^+$ respectively) both have a d-spacing of 17.9 Å. An x-ray pole analysis of samples indicates preferential orientation of the clay layers parallel to the surface upon which they were cast.

The $^{23}$Na MAS NMR spectrum of pristine NaMont consists of a diffuse feature centered at -17 ppm with reference to aqueous 1M NaCl. The MEEP-NaMont intercalate has a broad feature at -20 ppm, and the cryptand[2.2.2] intercalate has a sharper resonance at -16 ppm. This is similar to the solid state spectra of Na$^+$-cryptates and Na$^+$ salt-polyether complexes.

The conductivity of NaMont shows single exponential dependance as a function of 1/T with an apparent activation energy of 0.64 eV. 1:1 cryptand[2.2.2]-NaMont shows similar behavior, but with a higher activation energy of 0.92 eV and enhanced conductivity in the experimental temperature range. Both of these apparent activation energies are higher than those for proton conduction in NaMont where activation energies are typically around 0.2 eV. The conductivity of the 1:2 MEEP-NaMont and cryptand[2.2.2]-NaMont is substantially enhanced over pristine NaMont, and the conductivity anisotropy ($\sigma_{\text{par.}}$ / $\sigma_{\text{perp.}}$) of 1:2 MEEP-NaMont is about 100.

The conductivities of the 1:2 MEEP-NaMont composite, both the parallel and perpendicular to the clay layers, were fit to the Vogel-Tammann-Fulcher (VTF) equation (Table 1) which is commonly used to fit the conductivities of polymer electrolytes.

$$\sigma = \sigma_0 e^{-\beta/(T-T_0)}$$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$\sigma_0$ (Ω$^{-1}$cm$^{-1}$K$^{1/2}$)</th>
<th>$\beta$ (J)</th>
<th>$T_0$ (K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{\text{par.}}$</td>
<td>$2.2 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{\text{perp.}}$</td>
<td>$2.1 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$1.3 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2. Temperature dependant conductivities ($\sigma$) of 1:1 cryptand[2.2.2]-NaMont measured perpendicular to the composite layers (■), $E_a = 0.92$ eV; Pristine NaMont (●) measured perpendicular to the layers, $E_a = 0.64$ eV.

Figure 3. Temperature dependant conductivities ($\sigma$) of MEEP-NaMont measured parallel to the composite layers (▲), VTF fit (—); MEEP-NaMont perpendicular to the composite layers (▼), VTF fit (— —); Pristine NaMont (●) measured perpendicular to the layers.

CONCLUSIONS

Expansion in the $d$-layer spacing as measured by powder XRD indicates that cryptand[2.2.2] and MEEP both form nanocomposites with NaMont. The changes in $^{29}$Na MAS NMR spectra of these nanocomposites indicates that there is some interaction between the intercalated species and the Na$^+$, and this interaction is probably solvation of the Na$^+$ by the etheric oxygens. Solvation of the interlayer cations by the etheric oxygens affects the conductivity of both the cryptand[2.2.2] and the MEEP nanocomposites.

The conductivity of the cryptand[2.2.2] nanocomposite displays Arrhenius behavior like the pristine NaMont, but both a higher activation energy and enhanced conductivity. This is a puzzling result, and more work is needed to elucidate the reason for this. In contrast, the conductivity of MEEP-NaMont nanocomposites appears to be non-Arrhenius. The VTF dependance of conductivity in the MEEP-NaMont composites is strongly suggestive of coupling between polymer high amplitude segmental motion and long range cation transport. Furthermore, from the similar temperature dependencies of $\sigma_{\text{perp}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{para}}$ in the 1:2 MEEP-NaMont composite, it appears that the coupling between Na$^+$ transport and polymer motion is similar perpendicular and parallel to the composite layers. The anisotropy arises as a consequence of the $\sigma_a$ term, which reflects the tortuosity of Na$^+$ motion. Apparently, the path of a Na$^+$ moving perpendicular to the smectite layers is more convoluted than that of a Na$^+$ moving parallel to the smectite layers.
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Abstract

Conventional three point bending and TEM techniques are employed to determine the fracture toughness and identify the failure mechanisms in model layered-silicate polymer nanocomposites.

Introduction

Layered-silicate based polymer nanocomposites have become an active area of scientific research due to their possible technological applications. In their pristine form most of these layered mica-type silicates contain a hydrated layer of cations between the silicate planes and only certain polar polymers can be intercalated. On the other hand, one can modify these inorganic host lattices by tethering cationic surfactant molecules on the silicate surfaces and in this way a very broad range of polymers—from non-polar polystyrene (PS) to strongly polar nylon—can be intercalated in them [1].

Due to the diversity of the available layered hosts, as well as the variety of surfactants that can be used to organically modify them, one can synthesize a variety of polymer-silicate hybrids. The role of the surfactant is to lower the surface energy of the inorganic host and improve the wetting characteristics with the polymer [2]. In general, with decreasing affinity of the polymer to the silicate, three types of hybrids can be formed (figure 1):

- **Delaminated** or **exfoliated** in which the 10Å silicate layers are dispersed throughout the macromolecular matrix and are separated by tenths or hundreds of nanometers of polymer
- **Intercalated** where the galleries between the inorganic planes expand to accommodate an ultrathin 10-20Å polymer slab, while they remain in registry, stacked parallel to each other
- Finally, the surfactant can be chosen in such a way that the polymer-silicate interaction is not favorable enough to allow polymer intercalation and this results in an **immiscible** state, where organo-silicate tactoids and can be viewed as conventional fillers inside the polymer matrix.

Although composite materials and polymer-filler systems are already widely used in very diverse areas of structural materials and consumer products, polymer-layered *silicate* nanocomposites (PLS) is a relatively new class of materials. Due to their nanometer scale dispersion and the high aspect ratio of the silicates, these hybrids offer markedly improved properties compared to the respective pure polymer or the conventionally filled counterparts. For instance, these nanocomposites exhibit higher modulus and thermal stability [3, 4] dramatically improved diffusional barrier properties and solvent resistance characteristics [6, 7], increased fire retardancy [8] and in some cases markedly improved strength and mechanical properties [4, 5]. Moreover are far lighter than conventionally filled polymers[1].
In this paper we study the fracture mechanisms and mechanical properties of montmorillonite based nanocomposites with polystyrene. Although these are by far not examples of systems with improved mechanical properties they provide very good model systems that enable us to test the methods we use, as well as to compare against the failure behaviour of the pure polymer and its conventional filled systems.

Experimental

Organically modified layered silicates were prepared from Na montmorillonite (charge exchange capacity: cec ~0.9 meq/gr) by ion-exchange reactions with protonated quaternary amine surfactants, such as dimethyl-dioctadecyl-ammonium and dimethyl-benzyl-octadecyl-ammonium. Commercially available polystyrene with $M_w=200000$ and a polydispersity of 1.06 was used in most of the studies. Nanocomposites were created by direct melt intercalation or via extrusion. Tensile bars were prepared by using a hydraulic press and loads 5-7 tons at 150°C [9].

The elastic moduli of the nanocomposites were determined through ultrasonic techniques by measuring the time of flight of longitudinal and shear waves through several directions of polished specimens. The experimental details are reported elsewhere [9]. Fracture toughness experiments were performed on an Instron Model 1125 mechanical tester using a variable displacement transducer, a strain gauge load cell and chevron-notched three point bend specimens $2 \times 2 \times 8\text{mm}$). The critical stress intensity factor $K_{IC}$ was determined from load-displacement curves. The work of fracture was also calculated and the fractured surfaces were characterized by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM).

Direct observation of failure mechanisms was realized by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) studies of nanocomposite films (0.5-1.5 μm thick) under strain in a JEOL-1200EX operating at 120KV. The samples were either microtomed from the tensile bars used in the 3 point bend technique or spin casted. The copper grid method was previously developed by E. J. Kramer et al.[10] and was employed to study the failure mechanisms at the polymer-polymer interface [11], in oriented polystyrene [12] and other systems.
Results & Discussion

All the samples for mechanical characterization and fracture toughness measurements were made by “compression molding” inside a hydraulic press under high loads and temperatures above the softening temperature of the polymer. Due to the high aspect ratio of the silicate layers (with 1nm thickness and µm lateral dimensions) a preferential orientation may be induced normal to the direction of compression. For this reason fracture toughness was determined both parallel and normal to this preferential orientation. Nanocomposites with 10wt% loading of organically modified montmorillonite were studied for the case of melt-intercalated, extruded-intercalated and immiscible systems. In addition, the pure polystyrene as well as a 20wt% intercalated nanocomposite were also studied. The elastic moduli for these systems were determined by time-of-flight measurements using 10 MHz frequency for the longitudinal waves and 5 MHz for the shear, and are given in Table I.

Table I The longitudinal and shear Young moduli for selected nanocomposites are shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(E_1) (GPa)</th>
<th>(E_3) (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polystyrene</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% intercalated</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>4.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 wt% intercalated</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>4.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% extr. interc.</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>4.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% immiscible</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>4.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fracture toughness of the same samples was measured by Chevron-notched samples in a 3-point bending geometry. Interestingly, the load-deformation curve (figure 2) shows a failure qualitatively similar to that of the pure polymer, although the \(K_{IC}\) decreased (Table II). At this point we should mention that there are ways to increase the fracture toughness of the nanocomposites [4] but our aim in the present study is to explore methods for mechanical characterization of the nanocomposites and identify their failure mechanisms, as it will become obvious by the TEM results. Moreover, by observing the fractured surfaces with an SEM (figure 3) it is revealed that the fractured surface of the nanocomposite is
much rougher than the one of the pure polystyrene, in contrast with the usual behavior of materials with higher $K_{IC}$ that exhibit a more tortuous fracture path.

**Table II** The fracture toughnesses for the same systems as in table I are shown with respect to the silicate preferential orientation. $K_{IC}$ was determined from the load-deformation curves in a 3-point bend geometry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$K_{IC} (\text{MPa} \sqrt{\text{m}})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polystyrene</td>
<td>horizontal 1.89 vertical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% intercalated</td>
<td>0.86         0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 wt% intercalated</td>
<td>0.97         0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% extr. interc.</td>
<td>0.93         0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% immiscible</td>
<td>0.76         0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 3](image1) Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) imaging of the fractured surfaces of the samples in figure 2. Left: polystyrene, right: intercalated nanocomposite.

In order to get more insight on the fracture behaviour, we carried out TEM observations of thin nanocomposite films under strain. This can be achieved by mounting $\mu m$-thin slices of the nanocomposite—obtained either by microtoming the tensile bars or by spin casting—on a ductile copper grid with a 1x1mm mesh size [10]. Subsequently, we strain the system with a very small strain rate to a 5-10% deformation (figure 4). The ductile copper remains deformed and can keep the composite material under strain inside the TEM. In order to minimize as much as possible failure mechanisms that originate from surface properties of ultra-thin films, we used samples thicker than 0.5 $\mu m$ and up to 1.5 $\mu m$, beyond which it becomes difficult to observe them with our TEM.

![Figure 4](image2) Schematic of the TEM sample preparation.
The typical crazing behaviour of pure polystyrene can be seen in figure 5. Crazes are formed and they run almost parallel to each other mainly normal to the straining direction. One should notice that the craze sides are quite smooth and this is reflected to a smooth fractured surface in the 3-point bend experiment. On the other hand, in figure 6 the craze runs much less smoothly and straight and becomes very deformed in regions rich in silicate layers. For the montmorillonite based intercalated hybrids some of the dominant fracture mechanisms include (figure 6 from top left clockwise):

(i) the failure of the craze in the vicinity of a silicate layer parallel to the craze propagation direction, (ii) the craze splits up in two parts and moves around a tactoid (group of parallel silicate layers), (iii) the craze propagation stops at silicate layers normal to its propagation direction and (iv) a small tactoid "opens-up" for the craze to go through it and the craze fails between the silicate layers (the i and iv behaviour is highlighted in figure 7).
Two failure mechanisms often observed for crazes running parallel to silicate tactoids are shown here. Left: the craze fails by creating a void adjacent to silicate layers. Right: a silicate tactoid found in the propagation way of the craze "opens-up" and a void is created.

Summarizing, ultrasonic and 3-point bend techniques were successfully employed for the mechanical characterisation of nanocomposite materials. Furthermore, TEM studies of strained composite films revealed the failure mechanisms located mainly at the polymer-silicate interface. A way to improve the toughness of these materials is through the strengthening of the polymer-surface binding [4, 6].
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ABSTRACT

Sodium fluorophlogopite and lithium taeniolite have been synthesized by new
routes for application in lithium batteries. The fluorophlogopite synthesized by a high
temperature solid state reaction, was found to be non-water-swellable and unreactive
towards several mono- and divalent ions. However it was found to readily undergo
ion-exchange with both copper and iron ions, with concomitant swelling to a bilayer
water state. This swelled material reacted readily with long chain amines and other
molecules and ions behaving like a regular swellable silicate. A taeniolite precursor was
synthesized by mild hydrothermal reactions, and annealed into a well crystalline layer
solid, that reacted readily with organics to form ordered composites that have potential
use as battery electrolytes and cathodes.

INTRODUCTION

There has been much interest in clay-like materials for electrolytes in batteries,
because of their ready availability, electronically insulating behavior and high ionic
conductivity. However, the high ionic conductivity is only found for the bilayer
hydrated forms where the alkali ions diffuse through a water medium. Even removing
just one water layer, drops the ionic conductivity by two orders of magnitude from 3 x
10^{-4} S/cm to around 10^{-6} S/cm for sodium in vermiculite [1]. The presence of water
makes these materials undesirable for battery application involving alkali metals. It
should be possible to form related materials with the water replaced by simple organic
solvents or by polymeric species such as polyethylene oxide. The latter is itself under
extensive study as an electrolyte in lithium batteries; however, the predominant ionic
current carriers are anions rather than lithium. Our thinking is to intercalate organic
solvating species into clay-like materials where the negatively charged clay layers act as
the anion so that only the cations will be mobile.

Initially this study is looking at two types of layered silicates, sodium
fluorophlogopite and lithium taeniolite. The former contains fluoride groups in place of
the normally present hydroxyl groups giving it greater thermal stability and anticipated
greater stability to lithium. Taeniolite, a much less studied material but where the
preferred cation is in the structure as made, has a high surface area and should
therefore be readily swellable.

Fluorophlogopite was studied as the main component in a new electroluminescent
material, where the luminescently active ion was placed in the silicate layer and a
conducting polymer would be intercalated in the interlayer region. A field could then
be applied between the conducting polymer layers, exciting the electroluminescent ion
[2]. The fluorine allowed the use of high temperatures, up to 1300°C in its synthesis.
Fluorophlogopite is a non-swellable 2:1 trioctahedral mica with the structure shown
schematically in figure 1, but in it's hydroxy form is naturally occurring, swellable and
has the ideal formula K(Mg3)(AlSi3O10)(OH)2 [3, 4]. Taeniolite has a similar structure
but the silicate tetrahedral sheets contain only silicon, so unlike phlogopite where 25%
of the silicate sites are occupied there is no possibility of forming stable Alkali-O-Al positions so lithium diffusion through the lattice should be enhanced. It's formula can be represented by Li\(_x\)(Mg\(_{3-x}\)Li\(_x\))(Si\(_4\)O\(_{10}\))F\(_2\)•nH\(_2\)O.

Layered silicates have been of interest recently for use as electroluminescent displays, polyelectrolytes [5-8], and organic/inorganic composites for creating stress relieving points in engineered materials [9-11]. In order to incorporate polymers within the layers it is necessary to swell the mica-like layers greater than that found for the alkali metal alone. Several types of silicates, such as montmorillonite and fluorohectorite which have low charge densities, will expand almost continuously when placed in aqueous solutions. This generally leads to a controlled amount of polymer adsorbing onto the layers by controlling the component ratios [12]. However, there are no reports of the swelling of fluorophlogopite so a means must be found to incorporate polymers between the sheets.

This paper discusses recent progress toward forming sheet silicate structures that might be used as components of electrochemical devices such as sensors and batteries.

**Fig. 1. Schematic structure of layered trioctahedral clays**

**EXPERIMENTAL**

The fluorophlogopite was synthesized by a solid state reaction which consisted of firing the oxides or fluorides at 1300°C. The final compound had the chemical formula of NaMg\(_3\)(Al\(_x\)Si\(_3-x\))O\(_{10}\)F\(_2\), which was confirmed by microprobe analysis. The analysis of the crystal structure was done using a Scintag powder diffractometer. The water content and thermal stability were analyzed using a Perkin Elmer TGA7 thermal analyzer. Chemical analysis was done using a Jeol electron microprobe.

First the fluorophlogopite was reacted with a 1M acetic acid solution to exchange the sodium for protons and to swell the lattice as found to be successful for vermiculite [13, 14]. This would form a swelled acid that could be readily reacted with bases such as aniline. A partial substitution of the hydrogen ions by copper would then provide the oxidation catalyst for the in-situ polymerization of the aniline. No swelling of the lattice was observed with acetic acid, and reactions with stronger acids destroyed the crystallinity of the lattice.

Since the phlogopite did not swell with acids, reaction with a simple amine, octyl amine, was attempted at room temperature and at 70°C, but again no swelling resulted.

As it was desired to use copper to initiate the polymerization of monomers such as aniline, the sodium fluorophlogopite was reacted with 2M Cu(NO\(_3\))\(_2\); the layers swelled and the first reflection went from 9.8Å to 14.4Å. The reaction time was initially 10 days at room temperature but was decreased to 4 days by increasing the temperature to 70°C. Other reactions were tried in order to swell the layers but efforts with AgNO\(_3\) and
Ni(NO$_3$)$_2$ under similar conditions were fruitless. The sodium fluorophlogopite was also successfully reacted with ferric nitrate solution.

Once the fluorophlogopite was swelled it became much more reactive. It was reacted with a range of straight chain amines, hexyl, heptyl, nonyl, dodecyl, tetradecyl, and hexadecyl, for 3 days at 70°C.

The lithium taeniolite was synthesized by mild hydrothermal reaction of Li$_2$CO$_3$, MgO, (NH$_4$)$_2$SiF$_6$ and SiO$_2$ in water at 200°C for 3 days. This precursor was then heated to 1000°C in oxygen when highly crystalline material was formed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Sodium Fluorophlogopite

The initial Na-fluorophlogopite was indexed and found to have a triclinic unit cell with dimensions of a=5.308(1), b=9.179(2), c=9.788(2), alpha=99.223(5), beta=91.473(5), and gamma=90.025(8). It's powder x-ray pattern is shown in figure 2. A WDS elemental analysis on the electron microprobe led to the formula of NaMg$_3$(AlSi$_3$O$_{10}$)F$_2$ by using an average over five different crystals which had a mesh size of 200-300. A thermogravimetric analysis carried out in nitrogen showed negligible weight loss, less than 0.5%, up to 1000°C therefore demonstrating no interlayer water or structural hydroxyl groups.

![Fig. 2 X-ray diffraction pattern of sodium fluorophlogopite](image)

The Cu-fluorophlogopite formed by ion-exchange was determined to have the composition Cu$_{0.4}$Na$_{0.2}$Mg$_3$(Al$_{1.7}$Si$_2$O$_{10}$)F$_2$•H$_2$O with the lattice expanding to 14.34Å, with unit cell a= 5.322, b= 9.239, c=28.89Å and β= 96.98°.

Ferric nitrate was also capable of swelling the layers of the Na-fluorophlogopite by reaction with an 0.5M solution of Fe(NO$_3$)$_3$ for 2 days at 60°C. This expanded the layers similarly to Cu(II), with the repeat being 14.23Å. Silver and nickel nitrate solutions did not cause expansion of the lattice. One reason for the effectiveness of copper and iron aqueous solutions may be their greater acidity which leads to the presence of lower charge species in the interlayer region, such as [Cu(OH)(H$_2$O)$_5$]$^{1+}$ as well as hydronium ions which may be ion exchanged for additional copper [15].
Reaction of the copper fluorophlogopite with alkylamines caused a substantial expansion of the silicate lattice as shown in figure 3. The lower slope line corresponds to a single layer of amine with the nitrogen adjacent to the oxygen of the silicate and the hydrocarbon chains interleaved. The higher expansions are typical of that for a bilayer of amine, as found for vermiculite and other readily swellable clays. The slopes correspond to an angle of the chains of around 60° to the silicate layer. Unlike the vermiculite where an ammonium salt is formed, in this material the amine is acting as a solvent for the cations. TGA showed that around 0.3 or 0.7 amine groups were incorporated per \( (\text{Si,Al})_4\text{O}_{10} \) group for the two configurations shown in the figure, again consistent with single and bilayer amine configurations.

![Graph showing lattice spacing of copper fluorophlogopite on intercalation of long chain amines.](image)

Fig. 3. Lattice spacing of copper fluorophlogopite on intercalation of long chain amines. Closed circles correspond to an interleaved monolayer, whereas open circles are probably associated with a bilayer of amines, and approach the spacing observed in vermiculite [14].

**Lithium Taeniolite**

Initial studies of the formation of lithium taeniolite involved the preparation of the precursor structure by the hydrothermal treatment of the reactants. The poorly crystalline material formed, see figure 4a, was then heated on a TGA to 1000°C when the structure became highly crystalline as shown in figure 4b. Analysis of this x-ray data indicated a unit cell with \( a = 24.305 \) (2 \( \times 12.152 \)), \( b = 8.786 \), \( c = 5.917 \), \( \beta = 92.61 \) and space group C 2/m. The lattice repeat distance of 12.1Å indicates a single layer of water between the silicate sheets.

Lithium taeniolite was found to be much more reactive than the phlogopite phase. Thus, addition of a drop of water to the powder caused an immediate expansion of the lattice and broadening of all the x-ray diffraction lines.

**Ionic Mobility Measurements**

The ion mobility was measured by complex impedance methods using a Solartron Bridge, but the resistance of both sodium fluorophlogopite and lithium taeniolite were found to be well in excess of \( 10^6 \) ohms as shown in table 1. As expected these are higher
Fig. 4. X-ray diffraction pattern of lithium taeniolite (top) after hydrothermal treatment and (bottom) after heating to 1000°C.

Table 1. Conductivity of Silicates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Lattice Spacing, Å</th>
<th>Conductivity, S/cm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sodium vermiculite [1]</td>
<td>14.82</td>
<td>3 x 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium fluorophlogopite</td>
<td>9.18</td>
<td>7 x 10^{-8}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper vermiculite [5]</td>
<td>14.32</td>
<td>6 x 10^{-6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper fluorophlogopite</td>
<td>14.34</td>
<td>2 x 10^{-9}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium vermiculite [5]</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>3 x 10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium taeniolite</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>2 x 10^{-7}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium taeniolite (no anneal)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.3 x 10^{-7}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium PEO taeniolite</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>2 x 10^{-8}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

than expected for the bilayer vermiculite compounds. The drop of almost four orders of magnitude in the conductivity between vermiculite and phlogopite is consistent, as going from the bilayer to the monolayer causes a 100 fold decrease and when no water is present the ions are locked into the trigonal sites. Copper is a poor ionic conductor even in vermiculite, but the much lower value in phlogopite is not understood, but might be related to the grain size. The difference between the lithium ion conductivity
in vermiculite and taeniolite is expected from the lattice spacing reflecting the additional water layer in the former.

Poly(ethylene oxide) was incorporated into the taeniolite lattice by reacting the taeniolite with a 1M acetonitrile solution of PEO at 60°C for one day. This resulted in an expansion of the lattice to 14.30Å, and the resulting TGA was very different from that of taeniolite itself showing an overall 10% weight loss by 350°C, with 7% above 150°C. The conductivity was even less than that observed for the lithium taeniolite suggesting that a monolayer of water is a better solvent for lithium ion mobility than PEO.

CONCLUSIONS:

Inert Na-fluorophlogopite, synthesized at elevated temperatures, may be made reactive by partial ion-exchange with aqueous copper or iron species. It is thought that this is a result of reduction of the effective charge density between the layers. The copper compound was found capable of intercalating alkylamines like vermiculite and other oxide and sulfide layer materials.

Taeniolite was formed as a highly crystalline powder by firing a precursor powder, formed hydrothermally, at 1000°C in oxygen. This easily expanded silicate exhibited ionic mobility, but the intercalation of poly(ethylene oxide) reduced the mobility of lithium ions.
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ABSTRACT

Stimuli responsive polymeric hydrogel composites were synthesized by room temperature copolymerization of N-isopropyl acrylamide and methylene bisacrylamide (crosslinking monomer) in an aqueous suspension of Na-montmorillonite. Hydrogels containing 3.5 weight% of montmorillonite exhibited a lower critical solution temperature (LCST) similar to unmodified PNIPAM hydrogel (approximately 32°C), and underwent a reversible 60-70% volume shrinkage when heated from ambient temperature to above the LCST. However, hydrogels containing 10 weight% montmorillonite did not exhibit a measurable LCST, and underwent considerably less shrinkage when heated. A solvent exchange reaction was used to replace the water with an acrylic monomer, which was polymerized in-situ to create a delaminated montmorillonite/polymer nanocomposite.

INTRODUCTION

Nanostructured composites consisting of mica-type silicate layers embedded within various polymer matrices have been intensively studied in recent years.1 Technological interest in these types of nanocomposites is spurred by their enhanced mechanical and barrier properties compared to conventionally prepared filled composites.2-7 We are interested in developing nanostructured composites which are capable of altering their structure and properties under the influence of an applied stimulus. Stimuli-responsive nanocomposites could provide a spectrum of optical, mechanical, and barrier properties depending on ambient conditions of temperature, humidity, etc. As a first step towards this goal, we have chosen to explore the synthesis of nanocomposites of mica-type silicates (MTS) and poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide) (PNIPAM), a thermally responsive polymer which exhibits a lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of 32°C in the presence of water.8 PNIPAM is a hydrophilic polymer below the LCST, but is strongly hydrophobic above the LCST. Crosslinked hydrogels of PNIPAM are readily prepared by polymerization of an aqueous solution of N-isopropyl acrylamide monomer in the presence of a bifunctional monomer such as methylene bisacrylamide, and exhibit considerable volume shrinkage in association with the LCST.

Lightly crosslinked PNIPAM hydrogels have been extensively investigated as potential matrices for drug release and as chemomechanical systems,9-11 with the LCST being exploited to alter properties in response to a temperature change. For example, in controlled release applications the diffusion of a therapeutic agent from the PNIPAM matrix is significantly altered at the LCST,9,10 whereas for chemomechanical systems the volume shrinkage associated with the LCST can be used to generate a force to do work.11 Given the well established impact of delaminated MTS on the diffusional and mechanical behavior of polymer matrices, we surmise that MTS/PNIPAM nanocomposites may possess novel properties. Here, we report the synthesis and LCST behavior of PNIPAM hydrogels containing delaminated layered silicate.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

N-isopropyl acrylamide (NIPAM), methylene bisacrylamide (MBA), ammonium persulfate (APS), and tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) were obtained from Aldrich and used as received. Na-montmorillonite was obtained from Southern Clay Products as a thixotropic 3.8 weight% suspension in water and was used as received or was dried at 60°C and used as a powder. MTS-free hydrogels were synthesized by first dissolving 1.57g NIPAM, .026g MBA, and .08g APS in 20g distilled water. Polymerization was initiated by addition of 48µl TEMED to the monomer solution. Hydrogels were polymerized between glass plates for 24 hours at room temperature, and stored in distilled water until use. Hydrogels containing 3.5 and 10.7 weight% MTS were synthesized by substituting Na-montmorillonite for water in the formulation described above. Delamination of the montmorillonite was aided by brief probe sonication, during which gelation of the sample occurred.

Volume shrinkage of the hydrogels was estimated using a previously reported method. Briefly, 3mm x 3mm x 3mm cubes of hydrogel were aged in distilled water for 30 minutes at various temperatures then weighed to determine the amount of water displaced by shrinkage. LCST’s were detected using dynamic scanning calorimetry (DSC) of hydrogel samples (10-20mg). X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed on a Siemens D5000 diffractometer using a Cu K source.

Nanocomposites of MTS, PNIPAM, and poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) were synthesized by a solvent exchange procedure as follows. MTS/PNIPAM hydrogel was immersed in excess methylmethacrylate (MMA) monomer containing 0.5 weight% benzoyl peroxide (BPO). Diffusion of water out of and MMA into the swollen MTS/PNIPAM gel was aided by replacement of the excess solvent with fresh MMA/BPO every few hours for 1-2 days. During this period, slight volume expansion of the MTS/PNIPAM gel occurred (this was not quantified). The MMA-swollen MTS/PNIPAM gel was then polymerized by heating at 80°C for 2 hours. Thin sections of the MTS/PNIPAM/PMMA composites were then obtained by glass knife ultramicrotomy, and imaged unstained in a JEOL 100CX TEM.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In contrast to most layered silicate/polymer nanocomposites, exchange of the inorganic gallery cations (e.g. Na+) of the pristine silicate with organic cations (e.g. alkylammonium cations) is not necessary to delaminate Na-montmorillonite in water. The relative ease of MTS delamination in water facilitates the synthesis of composite hydrogels; water soluble monomers can be dissolved in a delaminated MTS gel and polymerized to yield a crosslinked polymeric hydrogel in which delaminated MTS layers are embedded. Although not quantified, a significant increase in hydrogel modulus was noted for the MTS-containing samples, the magnitude of which was roughly proportional to the weight% of MTS in the sample. XRD analysis of the 3.5 and 10.7 weight% MTS/PNIPAM hydrogels (Figure 1) revealed no major basal plane (001) reflections, suggesting delamination of the montmorillonite layers within the polymeric hydrogel.
The LCST behavior of the MTS/PNIPAM composite hydrogels was investigated using dynamic scanning calorimetry in combination with volume shrinkage experiments. In the DSC thermogram of the unmodified PNIPAM gel the LCST is detected as a broad endotherm of low intensity at approximately 35°C (Figure 2), in agreement with the LCST of 32°C observed for linear and lightly crosslinked PNIPAM systems. While a nearly identical LCST was observed for the 3.5 weight% MTS/PNIPAM composite, the LCST was noticeably absent in the 10.7 weight% composite; no major thermal transitions were observed between 10 and 50°C (Fig. 2).

Three distinct stages of thermally induced contraction can be seen for unmodified PNIPAM hydrogel (Figure 3). Between 0 and 25°C the unmodified PNIPAM hydrogel exhibits only slight contraction, on the order of 15%. Between 28 and 32°C considerable shrinkage occurs in conjunction with the LCST; above 35°C further shrinkage was minimal. For the nanocomposite containing 3.5 weight% MTS/PNIPAM composite, the shrinkage behavior was qualitatively similar to the unmodified PNIPAM hydrogel, except that the MTS-containing hydrogel exhibited a slight increase in shrinkage temperature (approx. 1-2°C) compared to the unmodified hydrogel. Total volume shrinkage of both materials was approximately 70% at 60°C. In contrast, the composite containing 10.7% MTS showed uniform shrinkage throughout the experimental temperature range (0-70°C), but no major volume reductions indicative of a well-defined LCST. Furthermore, total volume shrinkage of the 10.7 weight% MTS sample was less than half (approx. 23% shrinkage at 60°C) of the unmodified and 3.5 weight% PNIPAM hydrogels. The data suggests that the LCST behavior of PNIPAM gels is little affected by MTS at low content, but is suppressed or even eliminated at higher MTS content.

Figure 1. Powder XRD pattern of MTS/PNIPAM composite hydrogel containing 10.7 weight% MTS. The composite containing 3.5 weight% MTS was similar in appearance (data not shown).
Figure 2. DSC thermograms of unmodified PNIPAM hydrogel and MTS/PNIPAM composites containing 3.5 and 10.7 weight% MTS. Samples were scanned at 5°C/min.

Figure 3. Relative shrinkage data for PNIPAM and MTS/PNIPAM composites containing 3.5 and 10.7 weight% MTS. Fractional volume was calculated using the volume of the samples in the fully expanded state (0°C).
We also demonstrated a new route for the synthesis of bulk polymer nanocomposites from MTS-containing hydrogels. To accomplish this, we replaced the water of the MTS/PNIPAM hydrogel with a polymerizable monomer (MMA) by a solvent exchange process. We then polymerized the MMA monomer to yield an MTS/PNIPAM/PMMA composite consisting of approximately 89% PMMA. As shown in Figure 4, TEM micrographs of thin sections of this composite revealed the presence individual delaminated montmorillonite layers embedded within the polymer matrix. Given the method of preparation, it is likely that delamination of the MTS layers was initially achieved in water, locked in place by formation of the crosslinked three-dimensional PNIPAM network, and ultimately preserved during MMA exchange and subsequent polymerization. This general route to the synthesis of delaminated MTS/polymer composites has the potential advantage of utilizing unmodified Na-montmorillonite as opposed to organic cation-exchanged forms of the mineral which are expected to be more costly as raw materials.

*Figure 4. Transmission electron micrograph of a thin section of a MTS/PNIPAM/PMMA composite synthesized from a MTS/PNIPAM hydrogel containing 3.5 weight% MTS.*
CONCLUSIONS

Thermoresponsive nanocomposites consisting of mica-type silicate layers dispersed within a PNIPAM hydrogel were synthesized by polymerization of suspensions containing water, monomer, and delaminated silicate. The LCST transition of PNIPAM, and the volume shrinkage associated with this transition, is only slightly affected at small montmorillonite loadings. However, the LCST was essentially absent in composite hydrogel containing 10.7 weight% silicate. Replacement of the hydrogel water with organic monomer, and polymerization of the infiltrated monomer, was demonstrated as a new route to the synthesis of delaminated MTS/polymer nanocomposites.
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ABSTRACT

Polyetherimide-layered silicates nanocomposites with increased char yield and fire retardancy are described. The use of nanocomposites is a new, environmentally-benign approach to improve fire resistance of polymers.

INTRODUCTION

As use of synthetic polymers has grown dramatically over the last three decades so have efforts to control polymer flammability. Developments to that end have included intrinsically thermally stable polymers, fire retardant fillers and intumescent fire retardant systems [1]. An effective way to improve fire resistance has relied on the introduction of highly aromatic rings into the polymer structure. An increase in the aromaticity yields high char residues that normally correlate with higher oxygen index and lower flammability. The often high cost of these materials and the specialized processing techniques required, however, have limited the use of these polymers to certain specialized applications. The effectiveness of fire retardant fillers is also limited since the large amounts required make processing difficult and might inadvertently affect mechanical properties.

Polymer nanocomposites, especially polymer-layered silicate, PLS, nanocomposites, represent a radical alternative to conventionally filled polymers [2]. Because of their nanometer-size dispersion the nanocomposites exhibit markedly improved properties when compared to their pure polymer constituents or their macrocomposite counterparts. These include increased modulus and strength, decreased gas permeability, increased solvent resistance and increased thermal stability. For example, a doubling of the tensile modulus and strength is achieved for nylon-layered silicate nanocomposites containing as little as 2 vol.% inorganic. In addition, the heat distortion temperature of the nanocomposites increases by up to 100 °C extending the use of the composite to higher temperature environments, such as automotive under-the-hood parts. Furthermore, the relative permeability and solvent uptake of the nanocomposites decreases by almost an order of magnitude.

Polymer-layered silicate, PLS, nanocomposites exhibit many advantages including: (a) they are lighter in weight compared to conventionally filled polymers because high degrees of stiffness and strength are realized with far less high density inorganic material; (b) they exhibit outstanding diffusional barrier properties without requiring a multipolymer layered design, allowing for recycling; and (c) their mechanical properties are potentially superior to unidirectional fiber reinforced polymers because reinforcement from the inorganic layers will occur in two rather than in one dimension.
Melt intercalation of high polymers is a powerful new approach to synthesize polymer-layered silicate, PLS, nanocomposites. This method is quite general and is broadly applicable to a range of commodity polymers from essentially non-polar polystyrene, to weakly polar poly(ethylene terephthalate) to strongly polar nylon. PLS nanocomposites are, thus, processable using current technologies and easily scaled to manufacturing quantities. In general, two types of hybrids are possible: intercalated, in which a single, extended polymer chain is intercalated between the host layers resulting in a well ordered multilayer with alternating polymer/inorganic layers, and delaminated, in which the silicate layers (1 nm thick) are exfoliated and dispersed in a continuous polymer matrix.

In this paper we report the synthesis, thermal properties and flame resistance of polyether imide nanocomposites. Both the decomposition temperature and the char yield of the nanocomposites is much higher than that of the polymer or a conventionally filled system at similar loadings to the nanocomposites.

**Experimental**

Polyetherimides were synthesized according to the published methods [3,4] from 4,4'-(3,4-dicarboxyphenoxy)diphenylsulfide dianhydride and a series of aliphatic diamines using m-cresol as solvent. Organically modified layered silicates were prepared as previously outlined, by a cation-exchange reaction between Li fluorohectorite (cation exchange capacity, CEC of 1.5 meq/g, particle size 10 μ) or Na montmorillonite (CEC = 0.9 meq/g, particle size 1 μ) and the corresponding protonated primary amine. Nanocomposites were synthesized either statically or in a microextruder. In the former the silicate and the polymer were mechanically mixed and formed into a pellet (25 mm x 5 mm) using a hydraulic press and a pressure of 70 MPa. The pellets were subsequently annealed in vacuum at 170 °C for several hours. The microextruded samples were processed at 195 °C for 30 min. and a rate of 30 rpm.

X-ray diffraction analysis was performed using a Scintag 0-0 diffractometer and Cu Kα radiation. Thermal analysis was performed on a DuPont Instruments 9900 thermal analyzer at a heating rate of 10°C/min under flowing air or nitrogen.

**Results and Discussion**

The family of aliphatic polyether imides used and their characteristics are summarized in Table I. In contrast to their aromatic counterparts, the aliphatic PEI are amorphous with no evidence for any melting transitions. As the length of the aliphatic chain, m, increases the glass transition of the polymer decreases. The narrow MW range was accomplished by carefully controlling the reactant stoichiometry during polymerization.

Pristine mica-type layered silicates usually contain hydrated Na⁺ or K⁺ ions. Ion exchange reactions with cationic surfactants including primary, tertiary and quaternary ammonium ions render the normally hydrophilic silicate surface organophilic, which makes intercalation of many engineering polymers possible. The role of the alkyl ammonium cations in the organosilicates is to lower the surface energy of the inorganic host and improve the wetting characteristics and, therefore, miscibility with the polymer.
TABLE I
Properties of Synthesized Polyetherimidcs (PEI)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer</th>
<th>Length of Aliphatic Amine, m</th>
<th>Tg/°C</th>
<th>Mw</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Mw/Mn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PEI-6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>45,000</td>
<td>38,000</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEI-7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>36,000</td>
<td>31,000</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEI-8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>43,000</td>
<td>35,000</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEI-9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>43,000</td>
<td>35,500</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEI-10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>42,000</td>
<td>33,000</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

X-ray diffraction measurements provide a quick measure for nanocomposite formation. Generally intense reflections in the range 2θ = 3 - 9° indicate either an ordered intercalated hybrid or an immiscible system. The former, however, shows an increase in the d-spacing corresponding to the intercalation of the polymer chains in the host galleries while in the latter the d-spacing remains unchanged. In delaminated hybrids, on the other hand, XRD patterns with no distinct features in the low 2θ range are anticipated due to the introduced disorder and the loss of structural registry in the silicate layers.

Table II summarizes the x-ray diffraction analysis of montmorillonite and fluorohectorite nanocomposites with PEI-10. Na-montmorillonite being hydrophilic leads to an immiscible system. In contrast, nanocomposites are formed with the organically modified silicates. As the length of the organic cation (from C12 to C18) or the charge density of the host increases a transition from exfoliated to intercalated nanocomposites is observed. This behavior is in accord with the predictions of the mean-field thermodynamic model for hybrids developed in our group [5].

Figure 1 shows the TGA in air of pristine PEI and three hybrids containing 10 wt.% silicate. The corresponding TGA in nitrogen is shown in Figure 2. Both the intercalated and delaminated nanocomposites show a delayed decomposition temperature compared to the unfilled polymer. Interestingly, the immiscible hybrid containing the same amount of silicate shows no improvement suggesting that formation of the nanostructure is responsible for the increases in thermal stability.

Figures 3 and 4 show the isothermal TGAs for the above systems in air at 450 and 500 °C, respectively. The intercalated nanocomposites show a much higher char yield than any of the other systems. For example, for the 450 °C isothermal the intercalated nanocomposite retains about 90 and 45 % of its weight after 20 and 120 min., respectively. The corresponding numbers for the pure polymer are 45 and 15 %. In the 500 °C isothermal the polymer is completely lost after 40 min. while the char yield of the intercalated nanocomposite is ~55 %.
**TABLE II**

X-ray Diffraction Analysis of PEI-10 Nanocomposites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organosilicate</th>
<th>Nanostructure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dodecylammonium montmorillonite, MC12</td>
<td>Delaminated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetradecylammonium montmorillonite, MC14</td>
<td>Delaminated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexadecylammonium montmorillonite, MC16</td>
<td>Delaminated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octadecylammonium montmorillonite, MC18</td>
<td>Intercalated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dioctadecyldimethylammonium montmorillonite, M2C18</td>
<td>Intercalated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na montmorillonite</td>
<td>Immiscible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodecylammonium fluorohectorite, FC12</td>
<td>Intercalated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetradecylammonium fluorohectorite, FC14</td>
<td>Intercalated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexadecylammonium fluorohectorite, FC16</td>
<td>Intercalated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octadecylammonium fluorohectorite, FC18</td>
<td>Intercalated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While there appears to be a difference between the intercalated and delaminated nanocomposites we have found no difference between the fluorohectorite and montmorillonite based nanocomposites as long as they exhibit the same nanostructure suggesting that the particle size of the silicates is not an important factor. Additionally, the thermal stability was independent of the cation in the organosilicate with the nanostructure again been the predominant variable.

Even though the mechanism is unknown at present the nanocomposites show significant fire retardancy when compared to the pure polymer (Figure 5). In both cases the specimens were exposed to open flame for about 10 sec. The pure polymer persisted burning after the flame was removed until it was externally extinguished. In contrast, the nanocomposite became highly charred but maintained its original dimensions and ceased burning after the flame was removed.

![Figure 1. TGA of PEI-10 and PEI-10 hybrids in air.](image-url)
Figure 2. TGA of PEI-10 and PEI-10 hybrids in nitrogen.

Figure 3. Isothermal at 450 °C in air.

Figure 4. Isothermal at 500 °C in air.

Figure 5. Fire test of PEI and PEI nanocomposite.
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ABSTRACT

A series of layered silicate-like structures with a wide range of Si/Al ratios that have an organic functionality directly bonded to the structural Si atom by Si-C bond were prepared by template sol-gel synthesis at room temperature and pressure. XRD patterns indicate that organic functionalities in the interlayers are in paraffin-like arrangement and do not interpenetrate. Structural ordering is primarily governed by the assembly of the organic functionalities into lamellar micelles. Nanocomposites were studied by solid state $^2$Si and $^2$Al NMR to determine the degree of condensation of inorganic framework. The results indicate that Si-O-Al linkages do not form in gels precipitated at low pH. Stable Si-O-Al linkages form when pH of the precipitates is raised. The highest degree of Si-O-Al bonding is obtained when Al solutions are prehydrolyzed prior to the addition of silane.

INTRODUCTION

In the recent years it has been recognized that layered silicate structures, as well as many other ordered inorganic materials, can be prepared under non-hydrothermal conditions by biomimetic template synthesis using self-organized assemblies of organic molecules. In particular, synthesis routes using liquid crystal and surfactant micelles as templates have been subject of intense research. The surfactants commonly used in the template synthesis have polar ends that do not become part of the inorganic framework. A possibility of the polar surfactant headgroup becoming a part of inorganic framework has been explored previously for synthesis of layered organic/inorganic structures or thin films grown on substrates by self-assembly of multilayers.

We have synthesized smectite-like organic/inorganic nanocomposites (layered Al- and Mg-silsesquioxanes) using trialkoxysilanes where polar ends are silanol groups that polymerize following the hydrolysis of alkoxy groups, and become integral part of the inorganic framework (Figure. 1). The materials were precipitated at room temperature by addition of base to an alcohol solution containing a mixture of AlCl$_3$ or MgCl$_2$ and a trialkoxysilane with an alkyl or a phenyl functionality. The Si/Al and Si/Mg ratios of the reaction mixtures were 2:1 and 4:3, respectively, and were chosen to match the composition of clay minerals pyrophyllite and talc. The materials have good structural integrity and disperse in solvents of low polarity. The most ordered products were formed from long chain n-alkylsilanes with Al. The dependence of ordering on chain length suggests that the formation of the layered structure is due to self-assembly of the hydrolyzed trialkoxysilanes into lamellar micelles. The micelles act as a template for the formation of a clay-like inorganic framework by condensation between silanols and aqueous metal species attracted by the negatively charged surfactant layers. These clay-like organic-inorganic nanocomposites may find use as fillers for polymers and coatings.
and as sorbents and barriers for environmental applications.

Figure 1 Side-view of a 2:1 aluminosilicate clay mineral layer and schematic presentation of inorganic framework of layered Al-n-alkylsilsesquioxane.

The structural integrity of the nanocomposites will be dependent on the extent of formation of Si-O-Al bonds. The objective of this study was to investigate conditions favoring formation of Si-O-Al linkages during self-assembly of Al-n-dodecytriethoxysilane (NDS) and Al-n-octyltriethoxysilane (NOS).

EXPERIMENTAL

NDS was obtained from Pfaltz & Bauer, and NOS was obtained from Gelest. AlnDS and AlnOS were prepared from a silane/AlCl₃ solution with Si/Al molar ratio of 2:1. A partially hydrolyzed Al solution, prepared by adjusting pH of a volume of 0.2 M AlCl₃ x 6 H₂O in ethanol to 3.7 with 0.5 M NaOH, was used. A volume of freshly prepared 0.4 M trialkoxysilane solution in ethanol was added to the Al solution, and the mixture was then titrated with 0.5 M aqueous NaOH while stirring until pH was 5.5. The precipitate was aged for 24 hours at room temperature, and then washed repeatedly with distilled deionized water until no Cl⁻ could be detected in the filtrate. The white solid was air-dried at room temperature. AlnDS21a (reaction mixture Si/Al = 2) was prepared by adjusting pH of 0.2 M AlCl₃ in ethanol to 3 using 0.05 M NaOH prior to the addition of 0.4 M NDS solution in ethanol. The initially cloudy mixture was stirred until it was clear, indicating silane has hydrolyzed, and then titrated with 0.05 M NaOH until it turned into a thick gel. The pH of the gel was 3. The gel was aged for 48 hours, washed and dried as described above. AlnDS21b, AlnDS41a, AlnDS31b, AlnDS31c, and AlnOS31 were prepared in the similar way as AlnDS21a, except that: for AlnDS41a (reaction mixture Si/Al = 4) 0.8 M NDS in ethanol was used; for AlnDS31c (reaction mixture Si/Al = 3) 0.6 M NDS in ethanol was used, gel was allowed to dry and was not washed with water; for AlnDS21b (reaction mixture Si/Al = 2) base addition was continued until final pH was 6; for AlnDS31b (reaction mixture Si/Al = 3) 0.6 M NDS in ethanol was used and base addition was continued until final pH was 6; for AlnOS31b (reaction mixture Si/Al = 3:1) 0.6 M NOS in ethanol was used and base addition was continued until final pH was 3. nDS was prepared by slowly titrating 0.2 M NDS in ethanol with 0.05 M aqueous NaOH until white gel-like precipitate was formed (final pH=11) and the product was washed and air-dried as described above to give a white greasy solid. All other air-dried products were white, xerogel-like solids that were gently ground and vacuum-desiccated for further analysis.

Elemental analysis, XRD, FTIR, TEM and SEM were performed as described previously. ²⁹Si NMR spectra were acquired on Bruker ASX 300 spectrometer at the University of New Mexico NMR Facility using CP/MAS, spinning rates of 3.5 kHz and 5 s.
recycle time. $^{27}$Al MAS NMR spectra were acquired with a single pulse, 1 s recycle time and spinning rates of 10 kHz.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Composition data in Table 1 show that the Si/Al ratios of Al-silsesquioxanes for which the final pH of the synthesis mixture was high (5.5-6) have Si/Al ratios close to those of the initial reaction mixture. On the contrary, the products that were prepared by gel formation at low pH are highly Al deficient indicating that Al was leached out during washing of the products. Layered structures with Si/Al ≈ 2 could only be precipitated through gelation process; attempts to make them from solutions containing prehydrolyzed Al resulted in greasy, oily products.

A representative XRD pattern, showing layered structure of one of the products, is presented in Figure 2. In layered Al-silsesquioxanes basal spacings is consistent with a ~10 Å inorganic layer and a bilayer arrangement of R groups. All the products made from NDS had similar patterns, with slight variations in $d_{001}$ (Table 1). With exception of nDS (which retained water), the $d_{001}$ spacing increased with the increasing amount of Al in the product, which can be attributed to the decrease in the thickness of the inorganic layer at low Al contents. The XRD patterns of the products made from NOS were similar to those of NDS, except that only $d_{002}$ and $d_{003}$ reflections are observed and their intensities are lower than those of NDS products. This decrease in intensity is likely due to a lower degree of ordering of NOS products.

The layered morphology of the products is also evident in the SEM and TEM micrographs (Figure 3). Unlike Al containing products, nDS layers exhibited curling. The fringing observed in the TEM micrographs, confirms that products are crystalline.

Solid state $^{29}$Si and $^{27}$Al NMR spectra were highly sensitive to the synthesis method.
Table 1. Summary of composition data, solid state $^{29}$Si and $^{27}$Al NMR and XRD basal spacings for layered Al-$n$-alkyl silsesquioxanes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Si/Al Molar Ratio</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>Peak positions $^a$ (areas $^b$) obtained from $^{29}$Si CP/MAS NMR</th>
<th>Deg. of cond. ($^c$) $^a$</th>
<th>Peak positions $^a$ (areas $^b$) obtained from $^{27}$Al MAS NMR</th>
<th>$^{27}$Al IV/Al $^c$ IV ($^d$)</th>
<th>$d_{001}$ $^e$ (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AInDS</td>
<td>2 2.1</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>-64.0 (-24) -56.3 (-66)  -47.8 (-10)</td>
<td>71 (41)</td>
<td>55 (40) 0 (30)</td>
<td>0.9 (38.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AInDS21a</td>
<td>2 12.9</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>-87.4 (-25) -57.8 (-53)  -48.7 (-11) -39.8 (-4) -52.9 (-7)</td>
<td>64 (49)</td>
<td>55 (40) 0 (30)</td>
<td>6.6 (36.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AInDS21b</td>
<td>2 2.0</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>-55.2 (-20) -57.4 (-55)  -49.8 (-25)</td>
<td>65 (30)</td>
<td>55 (40) 0 (30)</td>
<td>1.3 (38.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AInDS41a</td>
<td>4 11.5</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>-67.1 (-32) -57.8 (-57)  -49.0 (-11)</td>
<td>74 (54)</td>
<td>55 (40) 0 (30)</td>
<td>6.8 (36.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AInDS31b</td>
<td>3 3.0</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>-85.1 (-22) -57.6 (-54)  -49.0 (-17) -39.8 (-1) -52.9 (-5)</td>
<td>64 (38)</td>
<td>54 (30) 0 (30)</td>
<td>1.7 (37.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AInDS31c</td>
<td>3 3.0</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>-67.6 (-28) -57.7 (-57)  -48.6 (-7) -39.8 (-2) -52.8 (-5)</td>
<td>69 (100)</td>
<td>0 (0) 0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0) (36.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nDS</td>
<td>∞ ∞</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>-67.6 (-64) -58.0 (-35)  -48.9 (-1)</td>
<td>88 (na)</td>
<td>na (na) na (na)</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AInOS</td>
<td>2 2.1</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>-61.2 (-31) -56.8 (-60)  -45.1 (-9)</td>
<td>74 (58)</td>
<td>54 (40) 0 (30)</td>
<td>1.1 (25.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AInOS31</td>
<td>3 3.0</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>-85.2 (-36) -57.8 (-56)  -46.3 (-9)</td>
<td>76 (49)</td>
<td>54 (40) 0 (30)</td>
<td>2.2 (25.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ In ppm relative to TMS ($^{29}$Si; ± 1 ppm) and 0.1 M Al(NO$_3$)$_3$ ($^{27}$Al; ± 3 ppm).

$^b$ ±10%. $^{29}$Si peak areas were corrected for cross-polarization efficiency. $^6$

$^c$ Calculated using: $^7$ degree of condensation (%) = [(0.5 x area $T^1$) + (area $T^2$) + (1.5 x area $T^3$)]/1.5

$^d$ $T^3$/Al$^{IV}$ = (moles $T^3$)/(moles Al$^{IV}$) except for AInDS where 0.9 = (moles $T^3$)/(moles Al$^{IV}$ + 0.5 x moles Al$^{IV}$).
All the spectra have three peaks in the chemical shift range of the trifunctional Si (T) and no resonance in the silicate region, confirming that Si-C bond remained intact during synthesis. In the T notation used to describe Si sites for silsesquioxanes superscript refers to the number of bonds to other Si atom through an oxygen bridge: T0, T1, T2 and T3 stand for Si(R)(OR')3n(OSi)n (where R=organic moiety bonded to Si by Si-C bond; R'=H, or alkyl group depending on the degree of hydrolysis). The small FWHM of the peak at ~52 ppm suggests that this peak is due to an oligomeric T2 species (where m is most likely 3). Because all of the products except AlnDS31c were extensively washed with distilled water, it is unlikely that any alkoxy groups remained in the solid. Thus, the T2's in all products except AlnDS31c should be bonded to either an OH, or to Si or Al through an oxygen bridge. The T0 and T2 peaks are only observed in Al-deficient structures formed by gelling at low pH.

The 29Si chemical shifts of nDS are similar to those found for grafted trifunctional Si. As expected, the degree of condensation is highest for nDS which was precipitated at high pH. In AlnDS, AlnDS21b, and AlnDS31b the 29Si peaks are shifted downfield relative to nDS which is consistent the presence of Si-O-Al linkages. Because T2 and T4 peaks in Al products have very small shifts relative to the corresponding peaks in nDS, Al substitution in the "tetrahedral" sheet of AlnDS can be ruled out. AlnDS exhibits the largest shifts of all three high-Al products and the broadest 29Si peaks which suggests that the degree of Si-O-Al bonding is greatest in this product. This product also has the lowest proportion of Al in 6-coordinate sites.

The T3 peak in the spectra of the products prepared by gelling (AlnDS21a, AlnDS41a, AlnDS31c) is shifted <1 ppm relative to nDS. In AlnDS21a and AlnDS41a this can be attributed to low Al content, while in AlnDS31c, a gel which was not washed, this is likely due to lack of formation of Si-O-Al bonds. Thus, it can be concluded that the Si-O-Al bonds do not form in the gels prepared at low pH where Al is not hydrolyzing, and pH dependent negative charge of silanol groups is low. If the base addition to the gels is continued and pH is increased, as was the case for AlnDS21b and AlnDS31b, then the Si-O-Al linkages are established but to a lesser extent then in AlnDS. Similar trend is observed for AlnOS and AlnOS31b: the first one, made from prehydrolyzed Al solution, has T3 peak shifted downfield by 4 ppm relative to AlnOS31b made by raising the pH of the gel.
$^{27}$Al NMR spectra of all the products except AlnDS31c exhibit broad peaks indicative of wide variety of bond distances and angles in the inorganic layer consistent with the structure shown in Figure 1. $^{27}$AlnDS31c, which likely contains no Si-O-Al linkages, exhibits a sharp Al resonance at 0 ppm.

In the IR spectra of the products (Figure 5) there is a shift in the silicate bands towards lower frequency with increasing Al substitution. This is consistent with increasing amount of Si-O-Al bonds which should shift silicate band towards lower frequency.

CONCLUSIONS

Long-chain n-alkylsilsesquioxanes can order into lamellar micelles and form surfactant templates with and without Al. Formation of Si-O-Al bonds occurs only at pH>3.5 where silanol groups have pH-dependent negative charge and Al starts to hydrolyze. If silanes are hydrolyzed and gelled at pH<3 in Al-containing solutions, Si-O-Al linkages are not likely to form and Al is lost by washing of the gel. Although Si-O-Al linkages can be produced by raising the pH of the gel, their number is smaller then when initial hydrolysis and condensation occur at pH>3.5. Once Si-O-Al bonds are formed, they are not destroyed by washing with water and exhibit hydrolytic stability similar to that found in clay minerals.
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ABSTRACT

Self-assembled functional molecules in mesoporous materials are synthesized directly either by co-assembly of dye-bound surfactant of ferroceny1 TMA with silicate or Pc (phthalocyanine) molecules doped in the C16TMA micelles with oxides framework such as V2O5, MoO3, WO3, SiO2. The process provides well-organized molecular doped mesoporous structure by direct and simple procedure.

INTRODUCTION

Mesoporous materials invented by scientists of the Mobil Corporation1-3 have attracted considerable interest since the first announcement in 19924,5. The formation mechanism of mesoporous materials designated as MCM products have been studied by many groups6,7 and phase change behavior among lamellae, hexagonal and cubic are understood in terms of charge matching at the interface as well as a free energy argument in the organized organic/inorganic system8. The MCM products are widely synthesized in silica (SiO2) framework and there are interests for extending other oxides such as TiO29, V2O510,13, WO311,12,13, MoO313, because their potential applicability to adsorbents and catalytic processes. Hexagonal tungsten, vanadium and titanium oxides have been successfully produced respectively, and other oxides mesophase were examined in Pb, Fe, Mn, Zn, Al, Co, Ni to form lamellae structure. Besides extending framework oxides to other class of transition oxides, it's quite attractive to investigate a novel process of mesoporous film formation. Attempts have been made for silica mesoporous film either on the substrate14 or air-water15 interface. Those films might be used for device's application as optical, electric and chemical sensors as well as membranes.

In this work, we have investigated to synthesize photo-sensitive mesoporous materials for optical device applications where the photo-absorbing dyes are doped in the mesochannels by direct self-organizing process of the surfactants, not by external doping after the calcination of the channel. If the synthetic path is found to dope functional molecules to mesochannels by self-organized co-assembly process, it will open a wide controllable design to produce functional mesoporous materials for optical application such as sensors or luminescent materials.
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EXPERIMENT & RESULTS

In order to make self-assembled functional molecules in mesoporous materials, we have investigated two different methods for dye-doped MCM products. The first one is by using dye-bound surfactant; Fe-TMA (11-ferrocenylnundecylammonium bromide where the trimethylammonium surfactant has a ferrocenyl dye at the end of the tail. The other is by using C_{16}TMA (hexadecyltrimethylammonium chloride) and the Pc (phthalocyanine (C_{32}H_{18}N_{8}), phthalocyanine blue (C_{32}H_{16}N_{8}Cu)) molecules are doped in a co-assembly within a C_{16}TMA micelles. In the latter case, Pc molecules are, supposedly, self-assembled between the C_{16}TMA's hydrophobic tails and organized with a periodic array of the lipid micelle structures.

In the first case, we have synthesized Fe-TMA-MCM in a similar way as an acidic synthesis of Silica MCM while C_{16}TMA was replaced by Fe-TMA. The molar ratio of the synthetic precursors were as follows; 1.0 TEOS : 9.0 HCl : 0.12 Fe-TMA : 130 H_{2}O . In spite of the lower concentration of the surfactants, hexagonal phase were successfully produced and the products were colored (light green) by the surfactant's ferrocenyl ligands. Fig. 1(a) shows a low angle XRD scan for Fe-TMA-MCM and the reflection pattern of the hexagonal phase was clearly observed. The d-spacing of the products was 37 Å which is as twice long as the Fe-TMA surfactant and those are basically same products as silica MCM where lipid micelle forms the mesochannel structure. Figure 1(b) shows a transmission electron microscopy (TEM) photograph of the Fe-TMA-MCM and the hexagonal array of the mesoporous channels are clearly observed. As far as an eye-observation on the whole area of the low magnification view, only hexagonal phase was produced and other phase such as cubic or lamellae was not observed.
The result shows that the Fe-TMA surfactants can synthesize hexagonal mesophase in a similar way as silica MCM and this is a first complete synthesis of the mesoporous products through ferrocenyl surfactants. As a Fe-TMA surfactant carries ferrocenyl dye at the end of the lipid tail, the initial products possess an optical absorption band in a visible light wavelength region and those are colored in light green or yellow green. Figure 2 shows an absorption spectrum of Fe-TMA-MCM powders and two absorption band at 440 nm and 640 nm were clearly seen. The absorption at 440nm was ascribed to a reduced state of the ferrocenyl ligand of Fe-TMA and the one at 640 nm was an oxidized state. Because of the ferrocenyl dyes are incorporated in the channel by self-assembly process, the absorption of the products are coming from concentrated dyes at the channel's center. The absorption band of 440 nm is a reduced state and identical to the absorption of isolated Fe-TMA molecules in the solution, while the one at 640 nm is an oxidized state and the peak appeared by the reaction with air (oxygen) after the synthesis. As the products are exposed to air at ambient temperature, the absorption intensity of 640 nm increases with time. In this new process, it is not necessary to dope molecules into mesoporous channels after the pore become open by calcination. The process provides economic and more efficient way to dope heavily in the mesochannels.

The second method to make self-assembled molecules in a mesoporous materials is by mixing dye molecules among the surfactant's hydrophobic tails where the dye molecules are inserted in a periodic manner within a mesoporous channels, which are basically similar system to chloroplast in the natural plants. We have chosen Pc (phthalocyanine (C₃₂H₁₈N₈), phthalocyanine blue (C₃₂H₁₆N₈Cu)) molecules as dopants and metal oxides of V₂O₅, WO₃, MoO₃, SiO₂ as mesoporous framework. The synthetic procedure of Pc-doped V₂O₅ MCM was as follows; the ammoniumvanadate (NH₄VO₃) ; 1.0 g, was first dissolved in a aqueous water (18g) with an addition of amount of NaOH (1.2g) to be solved completely. And the C₁₆TMA (0.54g) are dissolved in the above solution with no precipitation at this high pH condition. And, the various amount of Pc (0.043g - 0.34g) were added to the above solution and stirred for 1 hour. Surprisingly, the Pc molecules were solvated quite well in the surfactant solution, which becomes completely blue because of the Pc molecules are isolated within the surfactant micelles. In the present experiment, the molar ratio of Pc

![Fig. 2 Optical absorption spectrum for Fe-TMA-MCM](image-url)
to C16TMA was changed from 0.0 to 1/2.5, so that, in heavy doping case, Pc are inserted in every several surfactant molecules. After stirring Pc/C16TMA solution, HCl (5N) are added drop wise to gradually decrease a solution pH to around 1.0. As HCl adding, vanadium oxides start precipitating at the interface of the micelle and mesoporous vanadium oxides with Pc molecules doped in the mesochannel were made. Similarly, Pc-doped WO3-MCM as well as Pc-doped MoO3-MCM were produced; the ammonium tungstate para pentahydrate ((NH4)6W12O41.5H2O) were dissolved in water with C16TMA at high pH and Pc were well solved in the above surfactant solution with stirring. The WO3-MCM was formed by drop wise addition of HCl and green-blue colored powder was precipitated. In the case of Pc-MoO3-MCM, ammonium phosphomolybdate trihydrate ((NH4)3PO4 12MoO3 3H2O) was used as a precursor chemical for the MCM products. In silica (SiO2) case, Pc was first dissolved in the C16TMA surfactant solution at low pH (acidic) condition and TEOS (tetraethoxysilane) was added to precipitate Pc-doped MCM powders. The molar ratio of Pc to C16TMA was changed from 0 to 1/2.5 and the products were characterized by TEM, low angle XRD and optical absorption measurements.

Figure 3 (a) shows a low angle XRD data for Pc-doped V2O5 MCM with a variation of Pc-doping ratios. The pure V2O5 MCM was also shown in the figure. The as-prepared V2O5 MCM products are amorphous structure which is confirmed by a broad fundamental reflection at about 2.5 - 3.0 degree10,13. Supposedly, the
\(V_2O_5\) primarily building unit is a crystal structure so that it is not possible to form directly hexagonal or cubic phase which have curved interfaces at the mesochannel walls, although, in SiO\(_2\) case, easy by the flexibility of the random amorphous network of the silica. As a Pc-doping ratio increases, the phase becomes unstable, especially at the Pc/C\(_{16}\)TMA ratio of around 1/20 where the initial amorphous structure changes and the pattern shifts by minor experimental conditions. And further increase of the Pc-doping makes a MCM structure stable and a crystalline mesophase appeared that is different from the initial amorphous phase. In other words, the insertion of Pc molecules in the mesochannel stabilizes a crystalline phase possibly because of the modification of the channel wall shape. It is also observed that the peak position of the fundamental reflection of the mesophase shifts toward low angle with the Pc doping, i.e., the d-spacing of the \(V_2O_5\) MCM becomes larger slightly by the expansion of the mesochannel. The d-spacing is 30.55A at Pc/C\(_{16}\)TMA ratio of 1/5, shifts to 31.87A at the ratio of 1/2.5. Although there is a small expansion from the pure \(V_2O_5\) MCM to Pc-doped MCM, the main peak position does not change significantly, which indicates that the Pc molecules are doped, perhaps, in between the surfactants hydrophobic tails of the lipid micelle, not in the center position of the micelle as in the expander molecules of trimethylbenzene (TMB)\(^7\). Pc molecules inserted between the surfactant expand slightly the channel size, at the same time, stabilize the vanadium oxides framework. Figure 3 (b) shows an optical absorption data for Pc-doped \(V_2O_5\) MCM and the absorption from the doped Pc was clearly seen. The powder is green and as the doping ratio increases, the absorption intensity increases with the doping. The absorption at short wavelength region is coming from the \(V_2O_5\) framework.

We have investigated structures of Pc-doped MoO\(_3\)-MCM. The doped MoO\(_3\) mesoporous structure was made in a similar way as a \(V_2O_5\)-MCM. Figure 4(a) shows a low angle XRD scan of Pc-doped MoO\(_3\)-MCM with a variation of the Pc-doping molar ratio (Pc/C\(_{16}\)TMA) from 0.0 (pure MoO\(_3\) MCM) to 1/2.5. In this materials, the mesostructure was amorphous throughout the whole Pc-doping ratio with a broad scattering between 2 and 9 degree, which is quite different from the \(V_2O_5\)-MCM. In this case, the incorporated Pc molecules does not act as stabilizer molecules for the crystalline hexagonal phase. In the amorphous phase, the average pore spacing derived by LAXRD was not changed so much by Pc-doping and, at the same time, the randomness structure was not changed. Figure 4(b) shows absorption spectra of the doped MoO\(_3\)-MCM and the absorption of Pc was observed
through a transparent MoO$_3$ framework from 500nm to 900nm wavelength region. As the doping ratio increases, the absorption intensity increases without a shift of the spectra's shape. Additionally, Pc-doped SiO$_2$-MCM was successfully synthesized and the hexagonal mesophase was retained for high Pc doping condition and optical absorption spectra of the doped phase was similar to those of other oxides.

CONCLUSIONS

We have successfully synthesized Pc-doped metal oxides mesoporous materials in a V$_2$O$_5$, MoO$_3$, WO$_3$ and SiO$_2$ framework materials as well as a direct synthesis of dye-doped MCM through a co-assembly of ferrocenyl TMA surfactants. There is a different role of the doping Pc to the host mesophase; in V$_2$O$_5$ case, Pc plays a stabilizing agent for crystalline mesoporous phase, i.e., amorphous phase of the pure V$_2$O$_5$ MCM transforms to crystalline phase with the doping, although, in the MoO$_3$-MCM case, the amorphous phase remains by the doping. However, Pc-doped SiO$_2$-MCM was successfully made to be a hexagonal phase.
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LOW TEMPERATURE SYNTHESIS OF LAMELLAR TRANSITION METAL OXIDES CONTAINING SURFACTANT IONS
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ABSTRACT

Recently there has been much interest in reacting vanadium oxides hydrothermally with cationic surfactants to form novel layered compounds. A series of new transition metal oxides, however, has also been formed at or near room temperature in open containers. Synthesis, characterization, and proposed mechanisms of formation are the focus of this work. Low temperature reactions of vanadium pentoxide and ammonium (DTA) transition metal oxides with long chain amine surfactants, such as dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide yielded interesting new products many of which are layered phases. DTA₄H₂V₁₀O₂₈·8H₂O, a layered highly crystalline phase, is the first such phase for which a single crystal X-ray structure has been determined. The unit cell for this material was found to be triclinic with space group P 1 and dimensions a=9.895(1)Å, b=11.596(1)Å, c=21.924(1)Å, α=95.153(2)°, β=93.778(1)°, and γ=101.360(1)°. Additionally, we synthesized a dichromate phase and a manganese chloride layered phase. with interlayer spacings of 26.8Å, and 28.7Å respectively. The structure, composition, and synthesis of the vanadium compound are described, as well as the synthesis and preliminary characterization of the new chromium and manganese materials.

INTRODUCTION

Soft chemistry approaches have been utilized in many syntheses resulting in formation of transition metal oxides [1]. One of the most common and successful approaches, hydrothermal synthesis [2], has been employed in studies of tungsten [3, 4], molybdenum [5, 6], and vanadium oxides [7-9]. The discovery of MCM-41 [10], a new class of aluminum silicates with a mesoporous structure sparked a plethora of additional studies of whether transition metal oxides could also be formed via these methods [11-13]. A general mechanism for the formation of both the observed lamellar and hexagonal phase products of transition metal oxides and surfactant templates was proposed by Huo et al [11]. Stein et al, however, in their extensive study [12], had strong evidence that a tungsten oxide reacted with hexadecyltrimethylammonium formed Keggin clusters rather than continuous layers of tungsten oxide. A study on vanadium oxides recently discussed a lamellar vanadium phase formed on reaction of V₂O₅ with dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide [14]. In the first single crystal study on such a lamellar phase it has since been determined that this material also contains clusters rather than continuous layers of vanadium oxide. The discrete decavanadate clusters are joined via hydrogen bonding, and surrounded by the surfactant cations with their head groups stacked in opposite directions. Although this vanadium oxide - surfactant product was originally synthesized via a hydrothermal approach, new synthesis methods have allowed formation of this material via heating on a hot plate [15]. There have been several recent studies where other lamellar transition metal phases have been made via room temperature or near room temperature synthesis methods. In a study by Luca et al [16] several lamellar vanadium oxide phases were formed at room temperature. We have synthesized the first chloride [2], a lamellar manganese chloride, via templating with dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (DTABr), as well as a new oxide with dichromate. Ayyappan et al [17] also showed the formation of a lamellar chromium oxide was possible at room temperature.
EXPERIMENTAL

The initial formation of the new lamellar phase DTA$_4$H$_2$V$_{10}$O$_{28}$·8H$_2$O was via a hydrothermal approach documented earlier [14]. It has since been found that combining the reactant materials at room temperature and heating on a hot plate at near boiling conditions, actually produced large crystals in less than 24 hours, rather than weeks for the hydrothermal method. As in the hydrothermal method, DTABr and V$_2$O$_5$ are mixed in a 2:1 molar ratio. The 5 M NaOH which was previously added for pH adjustment, however, is now added prior to V$_2$O$_5$ addition [15]. After heating for about 1 hour at 65°C, a clump of amorphous material is removed from the reaction mixture via gravity filtration. The product crystals are formed from the supernatant liquid over the following 24 hour period. Crystals proved large enough and of sufficient quality for the single crystal study described here.

The new lamellar dichromate material was synthesized by combining a solution of DTABr with a solution of (NH$_4$)$_2$Cr$_2$O$_7$ in a 2:1 molar ratio. A precipitate formed immediately, and was filtered and washed thoroughly with deionized water. The product had the appearance of a yellow slurry, but dried to a gel after several days. Over a period of days, this gel became a waxy material which later hardened to a state in which it could actually be ground for X-ray powder diffraction studies. Powder diffraction patterns of all forms of this material yielded virtually identical patterns.

To form this material, solutions of manganese chloride and DTABr were combined to give a ratio of 2:1 DTABr to MnCl$_2$. This solution was then treated hydrothermally at 160°C for 4 days. The product solution (no solid was formed in this reaction), was then evaporated to give the lamellar phase material. This product, like the lamellar chromium material was clear and waxy in nature.

Samples were characterized via X-ray powder diffraction on a Scintag XDS 2000 powder diffractometer using CuK$_\alpha$ radiation, TGA analyses were performed on a Perkin Elmer TGA 7, FTIR analyses on a Perkin Elmer 2000 FTIR, and electron microprobe analysis were done on a JEOL 2000 Electron Microprobe. Single crystal measurements were first done at Ames Lab, Iowa State University on a Siemens P4 single crystal diffractometer, and the final structure determination was made on a Siemens Smart CCD single crystal X-Ray diffractometer using MoK$_\alpha$ radiation at Syracuse University. Pattern refinements and single crystal structure data reduction were done with CSD software [18].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The crystals formed of DTA$_4$H$_2$V$_{10}$O$_{28}$·8H$_2$O are a translucent orange-yellow. The largest crystals are approximately 9 millimeters across and their thickness is of the order of 0.1 millimeters. Analysis via electron microprobe showed that there was no Na left from the pH adjustment, nor was any Br left from the original cationic surfactant material. An X-ray powder diffraction, shown in figure 1, shows the high order and crystallinity of this material. An initial attempt to obtain single crystal data failed due to decomposition over time. The crystals of DTA$_4$H$_2$V$_{10}$O$_{28}$·8H$_2$O are easily dehydrated, losing 6 water molecules per unit cell. To determine how quickly this material actually lost the waters of hydration, an X-ray study was conducted to collect the powder pattern of a sample of this lamellar phase as it dries. The diffractometer chamber was purged with dry nitrogen, and a fully hydrated sample of DTA$_4$H$_2$V$_{10}$O$_{28}$·8H$_2$O scanned over a 2 hour period of time. As the sample dried, the lattice spacing collapsed by about 3Å, as can be seen in the 3D plot of the X-ray data in this study, figure 2. Nearly 50% of the original peak, due to the hydrated material, has already disappeared after about 20 minutes. This dehydration experiment clearly showed why problems were encountered in the first single crystal study. This study should have run for a period of four days, but by this time the sample had decomposed to form mainly dehydrated material. The study on the Siemens Smart CCD diffractometer at Syracuse University was more successful, as the sample was scanned for 7 hours and encased in glue to enhance
stability. This study, then, provided adequate data for structure determination. The structure of DTA$_4$H$_2$V$_{10}$O$_{28}$·8H$_2$O is shown in figure 3. In this material, decavanadate clusters are surrounded by water molecules, 2 of which are probably in the form of H$_3$O$^+$. These hydronium ions and 4 DTA chains provide charge balance for the V$_{10}$O$_{28}$ clusters. The DTA chains are stacked such that the head groups of neighboring chains are in opposite directions. The additional 6 water molecules are hydrogen bonded to the decavanadate clusters, as can be seen in figure 4. The single crystal data gave a triclinic cell with a space group of P 1, and dimensions a=9.895(1)Å, b=11.596(1)Å, c=21.924(1)Å, α=95.15(1)$^\circ$, β=93.78(1)$^\circ$, and γ=101.36(1)$^\circ$.

Fig. 1. X-ray powder diffraction pattern of DTA$_4$H$_2$V$_{10}$O$_{28}$·8H$_2$O, after [14].

Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction 3D plot of the dehydration of DTA$_4$H$_2$V$_{10}$O$_{28}$·8H$_2$O, showing the growth in the higher angle peak as the lower one decreases.
Fig. 3. Structure of \( \text{DTA}_4 \text{H}_2 \text{V}_{10} \text{O}_{28} \cdot 8\text{H}_2\text{O} \) showing the arrangement of the organic chains [15].

Fig. 4. Water hydrogens bonding the decavanadate clusters together [15].

The lamellar chromium material powder pattern was indexed to a monoclinic cell, space group P2/m with \( a=26.757(5)\text{Å}, b=10.458(2)\text{Å}, c=14.829(3)\text{Å}, \) and \( \beta =98.01(1)^\circ \). This material appears to be similar to that recently studied by Ayyappan et al [17]. A diffraction pattern for this material can be seen in figure 5. Further studies are underway to characterize it more fully.

We found that chlorides, such as manganese dichloride, also form these lamellar structures [2]. The x-ray pattern for this compound is given in figure 6, and the layer repeat was found to be 28.7Å. The exact nature of this material is unknown, as clusters like \( \text{V}_{10} \text{O}_{28} \) are not known for chlorides. Recent experience with room temperature syntheses leads us to believe that this material might also be made through low temperature synthesis rather than hydrothermally. It might be possible to evaporate the supernatant after mixing the reactants in a beaker, rather than going through the hydrothermal process.
Fig. 5. X-ray diffraction pattern of surfactant chromium oxide material.

Fig. 6. X-ray diffraction pattern of the manganese chloride surfactant material [2] showing the layer-like nature of the compound.

CONCLUSIONS

A lamellar vanadium phase was shown to contain clusters, and not continuous layers, confirming the conclusion drawn by Stein et al in earlier work [12]. Evidence suggests that many metal oxides and metal chlorides may form this type of compound. Future work with similar materials is likely to aid in determination of mechanisms involved in the formation of such compounds.
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A NEW ROUTE TO THE PREPARATION OF NANOPHASE COMPOSITES VIA LAYERED DOUBLE HYDROXIDES
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ABSTRACT

A promising route to the preparation of nanophase composites with fine particles of transition metals via layered double hydroxides has been shown on the derivatives of Li-Al double hydroxide, LADH-X, where interlayer X anions are complexes of transition metals. Thermal decomposition of such materials in vacuum or an inert gas leads to dehydration and dehydroxylation of the hydroxide matrix and to the collapse red/ox process of the complex anion. The latter results in the carbonisation of the samples and in the appearance of nanoscale (20-500Å) metal particles.

INTRODUCTION

Intercalation compounds of layered double hydroxides are of interest as precursors for the preparation of catalysts, mixed oxides, ceramics etc. Their structure consists of positively charged layers, [LiAl₂(OH)₆]⁺, separated by intercalated, charge balancing anions and water molecules [1,2]. These compounds can be used for the preparation of nanoscale composites. The type of a material formed depends on composition of an anion, on a chemical process, and on conditions of preparation. During the vacuum thermal decomposition of LADH-X intercalates containing anions of dicarboxylic acids, nanoscale particles of lithium aluminate and carbon are produced [3]. The particle size depends on a type of the organic anion. Fine particles of aluminum oxide and lithium salts are formed upon the vacuum thermolysis of intercalates with inorganic ions (Cl⁻, Br⁻ and SO₄²⁻) [4]. Intercalates with a common formula [LiAl₂(OH)₆][Medta]-4H₂O, (LADH-[Medta]) were used in order to investigate the possibility of production of nanophase composites containing fine metal particles. In their structure the interlayer anions are complexes of copper, cobalt and nickel with ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (edta). The complexes with these metals under thermolysis in vacuum or an inert gas form organic products and metal phase. In our case thermal decomposition of an aluminum hydroxide intercalate containing complex anions involving transition metal cations and some carboxylate anions could lead to the reduction of the cations to metal. Considering that the nearest interlayer cations must be 8-10Å apart, we expected that the process of formation of metal particles from atoms would be significantly hindered by diffusion. To realize this approach we studied thermolysis of intercalation compounds of lithium-aluminum double hydroxide containing [Cu(edta)]²⁺, [Co(edta)]²⁺ and [Ni(edta)]²⁺ anions. The result to be expected is the formation of sufficiently small particles of metal.

EXPERIMENTS

In order to synthesize the intercalates by the ion-exchange procedure lithium-aluminum double hydroxide with chloride, LADH-C1, was used [5]. LADH-C1 was obtained by treatment of crystal gibbsite, Al(OH)₃, with a concentrated LiCl solution [6]. Chemical composition of the resulting compound was close to [LiAl₂(OH)₆]Cl·1.5H₂O (table I). The synthesized compounds and the products obtained were studied by means of chemical and X-ray phase analysis, optical and IR-spectroscopy. X-ray diffraction patterns were obtained using a DRON-3 diffractometer equipped with Ni filter, CuKα irradiation. High resolution electron microscopic photographs were
obtained with a JEM-4000 microscope at the accelerating voltage of 400 kV. The composition of
gas phase products was studied in a vacuum flow set-up with a MX-7303 mass spectrometer.
Thermal analysis was carried out by means of a 1500 Q Paulic-Paulic-Erdey derivatograph.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.

Thermolysis of LADH-[Medta] in vacuum or an inert gas

The data obtained by chemical analysis (table I), IR and optical spectroscopy, XRD give the
following formulas for the synthesized compounds: \([\text{LiAl}_2(\text{OH})_6][\text{Cuedta}]\cdot4\text{H}_2\text{O},\]
\([\text{LiAl}_2(\text{OH})_6][\text{Coedta}]\cdot4\text{H}_2\text{O}\) and \([\text{LiAl}_2(\text{OH})_6][\text{Niedta}]\cdot4\text{H}_2\text{O}\). Edta is an anion of
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid forming stable complexes with transition metals. Thermal
decomposition of LADH-X materials leads to dehydration and dehydroxylation of the hydroxide
matrix and to the collapse red/ox process of the complex anion with the appearance of transition
metal phase. DTA and mass spectral data show that the process of decomposition is a sequence of
the following stages. Up to 200°C elimination of adsorbed and interlayer H_2O from the hydroxide
prevails. The process of dehydration of interstitially located water molecules proceeds in two
stages approximately at 60-90°C (2 molecules) and 140-180°C (2 molecules) for all Medta-
tricals. Heating above 200°C results in the destruction of the hydroxide matrix. The process
occurs before the decomposition of organic anion excepting LADH-[Cuedta], where both
processes start near-concurrently. On a further increase in temperature, the process of thermolysis
proceeds differently. For the nickel-containing intercalate at temperatures up to 300°C, the
decomposition process goes with the predominant release of water molecules into the gas phase,
which is caused by the destruction of hydroxide layers. In the case of the copper and cobalt
containing intercalates, water removal is accompanied by the simultaneous formation of gaseous
products with 28 m/e and 44 m/e, which were referred to CO and CO_2 (fig.1). At temperatures
above 300°C, for all compounds, one can observe not only the release of CO and CO_2 and H_2O
(18 m/e), but also the appearance of NH_3 and H_2 (16 and 2 m/e), which indicates a deep
destruction of edta. The considerable content of carbon is determined in the products of vacuum
decomposition, which points to the carbonization of the samples in the course of thermolysis
(table I). The C/M and N/M ratios show that approximately one half of the carbon and nitrogen
content is removed from the initial intercalates upon thermolysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Li</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>Li/Al</th>
<th>C/N</th>
<th>C/M</th>
<th>N/M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LADH-Cl</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LADH-[CoEdta]</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>8.49</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LADH-[Niedta]</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>7.91</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LADH-[CuEdta]</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>8.52</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>8.47</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I. Elemental composition of the compounds and the products of their thermolysis at 400°C.
Fig. 1. Mass-spectral data of gas release during heating: a - LADH-[Coedta], b - LADH-[Cuedta], c - LADH-[Niedta]; ■ - H₂O, x - CO₂, O - NH₃.
Fig. 2. HREM microphotograph of LADH-[Niedta] decomposed in vacuum at 400°C.
Decomposition in vacuum or an inert gas during more than 1 hour results in the appearance of nanoscale metal particles (20-500Å). The data of high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HREM) confirm the formation of the round nickel particles with the narrow size distribution spread uniformly in the matrix upon the thermolysis (400°C) of LADH-[Niedta] (fig.2). On the nickel particles well regulated lattice lines are seen that testifies the particles are well-crystallized and do not possess inner defects. In the case of the [Cuedta]-containing intercalate (400°C), along with the formation of small particles (20-50Å), much larger ones (up to 500 Å) comprising disoriented fragments form. They are located disorderly in the amorphous matrix.

Decomposition of LADH-[Cuedta] in air.

Heating in air for several hours gives rise to formation of metal oxide phase and to subsequent production of spinel forms at high temperatures (above 500°C). Since the destruction of the organic anion for the [Cuedta]-containing intercalate occurs near-concurrently with dehydroxilation of matrix, it was interesing to obtain nanophase particles in the layered hydroxide system in the case of suitable temperature and period of heating. For 20 minutes at 250°C the result was retention of the layered hydroxide and formation not of the CuO composite, but of the metal copper one (fig.3). It is attributable to the slow process of dehydroxilation of the matrix which protects the generated copper phase against O₂.

![Fig.3. Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of LADH-[Cuedta] before (1) and after heating (2) in air at 250°C during 20 min.](image-url)
CONCLUSIONS

Thus, thermal decomposition of LADH-intercalates with complexes of transition metals and Edta enables one to obtain a composite containing nanoscale metal particles distributed in a dielectric matrix.
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF THE STRUCTURE OF NANOCRYSTALS
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ABSTRACT

Structural characteristics of nanocrystals were investigated by molecular dynamics simulation. The structural models were constructed in two dimension, assuming the Lennard-Jones type potential as interaction between atoms. The nanocrystal model consisted of ultra-fine particles as a unit structure, like atoms in normal crystals. In the present study, the diameter of the ultra-fine particles is assumed to be constant and the unit particles are assembled in densely packed structure to form a nanocrystal. The orientations of the unit particles were varied randomly to form various kinds of interfaces between their nearest-neighbor particles. This initial structure was relaxed by the molecular dynamics method with controlling the system temperature by rescaling the velocities of the atoms. The system temperature was set to be so high as to accelerate the relaxation process in the nanocrystal structure. If the diameter of the fine particle is less than 6 (the unit length is nearest-neighbor distance between atoms), the assembled particles were relaxed to form single crystal structure. When the diameter increased larger than 10, the nanocrystal structure was stable and the grain boundaries, vacancies and edge dislocations were remained in the system.

INTRODUCTION

Nanocrystal is aggregation of ultra-fine particles of which radii are in order of nano meters[1]. Nanocrystal can be produced by various methods such as spray deposition, gas condensation followed by consolidation, high energy ball-milling, sol-gel method, CVD and sputtering. The exotic features of nanocrystals cause specific properties such as in solute solubility, specific heat, thermal expansion, optical, magnetic, electric and mechanical properties. Especially, mechanical properties of nanocrystal are outstanding[2, 3]; (1) Young's modulus decreases while hardness increases abnormally, (2) elastic limit is very large (about 2%), (3) Strength obeys the inverse Hall-Petch relationship[4]. It is essential to construct structural mode of nanocrystal to clarify the correlation between structure and properties of nanocrystal. In the present study, a molecular dynamics calculation was performed to obtain the relaxed structural model of nanocrystal and to clarify thermal stability of the nanocrystal model.

METHODS OF CALCULATION

Initial structures of nanocrystal were constructed for molecular dynamics calculation. Nanocrystal can be considered as aggregation of randomly oriented ultra-fine particles. The structural model of nanocrystal proposed here is assembled 12 particles in a hexagonal arrangement with free boundary condition. In this model, the form of a unit grain is circle and the grain size was assumed to be constant for simplicity. The grain size was varied to examine the stability of nanocrystal as a function of the grain size. Using the above structures as the
input data, structural relaxation was performed by the molecular dynamics method. Lennard-Jones potential,

$$\phi(r) = 4 \varepsilon \left[ \left( \frac{\sigma}{r} \right)^{12} - \left( \frac{\sigma}{r} \right)^6 \right],$$

was assumed as the atomic interaction. The cut off length of the potential was 2.5 times of the nearest neighbor distance. In this paper the distance is measured by the nearest neighbor distance. Temperature is expressed in dimensionless unit as

$$T^* = \frac{k_B T}{\varepsilon}$$

The melting temperature of the densely packed lattice of the L-J system is about 0.48 in this unit[5]. Varying the grain size and the system temperature, the two types of the model structure of nanocrystal were relaxed by the molecular dynamics method and thermal stability of nanocrystal was examined. The total MD time steps were 1,000,000, nearly equal to 10,000 periods of atomic vibration.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the initial and final structure of the nanocrystal with the diameter 6 at $T^* = 0.05$. The 12 fine-particles were relaxed into a single crystal with some vacancies. The model with the diameter 10 also changed into a single crystal although the relaxation time becomes longer.

If the diameter of the grain of the nanocrystal becomes 14, the individual particles are stable as shown in figure 2 and the model structure of nanocrystal with the diameter 14 was obtained. During the course of the simulation, each particle was relaxed to produce stable grain boundary structure between the particles. The nanocrystal model with the diameter 16 was also stable at $T^*$
= 0.05 as shown in figure 3(a). Then the thermal stability of this sample was examined by the similar calculation at $T^* = 0.10, 0.15$ and 0.20 and the obtained structures are shown in figures 3(b), (c) and (d). At $T^* = 0.10$, the nanocrystal structure was stable but the orientation of one of the particles changed to make more stable interface. The rearrangement of the atom in the particle occurred at the grain boundary but systematic rotation of the particle could not be observed. At $T^* = 0.15$ and 0.20, the nanocrystal structure was not stable any more. The structure changed into single crystal structure by the same mechanism as the case of $T^* = 0.10$.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** (a) The initial and (b) final structures of the nanocrystal with the diameter 14 at $T^* = 0.05$.

In summary, these simulations clarified the conditions to obtain stable nanocrystal structure; (1) the grain size is larger than 14 nearest neighbor distance (about 4 nm) and (2) the temperature is less than 0.10 (about 20% of the melting point of the bulk). From the simulation of the coarsening of grains at higher temperature, the hypotheses that large entropy stabilize the nanocrystal structure could not be confirmed.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Structural characteristics of nanocrystals were investigated by molecular dynamics simulation. The conditions to obtain stable nanocrystal structure were clarified. Many experiments were performed on the mechanical properties of nanocrystal and confirmed the abnormal response to the applied stress. Therefore the structural relaxation of nanocrystal under applied stress is crucial to understand the mechanical properties of nanocrystal. Such investigation is now on progress.
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Figure 3. The final structures of the nanocrystal with the diameter 16 at (a)$T^* = 0.05$, (b)$T^* = 0.10$, (c)$T^* = 0.15$ and (d)$T^* = 0.20$.
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